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Abstract. The new class of non-lethal devices is described in this paper. These devices can be used by law
enforcement officials, security and military personnel. They are inexpensive, safe, lightweight, man portable,
and easy to use. Specifically, a new class of a Piezoelectric Stun Projectile (PESP™) is able to deliver
electrical energy to the target in a non-lethal manner (U.S. Patent No.: 7,421,951; U.S. Patent No.: 7,506,588;
U.S. Patent No.: 7,658,151). The principle of operation is based on the unique properties of piezoelectric
materials, which can generate a high electric voltage when they are mechanically stressed. The preliminary
experimental results described in this paper demonstrate that PESP™ will be able to generate a pulse of the
high electrical energy, up to 300 J. A maximum range of the developed wireless PESP™ is anticipated to be
around 100 - 120 meters, which will allow overcome the range issue of the existing devices and technologies.
The following dimensions of the developed PESP™ are anticipated: diameter is 20 - 40 mm, length is 35 - 60
mm. The anticipated weight is 40 - 60 g. The developed PEPS™ will be used to incapacitate human and
animal targets in a safe and efficient manner by disrupting their nervous systems. The results of this research
will be used for developing long-range non-lethal weapons for the use by the law enforcement officials,
homeland security and military personnel, National Guard, etc.
Introduction
A Piezoelectric Stun Projectile (PESP™) that will be able to deliver electrical energy to the target in a non-lethal manner with the
anticipated distance range of about 100 - 120 meters is described. It is anticipated that PESP™ will incapacitate a human target by
generating a series of powerful electrical impulses. The novel technology is based on the phenomenon of the direct piezoelectric effect.
The source of the electrical energy is a piezoelectric element (made of a special type of piezoelectric ceramic with high electro-mechanical
coefficient), which generates a high voltage electrical signal upon the application of a mechanical stress. Several sources of the
mechanical stress will be examined and optimized. One of the possible sources of the mechanical stress is the energy of the controlled
internal explosion of a propellant. Another source of the mechanical stress will be the energy of the shock during the impact of the PESP™
and the target. The final decision about delivery of the mechanical energy to the piezoelectric element and the optimal characteristics of
the piezoelectric elements (dimensions and shapes) will be determined experimentally.
Technical limitation of existing non-lethal weapons
®

TASER Weapons
Several devices that can disable human and animal targets are presented below. These projectiles use two needles to puncture the
target's skin so as to provide an efficient way of delivering the electric current [1-3]. The stun gun has been made in two primary
configurations. A first stun gun design requires the user to establish direct contact between the first and second output electrodes and the
target. A second stun gun design operates on a remote target by launching a pair of darts, which typically incorporate barbed pointed ends.
The darts either indirectly engage the clothing worn by a target or directly engage the target by causing the barbs to penetrate the target's
skin. The 20 kilovolts electrical pulses with the frequency of 2 - 10 pulses per second and the energy of 0.01 - 0.5 J are delivered to the
target via connecting wires. These devices have a very limited distance range of about 5 - 6 meters, and a low energy level. The patent by
Smith titled "Hand-held stun gun for incapacitating a human target” [4] describes a hand-held stun gun that incapacitates a human target
by generating a series of powerful electrical output pulses across first and second spaced apart output terminals in response to a closure
of a trigger. A battery power supply includes an electronic switch, an energy storage capacitor, and a transformer for converting a low
voltage, direct current electric signal into a series of high voltage output pulses across the first and second output terminals. Each output
pulse has the energy from 0.9 J to 10 J.
Taser International of Scottsdale, Ariz., the assignee of present inventions, has for several years manufactured sophisticated stun guns
®
®
®
designated as the TASER Stun weapons and TASER EMD weapons. Currently there are three categories of TASER weapons:
®
®
TASER Stun weapons, TASER EMD weapons, and TASER Shaped Pulse™ weapons. These weapons use electrical energy to affect
®
the signaling mechanisms used by the human body to communicate. The TASER energy weapons send a series of energy pulses that
can overpower the normal electrical signals within the body’s nerve fibers. When the high electric voltage applied to the human target, the
®
target instantly loses muscular control of the body and cannot perform coordinated action, usually falling to the ground. The Air TASER is
®
a hand-held stun gun of the TASER Stun weapons class [5]. Upon firing, compressed nitrogen projects two probes 15 feet at a speed of
135 feet per second. The electrical output of the Air TASER is 50,000 V. The signal is conducted throughout the region where the probes
make a contact with the body.
®

®

The ADVANCED TASER was designed as TASER Model M18 and Model M26 stun guns [5], using more powerful electrical signals of
18 Watt and 26 Watt, respectively. The M18 shoots out 2 darts attached to 15 feet of wire. 50,000 V electric signal travels over the wires
and overrides the electrical signals of the central nervous system providing immobilization of a target. The M26 is a much higher power
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weapon that shoots out 2 darts attached to 21 feet of wires. However, the experience of using these weapons has demonstrated that in
®
many cases 0.01 to 0.5 J pulses are incapable to completely incapacitate a human target. TASER EMD weapons are based upon
Electro-Muscular Disruption (EMD) technology [6]. The EMD effect causes an uncontrollable contraction of the muscle tissue and
debilitates a target regardless of pain tolerance or mental conditions. The major disadvantage of EMD Weapons is the availability of wires,
limiting the range of action and complicating the process of reloading.
The patent by Nerheim titled “Dual operating mode electronic disabling device for generating a time-sequenced, shaped voltage output
waveform” describes new technology of T-Wave generation and a stun gun having high technical characteristics [7]. The device includes
a power supply for generating a voltage of varied magnitude and duration. The technology described in this patent titled “SHAPED
™
PULSE technology”, uses a highly refined energy pulse that concentrates a small portion of energy to first penetrate the barrier, while the
majority of electrical charge is held in reserve, flowing freely through the barrier once the leading edge has penetrated the skin [8]. Several
government reports [9-11] clearly describe disadvantages of existing technologies and devices. The comparative performances of
non-lethal weapons are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparative performances of non-lethal weapons
Technical characteristics
#

Model

Technology
Power Output

1

Air Taser

Taser technology

2

Advanced Taser
M18

Taser (EMD)
technology

3

Taser M26

Taser (EMD)
technology

4

Taser X26

Shaped Pulse
technology

5

PESP™

™

Proposed
Piezoelectric Stun
Projectile

50,000 V
7-14 Watt
50,000 V
18 Watt
133 mA
1.76 J/pulse
50,000 V
26 Watt
162 mA
1.76 J/pulse
Shaped Pulse
Discharge
50,000 V

50,000-100,000 V
200-300 J/pulse

Max Range

Delivery of
energy

15 ft. = 4.572 m

Wired

15 ft. = 4.572 m

Wired

21 ft. = 6.4008 m

Wired

21 ft. = 6.4008 m

Wired

328 - 393 ft. =
100-120m

Wireless
(Remote)

Wireless electrical weapon
To eliminate the described disadvantages of the wired non-lethal weapons, wireless devices have been developed. These devices project
two parallel streams of electrically conductive liquid at the target. The streams are maintained at different potentials. When these streams
reach a target, the electric circuit is complete and a series of electrical pulses of about
10,000 V each are conducted through a tissue of the target [6 - 11]. These devices have the following major disadvantages:
1. They can be fired only a few times without reloading.
2. The capillary instability causes the liquid streams to break up into droplets after a short distance decreasing the conductivity to the
electrical signal.
3. The gravity quickly pulls such liquid streams into a ballistic arc, therefore making aiming difficult.
4. The ionic flow within liquid electrolytes provides only weak electrical conductivity.
5. The target may be wetted by the liquid streams creating a short circuit through the air reducing the possibility of stunning the target.
6. The electromechanical nature of these devices and the corrosive liquids they employ tend to shorten their useful life.
Piezoelectric Stun Projectile (PESP™)
A piezoelectric stun projectile (PESP™) can incapacitate a human or animal target by generating a series of high voltage
(50 kV - 100 kV) electrical impulses. The PESP™ principle of operation is based on the phenomenon of the direct piezoelectric effect. The
source of electrical energy is a piezoelectric element, which generates a short electrical pulse upon application of the mechanical stress.
This short pulse is applied to the electrical underdamped oscillating circuit, which generates attenuated periodic signal for about 0.5 - 1 s.
During this time interval, the amplitude of the generated voltage can reach tens of kilovolts. The source of the mechanical stress is the
released energy during the impact of the PESP™ and a target or the direct internal controlled explosion. The PESP™ will be able to
generate a powerful impulse of electrical energy of up to 200 - 300 J, and will have a maximum distance range of about 100 - 120 meters.
To deliver a PESP™ to the object, various sources of mechanical energy could be used, such as ARWEN 37 mm five-shot semiautomatic
Weapon System manufactured by Royal Ordnance Defense Corp., 40 mm Rifled Barrel Launcher manufactured by Defense Technology
Corp., SAGE SL-6 37 mm six-shot semiautomatic Weapon System manufactured by Penn Arms of Pennsylvania Corp., etc. The simplified
schematic of the PESP™ is presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig.1. Schematic diagram of the PESP™ with the electrical oscillating circuit
1-projectile body; 2-protective material (soft rubber); 3-hole; 4-piezoelectric element;
5, 6-metallic plates; 7, 8-explosive material; 9, 12-electrical wire; 10, 13-metallic needles;
11-electronic device; 14-electrodetonators.
When the PESP™ hits a target, the rubber element 2 is compressed and thin needles, 10 and 13, penetrate into human’s soft tissue. The
electronic device 11 is activated (Fig.1) and closes the switch (S), connecting the electrodetonator 14 to the energy source (E). This leads
to the simultaneous explosion of propellants 7 and 8. Simultaneously, the wire 9 breaks along the line (A-A), while the wire, 12, breaks
along the line B-B. The piezoelectric element 4 becomes connected in parallel to the electrical oscillating LC circuit and needles 10 and 13,
producing a high voltage electrical signal applied to the body of the target to be incapacitated. Preliminary estimation allows for the
conclusion that the required output voltage could be generated by the piezoelectric elements made of the typical piezoelectric material. For
-3
example, a cube of size of 1 cm of PZT5A material has the coefficient g33 = 22 · 10 Vm/N. Applying a force of 50 kN, which corresponds
to an applying stress of 500 MPa, can generate a voltage of 110 kV. To experimentally evaluate the level of the generated voltage, the
following experiments have been carried out (Fig.2).

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.
1-piezoelectric element, 2-holder, 3 and 4-metal plates, 5-oscilloscope.
The 5.313 kg object was dropped on two circular piezoelectric disks consequently. Both disks were mounted into a holder between two
metal plates (Fig. 2). Each time, the voltage was recorded between two parallel surfaces of the piezoelectric disk by the oscilloscope using
a voltage divider and an attenuator 10:1 (Fig. 2). The first piezoelectric element had a diameter of 9.56 mm and a height of 1 mm. The
second one had a diameter of 6.96 mm and a height of 8.86 mm. In the first experiment, the object was dropped from the altitude of 1.08
m and the voltage divider was constructed of two resistors, R1 = 100 k and
R2 = 3.3 k. In the second experiment, the object was dropped from the altitude of 1.75 m and the voltage divider was constructed of two
resistors, R1 = 100 k and R2 = 1.5 k. Recorded voltages for both experiments are presented in Fig. 3 and Fig.4, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Voltage oscillogram in the first experiment.
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Fig. 4. Voltage oscillogram in the second experiment.

Counting on the values of the resistors R1 and R2 and the attenuation coefficient of the attenuator, the voltage amplitudes in both
experiments are 16.7 kV and 44.7 kV, respectively. Using several piezoelectric elements connected in series or in parallel will allow
creating the stable high voltage electrical signal in range of 50 - 100 kV. Other shapes of piezoelectric elements will be also investigated to
optimize the dimensions and the shape of the PESP™. The preliminary experimental results allow for conclusion that the prototype
piezoelectric stun projectile could be developed and tested in real world environment.
Summary
Existing non-lethal devices have significant disadvantages. The wired devices have a very limited distance range of about 5 - 6 meters,
and a low energy level. The major disadvantage of these weapons is the availability of wires, limiting the range of action and complicating
the process of reloading. The wireless devices project two parallel streams of electrically conductive liquid at the target. The major problem
with these devices is that the capillary instability causes the liquid streams to break up into droplets after a short distance decreasing the
conductivity to the electrical signal. In addition, the target may be wetted by the liquid streams creating a short circuit through the air
reducing the possibility of stunning the target. The new class of non-lethal devices eliminates these disadvantages. A Piezoelectric Stun
Projectile (PESP™) will be able to deliver electrical energy to the target in a non-lethal manner with the anticipated distance range of about
100 - 120 meters. The developed PESP™ will incapacitate a human target by generating a series of powerful electrical impulses. The
novel technology is based on the phenomenon of the direct piezoelectric effect. The source of the electrical energy is a piezoelectric
element (made of a special type of piezoelectric ceramic with high electro-mechanical coefficient), which generates a high voltage
electrical signal upon the application of a mechanical stress. Several sources of the mechanical stress will be examined and optimized.
The final decision about delivery of the mechanical energy to the piezoelectric element and the optimal characteristics of the piezoelectric
elements (dimensions and shapes) will be determined experimentally.
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Images taken with well designed optical systems with sufficiently large apertures – such
as telescopic imaging systems generally suffer loss in spatial resolution due to the effects of the
turbulent atmosphere. Traditionally, passive incoherent imaging methods like phase diversity, early
versions of wavelength diversity, speckle imaging methods, multi-frame blind deconvolution,
pixons, and others have been used to “unscramble” the effects of the atmosphere and substantially
increase the spatial resolution of large aperture optical imaging systems. In fact, the spatial
resolution performance increase is on the order of D/ro where D is the diameter of the imaging
system’s entrance pupil and ro is the atmospheric coherence length (a.k.a. Fried parameter). The
Fried parameter typically ranges from 1 to 10 cm for many applications. The wavelength diversity
method has several advantages over other methods which include 1) requires no hardware except a
large aperture digital camera/camcorder, laptop, and possibly a general purpose parallel processor
for high-speed applications, 2) works with multiple snapshots/video or as few as one snapshot, 3)
works in dimmer lighting than some of the other methods, and 4) integrates with existing digital
camera/video systems. Previous wavelength diversity methods had serious issues regarding single
snapshots and widely separated wavelengths. In our work, we have addressed these issues and apply
our generalized approach to modern imaging systems such as the red, green, and blue center
wavelengths common in modern digital camera systems, digital camcorders, or center wavelengths
used in multi-spectral imaging systems. Using our new error metric and a set of constraints, we
present theoretical and simulated results that show near diffraction limited performance in our
generalized wavelength diversity method. Our approach can scale to real-time processing (faster
than 30 Hz) and has wide applicability to law enforcement, surveillance, military, space, security,
media, and entertainment industries.

Abstract.

Introduction
Optical imaging systems that have large entrance pupil apertures as compared to the atmospheric coherence length ro, generally
suffer from the loss of spatial resolution. For well-designed optical system the turbulent atmosphere is usually the most significant
contributor to the imaging systems loss of spatial resolution [1]. We present the results for a generalization of the wavelength diversity
method that permits the application of wavelength diversity to one or more multi-spectral images wherein the wavelength separation can
be substantial. An example would be a single snapshot from a high-end digital camera with an RGB color scheme or a multi-spectral
camera. At each pixel, the camera simultaneously captures the irradiance at the red, green, and blue wavelengths. Previously published
error metrics that are central to the wavelength diversity methodology, have difficulties dealing with single image snapshots for widely
separated wavelengths. Our generalized wavelength diversity method uses our own developed error metric along with some general and
special constraints to remove the effects of atmospheric turbulence from single snapshots or multiple images. We demonstrate our
results by producing near diffraction-limited images from images that have been degraded with simulated atmospheric turbulence.
Our method is ideally suited for long distance ground-to-air/space imaging applications but can also work for distances less than 10
km. Additionally, our modified WD method only requires a conventional laptop computer and properly sampled input image(s) captured
at a minimum of two distinct, narrow-band wavelengths for non real-time applications. However, our proposed approach can be
implemented on general-purpose parallel processing (GPPP) hardware that provides for real-time (faster than 30 Hz) turbulence
compensated imagery (e.g. color video) using currently available commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) technology. A GPPP such as a Field
Programmable Gated Array (FPGA) can be adapted to various form factors (for example implemented on a stand-alone external device,
a USB stick, or on a Personal Computer Memory Card International Association (PCMCIA) Express Card) and retrofitted to existing
greyscale or color imaging systems. Our modified WD method is capable of increasing the resolution of the imaging system by a factor of
up to 22 for an 8.5-inch diameter telescopic imaging system operating in the visible wavelengths. The system, excluding the camera,
telescope or lenses, consists of our proprietary software, a laptop computer, an optional GPPP implemented on some laptop/computer
compatible device, and user interface software. The size and weight of the hardware will be no larger or heavier than a standard laptop
computer with possibly an optional processing unit the size of a portable external hard drive (or smaller).
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Background
Atmospheric turbulence introduces wave-front aberrations that can significantly degrade the performance of an optical imaging
system [1]. The degradation in imaging performance depends on a variety of factors such as the operating wavelength(s), the relative
size of the imaging system’s entrance pupil diameter to the atmospheric coherence length, ro (Fried parameter), the angular
instantaneous field of view (IFOV) as compared to the isoplanatic angle, θ 0, sampling effects, signal-to-noise issues, and system effects
such as imperfect optics, fixed pattern noise and platform jitter.
Previously, atmospheric turbulence compensation (ATC) researchers developed post-processing algorithms and methods to
remove the effects of atmospheric turbulence from images [1 – 14]. These traditional, software-dominant methods were originally much
slower than hardware-based adaptive optics methods. Among the more relevant approaches relative to our research were the phase
diversity and wavelength diversity approaches [5, 7, 8, 12, 13]. Earlier phase diversity methods assumed a monochromatic image
allowing for a simplification in an error metric used to indirectly solve for an Optical Transfer Function estimate [12, 13]. Other
researchers used a speckle imaging method requiring multiple images to obtain an adequate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to remove
atmospheric turbulence [2, 3, 4]. This multi-frame ATC method was implemented on a Field Programmable Gated Array (FPGA) for
relatively high-speed processing results. However, a downside of this method is that it may require 100’s of image frames to achieve
adequate SNR conditions. The multi-frame requirement introduces problems if the target moves between image frames enough to cause
the atmospheric turbulence conditions to also change. In our generalized wavelength diversity approach, we require just one snapshot
(e.g. one RGB image or video frame) given sufficient signal-to-noise and proper image capture conditions (e.g. image/object sampling).
2
Researchers have recognized that the variation in an object’s brightness (Watts/cm ) causes problems for traditional error metrics
used in wavelength diversity ATC algorithms. Consequently, Ingelby and McGaughey developed an error metric for multi-frame blind
deconvolution (MBFD) using the wavelength diversity method [5]. In wavelength diversity, the object brightness changes as a function of
wavelength. As an example, looking at the red, green and blue components of an RGB image, a given object’s brightness can be
significantly different at each of the red, green and blue color components. Ingleby and McGaughey proposed the following error metric
in terms of the image spectrum Imn and the optical transfer function Hmn (the asterisk means complex conjugation) that is supposedly valid
for different object/image brightness spectrum levels at different wavelengths [5]:
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where the “m” index associated with different wavelengths, the “n” index sums over the number of frames (e.g. snapshots taken at
different time intervals), the “ν ” index sums over spatial frequency locations in the entrance pupil of the imaging system, and the “k” index
th
th
runs over the Zernike modes. The “a” coefficient is the estimated weight on the “k ” Zernike mode of the n frame. The object spectrum
th
estimate for the m wavelength component is then given by Equation (2), which follows from application of linear systems theory. The
top Equation (1) has the unfortunate characteristic, however, that it goes to zero for any arbitrary choice of the optical transfer function
estimate Hm when the number of frames is identically one (e.g. for a single image snapshot). Therefore, the top Equation (11) is
unsuitable for WD systems that only have one frame of data (e.g. a single snapshot).
We have implemented an error metric that generally works for both single and multiple image frames of simultaneously captured WD
imagery. The error metric is used for generating an error-minimized optical transfer function. It is determined by first taking the ratio of
the image spectrum at one wavelength and dividing by the image spectrum at another wavelength. This relationship holds at every point
in the entrance pupil where the magnitude of the image spectrum for the term in the denominator is not zero. Relating the RGB
components of the object brightness and projecting this relationship into frequency space determines the α parameter. The function of
this error metric is to discriminate between varying choices of Zernike polynomials that are used to estimate the phase aberrations
introduced by the atmosphere. The error is minimized (ideally attains the value of zero for noiseless systems and is minimized for
systems with noise) by the correct choice of Zernike weights. In our implementation, the error metric that was used to discriminate
between different estimates of the optical transfer is:
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where “m” and “p” are different wavelengths, “k” is an index running over the Zernike modes, “n” is an index over the number of WD
simultaneously captured image frames, “ν” is an index running over all the spatial frequencies in the clear aperture of the entrance pupil,
th
th
the “^” symbol means estimate, and the “a” coefficient is the weighting coefficient on the “k ” Zernike polynomial in the “n ” image frame
of data. Note that if the “n” index were dropped in the equation above, this would correspond to a single image frame. If the imaging
system happens to use a digital single lens reflex (“SLR”) camera using a RGB color scheme, then “m” and “p” could correspond to one
of 3 wavelengths – red, green, and blue – and Emp would correspond to the error metric used with any two of the three colors (e.g. m, p =
th
th
1 {blue}, 2 {green} and 3 {red}). The α parameter is an angle obtained by estimating the arctangent of the ratio of the m and p RGB
components of the object brightness spectrum. When a RGB color scheme is used, the tangent of α lies in the inclusive interval [0, pi/2].
By using all three color components in the RGB image, three separate error metrics result from Equation (3). In some cases, these
equations are linked and constrained and all three are advantageously minimized. The error metric may be evaluated at every spatial
frequency point in the entrance pupil plane, summed, and minimized using an optimization routine such as simulated annealing (SA),
gradient-descent, or a variety of deterministic, stochastic, or mixed methods. As previously discussed, known constraints can also be
used to solve and restrict the search space. Once the error is minimized, the optimal OTF estimate is obtained and Equation (2) can be
2-D inverse Fourier transformed to obtain the atmospheric turbulence compensated object brightness estimate.
Results
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In this section, we show results for our generalized wavelength diversity method. We use our atmospheric turbulence simulator on a
real image to add known amounts of atmospheric turbulence to the reference image. We then generate an Optical Transfer Function with
our controllable amount of turbulence and apply it to our reference object spectrum. We then generate a “blurred” color image as our
aberrated image. Fig. 1 shows our reference object on the left and the aberrated image on the right. Our atmospheric turbulence

Fig. 1 Reference color object brightness on left-side and simulated atmospheric turbulence degraded image brightness on the right side.
The black band around the image on the right is easily removable and results from our atmospheric turbulence simulation algorithm
producing a buffer of zeros around the edge of the processed image.
simulator can use either deterministic or random inputs in terms of a superposition of weighted Zernike polynomials to represent the
atmospheric phase aberrations. Additive Gaussian noise can also be included in the simulation if desired. The wavelengths used in the
simulator were the red, green, and blue wavelengths that would be detected in a RGB camera. We use the RGB color cube to generate
the color images. The simulated atmospheric aberrations are separately applied to the red, green, and blue wavelengths and then the
color image is recombined using the RGB color cube and the individually distorted wavelengths. The output of the atmospheric
turbulence simulator is shown on the right of Fig. 1. The relevant simulation parameters were an object to imaging system separation of
1.3 km, an 8.5 inch telescope and no Gaussian noise added, piston and tilt removed, x and y astigmatism and defocus terms added.
We then used only the aberrated image shown on the right side of Fig. 1 as the input to our generalized wavelength diversity
atmospheric turbulence compensation algorithm (ATCA). Both the atmospheric turbulence simulator and our modified wavelength
diversity atmospheric turbulence compensation algorithm were written in Matlab. Fig 2. shows a comparison of the reference MTF
associated with our aberrated object and also the MTF that our ATCA estimated (shown on the right side of Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Reference Modulation Transfer Function (left) and estimated Modulation Transfer Function (right)
Our adjustable sampling and processing parameters were set so that our ATCA would run relatively quickly (approximately 3 minutes on
an Apple iMac with an i7 processor and 8 GB of memory. Our estimates show that this algorithm could be implemented in real time (30
Hz or better) using commercial off the shelf (COTS) parallel processing technology. In the reference MTF, there is a slight observable
boost in the higher spatial frequencies and the width of the main peak is slightly thinner. This is likely due to sampling/fitting errors based
on our run-time and sampling choices in the simulation. Our modified wavelength diversity-based ATCA estimates the Optical Transfer
Function, inverts the OTF, and then determines the unaberrated object brightness for each of the RGB colors. The atmospheric
turbulence corrected individual color object brightness components are then combined to form the atmospheric turbulence corrected
object brightness estimate as shown in Fig. 3. The image on the far left of Fig. 3 is the original reference object. The center image in

Fig 3. Reference Object Brightness (Left), Atmospheric Turbulence Degraded Reference Image (Center), and Atmospheric
Turbulence Compensated RGB Color Image (Right)
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Fig 3. Is the simulated atmospheric turbulence degraded image, and the right-most image is the corrected image using our modified
wavelength diversity-based atmospheric turbulence compensation algorithm. We see quite a remarkable improvement in the corrected
image (near diffraction-limited) although a slight difference in contrast is still evident. This is to be expected due to the small differences
in the MTFs.
We also wanted to show results for a relatively simple space-based object – a binary star. Fig 4. shows a collage of results for a
simulated binary reference star wherein one star has twice the brightness of the second star. At the top-left of Fig. 4, we see a Matlab

Fig. 4 Atmospheric Turbulence Compensation Algorithm results for a simulated Binary Star.
mesh-plot of this simulated binary star system. The magnitudes have been normalized to one. As a representative example, we want to
see the effects of an imaging system without the presence of atmosphere (such as a space-based imaging system). If we model no
atmosphere turbulence effects and no system noises (e.g. a perfect optical system), then we are modeling the diffraction-limited
performance of the optical system. In our simulation, we assumed a 1-meter class telescope with no atmosphere. The entrance pupil is
sampled with a 127 by 127 rectangular grid and the entrance pupil is centrally embedded in a 256 by 256 array of zeros. The sample
points are explicitly shown in the results of Fig. 4. The top-left quadrant of Fig. 4 shows the simulated binary normalized brightness. The
top-right quadrant shows the magnitude of the generalized pupil function (GPF). We are assuming no scintillation or amplitude effects
consistent with a near-field atmospheric turbulence model viewing an astronomical object. Consequently, the magnitude of the
generalized pupil function is one within the clear aperture of the entrance pupil and zero elsewhere. The bottom-left quadrant shows the
point spread function (PSF) of the imaging system and the bottom right shows the diffraction-limited image. It should be noted that the
original brightness at the top-left can (and has) been exactly replicated by us using super-resolution techniques.
Conclusions
We have presented a generalized wavelength diversity approach for removing the effects of atmospheric turbulence from color
images. We pointed out that currently published error metrics that are essential in correctly estimating solution parameters of
conventional ATCAs had difficulties with single snapshot images of wavelengths that were not closely spaced together. We presented an
error metric solution that is applicable to single snapshots and widely varying narrow-band wavelengths. As an example, we presented
the results of an image using the red, green, and blue (RGB) wavelengths common in many conventional digital cameras and video
cameras. We took a reference color image, applied simulated atmospheric turbulence to generate an aberrated test image. We then
used the red, green, and blue aberrated color components from this single test image and applied our modified wavelength diversity
atmospheric turbulence compensation algorithm to successfully remove the simulated turbulence from the image. Finally, we applied our
modified wavelength diversity algorithm to a simulated binary star to model a diffraction-limited imaging scenario.
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Abstract. Paper is dealing by testing of IS8 ceramic cutting tools at irregular shocks at special fixture interrupted cut simulator. Standard tests provided at fixture were at regular interrupted cut at 4 slats by 90°.
These new tests will be at irregular cut for 1 slat, 2 slats against each other, 2 slats side by side, 3 slats and 4
slats. The main goal is check if irregular shocks have influence at mechanical and thermal shock at tool life of
cutting inserts.
Introduction
These are called "strip test" [1, 2]. The product is a cylinder in which the milled grooves 4 (60x48x600 mm) and these grooves are
inserted strips. The product is clamped on one side of the chuck and on the other side of the tip of the tailstock sleeve. When increasing the
spindle speed is also growth centrifugal force. To avoid loose leaf from the plant, so the rails are clamped with the clamping wedges (4
wedges per sheet) and define the replaceable pads. Another protective element is a protective ring on both ends of the product.
Fixture Description and Measuring Preparation
-1
The product was designed for cutting speed in the range vc = 120-400 m.min , but we were forced vibration through active use high
-1
speed vc = 250 m.min . The measurements are combined varying number strips (see Figure 1), causing a different balance of and thus
different run out and vibration. The product is first clamped, then inserted into washers and moldings. Spacers provide working on getting
the same diameter and thus provide a constant cutting speed. Strips of material to be tested are clamped wedges and then tightening the
pads define the outer screws. Wedges are (like the groove in the preparation) on one side angled. Tighten the screws wedges pushing
away from the groove and tighten the clamping force bar. After firmly clamped to put a security ring is clamped, which is located at both
ends of the product and it is bolted with four bolts.

4 bolts

3 bolts
2 bolts
Fig. 1 Placement bolts in fixture scheme

1 bolt

Before making the measurements must be aligned strips by cutting the first depth chips in order to guarantee a constant depth of cut
during testing. The first (alignment) splinter does not influence the results. Align rails also helps balance against vibration system, the
distance from the center rail machining will be constant. [3, 4]
Cutting parameters and cutting geometry
Before the measurements were cutting parameters established by the manufacturer inserts, as experienced investigators and, if it is
possible machine. Different combinations of bars in the preparation done to the machine vibration and therefore, we were forced to reduce
speed machines and limit parameters. The product is machined diameter D = 260 mm and cutting parameters were the same for both
types of material to be machined:

Feed f = 0.2 and 0.32 mm
-1

Cutting speed vc = 204 m.min

Depth of cut ap = 1 mm
For normalized platelet shape SNGN 120712T was used toolholder CSRNR 25x25M12-K and geometry processing ISO 3685. The holder
is designed for external mounting square ceramic inserts [5]. The geometry of the cutting tool ceramics:

Rake angle o = 6 °

Clearance angle o = 6 °

Angle the blade s = - 6 °

Angle of the blade r = 75 °

Point angle r = 90 °
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Experiments Evaluation
In the experiment, we measured the length of machined measuring tape (resolution of 1 mm), according to which it is then
recalculated the number of shocks that lasted inserts to wear. With increasing cutting speed decreases with increasing feed or number of
shocks. Limiting factor was therefore wear inserts, which resulted in breaking the blade or blades brittle failure. Cone edge is reflected
immediately change the sound processing, increased sparks from a place of cutting, increased vibration and immediate change in surface
roughness. Fragile violations blade was apparent degradation of surface roughness and occasional twinkle.
Calculate the number of shocks:

∙

where

,
R is number of shocks [-]; n is number of bolts in fixture [-]; l is machined length [mm] and f is feed [mm]

Inserts were during measurement for better clarity described numerals 1 to 8. On each plate were tested three edges of a different
number of strips, another shift and another material. Inserts were designated periods (1-3). The following tables show the values
measured on each edge of the right side of the table are calculated averages of measured values that were used in the charts. Number of
impacts is converted from a machined length.
Table 1. Measured values for material 15 128 and feed 0,2 mm
n [-]
l [mm]
R [-]
1250
25000
4
1297
25940
1280
25600
1255
18825
3
1332
19980
1358
20370
1330
13300
2
1221
12210
1365
13650
963
4815
1
1076
5380
1040
5200
Table 2. Measured values for material 15 128 and feed 0,32 mm
n [-]
l [mm]
R [-]
1005
12563
4
1082
13525
1048
13100
1090
10219
3
1227
11503
1141
10697
840
5250
2
864
5400
934
5838
1083
3384
1
1047
3272
1135
3547
Table 1. Measured values for material 12 050 and feed 0,2 mm
n [-]
l [mm]
R [-]
1940
38800
4
2036
40720
1991
39820
2895
43425
3
3074
46110
3056
45840
6255
62550
2
6207
62070
6182
61820
14003
70015
1
14173
70865
13929
69645
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 l [mm]

 R [-]

1276

25513

1315

19725

1305

13053

1026

5132

 l [mm]

 R [-]

1045

13063

1153

10806

879

5496

1088

3401

 l [mm]

 R [-]

1989

39780

3008

45125

6215

62147

14035

70175
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Table 1. Measured values for material 12 050 and feed 0,32 mm
n [-]
l [mm]
R [-]
1830
22875
4
1857
23213
1915
23938
2575
24141
3
2591
24291
2566
24056
4585
28656
2
4510
28188
4677
29231
11153
34853
1
11127
34772
12374
38669

 l [mm]

 R [-]

1867

23342

2577

24163

4591

28692

11551

36098

The following graph compares the number of shocks in both shifts, for all variants of rails and each material separately.
30000
Material 15 128

Number of shocks [‐]

25000

20000

15000
f = 0,2 mm
f = 0,32 mm

10000

5000

0

4

3

2

1

Number of bolts [‐]
Fig. 2 Number of shock compare for material 15 128 and feeds 0,2 mm and 0,32 mm
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80000
Material 12 050
70000

Number of shocks [‐]

60000
50000
40000

f = 0,2 mm

30000

f = 0,32 mm

20000
10000
0
4

3

2

1

Number of bolts [‐]
Fig. 3 Number of shock compare for material 12 050 and feeds 0,2 mm and 0,32 mm
The graph in Figure 2 shows that the feed 0,32 mm, the values of shock almost half that of the displacement of 0,2 mm. Exceptions
are values when testing a bar, where the difference is carried out smoothly as large as for the other variants.
Values absorber plotted in Figure 3 for the material 12 050 feed 0,32  again reaches almost half the value compared to the feed 0,2
mm, but opposite in nature than the material of 15 128, where the number of shocks increase the number of machined rail and find the
number of shocks decreases as the number of machined bars.
Conclusion
From the mass and the total average compared to Figures 4 and 5 shows that the material of 12 050 inserts the same conditions as
the material can withstand 15 128 more smoothly up threefold. Ceramic cutting inserts of type IS8 [6] from manufacturer Iscar are therefore
more suitable for turning in intermittent cutting material 12 to 050 Feed 0,2 mm compared to 0,32 Feed extend the life of the insert in half.
The tests were performed for each material, particularly when combined clamped strips 1-4 and alternately with feed f = 0,2 mm and
f = 0,32 mm. Depth of cut was still a constant ap = 1 mm. The maximum speed of the machine during testing were also determined by
-1
machine stability during rotation of two clamped rails when the vibration is greatest. Cutting speed when the speed was vc = 204 m.min
The reference parameter, the number of shocks R, which is recalculated according to the length of machined machined strips of the
material. Watching the maximum number of shocks that lasts insert into your break. Number of impacts decreased with increased feed
rate of 0,2 mm to 0,32 to about half. The material 15 128 decreased number of shocks during removal of rails clamped in preparation. Most
shocks endured tool clamped at four bars.
The material 15128 also saw a brittle violations cutting edge. Measurements showed better use of ceramic inserts IS8 material for
12 050 The material inserts lasted up to three times the shock and have better surface quality, the tool will in most cases maintained until
the breaking edge. In addition to improved surface quality moldings avoid the burrs material compared to 15 128, which were considerable
burrs. Although the material is 12050 for machining inserts IS8 better, stayed inserts for both materials a large number of shocks.
Therefore, we can say that the insert IS8 are suitable for use in conditions of intermittent cutting.
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Abstract. Microgeometry of the surface of galvanized sheets for the superficial parts of cars is one of the
decisive factors affecting the appearance of the surface after painting and also affects the stampability of these
steel sheets. Requirements for the surface of steel sheets for the superficial parts are high (guaranteed
microgeometry, minimum defects, homogenous surface over the full width and length of the belt, mat
appearance, good adhesion of the Zn layer, etc.) and therefore the production of the sheets is more difficult
compared to common production. Requirements of automotive customers in microgeometry are focused
mainly on the roughness parameters Ra [m] (roughness) Pc [cm-1] (number of peaks) or Wa [m] (undulation
roughness). This paper discusses the influence of some parameters applied at roughening surface of the steel
steel work rolls, the quality of rolled steel sheets. The focus is put on detecting the effects of individual
parameters influencing the technological process. These are significant to meet the specific requirements of
manufacturers for the output characteristics of the sheet. The paper describes the EDM process parameters,
which may affect the individual characteristics.
Introduction
Increasing demands on the anticorrosion behavior of steel sheet stampings in the automotive industry supported the development of
various types of coated steel sheets. Galvanized sheets have their irreplaceable place among the coated steel sheets in regard to the ratio
between the quality (meeting the requirements of customers) and price. Unlike conventional steel steels, the evolution of galvanized
sheets for the automotive industry has its own particularities. It is necessary to meet the requirements not only for the mechanical
properties, but also ensure a perfect surface of zinc coating and its adhesion to the base materials. To achieve the desired surface
appearance of body parts after pressing and painting, customers require very close tolerance of microgeometry parameters (Ra) with a
uniform microgeometry of the sheet surface. Requirements of customers for microgeometry of the surface of galvanized steel sheets
-1
designed for superficial parts mainly focus on the parameters of roughness Ra [μm] (roughness), Pc [cm ] (number of peaks) [1].
Car plants exactly specify their requirements for the characteristics of surface microgeometry of the sheet surface by means of Ra
roughness, Pc number of peaks or Wa undulation roughness (Table 1).
Table 1 Requirement of customers for Ra and Pc roughness parameters
Customer

Quality

Škoda Auto
Dacia Renault
Ford

DX54D
DX54D
DX54D

Requirement for
Ra
1.1 - 1.6
0.7 - 1.3
1,1 - 1,7

Requirement for
Pc
min. 40
min. 110
min. 50

These parameters have the decisive influence on stampability of blank ( sheet cuts), paint adhesion to the base material and surface
appearance of body parts after painting. It can be seen from Table 1 that customers require tolerance of Ra roughness of steel sheet belt
surface of 6 μm. The decisive precondition of obtaining required relief is the surface texture of work rolls of the rolling mill and its transfer to
the steel sheet surface over the width and length of the belt. Texture transfer of the roll surface to the steel sheet surface can be conducted
by the removal of the rolling mill [3]. The bigger removal, the more perfect texture transfer of the roll to the steel sheets surface.
In term of obtaining Ra and Pc guaranteed parameters and their reproducibility, it is necessary to bear in mind that the roughness
parameters of the sheet surface depend not only on the maximum value of the rolling mill removal, but also the preparation mode of work
rolls of the rolling mill.
Increasingly demanding requirements of customers can be met by using sophisticated technologies for the production of galvanized
steel sheet body parts and related requirements for work rolls of the rolling mills.
For roughening the rolls to prepare a distinct surface topography, there are several methods currently available: Shot Blast Texturing
(SBT), Electron Beam Texturing (EBT), Electron Beam Texturing (EBT), Electrical Discharge Texturing (EDT), Laser Texturing (LT).
The topology of the sheet surface is highly dependent on its manufacturing method. Due to the different tool preparation for sheet
rolling, a very complex surface design can become possible. This will theoretically allows choosing the best steel sheet material for a given
process. [2, 3]
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Unfortunately, indication of the method by which a steel sheet surface has been generated is not sufficient for proper description of
its function. Just as zinc coatings can vary within a single manufacturing method, also the topographies from a dressing process can be
distinctly different in functional behavior. To describe a surface unambiguously, further process parameters should be specified for each
manufacturing method. This is why a direct comparison of dressing processes is very difficult. In Table 2, some parameters concerning the
roughness properties are compared.
Table 2 Comparing the texturing methods [4]
Method

SBT

EDT

LT

EBT

stochastic
Ra 1-6

stochastic
Ra 0,8-10

peak count (PC)

low - medium

high

(semi-) deterministic
Ra 0,8 – 10
low, up to high for
pseudostochastic

Deterministic
crater diam. 90-530
medium, up to high for
pseudostochastic

relation PC/Ra

clearly related

PC related to
Ra

PC little related to Ra

PC little related to Ra

limited

good

distinctly reduced

Good

reduced

reduced

essentially reduced

essentially reduced

Bad

good

Good

Good

Regularity
roughness of rolls

structure transfer dry
rolling
structure transfer wet
rolling
reproducibility

Methodology and experimental research
Material removal from the roll surface occurs at electric discharge texturing. It is caused by electric discharges that are separated in
time and space. Electrodes gradually submerge into dielectric liquid during the cutting process – Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Electric discharge
occurs in workspace, whereby filling and evaporation of the material of roll and electrode occurs. The discharge canal is created and
consequently the gas bubble is formed. Waste from the roll and the slag of the used electrode reduces the cutting efficiency. That is why
waste has to be removed from dielectric liquid in regular intervals.

Fig. 1 Scheme of the Electric Discharge
Texturing process [5].

Fig. 2 Arrangement of the block of 8 electrodes.

Resultant Ra, Pc roughness parameters of electric discharge texturing of rolls depend on UiL [V] and UiH [V] texturing voltage, I [A]
texturing current, On [μs] pulse length, Off [μs] pause length, roll speed, feed speed, material of used electrodes, their shape and size of
working surface. Electric discharge texturing machine EDT 2100/4500 was used to research the influence of parameters of electric
discharge texturing of the surface of work rolls. Parameters of electric discharge roughening of the rolls surface on Ra parameter can be
found in Table 3.
Rolls surface roughness was measured by the Hommel Tester T 1 000 roughness meter according to the requirements of the DIN EN
ISO 4288 regulations or DIN EN ISO 12085 (MOTIF) a STN EN ISO 4288 regulations at various roughness ranges. Ra and Pc values were
o
o
o
o
measured on the edges and in the middle of the belt of 0 , 90 , 180 , 270 .. Measured values of Ra, Pc and their standard deviations are
presented in Table 4.
Table 3 Parameters of electric discharge texturing of rolls.
Parameter

Ra 1,5 μm

Ra 2,5 μm

Ra 3,8 μm

UiL [V] – voltage

5

10

15

UiH [V] – voltage

8

20

35

I [A] - texturing current

4

8

19

Pulse length [μs]

4

14

29

Pause length [μs]

6

16

38

Roll speed [mm.s-1]

800

800

800

Electrode diameter [mm]

8

8

8

Cutting time [min]

595

395

135
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Table 4 Measured values Ra, Pc and calculated values of reliability indices.
Required Ra roughness of rolls of rolling mill
Measurement No.
͞x
s
sT
Cpm
Cpk

Ra 1,5 μm
Ra
1,53
±0,03
0.044
2.3

Ra 2,5 μm
Pc

158
±7

Ra
2,55
±0,03
0.038
2.6

Ra 3,8 μm
Pc

99
±3

Ra
3,84
±0,03
0.048
2.1

Pc
68
±3

>2,28

Measured results and their discussion
The method of cause and effect diagnosis was used to diagnose the formation of incidental deviations from standard or required
characteristics of Ra and Pc. Ishikawa diagram, which is very useful tool to determine the knot points of measuring main and minor
parameters that influence Ra and Pc roughness parameters, can be found in Fig. 3 [5]. The most frequently incident errors at the rolls
texturing comprise: roll-scorching, show-through of textured roll surface, belts along the roll perimeter, longitudinal belts on the roll body
(roller blind).
Roll-scorching can occur either if a short technological pause is set up, the pulse is not disconnected or impurities are not excluded
from dielectric liquid at low roll speed and repeated bend between the electrode and work roll is formed. This undesirable effect can be
prevented by technological pause extension or increase of the roll speed over limit values at which this phenomenon does not occur.
Show-through of textured roll surface can be caused by improper boring out a roll, damage to the transmission gearing or damage to the
work roll pin. It can be to some extent corrected by the regulation of the roll speed at texturing or regular maintenance of electric discharge
machine.
The goal is to ensure the roll texture so that probability of reaching required Ra and Pc values was as high as possible and above
mentioned errors on the work rolls were prevented. Reliability of electric discharge texturing process can be ensured by comparing
requirements of the customer to the state that can be reached by the process. Japanese engineer and statistician Gen'ichi Taguchi
proposed simple relations to count Cpm reliability index to evaluate the process reliability

C pm 

T
USL  LSL

6.sT
6.sT
.

(1)

and Cp reliability index

C pL(lower ) 

x  LSL, resp.USL
3.s

(2)

where x is the mean value of Ra and Pc roughness parameters measured on the rolls,
s – standard deviation of Ra and Pc roughness parameters
T – mean value of Ra roughness required by the customer,
USL – upper tolerance limit required by the customer (USL – upper specification limit),
LSL – lower tolerance limit required by the customer (LSL – lower specification limit),
6.sT – sigma expresses the process level, i.e. real number, „standard deviation” between target value and tolerance .

Fig. 3 Ishikawa diagram of electric discharge texturing process.
As for Ra parameter, customers specified mean value of tolerance T = 0.6 µm, lower tolerance limit LSL = 0.3 µm and upper tolerance
limit USL = -0.3 µm (see Table 1). It results from measured values of work rolls roughness of the rolling mill that double tolerance is
concerned. In this case the process variability consists of determining sT process variability

sT  s 2  (T  x) 2

(3)

and difference at centring T – Cpm reliability index.
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It results from Fig.4 that measured values of work rolls roughness are in the middle of the tolerance field T that is required by
customers. Calculated values of Cpm reliability index are higher than 1,67. It means that applied procedures of electric discharge texturing
of rolls are reliable. It is unlikely that Ra of work rolls will be beyond specified tolerance of 0,6 µm, if applied parameters of electric
discharge texturing will be used at surface texturing of work rolls.
As it results from Fig. 5, the higher Ra of the work roll surface, the lower number of peaks on the rolls at the equal removal of the
rolling mill. As for Pc parameter, customers specified only lower tolerance value of number of peaks (Table 1, Ra 1.5 m – Pc 158 cm-1).
If we assume that at Ra roughness of 1 µm – 1,3 µm the minimum number of peaks Pc 40 - 110 on 1cm is required (Table 1), then CpL
reliability index of the process will be higher than 2,3. It means that it is a reliable process, at which with high probability the roll will be
produced within the frame of specified limits..

Fig.4 Dispersion of roughness values of work rolls

Fig. 5 Dependence of number of peaks on arithmetic mean
roughness of work rolls.

Dependencies of arithmetic mean roughness Ra= f(Ui, Ii, on, off) and Pc= f(Ui, Ii, on, off) were described by regression equations Table 5.
Table 5 The dependence of roughness parameters Ra and Pc on the EDT parameters

Ra  0 .124Ui  0,67

Pc  0 .124Ui  0,67

Ra  0.684Ii0.592
Ra  0.091on  1.165
Ra  0.1611off 0.504

Pc  0.684Ii0.592
Pc  0.091on  1.165
Pc  0.1611off 0.504

Conclusion
The aim of the paper was to analyse and describe the influence of selected parameters of the process of electric discharge cutting of
work rolls designed for sheet rolling for galvanized line. Obtained results can be summarized as it follows:
1.
Based on the analysis of the process of electric discharge texturing Ishikawa diagram of most frequently incident errors of the
process was worked out.
2.
Average values of Ra, Pc roughness parameters and Cpm and Cp reliability indices were calculated from measured data. The
values of indices were higher than 1,67, which means that customer specified roughness parameters of work rolls of the rolling line
will be reached with very high probability through measured parameters of electric discharge texturing.
3.
Measured results were processed graphically and individual dependencies of Ra and Pc on the parameters of the process of electric
discharge texturing were expressed by regression equations. By means of those equations it is possible to optimize the process of
electric discharge texturing based on work cycle and production costs.
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Abstract. In this paper the influence of recrystallization upon a 90% cold-rolledTi-29Nb-9Ta-10Zr (wt.%) alloy
was studied. In the last years, β-type Ti alloys composed of non-toxic elements have received much attention,
due to their good mechanical properties as well as high corrosion resistance and biocompatibility.
Complementary to chemical composition, the thermo-mechanical processing is often applied in order to obtain
a desired combination of mechanical properties based on obtaining various complex structures.
The investigated alloy was fabricated by vacuum arc induction melting in levitation furnace starting from
high-purity elemental components. The alloy was cold-deformed by multi-pass rolling and recrystallized at
different temperatures between 780°C – 880°C. Structural changes occurred during thermo-mechanical
processing were investigated using X-ray diffraction, in order to determine the component phases and phase
characteristics such as: lattice parameters, crystallite-size and average micro-strain. It was showed that the
observed structural phases were identified as -Ti phase, indexed in in body centered cubic system – Im-3m,
and ’’-Ti phase, indexed in orthorhombic system –Cmcm. After 90% cold rolling, both phases exhibit
nanometrical crystallite-size and high micro-strain levels. The recrystallization treatment retain nanometrical
crystallite-size but drastically decrease the micro-strain level for both -Ti and ’’-Ti phases, the same
observation can be made also for annealed state.
Introduction
Titanium alloys are extensively used in a variety of applications due to their good mechanical properties and corrosion resistance [1].
Comparing with  and  + β titanium alloys, β titanium alloys possess excellent properties such as higher strength and better plasticity [2].
In the last years, β-type Ti alloys composed of non-toxic elements have received much attention, due to their good mechanical properties
as well as high corrosion resistance and biocompatibility. The addition of non-toxic elements such as niobium (Nb), tantalum (Ta) and
zirconium (Zr) acts on β-phase stability and also is a way to improve mechanical properties [3-5].
Complementary to chemical composition, the thermo-mechanical processing is often applied in order to obtain a desired combination
of mechanical properties based on obtaining various complex structures.
In the case of -Ti alloys used in medical applications, especially in osseous implantology, a low elastic modulus is desired. In order to
decrease the elastic modulus, microstructures consisting in a mixture of both -Ti and α″-Ti phases must be obtained, due to the fact that
α″-Ti phase exhibits a lower elastic modulus in comparison with parent -Ti phase [6].
The investigated alloy was fabricated by vacuum arc induction melting in levitation furnace starting from high-purity elemental
components. The alloy was cold-deformed by multi-pass rolling and recrystallized at different temperatures between 780°C – 880°C.
Structural changes occurred during thermo-mechanical processing were investigated using X-ray diffraction, in order to determine the
component phases and phase characteristics such as: lattice parameters, crystallite-size and average micro-strain.
Methods
The Ti-29Nb-9Ta-10Zr alloy has been produced using a vacuum arc induction melting in levitation furnace FIVES CELES with nominal
2
power 25kW and melting capacity 30 cm , starting from high purity elemental components. Resulted chemical composition, in wt. %, was:
52%Ti; 29 Nb; 9Ta; 10Zr.
Prior the cold-rolling the samples were subjected to a homogenization heat treatment in order to obtain an internal structure without
0
major casting defects, such as segregation volumes. Heat treatment parameters were: homogenisation temperature: 950 C; treatment
duration: 360 min, heating medium: high vacuum; cooling medium: furnace. After homogenization treatment a cold-deformation process
was applied in order to refine internal microstructure. Cold-rolling deformation was used as deformation procedure, using a Mario di Mario
LQR120AS laboratory roll-milling machine, with a rolling speed of 2.4 m/min. Total thickness reduction applied during cold-rolling was
about 90%. After the cold-rolling, a recrystallization treatment at two levels of temperature with water quenching was applied, in order to
obtain a structure consisting of -Ti and α″-Ti phases. The parameters of the first cycle of recrystalization were as follows: recrystallization
0
temperature: 780 C; recrystallization duration: 0.5 min, treatment media: argon; cooling media: water. The parameters of the second cycle
0
of recrystalization were: recrystallization temperature: 880 C; recrystallization duration: 0.5 min, treatment media: argon; cooling media:
water.
A final annealing heat treatment was applied with the aim to reduce internal micro-strain of both -Ti phase and α″-Ti phases and also
0
to consolidate both phases. Annealing treatment parameters were: annealing temperature: 400 C; duration: 90 min, treatment medium:
high vacuum; cooling medium: furnace. All heat treatments were performed using a GERO SR 100X500/12 – high temperature furnace.
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The XRD characterization was performed on all structural states, using a Philip PW 3710 diffractometer, in Bragg-Brentano θ-2θ
geometry, using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.15406 nm). All recorded XRD spectra were simulated and fitted. The XRD spectra simulation was
performed using MAUD v2.33 software package, in order to calculate phases crystalline lattice parameters. The fitting procedure was
performed using PeakFit v4.12 software package, in order to determine for each peak the position, intensity and peak broadening - FWHM
(Full Width at Half Maximum). A pseudo-Voigt diffraction line profile was used in fitting procedure.
Results
Component phases
The XRD characterization of the Ti-29Nb-9Ta-10Zr alloy was performed in the range 2θ = 30° -80°. Data concerning alloys component
phases, average coherent crystallite size and internal average micro-strain was obtained. In the case of β titanium alloys the parent -Ti
phase can be transformed in hexagonal martensite (α′) or orthorhombic martensite (α″). Orthorhombic α″ martensite can be formed by
transformation of the parent β phase during recrystallization or by stress-induced transformation [7]. The presence of α”-phase in the β-Ti
alloys has a good influence on the mechanical properties, especially on elastic modulus, decreasing it’s value.

Fig. 1. XRD spectra of homogenized Ti-29Nb-9Ta-10Zr alloy.
The homogenized, 90% cold-rolled, recrystallized and aged structural states of the studied alloy were investigated using XRD diffraction.
Recorded XRD spectra are presented in figure 1-6. As observed in figure 1, in the case of homogenized state the microstructure consists
of a single -Ti phase. The -Ti phase was indexed in body centered cubic system – Im-3m. Observed -Ti diffraction peaks were as
follows: (110), (200) and (211). In the case of 90% cold-rolled state (figure 2) the microstructure consists of a mixture of -Ti and α″-Ti
phases, the α″-Ti phase being induced by stress-induced transformation. The α″-Ti phase was indexed in orthorhombic system – Cmcm.
Major diffraction peaks observed in the case of α″-Ti phase were as follows: (020), (002), (022), (002), (220), and (202).In the case of
recrystallized (figure 3 and 4) and aged (figure 5 and 6) states same -Ti and α″-Ti peaks are observed, with the differences in peaks
intensities and broadening, suggesting consolidation of both phases as a result of recrystallization and aging (increase of grain-size and
decrease of average internal micro-strain).

Fig. 2. XRD spectra of 90% cold-rolled Ti-29Nb-9Ta-10Zr alloy (a),detailed
zoom of (110) β -Ti peak (b) and detailed zoom of (211)β -Ti peak (c).
Lattice parameters
All XRD spectra’s were fitted in order to deconvolute observed cumulative diffraction peaks and to obtain for each constitutive peak
it’s position, intensity and broadening. In the case of 90% cold-rolled, as observed in figure 2 (b and c), in 2 = (30 - 40)° scattering domain
the following peaks sequence is observed: α″(020) – (110) – α″(002). In the case of 2 = (60 - 70)° scattering domain the observed peaks
sequence is as follow: α″(220) – (211) – α″(202).Same peaks sequences are observed also in the case of recrystallized state and
annealed state, as can be seen in figure 3 (b and c), figure 4 (b and c), figure 5 (b and c), and figure 6 (b and c).
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Fig. 3. XRD spectra of recrystallized Ti-29Nb-9Ta-10Zr alloy (a), Fig. 4. XRD spectra of recrystallized Ti-29Nb-9Ta-10Zr alloy
detailed zoom of (110) β-Ti peak (b) and detailed zoom of (211) (a),detailed zoom of (110) β-Ti peak (b) and detailed zoom of
β-Ti peak (c).
(211) β-Ti peak (c).

Fig. 5. XRD spectra of annealed Ti-29Nb-9Ta-10Zr alloy (a), Fig. 6. XRD spectra of annealed Ti-29Nb-9Ta-10Zr alloy (a),
detailed zoom of (110) β-Ti peak (b) and detailed zoom of (211) detailed zoom of (110) β-Ti peak (b) and detailed zoom of (211)
β-Ti peak (c).
β-Ti peak (c).
Using obtained data concerning peaks position, computations were made in order to calculate crystalline lattice parameters in the
case of both -Ti and α″-Ti phases. Obtained data were as it follows:

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Homogenized state:-Ti phase: a = 3,31 Å;
90% cold-rolled state: -Ti phase: a = 3,29 Å;α″-Ti phase: a = 3,21 Å; b = 4,70Å; c = 4,59Å;
o

Recrystallized state, T=780 C: -Ti phase: a = 3,30Å;α″-Ti phase: a = 3,28Å; b = 4,68Å; c = 4,65Å;
o

Recrystallized state, T= 880 C: -Ti phase: a = 3,30Å;α″-Ti phase: a = 3,28Å; b = 4,66Å; c = 4,63Å;
o

Annealed state, T= 780 C: -Ti phase: a = 3.29Å;α″-Ti phase: a = 3.28Å; b = 4.67Å; c = 4.65Å;
o

Annealed state, T= 880 C: -Ti phase: a = 3.29Å;α″-Ti phase: a = 3.28Å; b = 4.65Å; c = 4.66Å;
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Crystallite-size and micro-strain
Using obtained data concerning peaks broadening (FWHM - Full Width at Half Maximum parameter), further computations were made
in order to calculate coherent grain-size domains and internal average micro-strain in the case of both -Ti and α″-Ti phases, for all
investigated structural states.In order to calculate coherent crystallite size and internal average micro-strain the Williamson-Hall equation
[8] was used:
(1)
where: FWHM parameter is the broadening of the diffraction peak measured as Full Width at Half Maximum,  is the Bragg angle,  is the
wavelength of the X-ray radiation,  is the average micro-strain and D the average dimension of crystallites (coherent grain-size).
Calculated grain-size and internal average micro-strain values are presented in table 1. It can be observed that in the case of
homogenized state the β-Ti phase show a grain-size close to 77.2 nm while the internal average micro-strain reaches a value close to
0.11%. A sharp decrease in coherent grain-size of β-Ti phase is noticed, in the case of cold-rolled state, to a value close to 37.48 nm, while
the internal average micro-strain increase to a value close to 0.86%. Newly formed α″-Ti phase show a grain-size close to 60.29 nm while
its internal average micro-strain reaches 0.71%, in order to accommodate βα″ stress-induced transformation.
The result of recrystallization and annealing treatments consists in small increments of coherent crystallite-size for both, β-Ti and α″-Ti
phases, while the internal average micro-strain decreases dramatically. As expected, maximum average micro-strain reaches a maximum,
in the case of 90% cold-rolled state, close to 0.86%. In the case of - α″-Ti phase the maximum of average micro-strain is obtained in the
case of stress-induced transformation, reaching 0.71%. The α″-Ti phase crystallite size is higher in the case of 90% cold-rolled states –
close to 61, in comparison with annealed state and recrystallized state .
Table 1.Calculated crystallite size (grain-size) and internal average micro-strain.
Structural state
Homogenized state
90% Cold-rolled state
Recrystallized state 780°C
Recrystallized state 880°C
Recrystallized 780°C + Annealed 400°C
Recrystallized 880°C + Annealed 400°C

β-Ti - phase
ε [%]
D [nm]
0.11
77.2
0.86
37.48
0.37
106.66
0.38
138.65
0.04
173.32
0.08
186.66

α″-Ti - phase
ε [%]
D [nm]
0.71
60.29
0.45
10.58
0.41
12.33
0.06
44.73
0.05
46.22

Conclusions
The present study investigates the microstructures and the mechanical properties of a Ti-29Nb-9Ta-10Zr (wt.%) alloys in order to
investigate structural changes occurred during recrystallization and annealing treatment of 90% cold rolled. The conclusions of this study
are summarized as follows.
The XRD investigations applied on Ti-29Nb-9Ta-10Zr (wt.%) alloy, thermo-mechanical processed, revealed that the phase
components for all the studied samples, excepting homogenized state, consist of a mixture of β-Ti phase and α″-Ti phase.
The α″-Ti phase is obtained by stress-induced transformation in the case of 90% cold-rolled state while in the case of recrystallized
state is obtained by temperature-induced transformation.
By applying an intense cold-rolling deformation processing a nanometrical microstructure, consisting in a mixture of β-Ti and α″-Ti
phases, is obtained; this nanometrical microstructure is retained also after recrystallization and annealing treatments.
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Abstract. There are many adverse factors affecting health of the cosmonaut and human performance during
the space flight (microgravity, radiation, noise, vibration, etc.). That is why, during long flights is a
comprehensive medical monitoring of changing the state of health of cosmonauts is conducted. On this basis
there were created telemedicine technologies allowing to transfer medical information and images over a
distance. Application of these methods allows medical specialists to control the safety of flights. The present
report describes space telemedicine technologies adapted to the application on the Earth. Thus, people living
in remote rural areas can be provided with health care by contacting regional medical centers. There is also a
discussion about the scheme of organising and integrating hospital information systems, such as hospital
information system (HIS), radiology information system (RIS), Laboratory Information System (LIS), as well as
a dedicated storage server medical imaging PACS, operated through the international standard DICOM. One
of the features of remote rural communities is the isolation of the population from the central health care
system. In case of the unclear etiology of the disease and difficulty of its treatment is necessary to make a
decision. Whether further treatment should be continued in a regional center or on-site by means of
telemedicine technologies. The report examines mathematical decision support methods for general
practitioners.
Introduction
There are many adverse factors affecting health of cosmonauts and human performance during space flights (microgravity,
radiation, noise, vibration, closed room, monotony etc.). Analysis of the results of the post flight data revealed progressive changes in
physiological parameters of astronauts, which negatively affect the psychological state and the operator activity (Fig. 1).
Medical Support of Space Flight
To prevent extreme and emergency situations on board the spacecraft and avoid operator error in sensory-perceptual field that
will allow to adjust psycho-physiological state of the astronaut It is necessary to undertake a medical monitoring. The structural scheme of
the system of medical control (Fig. 2) shows that an astronaut is subjected to regular medical monitoring on the board the space station
after passing a medical examination on land and obtaining for admission to the flight. Medical control includes a variety of research
methods and recording of medical data. After this adjustment of work and leisure periods can be carried out.In case of registration of any
pathological changes the Earth specialists make decision about further treatment or termination of the flight.
MCC experts are supporting the decision-making using telemedicine technology, as the opportunities for the diagnostics and
treatment of health conditions on board are limited.
Medical service in rural areas
However, the situation is similar to the conditions in remote rural settlements, where as well there is a lack of diagnostics,
therapeutic devices and highly skilled specialists. The medical service in rural areas is represented only by obstetric units with minimal
required staff of medical specialists and diagnostic equipment. For more complex tasks, telemedicine communication with a Regional
Medical Center is necessary. There is also a discussion about schemes of organizing and integrating of hospital information systems,
such as hospital information system (HIS), radiology information system (RIS), Laboratory Information System (LIS), as well as a
dedicated storage server medical imaging PACS, operated through the international standard DICOM.
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This fundamental solution of space telemedicine technologies will show good results in situation with complex clinical cases,
inability to diagnose disease, difficulty of treatment due to lack of technical facilities and properly qualified staff, if adapted to terrestrial
conditions. In this situation, there is a need to decide whether to treat the patient in a Regional Medical Center or on-site by means of
telemedicine technologies.
The physician makes the diagnosis based on medical history, diagnostic information and personal experience after reviewing
the medical history of the patient. The process is depicted in the scheme of delivery of health care to the rural population in Fig. 3. Doctor
turns for advice to the Regional Medical Center, if he has a difficulty in diagnostic or the treatment unsuccessful treatment. And Medical
Center experts take a final decision on the future treatment of the patient.
Decision support
To make an objective to decision it is suggested to use methods of computational diagnostics. The main methods include logic,
probability, point-cautinig, explicit and implicit. The explicit probabilistic methods and Bayesian statistical inference will be used to build a
system of computer diagnosis in this case. It is the basis of a system of intelligent decision support.
Algorithm of computational diagnosis using the Bayesian formula is computing probabilities of diseases in accordance with the
general formula (1):
N

P  D j / S1,... N  

  S / D P( D )

i 1
M
N

i

j

j




 ( Si / Dk ) P ( Dk ) 
k 1  i 1


,(1)

Where D - diagnosis, S - syndrome.
To make it easier the diagnostic coefficient ДК (2) is used in computer diagnostics:

ДКi  10lg

P( Si / D1 )
 10lg L( D1 , Si ),(2)
P( Si / D2 )

In this case, formula is used (3):

10lg

P( D1 , S1,... N ) N
P( D1 )
,(3)
  ДКi  10lg
P( D2 , S1,... N ) i 1
P ( D2 )

Conclusion
The application of information technology and computational diagnostics will help rural medicine to improve significantly key
indicators of health care quality, and will allow the rural population to receive more qualified medical care, despite of the remoteness and
inaccessibility of the village.
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Fig.1 The scheme of the effects of microgravity on the human

Fig.2 Structural scheme of the system of medical control

Fig.3 The scheme of providing medical care in remote areas
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Abstract. The dimensional accuracy of the Ni alloy final castings with difficult shape is affected by many
aspects. One of them is the choice of method and time of cooling wax model for precision investment casting.
The main objective was to study the initial deformation of the complex shape of the castings of turbine heat
shield and segment of the gas turbine stator. When wax models are cooling on the air, without clamping in jig
for cooling, deviations from the ideal shape of the casting are very noticeable (up to 8 mm) and most are in
extreme positions of the model. This paper focuses on prediction of these deformations and reducing them
with means of modifying cooling process and deformations FEM simulation.
Introduction
The method of the investment casting allows us to produce complex shaped castings with small dimensional tolerances and excellent surface
quality. The big advantage is the production of castings from materials difficult to machine with near net shape. Using a different technology would
result in high costs, or their production would be impossible.
In comparison with machining the dimensional accuracy of castings produced by precision casting cannot be compared even though
when compared with other methods of casting it is very accurate (about IT 9 to 11). Of course, even with such a perfect and precise production
arise dimensional inaccuracies that occur for various reasons. This paper is focused on wax patterns of gas turbine heat shield – used on rotor and
stator parts of turbine (to see – fig. 1)
Heat shields, which are the considered part in this paper (Fig. 1), are used as a protection of parts of gas turbine which are exposed to
very high temperature during operation. Heat shield is designed so that it protects parts underneath it by absorbing and reflecting heat produced by
processes inside the turbine body.

Production of wax patterns
The initial status of this wax pattern was not pleasing. Deformations in the final castings were mostly beyond repairable. Main problem
leading to deformations of such scale was identified in deformations of wax patterns. Based on previous experience with wax patterns the fixing jig
was used in order to get smaller deformations and wax pattern was cooled in water.
After whole injection cycle is done the mold automatically opens. Starfish shaped inlet is removed with wax pattern still in mold. Then all
the cores must be removed by unscrewing all screws which hold them in place. Upper part of mold with pattern still inside is placed next to the
inject machine and with rubber hammer hits is the wax pattern removed from mold. This process takes long time, because it needs to be done by
hand. It makes this part much harder to produce than other “simple” parts like rotor blade.
Next step is to place wax pattern into fixation jig as fast as possible. This model of heat shield is fixed in corners and at inner diameter.
After whole wax pattern is fixed into jig, the jig is placed in cooling vessel containing 9°C water for 5 minutes. After this time the model is removed
from jig and placed on a shelf, where it reaches slowly surrounding temperature of 20°C.
The heat shield segment of gas turbine is made from a nickel alloy Inconel 738 LC. Wax pattern of casting is made from wax REMET H147
Refill. (investment casting foundry Prague Casting Services) see Fig. 3.

Figure 1. Heat shield on rotor and stator of gas turbine

Description of experiment
This experiment was aimed to reduce deformation of one specific casting, but it could be applied on other similar castings. As it was said above, the
main problem of deformation was identified in deformations of wax pattern. Since the shape of wax pattern is final, the only changeable part of
whole process are technological conditions of wax pattern production.
Original technology – pressure of wax injection 3 bars, cycle of wax pressure injecting 90 s ‐ then remove from mold and cool down in fixing
jig in water 10°C for 5 minutes.
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Modification of technology – pressure of wax injection 2 or 4 bars, cycle of wax pressure injecting from 30 s to 120 s ‐ then removal, insertion
into the fixation jig, immersion in water 12 °C for 1 ‐ 5 minutes or cooling on air.
Samples of parts with modified technology were produced (Fig. 3), whole set of samples (original and modified) was measured on Scanning
Measuring System (further SMS) and also simulated with FEM based system ProCast and then interpreted.
CHECKING THE SHAPE OF THE IMPELLER BLADES OF GAS TURBINE
Analysis of the shape of blades was carried out on the coordinate measuring machine Carl Zeiss MC 850. This machine is equipped with
an active scanning system Vast XT.
Scanning System ‐ It is a contact measurement with a fixed sensoring system. This means that the system does not allow positioning of
the measuring sensor. In order to measure all the required elements it is required to build a special configuration of sensors ‐ measuring probes. To
measure the horizontal cut direction + Y and ‐Y ball touch probes with a diameter of 3 mm were selected , for measuring cylindrical risers (used for
alignment) in direction + X and‐X, ball touch probes with a diameter of 1.5 mm were chosen and for measuring the vertical cut in the direction ‐Z
ball touch probe with a diameter of 3mm were selected. After the build of configuration sensors it is needed to classify this configuration, i.e.
determine the location of measurement touch probes relatively to a reference sensor. This classification is carried out using calibration norm, in this
case it was a sphere.
Fixing the shield ‐ When measuring, it is necessary that the part is fixed with sufficient rigidity so it doesn't move or deflect during
measurement. Fixing has to be done in that way, so that it can perform measurements in a single setup. Fixing heat shield pattern was ensured by a
bit altered vice (Fig. 2). It was fastened at the inner opening diameter, where the fastening lock screws will be machined.

Figure 2. Wax pattern of heat shield fixed in fixation vice
Figure 3. Wax pattern with gating system removed
Measurement – All sections (cuts) were measured in a scanning manner, i.e. the probe is pressed against the surface with a constant
force and measures points continuously while moving. This method is much more productive than individual points measuring. All measurements
were carried out in CNC mode.
Evaluating ‐ The obtained results were in a form of graphical protocols (Fig. 4). These protocols show variations in defined measuring
points from the ideal shape represented by 3D model. Black curve shows the shape of cut obtained from 3D model. Blue color shows positive
deviations leading from the material and red negative leading towards the material. Scale is 20:1. Measurement was compared with results from
laser scan (Fig. 5).

Fig.5 Output from graphics protocol 3D visualization from laser scan

Fig.4 Output from graphics protocol 3D visualization from 3D
measuring machine
SIMULATION OF WAX PATTERN BEHAVIOR

To reduce the need for casting and measuring series of verification castings whenever any technological process change is proposed,
foundry simulation software ProCAST 2012 was used. Due to the enormous breadth of parameters that software ProCAST allows to change, it was
possible to use simulation of filling and solidification of wax models as well as deformations of wax patterns during cooling.
ProCAST simulation software is based on FEM calculations, thus the first step is to create 3D models of all simulated components, the
second step is to create the tetragonal mesh on models, then the third step is to set all parameters of casting and solidification process exactly as in
real process. Then we can start the calculation itself and remains only to evaluate the results.
Creation of 3D models ‐ For the purposes of our simulations it was necessary to create models of heat shield and its cooling jig. 3D model
was from the foundry, however it needed some repairs for our purposes. Model of the cooling jig was represented by virtual points. For the
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purpose of simulation software models have to be faithful in all functional details, contrary to what the simplest to give better coverage with
tetragonal mesh.
Creating tetragonal mesh ‐ To cover resulting 3D models with a planar triangular mesh and then fill the volume of models with
tetragonal mesh was very time consuming task. Although the actual coverage of surface with mesh is automatical, you should choose for each edge
the required number of nodes, so in other words the required detail of mesh on each place of model. On the contact surfaces of both bodies it is
necessary to ensure coverage with the same mesh to avoid blending of solids, which the simulation software itself can deal only rarely. The
resulting tetragonal mesh had in this case 3 million elements.
Settings of simulation parameters ‐ as already indicated, the simulation is trying to exactly copy the physical process of solidification, i.e.
in each step were used ProCAST software options to load as the default state of deformation and stress in the casting results from previous
simulations. At this stage of research general model of foundry wax defined in software ProCAST with only small changes was used for simulations
of blade with only some changes according to actual wax. This wax is clearly not entirely consistent with the wax used in production, therefore it is
necessary for further research to fully define own material, which would have coincided with the thermomechanical properties of real material.
Knowledge of these parameters for waxes, however, is generally very small and cannot be used of available tabulated values, as in metals and metal
alloys. Necessary data is unable to provide neither the manufacturer of wax so at this stage of research is the measurement of physical parameters
needed taken in the laboratories at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, CTU in Prague. However this is a long time process, since wax is in fact
amorphous substance and also non‐newtonian fluid which complicates all measurements.
Simulation The simulation itself is completely autonomous and the only requirement, which in this case arose, was considerable
computing power. Calculations carried out on the computer workstation equipped with 6 core AMD 1100T (6 x 3.4GHz) and 16GB RAM. Because
the models used had very fine mesh in order to achieve accurate results, the simulation took in tens of hours each. It is interesting that during the
calculation used the software ProCAST up to 10 gigabytes of memory and the CPU had fully utilized 4 cores (limitation of license) at 100%
throughout the calculation.
Results After removing all the errors in the process of simulation, results were obtained for temperature field, the distribution of liquid
and solid phase and stress and strain fields on all parts and in all steps. Direct comparison of results from simulations and measured data showed
that results are of the same order and in terms of strain amplitude were deformed mostly in the same direction in both simulation and real case.
However, the simulations showed the absolute amplitude of deformation is bigger than in real case, which so far can be blamed on the use of
general wax as material in the simulation.

Figure 6. Deformation in Z direction of wax patterns made with original parameters after cooling in water in jig.
Proposed technological changes
Final deformations of wax pattern are influenced by wide range of factors. These factors include injection parameters, cooling of model, storage
room conditions as well as careful handling.
Reduce time between removing from mold and placing in fixation jig
Releasing heat shield wax pattern from mold is time consuming operation. It is due to large number of screws which holds shape cores. Screws
are unscrewed with acu‐screwdriver and this whole operation takes 2‐5 minutes depending on the worker. During this time the pattern cools
down freely and twists, which result in deformations prior being fixed in jig.
For elimination of this deformation we propose to reduce number of cores from 12 to 4, thus reduce number of screws and place workplace for
removing pattern from mold next to injection machine.
Construction change of fixation jig
From detailed observation of measured parts, it is obvious that some parts of model tend to deform much more than rest. This could be
observed independently on parameters of injection of wax. To explain places with most intensive deformations we have to look at typical part
(Fig. 7). As we can see edges parallel with y axis are mostly deformed in the middle section. Previously used fixation jig fixes only corners in
position, which actually are not deformed. Arise of deformations is influenced by downswing at the inner diameter (ring). As we can see from Fig.
8 the more the y axis aligned edges deform in the direction of red arrows, the more the z axis aligned edges deform on the other side in direction
of blue arrows. Based on these observations it is proposed, that fixation jig must fix heat shield at more places that just in corners.
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Fig. 7 – deformations of heat shield wax pattern at edges

Fig. 8 – deformations of heat shield wax pattern at sections

Injection parameters influence
After measuring deformation for all models each at 8 sections, deformations were transformed to one value for each section with subtracting
smallest deviation from biggest. As the toleration for this value it has been decided to use 0,3mm. We don’t have here space to publish all the
results, but changing injection parameters influenced final deformation more than expected. Most sections in the 0,3mm interval were for 3
parameters – Injection time 60s, pressure 4 bar and cooling 60s. Recommendation is, thus changing these parameters to new values permanently
and observe results carefully.
CONCLUSION
Particular parametres and conditions that influence final casting quality could be divided into time periods when they influence wax pattern.
‐ during injection phase
‐ during cooling down
There were 24 wax patterns made for this experiment, each 2 under variable conditions. Afterwards they were scanned on SMS. For each pattern
only one injection parameter was changed, namely injection pressure, injection time and the setting time in the mold. Temperature of nozzles or
tank temperature was not changed because of the very long reaction time to change the values. Further change of the condition was examining the
effect of residence time in the cooling medium which was the water at temperature of 9.6°C.
To determine the degree of deformation of the wax model there was created measuring program for coordinate measuring machine which
measured each wax pattern at 8 sections to determine the level of deformation.
The measurement results shown significant deviations from the ideal shape for almost all of wax models. These distortions are greatest at the
centers of the outer edges, which are not fixed during solidification in clamps, and also on an expanding inner ring. It is evident connection between
the observed deformations: the emergence of a negative ring deformation has resulted in an increasing deviation of the position of the free edge
(profile wraps).
The effects of altered parameters on the deformation of the model are easily observed. The least deformed wax models originated under increasing
injection pressure parameter to 4 Barr, respectively, reducing the injection time to 60 seconds.
Issues of deformation of wax model are also associated with a long time delay between removing the wax from the mold and clamping the pattern
into fixation jig for cooling. Since the multi‐part mold (build from cores) maintaining the model as is needed to release the complex ways, there is a
significant extension of uncontrolled cooling on the air without clamping.
To improve the quality and accuracy of the resulting wax models of the heat shield and to achieve the minimum distortion we have suggested
technological measures to improve the final wax model of heat shield.
The first measure is the production of the fixing device. This new jig will copy the entire profile of the wax model, which attains the minimum
displacement occurring during cooling and ideal fixation. New jig must hold each free edge of wax pattern at least in 5 points instead of 2. Also the
middle part must be hold much better in position.
Another recommended measure is the change of injection parameters. According to the evaluation criteria, such as deformation curves monitored
we recommend to change either injection pressure to 4bars or injection time to 60s. We can’t recommend combination of parameters so far, but
select only one parameter for change. Changing two parameters at the same time could lead to yet unknown and unauthorized changes in the
process of filling and cooling of the wax model.
One of the proposed solutions is also reducing the number of parts and auxiliary components of the mold (number of cores). Reducing number of
cores should decrease the time during which the uncontrolled cooling in the mold happen (immediate clamping model into the jig, the proximity of
workplaces).
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Abstract. In many search scenarios, the target-of-interest (TOI) of the unit(s) conducting the search may be
non-cooperative, preferring to remain undetected by the searching units. As an example, in a border crossing
scenario wherein up to k “targets” attempt to cross an n-by-m meter section of border, the object of the targets
is to cross the stretch of border undetected, whereas the object of the searchers is to find as many targets as
possible. In essence, a game of “cat and mouse” ensues between the searchers and the targets respectively.
In our research, we model j micro-UAV “swarm” searchers that attempt to find the non-cooperating targets that
are trying to cross the border section territory undetected by the searchers. Game theoretic techniques are
used to determine the optimal search pattern to be used by the swarm of micro-UAVs, and also the scan
pattern of the optical systems on the individual micro-UAVs themselves. Theoretical analysis and simulation
results using game theory are presented that determine the optimal search and simple scan patterns of the
individual micro-UAV swarm units as a function of the input constraints. Systems engineering methods are
used to develop and quantify our results.
Introduction
In studying interactions between entities (be they people, machines, or some combination of the two), there is no shortage of
situations where one entity or group of entities is searching for another entity or group of entities. In some of those situations, the entity or
entities being sought wish to be found. Take for example the situation of a burning building, where a person is trapped inside the building
while firefighters are searching for that person. In all likelihood, the person being looked for would like to be found by the firefighters, in
order to be rescued from the building and certain death. Such situations we refer to as cooperative searches, as the sought cooperate with
the seekers to complete the search and be found. Even if the person in the burning building has his/her leg trapped under a fallen beam
and cannot actively move towards the firefighters to aid them in the search, he/she can still cooperate by indicating their location through
vocal statements and/or other indications such as rapping on a wall. In the extreme, even if the person has already passed out due to
smoke inhalation and is incapable of providing any active assistance whatsoever to the firefighters, the situation can still be considered
cooperative. The key to being a cooperative search situation is that the sought wishes to be found, and will if possible provide assistance
to the seekers to that end.
However, there are many other situations where the sought do not wish to be found. Consider the same building, only this time
instead of it being on fire, it is being burglarized. A silent alarm has been tripped and police are on the scene looking for the burglar. In this
situation the burglar would almost certainly not want to be found, and would if possible employ measures to avoid detection by the police.
Situations such as this we refer to as non-cooperative search scenarios. The key to this category of search is that whoever (or whatever)
is being sought does not wish to be found, and will take whatever evasive actions are available in an attempt to remain undetected.
In this paper we focus on a particular type of non-cooperative search situation. Specifically, we are interested in searches involving
non-cooperative moving ground targets. There are of course many different instances where this type of search occurs, but for the
purposes of this paper we will focus on a particular form of such searches, that of illegal border crossings. That is, we are interested in
studying areas of land containing the border between the United States (U.S.) and another country, wherein persons are attempting to
cross the border into the U.S. without having legal authority to do so. Such persons may or may not be bringing other items with them,
such as carts laden with provisions, and they may or may not be utilizing mechanical objects to assist them in the crossing attempt, such
as vehicles. The U.S. Border Patrol is actively looking for such persons, but of course they do not wish to be found as this would foil their
attempt to enter the U.S. successfully.
The Border Patrol utilizes many different tools and techniques to assist them in locating illegal border crossers. This list includes
cars, trucks, all-terrain vehicles (ATVs), bicycles, boats, dogs and horses, as well as a variety of both lethal and non-lethal weaponry [1].
They also use a number of different surveillance techniques, from the very basic (such as a simple pair of binoculars) to more sophisticated
technologies such as thermal imaging [1]. Another surveillance mechanism that can be used is that of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).
UAVs (or “drone” vehicles) hold the distinct advantage of allowing surveillance of wide areas of the border for extended periods. This frees
Border Patrol agents from having to expend resources physically searching those wide areas, and allows them to focus instead on
particular areas of suspicious activity detected by the UAVs [2]. Unfortunately, traditional UAVs can be expensive to build, expensive to
operate, and expensive to maintain. Given the recent budgetary issues experienced by the federal government, this could render them an
attractive but prohibitively expensive alternative to regular “boots on the ground” search methods.
In this paper, we present an alternative to the traditional larger, more expensive UAVs. This alternative involves both a different type
of UAV as well as a particular methodology for using that type of UAV. The alternate type of UAV that we discuss is what is often referred
to as a micro-UAV, a much smaller, much less expensive type of UAV that nevertheless may be used effectively for surveillance. The
particular methodology for using these micro-UAVs that we discuss involves both the number in which they are deployed and the manner
in which they are deployed. These two elements are discussed as an integrated process, overseen by theoretical principles from the field
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of study known as game theory. The decision to employ micro-UAVs (and if so, in what manner and extent they should be employed)
would be an integral part of a sound systems engineering approach to the design of a UAV surveillance system for use by the U.S. Border
Patrol. As such, the discussions are situated within that systems engineering context.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: first, brief introductions are given to micro-UAVs and game theory. Next, a
methodological framework for the use of micro-UAVs and game theory in border surveillance is discussed. Lastly, some preliminary
results on such use of micro-UAVs and game theory are presented, and some concluding remarks are given.
Micro-UAVs
A precise definition of exactly what constitutes a micro-UAV as differentiated from other varieties of UAV is elusive, as there is ample
room for interpretation. However, for the purposes of this paper we will define a micro-UAV to be any UAV that is capable of being carried
into the field, deployed, operated, and recovered by one person working alone. That is, even though multiple people may be involved with
the fielding and operation of the micro-UAV, it is at least theoretically possible (and reasonable to assume) that such endeavors could be
accomplished by just one person.
Using this definition, a micro-UAV will generally be no larger than approximately two meters in length and/or width, and weigh in the
neighborhood of 40 kilograms or less. Micro-UAVs are typically fixed-wing and propeller-driven, or helicopters. If designed as a
helicopter, the micro-UAV will frequently have four or more rotors (a design that is often referred to as a multi-copter). There are also
instances of micro-UAVs that are jet-propelled, but these are somewhat rarer. Micro-UAVs can be fitted with a variety of equipment:
cameras, sensors, radar – essentially any items capable of fitting on the craft and being lifted by its propulsion system are candidates for
deployment.
The primary advantage of a micro-UAV is its cost. A micro-UAV can be procured for a few tens of thousands of dollars, whereas the
cost of a single larger UAV could easily run into the tens or even hundreds of millions of dollars [3]. The implications of this are obvious:
any organization that has the financial wherewithal to afford the larger UAVs would be able to purchase fleets of hundreds to thousands of
micro-UAVs for each one of the larger UAVs that they would otherwise be purchasing. Of course, the actual cost of a micro-UAV will
depend on a number of factors, including its size, propulsion system, and the equipment mounted on it. Nevertheless, the point is still
valid: the cost of a single micro-UAV, even one that is fully equipped and mission-ready, is orders of magnitude less than the cost of a
single larger UAV. This ability to afford large numbers of micro-UAVs in lieu of a single larger UAV carries with it a collateral advantage: if
one or even a group of micro-UAVs are damaged or destroyed, they could be quickly and cheaply replaced, and the overall financial loss
would be minimal. On the other hand, if a larger UAV suffers the same fate the financial loss could be catastrophic, and a replacement
might not be quick in coming, if at all. The advantage of being able to afford and deploy large numbers of micro-UAVs can be exploited for
use in border surveillance, as will be discussed later in the paper.
The relatively low cost of micro-UAVs is, however, a “double-edged sword”. That is, the same characteristic that is their greatest
advantage also proves to be a source of disadvantages. Micro-UAVs are by nature small and light, which reduces their cost but also
means that they usually do not have the capability to remain on-station for long periods of time, as a larger UAV would be able to do. A
solar-powered micro-UAV might be a notable exception, but of course it would rely on long, uninterrupted periods of sunshine, and would
be completely ineffectual for nighttime operations. In addition, micro-UAVs generally do not carry equipment to the level of sophistication
as that found on the larger UAVs. Again, to reduce costs micro-UAVs are often fitted with commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) equipment.
Such equipment, though inexpensive, cannot be expected to match the technological capabilities of the specialized, high-performance
equipment installed on the larger UAVs. Strictly speaking, there is nothing to prevent installing higher quality equipment on a micro-UAV,
but there are a couple of problems with doing so. First, such equipment can be rather bulky and heavy, which the micro-UAV may not be
able to lift. Second, such equipment tends to be quite expensive, which would then work towards defeating the primary advantage of
producing the micro-UAV in the first place.
The bottom line is that micro-UAVs are not intended to be on a par with their larger cousins. Rather, they are intended to be a
low-cost alternative to larger UAVs where either: a) an organization wishes to utilize UAV capabilities but cannot afford a larger UAV, b) an
organization wishes to maintain a fleet of low-cost, easily replaceable UAVs, or c) an organization has specialized needs for UAVs where
only a smaller one will do (i.e. the UAVs would be operating in cramped conditions where a larger UAV simply could not operate).
Game Theory [4]
Game theory is the systematic study of strategic interactions between intentioned entities. That is, game theory takes a rigorous
approach to studying how different individuals or groups of individuals, each with their own motives and goals, will make decisions in
situations where they are interacting with each other. To construct a game situation for analysis, we need the following elements: the
game itself, players, common knowledge, strategies, and payoffs. The arena in which interactions are occurring is the game context, and
of course the players are the participants in the game. Common knowledge refers to the fact that all players in the game need to possess
at least an understanding of the structure and rules of the game, and an understanding that the other players also understand the structure
and rules of the game. Such common knowledge is necessary in order to ensure that all the players have the same understanding of the
game that is being played and the manner in which the game proceeds. A strategy is a plan of action that a player will take when playing
the game. Strategies affect how decisions are made during the game, and what the goals are for the completion of the game. Lastly, a
payoff is a representation of the relative worth of each possible outcome of the game to a given player. Payoffs are often expressed in
terms of utility, or the amount of satisfaction that a particular outcome brings to the player. Payoffs are also often expressed as ordinal
numbers, meaning that only the magnitude of the payoff is of significance (i.e. a payoff of 2 is better than a payoff of 1, though not
necessarily twice as good). Key to the idea of a game is that the decisions that one player makes are influenced by the decisions that the
other players make. In other words, the payoff that player 1 receives will depend not only on the strategy that player 1 chooses, but also on
the strategies that the other players choose.
Of particular interest for the purposes of this paper are the game theoretic concepts of zero-sum games, repeated games, and mixed
strategies. A zero-sum (or perhaps more correctly, a constant-sum) game is one in which there is a specific winner and a specific loser.
Whatever is good for one player is bad for the other, and vice versa. Consequently, payoffs for zero-sum games are often expressed in
terms of a value x for the winner, and the negation of x for the loser (hence the zero-sum of the payoffs). To relate the idea of zero-sum
games to sports, baseball is a zero-sum game (the game must end with a winner and a loser), ice hockey is not (the game can end in a
draw).
A repeated (or iterated) game is one that involves a series of games. The overall game consisting of the entire series is referred to as
the supergame, and each individual game within the series is referred to as a subgame or a stage of the supergame. Stage games can be
the same game played repetitively, or they can be different games strung together. Returning to the sports metaphor, the World Series for
baseball can be considered a supergame, with each individual game in the series being a stage of the supergame. In this case, each
stage of the supergame is the same game, but an interesting aspect of this particular supergame is that the number of stages in the
supergame is somewhere between four and seven inclusive, but the actual number is indeterminate at the start of the supergame.
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A mixed strategy is a kind of strategy that is appropriate for repeated games. Playing a mixed strategy means that if there are a set
of possible strategies available to a player, the choice of strategy that the player will make for a given stage of the repeated game will be
determined randomly according to probabilities assigned to each of the available strategies. Suppose, for example, that a game with two
available strategies (call them A and B, respectively) is being played repetitively. Player 1 could decide to play a mixed strategy where
strategy A is selected one-half of the time and strategy B is selected one-half of the time. For each stage of the supergame, player 1 could
flip a coin, choosing to play strategy A for that stage if the result of the coin flip is heads, and conversely choosing to play strategy B for the
stage if the result of the coin flip is tails. This procedure would then be repeated for each stage game, with the result for the supergame
being that both strategy A and strategy B get played approximately one-half the time.
Crucial to an understanding of mixed strategies is that when designing an optimal mix, the probabilities for each available strategy are
not assigned arbitrarily, but according to a mathematical procedure designed to maximize the long-term expected payoff. The procedure
varies somewhat depending on the number of players, number of strategies available to each player, and the payoffs that would result to
each player for each possible combination of strategies selected by the players in a given game. However, regardless of variations in the
procedure the goal is the same: define a set of probabilities to be assigned to each available strategy such that when used to select a
strategy to be played for a given stage, opponents are ambivalent regarding which strategy they should use. That is to say, the optimal mix
probabilities result in opponents having the same expected payoff versus the mixing player regardless of which strategy they choose.
What that means is that if player 1 is using an optimal mixed strategy, then player 2 cannot exploit any patterns in player 1’s behavior. For
zero-sum games in particular, this means that player 1 cannot do any better in the long term then to play the optimal mix. An added bonus
of using mixed strategies in zero-sum games is that it does not matter if the opposing player knows exactly what is happening. Player 1
can openly announce to player 2 the precise ratio of the mix, and player 2 will be powerless to use that information to perform any better in
the game than if the information were unknown. In the next section, the benefit of using mixed strategies in concert with micro-UAVs in a
border crossing scenario is discussed.
Methodology
Having introduced both micro-UAVs and game theory, the question now becomes how to utilize each of these to assist in detecting
illegal border crossings. The intent is to take advantage of the low cost of micro-UAVs and the mathematical models from game theory to
construct a deployment model that allows for a high probability of border crossing attempt detections with a cost-effective investment of
both money and labor. To set up such a model, we need to envision an n by m area of ground in a border region where illegal border
crossing attempts are known or reasonably suspected to occur with regularity, which will be referred to as the search area. The search
contains at least one contiguous path from one side of the search area to the opposite side. Illegal border crossers can use this path (or
paths, if there is more than one) to pass through the search area and cross the border.
Micro-UAVs are introduced into the search area in a group, or “swarm”. Each individual micro-UAV is deployed to a different zone
within the search area, where a zone is defined as the area that the micro-UAV is capable of observing during a pre-defined time interval.
Once deployed, each micro-UAV begins a search pattern, scanning for crossing activity. If such activity is detected, Border Patrol would
be alerted and agents would be sent in for further investigation. Continuous coverage of the search area is provided by maintaining a
reserve, from which micro-UAVs can be rotated in and out of the swarm. When a given micro-UAV nears its patrol duration limit, it would
leave the swarm and simultaneously be replaced by a fresh micro-UAV. Likewise, if a particular micro-UAV is damaged it is replaced by a
standby from the reserve. Micro-UAVs returned to the reserve are then prepared for their next rotation into the swarm. For daytime
operations, the swarm is equipped with visual optical sensors, while for nighttime operations the swarm is equipped with infrared sensors.
This allows for around-the-clock surveillance operations to be conducted. It should be noted that control of the swarm does not necessarily
require one operator for each micro-UAV in the swarm; they can be operated in groups, or their actions can be pre-programmed. To meet
the definition of micro-UAV it is only necessary that they could be operated individually.
To bring game theory into this basic concept of operations, it is necessary to make a key assumption: the number of micro-UAVs in
the swarm is at all times insufficient to provide coverage for the entire search area. Why is this assumption necessary? The answer is that
if the number of micro-UAVs in the swarm is sufficient to cover the entire search area, then game theory really does not enter the picture.
This is because if a sufficient number of micro-UAVs are available, then no decision needs to be made as to where they should be
deployed. They simply are deployed in such a fashion as to provide surveillance for the entire search area. If no decision is needed, then
no game theoretic techniques are applicable. On the other hand, an insufficient number of micro-UAVs means that a decision will need to
be made regarding the best method for deploying the swarm to provide the best coverage, and this in turn means that game theoretic
techniques can reasonably be considered. It may seem that this assumption reneges on the promise of being able to field large numbers
of micro-UAVs due to their low cost, but in actuality this is not true. No matter how many micro-UAVs are obtained, a significant
percentage of them will always be held in reserve, to be rotated into the swarm at end-of-patrol intervals or if other micro-UAVs are
damaged. In any event, the use of game theoretic techniques allows for maximum detection of illegal border crossing attempts for any
sub-optimal situation in which full coverage of the search area is not possible.
As indicated at the beginning of the paper, in this scenario we have a non-cooperative search, where the Border Patrol is searching
for illegal border crossers, and the border crossers are trying to avoid being found. In game theory parlance this type of game is variously
referred to as a “cat-and-mouse” or “pursuit/evasion” game (there are also a few other monikers that get used from time to time). If the
border crossers succeed in moving from one side of the search area to the opposite side undetected, they cross the border and have won.
On the other hand, if the border crossers are detected at any point during their traverse of the search area, they are captured and the
Border Patrol wins. Since the border crossers either succeed in crossing the search area or they do not, and since the Border Patrol either
intercepts the border crossers or they do not, this is an instance of a zero-sum game. Also, since this scenario is repeated with each new
border crossing attempt, this is also a repeated game, with each individual border crossing attempt constituting a stage of the repeated
game.
In non-cooperative, zero-sum games, the temptation is to try to “get inside the other player’s head”; that is, to attempt to formulate an
optimal strategy by trying to figure out what the other player is thinking. In this scenario, this would be akin to the Border Patrol
(collectively) thinking, “If I was an illegal border crosser, which path would I be taking right now?” The problem with this kind of thinking is
that at the same time, the border crosser is thinking, “If I was a Border Patrol agent, where would I be looking right now?” Consequently,
this type of thinking results in an infinitely regressive cycle, with person A trying to imagine what person B is thinking, then what person B
thinks person A is thinking, then what person A thinks person B thinks person A is thinking, and so on, and leads nowhere.
Another issue with zero-sum games is the frequency with which a given player uses a particular strategy. If a player always uses a
given strategy, or uses that strategy at predictable intervals, the game is lost. The opposing player will figure out the pattern and simply
counter it with whatever strategy works best against it. In the border crossing scenario, this would equate to the micro-UAVs always
searching in a particular zone at a particular time, or searching in that zone at predictable intervals (such as at the top of every other hour).
If that approach is taken then it will not be long before the border crossers figure out the pattern, and then whenever a given zone is being
searched they know this will be the case and will simply go in another direction.
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This is where the idea of the mixed strategy can be put to good use. In the context of the border crossing scenario, what this means
is that the micro-UAV swarm will need to employ a mixed deployment strategy. Each day can be divided into a sequence of defined search
time intervals. Recalling that there are not enough micro-UAVs to cover all locations within the search area at all times, for any given
interval there is a set of zones that are being watched, and a corresponding set of zones that are not being watched. If the set of locations
being watched is predictable, then the border crossers will simply go to the areas not being watched when they know they are not being
watched, and thus avoid detection. However, if a mixed deployment strategy is used, then the individual micro-UAVs within the swarm will
at interval move to an unpredictable location, meaning that border crossers cannot reliably plan a route through the search area and
across the border. Again, it is important to note that using a mixed deployment strategy does not guarantee success; but, given that it is
not possible to watch every location within the search area at all times, an optimal mixed deployment strategy does guarantee that no
better average results can be obtained.
In a smaller (though no less important) way, the scan pattern of the micro-UAVs in the swarm can benefit by the use of a mixed
strategy. As with the zone being scanned, if a micro-UAV always scans in a particular direction (e.g. forward, or to a given side), or always
follows a predictable scan pattern (e.g. alternating scanning right on one pass, then left on the next), it allows border crossers a better
chance of avoiding detection by remaining in the portion of a zone not currently being scanned. However, if the micro-UAV follows a mixed
strategy by utilizing a randomized scan pattern, border crossers will be reduced to guessing the direction in which scanning is taking place.
It is impossible here to give a concrete set of probabilities to be used when establishing a mixed deployment strategy for the
micro-UAVs in a swarm. As previously discussed, the actual probabilities that will need to be used will depend on the characteristics of the
particular search area in question. The number of micro-UAVs in the swarm, the number of zones in the search area, the relative ease of
navigating particular zones – all of these parameters will go into the determination of the probabilities that should be used. Since the
combination of necessary considerations is unique to each search area, it is simply not feasible to give any kind of listing within the
confines of this paper.
That being said, it is possible to give a very simple example of how a mixed deployment strategy could be constructed. Suppose we
have a small search area being patrolled by a single micro-UAV. Suppose further that there are three possible paths available to cross the
border, and each will be considered as a zone within the search area. This means that at any given moment, one of the zones is under
surveillance and two are not. Let us assume that one of the zones is easily navigable, and the other two are less navigable but roughly
comparable to each other. If border crossers go through the easily navigable zone and succeed, they will receive a relatively high payoff
for doing so since it did not take much effort to make the crossing. If they go through one of the other two zones and succeed they will still
receive a positive payoff for doing so, but they will not receive as high a payoff since more effort was required to make the crossing. To
keep things simple, let us then say that border crossers will receive a payoff of 2 for successfully crossing using the easy path and a payoff
of 1 for a successful crossing using one of the two more difficult paths. If caught, the border crossers will receive a payoff of the negation
of the payoff for successfully crossing a path (i.e. -2 if caught on the easy path, -1 if caught on the other paths). To make it a true zero-sum
situation, the Border Patrol’s payoffs will simply be the negation of whatever payoff the border crossers receive.
From the point of view of the Border Patrol, the goal is to determine the optimal mix ratio, which is done by finding a set of probabilities
that result in the border crossers being ambivalent in choosing which path they will take. In this instance, the calculations reveal that to
have an optimal mix, the micro-UAV should search the easy path 40% of the time, and spend 30% of the time each searching the
remaining two paths. If this mixed strategy is followed, the Border Patrol will achieve its maximum long-term average payoff. As a side
note, if the border crossers also wish to follow an optimal mixed strategy, they should take the easy path 20% of the time, and take the
more difficult paths 40% of the time each.
To be sure, actual border crossing scenarios will be much more complicated than this example, which was chosen specifically for its
simplicity. Search areas could be quite large, and could contain a number of possible traversal paths that pass through multiple zones.
Many micro-UAVs could be in the swarm, and these would need to be coordinated to follow the prescribed mixed deployment strategy. In
the final section of the paper, some preliminary studies related to this situation that have been done will be discussed.
Preliminary Results and Conclusions
An initial study was conducted at the Florida Institute of Technology to determine the feasibility of using UAVs in general for detecting
illegal border crossings [5]. This study included feasibility investigations considering performance parameters of the UAV and of the
sensor equipment installed on the UAV. The study found that UAVs searching ten different “hotspot” search areas and operating from
standoff distances of up to twenty miles for daytime operations and five miles for nighttime operations would be capable of detecting
bipedal moving targets within the search areas. In some cases adaptive optics were recommended to make the detections more reliable,
but overall the use of UAVs to detect illegal border crossings was deemed feasible using standard COTS detection equipment. Another
study conducted at the Florida Institute of Technology investigated the capabilities of micro-UAVs [6]. A multi-copter equipped with a small
COTS camera demonstrated the capability to return high-quality images, and even perform georeferencing to have the micro-copter
self-determine its location.
To date, we have been unable to field test a micro-UAV swarm using a mixed deployment strategy due to the fact that a collection of
micro-UAVs has not been available for testing. However, various simulations that have been run using actual parameters for a border
crossing scenario have provided indications that additional testing in this area is warranted. We hope to perform additional and expanded
work in this area in the near future.
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Abstract. This paper presents an innovative method for determination of combustion model parameters by
using optimization methods. The accuracy of combustion models depends highly on proper
selection/determination of combustion model parameters. The model parameters of a phenomenological
combustion model in an internal combustion engine depend on the engine’s design and operating conditions,
and need to be determined for each engine type and operating condition separately. These parameters are
often determined manually, based on the results of experimental measurements that require several
simulation test runs and need to be repeated for every operational regime of the simulated engine and every
used fuel or biofuel. The determination of the AVL MCC combustion model parameters in this paper is defined
as an inverse problem which is solved by using various optimization methods. Three different optimization
methods with different search techniques were tested on one operating regime of the ESC 13 mode test. All
the optimization methods were able to determine the combustion model parameters and the obtained results
agree well with the experimental results. According to the results, the L-M method was selected as the most
promising for further determination of the combustion model parameters. The main advantages of the L-M
method are fast convergence (low computation time) and good agreement with the experimental results.
Introduction
Global pollution is becoming more and more apparent throughout the Globe. Scientists are working to reduce the pollution of the Earth as
much as possible by reducing energy consumption within all fields of human development. When talking about diesel engines, alternative
fuels may offer one solution towards reducing those harmful emissions that are a product of fossil fuel combustion, without affecting engine
power and fuel consumption drastically. One of the more promising alternative fuels that could be used in diesel engines is biodiesel fuel,
which can be made from different sources of raw materials such as rapeseed oil, canola oil, animal tallow, etc. Different sources of raw
materials for biodiesel production would influence the physical and chemical properties of biodiesel. This has resulted in the need for
constant investigations about how biodiesel influence a diesel engine’s performance and exhaust gas emissions when introducing new
types of biodiesel fuels. Over recent years many experimental and numerical investigation have been done in order to confirm the possible
usages of different types of biodiesel in diesel engines. Because experimental researches can sometimes be very costly and
time-consuming, they are often replaced by using numerical simulations, [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
When simulating an engine’s operations and conditions inside a combustion chamber, we can use more complex, more detailed, and more
time-consuming 3D simulations [6], or we can use simpler but still enough accurate thermodynamic and phenomenological combustion
models such as the MCC combustion model developed by Chmela and Orthaber [6]. Although a complex 3D combustion model provide
use more information about the conditions within the combustion chamber, and spray development [7], thermodynamic and
phenomenological combustion models are much more applicable for performing parametric studies into how different engine settings and
different fuel characteristics influence engine performance and exhaust gas emissions. Parametric studies can replace time-consuming
and expensive experimental measurements, but for performing parametric studies the combustion models’ parameters need to be
accurately set. The model parameters of a thermodynamic combustion model depend on the internal combustion engine’s specifics and
engine operating conditions, and need to be determined for each and every engine type and operating condition separately. They are
normally determined manually based on the results of experimental measurements that require several simulation runs and need to be
repeated for every operational regime of the simulated engine. A promising approach for the determination of a model’s parameters is to
inversely search for those effective parameters that yield the best fit between the measured and simulated results, using optimization
methods. Optimization methods exclude time-consuming manual parameter determination, whilst also being more objective. For this kind
of search we assume that a mathematical (thermodynamic or phenomenological) model would be able to precisely describe the physics of
real conditions, and that the optimization method would be able to determine parameters values.
In this paper three different optimization methods for solving of inverse problem of parameter determination, were tested. Test was
performed on one operating regime of ESC 13 mode test. Tested optimization methods were the quasi-Newton
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno method (BFGS), the Gauss Newton Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (L-M), and the genetic algorithm
(GA). The objective function was expressed so, that minimize difference between experimentally determined in-cylinder pressure trace
and in-cylinder pressure trace calculated by BOOST simulation program. From obtained results, the L-M method was selected as the most
useful optimization method for determination of MCC combustion model parameters.
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Inverse problem
The usage of optimization methods or methods of mathematical optimization is a well-known way for finding the best available value or
optimum for some objective function, which can be either the maximum or minimum value of the given objective function. The primary task
of optimization methods is to find optimal solutions for given function, where it is assumed that the parameters of the function or model are
known, or at least can be determined in some way. In practice we can deal with cases, where the optimal solution is known or can be
determined experimentally, but what if we don’t know the exact values of those model parameters that will give us this optimal result? In
that case we can use optimization methods for determining model parameters based on known optimal solutions.
Model parameters are usually determined manually based on experimental results, which requires several simulation runs.
Manually-based parameter determination can be very time-consuming and also inefficient when we need to determine several
parameters. By using optimization methods, we can find model parameters that are also based on experimental results. This kind of
parameter search (determination) is more systematical than a manual search, and without subjective influences.
Optimization methods can be divided into two sizeable groups, local and global optimization methods. The main difference between them
is in the starting-point or initial-point of optimization. Local optimization methods start from a single initial-point within the parameter space.
Starting in this way has a big influence on the probability of finding the global optimum and that is the main cause, while often local
optimization methods cannot find the global minimum and thus terminate their searches prematurely. Contrary to the local optimization
methods, global optimization methods start from several initial points within the parameter space. These methods enable a global search
within the optimization space and reduce the probability of the optimization method getting stuck in the local optimum. Global search is the
main advantages regarding global optimization methods such as Genetic algorithms, compared to the local-based optimization methods.
However in order to find global optimum they need to evaluate more cases than local methods, which makes them much more
time-consuming.
The local optimization methods used were the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) quasi Newton optimization method, and the
Gauss-Newton algorithm named Levenberg-Marquardt (LM). The global optimization method used was the Genetic Algorithm for
multi-objective optimization (GA).
Simulation model
AVL BOOST simulation program was developed for the numerical analyses of engine cycles, gas exchanges, exhaust gases after
treatment and duct acoustics. A numerical (virtual) model of the whole engine was created so that comparisons between simulated and
measured engine characteristics such as engine power and torque could be performed.
Many different combustion models are integrated within the BOOST program, and can be used for the calculations of engine performance.
In the presented work a Chmela and Orthaber MCC combustion model was used for calculating the diesel engine’s performance, and is
presented in following section.
Combustion model
The amount of energy (heat) released during fuel combustion within the combustion chamber is the only source of energy input within
internal combustion engines. Different authors have developed different combustion models for calculating heat-release within internal
combustion engines. In our case Chmela and Orthaber’s AVL MCC combustion model was used. The MCC combustion model divides the
, which occurs after the ignition delay interval
combustion into two stages, the first stage being the premixed or kinetic combustion
, which follows the premixed part of the
ends. The second part of the combustion is the mixing controlled or diffusion combustion
combustion and begins when all the fuel/air mixture from the first part of the combustion has burned.
(1)

The amount of fuel vaporised and mixed with fresh air during the ignition delay interval is burned during the premixed part of combustion.
The fuel/air mixture created during the ignition delay interval burns rapidly because of the large amount of excess air during this stage of
combustion. The Vibe function was used for calculating the heat released from the premixed combustion. The classical Vibe function was
used to describe the heat released
during the premixed part of combustion and is presented with equations (2) to (5):
(2)
1

∆

(3)

,

∆

(4)

(5)
∆
The shape parameter was set at 2 and the Vibe parameter to 6.9 because the Vibe function was used for calculating the of heat
released during the first part of combustion only. Duration of the ignition delay, , and the crank angle at which the ignition delay ends
were calculated using an ignition-delay model developed by Andree and Pachernegg, equation (6), where
(start of combustion)
represents the ignition delay interval,
the temperature of the unburned zone, and
the reference temperature, which was set on
in equation (3) present the premixed combustion duration factor.
505K.
1
(6)

(7)
The ignition delay duration is calculated as the difference between the crank-angle at the start of injection
and the crank-angle at
.
which the ignition delay ends and combustion occurs
In the mixing controlled part of the combustion burns fuel that was injected after the ignition has started. The model predicts that the
amount of heat released in this stage of combustion
is a function of the fuel available for combustion
,
and the amount
of local density regarding the turbulent kinetic energy present within cylinder
,
(8).
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,

(8)

,

The amount of fuel that is available for combustion is calculated as a function of the injected fuel
,

,

is the parameter that allows user to regulate the amount of available oxygen’s mass fraction,
gas recirculation valve (EGR).
The local density of turbulent kinetic energy is a function of the mixing rate of constant
.
calculated using equations (11) and (12) when calculating kinetic energy
√
,

, and the amount of burned fuel
(9)

,

.

, if the engine has an exhaust

and cylinder volume

, and can be

(10)

(11)
,

1
(12)

.

0.5

In equations (6), (8) and (12), we find those model parameters that are determined by the user, and as can be seen from the equations
they have great influence on the results of numerical simulations. Their influence and control on the simulation results can be briefly
described as:

Ignition delay calibration factor (IDCF). It influences the ignition delay, higher values result in longer ignition delays and
vice versa.

Combustion parameter (CP). A higher value for this parameter assumes higher combustion speed. It has great influence
on the shape of the rate of heat release curve.

Turbulence parameter (TP). Using this parameter we can control the influence of kinetic energy on the simulation results.

Dissipation parameter (DP). Using this parameter we can control the influence of dissipation on the simulation results.
The combustion model parameters are usually determined based on users’ experience and knowledge of their influence on the
combustion process. Their determination can also be presented as an inverse problem, and can be solved by use of optimization methods
as method for solving of inverse problems.
Selection of optimization method
Combustion model determination was presented as inverse problem and was solved with use of optimization methods. The BFGS, L-M,
and GA optimization methods were tested. The combustion model parameters were determined based on the experimental results of the
measured in-cylinder pressure curves which were used as fitting parameters during the optimization process. In-cylinder pressure trace is
one of more important parameters of an internal combustion engine. The form of the in-cylinder pressure trace has an influence on many
engine characteristics, such as engine power, torque, rate of heat-release, soot, and other exhaust gas emission formations. Several
phenomenological combustion models use in-cylinder pressure trace for calculating other phenomena that take place within an internal
combustion engine.
The BOOST program was used as a program where numerical simulations were performed. The results from the numerical simulations
were then sent to the IMPRESS Chart program where they were compared with the measured in-cylinder pressure curve (fitting
parameter) for evaluating the objective function value (fitness). The results of the calculated objective function were then sent to the
optimization method, which then used these results for calculating the function gradient and to evaluate new values for the combustion
model parameters. The values for the new parameters were then sent to the simulation model in BOOST, where they were used as the
new parameter values for the combustion model in new simulations. The optimization cycle was repeated until one of the termination
criterion was reached (max number of iteration, minimal final termination accuracy or minimal finite difference between two steps).
The optimization process was defined as a single-objective optimization process because having only one fitting parameter, and can be
written using equation (13), as:
(13)
min
Where function F is presented as the continuous distribution function (14) for the BFGS and GA methods, and as a discrete function (15)
for the L-M method.
(14)
1
2

;
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(15)

A single-objective optimization problem requires only one objective function, which will be minimised. In our case, we decided to minimise
the integral (14).
(16)
min
The objective function
method was set as:

in (16) was set for the BFGS and GA optimization methods, whilst the objective function

for L-M

(17)
min
Where
and
represent the experimental and numerical values for pressure at different angles . When using the
BFGS and GA optimization methods, the value of integral, equation (14), was minimized. The L-M optimization method requires discrete
distribution of the objective function. The optimization method then tries to minimise the difference between the experimental results
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(experiment) and simulation results (numerical) at all 36 discrete points. The simulation model in BOOST, which was used for calculating the
in-cylinder pressure curve, was set equally for all optimization methods.
Local optimization methods are very sensitive on the initial starting-point. A good starting-point will provide fast convergence to the
optimum whilst a weak starting-point leads to slow convergence or even to premature termination of the optimization search. The ideal
initial-point will be close to the minimums of each parameter. If the minimum is unknown, as in our case, the characteristic points of the
parameter’s interval are suitable starting points. The design of experiment was performed to find the search intervals of each parameter
and to determine the initial points of each parameter, which were then set as centre values of the intervals for each parameter, Table 1
Table 1: Initial point and intervals of parameters
Parameter
IDCF
CP
DP
TP

Lower value
0
0
0
0

Upper value
2
10
10
400

Initial point
1
5
5
200

Results and discussion
Three different optimization methods with different searching techniques were tested in order to determine combustion model parameters
using optimization methods. The test was performed on one operating regime of the ESC 13 mode. Table 2 presents some results for
optimization using all three optimization methods, and experimental results of the selected operating regime.
Table 2: Inverse optimization results
Optimization method
L-M
BFGS
GA

Optimization steps
102
134
1800
(90 generations)

Torque [Nm]
563
566
568

Max. cylinder pressure [bar]
82.4
84.4
83.3

α of max cylinder pressure [°CA]
369
369
370

540

82.7

369.7

Experiment

Pressure [bar]

As expected, the optimization method using the evolutionary searching technic (GA) was the most time-consuming method. It needed 90
generations to complete their search, which is equal to 1800 optimization cases. L-M and BFGS methods needed significantly less
optimization steps than GA to provide almost the same results, as can be seen in Table 2 and in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: In-cylinder pressure obtained with different optimization methods
All the optimization methods were able to determine the combustion model parameters and their results agree well with the experimental
results, presented in Table 1 and in Figure 1. L-M method was selected for determining the combustion model parameters for further work.
The main advantages of L-M method are fast convergence (less computer cost), and good agreement with the experimental results.
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Abstract. In this article, the basis of a JDDAC-system (Java Distributed Data Acquisition and Control)
developed for an intelligent, modular, scalable and cost-effective measurement and control environment for
hybrid renewable energy production systems is presented. JDDAC-environment is developed to resolve major
problems concerning the current measurement and control solutions and especially the building automation
applications, where different and most often closed interfaces are common. These interfaces complicate, slow
down and sometimes even prevent the development and expansion of systems towards an open interface
building automation and control system that corresponds to changing conditions and intelligent energy
infrastructure development.
JDDAC software package is published under the BSD-license and is based on open-source software. It loosely
adapts IEEE 1451 standards (IEEE 1451 is for smart actuators) and offers tools executed with Java to build
measurement applications. JDDAC-based measurement system for hybrid renewable energy production
environment has been developed and piloted with public swimming complex’s solar energy systems. In
addition, first version of control functionalities has been successfully realized. JDDAC system shows high
potential for intelligent residence HVAC, security and lightning control development as well. In the future
JDDAC measurement and control environment will be developed into a technology solution that enables
diverse energy production, intelligent energy control and increases the overall energy efficiency.
Introduction
International solar energy markets have grown remarkably during the whole 21st century. At this moment, European Photovoltaics
Industry Association (EPIA) predicts, that the majority of the European subsidised solar energy markets will gain the grid-parity –point by
the year 2020, when solar energy technologies should claim their place as mainstream energy production technologies, one among other
established technologies. This requires solar energy players to develop their products in cooperation with companies and research
institutes in such a manner, that integration of the solar energy systems into the built environment, energy business, as well as the energy
infrastructure is more straightforward. This demand not only for solar energy system integration but renewable energy system integration
in general, will be increased also by the near 0-energy construction demands presented by the EU, and the sketched principles for
electricity pricing according to peak consumption, when micro production with the renewable energy sources will play a big role as a
customer’s point of view, when considering lowering one’s own electricity need from the grid. [1-5]
The efficient operation of solar energy systems is challenging because solar energy is diurnal and seasonal. It results to solar energy
systems being part of a hybrid energy system, when energy should be able to be used and retained soundly. In the future this development
will lead in to a situation, where different parts of a home area network (HAN) will be controlled by gateways and control boxes, resulting in
a complete home energy management system (HEM). For the end user, all this should be as easy as electric heating, with reasonable
investment cost, and with the technology which makes possible for the consumer to get real time data about the consumed and produced
amount of energy. It should be equally easy to use the gained data to control operations towards efficient use of energy. [6]
Energy infrastructures have grown more complex and interdependent. This strong interdependence means that an action in one part
of one infrastructure network can rapidly create global effects. A change in conditions at any one location can have immediate impacts
over a wide area, and the effect of a local disturbance even can be magnified as it propagates through a network. The potential for
widespread disturbances is very high. This means that smart controlling systems are crucial. [7, 8]
Closed interfaces are a major problem concerning the current measurement and control systems and especially the building
automation applications. These interfaces complicate, slow down and sometimes even prevent the development and expansion of the
systems towards an open interface building automation and control system that corresponds to changing conditions and intelligent energy
infrastructure development. This is why it is important to develop intelligent, modular, scalable and cost-effective measurement and control
environment for hybrid renewable energy production systems.
The origin of the developed JDDAC-application comes from the world of distributed sensor and actuator networks. Instead of aiming
to build connections between each fragment of the distributed environment, the aim is to build converters to existing interfaces and with
them connect the equipment to an abstract, virtual actuator network. This kind of global awareness brings scalability to the system,
simplifies optimization and at the same time, allows the network to function as a general tool for creating system’s inner and outer
interfaces. The ideology of the actuator network also brings a solution to the problem in the protocol jungle of building automation systems
by creating a media on top of the protocols used by the system. It allows, depending on the execution, transportation of any kind of data in
the network, including sound and image.
JDDAC
JDDAC software package (Java Distributed Data Acquisition and Control) that is published under the BSD license and is based on
open-source software is used as the basis of the measurement and control system. It loosely adapts IEEE 1451 standards (IEEE 1451 is
for smart actuators and offers tools executed with Java to build measurement and control applications.
JDDAC is purely a software-based system, designed to present a solution to the problem of various, different interfaces in the world
of measuring, hardware control, automation and, most importantly, intelligent control of the entireties. Where most solutions in the
mentioned areas above are manufacturer- or device-specific, and therefore most often unable to communicate with each other, JDDAC’s
basic structure makes it ideal to be used as a communicating layer between these variable systems. As it is possible to add intelligence
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and analysis between these devices with JDDAC, benefits will multiply. It will also be possible to increase the amount of gained benefit
from all types of systems and solutions, including the outmoded ones.
JDDAC is written almost exclusively with Java programming language. The core is plain Java SE, and used frameworks and other
solutions around the core are connected so that they can easily be replaced if the technology in question becomes obsolete.
Configurations are written in standard XML.
JDDAC has already been applied in applications such as Self-Configuring Interoperable Ocean Observatory, Power System Sensor
Network for Wide-area Measurement, supervisory system implementation and Smart-Sensor Infrastructure in the IPAC Architecture. [912]
Principle of operation
JDDAC’s basic idea and structure somewhat differs from what is often thought of as a software solution, or a software package. A
program is often considered to be a single entity, designed to overcome a particular problem or at least present a solution for minimizing
the effects of this problem. JDDAC is more or less a community of these entities, which in JDDAC are called blocks. Each problem or
addition to the system can be approached as an individual, separate block. Once a solution has been found, and the block has been
created, it can be easily implemented within JDDAC without causing unnecessary alterations to the existing system.
The system consists of 3 types of blocks, all working within NCAP (IEEE 1451), which is a network that defines the boundaries of
JDDAC. Blocks and NCAP are more of a theoretical way of describing the operation of the system. In a more practical approach, a single
JDDAC-system consists of one JDDAC-Server and as many JDDAC-Clients as there are desired target devices or technologies.

Figure 1. Simplified operation chart of JDDAC-system.
TIM-Block (Transducer Module Interface) is the interpreter between the transducer, or the target device, that translates the data and
the messages from the device into JDDAC-standard messages. This works both ways; when the control functionalities on the
JDDAC-server sends a command to the target device via NCAP, TIM is the block that translates that command into a format that the
device understands and can react to, then sends it to the desired location. Some logic can be applied within the TIM, although it is
generally preferable to try to keep as much of the logic on the server side as possible. Each TIM has unique configuration files for flexibility.
T-Block (Transducer Block) is similar within all JDDAC-Clients, only the configurations vary. T-Block can be considered being the
engine that runs the JDDAC-Client while TIM-Block, along with T-Block configurations, is the difference between the clients. T-Block
configurations are mainly alike; differences consist of used classes, reading intervals, NCAP-addresses and identification information.
F-Blocks (Function Blocks) contain most of the analysis-properties, control functionality and the overall logic of the system. They are
Java-classes that grab the desired results from the dataflow and are capable of picking out desired proportions of the data or go through it
all at once.
Physical location of the clients and the server is irrelevant, as long as there is a TCP-connection between each object. They can each
reside on a different device (PC, Mobile Phone, etc.), all on the same device or anything in between.
The system core itself is very small and light-weight, but this does not restrict the possibilities of the system, since each functionality,
property and feature, can be added to an already working environment when needed.
Of hardware, only target device(s), a computer and a way to connect the aforementioned, are required. On a computer, Java
environment is required and for storing data, a database is preferred.
Possibilities
In the world of electrical appliances, all operational intelligence is based on algorithms. In automation, focus has traditionally been in
general functionality and robustness, while software development has been based mainly on complexity and the development of new
properties. JDDAC combines both of these worlds; robustness comes from the existing hardware, complex intelligence from the software.
Since the true intelligence behind JDDAC, the algorithms, are not restricted by hardware requirements, capabilities or the different
interfaces of the designated system, there is no actual limit of what can be achieved. Because algorithms, and therefore general
functionality, can be easily created, implemented, tested, improved and configured, even with a remote connection, the benefits of JDDAC
versus a more conventional environment become obvious. The question of what can be done turns into what one can come up with.
Since JDDAC is a purely software-based solution, interfaces towards the end-users and the internet already exist in a way that has
seldom been seen in this type of solution. This also presents the issue with software security, but within JDDAC this has been solved so,
that the actual user interfaces are not an actual part of the system itself, but additions. These interfaces are made secure by using the
latest security protocols. The other level of security in the JDDAC-side of the solution is a server security solution. This way the security is
effectively doubled. User can give commands to JDDAC via the interface, within primarily defined safety limits, and user can receive data
from the system. This kind of structure also makes it very easy to implement secure mobile control- and remote monitoring to any kind of
infrastructure, either to an existing one or to something that is still in a planning phase.
JDDAC system can be as simple as desired or as complex as imagined. Simplicity brings cost-effectiveness, as JDDAC in its most
simple form does not require more than ARM-based architecture to function. All the possibilities combined enable the development of a
home energy management system (HEM) that is intelligent, modular, scalable, cost-effective and corresponds to changing conditions and
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intelligent energy infrastructure development. Using JDDAC as a HEM system offers unlimited possibilities incorporating smart
appliances, inverters, advanced metering infrastructures etc. to a home area network (HAN).
Research
Need for a system to measure and control a hybrid renewable energy system lead to research on the possibilities contained in the
JDDAC-package. First tests on the functionality of JDDAC-system were first tested with adapting onewire network to the system. After
functionality of this setting was achieved, work with different blocks begun to expand the system. JDDAC-system has been tested,
optimized and developed ever since. Primary focus was to develop a one-way measurement application to work as a basis of the
bidirectional measurement and control system. A public swimming complex and Satakunta University of Applied Sciences were the pilot
locations of the JDDAC-measurement application. After success in these pilot locations, the development of control functionalities has
advanced and will be piloted in SmartSolar RDI ecosystem.
Case: Satakunta University of Applied Sciences
While starting to test the possibilities and abilities of the measurement system, target devices were needed for development and
testing. Goal was to create a basic environment to see how well JDDAC can handle collected data and maintain stability with relatively
large target systems. Once the initial onewire-network was in place and working, JDDAC was successfully attached to read data from
PV-Inverters at Satakunta University of Applied Sciences. No direct connection to the inverters was necessary since an existing interface,
a data logger, was already in place. Data transfers via TCP in JSON-format. After the measurement of the PV-system was working, a
weather station was attached to JDDAC. This was done by using a standard serial connection (RS-232) and the data format is standard,
thus all characters are their 1 byte alphanumeric version. JDDAC reads 47 measurements per minute at SAMK, resulting in overall data
rows of 24,703,200 per year. Operation has continued successfully since August 2011.
Table 1. Measured system at Satakunta University of Applied Sciences
Device
Photovoltaics
Inverter
Data logger
Weather
station

Type
Evergreen AS-A210
SMA Sunny Boy 1200
Sunny WebBox

3

Pyranometer

Kipp & Zonen SP Lite2

2

Pyranometer

Kipp & Zonen CMP3

18
3
1
1

Vaisala WXT520

Specifications
3 rows at 30, 45 and 60 degrees, total of 3,78 kW
Max. efficiency / European efficiency 92.1 % / 90.9 %
Ethernet 10 / 100 Mbit, RJ45
temperature, humidity, air pressure, wind speed and direction, amount of rain,
dew point
Spectral range 400 to 1100 nm, sensitivity 60 to 100 µV/W/m², Maximum solar
irradiance 2000 W/m², Field of view 180°, pyranometers at same angles as
PV-panels
Spectral range 300 to 2800 nm, Sensitivity 5 to 20 µV/W/m², Maximum solar
irradiance 2000 W/m², Field of view 180°, horizontal and scattered radiation

Case: public swimming complex
After the successful initialization at Satakunta University of Applied Sciences, development of control-functionality begun, but more
experience with the measurement side using a larger system was required. This was performed at a public swimming complex. Part of the
setup was similar to the previous installation at Satakunta University of Applied Sciences but few additions were made and the amount of
readable (transducer) channels was vastly increased. Actual logic properties of JDDAC were implemented in this location making JDDAC
solely responsible for the power and energy calculations of the solar thermal systems. PV-Inverters are read using a similar data logger as
at SAMK. Weather stations are identical at both locations. New additions were the automation system that communicates with JDDAC
using TCP-protocol and a digital energy display. JDDAC reads 197 measurements per minute and calculates 12 power/energy values
every 10 minutes, resulting in overall data rows of 104,173,920 per year. Operation has continued successfully since September 2011.
Table 2. Measured system at a public swimming complex
Device
Façade collector
Solar thermal collector
Photovoltaics
Inverter
Data logger

Type
Nordic Solar
Sonnenkraft SK500N-ECO
NAPS Pallas 210M PBW
SMA Sunny Tripower
Sunny WebBox

1

Weather station

Vaisala WXT520

3

Pyranometer

Kipp & Zonen CMP3

1

Digital energy display
Building automation
system

Digitekno

80m2
88
250
3
1

Specifications
ca. 20 MWh, fully-integrated patinated copper
45°, ca. 100 MWh, 5% of the total energy consumption
30°, ca. 42 MWh, 3% of the total electricity consumption
Max. efficiency / European efficiency 98.2 % / 97.8 %
Ethernet 10 / 100 Mbit, RJ45
temperature, humidity, air pressure, wind speed and direction,
amount of rain, dew point
Spectral range 300 to 2800 nm, Sensitivity 5 to 20 µV/W/m²,
Maximum solar irradiance 2000 W/m², Field of view 180°,
measurement for 30°, 45° and horizontal radiation

Citect

Case: SmartSolar RDI ecosystem
Since the measurement-side of the JDDAC-system has been proven to meet the requirements, the next step is to implement the
control-functionality of the application. This will be done by first attaching JDDAC to work behind the Beckhoff-automation. After this step,
JDDAC is to be tested working beside the automation and finally implemented so it can control the whole environment. For educational
purposes these different modes can be switched on and off, between manual usage, automation and JDDAC. RDI ecosystem consists of
different types of solar thermal collectors, accumulators, adsorption chiller, heat exchangers, pellet boiler etc. Main function of the
ecosystem is to demonstrate hybrid renewable energy systems with different user profiles and optimize the usage with JDDAC.
Conclusions
JDDAC system shows high potential for intelligent management of residence HVAC, security and lightning and all that can be
imagined to be controlled. Development and piloting of JDDAC as a measurement application has proven the system to be stable,
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expandable, cost-effective and it has functioned efficiently without major issues. Installation to different locations has been easy regardless
of the age or complexity of the target location. None of the desired functionalities have proven to be too difficult to implement.
In the future JDDAC measurement and control environment will be developed into a technology solution that enables without diverse
energy production, intelligent energy control and increases the overall energy efficiency. Future work is to optimize the overall
performance of the system and to create a user interface to increase manageability and bring the system closer to a common user. In
addition to these, algorithms will be developed and added along with continuously testing the overall performance as a measurement and
control system.
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Abstract. The present article dealing with the model developments and analyses of two different types of gas
turbines as dual spool no by-pass and dual spool mixed turbofan engines in thermo-dynamical point of view.
The corner points of the cycles and the main characteristics of the engines are calculated by a concentrated
parameter-distribution type method, which is implemented in MATLAB environment. The governing equations
are based on the real thermo dynamical processes, in which the mechanical, isentropic and burning
efficiencies, pressure losses and power reduction rate of the auxiliary systems are considered as well. Material
properties, ambient conditions, total pressure ratio of the compressor units, turbine inlet total temperature, air
consumptions, blade cooling mass flow rate and by-pass ratio (in case of by-pass engine) are considered as
input parameters of the analyses. The calculated results of the thermo-dynamical processes are plotted in T-s
diagrams. Thrust and thrust specific fuel consumption are calculated and compared with the literature-based
operational data beside the same operational and environmental conditions.
Introduction
Gas turbines are widely used especially for energy resource in the transportation, energy, oil and gas sectors of the industry. Although
these kinds of engines have less thermal efficiency (~ 25-42 %) compared with other internal combustion engines generally, they have the
highest priority in case of high power, power density (power of the engine/mass of the engine), self containing, streamlining, simplicity,
availability, reliability and low maintenance cost demands. Beside the technical characteristics of the gas turbines today, certain amounts
of potentials are available for improving their efficiencies, power and emissions. Although the experiences and the know-how of the gas
turbine manufacturers increasing continuously, the different mathematical models with using of optimum choice and form of the most
dominant processes can significantly contribute to decrease the cost, time and capacity in the early phase of gas turbine design and
developments. There are many scientific publications are subjected to the present topic, which confirms also the need for creating more
and more accurate calculation methods. Rahnan and others presented analytical cycle analyses for gas turbine engine with simple and
regenerative operational mode with parameter sensitivity analyses [1]. Silva and others published an evolutionary approach as the
optimization framework to design for optimal performance in terms of minimizing fuel consumption while maintaining nominal thrust output,
maximizing thrust for the same fuel consumption and minimizing turbine blade temperature [2]. Yarlagadda focused on performance
analysis of the J85 turbojet engine with an inlet flow control mechanism to increase RPM (and pressure ratio) for higher efficiency and the
same thrust values by using 1-D non-linear unsteady equations [3].
Nomenclature
Outlet area of the engine [m]
A
Specific heat of the fuel in the combustion chamber [J/kg/K]
C
Specific heat of the fuel in the afterburner [J/kg/K]
C,
C
C
f
f
L
m
m
m ,
m ,
m
_
m
m,
m
m
m
p
p0
p9
p
Q

,

Specific heat at constant pressure of air [J/kg/K]
Specific heat at constant pressure of gas[J/kg/K]
Fuel to air ratio in the combustion chamber [-]
Fuel to air ratio in the afterburner [-]
Theoretical air mass required to burn 1 kg fuel at stoichiom.
Mass flow rate [kg/s]
Incoming air mass flow rate of engine [kg/s]
Air mass flow rate at stoichiometry for comb. chamb. [kg/s]
Air mass flow rate at stoichiometry for afterburner [kg/s]
Air mass flow rate for blade cooling [kg/s]
Mass flow rate of fuel in the combustion chamber [kg/s]
Mass flow rate of fuel in the afterburner [kg/s]
Mass flow rate through the engine core [kg/s]
Mass flow rate through the by-pass duct [kg/s]
Mass flow rate at the exhaust of the engine [kg/s]
Pressure [Pa]
Ambient static pressure [Pa]
Static pressure at the exhaust of the engine [Pa]
Critical pressure [Pa]
Lower heating value of the fuel [MJ/kg]
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r
rd
rtd
T
T
T
T ,
V
V
β
γgas
δ
δ

_

ζ
η
η
η
η
η
η
η
η
η

Total pressure loss of the combustion chamber [-]
Total pressure loss in the intake duct (diffuser)
Total pressure loss in the (turbine) exhaust nozzle (in the
afterburner liner)
Temperature [K], thrust [N]
Ambient static temperature [K]
Temperature of the fuel at the combustion chamber [K]
Temperature of the fuel at the afterburner [K]
Flight speed [m/s]
Velocity at the exhaust of the engine [m/s]
By-pass ratio [-]
Ratio of specific heats for gas [-]
Bleed air ratio for technological reasons [-]
Air income ratio due to the blade cooling [-]
Power reduction rate for the auxiliary systems [-]
Burning efficiency [-]
Isentropic efficiency of the compressor [-]
Isentropic efficiency of the high pressure compressor [-]
Isentropic efficiency of the low pressure compressor [-]
Isentropic efficiency of the turbine [-]
Isentropic efficiency of the high pressure turbine [-]
Isentropic efficiency of the low pressure turbine [-]
Isentropic efficiency of fan [-]
Mechanical efficiency [-]
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Mathematical Models
Concentrated parameter-distribution type mathematical model has been developed and implemented in MATLAB environment for
no by-pass dual spool and dual spool mixed turbofan engines. The model’s equations are based on the real thermo- dynamical processes,
in which the most relevant efficiencies and loss coefficients are considered. The specific heats at constant pressures are calculated in the
function of the temperatures and fuel to air ratios (f or f ).
Dual spool mixed turbofan engine
A turbofan engine is a turbojet engine with an accessory larger fan’s area, which causes the incoming airflow divided into two streams
(see Fig-1.). The core flow goes through the engines and heated up with burning of fuel. The secondary flow passes through the fan and
by-passes. Therefore a turbofan gets some of its thrust from the core and other part comes from the fan. In this context, the turbofan
engine consists of eleven cross sections. A dual spool turbofan’s layout with specific cross sections belongs to the calculation are shown
in Fig-1. Low pressure shaft connects the low pressure turbine (4.1-5) and fan (2-2.1) together. The high pressure compressor (2.1-3) is
connected directly to the high pressure turbine (4-4.1) by the high pressure shaft. The ambient air enters into the engine passing through
the fan (2-2.1). The by-passed and compressed air leaving the fan is not directly exhausted. But it flows in a long duct around the engine
core (2.1-13) and is mixed with the hot gases leaving the low pressure turbine (13, 5-6). The next section is the afterburner (6-7), which
provides additional energy for the stream. The last section of the engine is the converging nozzle (7-9), across which the mixed exhaust
gas comes out and thrust is realized.

m

m

Fig-1. Layout of the mixed dual spool turbofan engine with afterburner
The engine operates at the certain flight conditions. Total pressure loss has been considered in the inlet diffuser of the engine. The
isentropic efficiencies and pressure ratios are used at fan and high pressure compressor for calculating the stagnation temperatures and
pressures at the outlets of the units. Total pressure loss has been counted due to the real flow modeling for determining the total pressure
at the outlet of the combustion chamber. The mass flow rate of the fuel can be computed by the energy balance of the combustion
chamber (see Eq. (1)) - which is necessary for calculating the fuel to air ratio - by taking into account that the maximum turbine inlet total
temperature is given. Eq. (1) contains five terms; (1): the stagnation enthalpy of the incoming pure air into the combustion chamber, (2): the
stagnation enthalpy of the fuel, (3): heat generation by the combustion, (4): stagnation enthalpy of the gas at the stoichiometric burning,
(5): stagnation enthalpy of the pure air, which is available at the outlet section of the combustion chamber.
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The energy balance of the high pressure compressor and the high pressure turbine is used to determine the total temperature at the outlet
section of the high pressure turbine (T . :
.
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where m

.

is the mass flow rate at the inlet section of the high pressure compressor (m

of the turbine (m =

β

1

δ

1

.

β

) and m is the mass flow rate at the inlet

f ). The expression of the isentropic efficiency and adiabatic process-equation are used to calculate

the total pressure at section 4.1. Similar procedure has been followed also for the low pressure spool in order to determine the outlet
stagnation temperature and pressure of the low pressure turbine. The total temperature at the downstream of the mixing plane (6 in Fig-1.)
is calculated by the energy balance (see Eq. 3) of the exhaust section of the fan-duct (13 in Fig-1) and high pressure turbine (5 in Fig-1).
The total temperatures are the same at sections 2.1 and 13 due to the constant total enthalpy, mass flow and specific heat at constant
pressure.
.

m (m

.

,

,

(3)

m ) is the secondary air flow that passes through the by-pass section and m

1

δ

1

f 1

δ

_

is

the mass flow at the outlet section of the high pressure turbine in Eq. (3). Since the material of the turbine blades cannot sustain the high
temperature of the exhaust gas flow from the combustion chamber cooling air (m
) from the high pressure compressor is used to
_
protect the turbine blade material (δ

_

_

). The total pressure at section 6 (see Fig-1.) are calculated by mass averaging

of the by-pass and internal core outlet pressures followed by total pressure loss considerations in the fan-duct (2.1-13 in Fig-1) and high
pressure turbine exhaust nozzle.
Energy balance has been used for the afterburner of the engine to determine the fuel mass flow arriving into the afterburner (see Eq. (4)),
while the maximum allowable total temperature (T =2000 K) is given due to the operational and metallurgical reasons.
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The first term of Eq. (4) is the stagnation enthalpy of pure air, which is available at section 6; the second and third term is the total enthalpy
of the fuel entering into afterburner and heat generated by the combustion respectively. The right side of Eq. (4) represents the total
1 δ
β.
1 δ
enthalpy of the hot gases of the combustion chamber and afterburner, and pure air. m
_
1

The thrust is calculated by equation (5) in the function of the mass flow rate at the exhaust nozzle (m

δ

1

f

f

1

β ), the incoming air mass flow rate, flight speed, the exit cross section of the engine, the exhaust velocity and pressure.
δ
_
The thermodynamic parameters are derived by considering isentropic nozzle efficiency and choked or unchoked conditions.
T

m V

m V

A p

p

(5)

Dual Spool Turbojet Engine
A simplified layout of a dual spool turbojet engine is shown in Fig 2. Beside the inlet diffuser (1-2) and exhaust nozzle (7-9), the gas
turbine has combustion chamber (3-4), afterburner (6-7), two shafts, two compressor and two turbine units. The compressor that is closer
to the intake is the low pressure compressor (2-2.1) and it is driven by the low pressure turbine (4.1-5). The high pressure compressor
(2.1-3), which is located at the downstream of the low pressure compressor, is driven by the high pressure turbine (4-4.1). The ambient air
comes into the diffuser and then is compressed to have high pressure before entering into the combustion chamber. Here, fuel is injected
and mixed with the air and combustion takes place preferably at stoichiometric conditions. After the turbine (4-5) and afterburner (6-7), the
hot gases arrive to the nozzle (7-9) and produce high velocity jet and thrust while they are exhausted (9).

Fig-2. Sections of the dual spool turbojet engine [6]
The ambient air enters into the inlet diffuser where the pressure drop is considered, meanwhile the total temperature is kept constant due
to the constant total enthalpy assumption in the simulation. The isentropic efficiencies and given total pressure ratios have been used to
determine the total pressures and temperatures in the outlet sections of the low and high pressure compressors. Energy balance of the
combustion chamber (see Eq. 6) is used also for determining the mass flow rate of the fuel while the total turbine inlet temperature ( ) is
given.
,

,

,

(6)
The outlet stagnation temperature of the high pressure turbine (
.

,

.

.

.

) is calculated by the energy balance of the high pressure spool:

,

.

(7)
Similar approach has been used for calculating the outlet total temperature of the low pressure turbine (
,

.

.

.

,

):

.

(8)
Pressure drop is considered in the connecting duct between the turbine outlet (5 in Fig-2.) and nozzle inlet (7 Fig-2.) due to the inoperative
afterburner. The converging nozzle can be choked or unchecked depends on the nozzle inlet total pressure, nozzle isentropic efficiency,
adiabatic gas constant and ambient static pressure. The critical static pressure is the following:
(9)
If the ambient pressure is higher than the critical pressure the nozzle flow is unchoked, therefore the exhaust pressure of the exit is equal
to the ambient pressure. At the other case, when the critical pressure is above the ambient pressure, the nozzle flow is choked, and then
the exhaust pressure of the nozzle is equal to the critical pressure . The stagnation temperature is supposed to be constant along the
nozzle, hence the outlet static temperature and velocity can be determined. The thrust is expressed by Eq. (10).
_

(10)
Comparison of the Results with Available Data
The aim of this part of the report is to check how close the results of the present method to the reality at the same operational and
environmental conditions. Generally, it is hard to find any complex information about thermo dynamical characteristics and performance
data of jet engines due to confidentially issues. However, some of them, for example about the Tumansky R-29-300 turbojet and
F100-PW-229 turbofan engine, are available in the open literature [4], [5] and used for the simulation (see Table 1.).
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Table 1: Operational data of the F100-PW-229 turbofan and Tumansky R-29-300 turbojet engine ([4] and [5])
F100-PW-229 turbofan engine with
operative after burner

Tumansky R-29-300 turbojet engine with
inoperative after burner

Maximal thrust

Tmax. = 129.492 kN

Maximal thrust

Tmax. = 81.4 kN

Maximal turbine inlet temperature

T04,max. = 1482 °C

Maximal turbine inlet temperature

T04,max. = 1091°C

TSFC (Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption)

TSFC = 210
-1 -1
kg.kN .h

TSFC (Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption)

TSFC = 96.8
-1 -1
kg.kN .h

Pressure ratio of the high pressure
compressor

π

Pressure ratio of the low pressure compressor π

Pressure ratio of the fan

π = 3.8

Pressure ratio of the high pressure compressor π

By-pass ratio

β= 0.36

Compressor total pressure ratio

= 8.5

= 4.5
= 2.88

π = 13

-1
-1
Maximal mass flow rate of air
Maximal mass flow rate of air
m = 115 kg.s
m = 110 kg.s
Based on the input data (see Table 1. and 2.), the developed MATLAB code calculates the corner points of the T-s diagrams of the engines
(see Fig-3. and Fig-4.) together with thrust and thrust specific fuel consumption. Considering the available data, only the maximum thrust
(Tmax.) and thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC) has been used to check directly how far the calculated results of the analyses from the
data available in the specifications. The simulation results 127.13 kN thrust and 200.74 kg/kN/h thrust specific fuel consumption for the
F100-PW-229 turbofan engine. The relative deviation between the given and simulated thrust is 1.82 % and for the thrust specific fuel
consumption is 4.4 %.The simulation provides 82.57 kN thrust and 95.64 kg/kN/h thrust specific fuel consumption for the Tumansky
R-29-300 turbojet engine. In this case, the relative deviation between the given and computed trust is 1.4 % and for the thrust specific fuel
consumption is 1.2 %. Although the relative deviations between the computed and given parameters are less than 5 % and so the
accuracy of the developed concentrated parameter-distribution type method is acceptable, further verifications and validations are
needed.

Table 2: The input data for the analysis
Efficiencies and pressure losses, power and mass flow reduction
coefficients (by parameter sensitivity analyses)
Tumansky R-29-300 turbojet engine
F100-PW-229 turbofan engine
ζ=0.01, δ =0.15, δ
=0.12
ζ=0.01, δ =0.15,
_
δ
=0.12
_
η =0.99, η =0.99, η =0.98
η =0.99, η =0.99, η =0.98

Material properties
and constants

Given flight and
ambient conditions

T

V =138

Q =42.8

p =101325 Pa

r =0.95, rd=0.98, rtd=0.96
η
=0.84, η
=0.8

r =0.92, rd=0.9, rtd=0.91
η =0.79, η
=0.78

L0=14.72

T =293.15 K

η

η

=η

=0.98

=η

C

T

,

=393.15 K

C , =2.01

=0.98

Fig-3. T-s diagram of the F100-PW-229 turbofan engine with afterburner

Fig-4. T-s diagram of the Tumansky R-29-300 turbojt engine

Conclusions
A concentrated parameter-distribution type method has been developed and applied for the analyses of a dual spool no by-pass engine
with inoperative afterburner and a dual spool turbofan engine with afteburner at flight conditions. Mechanical efficiency, power rate for the
auxiliary systems, isentropic efficiencies, burning efficiency and pressure losses are considered in the governing equations of the model
according to the real processes. The results of the simulations are plotted in T-s diagrams and the computed thrusts and trust specific fuel
consumptions are compared with the available operational data of the Tumansky R-29-300 turbojet and F100-PW-229 turbofan engines at
the same operational and environmental conditions. The relative deviations of the compared parameters are less than 5 %. Hence,
although further verifications and validations are needed, it can be concluded that the accuracy of the developed concentrated
parameter-distribution type model is acceptable in engineering point of view.
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Abstract. Nowadays, mostly in shipbuilding, gantry cranes are needed in many areas. With evolving
technology, the sizes of the structures are growing too. Generally, in the construction of these structures gantry
cranes are preferred for lifting heavy loads. In this study, a 2x400 ton gantry crane main beam is designed and
analysis with numerical method is performed. The working load acting on the main beam is 800 tons. In the
analysis of the main beam construction, the self-weight of the main beam, working load and dynamic loads
arising due to the crane movements are considered. After analytical calculations, the main beam is modeled as
a three dimensional design and the analysis of the construction is performed using finite element method with
the help of an analyses program. The analysis is performed for three cases. In the first case, the analysis is
performed by considering only self-weight of the main beam. In the second case, the analysis performed under
the influence of working load (while two trolleys on the main beam are in various positions); and in the third
case, both the working load and the dynamic loads arising due to the crane movements are considered in the
analysis. In this study, the stress values obtained from the analysis are examined and it is identified that some
regions in the design are needed to be revised and the results obtained from analytical calculations are
compared with the results obtained with the finite element method. As a result, using finite element method in
the analysis is appropriate and this method provides great convenience in the calculations.
Introduction
Shipping has a very high importance about travelling of people and transportation of commercial goods around the world. In the
construction phase of the ships, many massive parts might be necessary for construction and need to be moved. Mostly in shipyards, and
in many other places gantry cranes are preferred to transport massive parts.
In this paper, a 2x400 ton gantry crane main beam is designed. Analytical stress calculations and analysis with numerical method are
made. Afterwards the results of analytical calculations and analysis are compared and discussed.
Design and Model
Cranes are designed in order to the requirements of the working conditions in the enterprise. The predetermined technical data’s of
the 2x400 ton gantry crane are shown in the Table 1.
Table 1. Technical data of the 2x400 ton gantry crane
Crane type
Lifting capacity
Length of the trolley rail
Useful lifting height
Material

Gantry crane
2 x 400000 kg
100000 mm
60000 mm
St 37-2, St 52-3

On the basis of the above data, it can be said that the usable length of the main beam is 100 meters. The full length of the main beam
is 106 meters. The main dimensions and 3-D model of the gantry crane are shown in the Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Main dimensions and 3-D model of the gantry crane
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As previously mentioned, in this study the main beam of the 2x400 ton gantry crane is examined. In the Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 main
dimensions and 3-D model of the main beam are shown .

Fig. 2 Main dimensions of the main beam

Fig. 3 3-D model of the main beam

This gantry crane system works with two trolleys which go on the rails above the main beam. There are two rails 100 meter long on
the main beam. The trolleys work synchronously to lift the working load. Each trolley has a hook block connected with ropes and each hook
block can lift 400 tons maximum. As shown in the Fig. 3, reinforcing structures are used inside the main beam structure. Wrinkle plates are
used every 2 meters in order to prevent the wrinkling of the outer plates. Also long steel profiles are used for strengthening the structure.
Analytical Calculations
Before making the stress calculations of the main beam, loading combinations should be mentioned. There are three cases of loading
as shown below.

Self-weight loading (SW)

Static loading (ST)

Dynamic loading (DY)
In the first case (SW case), only the self-weight of the main beam is taken into account. In the second case (ST case); as well as
self-weight, working load (Gw), trolley weight (Gtr) and hook block weight (Ghb) are taken into account. Finally in the third case (DY case),
also dynamic loads are included to the calculations.
In DY case, two coefficients are used. One of them is “lifting coefficient ψ” and the other one is “life factor γc”. In Fig. 4 a graphic for
choosing lifting coefficient is shown.

Fig. 4 Choosing lifting coefficient ψ
The maximum lifting speed of the gantry crane is 4 m/min, so the lifting coefficient is chosen as ψ = 1.15. The operating class of the
gantry crane is A5 according to the norms of FEM (Federation Europeenne de la Manutention) [1]. For the A5 operating class, the life
factor is chosen as γc = 1.11 according to the norms of FEM.
k = ψ. γc

(1)

In the Eq. (1), k is the impact factor and has a value 1.276.
Also each trolley can be at various positions on the main beam. These situations create more combinations of loading. In this study,
three cases are considered. In the first case (case 1) both of the trolleys are at the nearest position to the left side of the main beam. In the
second case (case 2) both of the trolleys are at the center of the main beam. It must be noted that trolleys can approach to each other
maximum 10 meters. In the third case (case 3) both of the trolleys are at the nearest position to the right side of the main beam.
There is a general free body diagram of the main beam and a table which shows the dimension combinations given at Table 2.
It is assumed that each trolley applies a single load P from the center of the trolley (it must be noted that each trolley has a length of
6 meters). The dimension combinations is given at the Table 2.
Table 2. Dimension combinations of loadings
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3

a (mm)
16000
16000
16000

b (mm)
7000
45000
85000
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c (mm)
83000
45000
5000

L (mm)
106000
106000
106000
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Table 3. Load combinations
Comb.
SW
ST1
ST2
ST3
DY1
DY2
DY3

Main
beam
1
1
1
1
1.11
1.11
1.11

Left
1
1.11
-

SELF-WEIGHT
Trolley
Hook block
Center
Right
Left
Center
Right
1
1
1
1
1
1.276
1.11
1.276
1.11
1.276

WORKING LOAD
Left
1
1.276
-

Center
1
1.276
-

Right
1
1.276

DYNAMIC LOAD
Left
1
-

Center
1
-

Right
1

As shown in the Table 3, there are seven loading combinations. The coefficient that is used in the calculations are shown in this table.
Another point that should be addressed is the wind load. In such big crane systems, the crane must be parked when the wind speed limit
is exceeded and this speed limit is generally very low because of occupational safety. So, in this study the wind load is included in the
dynamic load. In the calculations dynamic load is considered as 1/30 of the total load.
The needed data in the calculations are shown in the Table 4.
Table 4. The needed data in the calculations
Working load
Main beam self-weight
Hook block weight
Trolley weight

Gw = 400000 kg
Gmb = 1040000 kg
Ghb = 37000 kg
Gtr = 60000 kg

The weights given above are used in static calculations. In dynamic calculations these weights are multiplied with impact factor k and
life factor γc. The weight values that are used in the dynamic calculations are shown in the Eq. (2), Eq. (3), Eq. (4) and Eq. (5).
Gdw = k.Gw

(2)

Gdmb = γc.Gmb

(3)

Gdhb = k.Ghb

(4)

Gdtr = γc.Gtr

(5)

The total dynamic load is calculated with the Eq. (6).
P = Gdw + Gdhb + Gdtr

(6)

The maximum moments occurred by total dynamic load are given in Eq. (7), Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) for the cases of DY1, DY2 and DY3
respectively.
Mload = [P.(2.b+a) / L].c

(7)

Mload = P.b

(8)

Mload = [P.(2.c+a) / L].b

(9)

The maximum moment occurred by the self-weight of the main beam is calculated with the Eq. (10)
2

Msw = q.L / 8

(10)

where; q is the weight of the main beam per meter.
Also a moment about Y axis is occurred because of the dynamic load and it is calculated with the Eq. (11).
My = Mload / 30

(11)

The stress occurred about X axis is calculated as shown in the Eq. (12).
σx = (Mload + Msw) / Wx

(12)

The stress occurred about Y axis is calculated as shown in the Eq. (13).
σy = My / Wy

(13)

The shear stress occurred in the main beam is calculated with the Eq. (14).
τ = P / As

(14)

Finally the total equivalent stress occurred in the main beam is calculated as shown in the Eq. (15).
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2

2 1/2

σeqv = [(σx + σy) + 3.τ ]

(15)

All σeqv values are calculated for each load combination and shown in the Table 5 below.
Table 5. σeqv values for all load combinations (MPa)
Load Combination
σeqv (MPa)

SW
52

ST1
92

ST2
129

ST3
88

DY1
106

DY2
152

DY3
101

Analysis with Numerical Method
After making analytical calculations, the stress analyze of the main beam is performed. The method used in analyzing of the main
beam is finite element method. In this method, the solution region is divided into a large number of small, simple and interconnected
sub-regions called finite elements [2]. Then each stress occurred on these elements are solved by the help of computers. So the method
allows us to get over the stress results in the whole system. In this study, for making the analyses of the main beam; the computer software
Ansys Workbench is used.
The stress results obtained by the analyses are investigated and one of them in the Fig. 5 for each load combination SW, ST1, ST2,
ST3, DY1, DY2, DY3 respectively. Also it must be noted that, in the results the maximum stress values is very large because of stress
concentrations at the supports of the main beam and this is a programmatically problem. So that the maximum stress values are not
considered important in the results.
In the result figures, front views and bottom views of the main beam are given because the maximum stress occurs at the bottom
plate of the main beam.

Fig. 5 SW load case results

Conclusion
The design and analysis with numerical method of gantry crane main beam is presented. Analytical stress calculations and stress
analysis with numerical method in different load combination cases are studied. The comparison between the analytical calculation results
and analyze results is given in the Table 6.
Table 6. Results comparison
Load Combination
σeqv (MPa)
σeqv (MPa)

SW
52
47

ST1
92
78

ST2
129
124

ST3
88
84

DY1
106
89

DY2
152
147

DY3
101
97

As presented in the Table 6, all of the stress results are under the allowable stress value of St 37-2 steel. The allowable stress for St
37-2 steel is 160 MPa for static loading and 180 MPa for dynamic loading.
Generally it is expected that the difference between the analytical calculation results and analysis results may be maximum %20. So,
the results obtained in the study are acceptable.
However, it can be easily seen that the difference between the results of ST1 and DY1 cases are bigger than the other differences.
This is so because the gantry crane has two legs which carry the main beam and one of them is (left side leg) rigidly supported to the main
beam and the other one is (right side leg) jointed supported to the main beam. Rigid leg must carry more load than the jointed leg, so the
left side of the main beam has a stronger inside structure. Hence the difference between the results of ST1 and DY1 is high.
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Abstract. Nowadays, mostly in shipbuilding, gantry cranes are needed in many areas. With evolving
technology, the sizes of the structures are growing too. Generally, in the construction of these structures gantry
cranes are preferred for lifting heavy loads. In this study, a 2x400 ton gantry crane hook block is designed and
analysis with numerical method is performed. Each of the crane hook block has a lifting capacity of 400 tons. In
the analysis of the hook block construction, the self-weight of the hook block, working load and dynamic loads
arising due to the crane movements are considered. After analytical calculations, the hook block is modeled as
a three dimensional design and the analysis of the construction is performed using finite element method with
the help of an analysis program. The analysis is performed for three cases. In the first case, the analysis is
performed by considering only self-weight of the hook block. In the second case, the analysis is performed
under the influence of working load; and in the third case, both the working load and the dynamic loads arising
due to the crane movements are considered in the analysis. In this study, the stress values obtained from the
analysis are examined and it is identified that some regions in the design are needed to be revised and the
results obtained from analytical calculations are compared with the results obtained with the finite element
method. As a result, using finite element method in the analysis is appropriate and this method provides great
convenience in the calculations.
Introduction
Shipping has a very high importance about travelling of people and transportation of commercial goods around the world. In the
construction phase of the ships, many massive parts might be necessary for construction and need to be moved. Mostly in shipyards, and
in many other places gantry cranes are preferred to transport massive parts.
In this paper, a 2x400 ton gantry crane hook block is designed. Analytical stress calculations and analysis with numerical method are
made. Afterwards the results of analytical calculations and analysis are compared and discussed.
Design and Model
Cranes are designed in order to the requirements of the working conditions in the enterprise. Before the design of the hook block is
mentioned, some predetermined technical datas of the 2x400 ton gantry crane are given in the Table 1 .
Table 1. Technical data of the 2x400 ton gantry crane
Crane type
Lifting capacity
Length of the trolley rail
Useful lifting height
Material

Gantry crane
2 x 400000 kg
100000 mm
60000 mm
St 37-2, St 52-3

There are two hook blocks connected to the trolleys on the main beam of the gantry crane and they work synchronously to lift the
working load. In the Fig. 1 main dimensions and 3-D model of the hook block are shown and in the Fig. 2 the cross-sectional dimensions
and properties of the hook block beam is given.

Hook block beam

Fig. 1 Main dimensions and 3-D model of the hook block
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Cross-sectional properties:
Moments of inertia:
4
Ix = 96241680000 mm
4
Iy = 165634880000 mm
Section area:
2
As = 225600 mm
Elastic section modulus:
3
Wx = 123386769 mm
3
Wy = 146579540 mm
Fig. 2 Cross-sectional dimensions and properties of the hook block beam
Each hook block can lift 400 tons maximum. As shown in the Fig. 2, reinforcing structures are used inside the hook block beam
structure. Wrinkle plates are used in order to prevent the wrinkling of the outer plates and each wrinkle plate has a thickness of 10 mm. The
basic components of the hook block are: the hook, pulleys, ropes, pulley shafts, carrying plates and hook block beam. In this study, it is
focused on the stress calculations and analysis of the hook block beam.
As the hook, number 250 ramshorn hook is chosen according to the norms of DIN 15400 (Deutsches Institut für Normung) [1]. 1000
mm diameter pulleys and 32 mm diameter fiber cored 6x36 warrington-seale type ropes are used. The notation of the rope according to the
norms of DIN is ‘Seil 32 DIN 3064 – FE – bk 1770 sZ’.
Analytical Calculations
Before making the stress calculations of the hook block beam, loading combinations should be mentioned. There are three cases of
loading as shown below.

Self-weight loading (SW)

Static loading (ST)

Dynamic loading (DY)
In the first case (SW case), only the self-weight of the hook block is taken into account. In the second case (ST case); as well as
self-weight, working load (Gw) is taken into account. Finally in the third case (DY case), also dynamic loads are included to the calculations.
In DY case, two coefficients are used. One of them is “lifting coefficient ψ” and the other one is “life factor γc”. In Fig. 3 a graphic for
choosing lifting coefficient is shown.

Fig. 3 Choosing lifting coefficient ψ
The maximum lifting speed of the gantry crane is 4 m/min, so the lifting coefficient is chosen as ψ = 1.15. The operating class of the
gantry crane is A5 according to the norms of FEM (Federation Europeenne de la Manutention) [2]. For the A5 operating class, the life
factor is chosen as γc = 1.11 according to the norms of FEM.
k = ψ. γc

(1)

In the Eq. (1), k is the impact factor and has a value 1.276.
There is a general free body diagram of the hook block beam given at Fig. 4.
Gw
qhb

Lhb = 10500
Fig. 4 Free body diagram of the hook block beam
In the analytical stress calculations it is assumed that the working load (Gw) is applied as a single load from the center of the hook
block beam and the self-weight of the hook block is applied as distributed load.
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Table 2. Load combinations
Load combination
SW
ST
DY

Self-weight of hook block
1
1
1.276

Working load
1
1.276

As shown in the Table 2, there are three loading combinations. The coefficients that is used in the calculations are shown in this
table. Another point that should be addressed is the wind load. In the calculations, the wind load is ignored because the system is a
pendent system and swings freely.
The needed data in the calculations are shown in the Table 3.
Table 3. The needed data in the calculations
Working load
Length of hook block
Hook block weight

Gw = 400000 kg
Lhb = 10500 mm
Ghb = 37000 kg

The weights given above are used in static calculations. In dynamic calculations these weights are multiplied with impact factor k. The
weight values that are used in the dynamic calculations are shown in the Eq. (2) and Eq. (3).
Gdw = k.Gw

(2)

Gdhb = k.Ghb

(3)

The distributed load occurred by the self-weight of the hook block is calculated with the Eq. (4).
qhb = Ghb / Lhb

(4)

The maximum moment occurred by the self-weight of the hook block is given in Eq. (5).
2

Msw = qhb.Lhb / 8

(5)

The maximum moment occurred by the dynamic working load is calculated with the Eq. (6)
Mload = Gw.Lhb / 4

(6)

The normal stress occurred on the hook block beam is calculated as shown in the Eq. (7).
σx = (Mload + Msw) / Wx

(7)

The shear stress occurred in the hook block beam is calculated with the Eq. (8).
τ = Gw / As

(8)

Finally the total equivalent stress occurred in the hook block beam is calculated as shown in the Eq. (9).
2

2 1/2

σeqv = [σx + 3.τ ]

(9)

All σeqv values are calculated for each load combination and shown in the Table 4 below.
Table 4. σeqv values for all load combinations (MPa)
Load Combination
σeqv (MPa)

SW
3.9

ST
92.4

DY
117.9

Analysis with Numerical Method
After making analytical calculations, the stress analysis of the hook block beam is performed. The method used in analyzing of the
hook block beam is finite element method. In this method, the solution region is divided into a large number of small, simple and
interconnected sub-regions called finite elements [3]. Then each stress occurred on these elements are solved by the help of computers.
So the method allows us to get over the stress results in the whole system. In this study, for making the analysis of the hook block beam;
the computer software Ansys Workbench is used.
The stress results obtained by the analyses are shown in the Fig. 5, 6 and 7 for each load combination SW, ST, DY respectively. Also
it must be noted that, in the results the maximum stress values is very big values because of stress concentrations on very little points at
the contact regions of the hook block beam and this is a programmatically problem. So that the maximum stress values are not considered
important in the results.
In the result figures, front and upper views of the hook block beam are given. Also the stresses that occur in wrinkle plates are shown
in the results.
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Fig 5 SW load case results

Fig. 6 ST1 load case results

Fig. 7 ST2 load case results
Conclusion
The design and analysis with numerical method of gantry crane hook block is presented. Analytical stress calculations and stress
analysis with numerical method in different load combination cases are studied. The comparison between the analytical calculation results
and analysis results is given in the Table 5.
Table 5. Results comparison
Load Combination
σeqv (MPa)
σeqv (MPa)

SW
3.9
3.3

ST
92.4
77

DY
117.9
100.5

As presented in the Table 5, all of the stress results are under the allowable stress value of St 37-2 steel. The allowable stress for St
37-2 steel is 160 MPa for static loading and 180 MPa for dynamic loading.
Generally it is expected that the difference between the analytical calculation results and analysis results may be maximum %20. So,
the results obtained in the study are acceptable. As a result, using finite element method in the analysis is appropriate and this method
provides great convenience in the calculations.
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Abstract
In consideration of limited resources and the steadily increasing population, lightweight design is
discussed as one of the possible solution to improve energy efficiency before a sustainable alternative energy
source is developed.
The aim of this study is using a new extended topology optimization process presented in [1], [2] to reduce
the inertia and the power consumption of actuators of a robot shifter. To achieve the aim, integrated methods of
finite element, multi-body simulation and topology optimization were used for structural optimization. At IPEK –
Institute of Product Engineering a new robot shifter was developed for a powertrain in the loop test field. A
robot shifter performs automatic shifting operation during the switching cycle in a test stand for gearboxes. As
a result of the objectives for this new robot a parallel kinematic was chosen for the horizontal movement. The
study presented in this paper verifies the test results of the developed topology optimization process for
mechanical loaded parts in dynamic systems with the robot shifter. Within this process, the finite element
analysis, the simulation of multibody systems and topology optimization techniques are considered together.
Through the integration of different simulation methods, the interactions between components and systems
can be considered during structural optimization. A reduction of up to 10% of the kinetic energy for moving the
part in different trajectories, compared to the original part with the same mass, can be achieved by a different
specialized material distribution. And a new design was proposed based on the results.
This study identifies innovative approaches of structural optimization processes. The design of the
individual structure considers the complex system behavior, and enhances the reliability and energy efficiency.
This optimization process has been successfully applied to a real world system and will hopefully be used in
problems that are more practical in the future.
Introduction
Global energy usage has grown by the factor of 26,5 per capita over the past 200 years [3]. With increasing concerns over this
excessive consumption of energy, new methods must be developed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to stop climate change. The
highest impact in emission reduction contributions can be achieved by increasing the energy efficiency [3]. Therefore, the European Union,
several non-governmental organizations and the economy have set the goal to significantly increase the efficiency of the used resources
in areas, such as lifestyle, transportation, energy production and industry within the next years [4].
The scientific challenge for product development is to create new methods and to define new processes to be able to find hidd en
potential for resources and energy savings in technical systems in the future. To achieve this goal, it is inevitable to simulate the
functioning technical system and to be able to optimize it.
In the system-based structural optimization the best possible structure of a part can be designed by taking the overall behavior of the
system and the interactions of system elements into account. Computer-aided topology optimization is an important method to calculate
design proposals for certain boundary conditions and in a given design space. Usually these methods have the goal to find a stiff and
lightweight structure without taking the energy efficiency of the system directly into account. These design proposals are typically more
energy efficient, compared to the standard design, but they are not optimized considering the dynamic behavior during the movement of
the part. This means that, depending on the kinematics of a spatially active multi-body system, it is useful to adapt the material distribution
of one part to avoid large moments of inertia that reduce the energy efficiency of this part during dynamic movements.
In this paper the extension of classical topology optimization presented at NAFEMS [1], [2] is shown and applied to the real world
system of a robot shifter [5] to reduce the power consumption and therefor to increase energy efficiency of this mechatronic system.
State of Research
The usage of computer aided simulation tools is common practice in product development today. A widely used tool to analyze stress
and strain in mechanics is the finite element analysis (FEA) for example. To investigate the dynamic behavior of mechanical systems,
multi-body simulations (MBS) are used. An integration of elastic bodies led to more realistic MBS and information about loads exerting on
bodies for structural analysis and optimization. Additionally, structural optimization methods have an growing acceptance in modern
product development. Topology optimization is used to derive design proposals for a lightweight design for structural parts in early
development stages. This method is successfully used in the automotive and aerospace industry as well as in the design process of
consumer products [6], [7]. By integrating MBS into structural optimization processes, mechanical parts in mechanical systems can be
optimized regarding the interaction between the part's mechanical properties and the overall system dynamics [8–10].
In [11] an optimization process for topology optimization of flexible bodies in controlled dynamic mechantronic systems is discussed.
It was even extended to an integrated topology optimization method where the control parameters were also optimized during the whole
process [12]. In [1] a new approach is presented, discussing an extended topology optimization process which is able to reduce the
amount of rotational kinetic energy of an accelerated part. This process was extended [2] to take the load cases in account which are a
result of the mass inertia.
[13] present an analytic method for input torques minimization of two degrees of freedom serial manipulators. First, an optimal
trajectory is calculated to minimize energy consumption of the manipulator. In a second step the movable masses are redistributed using
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an adaptive counterweight system. This method leads to a significant reduction of motor torques and an improved kinematic str ucture.
However this approach doesn’t help the product developer by designing the supporting structur e of each robot arm. [14] discuss the
architecture optimization of a three-degree-of-freedom translational parallel mechanism designed for machining applications. In their
paper they develop a new kinematic structure to meet their requirements, but they are not optimizing the support structure of each robot
arm.
In a contribution by Scientists of Chemnitz University of Technology and of Fraunhofer Institute for Machine Tools and Forming
Technology show that the mass of structural components at machine tools can often be reduced by 30 % using optimization tools. This
reduction can lead directly to lower electrical power losses of the servo drives in a similar amount. [15] For structural optimization they
didn’t use an extended topology optimization considering the dynamic behavior to reduce the energy efficiency. Otherwise this additionally
should have increased their total energy reduction.
Extended Topology Optimization - Integrated approach for optimization based on energy efficiency
To increase the energy efficiency, the new method has to be capable of automatically reducing the energy consumed by the
mechanical structure during a dynamic movement without limiting the functionality. In this context energy is understood to be the potential
and kinetic energy stored in the part. The influence of the gravity can be controlled by path planning algorithms and the architecture of the
kinematic structure which is common in robotics today [14], [16]. Furthermore the reduction of the potential energy can be achieved using
the methods of a classical topology optimization to reduce the compliance and the overall mass.
If a movement should take place within a certain time, whereby the translational and rotational velocity are determined, only two
parameters arise from this definition, which can affect the kinetic energy of a body. On the one hand, it is the total mass M of the target
structure and on the other it is the material distribution in the rotation, which is expressed in terms of the inertia tensor I. Now, it can be
deduced that the energy efficiency of a dynamic moving mechanical structure can only be increased, when its mass is reduced and its
material distribution is optimized. The influence of the material distribution in the context of a dynamic movement is the inertia. The inertia
of part can be optimized and leads to a reduction of the rotational kinetic energy. A new topology optimization method was developed
considering this idea [1], [2].
Example and Results
Model setup
The new optimization process introduced in this study has been applied to the robot shifter (see Figure 1) which is developed for the
powertrain-in-the-loop test stand at IPEK - Institute of Product Engineering [5]. The aim of this study is extending the traditional topology
optimization process to reduce the inertia and the power consumption of the motors and a design proposal is calculated.

Figure 1: Robot shifter

Figure 2: Load and motion of the model

Since the whole structure of the robot shifter is symmetric, only half of the system needs to be analyzed. In order to reduce the
simulation time, complex geometric components are replaced by primitives with the same mass and inertia or directly omitted and replaced
by an equivalent mass (see Figure 2). In this study the two arms are modeled as flexible bodies which are considered as the design area
respectively.
The material properties of the rigid bodies are defined as ferrite steel with U = 7.8510-09 t/mm3. The outer contour of the original
design area corresponds to the model designed and built for the robot shifter. But it was filled with material for the topology optimization.
The material is defined as an aluminum-alloy with U = 2.710-09 t/mm3, a Young’s modulus of 70,000 N/mm2 and the Poisson’s number of
0.3. The mass maintain the same mass as the model of the built one for comparison. As in Figure 1 illustrated, there are several
components at the force measurement side of the robot shifter (end-effector). In order to simplify the structure, the assembly was replaced
by one part. However, in the simulation, the gravity forces of these parts must be considered. The mass of these structures are
automatically analyzed by the CAD model of the robot. The total mass is about 823 g. At this position in the negative z-direction an
equivalent force of 8.23 N will be loaded to instead of gravity. From the specification of the robot the maximum load and angular velocities
of the joints can be defined to 500 N and 14.5 rad/s. The direction of the load F is mainly at an angle of 45° along the negative y-axis and
negative x-direction. In this case the two angular velocities ω1 and ω2 also be kept the same in each simulation and directions were shown
as in Figure 2.
According to the data used for simulating, the maximum shift range of the robotic arm is 50 mm. If the angular velocity is set to 14.5
rad/s, the run time of simulation is 0.03 s. To show the effects of the dynamic load case determination and the adaption coefficient used in
the new optimization approach, the model was simulated in three different ways with an optimization volume constraint of 60 %.
1) A new extended topology optimization (DyTopKE) with a dynamic load case determination and a dynamic calculation of the adaption
factor for decreasing the kinetic energy was used to calculate a design proposal.
2) An extended topology optimization (DyTop) was conducted in which the load cases were determined in every step of the topology
optimization and updated for every iteration without taking the kinetic energy of any finite element into account.
3) A traditional topology optimization with two static load cases was used to calculate a design proposal.
The design areas are meshed with 79.988 linear tetrahedral elements (CTETRA4) for the upper arm and 79.081 linear tetrahedral
elements for forearm to get a satisfactory stress prediction. In order to keep intact connections of the multi-body system, the elements near
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to the joints must be defined as "Frozen" (see white area in Figure 3) and thus be removed from the design area during the simulation time.
In the following the results of these three types of optimization are shown and studied regarding differences.

Figure 3: The design area with "Frozen" elements for the upper arm and forearm
Results
In this subsection the results for the two parts are discussed with three different approaches. The design proposal, the energy
efficiency and the maximum displacement are compared.
Segment a: upper arm - comparison of the design proposal
The different design proposals of the upper arm from the extended topology optimization compared to the traditionally topolog y
optimization are shown in Figure 4. The load cases in the simulation are not directly applied to the upper arm, but the interaction of the
multi-body system affects this behavior. In these optimization results (Figure 4) it is noticeable that the traditional topology optimization
algorithm has removed many finite elements in the area near the forearm (ellipse 1). Especially the structure in this area was reduced to a
bigger typical framework. At the same time elements at the bottom side were removed (ellipse 2). In contrast, the extended topology
optimization algorithm has removed more elements along
g the edge
g of the structure, especiallyy stronger
g on the bottom side (ellipse 3).

Figure 4: Comparison with design proposal for upper arm
Table 1 shows the difference in energy consumption and the maximum displacements of the different design proposals for the upper
arm. The power and kinetic energy were calculated during the final simulation iteration of the design proposal.
Compared to the reference model (example a2) about 11% of the kinetic energy is more consumed by the original structure (example
a3). In contrast, almost 1% of the kinetic energy can be saved with the model from the extended topology optimization (DyTopKE).
Although compared to the original structure (example a3), the design proposal with the model (example a1) from the extended t opology
optimization produces a relatively smaller maximum displacement, but the minimum displacement was generated by reference model
(example a2).
Table 1: Kinetic energy and maximum displacement for upper arm
example
Δ energy
maximum displacement
Δ displacement
[%]
[mm]
[%]
A3 Original Geometry
10,96
0,4686
26,41
A2 Extended Topology Optimization (DyTop)
0
0,3707
0
A1 Extended Topology Optimization (DyTopKE)
-1,01
0,3942
6,34
Segment b: forearm - comparison of the design proposal:
The different design proposals of the forearm are shown in Figure 5 and from the extended topology optimization compared to the
traditional topology optimization. The load cases of the simulation times are directly applied to this forearm on the right s ide. Therefore in
these optimization results (Figure 5) it is noticeable that both topology optimization algorithms have removed many finite elements in the
area where the forces are introduced to the arm. Especially the structure in this area was stronger reduced by the extended topology
optimization algorithm (ellipse 2 and 3). At the same time elements at the bottom side were removed more than at the upper side.
Furthermore the extended topology optimization algorithm has removed more elements in the center of the structure on the upper side
(ellipse 1).
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Figure 5: Comparison with design proposal for forearm
Table 2 shows the difference in energy consumption and the maximum displacements of the different design proposals for forearm.
The power and kinetic energy were also calculated during the final simulation. The differences are compared to the reference model
(example b2).
Compared to the reference model (example b2) about 3% of the kinetic energy is more consumed by the original structure (example
b3). In contrast, almost 2% of the kinetic energy can be saved with the model from the extended topology optimization. The results of the
maximum displacement are comparable to the results above. Although compared to the original structure (example b3), the design
proposal with the model (example b1) from the extended topology optimization produces a relatively smaller maximum displacement, but
the minimum displacement was generated by model b2.
Table 2: Kinetic energy and maximum displacement for forearm
Δ energy
example
[%]
B3 Original Geometry
3,16
B2 Extended Topology Optimization (DyTop)
0
B1 Extended Topology Optimization (DyTopKE)
-2,01

maximum displacement
[mm]
0,1718
0,1617
0,1642

Δ displacement
[%]
6,25
0
1,55

Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper an optimization approach for topology optimization of structural parts in dynamic systems has been presented and been
used to optimize IPEKs robot shifter. The multi-body system dynamics, finite element analysis and topology optimization are integrated
into a straightforward, automatic optimization process. Here, one trajectory of two mechanical structures of the robot shifter were
considered to calculate a design proposal for an improved lightweight design. The energy of the mechanical structure and a descriptive
criterion were calculated. Six different examples were compared. A reduction of up to 10 % of the kinetic energy for moving the design
proposal, compared to the original structure with the same mass and outer geometry, can be achieved by a different specialized material
distribution, although the maximum displacement was reduced at the same time.
In this paper it was shown that, depending on the approach used, the developed method is capable to increase the energy efficiency
of a mechanical structure. In the future the developed optimization process will be applied to more complex models and scenarios.
Additionally the sensitivity-based optimization algorithm will be used to improve this developed optimization process.
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Abstract. In the industry, products made from natural stone are getting more and more widespread. In the field
of manufacturing, measuring machines and a wide range of beds are made of granite, but in the construction
industry, it is also applied in the making of table tops, paving units, tiles, floor tiles. Currently, in the international
literature there is no such objective as a rating system, which would characterize the average degree of the
chipped edges, as well as the maximum chipped depth. The purpose of the article writer researchers is to
develop a measuring number which, independently from the manufacturer and the customer, can qualify the
chipping of the edges of the milled products. The aim of the research is to find a chipping geometry
replacement body, which can be accurately applied in the determination of the measuring number. In the
investigation 2 different granule sized granites were used with 5-5 different cutting speeds to measure the
volume of the cut pieces. Firstly, these pieces were substituted with quarter spherical shapes and quarter
ellipsoid shapes, then with multiple quarter-cone shapes. For the investigation, NC machine tool centers, high
precision laser scanners and computer software applied in rapid prototyping were used. As a result of the
examination of the two granite blocks, we experienced that in the case of the multiple quarter-cone
approximation there is a clear proportionality between the average of the real and the theoretical volumes. The
purpose of the next phase of the research is the implementation of a broad spectrum testing system, with
which we can statistically confirm the pertinence of the abovementioned proportionality.
Introduction
In the construction industry many types of stones are used as tiles. One of the primary building materials is granite. At the same time
statues, table tops, stairs are made of granite, as well as the beds of the precision machine-tools and the tables of NC coordinate
measuring machines. In order to reduce the production time and the charges in the manufacturing of products, NC-controlled machinetools are used widespread. Nowadays, an increasing number of NC controlled stone machine centers, sawing machines and grinding
machines are applied.
During the cutting of stones – in particular the production of planes and spigots – the different rate of the chipping of edges is a
general problem. The chipping of edges causes a severe problem from the point of ergonomics and punctuation of geometry. If the product
is highly chipped, the customer will not be interested in the table top or kitchen counter any more. Henceforth, the high ratio of chipping
adversely affects the assembly of machine-tool table with other components. Currently, there is no such objective as a rating system in the
world that would characterize the average rate of the chipped edges independent from the manufacturer and the customer.
The aim of the research is to develop a measuring number with which the rate of chipping can be defined objectively. The purpose of
the examinations described in this article is to find a body to substitute the geometry of the chipped pieces during the calculation of edge
chipping. The geometry of the chipped edges varies so much that there is no such mathematic formula that would describe the volume of
the pieces generally.
Literary review
Searching in the international consulting literature, a tremendous number of researches was found in connection with the machining
and qualification of different stones. Most of them are about the granite and marble. The determining part of the studies deals with the
cutting, grinding and sawing of granite. So far the research hardly dealt with the milling of granite products and the certification issues
occurring during the milling process.
Ribeiro et al [1] examined the change of the roughness of the surface of granite blocks in the course of machining with diamond disks,
in the function of technological parameters. The main purpose of the researches was the exploration of the connection between the
surface quality of the stone plates and the dynamic coefficient of friction. In the process 5 different granite types were used. In the course
of evaluation they came to a conclusion that the amount and the distribution of quartz, the main component of granite, influence not only
the cutting speed but the rate of wear. The further conclusion is that the mineral structure and the micro-structural surfaces are highly
responsible for the roughness of the developing surface.
Manacho et al [2] were carrying out experiments connected to the micro- and macro properties of granite blocks. After a bunch of
experiments on a Chinese granite type the researchers examined the types of edge cutting with the help of laser profile measuring tool and
scanning microscope. As the result of the research they could record the distribution of the tension due to the different circumstances. The
results provide an excellent base to the development of a further qualifying system for the chipping of granites.
Xie [3] also carried out a research connected to microbrittleness. The researcher examined the precision sawability of granite
materials in the function of microbrittlenes and micro hardness. He produced sample surfaces with an automatic cutting machine, and then
examined the effects of the technological parameters. As a result of the research, the study found that the surface roughness decreases
due to the increase in the micro hardness and the decrease of the average distribution values, however, the machining force is increasing.
Polini et al [4] investigated the change of the machining force in the course of cutting and milling in the function, of the cutting speed
and the depth of cut. The tests carried out with diamond mill have shown that the machining force is highly dependent on the feed rate and
the depth of cut. The study publishing authors noted that the conclusions drawn as the result of the tests can be used in the future
calculations developing the decision-making system.
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Huang et al [5] examined the relationship between the size of the grains in the diamond tools and the surface roughness, during the
grinding process. During the tests two types of granite were machined. Then the properties of the evolved surface were observed by
scanning electronic microscope, and with the help of surface roughness taster and shininess tester numerical data were obtained. In the
course of experiments it was proved that the shininess has direct connection with the surface roughness and the surface roughness
significantly reduces if the extent of plastic yielding increases.
Investigational process
The aim was to find a replacement body, which can represent the decrease in the volume of milled surfaces resulting from the
chipping of the edges as accurately as possible. It was a fundamental requirement during the research of the replacement body to
determine the volume of the body mathematically clear and easy as far as possible. With the resulting body the average rate of chipping
can be calculated and the mathematic algorithm for the maximum depth of chipping is determined.
System of investigation
To the research of the replacement body I determined a proper qualifying and machining system. A part of the test system (fig. 1)
was an NC controlled stone machining centre wherewith I made the stone milling tasks. For the digitizing of milled granite edges laser
scanner was applied. Next, for the digitized edges I fitted surfaces with the software called Rapid Form, and a variety of possible
alternative bodies were used to examine the potential proportionality in the volume.

Fig. 1 The investigation system
For the test process I used two types of granite. The Rosa Beta, representing the medium grained granite, comes from Italy. It is a
light gray colored with a slightly pinkish hue, packed structured, igneous, deep rock. Its main components are the quartz, which is located
gnarled in the tissue and potash feldspar. The average size of the grains of quartz is 1 mm but the largest particles can reach the 2 mm. Its
color is determined by the pink and white potash feldspars, which are developed boardly, and their size is more than 2 mm. The Giallo
Farfalla that is a dense textured granite has big average particle size and yellowish-brown color with a gray hue. It is a deep, igneous rock
with crystal-grained texture. It is big grained and its rock component is slightly orientated. Typical stone components are the gnarled,
off-white quartz and potash feldspar. The grain size of quartz is between 1 and 10 mm. As other key component appears the pink
orthoclase. The orthoclase has twin like structure and is developed boardly and its grain size can reach up to 15 mm [6].
The experiments were carried out by an Italian, Prussiani Golden Plus type NC controlled machine, which is designed especially for
the milling and drilling of stones. The machine was provided by the Woldem Kft from Budapest. The maximum power supply of the
machine is 15 kW, the maximum movements are the following: it is 3300 mm in direction X, 1600 mm in direction Y, and 250 mm in
direction Z. (in direction X 3300 mm, in direction Y 1600 mm and in direction Z is 250 mm.) The linear tool-rack of the machine is able to
store 34 tools at the same time. The CAM based so called Stone CAM simulation software was fitted to the NC controlled machine-tool,
which is widely applied in stone machining processes. During the experiments I used a diamond grained face milling tool with diameter 100
mm, composed of 22 segments. The segments that are mostly contain cobalt and imbedded in matrix are sealed to the peripheral surface
of the face milling tool.
The digitization of the milled edges was executed by a Scantech type laser scanner at the site of Varinex Kft. The probe measures
the ray reflected from the emitted laser beams through two optics, with the help of two linear CCD-s. The computer, that is connected to the
scanner, stores the scanned and also digitlized x, y and z coordinates of the scanned points, according to the rate of the distance of
reflection. With the help of the semiconductor 1mW powered laser approximately 1000 spatial points can be detected in a second. Its
resolution is 2 micron that provides 0.05 mm precision of a given point in the direction of Z at a distance of maximum 400 m. Then the
digitalized edges were transformed by a software called Rapid form. At first, I fitted surfaces to all of the set of points, then the number of
chipping and the decrease in the volume caused by these edge chipping were defined.
Execution of experiments
During the test, sample surfaces were prepared with 5 different cutting speeds in case of both granite types. In all cases the width of
cut was 45 mm and the depth of cut was 1 mm. The applied cutting speeds were 188 m/min, 283 m/min, 377 m/min, 1225 m/min and 1634
m/min. Most of the surfaces were prepared with up-cutting. At the end of the milling process I scanned the edge of the work piece where
the outgoing edge of the tool was working. The primary reason is that the largest edge chipping can be found at the outgoing edge of the
tool, because the machining force takes effect here on the work piece the most unfavorable. Thus the number of torn pieces by the tool is
huge. So after the scanning process we got a total of 10 files, which files contain a set of points of the edges of the samples. After
digitization a set of points was fitted to the sample surfaces using the Rapid Form software. Then I determined for each sample the edge
chipping by visual inspection. Each edge chipping was separated (fig. 2), and then I calculated the decrease in the volume of the given
piece by a developed procedure (fig. 3). Finally, I organized all of the volume decreases into an Excel table and created a database to
begin the search for a replacement body.
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Fig. 2 An edge chipping of sample surface of Giallo Farfalla granite

Fig. 3 Negative of edge chipping of figure 2
Searching of a replacement body
In the course of searching two factors were taken into consideration. One requirement is to find a replacement body with which the
maximum depth of chipping and the average rate of chipping can be easily determined. Other requirement is to minimize the use of
geometric parameters for each edge chipping. In fact, the more parameters used in the calculation of the replacement body, the longer the
measurement will take (and therefore it becomes difficult). The second condition is to reproduce each volume of the chipping with as little
mistake and deviation as possible. In the study I took into account that the more geometric data I use the more accurate the result will be
during the substitution. It is apparent that to simultaneously satisfy the two requirements mentioned above is difficult, because the
conditions to find the functions oppose each other.
Taking into account the requirements a number of bodies were studied, but based on preliminary results I narrowed down the detailed
tests to three shapes. The angle of the edges of the milled products is 90°, so I used this parameter to define the shapes to be examined.
The first body is a quarter sphere, where only one parameter must be obtained. This data is the distance between the start- and end-point
of the chipping. The second body is a quarter ellipsoid. The characteristic of the ellipsoid is that the lengths of the two traverse axis are
equal. In this case to determine the body unequivocally two parameters have to be set. The distance between the start- and end-point of
the chipping (this is the length of the longitudinal axis of the ellipsoid) and the maximum depth of chipping measured in the angle bisector
of the edge (this gives the length of the cross axis of the ellipsoid). In the case of the third shape the most of the geometric parameters were
used. The third body is a quarter-cone which consists of two equal sized ellipse touching by their face (fig. 4). In this case three parameters
had to be used. The height of the cones equals the distance between the start- and end-point of the chipping. The lengths of the axises of
the ellipse, which is the base of the cone, are equal to the maximum depths of the chipping (which we can measure on the two surfaces of
the edge chipping).

Fig. 4 The replacement body
Results of the evaluation
In the evaluation process 10 sample surfaces of 2 granite types were examined and 93 edge chippings were investigated. I counted
the average value of the errors in the volume of the replacement bodies relative to the real edge chipping. In the figure 5 the mistakes of the
replacement bodies relative to the real bodies are shown. It can be seen that in the case of the quarter sphere replacement no
proportionality can be realized in the errors. Furthermore, the deviation of the differences in the volume of the bodies is huge. In many
cases the average of the volumes of the replacement bodies are the multiple of the volume of the real chipping. We have much more
homogeneous results in the quarter-elliptic-based substitution. It can be seen that in this case the averages of each sample surface of the
replacement bodies are around the 35-40% of the real chipping averages with lower deviation. In this case proportionality can be seen,
however, this kind of substitution could only be used if the edge chipping were multiplied by an empiric constant. The third, cone shaped
substitution showed very close results to the real average value of edge chipping. The volume average of each sample surface of the
replacement bodies corresponds with the real volume average, showing a deviation within ±3% in all cases (Table 1.). Based on the figure,
we can say that the ellipsoid-based complex cone shape gave very close results to the real volume.
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Fig. 5. Average volumes of the replacement bodies by the different surface
Table 1. Proportion of the theoretical and the concrete volumes by the quarter-cone

Result of investigation of substituting with quater-cone
Name of the sample Average volume of the
surface
edge chippings [mm³]
Giallo Farfalla 1. (G1)
Giallo Farfalla 2. (G2)
Giallo Farfalla 3. (G3)
Giallo Farfalla 4. (G4)
Giallo Farfalla 5. (G5)
Rosa Beta 1. (R1)
Rosa Beta 2. (R2)
Rosa Beta 3. (R3)
Rosa Beta 4. (R4)
Rosa Beta 5. (R5)

Average volume of the
substituting [mm³]

1,3448
1,2991
1,1768
1,288
0,3743
2,3259
1,2104
0,7806
0,8487
0,6917

1,3309
1,291
1,1769
1,2572
0,3739
2,3829
1,1845
0,7703
0,8444
0,6878

Proportion of the
theoretical and the
concrete volumes
98,97%
99,37%
100,02%
97,61%
99,91%
102,45%
97,86%
98,68%
99,49%
99,45%

Summary
Research in the study was intended to find a replacement body that can be applied effectively for the qualifying calculations of the edge
chipping of milled granite products. For the replacement body it was a requirement that the volume of the body should approach as near
as possible the decrease in the volume of the product due to edge chipping as near as possible. More demand was to minimize the number
of data used to the determination of the geometry of the body. In the examination process firstly I formed 10 sample surfaces on two
different granite types with the use of NC controlled stone machining center. Then the produced surfaces were scanned with a laser
scanner and the chipped edges were separated by a rapid prototyping software and their volumes were determined. In the phase of
evaluation a total of 3 bodies were tested to determine which one would be best suited to describe the decrease in the volume caused by
chipping. For each of the three bodies it was required to be easy to calculate their volume so they can be used effectively for the calculation
of the chipping characteristics.
As the result of the evaluation process we can say that the ellipsoid based complex cone shaped body can substitute the chipped volume
with high precision.
Future researches are intended to prove statistically by wide spectrum experiments the applicability of the substitution body. Further
goal is to develop an algorithm for the qualifying number – using the replacement body – and with the help of this method the
characteristics of the edge chipping of the milled granite products can be defined quickly and with high precision.
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Abstract. The cement is a component always present on the endodontic restorations. However, there are
neither in vitro experiments nor simulations using finite element models (FEM) with definitive conclusions
about the influence of cement thickness. The main advantage of the FEM is that it allows a highly controlled
analysis of one or several specific parameters on a single tooth model. This results in a better comprehension
of either the individual effect or that combined with different parameters.
It is the aim of this study to ascertain the influence of the cement thickness between the post and the root (Tp)
and between the core and the crown (Tc) through a sensitivity analysis. A reference model of a tooth restored
with a steel post was considered. In order to determine the influence of the thickness of the two cements, the
overall safety factors of several models with different cement thickness values were compared with the overall
safety factor of the reference model. The overall safety factor was computed using the novel Christensen
failure criterion. Furthermore, an exhaustive analysis of the influence of the cement thickness on the stress of
the different components of the endodontic restoration was performed.
Within the limitations of the present work, we concluded that the safety of the endodontic restoration with steel
post is less compromised when the cement thickness between the post and the root is higher. In addition, the
post and the cement between the post and the root were the most influenced components for the lowest values
of the thickness cement. However, no effect was observed in the results with changes in the cement thickness
between the core and the crown.
Introduction
Endodontic treatment is one of the most common techniques in present-day odontology due to the tendency to save teeth. The
intra-radicular post is used commonly as a means to support the final restoration. The use of pre-fabricated posts has become a
widespread technique [1, 2], as they allow the whole restoration to be performed in one visit, thus resulting in an easier and cheaper
technique. Many of the posts are joined to the root through a cement which is used to join the core and the crown too.
A lot of studies have tried to investigate the effect of the different post design on the endodontic restoration [3, 4-10]. However, there
are few studies dealing with the influence of the cement thickness between the post and the root (Tp) and between the core and the crown
(Tc) in spite of cement is a component always present on the endodontic restorations.
The use of FEM for studying the restored tooth allows a highly controlled analysis of one or several specific parameters on a single
tooth model. This results in a better comprehension of either the individual effect or that combined with different parameters.
In this work the study of the influence of Tp and Tc through a sensitivity analysis is presented.
Materials and methods
The model used in this study was based on the geometry of a real maxillary central incisor obtained by means of a 3D scanner. The
3D modeling software Pro/Engineer (PTC, Needham, MA, USA) was used to generate, and later assemble, the geometries for all the
components of a tooth with a post-core and full crown endodontic restoration. This model has been properly validated in previous
works [11, 12].
A reference model was considered in order to study the effect of varying Tp and Tc. This reference model simulated a real restoration
with a simple cylindrical stainless post with a diameter of 1.5 mm, cemented with Dual cement (Ivoclar Vivadent AG, Schaan,
Liechtenstein) with a core made of dual-cure resin ParaCore (Coltène/Whaledent, Inc, Cuyahoga Falls, OH, USA), and a final crown made
of IPS Empress® (Ivocalar Vivadent AF) cemented with Dual cement. Figure 1 shows a sagittal section of the geometrical model and the
modeled components.
The mechanical properties for all the component materials of this reference model were obtained from the literature and from the
manufacturers (Table 1). The periodontal ligament (PDL) has a nonlinear response [13, 14], but the differences in the stress distribution of
a restored tooth using a linear or a nonlinear model of the PDL have been found to be of less significance [15]. Dentin presents an
anisotropic behavior, but the differences in the elastic modulus for the different directions are small [16]. Based on the above
considerations, and in order to reduce the computation time, all materials were considered as linear and isotropic.
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.
Fig. 1 Sagittal section of the geometrical model and the modeled components.

Table 1. Mechanical properties of materials of the reference model
Component
Dentin
Gutta-percha
Ligament
Cortical bone
Trabecular bone
Dual cement
ParaCore
IPS Empress®
Stainless steel

Young's
modulus, E
(GPa)
18.6
0.00069
0.00125
13.7
1.37
10
16.6
62
207

Poisson
coefficient, v
0.31
0.45
0.45
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30

Tensile
strength
(MPa)
106
15
2
120
9
106
125
160
1436

Compressive
strength
(MPa)
297
15
2
80
4
242
285
162.9
1436
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Two sensitive analyses were defined. In the first analysis, six values for Tp(mm) were considered (0.10 - 0.15 - 0.20 - 0.25 - 0.30 0.35). In the second, the Tc (mm) varied among six values (0.05 - 0.08 - 0.10 - 0.13 - 0.15 - 0.18). The values in the initial model were 0.20
mm and 0.10 mm respectively. A total of 12 different restoration configurations were considered. A FEM was defined for each of the 12
restoration configurations to be analyzed. The Pro/Mechanica module, available within Pro/Engineer, was used to generate the finite
element mesh, for the computer aided model (CAD) geometry. Solid tetrahedral element were used, with a mesh control for the maximal
size of the elements of 0.3 mm on all the components, except on trabecular and cortical bone, where a maximal size of 1 mm was
considered. The mesher included smaller elements in thin components as the cement to maintain a reasonable value for the aspect ratio.
A loading angle of 50º with respect to the tooth axis was applied as shown in Figure 1. The displacements of the nodes in the lateral
sections of the trabecular and cortical bone, were constrained.
The overall safety factor (calculated as the lowest of the restored tooth of the component safety factors) was computed using the novel
Christensen failure criterion [25]. In order to determine the influence of the thickness of the two cements considered, the overall safety
factors of different models were compared with the overall factor of the reference model. The post-processing was performed with
MSC-Patran (MSC Software Corp.) and Matlab program (Math Works, Natik, MA, USA).
Results
The safety factor for each of the components of the reference model was obtained (Table 2). The component with the lowest value of
safety factor was the post cement, so this is the component where the failure will begin. The second critical component was the root, with
an increase by 32,8% in the safety factor with respect to that of the post cement.
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Table 2. Safety factor obtained at each component in the reference model
Safety
factor
0.92
1.37
3.05
8.12
6.03
2.17

Component
Post cement
Root
Crown
Post
Core
Crown cement

For each of the two sensitivity study, safety factor and the critical component where obtained. Cement-post was the critical
component in all cases. Figure 2 shows that Tc had no significance on the endodontic restoration with the values considered.
An increasing tendency of the overall safety was shown when Tp increases.

Tc effect
Tp effect

Fig. 2 Results of the effect of the two cement thickness compared with reference model
Straightaway, a new analysis in order to check how affect Tp and Tc on each endodontic component (root, crown, post, core and
crown cement) was performed. No tendency was shown with the changes of Tc values. However, the results showed that the Tp had a
significant influence on post and root components for the two lowest values of the thickness cement (0,10 and 0,15mm), as the safety
factor showed an increasing tendency when the thickness of the cement-post increased. The most affected components on the endodontic
restoration by the variation of the Tp were the cement and the cement-post.
Discussion and conclusions
The specific effect of the thickness cement on an endodontic restoration with a steel prefabricated post through a 3D FEM previously
validated, was analyzed. Within the limitations of this study, the results indicate that with this type of post, and with the range of values of
the two cements present in the models generated, no significant influence of Tc was observed. The tendency of the parameter Tp showed
that safety of the endodontic restoration is less compromised for the highest values of Tp. Furthermore, when the influence of the Tp of the
rest of the parameters of the endodontic restorations analyzed, the most influenced components were the post and the cement between
the post and the root, specially for small thicknesses.
In order to asses the significance of the parameters studied on the endodontic restoration, it would be desirable to perform a full
factorial analysis in which all possible combinations of the parameters' values were combined across all the other parameters' values in
order to check and establish which parameters have a statistically significant effect on the mechanical strength. These results should be
compared with the results of the separate effect of the thickness of two parameters of the endodontic restoration obtained in the present
work, in order to obtain definitive conclusions.
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Abstract. Objectives: This study aims to evaluate the fracture resistance, under a flexo-traction load, of
endodontically treated anterior teeth depending on the post material used in the restoration. Many works in
literature analyzed the influence of post material on fracture strength under compressive or flexo-compressive
loads, but little information exists on the influence under tensile forces.
Materials and Methods: A previously validated model of the restored tooth was used. This model was
developed with the finite element technique. The model used in this study was based on the geometry of a real
maxillary central incisor, obtained by means of a 3D scanner. The teeth considered in this work were restored
with Empress crowns, which were retained with posts of two different materials: fiber glass and stainless steel.
A 300 N load was applied, to the palatal side of the tooth, at a 45º angle to the radicular axis, in the
buccal-coronal direction, to simulate real biting force during mastication of sticky food. Under this load, the
stress distribution pattern of the restored tooth was studied for two different post materials: glass fiber and
stainless steel.
Results: The estimated distributions confirmed a worse mechanical performance on teeth restored using
stainless steel posts, with a higher stress concentration in the post-dentin cement, due to the significant
difference between the elastic modulus of the steel and those of the surrounding materials. The average
stress, in component simulating post-dentin cement, was found to be a 42% higher in stainless steel post
systems than when using a fiber glass post.
Conclusions: Within the limitations of this study, post systems with post’s elastic modulus similar to that of
dentin and core have a better biomechanical performance, not only under common flexo-compressive loads,
but also under flexo-traction loads.
Introduction
Endodontically treated teeth present a high risk of biomechanical failure due to the loss of tooth substance, resulting from preexisting
caries, cavity access and the excessive removal of radicular dentin during the endodontic treatment. Therefore, endodontically treated
teeth must be restored as quickly as possible, not only to preserve sealing from coronal access, but mainly to reduce fracture risk under
functional loading. In treating these teeth, post-and-core restorations are recommended to aid in the retention of artificial crowns and
support the teeth by distributing intraoral forces along the roots. The use of pre-fabricated posts has become a widespread technique [1],
as they allow the whole restoration to be performed in one visit, thus resulting in an easier and cheaper technique. However, structurally
compromised teeth are not reinforced by post insertion with respect to sustained masticatory force [2]. The survival of these teeth depends
on the condition of the tooth and also on the design of the posts [3]. Post design is defined by several different parameters such as the
material, length or diameter and their longitudinal shape. Post selection must be carefully considered to reduce the incidence of root
fractures and to preserve the root if failure occurs.
Most works in literature deal with compressive or flexo-compressive loads. Papers addressing traction loads determine their effect
directly on the post [4], i.e., in specimens without core nor crown.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the mechanical response of devitalized maxillary central incisors, restored with posts of
different materials, under a flexo-traction load. This study was carried using the approach of the finite element (FE) analysis. The null
hypothesis was that the post material would not be found to have an effect on the fracture strength and stress distribution of endodontically
treated teeth.
Materials and Methods
A theoretical method was used to study the influence of post material on endodontically treated, and restored with a post-core-crown
system, human maxillary central incisors. The maxillary central incisor was selected because of its likelihood of being subjected to oblique
occlusal stresses. One of the posts used for the study was the Rebilda post (VOCO GmbH, Cuxhaven, Germany), which is a glass fiber
reinforced composite post. The other post considered has the same geometry than the Rebilda post, but its material was considered to be
stainless steel. Thus, we compared posts with the same size and geometry, but with significantly different elastic moduli. Young’s modulus
of steel is about ten times higher than that of the original Rebilda post material.
The finite element analysis (FEA) is currently used in very different fields. It has been successfully used in biomechanics and, in
particular, in orthopedics. This technique was originally developed for structural analysis in mechanical engineering, but its foundation is
also applicable to biological problems. The results of a FEA are expressed as stresses distributed in the structures under investigation.
These stresses may be tensile, compressive, shear, or a combination known as equivalent von Mises stress. Von Mises stresses depend
on the entire stress field and are a widely used indicator of the possibility of damage occurrence [5]
The model used in this study was based on the geometry of a real tooth, obtained through a 3D scanner, and the 3D modeling
software Pro/Engineer (PTC, Needham, MA, USA) was used to generate, and later assemble, the geometries for all the components. This
model has been properly validated in previous works [4, 6, 7]. Fig. 1 shows a buccolingual cross-section of the geometrical model
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considered, including all the components that were modeled: bone (cortical and trabecular components), periodontal ligament, root,
gutta-percha, post, post cement, core, crown and crown cement. The mechanical properties of the different components of the model were
obtained from the literature [8], from the manufacturer of the post and from the manufacturer of the glass-ceramic crown (Ivoclar Vivadent
AG, Schaan, Liechtenstein). The aforementioned properties are presented in Table 1.

Fig. 1 Section of the geometrical model generated. Modeled components.
The Pro/Mechanica module, available within Pro/Engineer, was used to divide (mesh) the CAD geometry. Solid tetrahedral elements
were created with a mesh control of 0.3 mm maximal size on all the components, except on trabecular and cortical bone, where a 1 mm
maximal size control was applied. The definitive model had 201 629 elements and 311 549 nodes. As boundary conditions, the
displacements of all nodes on the lateral surface and base of the component representing the bone were constrained.
Table 1. Mechanical properties of the materials used in the finite element model
Component/Material
Root/Dentin
Gutta-percha
Periodontal ligament
Cortical bone
Trabecular bone
Post cement/Self cure resin cement
Core/ParaPost ParaCore
Crown
Crown cement/Dual cement
Stainless steel post
Glass fiber post

Elastic Modulus [GPa]
18.6
0.00069
0.0689
13.7
1.37
5
16.6
62
10
207
20

Poisson Coefficient
0.31
0.45
0.45
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30

The analysis was carried out using the finite element analysis software MSC-PATRAN-NASTRAN (MSC Software Corporation,
Santa Ana, CA, USA). A masticatory force of 300 N was applied, at 45º to radicular axis, on the incisal edge of the palatal surface of the
modeled crown. Being applied on the incisal edge, the bending torque due to the force was maximal, and thus, the most unfavorable
situation was considered. That force was oriented in the buccal-coronal direction, to simulate biting force during mastication of sticky food.
45º is a commonly used direction for masticatory forces in works dealing with maxillary incisors [9, 10]. Under this load, the stress
distribution pattern of the restored tooth was studied for two different post materials: glass fiber and stainless steel. The widespread
recommendation [11] that post length should be about three quarters of root length was used. The post diameter considered in this work
satisfies the widely extended recommendation that post width should not be greater than one-third of the root width at its narrowest section
[12, 13]
The stress distribution pattern provided information about the fracture mechanism of the restored tooth, i.e., for the same external
load, higher stresses indicated a higher probability of reaching the failure load.
Results
The stress distributions estimated by the model are shown in Fig. 2 (buccolingual cross-section). In the color scale: the warmer the
color, the higher the stress. A higher stress concentration, in the post-dentin cement, can be observed in the tooth restored with a stainless
steel post.
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Fig. 2 von Mises stress distributions: using glass fiber post (left) vs. using stainless steel post (right).
In order to show this result better, stress distributions only in the post-dentin cement are shown in Fig. 3 (buccolingual cross-section).
The average stress, in component simulating post-dentin cement, was found to be a 42% higher in stainless steel post systems than when
using a fiber glass post.

Fig. 3 von Mises stress distributions in post cement: using glass fiber post (left) vs. using stainless steel post (right).
Discussion
Based on the results of this study, the null hypothesis, that the post material would not be found to have an effect on the fracture
strength and stress distribution of endodontically treated teeth, was rejected. The numerical results indicated that the mechanical behavior
of the restored tooth was affected by post material. Specifically, the FE analysis of this study revealed that the stainless steel post systems
presented a higher risk of fracture.
Due to the high modulus of elasticity of steel, forces were transmitted directly to the post-tooth interface without stress absorption. This
may lead to a decrease in fracture resistance of the tooth. Better biomechanical performance was observed for teeth restored using glass
fiber posts than when stainless steel posts were used. Good biomechanical performance is achieved as post, core, cement and dentin
constitute a homogeneous ensemble with good resistance to fracture, thus ensuring a more robust technique. This is a common finding in
works dealing with flexo-compressive loads on anterior teeth [7, 14]. Moreover, glass fiber offers excellent aesthetics, which makes it
suitable for restoration practices in the anterior region.
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Conclusions
Within the limitations of this study, the results indicate that the post material has influence on the endodontically treated tooth stress
distribution, and thus, on its fracture strength.
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Abstract. Much has been made of the famous example of the manufacturing productivity improvement of
Moore’s Law, namely that the number of devices on a die (for creating computer chips) has doubled every two
years since Moore’s empirically-based prediction in the 1960s. In this study we seek to better understand
process specific improvement rates of manufacturing technologies that are not linked to a specific product or
component. We examine a broad set of different manufacturing processes which include traditional
machining, 3d printing, and photolithography, production of carbon nanotubes, etc. and construct a taxonomy
to aid in selection of domains for further study. In each domain, we determine economically meaningful metrics
and attempt to find as much data over time as we can to construct preliminary indicators of the improvement
rates in two of these technologies. We found that traditional machining has improved at a rate of approximately
6.0% per year, and we employ this as a baseline comparator. Our preliminary data indicates that 3d printing
has improved at a much higher rate – closer to 30% per year.
Introduction
Many manufacturing technologies have experienced significant improvements in their capabilities and have paved the way for the creation
of the advanced products that are available today. The technical capabilities of many technologies have been explored and have been
found to follow exponential improvement rates over long periods of time. Examples include information technology (Koh and Magee,
2006), residential lighting (Nordhaus, 1996), solar photovoltaic (Benson and Magee, 2012) and many others. The most famous example
of a technological capability improvement study is Moore’s law, which states that the number of transistors on a chip doubles every 2 years
(which approximates to a 35% improvement rate).
Likewise, improvements in manufacturing can be seen across many different domains. ‘Traditional’ machining technologies have seen the
introduction of computer numerical control (CNC) systems, photolithography has improved to the point where billions of transistors can be
placed on a single chip, and the introduction of 3D printers has greatly impacted the product design process. While these qualitative
improvements are interesting, there is a need for a more quantitative description of how the manufacturing processes have improved. This
paper attempts to provide an outline of the manufacturing domains that should be focused on, along with metrics that could be considered
for each of the domains. The paper will conclude with examples of the improvement achieved by two of the manufacturing technologies.
Background
Many of the technological analysis studies done on manufacturing processes have focused on exploring a specific technology at a specific
time. For example, a recent paper on nano-manufacturing technologies by Liddle and Gallatin (2011) describes a ‘snapshot’ of many of
the most prominent manufacturing technologies that are capable of producing features on the nano-scale. Their paper provides a thorough
overview of many different technologies, and describes capabilities of the technologies in an economically significant manner using a
comparison of resolution and areal throughput. There have been similar studies completed for metrology (Cullinan, 2012) and traditional
machining (Kalpakjian, 2010). While these studies are useful for understanding the current state of a single technology, a more
comprehensive study of many manufacturing technologies across many years also has value by introducing the relative rates of change.
Other studies have attempted to explore the improvement of technologies over a longer time period through case studies, qualitative
analysis and high-level metrics. These studies often explore the idea of ‘productivity advances’ and the improvement of manufacturing by
looking at the productivity level of workers (Jorgenson, 1967). While these studies are useful in understanding how the aggregate
production function may be determined, they are often too broad for analyzing particular manufacturing segments. It is a goal of this paper
to outline how one may be able to combine the level of detail of the technology specific studies with the long timelines and high level views
of the productivity studies.
Manufacturing Taxonomy
One of the primary steps of completing a technological capability analysis of manufacturing technologies is to select specific domains to be
studied. In our study of manufacturing technologies, the domains to be studied were selected for both their breadth across different
manufacturing areas and with depth within one area so that it will be possible to understand the different components that contribute to the
advancement in a particular area.
After considering many manufacturing technologies, we narrowed down the field to several of the most prevalent manufacturing domains
to be compared. These manufacturing domains, which are listed in bold in the first row of Table 1 represent a historical technological area
(traditional machining), and an older, but seemingly rapidly improving area (photolithography). The Industrial 3D-Printing domain was
selected due to its relatively recent emergence and the unique new flexibility that it can provide (Herbert, 1989). It is important to note that
at this point the hobbyist 3d-Printing market is intentionally being separated due to the very different operating nature and commercial
applications of the smaller and cheaper printers that have become popular with amateur designers. The final two manufacturing domains
(shown in columns 4 and 5 of Table 1) that were selected are related to nano-manufacturing techniques other than photolithography, these
were selected due to their more recent development timelines and still nascent commercial applications, yet high expectations
(Shaughnessy, 2013). The two different types of nano-manufacturing domains (bulk and surface) were separated due to the different
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commercial applications and development challenges. Bulk nano-materials are generally used as products such as sunscreen (which
includes a titanium dioxide nanomaterial) or on glass windowpanes, whereas the surface nano-materials are used for creating specific
patterns on planar surfaces such as solar photovoltaic cells.
Table 1. Taxonomy of Manufacturing Technologies (left) and enabling technologies (right)

Manufacturing Domains
Traditional
Manufacturing
milling
machines
metal lathes

Photolithography
optical
photolithography
interferometric
photolithography

Industrial 3D
Printing
stereo-lithography
fused deposition
modeling

metal grinding

electron beam
lithography

powder based
inkjet printing

cutting saws

extreme ultraviolet
lithography

selective laser
sintering

Enabling Technologies

Bulk
Nano-materials
quantum dot
production
bulk carbon
nanotube
production

Surface
Nano-materials
chemical vapor
deposition
physical vapor
deposition

Position
Measurement
interferometry

micro-machining

piezoelectric
measurement

capacitance
measurement

hall effect
sensors

Microscopy
optical
microscopy
electron
scanning
microscope
scanning
probe
microscopy
atomic force
microscopy

In order to understand how other types of technologies may impact the manufacturing technologies, we have also selected position
measurement and microscopy as key examples of ‘enabling technologies’ that contribute to the improvement of a broad set of nanomanufacturing domains. The enabling technology domains are shown in the right-most columns in the first row of Table 1. Metrology and
microscopy were selected to allow for the study of decomposition of manufacturing capabilities. For example, it may be possible to
understand how improvements in metrology relate to corresponding improvements traditional manufacturing or to better understand the
relationship between improvements in microscopy and nano-manufacturing. This sort of decomposability research allows the evaluation
of theories such as that the manufacturing of nano-materials is largely driven by the ability to measure them.
After each of the technology domains was selected for breadth and depth, several specific technologies were selected as examples of
each domain. These examples were selected due to their use within the particular domain and across a range of development stages. For
an example, the photolithography technical domain includes four different types of photolithography. The most well developed example of
photolithography is optical lithography that is currently being used in production lines today, whereas extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
photolithography is still in its infancy.
Manufacturing Metrics
Selecting the correct metrics to measure within each of the aforementioned domains is a critical component to a technological capability
analysis. Here we will differentiate between a technical capability metric and a technical performance indicator. A technical capability
metric is one that proves to be economically significant to the purchaser (i.e. if this metric improves, it will increase the likelihood that the
purchaser with buy more of this product), and it must include an output as well as a resource constraint. An example of a ‘technical
performance indicator’ that is commonly used is the efficiency of solar cells is efficiency (%) of the solar cells, whereas a technological
capability metric would be the peak power output per cost of the solar cells (kW/$).
Table 2 shows a summary of the technical capability metrics for each of the domains. Note that most of the manufacturing domains have
a similar structure of speed/accuracy. The combination of speed and accuracy make for an ideal manufacturing technical capability metric
because it is possible to get very high resolutions at very low build rates, but as the systems get better it is possible to get very high
resolutions at high speeds.
Table 2. Technical Capability Metrics for each manufacturing domain
Traditional
Manufacturing
Speed
(“/min)/Accurac
y (“)

Photolithography
Speed
(mm^2/hour)/(accur
acy (half pitch)*cost
($))

Industrial 3D
Printing
Speed(mm/sec)*
build voume
3
(mm )/(Accuracy
(mm) *Cost ($))

Bulk
Nanomaterials
Speed
(mm^2/hour)/ac
curacy (half
pitch)

Surface
Nanomaterials
Area
(mm^2)/(time
(sec) * Cost ($)

Position
Measurement
Range
(mm)/Resoluti
on (micron)

Microscopy
Range
(mm)/Resolutio
n (micron)

Industrial 3D-Printing provides an example of a complex technical capability metric: speed*build volume/(accuracy*cost). This particular
metric illustrates what a consumer would be looking for when purchasing an industrial 3D-Printer, as they would want a system that prints
large objects quickly without sacrificing accuracy and yet paying a low cost. It is the combination of all four of those capabilities that can be
used for understanding how 3D-Printing technology has improved over time.
The position measurement and microscopy metrics show examples of technical capability metrics – as it is possible to get high resolution
with a small amount of range, but with improved machines, it is possible to get the same resolution throughout a much higher range. In all
categories, lower cost is also desirable and some metrics show this resource in the denominator.
Results
After selecting the domains and the appropriate metrics for each domain, the final step of performing a technological capability analysis is
to find the data for each of the metrics for the domains. This process can be painstaking and often includes finding non-traditional sources
of data including trade magazines and primary artifacts such as technical specification documents from the manufacturers.
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One example of a non-traditional data source is the location of a majority of the data for the traditional machining metrics are from the trade
magazine modern machine shop. We were able to look through the magazine articles along with the advertisements that display the
speed and accuracy metrics for each of the machines. The main reason for using this data source is the fact that the data can be found
from 1926 for every year until the present. Figure 1 shows the result of the technological capability analysis for milling machines. As is
consistent with many other technical capability analyses, the improvement of traditional machining is exponential and relatively stable over
time with an improvement rate of 6% per year.

Milling Machine Capability
Average Yearly Speed ("/min)/Overall
Average Accuracy (")

1,0E+07

1,0E+06

y = 4E‐46e0.0595x
R² = 0.80747

1,0E+05

1,0E+04
1920

1940

1960

1980

2000

2020

Year
Fig. 1 Technological Capability Analysis of Milling Machines
The same process can be used for analyzing the technical improvement of 3D printing. The data sources for 3D printing relied mostly
upon specification sheets from 3D printing manufacturers – along with pricing data from the Wohler’s report (Wohlers, 1997-2011). Figure
2 shows the technical capability analysis of industrial stereolithography (SLA) 3D printing systems. The improvement rate of 3D-Printing is
2
much greater than milling machines at ~30% per year with an R value of 0.66, which is lower than our results for milling reflecting the
shorter time frame.

SLA 3D‐Printer Capability
speed (mm/s)* build volume(mm3)/ (layer
thickness(mm)*cost($))

1,0E+10
y = 1E‐253e0,3002x
R² = 0,6604
1,0E+09

1,0E+08

1,0E+07

1,0E+06
1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

Year
Fig. 2 Technological Capability Analysis of Industrial Sterolithography 3D-Printing

While many of the manufacturing domains had sufficient data sources, some of the domains still require further analysis. The domains of
photolithography, bulk and surface nano-manufacturing, position measurement and microscopy require further work and only have
preliminary data. At this point, we have established that manufacturing domains can be assessed for technical capability and that several
important domains follow an exponential relationship with time. The rate of advance of traditional machining (6% per year) while low
relative to information technology is greater than some other mechanics based technology like engines (4% per year). Most interestingly,
the digital manufacturing technology explored here (3D printing) has a much higher rate of advance-30% per year.
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Conclusion
This paper provides a general taxonomy for the analysis of different domains within manufacturing. The domains listed allow for breadth
and depth of analysis for the manufacturing technologies. The metrics for each of the domains are given as acceptable economic metrics
that allow for complete technical capability metrics. Finally, several of the domains are given complete technical capability analysis, and
the similarity of several of the technologies (mills and lathes) corroborates the prior selection of domains (traditional machining).
While this paper has provided a start, there are still many more domains to be analyzed, including several of the domains listed in this
paper. The completion of the finding of data for these domains will allow for the analysis of which types of manufacturing technologies
improve more quickly than others. Additionally the position measurement and microscopy domains will allow for a decomposition of
technical improvement and will allow for the comparison of several different levels of hierarchy of manufacturing technologies. Ultimately
the analysis of many manufacturing domains will allow for a greater understanding of the current capability of manufacturing technologies
and their future potential.
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Abstract. A robotized manufacturing cell is a distributed system composed of elements such as robots,
machine tools and peripheral devices whose actions must be coordinated by a cell controller. Robotized
manufacturing cells usually are preconfigured, often available commercially off-the-shelf for a specific type of
processing, and may not be reconfigured outside of the pre-defined level of automation due to poor
communication capabilities. This lack of reconfigurability often implies low usage of equipment. This fully
applies to Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs) due to rather small and often varying lot sizes. This
fact presents a technological and economical barrier to the automation of many manufacturing processes in
SMEs. OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA) is a promising standard specification for interconnectivity in
state-of-the-art industrial automation technology, enabling rich information modelling capabilities. In this paper
we present the design of a prototype OPC UA server for numerically controlled machine tools (such as milling
and turning machines) providing a semantic communication interface for the cell controller and neighbouring
automation components. The OPC UA server exposes all relevant objects of the machine tool such as
automation equipment, tools and NC-programs with the respective variables, methods, and properties.
Methods represent functions of the machine tool that can be called by an OPC UA client (e.g. open work area
door, close fixture), allowing easy orchestration of all operations necessary for automated job execution.
The OPC UA Server has been implemented and tested in an existing manufacturing cell composed of an
EMCO Concept Turn 55 machine tool, an ABB IRB 120 industrial robot and a cell controller. Communication
between OPC UA server and numerical control of the machine tool is based on a proprietary DNC protocol.
Introduction
In a robotized manufacturing cell material flow and NC program selection and start may be managed by the numerical control or the
robot control. Delegating these tasks to a dedicated cell controller that orchestrates activities of the cell devices allows more flexibility and
operating comfort. But the implementation of a cell controller is a complex task due to different communication protocols and machines
supplied from different vendors.
During the 1970ies the first flexible manufacturing systems came into existence and vendor specific communication protocols for file
related operations, data collection and remote control of NC machine tools evolved. In the beginning these protocols were based on the
LSV2- or DK3964R procedures for serial point-to-point communication [1, 2]. Later on communication based on Ethernet and TCP/IP
came into use, such as MCIS RPC Sinumerik Computer Link developed by Siemens [3].
In the 1990ies an attempt was made to standardize the communication in flexible manufacturing cells and systems by introducing the
Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS). Leitão et al. [4] presented an integration solution for two CNC machines and an
anthropomorphic robot, where all system components were equipped with MAP (Manufacturing Automation Protocol) / MMS interface
boards. But only a small subset of the MMS services defined in ISO 9506 was implemented by the MMS communication modules due to
the limitations on the objects and services implemented by server applications. The high expectations concerning MMS could not be
fulfilled.
For simple cell configurations the use of digital inputs and outputs for signal exchange is still widely accepted. In 2011 the German
Engineering Foundation (VDMA) released a specification of signals for the organization of the machine tending process (VDMA 34180).
This specification is aimed at reducing the expense for integrating robots and machine tools [5].
The German initiative known as “Industry 4.0.” is about connecting machines with goods via the internet, for example in a production
facility. This means that products and machines will be able to communicate with each other in a common language. Reality looks
somewhat different. The suppliers of SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) software provide a huge number of
communication drivers for different automation and information systems, and system integrators struggle with a whole lot of different
communication protocols and message frames.
OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA), a communications and data modelling standard for the exchange of information over TCP/IP
networks, could solve this problem as it provides data and semantics of data at the same time. At the Institute for Production Engineering
and Laser Technology (IFT), Vienna University of Technology, the use of OPC UA is being evaluated for remote control of machine tools
in robotized manufacturing cells. Although Classic OPC DA is already an established standard for machine data and process data
collection, the recent OPC UA is still not common in this field. Especially with the introduction of methods, OPC UA seems to be very
promising for use in the field of production automation. The clear semantics of the address space not only allows sophisticated M2M
communication, it can also empower manufacturing cell operators to comprehensively browse and easily control the automation
components with any OPC UA client available.
This article presents a prototype OPC UA server for a machine tool control enabling communication in a robotized manufacturing cell.
The cell controller may collect data from the machine tool and is able to remotely control the machine tool. The prototype has been tested
in a robotized manufacturing cell composed of an EMCO Concept Turn 55 (a turning lathe designed for educational purposes) and an ABB
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IRB 120 industrial robot (see Fig. 1). Development of the prototype application is based on the “C++ UA Server SDK” and “.NET UA Client
SDK” provided by Unified Automation.

Fig. 1 The robotized manufacturing cell at IFT (Computer Graphic)
The Information Model
An information model is a representation of concepts, relationships, constraints, rules, and operations to specify data semantics for a
chosen domain of discourse [6]. Depending on the intended purpose and the availability of information from the machine tool, an
appropriate information model had to be developed. The OPC UA information model provides a standard way for servers to expose
objects, which typically represent real-world entities. An object can contain variables, methods which are used to invoke actions on the
object and events. Fig. 2 shows an excerpt of the prototype information model of the EMCO Concept Turn 55. On the left hand side the
object types are displayed. The main object type “MachineType” contains instances of automated machine tool components such as
loading door or clamping device. During server initialization the object “EMCO CONCEPT TURN 55” is instantiated. This approach has
some advantages also known from object oriented programming. It also allows easy dynamic instantiation during server runtime (e.g.
adding or removing tools from the tool magazine). The object types were developed with the help of a modelling tool named “UaModeler”
that is included in the Software Development Kit and generates a clean code frame work for object oriented programming. Bellow some of
the object types are explained in detail and shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 Instantiation of MachineType
Automated Machine Tool Components
The four types “AirPurgeSystemType”, “ClampingSystemType”, “CoolantSystemType” and “LoadingDoorType” are modelled
similarly to each other. Each object type contains a status variable that can have the values “on” or “off” in case of the coolant- and air
purge system or “open”, “closed” or “undefined” for the automated loading door and clamping system. The two methods of each object type
are self-explanatory and do not need any input arguments (see Fig. 3).
NCType and StatusType
The value of the variable “NC_Program” is the the number of the NC program selected for machining and “NC_Program_Status” can
have the values “Reset”, “Stop” or “Active”. The methods “Start_NC”, “Stop_NC” and “Reset_NC” are self-explanatory and do not need
input arguments. “Assign_NC_Program” allows the cell operator or cell controller to select an NC-program for execution. With
“Receive_NC_Program” and “Transmit_NC_Program” NC-programs can be up- and downloaded from and onto the NC control.
“StatusType” contains information about the status of the machine tool. The subobject “Message_” is instantiated dynamically during
server runtime, depending on if or how many messages from the machine are pending.
ToolType and ToolsFolderType
ToolType contains the tool data according to the definitions of the EMCO DNC-Inteface, stored in 26 variables of type float [7]. After
initialization of the server, all tools available in the tool magazine of the machine are instantiated from ToolType and named “Tool_xxxx”,
where xxxx is the identification number of the tool. In Fig. 3 one instance of ToolType is shown. Tools_Folder lists all tools available on the
machine and also contains three methods that can be used to reset data of a chosen tool, to add a new tool with its parameters and to
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import all tool data from the NC control. The tool object is instantiated dynamically. Tools can be added to and deleted from the OPC UA
server’s address space during runtime.

Fig. 3 Object types in detail

Fig. 4 Flow chart of the OPC UA server
The OPC UA Server
Basically the paradigm of sequential control logic was followed for programming the main server cycle. Communication between the
OPC UA server and NC control is based on TCP/IP and a proprietary Direct Numerical Control (DNC) protocol by EMCO [7]. A
Dynamic-link library (DLL) has been developed previously to make the DNC functionalities available for our programming environment.
This DLL handles the socket connection to the DNC and provides machine data and functions in classes for object oriented programming.
Machine status is read cyclically and respective OPC UA variables are set in the case of status change. Invocation of methods by a client
change values of appropriate flag variables, which are monitored in the main server cycle. If a machine function is requested by a client,
the respective DNC telegram is transmitted to the NC control. Correct execution of the function will result in a machine status change in
one of the following read cycles within a specified timeout period. Method invocation is synchronous and the method return parameter is
set according to this status information.
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OPC UA Client with Sequence Control
Any OPC UA client may access the Information model by reading values of variables or calling methods, providing that the client has
the appropriate rights. A showcase OPC UA client available in the “.NET UA Client SDK” from Unified Automation was modified to
demonstrate easy definition and execution of sequences for remote control of the machine tool. Fig. 5 shows the user interface with
additional objects for sequence specification and control on the right side. After connecting the client to the OPC UA server of the NC lathe
the information model is browsed and all objects with variables and methods are displayed, as can be seen on the left side of the figure.
The user can choose a method and add it to the sequence as an action. If an input argument is needed for calling the method, a window
will popup asking for the input values. E.g. when the user adds the method “Assign_NC_Program” a popup window will ask to choose the
NC-program number. When specifying transition conditions for proceeding with the next step in the sequence the user selects the
appropriate variable of the OPC UA address space and chooses the desired condition value in a popup window. A ”timer” or “pause till
click” step can also be added to the sequence, e.g. for adding human interaction into the sequence. The specified steps are listed in a text
box with input argument or condition value respectively. After the desired sequence is assembled it can be executed by clicking the start
button. The client then works through the lines of the sequence. If the line represents a method, the method is invoked and after receiving
the return parameter the client handles the next line. If the line is a transition condition the value of the respective OPC UA variable is
monitored until the specified condition is met.

Fig. 5 Screenshot of the modified OPC UA client
Conclusion
We are able to demonstrate that OPC UA appears to be the appropriate technology for enhanced connectivity of robot tended
machine tools. The semantic communication interface enables the machine operator to control the machine tool with a standard OPC UA
client or to define automated sequences by simply dragging methods or variables exposed by the OPC UA server into action and transition
descriptions using a modified client. Needed next steps in research include the definition of a standard information model for machine tools
covering all requirements of horizontal and vertical integration taking into account existing standards such as “VDI 5600 blade 3,
Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) – logical interface machine and plant control” [8]. Functions that can be invoked by the cell
controller must have appropriate granularity for flexible configuration of a broad range of manufacturing cells ensuring ease of operation at
the same time. Simple mapping of physical objects to OPC UA objects will not be sufficient. Virtual objects (e.g. machine collision area)
must be composed of basic objects such as loading door, machine axis and fixture, and the status of the virtual object must be derived
from the status of underlying objects according to predefined rules. The long term goal of these activities will be the definition of a
companion standard for machine tool communication in automated manufacturing cells. Related works such as the MTConnect-OPC UA
Companion Specification [9], primarily aiming at shop floor data collection, must be taken into consideration.
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Abstract. This paper presents a comparative study of the intensity of α-Al2O3 oxide ceramic sand 38GSA
martensitic steel wear in abrasive soil masses. The tests were carried out under laboratory conditions on a
"spinning bowl" wear machine. It was found on the basis of the obtained results that the intensity of ceramic
material wear was many times lower than 38GSA steel wear. It was found that the granulometric composition
had an important effect on the intensity of α-Al2O3 ceramics wear.
Introduction
Abrasive soil properties, the characteristics of the working element as an element working the soil and the mechanics of this
interaction, have a decisive effect on the intensity of the process of material deterioration of a working element on a soil mass [1]. Intensive
action of an abrasive soil mass and an active chemical environment cause the rapid wear of working elements, reaching 70 g per hour [2,
3]. Abrasive soil properties, the characteristics of the working element as an element working the soil and the mechanics of this interaction
have a decisive effect on the intensity of the process of material deterioration of a working element in a soil mass [1]. Wear occurs in an
abrasive soil mass under the influence of the impact of abrasive particles against the surfaces of the abraded material (wear by
de-cohesion, fatigue), but in the case of compact abrasive masses, these particles can be treated as fastened grains causing material
losses as a result of processes characteristic for abrasive wear (scratching, micro cutting and ridging). The paper [1] demonstrated a
connection between physical and chemical soil properties characterized by the granulometric composition, compactness, moisture and
acidity and the course of the wear process for structural materials. The problems of the wearing of elements used in an abrasive soil mass
are very complex. The requirements which should be met by working elements in soil are often contradictory and often cause their
production from classical structural materials to be ineffective. Under real operating conditions, the material properties of working elements
particularly determine the durability of used elements [4, 5, 6]. Ceramic materials are increasingly becoming a substitute material for steel
materials in the production of working elements [7]. Many papers have been published to date on the wear of ceramic materials in different
practical applications [4, 8, 9], particularly including α-Al2O3-based composites [10, 11, 12, 13, 14].
Discussion of the design of the structure and properties of engineering materials and their surfaces usually comes down to an
analysis of the mechanisms connected with different technological processes and the effect of the obtained structures on their properties
[9]. Selection of structural/technological forms of working elements in an abrasive soil mass and planning the course of their operation is
possible when the course of the depletion of their usable resources in a specific time and conditions is known. Discussion on the marking
of engineering materials before starting to use them under operational conditions is therefore obvious in this context. The conducted
literature data analysis indicates that the properties of aluminum oxide-based ceramic layers in diverse abrasive soil masses have not
been identified to date.
The aim of the paper is to evaluate the wear processes of α-Al2O3 ceramic material in abrasive soil mass.
Research material
Most ceramic materials are used in technology in a polycrystalline form, finally obtained during the sintering (burning) process. This is
very often a monophase polycrystal or a polycrystal containing small percentages of other phases than the basic phase, which are the
effect of the addition of compounds facilitating sintering or unremoved impurities. When manufacturing a material consisting of two (or
more) phases, one should be prepared so that residual stresses arising from a difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion of the
component phases will be introduced into it during sintering [12]. During cooling, after sintering of a composite material, its different
component phases shrink to different degrees. Maintenance of the coherence of the material causes the formation of stresses, with often
high values. Because of the relation between the coefficients of thermal expansion, for example, aluminum oxide-based composites
containing tungsten carbide or aluminum oxide inclusions, stresses in the matrix can have a compressing or stretching character. This can
lead even to fractures in the composite. The state of stresses in the matrix influences the energy expenditure connected with the
propagation of the fracture in the material (fracture energy). If the matrix is compressed, the propagation of the fracture requires an
additional energy input. Mechanical strength properties will improve when the size of a critical defect decreases in the composite. Such a
situation may happen, for example, by limitation of grain growth. The size of a critical defect is usually of the order of a grain size. A
reduction of grain size while maintaining a good density allows the strength to increase considerably. The above-mentioned defects,
raising the probability of brittle cracking of composites compared to monophase materials in practical applications in a dynamic
environment, are also seen in other functional characteristics. Abrasive wear resistance is a good example. Inclusions, on the other hand,
contribute to increased abrasive wear resistance, particularly during friction in dry media [12]. This effect is much weaker during abrasion
in the presence of water, which is caused by the easy erosion of intergranular boundaries in aluminum oxide. Engineering ceramic
materials are manufactured by sintering at a high temperature without the participation of the liquid phase of very pure compounds, such
as oxides, carbides, nitrides, and elements in a solid state with a crystalline form without the participation of the vitreous phase. One of the
compounds widely used for the manufacture of working elements of ceramic materials is α-Al2O3 aluminum oxide. This material is
characterized by high hardness, abrasion and heat resistance. Besides undeniable advantages, ceramic materials also have
disadvantages, the most important of which are brittleness and low thermal shock resistance.
Chemically and thermally stable α-Al2O3aluminum oxide (corundum) with the chemical composition Al2O3≥ 99.8, MgO ≤ 0.1, CaO ≤
0.05, Na2O ≤ 0.1, Fe2O3 ≤ 0,03, SiO2 ≤ 0.07 was used for the tests. The addition of MgO aimed at grain growth reduction. The
microstructure of the oxide ceramics was a rhombohedral crystallographic system (Fig. 1). Ceramic samples were made in a dry-bag
isostatic press. Powder densification took place in a plastic material mold as a result of the action of hydrostatic pressure, which was
exerted uniformly on all sides of the mold. The press molding pressure was 25 MPa. A triaxial stress state caused a good powder density
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and a uniform density distribution in the molding. The material was press molded and sintered at a temperature of 1650 C. A 60-minute
sintering time at the maximum temperature was used.

Fig. 1. Surface of theα-Al2O3 sample (Accelerating Voltage: 15.0 kV Magnification: 1000)
Research methodology
The tests were carried out on a "spinning bowl"-type laboratory stand (Fig. 2). The bowl of the wear machine was filled with a natural
abrasive soil mass. The samples were fastened in holders and their pressing against the abrasive mass was provided by weights. The
bowl was driven by an electric motor via a belt transmission. In order to avoid excessive abrasive mass densification during the testing,
loosening and kneading elements fixed by articulation were installed in the bowl. Such instrumentation allowed maintaining control of
physical and chemical soil properties during the testing and kept it within the desired range. The aluminum oxide wear values were
compared to the wear values obtained for 38GSA steel, a material widely used for the working elements of machines [9]. The chemical
composition of steel, determined by classical chemistry methods, was as follows - C - 0.38%, Mn - 1.07%, Si - 1.17%, P - 0.028%, S 0.02%, Cr - 0.18%, Cu - 0.16%, Al - 0.022%. The steel microstructure was martensite with bainite and troostite. Aluminum oxide (α-Al2O3)
and 38GSA steel wear was tested simultaneously in the wear machine during the friction test.
The sample was a cuboid with dimensions 30 x 25 x 10 mm. The samples were ground and polished before the tests.
Friction tests were carried out at a load of 53 kPa, a cutting speed of 2 m/s and a sliding distance of 10,000 m in six repetitions. Mass
-4
loss was measured using a laboratory balance with an accuracy up to 10 g. The hardness of layers was measured with a Vickers
HV-10D hardness tester according to PN-EN ISO 6507-1:1999. The surface was evaluated after traveling the total sliding distance under
a JEOL JSM-5310LV scanning electron microscope equipped with a digital system. The microscope is equipped with a reflected electron
detector, a secondary electron detector and a ThermoScientific EDS Ultra DR7 X-ray spectrometer.

Fig. 2. Stand for testing wear in soil: 1 – frame, 2 – motor, 3 - belt transmission, 4 – bowl, 5 – soil, 6 - kneading rolls, 7 - roll clamp, 8 - holder
with sample, 9 - loosening fork, 10 - sample weights
A constant soil reaction and soil moisture state (sandy soils 9-12%, clay soils 11-15%) were ensured during the testing.
Granulometric composition evaluations were conducted using a Mastersizer 2000 laser particle size analyzer + according to the EN ISO
14688-1:2004 and EN ISO 14688-1:2004 standards. The pH measurements were made by the electrometric method with an
Alsmeer-Holland EpH-117/118 pH-meter and soil moisture was determined by the oven-drying method by measurement of the weight of
0
the dry solid phase at a temperature of 105 C. The following formula was used for analytical moisture determination:
W = (m1-m2)/(m2-mn) x 100% (1)
where:
W- moisture (%),
m1- soil sample weight before drying (g),
m2- sample weight after drying (g),
mn- sample container weight (g).
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The unitary weight wear per cm of the abraded surface and the sliding distance was used for quantitative wear evaluation. Each
weight measurement was preceded by sample washing in an ultrasonic washer. The weight wear of each sample and its weight wear
intensity were determined from the following relationships:
- sample weight wear;
Zpw= mw-mi [g],
where:
mw- initial sample weight before friction test [g],
mi- sample weight after travelling the sliding distance s [g],
- weight wear intensity:
Ipw= Zpw/s [g/km],
where:
s- sliding distance [km].
Analysis of research results
The tests were carried out in abrasive soil mass of type sandy clay. The obtained granulometric composition results were shown in
Table 1.
Table 1. Characteristic of the abrasive soil mass
Gravel
Sand
Name
ø 2 – 1.0 mm
ø 1 – 0.1 mm
Sandy clay

---

Dust
ø 0.1 – 0.02 mm

Clay
ø < 0.02 mm

Weight
moisture [%]

pH
reaction

31.20

25.15

12

6.5

43.65

The tested material were characterized by homogeneous properties because the hardness dispersion of top layers did not exceed
12%. The mean hardness of α-Al2O3 aluminum oxide was 1710.12 HV10 with a standard deviation of 91.53 HV10 and a mean range of 197
HV10. The mean hardness of 38GSA steel was 546.6 HV10, with a standard deviation of 31.54 HV10 and a range of 41.3 HV10.
A value of wear per unit is presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Summary of wear per unit for α-Al2O3oxide ceramics and 38GSA steel.
[g/km]
38GSA
[g/km]
α-Al2O3
Soil type
Mean value
Standard deviation
Mean value
Standard deviation
Sandy clay
0.0068
0.0011
0.2631
0.0224
The comparative summary of the course of wear for α-Al2O3 oxide ceramics and 38GSA steel in abrasive soil mass is presented in
Figures 4-6. 38GSA steel wear was considerably higher than α-Al2O3 oxide ceramics wear in the studied environmen.
3.0

α-Al2O3 ceramics
38GSA steel

2.5

Wear [g]

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0

2

4

6

8

10

Sliding distance [1 • 103 m]

Fig. 6. Comparison of the course of 38GSA steel and α-Al2O3wear in sandy clay
The granulometric composition of the worked soils was decisive for such wear values. The high difference in wear between the tested
materials was found in the sandy clay soil mass. This soil is characterized by the highest heterogeneity of the granulometric composition
and its abrasive properties change randomly with changes in the temporary configuration of the abrasive grains. The wear process
consists of both tear-outs and surface grinding, but these processes are less intensive than for the other abrasive soil masses.

a)

b)
Fig. 9. Surface of α-Al2O3 oxide ceramics worn in sandy clay
a) magn. x 1000 b) magn. x 500
(Accelerating Voltage: 15.0 kV)
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Conclusions
1. On the basis of the obtained testing results, it can be concluded that the granulometric composition is decisive for abrasion
resistance in an α-Al2O3 oxide ceramic abrasive soil mass.
2. The course of ceramic wear in soil is described by linear dependences and wear grows as the sliding distance increases.
3. α-Al2O3oxide ceramicwear was lower than 38GSA steel wear in the abrasive soil mass. Consequently, 38GSA steel wear was
38.5 times higher in sandy clay.
4. The basic manner of wear was the grinding of the abraded surface and spalling for masses containing a high percentage of dust
and clay due to microfractures. The intensity of the brittle cracking process was of no significant importance in the wear process
in the conducted tests.
5. Properties of ceramic materials variesacross quite a broad range, but their common characteristic is low crack resistance and it
is this characteristic that influences the way that they can be used in practice. The results obtained from the conducted tests
indicate the rightness of using ceramics for working soil masses without the presence of dynamic loads.
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Abstract. Safety at all stages of space flight more difficult to implement in practice, and the most important
part of space flight. The problem of security - the most important problem of modern astronautics. Human
security is determined by the quality of training of the crew and staff, the degree of coherence of man and
machine, nature and extent of unfavorable effects of space flight conditions, such as weightlessness and
overload protection, physiological and psychophysical state of the crew members, the organization of the
prelaunch and many other factors. In the report the situation to ensure safety of the crew at the moment the
emergency rescue system. To construct a mathematical model to ensure an acceptable level of
physiological parameters as well as the spatial position of the capsule at the moment the emergency rescue
system, it is proposed to use the theory of decision making under uncertainty. Continuous monitoring of
physiological parameters, as well as information about the spatial position comes to Earth the channel a
wireless sensor network. The information obtained will help to assess the state of the astronaut, and as a
result make the right decision about the nature of resuscitation and life-saving interventions.
Introduction
Safety of the crew during the preparation and conduct of space flight is determined in such a state of rocket space system as a whole
and its component parts, which are provided by the conditions of life and the safe return of the crew to Earth. The change in state space
rocket system, in which there is a threat of death or incapacitation of the crew, is the emergence of an emergency. The practice of the
space flight shows that, despite the effect of existing regulations and regulatory documents, unfortunately, there are emergency
situations that lead to a crash. Among these are:
• at the start - it's launch vehicle crash;
• in flight - a rejection of onboard systems, diseases of the crew;
• Entry - noncalculated descent trajectory of the spacecraft.
The main problem of safety at the launch complex is to ensure that any increase in the duplicate contours systems, no increase in
the number of test events, no increase in the resource system does not lead to an increase in security work at the launch pad. Some
share in the safety arrangements made by the administration and methods of teaching staff working at the launch pad. These measures
can be attributed to the "human factor" has the effect of both the emergence and removal of an emergency at the start. The main part,
and the little-studied from the point of view of the interaction of "man-technical complex" most fully affect the appearance and removal of
an emergency on the launch pad.
Figure 1 shows a scheme of security, and as a result reduce the risk of an emergency on the launch pad.
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Fig. 1 Scheme of security
From this scheme clearly shows that the most intense interaction - a "man - technical complex."
Features prelaunch phase from a physiological point of view.
It should be noted that the prelaunch phase is characterized by a strong state of mental tension, which is mainly manifested in
heart palpitations, heavy breathing frequency. When the body is exposed to such an astronaut stressful effects, additional shock
overload caused by the operation of emergency rescue system can be fatal. Mission Control Center receives data on the spatial position
of the astronauts in the capsule of the emergency rescue system and monitors physiological parameters can be more accurate and
rapid decisions on the provision of necessary resuscitation care, and to take the right decision about the evacuation of the capsule.
Continuous monitoring of physiological parameters astronaut, as well as spatial position by means of a wireless sensor network. The
essential advantages of the wireless sensor network must include the ability to operate at its strongest shock overload, in this case, by
the operation of the emergency rescue, as well as the direct impact with the ground. Schematic diagram of a wireless sensor network is
presented in Figure 2.
Table 2 shows the changes in heart rate and respiratory rate from normal to pathology.
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Table 2. - Changes in heart rate and respiratory rate for fainting and coma
Pathological state

Heart rate

Respiration rate
The value indices are normal

65-90

14-18

Faint

> 160

< 10

< 40

< 10

Coma stage I

> 120

≈ 12-22

> 140

> 30

< 40

> 40

< 35

Отсутствует

(mild coma)
Coma stage II
(moderate coma)
Coma stage III
(deep coma)
Coma stage IV
(extremely deep coma)

Fig.2. Schematic diagram of a wireless sensor network
Mathematical solutions.
By means of a wireless sensor network will be received set physiological changes, as well as the coordinates of the spatial
position. With the future of the ground experiment is supposed to determine the intervals from normal to pathology under stress. Using
the methods of decision making under uncertainty must conclude that the condition of the astronaut, and as a result, what he needed
resuscitation have.

Fig. 3.Shema method of decision making under uncertainty
Let received a fixed set of states of the astronaut (indicators of heart rate, respiratory rate)
of the values of the
, ,…
norm to pathology, and are also known position vectors astronaut in the capsule of the emergency rescue system. Known parameters
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are compared in pairs with respect to their preference, importance, and the results are recorded in the form of a matrix of pairwise
, reflect the emerging binary relation preference / indifference on the set .
comparisons
The model function domination we focused on the processing indistinct preference relations, that is,
∈ 0; 1 . Function
domination
characterizes the maximum force that the parameter
is dominated by the other physiological
parameters of the set of states of the astronaut. When
=0 – absolutely no dominated, when
=1 - is dominated, when 0<
<1 – weakly dominated.
.
Findings
With the introduction of the practice of manned space flight wireless sensor network is made possible diagnostics of the astronaut
at the moment the emergency rescue system. Tracking the spatial position and its visualization, helps to coordinate the work of rescue
services, thus effect correct evacuation of the volume of the capsule of the emergency rescue. The system of decision making under
conditions of uncertainty helps to determine the nature of rescue measures, based on the data received from the coordinator. At
present, a ground model experiment simulating the response time of the emergency rescue system. As a result, planned to review the
state matrix astronaut and conclude how to evacuate from the capsule.
Conclusion
Davydova Elizaveta, +7 (963) 961-93-96, elizaveta_2710@mail.ru.
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Abstract. Swift response during a natural calamity or industrial accidents may result in a difference between
life and death. Human intervention in unstable locations may lead to further exponentiation of causalities.
Rescue preparation operations may lead to further loss of time which is a crucial factor. In this paper, we are
proposing the architecture of a fully autonomous cloud based network of robots performing search and
rescue operations in urban environments during a scenario of large destruction of life and property. A team
of heterogeneous robots (like Aerial blimps and Land Rovers) undertake tasks such as aerial
reconnaissance and removal of debris to reach survivors. Sensory information about the degree of
destruction is stored on the cloud. Contour maps before destruction and area demographics are already
stored on cloud. Using sensory information and contour maps, a team of aerial robots communicate with
ground based team of rovers via cloud relaying commands about the victim location and path to be taken to
reach the victim. This paper also summarizes the challenges and scope of using robots as a part of disaster
management system.
Introduction
After a tornado or collapse of a built structure, the response time to search and locate the trapped survivors is crucial and vital to their
survival. The human intervention in Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) scenario including sniffer dogs has to be done cautiously to
protect the workers from further collapses of damaged structures. Debris may be so shattered that human intervention requires extreme
prior measures including scaling of the area for architectural weaknesses, securing weak points and checking for gas/water leaks.
These efforts may further lead to wastage of time. Thus, there is a dire need for the use of a hybrid team of distributed, autonomous and
cooperating robots immediately after a natural calamity or industrial disaster when conditions are too dangerous and too cluttered for
Human SAR teams and sniffer dogs to begin searching for survivors. Teams of such robots should desirably be autonomous (for better
response times) and heterogeneous (e.g. aerial robots to conduct scenario reconnaissance, powerful land tuggers to remove debris and
agile and robots to search for survivors under the debris).
Teams of cooperating robots represent an invaluable resource during an impending disaster. Smaller sized robots can crawl inside the
damaged area to supply the victim with basic amenities and first aid medication while aerial quad - copters can coordinate the extraction
of the victim/s from the damaged area. Blimps can provide a bird’s eye view of the area and pin point zones of maximum destruction.
Well-known work on Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) robots in the US has been carried out by R. Murphy and coworkers, namely on
the usage of several tele-operated robots for real search and rescue missions, in cooperation with professional human teams, including
the participation in the rescue operations of the World Trade Center (WTC), after the September 11 attacks [4].
Many existing SAR systems are still dependent upon interaction with human operators through tele-operation methods of some kind.
This result arises from the fact that SAR operators do not trust a completely independent system when a human life is at risk. Despite of
this fact, there is still an increasing trend towards increasing the autonomy so as to reduce the task of human operator from tedious
operations (e.g. Visualizing an area and giving responses based on the observations, climbing stairs by adjusting the exoskeleton,
directing a robot formation by a robot leader).
A typical SAR robot executes several tasks such as image processing, environmental mapping, obstacle avoidance, aerial mapping,
and aerial recon for victims; almost all of these tasks are computationally intensive but with the advent of new technological
advancements, faster processing speeds on the onboard computers make these tasks realizable. But presence of powerful computing
power onboard a SAR robot poses serious difficulties including: presence dedicated power supply and backup systems, shock
protection of hard drives, cooling system to prevent overheating of system to name a few which are responsible for draining the power
supply of the robotic system. Presence of these systems onboard a single robot thus prove to be cost ineffective and are hence not
required.
This paper describes the architecture of Robotic Search and Rescue(R-SAR) which involves a team of heterogeneous robots
functioning as a confederation providing different functions ranging from aerial mapping to discovery of victims and extraction of victims
from highly unstable areas, all carried out autonomously with little human presence.
R-SAR involves offloading computationally intensive tasks to cloud for execution and using the results of the computations to direct
rescue operations using a network of land robots under the constant surveillance of aerial blips/quad-copters. A detailed graphic
explanation is in Fig 1. R-SAR is still in early stages of development and should largely be considered a work-in progress. Timing is one
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of the major factors governing the architecture of this system and hence R-SAR comes under the category of Hard Real Time Systems
as missing of deadlines may cause system to lag which may lead to loss of life and property.

Cloud

Aerial Blimp

Land Rover

Land Rover

Aerial Blimp

Land Rover

Land Rover

Aerial Blimp

Land Rover

Land Rover

Fig. 1 R-SAR

Objectives and Motivation
The main goal of this paper to present an approach for coordinating search and rescue operations by a team of cooperating robots
which carry out the tasks of locating and treating the victims in real time by using the processing power on cloud . A well-coordinated
search and rescue operation involves a number of tasks including:
1)
Mapping the region to determine the degree of destruction,
2)
Fanning out the zones of high risk or high destruction,
3)
Locating the victims,
4)
Performing a triage on victims to determine the priority of treatment,
5)
Dispatching of land rovers to ambulate the victims and ,
6)
Guiding the rover through a part of least obstacles and maximum victims.
While using a single set of aerial blip to coordinate the entire search reduces task complexity, it places a huge amount of workload on a
single system which may result in degradation of performance which is not acceptable as human life is at risk. Hence, this paper
proposes the use of a network of aerial robots coordinating the SAR operations over the entire disaster stricken zone .
Design Basics
According to the NIST model of cloud computing, Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.
In cloud networked robotics, “robots” are logically gathered to form a cloud of robots by networking to realize an integrated system that
provides seamless support in case of Search and Rescue. The complexity of robots that perform many types of tasks increases
exponentially. Cost is another factor in industrialization and proliferation of such robots [2]. Hence, using a robotic network wherein each
robot drives a part of required functionality communicating with the cloud or offloading heavy duty tasks(computationally) provides a
generic methodology of cloud networked robotics.. Zigbee, Wifi-Direct and several other standards have been developed for wireless
communication between robots. Satellite communication systems and microwave communication (both may or may not involve radio
frequency mechanisms) for long range communications although viable pose a major cost factor as discussed in challenges section of
this paper.
An integrated but autonomous network of robots often forms dynamically and also in a temporary (ad-hoc per se) manner. The network
requires no central controller to control and coordinate the flow of network. Robots may leave and join the network, or may become
unavailable because of unpredictable failures or obstructions in the environment [2]. Here, a peer based model is followed which
suggests that each robot or virtual machine (VM) in the ubiquitous cloud is considered as a computing unit.
For an efficient machine to cloud interaction, DAvinCI Architecture has been incorporated into the model[5].The aerial robots are
assumed to have at least an embedded controller with Wi-Fi connectivity and the environment is expected to have a Wi-Fi infrastructure
with a gateway linking the cloud service to the robots. By linking these robots and uploading their sensor information to a central
controller we can build a live map of the environment and later provide sections of the map to robots on demand as a service.
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Architecture
In this paper we are incorporating cloud infrastructure system of UNR-PF (Ubiquitous Network Robot Platform) as a two tier structure.
The basic architecture of this model involves a network of aerial blips communicating with the cloud through UACI-PF(Ubiquitous Aerial
bot-Cloud Interaction Platform). The aerial bot offloads requests and extracts computed values (results /responses of a computationally
intensive task such as map generation) from the cloud. Each aerial blip is responsible for a small section of area and communicates the
status information with other blips in the region to manage load balancing. Each aerial blip in turn is in charge of coordinating and
directing the action of land rovers in its area of operations (AO). A land rover may be a vehicle mounted robotic arm or a humanoid robot
which monitors the situation on ground and reports the status and request for services back to the aerial bot. The land rover
communicates with the bot through UALI-PF (Ubiquitous Aerial bot Land rover Interaction Platform). Both UACI-PF and UALI-PF are
identical in functionality but at different stages in operation.
The UACI-PF(and UALI-PF) system architecture is basically divided into 2 parts - Global platform (GPF) and Local platform (LPF). The
internals of the cloud are already stated in the figure and derive their functionality DAvinCI shows the services provided and the working
of the modules in the USAR system.
The UACI-PF GPF maintains the network of the aerial blimps and GPF platform directly communicate with the cloud for searching,
rescuing and for providing the services to the victims by offloading computationally intensive tasks. Each aerial blimp communicates the
state information and resource management though its own LPF. UALI-PF GPF maintains the network of land rovers in the AO of this
particular aerial blimp. The rovers communicate with the GPF through individual LPF(one for each land rover).Each land rover will have
the different functionally or the service to provide to the victims. Following section contains information about different parts of GPF and
LPF(in reference to both UACI-PF and UALI-PF)
The robot registry in the LPF contains the information about the robots present in the affected area. The registry contains the details
such as robot id, specific function which it can provide as well as the payload carried by it. The map registry in LPF has the path to
reach the victim which has been provided by the GPF map registry, whereas the map registry in the GPF has the whole map of the
service area where the rescue operation is to be performed.
The user attribute in GPF searches and store the information about the victim and the resource manager allots the land rover for help.
The operator registry globally manages the information about the robots operating in the service area along with their location and the
IDs. The service queue both in LPF and in GPF manages the service request coming from the cloud as well as from the other aerial
blimps(or land rovers in UALI-PF). The state manger in LPF and in GPF keeps track of the status of the aerial blimps and land rovers.
The states can be moving, searching_for_victim, service_executing, mapping_shortest_path. The message manager is responsible for
managing the fault tolerating message between the different robots. This architecture has been represented in Fig. 2 .
The map registry uses the SLAM for creating the map of the affected area initially. SLAM is Simultaneous localization and mapping.
SLAM is the technique by which we can create the map of the area using fully autonomous robots. There are different algorithms by
which we can create the map of the anonymous area using robots. Technologies such as LIDAR and laser designators aboard land
rover and/or aerial blimps help create an effective 3-D view of the affected zone. One of the most commonly used algorithms for
contour mapping is FastSLAM. The algorithm has been defined in [6].

Fig.2 Robotic
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Challenges
One of the major challenges of the system is the existence of no Early Warning System (EWS). Although the response time of a
robotic team will be faster than that of a team of humans, the existence of an early warning system actually makes the task simpler
by pinpointing the exact location of disaster. In the system proposed above, human operators direct the team of aerial blips and land
rovers to the site of destruction after which the system is completely autonomous. For the R-SAR system to be truly autonomous, an
optimized network of sensors form a net of Early Warning System which informs the robots about the impending disaster
downrange. Another major challenge is an optimized mode of communication for machine to machine(M2M) and machine to
Cloud(M2C) communications. In a scenario which the degree of destruction is larger enough to have wiped out communication
channels, the only mode of communication that seems viable is satellite communication. Whilst being robust and highly available,
satellite communication is not cost optimal.
Applications
This system finds applications not only in the case of natural disasters such as earthquakes, tornado, cyclones etc. to assist in
evacuation but also in various cases of industrial accidents and roadside accidents. The nature of robotic team that assists in search
and rescue depends upon the nature of accidental scenario.
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Abstract. This paper presents a new approach to the Reed-Solomon code decoding. The algorithm is inspired
by Meggitt decoder and based on the calculation of few syndromes which are used for the error location and
also for the error correction. The algorithm requires only a fragment of the computational request in
comparison with today’s most often used algorithms, in some applications. Because of its easy application, the
algorithm could replace often used short cyclic codes with much higher code gain, in the future. If the algorithm
is pure software implemented, the RAM requirement is extremely low, but it may require a big program memory
(long program code). It can be easy hardware accelerated and is suitable for medium-speed systems. A full
hardware realisation is also possible opening the gate to high speed applications.
Introduction
Reed-Solomon (RS) codes have very good properties, like a large code distance between code words and a very good ability to
correct burst errors. They were invented by Irving S. Reed a Gustave Solomon in 1960. RS codes are often applied in error protection
applications on CD, DVD, Blu-ray media and QR-codes, or at the digital signal transmission over a radio communication channel with
fading [1]. We can find RS codes in radiocommunication systems like UMTS, WiMax, DVB, DAB, or DRM, or in cupper cable
communication systems (DSL), optical cables [2] and in computer systems. On the other site, RS code application is not very contributive
s
in systems where errors are not bursted. The RS codes are based on the Galois Fields GF(2 ). RS code is a (n,k) block cyclic code. The
difference between RS and classical cyclic code is that RS code is a non-binary code and is working with symbols. Every symbol has s
bits. The typical code word size is

n,k    2s  1,2s  1  2t  ,

(1)

where k is the number of data symbols, the code word length is n symbols, each symbol is created by s bits, t is the maximal number of
error symbols which can be corrected in the received word of size n symbols.
The RS coder can be easily implemented also using a hardware encoder. A nice example of systematic RS coder is in Fig. 2 for a
code with generative polynomial [4], see also Eq. (4):
g  x   x 4  3 x3  0 x 2  1x  3 .

(2)

RS decoding is much more complicated than the binary cyclic code decoding, because we need not only to find the bits in error and to
restore the bits by simply inversion, but we need first to find the symbols in error and then restore the wrong symbols. On each position,
t

one of 2 - 1 errors may occur. Therefore the total number of different recoverable error combination is 
s

i 1



s

 

2 1

i

n

 . To correct all

i

recoverable errors is rather difficult task and its computational intensiveness is growing usually rapidly with task scale (t,n). They are many
different algorithms for RS decoding. Some of them solve the task only suboptimal [5], some are clean software solutions and others
require additional hardware [6]. Some decoders are working in the frequency domain [7]. The decoding process, which is most often used,
can be described in the following steps (Fig. 1):
1.

s

Error syndrome calculation. RS code has a generator polynomial which is primitive because  is a primitive element in GF(2 ). It
2t
s
means, all its roots  are elements of the finite field GF(2 ). All code polynomials C(x) (made from valid code words) are
2t
dividable by the generator polynomial. It means all roots  are also roots of C(x). If the decoder receives a word R(x) =
C(x) + E(x), where E(x) is the error word, the syndromes are calculated usually following way:

 

Si  R i ,
2.
3.

(3)

where i=1,2…2t. If all Si = 0, the received word R(x) is probably correct. If not, other steps must be done:
Looking for the error polynomial. Different algorithms are used like Berlekamp-Masey algorithm [8], modified Euklidian algorithm
[9] or Peterson-Gorenstein-Zierle algorithm [10]. All these algorithms are quite CPU intensive.
2t
Looking for the roots of the error polynomial. Here a brute force mechanism can be applied (we test which of  are the
roots of the error polynomial). This can be made more quickly using Chien search [11]. The roots of the error polynomial show
the error positions.

Figure 1. A common RS decoder
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Figure 3. The syndrome generation for (7,3) RS decoder
with the generative polynomial Eq. (4)

Figure 2. A hardware RS coder

4.
5.

x2

3

Determine the errors on all positions (find E(x)). Most often the Forney algorithm is used [12]. It is also CPU intensive.
Correct the word: C(x) = R(x) + E(x)

Most used algorithms are from 60s, but with some improvements, they are used until today. Another approach is presented in the next
section.

Principle of the new decoder
The principle of the decoder was inspired by the scheme of RS coder [4], (Fig.2). A reciprocal scheme is based on Meggitt decoder
[13]. It brings easy syndrome calculation and on the top of it a new and modest algorithm for error location and error correction was
developed. Before describing the decoder scheme, an example RS code must be chosen. For simplicity and figurativeness a simple
3
3
primitive polynomial will be chosen (like in [4]), which defines the finite field GF(2 ) with order s = 3: x + x +1. The symbols of the finite field
and their binary representation are in the Table 1. The addition table and the multiplication table are in Table 2 and Table 3. A (7,3) RS
s
decoder will be designed. Knowing that the generative polynomial must be primitive in GF(2 ) and is of degree 2t = 4, we adjudge  to be
4
a primitive element of the generative polynomial. Let  are all roots of the generative polynomial g(x). Then









g  x    x    x  2 x  3 x   4  x 4  3 x3  0 x 2  1x  3 .

(4)

According to Eq. (4) and [13], the principal scheme of the syndrome generation for our decoder is proposed (Fig.3). The switch Sw1 is
switched off after all n = 7 symbols of a received word are loaded. Switch Sw2 is switched on after first 2t = 4 symbols of the received word
are loaded. Let us assume that from the transmitter a code word {c1,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7} was transmitted, where

  



ci  GF 23  0,1, 1, 2, 3 ,  4 , 5 , 6 and we represent it as a polynomial C  x   c1x 6  c 2 x5  c 3 x 4  c 4 x3  c 5 x 2  c 6 x  c 7

(5)

Note that g(x) divides C(x), because RS code is a cyclic code. Due to the interference the transmission channel or media errors, on the
receiver’s demodulator output is a word
R x  C x   E  x   r1x6  r2x5  r3x4  r4x3  r5x2  r6x  r7

(6)

The syndromes “calculated” by the circuit in Fig.3 while loading the received word are in the Table 4. In the last line is the remainder
from division R(x) : G(x). If E(x) = 0, all syndromes in the last line S1 = S2 = S3 = S4 = 0. If not, after switching off of Sw 1 other syndromes
in the Table 5 are calculated. The first line of Table 5 is the same as the last line in Table 4. The last line of the matrix in the Table 5 is the
same like its first line. It is there just for check, it does not need to be computed while decoding. Let us label the syndrome matrix Table 5
symbolically:

 S1,1
S
 2,1
 .
S
 .
 .

S
 7,1

S1,2

...

S 2,2

...

S 7,2









S7,4 

S1,4

S 2,4

(7)

3

Table 1. Elements of GF(2 )
and their binary representation

Table 2. Addition table
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Table 4. Loading 7 symbols r1 – r7 into the decoder.
After first 4 symbols the switch Sw2 is switched on.

Table 5. Syndromes designated for error symbol location
and error symbol correction

s

The following recurrent equations for easy calculating all 2t(2 – 1) syndromes for our decoder from Fig. 3 may be used:
Si1,1  3Si,4 ;

Si1,2  1Si,4  Si,1 ;

Si 1,3  0Si,4  Si,2 ;

Si 1,4  3Si,4  Si,3

(8)

At a clean software algorithm application, first the syndromes S11, S12, S13, S14 are calculated using equations in the first line of the
s
Table 5, then other syndromes S21 - S74 are easily calculated using Eq. (8). Now we have 2t(2 – 1) syndromes, which is much more than
2t syndromes which uses algorithms based on the classical approach described in the introduction. Our syndromes can be used directly
without any complicated calculations for the error location and also for the error correction. Another advantage is that this algorithm
s
actually does not need to store all 2t(2 – 1) syndromes in the RAM. While running, it requires to remember the syndromes in the previous
s
and the actual line, i.e. maximal 4t syndromes. Finally it requires to save only 2 – 1 syndromes to be able to correct all correctable errors.
In our case, the best is to save the 3rd column of the Table 5, because using these equations is most simple to correct errors. While
decoding, the following lemma will be used: “If at least t syndromes in the same line of the matrix S (Eq. (7)) are equal to zero, all symbols
in corresponding syndromes equations from Table 5 are correct” (is guaranteed, if the number of errors in the code word < t).
The flowchart of the algorithm is in Fig. 4. R is the received word. The symbols in the word are represented as integers r1...rn, where ri
ri
0
-∞
means  . Because “0” in this representation means  , a “–Inf” is used to represent the symbol 0 =  , which is also a valid member of
s
th
th
GF(2 ) (the same does Matlab), l and c are indexes representing the syndrome Slc in the l line and c column in the Table 5, respectively.
In the first loop, the number of zero syndromes (Slc= -Inf) in the same line i is calculated. If i ≥ t, all symbols used to calculate zero
syndromes are correct, it means we can set all correspondent received symbols rk from corresponding equations in the Table 5 to appear
in the corrected output word C. After all syndromes are checked and the number of error symbols is less or equal to t, the errors
may be corrected. As it was said in the introduction, usual a CPU-intensive Forney
Start
algorithm is used for this purpose. Here the error correction is as easy as possible.
The symbols in error are calculated from equations in the third column of the matrix
Read(R)
in the Table 5. The equations, where more than one error symbol occured, may not
be used in the first step. For example, if we know from the previous step that r1 and
r5 are in error, we may use to repair r1 using any of equations:
l  1; c  1
or
but we may not use equations where
appears: nor
, nor
. For a better understanding, in
the Table 6 a) are some syndromes calculated from Table 5 for different received
i0
c0
words. In a) case, the received word was a valid code word
. All syndromes are equal to
zero. In b) case, one error occurred,
, r4 is in error. In c) case, two
Calculate S .
c  c 1
errors occurred and
, r4 and r5 are in error. In d) case, three
errors occurred,
and r2, r5 and r6 are in error. The
S   Inf YES
i  i 1
YES
received word is unrecoverable. An interesting point is to estimate the number of
c  2t
s
NO
mathematical operation needed to decode the information. Let us have a (n,k) = (2
NO
-1,k) code, which repairs t errors, t = (n-k)/2. The most difficult task is to calculate all
c  c 1
S   Inf NO
syndromes in the Table 5. Of course, hardware acceleration may help to solve the
s
YES
task. Using a clean software application, the number of calculations in GF(2 ) is
NO
YES
c  2t
following: First the 2t syndromes from the first line of Table 5 must be calculated.
Set all
c r
The calculation of these syndromes needs 2t(n-2t+1) additions and maximal the
same number of multiplications (we do not need to multiply by . In some
NO
c  1; l  l  1
it
applications, the generative polynomial has at all powers of x and the total
YES
number of multiplications equals to zero). To calculate syndromes S21..Sn1 we need
NO
maximal n - 1 multiplications. To calculate the rest of syndromes using Eq. (8) we
l  2 1
need maximal (n -1)(2t – 1) additions and multiplications.
YES
multiplications
additions
Correct
first 2t syndromes
errors
0
S21.. Sn1 calculation
other syndromes:
Return(C)
error correction:
0 (usually)
total:
End
For the error correction we need usually maximal only t(n-2t) additions. For a
comparison, in [14] following computational needs for their RS decoder algorithm
Figure 4. The algorithm flowchart
were calculated:
lc

lc

lc

k

s
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Table 6. The syndromes from Table 5 for different error words.
0
„-Inf“ represents „0“, „0“ represents a .
a)
b)
c)
d)

Multiplications
2t  n  1
Syndrome computation:
4t  2t  2 
Key equation solver:
n  t  1
Chien search
Forney’s formula
2t 2
3nt  10t 2  n  6t
Total

additions
2t  n  1
2t  2t  1
nt
t  2t  1
3nt  6t 2  t

proposed/classical
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1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0

t
0

50

100

150

Fig. 5. n=255, ratio of the calculation requirement of
the proposed algorithm/algorithm from [14] as a
t
function of t

Comparing the proposed algorithm with the algorithm from [14] we learn that the proposed algorithm is less CPU intensive if n = 7, for
any t, if n = 15 for t  2 , if n = 31 for t  4 , if n = 63 for t  8 , if n = 127 for t  15 and if n = 255 for t  30 .

Conclusion
The proposed algorithm is more profitable for lower code rates (under ~3/4). The ratio of total number of mathematical operations
between the proposed algorithm and the algorithm from [14] for the most often used code with n = 255 is in Fig. 5. Additionally, in the
proposed algorithm, the number of mathematical operation in GF 2s may be reduced to max. t  n  2t  additions using a hardware
acceleration based on Fig. 3. The disadvantage of the proposed algorithm is, at the moment, a difficult implementation for decoders with
higher t because of the requisite of creating symbolic equations in Table 5 and programming at least variables used in each cell of Table
5 into the source code. This is a challenge for an analytical programmer to develop a software generating the components of Table 5 for
any n,t,s and implement the results to create a software for this nimble RS decoder. This RS decoder could make possible to replace
binary cyclic codes by RS codes, in some applications.
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Abstract. Technological capabilities (TC) covering a wide range of different technological domains are
reviewed and found to grow exponentially with time. This broad generalization of Moore’s Law has not been
adequately explained from a causal viewpoint. Moreover, the annual improvement rates for these metrics vary
from as low as approximately 4% for electro-chemical batteries to as high as 45% for Genome sequencing and
such variation has also not been explained. We present an exploratory framework and a five-step model for the
underlying dynamics that leads to exponential growth of TCs with varying rates for different technological
domains. The model includes steps for embodying scientific knowledge into incremental technical ideas (ITI),
for resolving interactions and conflicts between ITI during implementation, and for converting successful ITI
into performance increase. The model utilizes the notion that each technological domain is associated with a
characteristic number of interactions, which are resolved with specific success rates. The results from our
preliminary models indicate that these two parameters – number of interactions and success rates - are
capable of explaining why different domains grow at varying rates.
Introduction
Since products are often designed using sub-systems based on different technologies, the technological capabilities (TC) existing at
a point of time for complementary technologies strongly influences when a specific concept is actually ready for the market. An example of
such a situation has been discussed by Kurzweil [2] concerning the readiness of reading machines for the blind which had to await
developments of computation in the early 21st century to become realistic. This illustrates the importance of being able to forecast rates at
which different TCs improve so that engineering management and private and public investors can make better judgments about
investment in speciic technological ideas. A notable example of lack of understanding of dynamics of technological improvement which
resulted in financial losses is summarized by Katie Fehrenbacker [3]: “… one of the key misplaced assumptions that VCs made in the
cleantech boom times is that the rapid progress of Moore’s Law … could be created for cleantech with a little bit of VC funding and Silicon
Valley smarts. The notion (which is seductive but not true in most cases) is that the traditional energy industries throughout the world just
didn’t do the right kind of innovation and that the Valley’s can-do spirit and open wallets would be able to unleash this potential.” These
examples clearly point to the practical need: 1) to have an empirical understanding of how different TCs improve; and 2) to understand the
underlying dynamics that drives improvement of TCs and potential factors that determine their rates.
A first step in assessing comparative rates of change in TC is to define the appropriate unit of analysis of “a technology“. In this
research, the unit of analysis has been chosen to be domains within functional catergories. We define technological domain as a
technologically differentiated field that includes technological artifacts, systems and approaches that meet a general functional
requirement using knowledge from a distinct scientific branch. Under this definition, electrochemical batteries can be considered a
technological domain, whose function is to store energy and the scientific branch it is based on is electrochemistry. Functional catogories
consider only the function and do not disguish the type of scientific knowledge that is utilized for achieving the function. Information storage
as a category will include artifacts such punch cards (mechanical), magnetic tapes and hard disk as well as optical disks. In order to
capture the idea that change is due to improvement in the underlying technology but not due to simple scale increases, the metrics have
been defined with respect to relevant resource constraints - volume, mass, time, cost (e.g., metrics for energy storage for batteries are
kwh/l, kwh/kg, kwh/$).
Empirical Data on Technological Capabilities
In Fig. 1, two of the 50 plus normalized TC metrics [4] have been reproduced to exemplify the idea that TCs grow exponentially with
time and that their rates of improvement vary across domains. The red and magenta curves represent electronic computations per second
(CPS electronic) and specific energy of batteries (battery kWh/l) respectively. Examination of TC curves shows that the curves can be
roughly approximated with a straight line (although in some cases the data can be bit noisy). This linear nature in semi-log graph implies
that TC curves follow an exponential relationship with time as first suggested empirically by Moore [1]. Further, it is evident that red curve
(for electronic computation) is growing at a much faster rate (at 38.9% per year) than the magenta curve (for batteries) (at 3.5% per year).
The empirical model resulting from this meta-analysis states that TCs grow exponentially with time and at varying rates [5, 6], which can be
expressed as:
(1)
where: TC(t) is technological capability at time, t; TC(t0) = technological capability at time, t0; k = improvement rate of technological
capability.
A Simple Exploratory Framework and Model
We have developed a simple exploratory framework and model to explain why improvement rates of TCs vary across technological
domains. The framework is based on the idea that knowledge grows exponentially [7] and provides the foundation of developing
technologies [8, 9]. During the transformation phase, engineers have to resolve multiple interactions [10]. We suggest that each
technological domain might be associated with a characteristic number of interactions, such that domains with higher number of
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interactions will grow slower compared to those with fewer interactions. The notion is that the more problems the domain has to resolve the
slower it will be.

Fig 1: Example of varying improvement rates of TCs

1

2

In our simple model, we broadly categorize knowledge into predictive and prescriptive knowledge [8, 9]. Predictive knowledge can
be seen as ‘what’ knowledge and includes scientific principles and explanations, natural regularities and patterns, and data regarding
materials properties, and physical constants. Predictive knowledge is falsifiable [11] and enables prediction about specific phenomena,
including artifacts. On the other hand, prescriptive knowledge, also known as ‘how or recipe knowledge’, suggests how to leverage natural
phenomena to achieve a technological advantage or how something that achieves a purpose can be made. Based on this division, the
predictive knowledge provides the basis for generation of prescriptive knowledge which ultimately develops into technological capabilities
in a given technological domain. Prescriptive knowledge is that which is ultimately useful as it is how improved technical approaches are
achieved. Prescriptive knowledge is not entirely based upon existing predictive knowledge and in fact innovations in know-how can and
usually do occur before any descriptive knowledge of phenomena is available.
The overall process of developing technological capabilities, denoted by TC, is then broken down into five modeling steps: 1)
generation of predictive knowledge 2) creation of incremental technical ideas (ITI), which encompasses patent claims, trade secrets or any
change that leads to potential improvement in TC 3) resolution of conflicts/interactions among ITIs to obtain successful ITIs –that is those
that actually improve TC 4) conversion of successful ITIs into incremental TC, and 5) aggregation of incremental TC to get cumulative TC.

In step 1, we assume that a pool of reliable predictive knowledge, which can be tapped by all technological domains, grows
independently in an exponential manner at a rate of k units per year; this notion is expressed mathematically in equation 1.
,

(1)

where: Q (t), and Q0 are cumulative predictive knowledge at time t and t0 (reference period), k = improvement rate of predictive
knowledge.
Since it is not possible to quantify knowledge in absolute terms, relative rate of predictive knowledge generation is defined as
Q(t)/Q(t-1 ), a ratio of cumulative predictive knowledge at t, to cumulative knowledge from the immediate past period, (t-1); equation 2
shows equation 1 written terms of relative knowledge:
,
(2)
where: Q (t-1) is the cumulative predictive knowledge in the immediate past period.
1

The values of TC have been normalized against a TC value for a reference year to allow comparison of improvement rates across
different TCs. For each TC curve, the point at which the reference year intersects the value of unity in the Y-axis represents the origin for
that curve. Each interval in x-axis represents 30 years.
2
We use term “predictive knowledge” in place of the term “propositional knowledge” that Mokyr used.
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In step 2 incremental technical ideas (ITI) are generated which embody a fraction (defined as a success rate, rs1) of the stream of
predictive knowledge (being generated in step 1) to achieve a technological improvement. (The embodiment can be as simple as getting
a mechanical advantage by using a lever and fulcrum, which makes use of the fact that smaller force applied at larger distance from the
fulcrum can be used to raise a larger force applied at a shorter distance. The lever and fulcrum in this example help to embody the
scientific principle – conservation of energy - to achieve mechanical advantage.) We express this notion with a simple relation (equation 3),
which states that relative rate of ITI generation is proportional to relative rate of knowledge generation. The success rate, rs1, represents
the fraction of the relative knowledge that was successfully converted to ITIs during a specific period.
(3)
where: ITI(t), ITI (t-1) are numbers of ITI at time t, and one time period earlier, and rs1 is the success rate of converting predictive
knowledge into ITI.

In step 3, conflicts/interactions between ITIs are resolved so that they can be implemented to actually achieve benefits from the ITI.
Simon [12] has described this notion as interaction of state attributes, while Suh [13] and Weber et al. [14] have described it as coupling of
functional requirements and coupling of dependencies between characteristics. Altshuller [15] expresses similar notion as contradictions
and developed more than 40 principles for dealing with these conflicts. Whitney [10] has argued that, although it would be ideal to have one
design parameter for each functional requirement, in reality, how decomposable a design of an artifact can be depends on the physics
involved or additional design criteria, such as permissible mass of the designed artifact.
In our model, we assume that incompatible ITIs are rejected from further development, such that only a certain fraction (defined as
success rate, rs2) of them make it through each resolution. When there are multiple number of interactions to be resolved by a
d
technological domain, represented by d, then equivalent fraction of ITIs that successfully emerge after step 3 is given by (rs2) , assuming
that success rate is uniform for all interactions. This simple notion that ITIs undergo conflict/interaction resolution and only certain fraction
(dependent on domain in question) make it through is expressed by a simple equation:
(4)
where: ITIs (t), and ITIs (t-1) are numbers of successful ITI at time t, and one time period earlier; rs2 is success rate for interaction resolution
(assumed constant for simplicity).
We will see that variable d has a significant impact on improvement rates of technological capability. It has to be noted that substantial
effort and time goes into resolving these interactions.
In the step 4, the successful ITIs are integrated together to generate incremental improvement in technological capability. Our simple
model assumes that each embodied ITIs has the same impact on achieving the performance metric and we model this as a conversion of
ITIs into technological capability through a conversion factor, rc , which, for simplicity, is assumed to be uniform and equal to 1 for all ITIs:
,

(5)

Expressing ITI (t) in terms of Q (t), equation 4 can be rewritten as:
(6)
,

where:

In the fifth and final step, to obtain normalized cumulative TC (defined as TC (t)/TC (t0)) we aggregate the relative TC increases over
t number of years by taking a product of all the relative TCs for all the periods beginning from reference period, t0. See equation 7:
∗

…

,

(7)

Substituting the values for relative TC in equation 6 with relative predictive knowledge from equation 6, taking logarithm and simplifying, we
get:
log

d ∗ log

,

(8)

Logarithmic relations in equation 8 show that coefficient of time, which represents the slope of normalized TC in log-linear graph,
includes improvement rate of knowledge k, and domain’s characteristic number of interactions along with success rates. Since rs2 is less
than 1, hence its logarithm a negative number, it lowers improvement rate of knowledge, k (a positive number), thus effectively reducing
the domain’s improvement rate. This reduction is magnified as value of d (characteristic number of interactions) for a domain increases.
Alternatively, this result implies that domains with higher characteristics number of interactions will grow at a slower pace than domains
with a fewer interactions, even if they have access to the same pool of predictive knowledge.
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Fig. 3 shows simulation results from a deterministic model for two domains - one with no interactions (d = 0, equivalent to fully
decomposable domain) and the other with two interactions (d = 2) for each ITI - with assumptions of values for the parameters. The two
curves show that normalized TCs improves exponentially and that the domain with higher number of interactions (green curve) improves at
a slower pace than the domain with fewer numbers of interactions (red curve).

Fig 3: Simulation results: Normalized technological
capability improving exponentially but at different rates
for the two domains (d = 0 for no interactions; d = 2 for
two interactions for each ITI). Assumed values used for
the parameters: rs1 = rs2 = 0.95, rc=1, and k= 0.35 ( for
Q doubling every two years)

These results indicate that the two parameters – number of interactions (d) and success rates (rs1 and rs2) – might be capable of
explaining why different technological domains improve at varying rates. Whitney’s [10] argument that electromechanical systems that
carry significant power have more interactions that needs to be resolved than VLSI system provides support to this notion.
Conclusion
Understanding dynamics of improvement of technological capabilities is vital as it influences design, investment and policy decisions
regarding products and systems of the future, especially ones that include complementary technologies. Empirical evidence for
exponential improvement with varying rates for a subset of technological domains was provided. Assuming an exponentially improving
pool of scientific knowledge, a simple exploratory framework and model was presented that could potentially explain the varying rates of
technological capabilities using the notion that technological domains are associated with a characteristic number of interactions, which
are resolved with specific success rates.
Acknowledgement: The authors are grateful for the support of this research by the SUTD-MIT International Design Center.
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Abstract. There's a lot of focus in delivering multi-vendor private cloud solutions for small and medium
business on the market in the world. That stems from the fact that every vendor has something different to offer
- VMware is on top in terms of market penetration, Microsoft is making big strides and is a market-leader in
terms of presence, RedHat is an upcoming contender that can offer various solutions to the table, and Citrix,
whose VDI infrastructure is often present in larger environments. In this paper, we're focusing on making all of
them work together for the benefit of the company that owns the infrastructure in private cloud environment.
Introduction
Virtualization and cloud-related technologies seem to be the buzzword in the past couple of years. With its different deployment
models – public, private, hybrid – and service models – PaaS, SaaS, IaaS, NaaS – it opened the door to a new era in computing. Different
vendors are trying to compete and capture their own part of the market (VMware, Microsoft, RedHat, Citrix), which is also good for the
customer as he's faced with choices and excellent levels of competition. This pushes the market forward and brings the prices down - two
main business reasons to go with virtualization and cloud technologies in general.
VMware
As the biggest player in the virtualization and cloud market, VMware's vSphere-based technology offers a variety of ways for
provisioning and managing its resources. We can start deploying and provisioning virtual machines by using VMware's vSphere Client,
which is a standalone solution if you want to connect to vSphere hypervisor directly, without additional costs for licensing vCenter Server or
vCenter Server Appliance. Of course, we will lose a lot of functionality by not buying vCenter license as most advanced features (Fault
Tolerance, vMotion migrations, VMware High Availability, to name a few) can't work without vCenter Server. And for smaller environments
and environments that don't require user-centric provisioning and many other advanced options, this will be enough.
If our basic premise is be provision and manage VMware-based cloud environments, means that we also have to invest in vCloud
Director, VMware's star offering for deploying VMware-based clouds. But by getting this product, we're getting access to a variety of tools
that will make self-service and VM provisioning an easy task. In translation, if we build on top of vSphere as a hypervisor and vCenter as a
service that's going to do the management of our vSphere Hypervisor, we enter the world of vCloud Director, application that will make
self-service provisioning possible. After configuring and installing vCloud Director in our environment, we can start using template
machines that we created in the vSphere/vCenter environment (or create new ones) and rapidly deploy them with a click of a mouse. We
could also use vCloud Automation Center, a high-level application that enables us to do rapid provisioning and managing of cloud services
in private and public cloud environments.
All of these applications are the beginning of the VMware story, as VMware's software stack includes many other applications suited to
cloud environments - vCenter Orchestrator (workflow-based application that will make fast provisioning of standardized VM's an easy
task), vCenter Operations Management Suite (monitoring, compliance, health, risk etc. analyzing application), VMWare vCloud
Networking and Security (software-based virtual appliance, a networking and security solution that includes firewalling, load balancing,
VPN and many other functions), vCenter Site Recovery Manager (virtual appliance with complete disaster recovery and migration
solution). Hybrid cloud solutions (integrating private and public clouds) are managed by VMware vCloud Connector, which makes our
in-house and public cloud one completely transparent infrastructure. If we want to extend existing functions with additional, custom ones,
we have VMware vCloud API at our disposal.

Fig. 1 Overview of VMware's vCloud Suite
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If we extend our basic premise to include Microsoft Hyper-V-based cloud environments, then we need to take a closer look at the
VMware MHM (Multi-Hypervisor Management), which was introduced in 2012 (version 1.0). The first release included support for
Microsoft's Windows Server 2008 R2-based Hyper-V Server. In April 2013., VMware introduced a new version (1.1), that is also able to
use the latest Microsoft offering, Server 2012-based Hyper-V Server. With this product, we can easily manage Hyper-V based hosts within
the VMware environment, albeit in a limited capacity as all of the features you'd expect to have in such a product aren't yet fully developed.
On a pure deployment and provisioning level, VMware-based solutions offer a lot. We can deploy and provision machines using
vSphere Client (entry-level solution), scripting in vCLI (VMware's command line interface), PowerCLI (Microsoft PowerShell-based CLI
interface), or vMA (VMware Management Assistant, a virtual appliance that can be used to issue commands to vSphere hypervisors and
vCenter hosts from a standardized CLI interface. In terms of guest OS's, VMware's list of supported OS's contains almost all of the
Windows versions, many popular Linux distributions and even OS X Server in the last revision. Also, for provisioning of hypervisors, we
can use VMware Auto Deploy, that can either physically install our hypervisor from our local network on a new host or load the hypervisor
directly into memory of any new host within our environment. This makes it easier to do fast hypervisor upgrades, which we can't do if we're
using Microsoft-based solutions. Then, we can use snapshots and templates to deploy additional virtual machines from existing one, and
cloning - full or linked - so that we can make exact copies of any virtual machine. If we the same process to the vCloud Director, we can
import everything from our vSphere hypervisors, which includes vApps (VMware's way of bundling virtual machines with apps for
centralized management and startup/shutdown procedures of provisioned VMs). Then we can clone them, use them as templates,
snapshot them, and deploy them as fully self-service provisioned solutions.
Microsoft
While on desktop Microsoft is untouchable, the outlook for Microsoft wasn't as gloomy on the cloud and virtualization part of the
market. On the server side, if we count Microsoft Exchange (enterprise e-mail server solution), Microsoft SQL, Sharepoint, Dynamics as a
part of the overall strategy, everything looks very good for Microsoft. Windows Server 2008 R2's Hyper-V Server was already a very good
virtualization solution before Server 2012 was announced. But the major surprise on a worldwide scale has been the very fast adoption of
Windows Server 2012. In terms of virtualization, cloud, networking and storage, Windows Server 2012 is much more suited to cloud
environments then Windows Server 2008 R2. The latest version of Hyper-V hypervisor is a standout product in this strategy, and is now
on-par with VMware's solutions in terms of features and capabilities. It has also forced VMware to lower prices and remove vRAM
entitlements from their licensing model (previously, some VMware products were licensed not by CPU core or socket, but by amount of
virtual memory used). Business-wise, this was very welcome for the customers who continue to ask for more and more features for lower
and lower price points.
If we deploy a virtualization and cloud solution based on Microsoft's Hyper-V 3.0 (from Windows Server 2012), we will be able to use
many advanced features (HA, live migration of VM's and storage, Hyper-V failover clustering, VM replication, ) even without going with any
additional applications and costs. If we want to do these things on VMware vSphere, we're forced to buy a license for vCenter Server,
which is the primary difference in pricing and market strategy between these two industry giants. If we want to automate management and
provisioning, resource usage and thresholds, we have to buy Microsoft's System Center.
Microsoft System Center (current version 2012) is a set of application to manage and orchestrate Microsoft-based virtualization and
cloud solutions, which can manage VMware-based vSphere environments at the same time. As an application bundle, System Center has
Virtual Machine Manager (managing hosts, VM's and Hyper-V clusters), Operations Manager (automation, load balancing, performance
and health monitoring), Configuration Manager (compliance and control), Data Protection Manager (data protection and replication
solution), Orchestrator (workflow management), App Controller (application management for Microsoft Azure and private clouds), and
Service Manager (application for automating best practices like ITIL or MOF).

Fig. 2 Overview of Microsoft's System Center
The major difference between managing and provisioning applications in Microsoft and VMware-based environments is that there are
quite a few situations in Microsoft environments where we have to do operations in multiple applications. Workflow management between
them is almost non-existent which makes management and maintenance a bit more challenging. VMware's more unified approach might
be the better way to go.
From a deployment and provisioning standpoint, we can start with Hyper-V manager on any Windows Server, or with RSAT (Remote
System Administration Tools) on any client machine. RSAT is version specific, so if we want to remotely manage Windows Server
2008-gen Hyper-V hosts and VM's from a desktop PC, we will have to use a Windows 7 client. If we want to remotely manage Windows
Server 2012-gen Hyper-V hosts and VM's from a desktop PC, we will have to buy a Windows 8-based client. This makes it harder for us to
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manage our environment on a basic level. We can use templates, snapshots, export and import functions, single-image type of
deployments as means to do provisioning our virtual machines faster.
After that, we can move on to more advanced provisioning and deployment methods, by using WDS (Windows Deployment Services)
to install virtual machines, which need to be Windows-based. Linux and other OS's are not directly supported. Self-service provisioning is
supported by System Center applications.
RedHat
RedHat's foray into virtualization and cloud world is a fast-evolving topic. Ever since the first version of RHEV (RedHat Enterprise
Hypervisor), it was clearly visible that RedHat wants its slice of the market pie, and wants to take a fight to Microsoft and VMware. In RHEV
v2.0, RedHat's management platform for virtualization (RHEV-M, RedHat Enterprise Virtualization Manager) was a software application
written in .NET that was best suited to a domain-environment with Microsoft SQL Server, and it needed Windows Server 2003 or 2008
R2-based host (or VM). In RHEV 3.x, RHEV-M moved away from Windows Server to RedHat Enterprise Linux as the base OS, to JBoss
(RedHat's Java Enterprise Edition platform) and database to Postgres, an open-source database that's free of potentially troubling future
of Oracle-owned MySQL. RedHat is still stating that there will be support for Microsoft SQL and Oracle in the future in terms of databases.

Fig. 3 Overview of RedHat Enterprise Virtualization for Servers (same scheme applies to Virtualization for Desktops)
After installing RedHat Enterprise Virtualization Manager, we can use it to deploy virtual machines. Otherwise, we can install VM's by
using shell commands, but there's no PowerShell support. Also, RedHat Enterprise Hypervisor is not currently supported as a hypervisor
by VMware's Multi-Hypervisor Management or Microsoft's System Center application. This will mean that using RedHat's solution in an
environment where we already have Microsoft or VMware-based solutions will mean using additional tools to manage, deploy and
provision VM's on RedHat platform. But we can also do self-service deployments for both virtual servers and virtual desktops from the
same interface, which is a major difference between RedHat, Microsoft and VMware. Supported Microsoft OS's currently include Windows
Server 2003 (32 and 64-bit), 2008 (32 and 64-bit), 2008 R2 and 2012, and - in terms of desktop OS's - Windows XP (32-bit), Windows Vista
(32/64-bit), Windows 7 (32/64-bit) and Windows 8 (32/64-bit). In terms of Linux guest support, supported guest OS's include RedHat
Enterprise Linux in 3, 4, 5 and 6, both in 32-bit and 64-bit editions. This is a very good solution for private clouds in smaller and
medium-size environments as they won't have to buy additional tools to do all of these operations. For enterprise and public clouds, we will
have to resort to other solutions, like CloudForms and deltacloud, as these applications will make it easier for us to deliver solutions for
RHEV, Amazon's EC2, and even VMware vSphere. Other solution would be to include RHEV support with VMUnify, a suite for managing
public, private and hybrid clouds that's almost completely agnostic to the hypervisor it uses as it can support VMware vSphere, Microsoft
Hyper-V and Azure, and Amazon EC2.
Acknowledgment
I acknowledge that pictures in this paper are taken from marketing materials of VMware, Microsoft and RedHat, and are available on these
companies' respective websites. No copyright infringement intended.
Conclusion
The rapid development of virtualization and cloud market poses some new challenges for the market heavyweights. The only way in
which the market will have a completely healthy outlook with these technologies is to develop applications that will be able to be completely
agnostic to the technology used for clouds (like VMUnify), so that we can consolidate any type of hypervisor under one roof and manage all
of our resources from a centralized location.
VMware and Microsoft already made huge strides in this area, as the "multicultural" approach of being able to work with competitor's
hypervisor and technology is already available in VMware Multi-Hypervisor Management and Microsoft System Center. There are other
products being developed by VMware and Microsoft that will be able to take advantage of other cloud providers and technologies, like
Amazon EC2. The end result that everyone is aiming for should be to be able to centrally manage VM's and clouds, and to use all of the
necessary operations - fast provisioning, templates, snapshots, clustering, HA solutions - under one roof.
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Abstract. As the trend is changing from Electronic learning to Mobile learning, which provides more advance
features such as accessibility on hand so mobile learning can be defined as the combination of electronic
learning and mobile computing. Cloud computing being the latest technology adopts the main advantages
such as decrease in the cost effectiveness in the implementation of software and hardware, scalability,
effective access and easy deployment of application. As the technology is getting advance by the adaptation of
cloud computing in each and every field by replacing the traditional technologies, this paper focuses on the
mobile learning system model based on cloud computing. This system model consists of distributed clients on
different geographical locations; the cloud computing technology will be beneficial for the users to access and
to get proper information. This cloud based mobile model will be beneficial not only for the students in getting
access to the notes, tutorials on their mobile device and but also beneficial for the faculty to share notes and
other related information which can be accessed by the student on move. This mobile learning model will
include two different login mainly for the students and the faculty being the admin. Other than that, this paper
also includes the architecture model and related UML diagrams for the proposed cloud based architecture
model.
Introduction
As the world is moving towards mobile in each and every aspect of life with the development of mobile computing and wireless
technology we can define mobile learning as a branch of electronic learning in the modern day era. In the present day scenario accessing
the resource in the case of E-Learning is done with the help of fixed devices like personal computer, which has major disadvantage such
as limitation to both the location and time. However, the mobile learning technology and teaching has provided many different options
when compared to that of traditional e-learning practice [2]. The users are now not restricted to the location or time since this mobile
learning allows the accessing of data from any where independent of location or time. Research by Metcalf et al. [9] has reported that by
the use of this smart devices in learning process has increased the interest and achievements in studies like math and science courses.
Thus, this kind of technology in the field of education helps the both student and faculty in sharing, accessing the data.

Mobile Learning
Mobile Learning Overview
Mobile learning is a learning mechanism, which can be used to acquire knowledge, information and the skills by the use of smart gadgets
such as smart phone, tablets in the field of education [1]. The current learning activities like electronic learning, which can be enhanced by
the use to this mobile learning.
Mobile Cloud Computing refers to the kind of infrastructure where both the data processing and the data storage is done outside the
device. By the adaptation of this cloud computing technology the data and the computation of the data is away from the device onto the
cloud, which brings the smart phone users using a particular application to share and access the data on go.
Advantages of Mobile Learning
This modern way of learning would be beneficial not only for the students but also for the faculty the in detailed advantages of this
type of learning are as follows [3]







Communication: Faculty can interact with students at any time and also the students can communicate among their fellow
classmates.
Portable: In the modern world the books and papers are replaced by the mobile and tablets as they are portable, easy to carry
and can be accessed at any given point of time regardless of the location.
Collaborative: Allows the students to work collaboratively on a project even while at distant location.
Engaging Learners: As each and every one has these latest devices such as smart phone, tablets which engages the learner.
Motivation: The ownership of the devices helps the users increase its commitment towards it.
Independence: This mobile learning provides the users more independence especially in the distance education.
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Cloud Computing
The latest technology in the field of computers is the Cloud Computing technology. A lot of detailed attention has been given to
Cloud Computing technology over the past few years [10]. This technology is said to be the fifth generation after mainframes, PC, client
and server and web. This cloud computing technology moves the data and the infrastructure from the user to the cloud, which provides
them on-demand service over the Internet. There are many other definitions, which have been introduced for Cloud Computing [4].
There are three different services provided by the cloud computing named as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service
(PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS)
The Essential characteristics of Cloud Computing technology are [5]
•
•
•
•
•

Agility: This Cloud Computing technology is very simple fast, which helps the user to share and access the resource quickly.
Elasticity and Scalability: Users can build, upload, deploy manage and report on their services on demand. Elasticity enables
Scalability, which means cloud can scale according to the need.
Device and Location Independent: Users can use their devices such as smart phone, tablets, PC from any part of the world
independent of location and device with the help of internet to access the cloud.
Low cost: The price involve in the implementation of this technology is minimum but requires a fewer IT skills.
Easy Maintenance: As the application is not deployed on the users device, the maintenance of this is an easy task.

Advantages of Cloud Computing in Mobile Learning
As the cloud technology having a series of advantages and services, this technology is being adopted in each and every
institute, teaches, students sharing their resources with the help of the Private Education Cloud [6].
Cloud computing supports for mobile learning in the following points:
•
•
•

No Limitations: With the help of this cloud computing technology with mobile learning the users can access to various cloud
servers on any platform and can also perform real time interactions.
Resource Integration: With the integration of cloud computing and the mobile learning helps the user to access the huge
educational resources stored, shared on the cloud, by which the value of the education can be maximised.
Reduces devices Requirements: Mobile has some limitation such as low storage of data and less processing capacity. These
issues can be resolved with the adaptation of cloud computing technology. Since all the storage of the application is in cloud and
also the processing of it, which makes the users access the resource by their device, the only basic requirement is of the
connectivity to the device with the web.

Related Architecture
I ssack, S.M et al. [7] proposed Mobile-E-learning adaptive architecture in order to integrate mobile utilization and e-learning.
Figure 1 shows an Adaptive System Architecture that was used by the author in the project implementation:

Figure 1: Adaptive System Architecture [7]
In this system architecture, there are two types of clients; Web users and Mobile users. In order to get the study materials, Web users can
use the traditional way in accessing the Internet which via HTTP whereas, Mobile users can access the materials through wireless
network. The server contains study materials, which include activities, questions bank and many more [7]. The advantage of this
architecture is mobile learning implementation can be added to the existing e-learning system without changing the e-learning
architecture. However, at the server part, the setting and configuration of server need to be modified so that it can support the mobile
learning access to the server.
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Proposed Architecture Design
The proposed architecture is mainly divided into two clusters named as client cluster and the cloud cluster. In this architecture
we have considered two different types of users i.e. the desktop, laptop users or the mobile users. The mobile users are mainly the
students accessing the required information, files and the desktop, laptop users refers to the faculty.
The two different types of users are connected to the cloud cluster via cable network or GPRS/WIFI network. We have
considered Software as a Service (SaaS) type of delivery model, SaaS can be defied as a software distribution model in which applications
are hosted by a vendor or service provider and made available to customers (students, faculty) over a network, typically the Internet
(Cable. GPRS, WIFI network). All the computing functionality done by the system will be processed in the cloud cluster, mobile or the client
cluster will only have the application interface for accessing the data from the cloud cluster. The entry point to the cloud cluster will be the
control node; this node is responsible for the filtration of the mobile and the desktop, laptop users. The cloud cluster also has the database
storage application server and the computing nodes. The data based storage application server will be responsible for storing the data.
The database will store all the data related to the system such as lecture notes, reference books, materials, notification, results and users
login information. The application server will have the business logic to be performed such as sharing of the notes, project related file
among other students, faculty. The main responsibility of the computing node will be for the computation, resource allocation and load
distribution.

Figure 2: System Architecture
Unified Modeling Language
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is the de-facto industrial standard for modeling object-oriented software systems.
Use Case Diagram
A Unified Modeling Language, use case diagram is a visual tool that provides a way for developers to come to a common
understanding with system's end users and domain experts [8]. The use of this use case UML diagram is that it specifies the flow of the
event which takes place between the users and the system. This flow of the even can be structured in an informal way.
Below are the two different types of use case diagram with respect to students and faculty highlighting their functionality.
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Figure 3: Use Case for Students

Figure 4: Use Case for Faculty

Conclusion
The proposed cloud based mobile learning system architecture will be beneficial not only for the students but also for the faculty
by the adaptation of the cloud computing technology in this system this would be very useful for the students in accessing the notes in their
mobile/tablets and share notes among the class.
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Abstract. Universitat Jaume I together with VIA University College will participate in Solar Decathlon Europe
competition in 2014. The main goal of this competition is to involve the Higher Educational Institutions, Social
institutions and the Industry of the area to be aware of their possibilities to develop sustainable houses,
especially a self-sufficient solar energy house. The competition demands all projects to be developed by formal
students, but in our case study for ‘équipe VI-UJI’ team, we also have involved professors and external
professionals. This makes it an especial organization to manage, where all members are volunteers, where the
organization is temporal and where most of them have never worked for a company before. This is a special
project, in which the conditions can change according to the circumstances.
Based on the ‘équipe VIA-UJI’ case study, it will be described how quality management has improved to an
integrate management system. The main team interests to be considered are: environment, occupation and
knowledge. The quality management system is turned around in order to develop a management system that
improves human capital. In this case, the result will integrate all team goals into an integrate system to be
developed throughout the two years that the competition lasts. The main strategic lines should be defined,
procedures should be described and registers should be collected in order to demonstrate that students and
members in general have improved skills, knowledge and attitudes concerning special projects.
Introduction
When a new project starts up, a new organization is created. If the project extension is expected to be short, then the project
management and human resources will influence directly on the results. In this case all participants have to reach excellence in efficiency
and effectiveness. Nowadays work teams are organised according to the kind of project, in this case small groups will be more suited in
order to improve communication and empathy between members [1].
Concerning workers, which are a key element in every organization, their different needs and personal goals influence their fieldwork
and work motivation. This leads us to understand that workers should meet their employer’s needs but there are factors that influence
them, which may be satisfied, or not. To understand this we can follow the two-factor theory (also known as Herzberg's motivation-hygiene
theory and dual-factor theory) that states that there are certain factors in the workplace that cause job satisfaction, while a separate set of
factors cause dissatisfaction. Hygiene factors (e.g. status, job security, salary, fringe benefits, work conditions) do not give positive
satisfaction, although their absence leads to dissatisfaction. These are extrinsic to the work itself, and include aspects such as company
policies, supervisory practices, or salary. Motivators (e.g. challenging work, recognition, responsibility) give positive satisfaction, arising
from intrinsic conditions of the job itself, such as recognition, achievement, or personal growth [2].
In order to steer the team towards a common aim, the Project Manager needs to provide clarity and simplicity with the purpose of
performing a proper management of human capital, financial and material resources and to fulfil the objectives of the project’s timeline,
costs and quality. The model required points out eleven competences divided into three pillars: Task Management, People Management
and Communication and Influence [3].
Special projects need to emphasize an efficient planning, as well as a good management. The recommended work makes reference
to the definition of organizational policies (mission, vision and objectives) and the planning steps, respecting the project peculiarities [4]. All
of these reliable traditional management systems such as quality, environment, health and safety, will be reflected in the organizational
policy. But when “Knowledge” becomes the project’s strategy, then new management methods need to be developed together with a
culture and a firm philosophy. The dismissal of knowledge management in special projects leads to uncompetitive results and loss of
further team competitiveness. The implementation of knowledge management is financially challenging and a time-consuming matter with
the participation of all the team members. To reach a project effectiveness based on the implementation of knowledge management will
assure a systematic approach and continuous control [5].
Knowledge improvement is one of the main resources that satisfy workers when the Hygienic factors are not satisfied. It
demonstrates increasing returns to scale: The more you share it, the more it grows. The most important pillar for success in
knowledge-sharing companies is the Pillar of Social Maturity [6].
This paper’s interest is to analyse the experience of ‘équipe VIA-UJI’ while involved in an International competition that has created a
special project. The analysis will follow the first two stages: the application period and the fist delivery. The main interest is to identify the
organizational improvements within a special project. The current situation has demonstrated that team members have been reduced in
number, the collaborators are students and a few professionals without a fix salary, they understand the project as voluntary, team
members are from different fields, with different interests but with a common aim to get the best result. Even though they accept the
situation they don’t realise all the potential benefits: Students learn to have responsibilities, learn to plan based on objectives, learn to
deliver on time and learn to deliver professional results and they also learn to deal with different professionals and with making decisions.
Therefore this project provides all the members with Knowledge and/or Abilities.
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Methodology
The research method has been comparing management theories and theoretical references with a case study. The case study is
based on ‘équipe VIA-UJI’, team that has already been working for a year now. The team participates in a special project because of the
rules themselves, then team members should be students or non-interest professionals. The main aspects to compare are how the team
has been organized, how the team is financed, how the team communicates and how the team shares knowledge. This could be
understood as the different processes to implement integrate management focus to management knowledge.
équipe VIA-UJI: Case study
As a reference, ‘équipe VIA-UJI’ is an international team with two institutions: Universitat Jaume I and VIA University College. The
team will participate in Solar Decathlon Europe competition in 2014. The main aims of this competition are to involve the Higher
Educational Institutions, Social Institutions and the Industry of the area in order for them to be aware of their possibilities to develop
sustainable houses, specially a self-sufficient solar energy house. The competition requires all the projects to be developed by formal
students, but in our case study for ‘équipe VI-UJI’ team, we have also involved teachers and external professionals.
Internal organisation
Initially, during the application period there were more than 120 participants, that is, professors, students and advisors from both
universities. Although more than half of the participants were professors and students, we managed to get involved 55 companies to
support us. It is then when we realized how many contacts and how much information and documentation we needed to work with. We
had made an approach that we needed to redefine in order for it to work in stages to come. It was not enough to generate documentation
and ideas for their incorporation to our project, but we also had to channel and transmit them to all the groups from both universities.
Therefore, we took the following decisions:
-Work in small groups.
-Have a single institutional email address.
-Have a single file where to store and share documentation.
-Keep the following levels of management:
1) Project Manager (PM) and Faculty Advisor (FA).
2) Assistant PM and Student team leaders.
3) Tasks team coordinators.
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Fig. 1 Organization charts, (levels of management and working groups)

These decisions were motivated by the fact that working in small groups worked very well as each group had a specific objective that
gave the group its name. Once the objective was fulfilled, either another one was created or the members would join other groups and
other objectives. In a later improvement, the groups, that together form the 7 teams that coincide with the 7 big processes in which we
divided the project, although they are autonomous, they belong to one of the 5 areas so that they report to a manager in charge, who
monitors their progress in reports that are later distributed to all the team.
We also saw the necessity of having a single email address to store contact information and channel the request for inside information,
as well as formal and institutional information. The management team and all the people in charge of the different areas have access to
this email account.
Control of documents and registers
The management team also controls the Google DRIVE, a system used to store and share the documents generated by the groups,
with a limited access but in a bidirectional way within the organization chart. Among other reasons, we chose this platform because all the
UJI university community has access to it, and our partners from VIA have an easy access as well. Furthermore, it enables us to interact
and work simultaneously with the documents and files, as it keeps a record of all the actions.
We have to highlight the complexity of controlling the increase or decrease of personnel in this project, which is on a voluntary basis.
The participants who are committed are not actually the initial 120 ones, but only a forth of them. This has added an unforeseen extra
workload, in addition to studying and teaching tasks within the university context where this project is carried out. It is therefore
fundamental to have a good planning and work distribution, and a strict compliance of deadlines and tasks, which cannot be achieved if not
by collaborating all the team members jointly.
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Finance:
One of the important parts of this project is finance. This project in particular requires extra budget, in addition to the main construction
cost, for the transportation of the prototype, risks insurance, students’ accommodation, collaboration grants, etc.
In moments of prosperity, this a fairly easy task to achieve. But in crisis times like these, we have to be extra resourceful. The strategy
of ‘équipe VIA-UJI’ has been to divide the project in several parts. It is easier to bear more weight in a common effort, which is to request
little from many, rather that much from few. This approach has been the strategy adopted in the last editions.
In this way, the followed process has been the following: the financing sources had to be divided into public and private. The first one
is also divided in two. Financing through collaboration grants for students, which come from the Faculties or public institutions, and a more
ambitious one, which is the application for investigation projects belonging to European programs. The first one is more viable, but the
second is economically more interesting. In the first stage we analysed and tracked the European programs that are shown in the following
table.
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Fig. 2. European Union financing programmes. Calendar of calls.
The private support has been generalized and extended to all the project parts and it has been both financial and in-kind. This has led
to a diversification of the companies and the way of participation.
In the first place we invite the company to collaborate with the University in the project. This collaboration materializes with a letter of
intent, which is the document that binds both parts in a commitment. After the application period, in the first stage, the project got
signatures from 82 collaborating companies. In the second stage, once the commitments are ratified, they turn into collaboration
agreements that express the level of collaboration. To that effect, there have been established four levels of collaboration in such a way
that each of them represents an economic range in exchange for which the companies will receive proportional advantages.
The proposed levels are shown in the following table:
Table 1. Proposed levels of sponsorship
Private Sponsor
Platinum
Gold
Silver
Bronze

Amount (€)
>12.000
6.001 - 12.000
1.001 - 6.000
< 1.001
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Conclusion
The study of ‘équipe VIA-UJI’ management has pointed out some recommendations defined in the theory, therefore we will propose
the following recommendations:
Concerning the équipe organization, there has been an evolution from the first to the second period. In the first period the
organization grew up to 120 members in 5 months, making it almost impossible to control all the groups. Then, following
recommendations, members were reduced to a maximum of 5 groups, some of which are a combination of two previous areas.
The process to dismissing members has not been a drastic one, as most of them left the team without any announcement. This could
have come as a consequence of different factors such as: lack of recognition (this is likely to be a problem in a big group), lack of
remuneration, lack of responsibilities, lack of abilities or different aims as achieving good academic results. Nowadays a psychological
study is going on in order to keep our members and know what satisfies them.
Related with knowledge dissemination. The management established from the very beginning the official software to be used by all
the members. It was a procedure based on the control of documents. This provides all members with a place where they can share
information and a reference to file all documents. All members can check the information gathered. Therefore a collaborative work has
been implemented with the DRIVE file and with the REVIT for the graphic contents.
The last factor is the project funding. Due to the critical economical situation, a new strategy should be defined. Initially all companies
were interested in supporting our project and we want to stress that the need for support is not only material but also financial. A great
amount of items are needed for the support of special projects. The organization strategy with the groups’ reductions could be applied also
for the funds by reducing of the amount of financial collaboration and increasing the number of companies we collaborate with, all while
considering the following principles:
Exclusivity should be appreciated and paid for.
We should defend the value of our project.
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Abstract. In this work the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra of Al2O3 powders were measured
for different size of grains (0.074, 0.044 mm) as well as for the mullites (0.07 and 0.12 mm). We have used
multifrequency EPR spectroscopy at X-band and Q-band, combined with Superposition Model (SPM)
calculations to reveal electronic structure and establish correlations between structure, and surroundings of
these complexes. The measurements were performed at room temperature and in the temperature range from
140 K up to 350 K. The main purpose of this work was to investigate the possible relationships between EPR
spectra and the size of powder grains as well as the identification of EPR spectra in view of potential
application of EPR technique as a fingerprinting method. The motivation for this study comes from the need to
solve the problem of fractures of shape and ceramic cores.
Introduction
Powders used in ceramic cores and forms in the aerospace industry are widely studied by different methods. The basic powder is
Al2O3 which comes as part of the of mullites. Corundum (Al2O3) doped with transition-metal ions (Fe, Cr, Ti, Cu, etc.) has been proved to be
an important ceramic and laser crystal material [1–5]. The micro-structural distortion of local lattice where transition-metal ion locates in the
crystal has been discussed in many works and different viewpoints have been proposed. The ceramic nano-powders are widely used in
various industries, including aerospace industry. The polymer nanocomposites stiffened by ceramic nano-filling are characterized by very
high hardness and resistance for abrasion in comparison with composites in micrometric scale [6]. The annealing of Al2O3 powders in
temperatures 350, 600, 900°C do not influence the size of particles of the investigated powders. The heating in temperature 1200°C leads
to the 30% growth of the average size of grains (due to the fritting processes) and at the same time the growth of crystalinity degree of
alumina and the phase transition δ, γ, η, ε- Al2O3 → α- Al2O3 take place [7]. The conditions of synthesis of the precursor as well as usage
of its modifier significantly influence the Al2O3 morphology [8]. Also important is the reaction of environment in which the homogenization of
both Al2O3 and nanometric ZrO2 powders take place. The environment, in which particles of both powders have the same electric charge
signs, leads to the forming of the mechanically resistant agglomerates. This is detrimental for the condensation of material during fritting.
In the sintering process, the cracks with sizes about of hundreds of micrometers as well as inhomogeneity of packing in individual
micrometers scale are created [9].
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the applicability of EPR methods for the assessment of impurities of Cr and Fe ions in the
materials used in ceramic cores and forms in the aerospace industry. In the end of research will be done to improve the quality of the
ceramic cores and forms as well affect the quality of the final product for direct use in the aerospace industry.
Experimental details
For the experiment the powders samples of corundum Al2O3 for different size of grains (0.074, 0.044 mm) as well as for the mullites
(0.07 and 0.12 mm) (Al2O3) and incorporating a second phase were used. [10,11]. The Al2O3 powders from different batches from different
suppliers with a grain 0.07mm has been studied by EPR method [12]. from each batch of 4 samples weighing 0.02 g in order to detect
heterogeneity of the material have been selected. The EPR spectra were investigated in a wide range of temperatures from 140 K to 350
K using an EPR X-band and Q-band spectrometer (Bruker multifrequency and multiresonance FT-EPR ELEXSYS E580). Measurements
at low temperatures were carried out using a helium cryostat (3.8 K to 400 K with the Helium Temperature Control System ER4112HV).
Superposition model represents the ZFSPs in the form of linear combinations of products of the intrinsic parameters and coordination
factors – for definitions, see, e.g. [13-16]. The intrinsic parameters depend only on the kind of ligands and their distances from the central
ion. The coordination factors K kq  i , i  depend only on the angular positions of ligands in the coordinate system associated with the
paramagnetic ion. Full listing of K kq  i , i  obtained using the transformation properties of the ESOs for arbitrary symmetry and k = 2, 4,

and 6 has been provided in [15]. For illustration we provide the SPM expressions used for the orthorhombic ZFSPs
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In Eqs. (1)-(3) (, ) are the polar angles, Ri - the distance between the central ion and i -ligand; the constants A, B, n, m, tk, bk and the
nd
reference distance R0 depend on the kind of impurity ions and their valence [15, 17-20]. The SPM calculations for the 2 -rank ZFS terms
may be carried out in two ways: (i) based on the method [17] using Eqs. (1) or (2) and (ii) using general expressions, Eqs. (3), for all 5
th
nd
triclinic ZFSPs. For the 4 -rank ZFS terms Eqs. (3) are used together with the selected way for the 2 -rank ZFS terms.
Results and discussion
Selected EPR spectra are shown in Fig. 1 to 3.
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Fig. 1.The EPR spectra of corundum Al2O3 (0.074mm) a function of g-factor of X and Q-band in room temperature.
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Fig. 2 The EPR spectra of corundum Al2O3 (0.074 and 0.044mm) in Q-band in room temperature.
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Fig. 3. The EPR spectra of mullite (0.07 and 0.12 mm) in Q-band in room temperature.
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3+

3+

For samples Al2O3 (0.07) the spectral analysis were performed in our early work [10]. As the results of analysis the Fe and Cr ions
were detected in all sample of corundum.
For the Al2O3 sample the calculated geff –factor values for each line are as follows: geff =5,6 geff =4.29 geff = 3.36, geff = 2.57, geff = 2.26, geff
=2,00, geff =1.97, geff =1.69. The estimated experimental uncertainty of the g-values is ±0.02. For mullites samples the calculated geff
–factors for each line are: geff =5,6, geff =4.29 and geff =2.06, geff =1.97.
3+
The analysis of the line positions suggest that the lines with geff= 4.28 geff ≈2.00 may be attributed to Fe (S=5/2) ions, because they
present a typical spectrum for so called disordered systems [22] present in a glassy hosts [23]. The line intensities decrease progressively
showing the evolution of the relative line shapes and the intensities at g = 4.3 from isolated ions in local tetrahedral (and eventually
3+
octahedral) sites [23]. The line with geff=1.98 may be attributed to Cr (S=3/2) ions in the slightly distorted octahedral sites [24].
For the samples Al2O3 (0.07) high differences in EPR spectrum was observed, as due to appearing of new line near 270 mT. This
3+
line is probably as results of presence of Cr (S=3/2) ions in different size Cr2O3 nanoparticles [25]. The analysis of the line positions
3+
suggest that the lines with geff= 4.23 may be attributed to Fe (S=5/2) ions, analogously then for Al2O3 sample.EPR spectrum of the
sample Al2O3 with the low chromium loading shows a weak broad line centred at g = 1.97 with the line width Hpp = 80 mT indicating a
3+
strong dipolar interaction among the Cr ions. Superimposed on it there is a sharp signal around g = 1.9. This signal is composed of two
narrow isotropic lines with g = 1.983 and g = 1.971. In agreement with previous paper [26, 27] the sharp axially symmetric signals are
5+
1
usually attributed to isolated, mononuclear Cr (3d ; S = 1=2) species and are interpreted as due to a pseudotetrahedral CrO3 species
[26].
3+
3+
In the studied materials differences in ion content of Cr and Fe were observed and heterogeneity have been linked as a possible
source of cracking if the core components have not been good mixed [28].
3+
3+
For Cr ions, which replace Al in Al2O3, the parameters A, B, and R0 were obtained from the data in [17, 20], whereas the
-1
crystallographic data from [29]. For illustration, we adopt the following values: R0 = 0. 195 nm, n = 10, m = 13, A = -10. 6 cm , and B = -8.2
-1
cm . Using the ZFS parameters and the pertinent conversion relations provided in [30, 31] the program SPM-MC computes the feasible
positions of the oxygen ligands in a given unit cell volume that yield the SPM-predicted ZFSPs consistent with the experimental ZFSPs.
The numerical calculations and analysis were carried out for the complex Cr(Al)O6 in Al2O3. The angles i and i were varied in the range
of several degrees from the starting values reported for the undistorted Al2O3 octahedron, whereas the minimum distances Ri were
computed from the ionic radii. The averaged values (i, i; Ri) obtained from the program SPM-MC are listed in Table 1 and Fig. 4 together
with the crystallographic data for the AlO6 octahedron in pure crystal. These values were used to construct the Cr(Al)O6 octahedron in
Al2O3.
Table 1. The positions of the oxygen ligands (i = 1 to 6) in the MO6 octahedra in the polar coordinates.
Ligand’s number i:
Host AlO6
Ri [nm]
[29]
i []
i []
Ri [nm]
Cr(Al)O6
i []
our work
i []

1
0.1901
14.2
196.7
0.2010
16.3
205.1

2
0.1901
165.8
16.7
0.1967
86.5
57.2

3
0.1910
80.2
56.0
0.2041
88.1
331.7

4
0.1910
99.8
236.0
0.2033
101.2
241.6

5
0.1921
80.2
324.4
0.2088
175.6
22.0

6
0.1921
99.8
144.4
0.2162
100.1
154.1

Fig. 4 The Cr(Al)O6 octahedra for the structural data listed in Table 1.
Conclusions
Identification of the paramagnetic complex and its surroundings based on the analysis of the EPR line shapes as well as the line
positions in magnetic field was performed. The EPR lines with geff ≈2.0 and geff ≈4.3 in the spectra of the glass samples studied may be due
3+
the impurity Fe ions substituted at octahedral sites.
3+
Similarily, the EPR lines geff ≈1.97 may be due to the impurity Cr ions substituted at slightly distorted octahedral sites. Whereas for
5+
3+
line geff ≈1.9 the Cr have been assigned EPR spectra showed the presence of two different chromium species e.g. Cr species in the
5+
Al2O3;Cr sample and dispersed Cr species.
For Al2O3 powders from different parts of the same size of grain different EPR spectra was obtained. As a result of the analysis the
identification of existing complexes of paramagnetic ions were performed, where nanoparticles Cr2O3 in addition to chromium and iron
were detected. Cr2O3 phase occurs only in the II part of Al2O3 powder with a particle size 0.07mm, and a small amount in mullite powder.
3+
2+
The EPR line near H=300 mT (geff =3.4) for sample 0.07mm may possibly be related to the change the iron valence from Fe to Fe .
In this work high efficiency of detecting of subtle differences in the presence of certain phases in the material of the same chemical
composition by the EPR method was shown. These differences have a high influence on the processes of cracking and the durability of
molds.
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Computer program SPM-MC based on the superposition model (SPM) approach and incorporating the Monte Carlo (MC) method
has been developed for interpretation of EMR spectra for paramagnetic ions coordinated by up to 13 ligands of arbitrary type. This
program enables prediction of the feasible ligands’ positions by fitting the experimental EMR data to the theoretical estimates. Preliminary
3+
3+
results for the impurity Cr and Fe ions in Al2O3 are presented. SPM analysis confirms the most probable model of distortions around
3+
3+
Cr and Fe ions occupying the Al positions.
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Abstract. Ground and Space based researches have shown that the creation of conditional standard gravity equivalent on
the spacecraft would be the best way to reserve harmful weightlessness effects. There are several methods for artificial
gravity creation. However the most effective is the use of onboard short-arm centrifuge that allows producing short-term but
terminal artificial gravity loads. Onboard short-arm centrifuge produces gravitational action on human body that would
make countermeasures to most harmful microgravity effects possible. Onboard short-arm centrifuge could also be used for
additional long-term training. At present time we see the integration the two countries efforts in solution of formulated task
on
the
base
of
innovation
technologies
at
International
University
(Skolkovo,
Russia).
Current short-arm centrifuge design projects need to be polished. Mathematical model approach is one of the routes to get
the arising technical problems solution. We see mathematical model of cosmonaut's mass centre relocation on shot radius
centrifuge according as body position.
Introduction.
Space flights experience has demonstrated that man survives the flights with duration up to 15 months relatively well
keeping sufficiently high level of working capacity. With that at the return to the Land from the space few changes have
observed in organism of cosmonaut (decrease of orthostatic stability, degradation of orthopedic condition and some other)
that not prevented by applied in flight means of prophylaxis (physical exercise, negative pressure on nether man, drugs and
extra). In addition these measures of prophylaxis made difficult to organize the amenity and cosmonauts comfortable
recreation, took a lot of time of the crew. That's why one of the central task of space medicine is development such modes
of prevention effects of organism adaptation to zero gravity, which from one side will be effective and safe for health under
any flight duration, but from other side will not be crew chargeable.
Artificial gravity on a board of space craft (station).
Creation artificial gravity by space craft rotation or delivery shot radius centrifuge on board is possible mode of this task
appropriate solution. Meanwhile centrifuge is more economically sound project. Provided that there is a row of
physiological limitations at it application.
Apparently artificial gravity appears more radical arrangement for zero gravity protection.
Artificial gravity disposes the zero gravity factor not separate manifestations of organism adaptations to it impact.
Artificial gravity influence spreads on all organism systems and makes cosmonauts free from performance the necessary
complex of prophylaxis measures that spends thereby more time wherewith more continuous flight. Meanwhile the row of
some domestic nuisances stipulate by zero gravity: space craft atmosphere pollution by small dusty particles, food and
water intake complexity and water usage and etc. disposes. In whole artificial gravity approximates a life and activity
condition of cosmonauts to usual terrestrial conditions, which has important sence at long-term orbital and interplanetary
flights.
Artificial gravity problem implicates at any rate three interconnected aspects. Two aspects are engineering: technical and
aspect of habitality. The third aspect is medical-biological.
Technical aspect defines itself by technical readiness of the society to material embodiment in life the concept of
creation artificial gravity by the instrumentality of rotation during space flight.
Aspect of habitality links to necessity of procurement the usual for man conditions for life in rotating space system.
International cooperation on the stage of project realizations.
The works directed for solution of the problem of artificial gravity usage for prevention unfavorable impact of zero
gravity on cosmonaut's organism runs in Russia and USA from 70-th last century. At present time we see the integration
the two countries efforts in solution of formulated task on the base of innovation technologies at International University
(Skolkovo, Russia). Two teams of physiologists from indicated countries working under the problem of artificial gravity have
invited engineers of MTI (USA) and Airspace department of Moscow Aviation Institute (Russia) to take participation in the
project for solution technical tasks. The task statement of technical research in this area had been discussed on the last
conference IN-TECH 2012 in Rijeka [1]. At present time it should be noted that technical problems of shot radius centrifuge
creation and test , including at real conditions of space flight, are not reduce only but grow up on the contrary.
Mathematical model approach is one of the routes to get the arising technical problems solution.
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Mathematical model of cosmonaut's mass centre relocation on shot radius centrifuge (RSC).
Next let us see mathematical model of cosmonaut's mass centre relocation on shot radius centrifuge according as body
position.
The solution scheme is represented on figures 1-5.

Common center of gravity

Fig.1 Scheme of calculation

А.

Б.
Fig.2 Cosmonaut's body positions on the centrifuge
Value of the weight in relation from X and R at w=1 r/sec (max.value).
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Fig.3 Body position A (max. solution)

Fig.4 Body position B. Solution at max. speed rotation
(max. speed rotation was selected by physiologists).

а)
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б)
Fig.5 Drift dependency of cosmonaut’s center of gravity from his body position on centrifuge.
a)

sit position, b) lie position.

Conclusion.
Limited space of the space craft prosecutes a problem of allocation the shot radius centrifuge on board. Practicable
modes of this problem solution can be: different technical realization or variability of cosmonaut's localization on a cradle.
Conducted mathematical model approach of cosmonaut’s mass center relocation on shot radius centrifuge according as
body position, centrifuge speed rotation and same other manes parameters allow reduce and optimize the program of
ground and flight tests.
Mathematical calculations were executed by N. Okhapkina from Moscow Aviation Institute.
Sequential solution arising technical, physiological, experimental, overrunning problems including support of
mathematical methods research allows scientific society to move forward in such complex task solution.
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Abstract. A formulation using the deviatoric stress and the continuity equation is proposed for the dynamic
response of materials under a pressure pulse by smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH). No stabilizing
technique is needed by this formulation, whereas it is indispensable in conventional SPH studies. The
accuracy as well as the limitations of this formulation are discussed. The calculation system is tested using
several one-dimensional benchmark problems, and it shows that the precision is sufficient for investigating the
response behavior of solid materials at the initial stage. The adequate particle size required to adapt to the
frequencies of the input shock is also investigated. Then, the primary and secondary stress wave
propagations, which are caused by two types of external impulses (a point shock at a free boundary and a
uniformly distributed impulse over the entire free boundary, respectively), are observed. Scattered waves can
be observed if there are holes or blocks with different properties in the medium. The induced stress waves due
to the free surface are also observed when the system permits free deformation perpendicular to the direction
of the external force. For practical use, two applications are demonstrated. One is to detect the depth of a
surface crack by analyzing the spectrum of the surface wave. This is calculated using a two-dimensional plate
with one free and three fixed edge boundaries, where a point shock is applied at the free boundary. Then, the
formulation is applied to functionally graded materials (FGMs) to investigate the influence on the stress
relaxation due to the dispersion of the wave caused by the distribution of the material properties.
Introduction
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) is a mesh-free method for solving physical phenomena expressed by partial differential
equations [1]. The SPH method is not only suitable for the analysis of large solid deformation problems but also has advantages in
analyzing nonlinear or inhomogeneous problems. The authors have analyzed the dynamic response of FGMs by SPH [2]. In the present
study, the applicability of SPH to the dynamic response of solids is further verified. The error for a material with uniform properties is
investigated and compared with the FGMs cases. Furthermore, longitudinal and shear wave propagations as well as a scattered wave are
observed, and several examples of practical applications are demonstrated.
Formulation of SPH for dynamic material response
Governing equations
The governing equations of continuum mechanics are as follows [3]:

(1)
i

ij

j

where ρ is the density, t is the time, v is the ith component of the velocity, σ is the stress tensor, x is the jth Cartesian component of the
i
position vector, g denotes the ith component of the body force per unit mass, and e is the specific internal energy. The relationship
between the stress tensor and the strain rate tensor
is
(2)
e
Here, D is the elastic matrix. Blanc and Pastor [4] analyzed the shock problem for soil using SPH. According to their study, the
Runge-Kutta Taylor algorithm as well as stress points [5] must be used to avoid the tensile instability. However, the calculation will
consume more computer resources and it will be troublesome if a domain with complicated shapes must be treated. Instead of their
ij
formulation for σ , we use the following expression:
(3)
ij
where p is the pressure, and S is the deviatoric stress. Hooke's law with a Young's modulus of E(x) is assumed. The rate of change of S
is then given by
(4)
where

is the Poisson's ratio. The pressure is computed using the Mie-Grüneisen equation for solids, which is as follows:

(5)
with η=ρ/ρ0-1. The above formulation is similar to a large deformation problem, except the Jaumann rate is not used. In fact, this
formulation with the Jaumann rate proposed by [3] has been successfully applied to many applications such as cylinder impact problem
with large deformation [3] and fracture problems [6]. However, as far as our knowledge goes, the accuracy of the results from this
formulation has not been disccussed yet. We want make this problem clear firstly by applying it to present application.
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The SPH formulation
The SPH formulation for the first three expressions in Eq. (1) is written as follows:
(6)
(7)
(8)
In the above equations, ab is the artificial viscous stress term with two components given by Monaghan [1]. Since there is no large
deformation in the present study, we select the coefficient (, ) as (0.1, 0). Here, W(rab, h) is a smoothing kernel function, which is
continuous in its influence domain and has a smoothing length of h. The B-spline function is selected for the kernel function, but its form is
omitted here for space limitation. Moreover, rab is the distance between particles a and b. Furthermore, mb is the mass of particle b, ρb is its
density, and N is the number of particles. The particle approximation for the gradient of the velocity used in the present study is as follows:

(9)
Application to dynamic analysis for solid materials
Model calculation compared to the theoretical solution
Let us test the formulation by two calculations; one is for homogeneous materials, and the other is for functionally graded materials.
The calculating model is a slab with a fixed/free boundary condition; i.e., the slab is fixed at x = 0, and an external stress pulse σ0 with a
magnitude of 1,000 MPa is applied at x = l with a duration of t0 = 0.2 μs, as shown in Fig. 1, where l = 5 mm. This problem can be treated
as a one-dimensional problem, and the SPH analysis domain is discretized evenly over 160 nodes. A time step size of Δt = 0.005 μs and
h = 2r are used in the calculation. The time integration is performed using the leapfrog technique [7].

Fig. 1 Model of a slab

Fig. 2 Variation in σ with time at x=0

Fig. 3 FGM properties

3

For the homogeneous case, we set E0 = 166.198GPa and ρ0 = 5331kg/m . It is well known that at the present boundary condition, the
peak stress at x = 0 will double the input stress in a homogeneous material, and the main period T is

(10)
and ν = 0.3. Figure 2 shows the SPH result of σ for the homogeneous case at x = 0 up to 6 μs, where results from the three cases of
coefficient  (= 0.1; 1.0; 0) of the artificial viscous term are compared. We select  = 0.1 in the calculation hereafter because this case is
more stable than the case of  = 0, whereas is more accurate in magnitude than the case of  =1. In this case, the first peak is -2.32, which
is approximately coincident with the theoretical value; however, it attenuates by about 25.2% after one period. The interval between the
two negative peaks is 3.2 μs, which is about 3% longer than the theoretical value.
Next, we check the FGM case. We follow the conditions given by [8]; that is, the inhomogeneous slab consists of nickel and zirconia
and has the following general properties:
(11)
In the above equations, the parameters of E0 and ρ0 are the same as the homogeneous case. The calculation condition for SPH is also the
same as in the above example.

Fig. 4 Variation in σ with time at x=0 for FGM

Fig. 5 Variation in σ with time at x=l/2 for FGM
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Figure 4 shows the results obtained by SPH versus the theoretical values from [8] at x = 0, and Fig. 5 shows the results at x = l/2; both
are up to 6 μs. A similar attenuation is also observed in the FGM case, which is about 25.7%, approximately the same as the
homogeneous case. We think that the error mainly consists of two parts; one is from the formulation itself, in which the Eulerian calculation
is used, and the other is because the pressure calculation is based on the variation in density, which is so small that an error from the
cancellation of the significant digits occurs. We also found that the decrement in σ will be bigger if a bigger value of coefficient  in the
artificial viscous term is used, and the attenuation will be slow if the materials are stiffer. However, the results tend to be stable (although it
cannot be used for a long-duration analysis), and we believe that the present precision is sufficient for investigating the stress impulse
response behavior of materials at the initial stage for practical use.
Demonstrating the propagation of longitudinal and shear waves
In this section, we demonstrate the wave propagation in a two-dimensional domain to confirm that the formulation presented in this
study can reproduce various phenomena in the wave motion. The plain strain model is assumed.
Demonstrating the wave propagation by a point shock
The first calculation model is a l ×h = 1.2×0.3 m rectangular domain, as shown in Fig. 6, which is fixed in the x direction at x = 0 and x
= l and is fixed in the y direction at y = 0. The domain is supposed to be homogeneous, except that there are a hole and a small region with
a lower density (half of the density of the domain) in the domain for observing the scattered wave. The size of the hole and the small region
3
is 10×10 mm and is located at the two sides of the input position. The parameters are set as E = 21.96 GPa, ρ0=2,300 kg/m , and v = 0.2.
Regarding the domain dividing number for a stable calculation, it is reported that the size of the elements must be about 1/20 the
wavelength according to the elastodynamic finite integration technique (EFIT) [9]. We tested many cases and conclude that the size of the
SPH particle must be about 1/100 the wavelength to insure the stability of the waveform. Therefore, we set the size of the particle as 1 mm,
i.e., the domain is divided into 1200×300 particles, and the central frequency of the Ricker wave is 10 kHz, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

Fig. 6 Model for simulating wave propagation

Fig. 7 Excited pulse wave

Fig. 8 Fourier transform of input wave

The incident Ricker wave is set within 8 mm of the center of the free boundary. The time step size used is Δ t = 0.1 μs. Figure 9 shows
the distribution of the longitudinal wave, and Fig. 10 shows that of the shear wave (both are at t =190 μs). The two figures show part of the
domain near the incident wave. The longitudinal wave spreads in a curve against the input center, whereas the shear wave mainly
propagates perpendicular to the direction of the input wave with a slower speed. The scattering phenomena can be observed in both cases
around the hole and in the area with different density, and the former is more noticeable than the latter. If the small area with a different
density is of a higher density, the scattering phenomena will be rather subtle.

Fig. 9 Distribution of σy at t =190 μs

Fig. 10 Distribution of σxy at t =190 μs

Observation of induced wave caused by the free boundary in FGMs
We mainly observe the induced wave caused by the influence of the Poisson's ratio. The calculation model is shown in Fig. 11, in
which the domain is l ×h = 5 mm × 10 mm, and the boundaries are fixed at x = 0 and simply supported at y = 0. A step load of σ0 =1,000
MPa is applied at x = l. A total of 160×320 SPH nodes are used. The parameters used here are the same as the second model calculation
in Section 3.1. Figure 12 shows the distribution of σx at t = 0.6 μs for the upper-half domain. We can see that except the main stress wave
propagating to the bottom, another wave with a slope of about 0.3 (the same as the Poisson's ratio in this study) spreads in the y direction.
This is because the material subjected to compression in the x direction tends to extend in the y direction. This tensile deformation will
induce further stresses other than the main stress. When the main stress wave reaches the left boundary, the overlap of these two waves
will strengthen the stress by about 16% according to our calculation. Besides, it is observed that the induced wave does not have an exact
slope because of the graded properties.
Applications
Investigating the main factor influencing the relaxation of stress in FGMs
Chiu reported that if the fixed boundary x = 0 is the less-stiff side of the FGM, then the maximum stress induced at the fixed boundary
will be less than that when x = 0 is the stiffer side [8]. This is also indicated by our calculation results. They also concluded that the
magnitude of the stress may be related to the rate of E(x)ρ(x)/E(l) ρ(l). We are interested in knowing which parameter (density or rigidity)
has a greater influence on the response.
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The influences of the density and the elastic modulus are investigated by changing one parameter according to the distribution of f(x)
2
= f0(1+(x/l) ) while the other parameter remains uniform. The model used is as shown in Fig. 1. We set the parameters as E0 =196 GPa, ρ0
3
=7850 kg/m , t0 = 0.2 μs, and σ0 =1000 MPa for the calculation.
The results are compared in Fig. 13. We can see that both changes will help to mitigate the reaction to the shock because the data for
the case in which both ρ and E vary exhibit the smallest peak in σ. Comparing the data for the case in which E varies while ρ remains
uniform to the data for the case in which ρ varies while E remains uniform, we find that the peak value of the former is approximately 8.4%
greater than that of the latter. We investigated other types of distributions, in which E(l) /E(0) and ρ(l)/ ρ(0) are both equal to 10, and similar
phenomena were observed. Therefore, we can say that a change in density is somewhat more significant than a change in elastic
modulus.

Fig. 11 A 2-D model

Fig. 12 Distribution of σx at t = 0.6 μs

Fig. 13 Variation in σ with time at x = 0 for three cases

Detecting the crack depth from monitoring the surface waves
For this demonstration, the model is as in Fig. 14. A Ricker wave with a center frequency of 10 kHz (as shown in Fig. 6) acts at a
position 170 mm from the crack, and the surface displacement wave is detected 50 mm from the other side of the crack, within a period of
500 μs, 50 μs later than the input wave begins. Figure 15 shows the spectrum of the detected waves from the Fourier transform for various
crack depths. It can be seen clearly that the intensity of frequencies decreases as the crack depth increases. The mathematical
relationship between the crack depth and the intensity of frequencies may be deduced from the results.

Fig. 14 Application model for detecting the depth of a crack

Fig. 15 Fourier transform of the detected surface waves

Conclusion
The calculation in this study proves that the presented formulation is applicable to the dynamic response problem at the initial stage.
We have investigated the propagation of longitudinal and shear waves and wave scattering, and we applied the formulation in two practical
applications. The precision of this formulation must be improved so that it can be used for further applications.
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Abstract. In this work the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra of Mulgrain powders were
measured for different size of grains (0.074, 0.044 mm) as well as for the Mulgrain powders (0-30μm).
We have used multifrequency EPR spectroscopy at X-band and Q-band, on spectrometr BRUKER E-580 with
temperature equipment BRUKER ER 4131VT.
The measurements were performed at room temperature and in the temperature range from 120 K up to 380
K.
Analysis of the temperature dependence of the EPR line width was performed based on the Orbach model to
determine the relaxation time T1.
The main purpose of this work was to the analysis of EPR spectra in view of potential application of EPR
technique as a fingerprinting method as well as investigates the correlation between EPR spectra and the size
of powder grains.
Introduction
The ceramic nano-powders are widely used in different industry branches. The polymer nanocomposites stiffened by ceramic nano-filling
they are characterized by very high hardness and resistance for abrasion with comparison in composites in micrometric scale[1,2].
The problem of cracking of composite materials has been studied in detail in various works, for example in [3] describes how to
produce Al2O3-Fe composites by casting of ceramic masses of successive, developed for the improvement of fracture toughness. In [4]
ceramics based on alumina and mullite takes into account chemical reactions have been studied and highlights the problem of cracking.
In work [5] authors presents the results of numerical calculations of temperature distribution and thermal stresses induced in the
various layers and zones of samples (ceramic coating- interlayer- creep-resisting alloy ) annealing in the temperature range from 200 to
1200 ° C, annealing isothermally and cooled in air, which is results allowed us to deepen the analysis of the destruction of ceramic coatings
during cyclic changes of temperature.
The aim of this work is to investigate by EPR methods the role of cores and shapes of basic Al2O3 materials used for industrial
applications.
The motivation for this study comes from the need to solve the problem of fractures of shape. In work [6] using shape criterion, the
classifications of inclusions in regular composites ZrO2- Al2O3 on convex and about variable the curvature both positive, as and negative
were made. The probable mechanisms responsible for appearing of inclusions with classified shape m.in. connected with shape of
particles of initial Al2O3 powder, were showed. For the evaluations of influence of inclusions shape on evolution of crack the thermal
stresses called out the maladjustment of thermal expansion coefficient of the zirconium warp and corundum inclusions the method of rank
elements (MES) was used.
Mulgrain and mullite-based materials are prepared by calcinations of mixtures of white clays, kaolinites, and quartz sands containing
different mineral components such as oxides of titanium, manganese, and iron. They, apart from giving color to mullite, can exert an
influence on its strength [7] owing to the ability of transition metals to enter the crystal lattice of mullite [8]. The mechanism of metal
incorporation and the effect of incorporated metal on the strength properties of mullite were studied in some detail in [9, 10].

Experimental details
For the experiment the samples of mulgrain with different size were used. The electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra of
Mulgrain powders were measured for different size of grains (0.074, 0.044 mm) as well as for the Mulgrain (from Imerys Minerals Ltd)
powders (0-30μm). The detailed data for samples are given in Table 1.
The EPR spectra were investigated in a wide range of temperatures from 120 K to 380 K using an EPR X-band and Q-band spectrometer
(Bruker multifrequency and multiresonance FT-EPR ELEXSYS E580). Measurements at low temperatures were carried out using a
helium cryostat with the Helium Temperature Control System ER4112HV).
Table 1. The specification of samples of Mulgrain.
contents

Al203

SiO2

TiO2

Fe2O3

CaO

MgO

Na2O

K2O

P2O5

(%)

58.6

37.8

2.21

1.13

0.06

0.07

0.07

0.04

0.1
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Results and discussions

signal EPR amplitude

The EPR selected spectra obtained for the mulgrain for different size of grains are shown in Figs 1 and 2.
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Fig. 1 EPR spectra of mulgrain (0-30μm) in room temperature in Q-band
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Fig. 2 EPR spectra of mulgrain (0.074mm) in room temperature in Q-band

The EPR spectra of mulgrain 0.074 in different temperatures are shown in Fig 3.
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Fig. 3 The EPR spectra of mulgrain 0.074 in different temperatures
For the mulgrain sample the calculated geff –factor value for each line as following: geff =4.29 geff = 3.36, geff = 2.57, geff =1.97, geff =1.69. All
                  .00 are
connected with Fe3+(S=5/2) ions, because they are typical spectrum for „disordered systems”[11] „and in a glassy host” [12]. The
intensities of lines were progressively decreased in order to show the evolution of the relative line shapes and intensities at g = 4.3 from
isolated ions in local tetrahedral (and eventual octahedral) sites[12]. The line with geff=1.98 are conected with Cr3+ (S=3/2) ions in the
slight-distorted octahedral site[13,14].
In the studied materials differences in ion content of Cr3+ and Fe3+ were observed and heterogeneity have been linked as a possible source
of cracking if the core components have not been good mixed. [15]
The estimation of the spin-lattice relaxation time T1 can be made using the conventional method of line broadening, using the
expression:

T11

2.8 u 1010 Sg'B

(1)

In the temperature range 140 – 370 K the relaxation time T1 is governed by the Orbach process:
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 !          "          #    $ &is a
constant characteristic of the Orbach process (in s-1) .
A[ s-1]=2,7E+11
!' "-1]=2,75E-22.
Conclusion
Oxides of 3d-transition elements of composition Me2O3 form mullite-based solid solutions via mechanism of isomorphous- isovalent
replacement of aluminum atoms by a transition metal at octahedral positions of the crystal lattice of mullite. The concentration of a
transition metal in the solid
solution is determined by structural and crystal chemical properties of the corresponding oxide.
Identification of the paramagnetic centers present in the examined materials having position and shape of the EPR lines have been
performed.
The EPR spectra for these samples have differ quite considerably in shape, the intensity of individual components of the line, the width and
the resolution and the signal-to-noise ratio, even though they are made using the same spectrometer EPR in the same conditions. These
results correlate with the content of impurities in the powders from different manufacturers. Analyzing changes in line widths with Orbach
model for materials which are composed of different dopants can be detected of character line width changes even if the overlapping EPR
lines.
The analysis of the temperature dependence for the EPR line width in mulgrain was performed with of Orbach process. Parameters
obtained from the model of Orbach is presented in this work.
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Abstract: The research of methods of virtual object grasping evaluation is the actual problem solved already
several years. The main task is to find suitable tools and methods for analysis of multi-fingered hands/grippers
grasping ability by simulation. This paper presents the steps of our methodology proposed for purposes the
three-fingered bio robotic gripper grasping ability exploration in framework of environment of commercially
available simulation software. The methodology of the biorobotic gripper dynamic model creation is divided
into three main tasks solution: creation of a simulation model of flexible transmission system that was tested
and verified on 3D model of the bio robotic gripper´s finger; creation of a simulation model of the object
grasping by bio robotic gripper in environment of MSC ADAMS 2012 based on contact forces and their
“Run-time” measurement and creation of an experimental sub-program for visualization of the contacts
detected between grasped object and bio robotic gripper on the base of the simulation results. Some
experiments of the different objects grasping simulation are presented too. Results of the object grasping
simulation contain values of the cable tensile forces and cables shortening too which may be useful
parameters for the bio robotic gripper´s control system solving.
Introduction
At present an industry is not the main domain of robots application. Requirements for more and more automatically executed service
tasks are growing with decreasing price of robots and thus their wider availability too. Service robot´s arm is usually equipped with end
effector of specialized construction, i.e. with bio robotic hands/bio robotic grippers (BRHs/BRGs). They are more or less similar to the
human hand and are able to execute manipulation with objects similar to the human - hand manipulation. These robot working tools are
called as multifingered robot hands too. These hands have a potential capability for achieving dexterous manipulation of objects by using
rolling and sliding motions - manipulation with a pencil or performing of precise operations requiring fine control of small tools or objects. It
is obvious that this kind of dexterity cannot be achieved by a simple gripper capable of “open/close” motion only [1]. Differences among
existed types of BRHs/BRGs are in: construction given by their kinematical architecture, proper actuation and transmission system and
sensing and controlling systems. The fields of required manipulation tasks for which the BRH (BRCh) are designed have an important
influence on conceptual type of this one.
The present BRH/BRG conceptions consist of 3, 4 or 5 fingers whereupon one of them has a function of the human hand´s thumb.
The 5-fingered conceptions have well-grounded place in prosthetic field. The top commercially available prosthetic hand is Touch
BionicsTM – i-LIMB Hand which has already further improved modifications. The 3-fingered BRHs/BRGs are used most of all for industrial,
laboratory and other service applications where the specified manipulation tasks are required. Some of them (SCHUNK Dextrous Hand
SDH or BarrettHandTM) are commercially available. They reach a high level of manipulability with objects and their complex control and
sensor systems correspond to the level of their dexterity. Advanced CAD/CAE systems, new construction materials and special actuators
are applied in process of their designing. Two base actuation architectures are applied in construction of BRHs/BRGs [1]:
In-Site actuation – the actuator is placed directly on the finger´s joint or in-side one of two finger´s links constituting the actuated
kinematic chain (a simplification of the joint mechanical configuration, a reduction of the transmission system complexity).
Remote actuation – actuators are placed outside the finger´s link connected by the joint itself. There the motion transmission
system with flexible- or rigid link transmission elements is required. This type of actuation is prevalent in biological structures, for
example in human hand.
Grasping of the object by BRH/BRG is classified as a multi-contact grasping. Realistic computer simulation of this operation is very
complicated and depends on the robot hand conception and an object grasping conditions in which the problem is explored. The
fundamental grasp modeling and analysis was done by J. K. Salisbury (Stanford university, 1982). He provides a basis for grasp synthesis
and dexterous manipulation research which continues today.
Simulation is an experimental method in which the real system is substituted with the computer model. This one enables to realize
experiments with a model and evaluate and optimize this one in relative short time still before the one´s production. Creation of simulation
model consists of a sequence of steps. There the most important is definition of the task and its explicit objectives too. On the base of the
task a physical model of modeled technical system is created. Real boundary conditions of solved problem have to be defined too. Certain
assumptions and simplifications are being adopted for the solved task what leads to the simulation model simplification. Derived
mathematical model of grasping must be capable of predicting the behavior of the hand and object under the various loading conditions
that may arise during grasping [2]. Strong emphasis is put on the results evaluation and their interpretation. The accuracy of the simulation
results depends on the quality of the input data directly.
At present the different approaches to the simulation of an object grasping are applied. Many researches utilize a virtual reality
environment for realistic simulation of the object grasping [3, 4] or specialized - interactive - grasping simulators for a grasp analysis for
particular hand designs [5].
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In this paper, we present our approach to the creation of a simulation model of 3-fingered BRG whose concept was proposed at our
university workplace. We had utilized a simulation environment of commercially available system - MSC ADAMS 2012 for creation a
motion transmission system based on the flexible elements (tendons/cables) as the active one of the BRG´s virtual model. A simplified
simulation model for testing of the object grasping was proposed too. The experimental subprogram was created to visualize contacts
between grasped object and the BRG contact surfaces in environment of MSC ADAMS 2012 too.
Simulation model of the flexible transmission system
Concept of 3-fingered BRG was created at our Department of Automation and Production Systems. The BRG´s last modification has
lightened construction and consists of three identical fingers (Fig. 1). Two fingers (Finger1 and Finger 2) are placed in the same plane and
mounted at the BRG´s palm in opposition with an alongside plane of the third one (a thumb). The angle between both planes is φ = 90°.
Every finger has 3 joints and 4DOF (2+1+1). Applied actuation architecture is the remote one. It consists of a motion transmission system
(flexible “tendons”/cables and guide rollers and rigid rod) and single-acting pneumatic artificial muscles (PAMs). The finger´s first joint
(2DOF) is driven by two couples of a single-acting PAM with antagonist passive return element (a spring). The finger´s second joint is
driven by one couple of two single-acting PAMs in an agonist-antagonist configuration. The finger´s third joint is driven passively through a
rod. There we were adopted a human-like approach.

Fig. 1 Concept of BRG´s construction - 3D model, Creo V5
The base problem of the BRG simulation model creation was a high number of the kinematic chain elements and the mechanism´s
DOF too. Therefore the simulation model of the flexible transmission system was created at the first. There the following assumptions were
adopted:
Tendon (cable) is a flexible element which can change its shape in plane perpendicular with the one´s biggest dimension without
its volume change.
The tendon (cable) will be modeled as element with constant length.
A simplification of BRG real model on the theoretical one to eliminate a high number of input parameters and variables.
The BRG model was simplified on the testing model that was created in environment of system Pro/Engineer WF5 - Mechanism. This
model consisted of elements of the finger kinematic chain connected with a movement of the finger first link (a proximal phalange/link)
only. The virtual model of the tendon was created as multi-body part assembled from n - number of cylindrical elements connected to each
other with pin-kinematic linkage. The boundary conditions for a bend of the tendon simulation model in specified direction were defined
and the parametrical model of simplified version of pneumatic artificial muscle was created too. The testing model is shown on Figure 2.

Fig. 2 Simplified testing model - 3D model, Pro/E WF5 [6]
Verification of this simulation model was realized in Pro/E WF5 – Mechanism by two ways: by definition of “ServoMotor” on the shaft
axis and realization of “Possition Analysis” and by a change of the PAM´s parametrical model control parameter P (a pressure value). The
course of simulations and their results led us to the following conclusions:
Increasing number of n-cylindrical elements in modeled multi-body part caused an increase of the difficulty and time of simulation
calculations. It is due to the non-optimized calculation algorithm of the system.
Simulation that was realized by change of parameter P enables to obtain discrete values of the mechanism elements poses only.
Simulation didn´t course fluently because of non-simultaneous regeneration of a curve of tendon model axis with simulation
calculation.
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The proposed simulation model was inappropriate for an application on simulation model of the BRG grasping ability testing. Therefore
the new testing simulation model was created in ADAMS/View. A pulley mechanism was proposed for a transmission simulation model
creation - see Figure 3a.The tendon (cable) was modeled as “immaterial” element placed between pulley 2 and pulley 3 in tangential
contact points. A kinematic dependency between movement of the tendon model and pulleys was defined by Rackpin Joint. There the
following assumptions were adopted too:
Tendons (cables) are ideally rigid-bodies
Mass of tendons (cables) and pulleys are negligible.
Friction between a tendon (cable) and a pulley is infinitely large – a pulley transmits the torque.
Friction between a pulley and its pin is negligible.

a)

b)

Fig. 3 Flexible transmission model [7]: a) a principle of the pulley mechanism modeling; b) a simplified testing model
The pulley mechanism principles were applied on modified 3D model of BRG´s finger (Figure 3b) that was created in Pro/E WF5 and
than imported into environment of MSC ADAMS 2012 in Parasolid format where the validation of this one was realized by simulation.
Results of the simulation confirm the correctness of procedures applied during the BRG´s transmission model creation and its suitability for
the BRG simulation model creation.
Simulation model of the object grasping
The task of a contact definition between two bodies was solved with utilization a method offered by ADAMS/Solver. The main
principles of this one are described in [8]. The simplified conditions were adopted for the simulation of the object grasping:
Object – a cylinder (øD = 60mm, L = 110mm, a material – wood, a friction coefficient f = 0,8) placed at a rigid horizontal pad.
Way of grasping – a power grasping of closure type.
Fingers of the BGR are opened before the object grasping simulation start.
Symmetrical configuration of the BRG´s fingers in the cylinder grasping – a number of DOF for the 1st joint of every BRG´s finger
was reduced from 2DOF to 1DOF.
The object is moved toward to the BRG. Defined impulse force was pointed into the object´s center of gravity and its directional
vector laid in the BRG´s axis of symmetry.
Tensile forces acting on cables of Finger 1 and Finger 2 are equal to 50% of the tensile force of the BRG´s thumb.

a)

b)

Fig. 4 Simulation of the object grasping: a) a user graphical interface (MSC ADAMS); b) a user graphical interface of EON Reality V7.5
3D contacts were defined for realization of contact between the BRG and the grasped object surface. The Impact method was used
for collision states calculation. The equilibrium among gravity force and contact friction forces was considered as a criterion for the object
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stabilisation in grasping [7, 8]. Created user graphical interface (Figure 4a) enable to view a course of the object grasping simulation and
graphical course of defined measures on-line (tensile forces for proximal and medial links of every BRG´s finger – see Table 1, a
calculated friction force and “shortening” of cables of all BRG´s fingers separately).
Table 1 Example of the simulation results - measured tensile forces acting in tendons (cables)
Object – a cylinder

Finger (thumb) closing

Material: wood
øD = 60 mm, L = 110 mm
Material: wood
øD = 42 mm, L = 110 mm

Proximal link cable
Medial link cable
Proximal link cable
Medial link cable

Finger 1
Finger 2
Thumb
Tensile forces - Fmax (N)
2,877
2,877
5,764
3,609
3,609
7,209
1,679
1,679
3,358
1,415
1,415
2,830

Several supporting simulation experiments of the objects grasping by the BRG were realised in VR laboratory PUT Poznan in EON
Reality software V7.0 (see Figure 4b) in framework VISIONAIR project. A suitability of the BRG for the set of chosen assembly
components grasping was verified by simulation too.
Visualization of contact points
In framework of solved simulation tasks the proposal of an experimental sub-program for visualization of contacts between BRG and
grasped object was created too. The macro was created in MSC ADAMS 2012. The substance function of this one is to generate a series
of markers (visual elements) located in each contact connection. Axis of each marker is routed along the normal of the corresponding
contact. The connecting lines (Outline) and cylinders were specified as visual elements. Figure 5 shows 9 localized contact areas between
the BRG and grasped object. As we can see some visual cylinders are oriented or displayed unusually. The causes of this phenomenon
should be further explored on a wider scale of simulation experiments. We plan to find the possibilities how to utilize this visualization for a
purpose of the object grasping quality evaluation too.

Fig. 5 Proposal of the contact visualization model (MSC ADAMS) [7]
Conclusions
The article presents some results of our research that is aimed at the creation of a simulation environment for the fast evaluation of
multi-fingered hands grasping ability. The article presents our approach to the BRG virtual model creation in MSC ADAMS 2012. Main
attention was devoted to the problem of modelling of a motion flexible transmission system as an active subsystem of the BRG
mechanism. The first partial results of the object grasping simulation support our approach to the BRG simulation model creation. The
further simulation experiments have to be realised to make this one more realistic one.
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Abstract. Driving simulators are highly developed tools are used in a wide range of application, that allows
driving in a realistic, repetitive and safe manner and thus, simulated driving has become very useful for
trainees. A fully simulated - avatar model represents a friendly window for a user that allows him to capture the
dynamic behavior, before actual hardware development which is time and resource consuming. The goal of
the current paper is to build in a modular, parametric manner several types suspensions. From automobiles,
the most used types of dependent and independent suspensions are considered. The suspension
mechanisms are developed from a set of kinematic joints, elements and spring-dampers, which are described
by a set of geometrical parameters. From the unique combination of the number and type of these parameters,
avatar models for suspensions are created which can be reconfigured in such a way that allows the user to
build with ease, the desired custom suspension. The modularity is emphasized by the fact that these models of
suspensions are interchangeable and several configurations can be achieved by adding and/or removing
some parameters, thus the applicability of them can be extended to also test new variants of suspensions.
Introduction
Driving a vehicle in safety conditions means actually to maintain equilibrium in a complex system in which the main components are
the runway, the vehicle and the driver. The complexity of the situations that could appear, the safety aspects and the continuous
technological innovations in automotive industry have imposed the development of technical systems capable in simulating the vehicle
driving, i.e. driving simulators. Thus, when dealing with driving simulators, it is important that the motions trasmited from the runway to the
chassis must be properly reproduced. Thus the suspensions, which filter these motions, must respect the available standards.
Because normaly it is not cheap to build a full-scale driving simulator, the alternative way is the develop avatars (realistic virtual
counterparts) for the entities that form the driving simulator, such as suspensions, motion base, roads. The current article describes the
concept of avatar suspensions which are simulated in order to obtain results that can comply with reality. The relationship of such
suspensions with respect to the driving simulators is presented in fig .1. Here, the relative movements of the vehicle also are presented. It
may be emphasized that the forces Fx, Fy and the torque Mz at the vehicle's center of gravity can be simulated using a corresponding
mechanism. The road excitation over the vehicle is described by 4 serial loops, each of them with 2-DOFs.

Fig. 1 The driving simulator entities
Simulated Suspension Model
Suspension systems filter the relative motions from the wheel to the body chassis of a vehicle. These relative motions are
discussed in [1] and [7]. The suspension system consists of the mechanism, the spring and the damper [7]. The suspension geometry is
an important factor during design process, because it helps in determining the wheel motions. The suspension geometry influence the path
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of the wheel and also controls and filters the forces that are transmitted between sprung mass (chassis – above the suspension) and
un-sprung mass (the tyre and what is bellow the damper). There several variants of suspension mechanisms, each of them contribute to
the vehicle maneuverability, driver safety and driver confort.
The reconfigurability of these mechanisms is a variant of the the multbody system method [2],[3]. This method was developed in
order to automatically simulate the kinematic behaviour of articulated mechanisms [3],[4]. Such systems are described as sets of rigid
bodies connected among themselves with kinematic joints. Due to the fact the in simulation each suspension is modeled using such a
multibody system, in can be considered that most joints are spherical joints [6].
From the structural synthesis point of view, there are suspension mechanisms based on the 4-bar mechanisms, while others are
considered to be multi-arm mechanisms [5].
The current reconfigurability of the mechanisms is due to the usage of the entities: bar-type element (yellow bar) and the
spring-damper sistem (P - prismatic joint), R - rotational joint, S - spherical joint and the steering knuckle, which can ensure the creation of
each suspension, using the configurations (Table 1). The suspensions are presented in yz plane, still they are spatial mechanisms. In fig.1,
some 4-bar type suspension mechanisms are chosen with respect to [5]. There are other types of suspension mechanisms, but the
authors will not insist on describing every suspension, but to highlight their avatars and the reconfigurability principle.

Fig. 2 The kinematic scheme the suspension and their avatar counterparts.
from top to bottom, suspension S1, suspension S2, suspension S3.
The reconfigurability of the suspensions is presented in table 1, with respect to entities that constitue the mechanisms.
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Table 1. Modular entities for types of suspensions
Avatar
suspension
name
S1
S2

S3

Spherical Joint – Spring
Damper – Spherical Joint

Joint-Bar Element-Joint

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

S
S
S
S
S
S
S

Knuckle

R

P

R

yes

R

P

R

yes

R

P

S

yes

Suspension Model Parameteres
Some aspects related to the kinematics of the suspension are presented. The kinematics of the suspension mechanisms consists in
determining the angles of the wheel with respect to the spring-damper properties [7],[8]. The suspension mechanism in fig. 3 is described
by the following parameters:
qs -the road response input which lets the suspensions to have vertical motions
β – the caster angle of the wheel
θ – the steering angle of the wheel
δ – the convergence angle of the wheel imposed by the parallel positioning of the wheels from left to right [5]
γ – the camber angle is the angle of the wheel relative to vertical axis of the road [7], [8]
P - is the center of the wheel
φ - is the constructive angle between the wheel axis and the knuckle-1
The current parameters are described using a variant of the MacPherson suspension [8], but other types can be implemented.

Fig. 3 Suspension parameters
Considering a fixed coordinate system, the centers of the joints are given with respect to this system. The lengths of the
elements 1...5 are known, as well as the spring-damper features. The following relationships Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), can be stated:
β= arctan(XA1- XA2/ ZA1- ZA2)

(1)

The camber angle value γ is given by:
O

γ= 90 – (β+φ)

(2)

where the A1 and A2 are the coordinates of the center of the joints that link the knuckle with the damper. Using the
reconfigurability from table 1. the kinematics of the other suspensions can be determined in the same manner.
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Conclusion
The paper proposes and describes the reconfigurability of several suspensions, in avatar mode. They can be used to develop
simulated versions of driving simulator. So, these avatars can become very powerful assistance tools that can be designed to ensure
feedback in an interactive manner. This is because the avatar allows the implementation of different types of suspension models by
changing the suspension elements without having to physically build them.
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WREHWRQV\HDULQ3URGXFWLRQDQGXVDJHRI2)5LQWKHODVWGHFDGHKDVLQFUHDVHGGUDPDWLFDOO\DQGFDXVHGQHZSRWHQWLDO
ULVNWRHFRV\VWHPVDQGKXPDQKHDOWK,QWKH(XURSHDQ8QLRQ (8 WKHLUFRQVXPSWLRQUDLVHGIURPWRQVLQWRWRQVLQ
>@
7KHPDLQLQGXVWULDOEUDQFKHVWKDWXVH7&(3DVDIODPHUHWDUGDQWSODVWLFL]HUDUHWKHIXUQLWXUHWKHWH[WLOHDQGWKHEXLOGLQJLQGXVWU\
URRI LQVXODWLRQ  LW LV DOVR XVHG LQ WKH PDQXIDFWXUH RI FDUV UDLOZD\V DQG DLUFUDIWV 2WKHU XWLOL]DWLRQ RI 7&(3 LV UHSUHVHQWHG E\ IODPH
UHVLVWDQWSDLQWVDQGYDUQLVKHVHJIRUSRO\YLQ\ODFHWDWHRUDFHW\OFHOOXORVHDQGWKHXVHDVDVHFRQGDU\SODVWLFL]HUIRUSRO\YLQ\OFKORULGHWR
VXSSUHVVWKHIODPPDELOLW\7&33LVXVHGWKHPRVW RYHU DVDIODPHUHWDUGDQWLQWKHSURGXFWLRQRISRO\XUHWKDQH 385 IRUXVHLQ
FRQVWUXFWLRQDQGIXUQLWXUH>@
2)5DUHGLUHFWO\PL[HGLQWRWKHPDWHULDOVDQGDUHQRWFKHPLFDOO\ERQGHGWKHUHIRUHWKH\FDQEHHDVLO\UHOHDVHGRUOHDFKHGLQWRWKH
VXUURXQGLQJHQYLURQPHQWIURPWKH2)5FRQWDLQLQJSURGXFWVGXULQJPDQXIDFWXUHDSSOLFDWLRQRUGLVSRVDO7KHLUZLGHVSUHDGDSSOLFDWLRQ
KDVUHVXOWHG LQ H[WHQVLYHGLIIXVLRQDQG XELTXLWRXVGLVWULEXWLRQLQWKH HQYLURQPHQWIRU H[DPSOHLQ DLU ZDVWHZDWHU DQG VOXGJHVXUIDFH
ZDWHUJURXQGZDWHUVHGLPHQWDQGHYHQWKHKXPDQERG\>@
3UHYLRXVVWXGLHVKDYHGHPRQVWUDWHGWKDWVRPH2)5HVSHFLDOO\FKORULQDWHG2)5DUHKLJKO\SHUVLVWHQWLQWKHHQYLURQPHQWDQGWKH\
FDQHYHQSHUVLVWLQGULQNLQJZDWHUDIWHUFRQYHQWLRQDOWUHDWPHQWLQGLFDWLQJWKDWWKHVHFRPSRXQGVFDQUHDFKWKHKXPDQERG\YLDGULQNLQJ
ZDWHU&RQVLGHULQJWKHLUWR[LFLW\PXFKPRUHDWWHQWLRQVKRXOGEHSDLGWRKXPDQH[SRVXUHDQGWKHSRWHQWLDOKXPDQKHDOWKULVN
7KHWHUUHVWULDOHQYLURQPHQW VRLOVDQGYHJHWDWLRQ FRXOGEHDQLPSRUWDQWVRXUFHRIRUJDQLFWR[LFFKHPLFDOVLQDQLPDOVIHHGDVZHOODV
PDLQHQWU\SDWKZD\RIWKHVHSROOXWDQWVLQWRJURXQGZDWHU7KLVFRXOGFDXVHHOHYDWHGGDLO\LQWDNHRIWKHVHFRPSRXQGVIRUDQLPDOVDQG
KXPDQV 7KHUHIRUH LW LV YHU\ LPSRUWDQW WR LQYHVWLJDWH SRVVLEOH LQSXW VRXUFHV DQG SDWKZD\V EHKDYLRU DQG VSDWLDO GLVWULEXWLRQ RI WR[LF
FRQWDPLQDQWV OLNH 2)5 LQ VRLOV 6LQFH WR[LF DQG FDUFLQRJHQLF HIIHFWV RI FKORULQDWHG 2)5 ZHUH FRQILUPHG LQ SUHYLRXV VWXGLHV VSHFLDO
DWWHQWLRQVKRXOGEHIRFXVHGRQWKHIDWHRIFKORULQDWHG2)57&(3DQG7&33+HQFHWKHUHLVDQHHGWRLQYHVWLJDWHWKHLUVSDWLDOGLVWULEXWLRQ
LQVRLOVDPSOHVDQGWKHSRVVLEOHLQSXWVRXUFHV7KLVSDSHUSUHVHQWVDV\VWHPDWLFVXUYH\RI7&(3DQG7&33SROOXWLRQLQVRLOLQRUGHUWR
VWXG\SRWHQWLDOVRXUFHVRIVRLOSROOXWLRQDVZHOODVWRILQGRXWLIWKHUHLVFXUUHQWO\DULVNIRUVWXGLHGVRLOV

0DWHULDODQGPHWKRGV
$ ILUVW VDPSOLQJ FDPSDLJQ ZDV GHVLJQHG WR WHVW WKH DSSOLFDELOLW\ RI WKH DQDO\WLFDO PHWKRG 6RLO VDPSOHV ZHUH FROOHFWHG IURP WKH
XQLYHUVLW\FDPSXVORFDWHGDSSUR[LPDWHO\NPIURPWKHFLW\FHQWHURI2VQDEUFN *HUPDQ\DERXWLQKDELWDQWV 
$VHFRQGVDPSOLQJFDPSDLJQZDVFRQGXFWHGIRULQYHVWLJDWLRQRIVSDWLDOGLVWULEXWLRQRI2)5LQVRLO6RLOVDPSOHVZHUHFROOHFWHGIURP
XUEDQ VHPLXUEDQ DQG UXUDO DUHDV EHWZHHQ $SULO DQG 1RYHPEHU  6DPSOLQJ VLWHV DUH OLVWHG LQ 7DEOH ZLWK WKHLU JHRUHIHUHQFHV
SUHFLSLWDWLRQRQWKHGD\EHIRUHVDPSOLQJPHDQGDLO\DLUWHPSHUDWXUH PHDVXUHGPDERYHVXUIDFH RQWKHVDPSOLQJGD\DQGPHDQ72&
FRQWHQW 7KHVH GDWD KDYH EHHQ WDNHQ IURP WKH *HUPDQ :HDWKHU 6HUYLFH IRU PRQLWRULQJ VWDWLRQV  )UDQNIXUW $LUSRUW  
0QVWHU2VQDEUFN DQG (PGHQDLUILHOG 3RSXODWLRQGHQVLWLHVYDULHGIURPWRSHRSOHNPðWKHDPRXQWVRIUDLQWKDWIHOORQ
WKHGD\SULRUWRVDPSOLQJUDQJHGIURPWRPPWKHPHDQGDLO\DLUWHPSHUDWXUHVRQWKHVDPSOLQJGD\ZHUHEHWZHHQDQG&
WKHPHDQ72&FRQWHQWVYDULHGIURPWR
)RXUVDPSOLQJDUHDVLQ*HUPDQ\ZHUHFKRVHQDVVDPSOLQJVLWHV$OOVLWHVZHUHJUDVVODQGV2QHRIWKHVDPSOLQJSRLQWVZDVORFDWHG
LQWKHFHQWUDOSDUNFORVHWRWKH(XURSHDQFHQWUDOEDQNLQ)UDQNIXUW *HUPDQ\LQKDELWDQWV $WWKLVORFDWLRQVDPSOHVZHUHFROOHFWHG
EHIRUHDQGDIWHUUDLQHYHQW,Q2VQDEUFNWZRVDPSOLQJORFDWLRQVZHUHFKRVHQFLW\FHQWUHQHDUWKHWUDIILFLQWHUVHFWLRQDQGKLJKEXLOGLQJ
GHQVLW\DQGXQLYHUVLW\FDPSXVORFDWHGDSSUR[LPDWHO\NPIURPWKHFLW\FHQWUHRI2VQDEUFN)UDQNIXUW DQG DQG2VQDEUFN  
FLW\ FHQWHUV UHSUHVHQWHG WKH XUEDQ FDWHJRU\ ZKLOH XQLYHUVLW\ FDPSXV LQ 2VQDEUFN   UHSUHVHQWHG VHPLXUEDQ FDWHJRU\ 7KH ODVW
VDPSOLQJVLWH  ZDVORFDWHGNPIURPWKHYLOODJH-HPJXP *HUPDQ\LQKDELWDQWV UHPRWHIURPWKHWUDIILFMDPDQGFRXOG
UHSUHVHQWUXUDOFDWHJRU\
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7DEOH6DPSOLQJGDWHORQJLWXGHODWLWXGHSRSXODWLRQGHQVLW\DWWKHVDPSOLQJSRLQWDPRXQWRIUDLQWKDWIHOORQWKHGD\SULRUWRVDPSOLQJ
PHDQGDLO\WHPSHUDWXUHRQWKHVDPSOLQJGD\DQGPHDQ72&FRQWHQW 72&WRWDORUJDQLFFDUERQ 
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D6WDWLVWLFDO<HDUERRNRIWKH &LW\RI )UDQNIXUW SRLQW KWWSZZZIUDQNIXUWGHVL[FPVPHGLDSKS-%B.DS[SGI LQ
*HUPDQ E6WDWLVWLFDO<HDUERRNRIWKH&LW\RI)UDQNIXUWSRLQWKWWSZZZIUDQNIXUWGHVL[FPVPHGLDSKS-%.[SGI
LQ *HUPDQ  F&LW\ RI 2VQDEUXHFN 'HSDUWPHQW RI 8UEDQ 'HYHORSPHQW DQG &LYLF 3DUWLFLSDWLRQ 6WDWLVWLFV 
KWWSZZZRVQDEUXHFNGHDVS
LQ
*HUPDQ 
G3RSXODWLRQ
DQG
DUHD
LQ
WKH
GLVWULFW
RI
/HHU
KWWSZZZODQGNUHLVOHHUGHLQGH[SKWPO"V1DY,'  /D  LQ*HUPDQ 

7KH VRLO VDPSOHV ZHUH IUHH]H GULHG XVLQJ DQ $/3+$  /6& IUHH]H GU\HU &KULVW *HUPDQ\  7KH VDPSOHV ZHUH GULHG IRU
DSSUR[LPDWHO\KXQWLOWKHSURGXFWWHPSHUDWXUHUHDFKHGWKDWRIWKHURRPWHPSHUDWXUH$IWHUGU\LQJVDPSOHVZHUHVLHYHGDQGWKHIUDFWLRQ
ZLWKDSDUWLFOHVL]HPPZDVWDNHQIRUDQDO\VLV$OOVRLOVDPSOHVZHUHVWRUHGDW&XQWLOWKHDQDO\VLV
7KHVRLOVDPSOHVZHUHZHLJKHGLQWKLPEOHVDQGDOLTXRWVRIJZHUHVSLNHGZLWK/RI7Q%3GVWRFNVROXWLRQ DGGLWLRQOHYHO
QJJ DQGP/RIWKH2)5VWRFNVROXWLRQ DGGLWLRQOHYHOQJJ 
([WUDFWLRQZDVSHUIRUPHGIRUKXVLQJD7ZLVVHOPDQQH[WUDFWRUSXUFKDVHGIURP*HUKDUGW .|QLJVZLQWHU*HUPDQ\ 7KHSULQFLSOH
RI7ZLVVHOPDQQH[WUDFWLRQLVVLPLODUWR6R[KOHWH[WUDFWLRQ7KHPDLQDGYDQWDJHRI7ZLVVHOPDQQH[WUDFWLRQLVDVROYHQWWHPSHUDWXUHQHDU
WKHERLOLQJSRLQW7KLVLPSURYHVH[WUDFWLRQHIILFLHQF\DQGUHGXFHVWKHH[WUDFWLRQWLPH>@
$OOWKLPEOHVERLOLQJFKLSVDQGURXQGERWWRPIODVNVZHUHSUHFOHDQHGE\7ZLVVHOPDQQH[WUDFWLRQXVLQJDQDSSURSULDWHVROYHQW$
P/RIVROYHQWZHUHXVHGIRUDOOH[SHULPHQWV([WUDFWVZHUHHYDSRUDWHGWRGU\QHVVXVLQJDURWDU\HYDSRUDWRU5SXUFKDVHGIURP%FKL
)ODZLO6ZLW]HUODQG ([WUDFWVZHUHUHGLVVROYHGLQDPL[WXUHRIP/RIWDSZDWHUDQGP/RIPHWKDQROIRUPLQXVLQJDQXOWUDVRQLFEDWK
6RQRUH[5.%DQGHOLQHOHWURQLF%HUOLQ*HUPDQ\ 
7KHGHYHORSHGDQDO\WLFDOPHWKRGEDVHGRQFRPELQDWLRQRI7ZLVVHOPDQQH[WUDFWLRQDQGVROLGSKDVHPLFURH[WUDFWLRQ 630( IROORZHG
E\JDVFKURPDWRJUDSK\PDVVVSHFWURPHWU\ *&06 ZDVDSSOLHGWRGHWHFW2)5LQVRLOVDPSOHV4XDQWLILFDWLRQRI2)5LQVRLOVDPSOHV
ZDVSHUIRUPHGXVLQJWKHVWDQGDUGDGGLWLRQPHWKRG
72&ZDVPHDVXUHGIRUDOOVDPSOLQJORFDWLRQVLQWULSOLFDWHVPJRIIUHH]HGULHGDQGVLHYHGVRLOZHUHDQDO\]HGE\D72&$QDO\]HU
9DULR72&FXEH(OHPHQWDU+DQDX*HUPDQ\ 7KH72&YDOXHVREWDLQHGZHUHDOVRVWDWLVWLFDOO\SURFHVVHGWRLQYHVWLJDWHWKHLULPSDFWRQ
WKHFRQFHQWUDWLRQVRI7&(3DQG7&33LQVRLO>@

5HVXOWVDQGGLVFXVVLRQ




,PSURYLQJWKHDQDO\WLFDOPHWKRG
7KHUHFRYHULHVREWDLQHGIRUHDFK2)5XVLQJHWK\ODFHWDWHKH[DQHDQGWROXHQHDVH[WUDFWLRQVROYHQWVZHUHFRPSDUHG)RU7&33
UHVXOWVZHUHSUHVHQWHGIRULVRPHU8VLQJHWK\ODFHWDWHDVWKHVROYHQWRQO\7&(3DQG7&33ZHUHGHWHFWHGZLWKUHFRYHULHVRI
DQG   UHVSHFWLYHO\ 6LJQLILFDQWO\ KLJKHU UHFRYHULHV ZHUH REWDLQHG IRU WROXHQH WKDQ IRU HWK\O DFHWDWH DQG KH[DQH 7KH KLJKHVW
UHFRYHULHV 56'RI IRU7&(3DQG 56'RI IRU7&33ZHUHREWDLQHGZKHQWROXHQHZDVXVHGIRUH[WUDFWLRQ
)RUWKLVUHDVRQWROXHQHZDVXVHGIRUH[WUDFWLRQVWRLPSURYHWKHPHWKRGRORJ\DQGWRREWDLQEHWWHUUHFRYHU\UDWHV




6SDWLDOGLVWULEXWLRQRI2)5LQVRLO
$ FRPELQDWLRQ RI 7ZLVVHOPDQQ H[WUDFWLRQ DQG 630(*&06 ZDV GHYHORSHG DQG VXFFHVVIXOO\ DSSOLHG WR DQDO\]H 2)5 LQ VRLO
VDPSOHVFROOHFWHGIURPGLIIHUHQWVDPSOLQJORFDWLRQV XUEDQVHPLXUEDQDQGUXUDO LQ*HUPDQ\7&33ZDVGHWHFWHGLQDOODQDO\]HGVRLO
VDPSOHVDERYH/24 FDOFXODWHGDVWKUHHWLPHVKLJKHUWKDQ/2' RIQJJGZW
&RQFHQWUDWLRQVRI7&(3DQG7&33LQVRLOVDPSOHVIURPGLIIHUHQWDUHDVLQ*HUPDQ\YDULHGEHWZHHQDQGQJJGZWDQG
QJJGZWUHVSHFWLYHO\0HDQ7&33FRQFHQWUDWLRQVZHUHKLJKHULQWKH)UDQNIXUWFLW\FHQWHUFRPSDUHGWRWKHRWKHUVDPSOLQJVLWHV
7&(3FRQFHQWUDWLRQVZHUHORZHULQWKHUXUDODUHDFRPSDUHGWRWKHXUEDQDQGVHPLXUEDQVDPSOLQJVLWHV)RU7%(3QRVLWHGHSHQGHQW
HIIHFWRQ2)5FRQFHQWUDWLRQVZDVREYLRXVDWILUVWVLJKW
)LJXUHSUHVHQWVWKHPHDQFRQFHQWUDWLRQVRI7&(3DQG7&33LQVRLOVDPSOHVFROOHFWHGIURPIRXUVWXGLHGDUHDVELJFLW\ )UDQNIXUW 
VPDOOFLW\ 2VQDEUFN XUEDQEDFNJURXQG NPIURP2VQDEUFNFLW\FHQWHU DQGUXUDOEDFNJURXQG NPIURPYLOODJH-HPJXP 0HDQ
7&(3FRQFHQWUDWLRQVGHFUHDVHGIURPKLJKSRSXODWLRQDQGWUDIILFGHQVLW\ORFDWLRQWRWKHORFDWLRQZLWKYHU\ORZWUDIILFDQGSRSXODWLRQGHQVLW\
IURPXUEDQWRUXUDODUHD ZKLOHIRU7&33VRLOFRQFHQWUDWLRQVZHUHHYHQKLJKHULQUXUDODUHDWKDQLQWKHXUEDQDUHD 2VQDEUFN*HUPDQ\ 
,QIOXHQFHRIWUDIILFGHQVLW\RQ2)5VQRZFRQFHQWUDWLRQVZDVFRQFOXGHGLQWKHVWXGLHVRI0DUNOXQGHWDO>@
7&(3ZDVIRXQGWREHWKHPRVWDEXQGDQWLQVRLOLQWKHSUHVHQWVWXG\7KLVPLJKWEHDQLQGLFDWLRQRILQIOXHQFHRIVHFRQGDU\RXWGRRU
HPLVVLRQVRXUFHVRQFRQFHQWUDWLRQVRI2)5LQVRLO,WZDVUHSRUWHGWKDW7&(3ZDVXVHGLQFDUVZKHUHDV7&33ZDVQRWEHFDXVHRILWV
SRWHQWLDOIRUIRJJLQJ>@
,QWKH(XURSHDQULVNDVVHVVPHQWV>@WKHSUHGLFWHGQRQHIIHFWFRQFHQWUDWLRQV 31(& IRU7&(3DQG7&33ZHUHJLYHQDWQJJ
GZW )ROVRPLDFDQGLGD DQGQJJVRLOGZW /DFWXFDVDWLYD UHVSHFWLYHO\0HDVXUHGFRQFHQWUDWLRQVIRU7&(3DQG7&33LQWKLVVWXG\
ZHUH ORZHU WKDQ 31(& 3(&31(& UDWLRV IRUVRLO ZHUH FDOFXODWHG WR EH  DQG  IRU 7&(3 DQG 7&33 UHVSHFWLYHO\ 7KH UDWLR
EHWZHHQ3(&DQG31(&LVXOWLPDWHO\XVHGDVDQLQGLFDWRURIULVNDOORZLQJLWWREHTXDQWLWDWLYHO\ODEHOHG,IWKH3(&LVJUHDWHUWKDQWKH
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31(& LHUDWLR! WKHQLWFDQEHDVVXPHGWKDWWKHUHLVDULVNRIHIIHFWVWRWKHHQYLURQPHQW7KHVFDOHRIWKHULVNFDQWKHUHIRUHEHFUXGHO\
PHDVXUHGE\FRQVLGHULQJWKLVUDWLR±DILJXUHRIWRLVRIORZFRQFHUQEXWRYHULVRIPDMRUFRQFHUQDQGOLPLWDWLRQRIVXSSO\FRXOGEH
UHTXLUHG6LQFH3(&31(&UDWLRVZHUHORZHUWKDQWKHUHLVQRFXUUHQWULVNIRUWKHVWXGLHGVRLOV



)LJ&RPSDULVRQRIFRQFHQWUDWLRQVRILQGLYLGXDO2)5LQVRLOVDPSOHVFROOHFWHGIURPGLIIHUHQWVDPSOLQJVLWHVLQ*HUPDQ\ELJFLW\
VPDOOFLW\XUEDQEDFNJURXQGDQGUXUDOEDFNJURXQG Q  

&RUUHODWLRQVRI2)5FRQFHQWUDWLRQVZLWKVLWHSDUDPHWHUV
7KHFRUUHODWLRQPDWUL[REWDLQHGXVLQJ,%063666WDWLVWLFVVKRZVWKHYDOXHVRIUDQGWKHODEHOLQJRIVLJQLILFDQFHDWWKHDQG
OHYHOV ERWKWDLOHG IRUFRUUHODWLQJ2)5FRQFHQWUDWLRQVLQVRLOZLWKVLWHSDUDPHWHUV 7DEOH 7KHKLJKHVWFRUUHODWLRQZDVREVHUYHG
IRUWKH7&(3FRQFHQWUDWLRQLQVRLOZLWKSRSXODWLRQGHQVLW\ U ZKLFKZDVDOVRWKHPRVWVLJQLILFDQWFRQFHQWUDWLRQ S DWWKH
OHYHO WDLOHG WKH7&(3FRQFHQWUDWLRQLQVRLODOVRFRUUHODWHGVLJQLILFDQWO\ZLWKWKHUDLQWKDWIHOORQWKHGD\SULRUWRVDPSOLQJ U
S WKHSRVLWLYHFRUUHODWLRQRIWKH7&(3FRQFHQWUDWLRQZLWKPHDQGDLO\DLUWHPSHUDWXUH U ZDVLQVLJQLILFDQW S WKH
7&(3FRQFHQWUDWLRQLQVRLOGLGQRWFRUUHODWHZLWKWKH72&FRQWHQW U 
$WWKH OHYHO WDLOHG  WKH 7&33FRQFHQWUDWLRQLQVRLOFRUUHODWHG VLJQLILFDQWO\ ZLWKSRSXODWLRQGHQVLW\ U S ,Q
FRQWUDVWWRWKHUHVXOWVIRUWKH7&(3FRQFHQWUDWLRQDORZDQGLQVLJQLILFDQWFRUUHODWLRQZDVREVHUYHGIRUWKH7&33FRQFHQWUDWLRQDQGWKH
UDLQWKDWIHOORQWKHGD\SULRUWRVDPSOLQJ US 6LPLODUWRWKH7&(3FRQFHQWUDWLRQLQVRLOWKH7&33FRQFHQWUDWLRQFRUUHODWHG
SRVLWLYHO\EXWLQVLJQLILFDQWO\ZLWKWKHPHDQGDLO\DLUWHPSHUDWXUHRQWKHVDPSOLQJGD\ US QRFRUUHODWLRQZDVREVHUYHGZLWK
72& FRQWHQW HLWKHU U   /LQHDU UHJUHVVLRQ OLQH UHSUHVHQWHG WKH 7&(3 FRQFHQWUDWLRQ LQ VRLO YV UDLQ WKDW IHOO RQ WKH GD\ SULRU WR
VDPSOLQJ$WPRVSKHULFGHSRVLWLRQE\UDLQFRXOGEHRQHRIWKHUHDVRQVIRUKLJKHUFRQFHQWUDWLRQVRI7&(3FRPSDUHGWR7&33GXHWRWKH
KLJKHUSRODULW\RI7&(3)RU7&33QRFRQFOXVLRQFRXOGEHGURZQIRUUHVXOWVRIVRLOVDPSOHVFROOHFWHGEHIRUHDQGDIWHUUDLQHYHQW

7DEOH&RUUHODWLRQPDWUL[ZLWKWKHYDOXHVRIWKH3HDUVRQ¶VFRUUHODWLRQFRHIILFLHQW U IRUWKHVLWHSDUDPHWHUV
3RSXODWLRQGHQVLW\
SHRSOHNPð 

3UHFLSLWDWLRQ
PP 

0HDQGDLO\DLU
WHPSHUDWXUH
& 

72&
FRQWHQW
& 

3RSXODWLRQGHQVLW\
SHRSOHNPð 













3UHFLSLWDWLRQ PP 













0HDQGDLO\DLU
WHPSHUDWXUH & 













72&FRQWHQW & 



























7&(3
 
 
FRQFHQWUDWLRQ
QJJGZW 
7&33
 

FRQFHQWUDWLRQ
QJJGZW 
WKHFRUUHODWLRQLVVLJQLILFDQWDWWKHOHYHO WDLOHG 
WKHFRUUHODWLRQLVVLJQLILFDQWDWWKHOHYHO WDLOHG 

7&(3
FRQFHQWUDWLRQ
QJJGZW 



7&33
FRQFHQWUDWLRQ
QJJGZW 













&RQFOXVLRQ
6LQFHWKHVDPSOLQJSRLQWVZHUHVHOHFWHGDVWKH\ZHUHQRWDIIHFWHGE\LUULJDWLRQZLWKULYHUZDWHURUVHZDJHVOXGJHFRQWDPLQDWLRQIURP
SRLQW VRXUFHV FRXOG EH H[FOXGHG IRU DOO VDPSOLQJ ORFDWLRQV DQG WKH LQIOXHQFH RI DWPRVSKHULF GHSRVLWLRQ VKRXOG EH FRQVLGHUHG DV DQ
LPSRUWDQWVRXUFHRI2)5LQVRLO7KHVHGDWDGHPRQVWUDWHGWKHRFFXUUHQFHRIFKORULQDWHG2)5LQVRLO
0HDVXUHG FRQFHQWUDWLRQV IRU 7&(3 DQG 7&33 LQ WKLV VWXG\ ZHUH ORZHU WKDQ 31(& SUHVHQWHG LQWKH (XURSHDQ ULVN DVVHVVPHQWV
LQGLFDWLQJWKDWWKHUHLVQRULVNIRUWKHVWXGLHGVRLOV+RZHYHUSROOXWLRQRIVRLOVZLWK2)5IURPGLIIHUHQWVRXUFHVPXVWEHFRQVLGHUHGZKHQ
HYDOXDWLQJ WKH IDWH DQG ULVNV RI 2)5 LQ WKH HQYLURQPHQW 7KXV PRUH GDWD DUH QHHGHG WR GLVWLQJXLVK EHWZHHQ GLIIHUHQW DWPRVSKHULF
GHSRVLWLRQSURFHVVHVDQGWKHLULQIOXHQFHRQVRLOVDPSOHV

$FNQRZOHGJPHQW
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7KH UHVHDUFK KDV EHHQ ILQDQFLDOO\ VXSSRUWHG E\ 0LQLVWU\ RI (GXFDWLRQ 6FLHQFH DQG 7HFKQRORJLFDO 'HYHORSPHQW 5HSXEOLF RI 6HUELD
,,, DVZHOODV'HXWVFKH%XQGHVVWLIWXQJ8PZHOW '%8 

5HIHUHQFHV

>@  (XURSHDQ&RPPLVVLRQ5HFRPPHQGDWLRQ (& 1RRIWK0DUFKRQWKHUHVXOWVRIWKHULVNHYDOXDWLRQDQGWKHULVN
UHGXFWLRQVWUDWHJLHVIRUWKHVXEVWDQFHVGLSKHQ\OHWKHUSHQWDEURPRGHULYDWLYHDQGFXPHQH
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Abstract. This paper deals with description of a scientific experiment which is designed to carry out a
measurement of ion mobility by using Gerdien condensers. The development was made by a university
student group at the Budapest University of Technology and Economics within the REXUS/BEXUS
educational programme of German Aerospace Center (DLR) and Swedish National Space Board (SNSB). The
experiment had been launched onboard the REXUS14 sounding rocket. Though measurements couldn’t be
performed due to a failure that is occurred slightly after the Liftoff, it enabled the testing of the instrument in
extreme conditions (getting hot, acceleration).
In this paper, the physical background - including the Gerdien condenser principle and the measurement
method - is described and technological aspects and feasibility of the experiment are also discussed. The
paper provides a brief description of the actual capability of the experiment and a short review of the failure
experienced at the flight onboard REXUS14.
INTRODUCTION
REXUS experiments are flown on a single stage, spin stabilized sounding rocket, typical apogee of which is at about 90km (Fig.1.) [1,
2]. Rockets are launched from ESRANGE Space Center, North Sweden. The REXUS platform allows carrying out measurements in the
middle atmosphere. The middle atmosphere is a less known part of the atmosphere because it is hardly accessible by measurements. The
launch site is located at high latitude, in the polar cap where galactic cosmic rays participate in greater degree in ionization of the
atmosphere. The polar cap is a special location from the point of view of ionisation processes, taking into account the direct connection
partly to the tail of the magnetosphere, partly to the interplanetary space.

Figure 1. A standard REXUS configuration [2]
The main objectives of the experiment are the measurement of variation of the atmospheric ion density and composition with altitude
and study of the altitude dependence of electric conductivity by recording mobility spectra of positive and negative ions. The required
vertical resolution is at least one recorded mobility spectra in every 5 km in the altitude range from 22 km to 75 km.
Physical Background
The Gerdien condenser is a cylindrical shaped sensor which has a central and an outer electrode. A schematic of the equipment is
shown in Fig.2. The electric field inside the sensor – generated by the U bias voltage – deflects the entering charged particles. Depending
on the airflow velocity, the mobility of the ions and the applied bias voltage some of the entering ions reach the central electrode and
generate current.

Figure 2. Gerdien condenser, working principle [3]
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It is known from previous studies that the main ions in the middle atmosphere are the proton hydrates, atomic oxygen, nitrogen,
hydrated oxygen molecules, etc. Each of these ions have a specific mobility expressed by Eq.(1), where M is the molecule weight and in
is the collision frequency between the ions and the neutral molecules. If the critical mobility of the Gerdien condenser – defined by Eq. (2)
– becomes lower than the mobility of a specific ion group all of the ions of that group will be captured. The critical mobility is adjusted by
sweeping the bias voltage.



e
nM in

(1)

c 

(b 2  a 2 ) ln(b / a)
2 LU
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Figure 3. Simulation results, 2 ions present
Since each ion group contributes to the cumulated current of the condenser the voltage-current characteristic curves have
breakpoints when the bias voltage is swept through the critical mobility of the ions present. Over a certain bias voltage the current reaches
the saturation level that is related to the total ion density. A simulation result is shown on Fig. 3. in case of presence of two ions.
The measurement with the Gekko experiment is performed by sweeping the bias voltage and measure the current of the central
electrode thus recording voltage-current curves. By using two Gerdien condensers the measurement of positive and negative ions are
made at the same time. The bias voltage range was calculated with 5km vertical resolution by taking into consideration the estimated
airflow velocity and the estimated ion mobility as well. The airflow estimations are based on FEM analysis. The bias voltage of the
-12
-9
condensers shall be swept in the range of +/- 60V and the estimated currents are in the range of 10 to 10 [A].
The measured data are evaluated by analysing the recorded Icond(Ubias, t) curves. The first step is to define the altitude of each
characteristic curve – Icond(Ubias, h) – by using the telemetry data of the flight trajectory. Then, the total ion density at a given altitude is
expressed from the saturation current. The mobility of the different ions can be calculated by defining the slope and the breakpoints of the
curves.
Design
The REXUS payload provides separated modules and electronic interface – including power and communication lines – for the
experiments (Fig. 1.). The Gekko experiment consists of two Gerdien condensers mounted on the skin of the rocket and an electronic box
placed inside the experiment module (Fig. 4, 5.).

Figure 4. Gekko experiment setup

Figure 5. The Gekko module

Mechanical design
From the aspect of mechanics, the critical issues have been raised by the condensers placed on the skin of the rocket. Since
condensers have to withstand high mechanical loads due to vibrations and thermal load from the friction, it was an essential requirement
to analyse and simulate the behaviour of the condensers during flight. After it was proved that the condensers are able to operate safely,
another main aspect was the analysis of the airflow inside the condensers since it has much influence on the bias voltage to apply and
effects the measurement limits and performance as well.
At the early stage of the design – as part of the requirements verification process – the structural strength and airflow characteristics
were studied by Finite Element Method analysis. Several FEM simulations have been carried out to determine the natural frequencies of
the condensers and after that to ensure that the strength is sufficient even if resonance is present (Fig. 6). Obviously, it is preferable to set
the natural frequencies much higher than the expected frequencies during the flight.
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Figure 6. The results of a vibration simulation

Figure 7. Attachment of the condenser

The other main point of focus was on the aforementioned airflow analysis. When the condensers pass through the atmosphere, the
air at the inlets of the condensers suffers high loads and therefore the airflow velocity drops. According to the simulation results (Fig. 8), the
velocity of the airflow inside the condensers is approximately 350 - 400 m/s which is much slower than the velocity of the rocket itself (1200
m/s).

Figure 8. The trajectories of the airflow inside and around the condensers
After the production of the mechanical parts of the experiment, vibration tests had been carried out on the condensers to get more
accurate results than from simulation. However, a wind tunnel test would have been desirable but there was no available supersonic wind
tunnel to perform the test.
Electrical design
The main functions of the Gekko electronics are the current measurement, bias voltage adjustment, measurement control, data
acquisition and communication. The electronics are built up on three PCBs: Power Supply Unit, On-Board Data Handler and Amplifier
board. The PCBs are connected with a motherboard (Fig. 9).

Figure 9. Gekko electronics, block scheme

Figure 10. Current measurement method

The current of the central electrodes shall be measured in the range of 1pA to 6nA while the electrodes are biased in the range of
0..60V and 0..-60V. This low level current is measured by a precision amplifier applying compensating current measurement method (Fig.
10).
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The condenser is biased by shifting the ground level of the precision amplifier and the compensating amplifier as well. When a
balanced state is reached the electrode potential is equal to the bias voltage and its current is compensated through the resistor Rcomp by
the compensating amplifier. The current of the condenser is calculated as follows: Icond = - Ucomp / Rcomp. The input bias current of the
precision amplifier is compensated too, thus modifying the measurement. To reduce the measurement error the leakage current of the C
capacitor and the connection of the electrode, including the PCB trace and the cabling, are also considered. The Gerdien condensers are
connected by triaxial cables of which the inner shield layer is connected to the bias voltage generator thus guarding the inner conductor
(Fig. 10). The amplifier was tested with a reference current generator. The transfer characteristics of the two amplifiers are shown on Fig.
11.

Figure 11. Positive amplifier (left), and Negative amplifier (right) transfer characteristics
Flight Results
th
The Gekko experiment was flown on board REXUS 14 on the 7 of May 2013. The experiment was powered at T-600s (before Liftoff)
and the functional test was performed successfully at T-300s. After Liftoff a short circuit occurred on the power line, the input current
exceeded 20A and the power protection unit switched off the experiment from the power line at T+1,5s.
After payload recovery, failures were identified. The insulation ring on the tips – of which operating temperature is rated to 500°C –
was melted on both condensers. Also the soldering tin – which was used to connect the triaxial cable to the electrodes – was melted and
the tin was spread into the module (Fig. 12). This failure was caused by the unexpected high temperature of the airflow in the condensers.
This high temperature was probably the consequence of shock waves.
The post flight analysis showed that the short circuit of the power line occurred as a consequence of static acceleration and maybe
some resonance. The PSU PCB bent down to an unexpected extent and some pins touched the box thus shorting the BUS 28V to the
structure.

Figure 12. Melted plastic insulation ring (left) and melted thin on the surface of the module (right)
Conclusion
Due to the failures the scientific objectives of the Gekko experiment were not fulfilled. However, the experiment was partly successful
as important experiences were gained both during the development and from the flight results. The most probable explanation for the
unexpectedly high temperature that the condensers were exposed of are the shock waves. The Gekko experiment also served with
important data about pipe flow properties in supersonic flights. After detailed analysis the mechanical design will be reconsidered and the
experiment is planned to be flown again to complete the scientific objectives.
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Abstract
The contribution deals with the degradation of polymers. These polymers were submitted to impact
test using high rates on the instrumented Charpy hammer with maximum impact energy of 7.5 J (weight of
1.096 kg), maximum impact rate of 3.7 m/s and the distance of the supports of 60 mm. Fracture process in
impact tests by instrumented hammer consists of two parts. The first part is the initiation stage of fracture and
the second part of promotion (unstable) stage fracture. The aim of this work was to assign the possibilities of
instrumented hammer method in the process of evaluating of the local mechanical strain processes in the
polymers.
Introduction
Polymers are changing with time persistently, become older, as well as living organisms. Chemical and physical methods can
monitor the time dependence of changes in properties and also changes of molecular structures. All changes that take place
spontaneously, or are induced by the external environment are the summary referred to as aging.
Processes causing violations are related with the localization of plastic deformation mainly; therefore it is necessary to study the
kinetics of plastic deformation in terms of its location. It is needful to monitor the start location, shape and size of the areas in which the
localized deformation, PCB layout deformations, the deformation gradients in these areas [1-4]. Watching those events are particularly
necessary for materials to be subjected to plastic deformation. The term of aging emphasizes time factor in plastics and degradation does
not necessarily occur. In the strict sense degradation refers to changing the structure and properties of polymers caused by reactions of
the degradation of macromolecules [5, 6].
Polymers are exposed to several different stages of degradation during its life. The first stage is short but very intense. Takes
place in a processing machine, when the plastic melt is exposed to temperature and mechanical shear stress simultaneously. As this
process takes place in an enclosed space it need not be greatly influenced by the presence of atmospheric oxygen. The consequence of
this degradation can be degradation of macromolecular chains and release of gaseous components, or chain fission accompanied by
weight loss.
Second stage of degradation takes place in the solid state. Since most plastics are expected long-term operation. The product is
exposed over time to multiple internal and external influences. The internal effects can be assigned thermodynamic imbalance. Heat,
sunlight, oxygen, ozone, humidity, rain, sulfur oxides, nitrogen and micro-organism are considered as internal effects. These impacts
affect the structure, changing it and thus change the performance of polymers.
Conventional impact tests that determine the toughness of the material by measuring the total energy required to break the
sample, are very useful for comparative studies of different polymers, these tests do not provide sufficient information to analyze the
mechanisms of quarries, so we have used in experiments instrument Charpy hammer.
Materials and experiments
Polymers PC (polycarbonate), HIPS (impact polystyrene) and PS (polystyren), have been used for experiments. The test bars
for measurements were made up from polymer injection technology according to ISO 3167 - model A on the machine Battenfeld VA
750/200 and samples for testing impact strength (Fig. 4). Notches were cut by notching device company CEAST Notchvis with deep notch
2 mm at 45 °  1 ° and a radius of 0.25  0.05 mm.
Tensile experiment was performed by tensile tester (Instron 1115) at crosshead speed of 1 mm/min for measuring tensile modulus and
5 mm/min for yielding point in conformity with ČSN EN ISO 11403-1.
A fracture process in impact tests on instrumented hammer consists of two parts [5]. The first part is the initiation stage of fracture and the
second part of promotion (unstable) stage fracture. Is an example (Fig. 1).
Primary information impact test is a digital record during changes in stress strain gauges in the hammer nose over time. The
resulting signal is converted by DISYS to a text file that contains two columns values of time t [s] and voltage [V]. Figure 2 illustrates the
manner in which the A / D converter (Fig. 2).
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Initiation energy Ei

F[N]

Promotional energy Ep

displacement [m]
Fig. 1 Illustration of the fracture process in terms of absorbed energy

Charpy notched impact strength was determined at instrumented impact tester CEAST RESIL 25 with maximal impact energy
7,5 J and maximal impact speed 3,7 m/s. Testing specimens 80 x 10 x 4 mm was furnished A notch (ČSN EN ISO 179; a = 2 mm).
Distance of support was 60 mm.
Nose hammer was positioned as mutually supported beam where the strain gauges are connected to the bridge. The electrical signal
change on strain gauge sensor was amplified and via fast A / D converter AD14 DSP recorded as a signal of voltage in time. Text file
obtained from Didysis software application has been processed by a spreadsheet program Microsoft Excel. The dependence of the force
F over [N] to the deflection [m], the velocity [m / s] to offset s [m], and energy E [J] to deflection s [m] are results from a processing. The
maximum achieved force; the total consumed infringement energy and energy of failure initiation are calculated from the course as above.
Procedure impact test is consisted from 5 basic steps:
- Impact test
- Data collection
- Transformation (conversion) data
- Determination of the initiation energy Ei
- Calculation of the total (absorbed) energy Ea

Analog signal

Digital kod

A/D
converter
amplifier

D0
D1
D15

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the A / D converter
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Energy was calculated according to the formula (1):
s

E   F .ds
0

(1)

Where values are replaced with a deflection in equation (2):
t t
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Where v0 is the initial speed of the pendulum,
The speed of the pendulum is expressed by equation (3):
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Initiation energy values were read from the generated graphs using Visual Basic. Ei value was determined from points on the curve E / p,
where energy reached a maximum value of (Fig. 3).
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Table 1 Results instrumented impact strength test
Polymers

PC
HIPS
PS

acN
2
[kJ/m ]

EP/Ei

Fmax
[N]

Ei/A
2
[kJ/m ]

EP/A
2
[kJ/m ]

12.84
6.28
1.77

0.05
0.91
0.05

319.8
297.3
208.8

12.23
3.29
0.40

0.61
2.99
1.24

Where: acN - impact strength, Ep - promotional energy Ei - initiation energy, A - area under the notch, F max-maximum force
Highly brittle solid material (which a small initiation energy, but great promotional energy and little solid ductile material (with great
energy and initiating small promotional energy) may have the same overall impact energy.
Ei on (Fig. 3) is an energy absorbed by the end of the initiation stage. Starting point promotion of refraction is expected as a moment when
the energy stops growth.
The average values of five samples of each type of tested materials are in Tab. 1.
Conclusion
The processes of degradation of plastics PS, HIPS and PC in terms of impact toughness tests on instrumented hammer and
static tensile test are analyzed in this paper:
From results of the impact test by instrumented hammer is apparent that the acN values for PC material is two times lower than
for material HIPS and 9 times lower then for PS material.
The ratio Ep / Ei for both PC and PS materials is the same and its value is 0.05. Ratio Ep / Ei for HIPS material are significantly
higher and its value is 0.91.
Maximum power has not changed but the promotional energy is higher in HIPS samples, indicating a higher strength material
and on the other hand initiation energy is the fastest in the PC material, so it is a much ductile material.
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Abstract. In the framework of the COPERNICO research project configurators has been developed that
support the rapid creation of the discrete event simulation (DES) models of manufacturing systems. The DES
configurators have been developed under the Siemens Tecnomatix Plant Simulation software environment.
Within these configurators the user can define the following data as input: product mix, delivery table,
manufacturing process (e.g. type and order of operations, process times, setup times, batch sizes), type of
manufacturing systems (e.g. workstations, machine tools), type of material flow solutions, type of material
handling systems (e.g. robots, conveyors), workers’ skill matrix, and type and sub-type of layout. The layout
types are based on a cladistics classification of manufacturing systems. Then the DES model of the
manufacturing system will be automatically or semi-automatically created. The configurators create the layout
of the manufacturing systems based on the selection of an appropriate layout template and create the methods
of the material flow control. The aim of the configurators is not only to purely create the simulation models but
also to create models that can be used for optimizations. Integration with other software tools has also been
developed using XML-based data transfer. In the paper some research results are demonstrated on how the
configurators create DES models.
Introduction
The design of manufacturing system depends on several factors such as applied manufacturing technologies, layouts of
manufacturing equipment, the product mix, production volume, control strategies of material flow, and many other conditions. To take
every consideration into account and implement the selected technologies integrated models should be developed that represent the
products, processes and manufacturing equipment in a virtual environment. Small companies cannot afford investing in expensive
modeling systems and employing personnel to design their new manufacturing facilities or model and evaluate their existing
manufacturing systems. Therefore, affordable, easy-to-use modeling tools are needed that support the rapid design of manufacturing
system. The COPERNICO research project [1] aims to achieve these goals. Some of the major technical objectives of the project are to
develop a cladistics based classification system of manufacturing systems, and to develop several software tools to support the rapid
design, simulation, visualization and evaluation of manufacturing systems.
In the framework of the project configurators has been developed that support the rapid creation of the discrete event simulation
(DES) models of manufacturing systems. The DES configurators have been developed under the Siemens Tecnomatix Plant Simulation
software environment.
This paper presents the essentials of the cladistic classification system and shows the layout species that have been selected as
layout templates for systematic layout design. It also demonstrates the current version of the DES configurators that support the rapid
creation and evaluation of the DES models of manufacturing systems, and shows some examples of automatically created DES models.
Cladistic classification of manufacturing systems
Within the COPERNICO project a cladistics based classification of manufacturing systems has been developed. Cladistics is an
evolutionary classification scheme that not only describes the attributes of existing entities but also the ancestral characteristics. Cladistic
relationships are commonly understood as the evolutionary branching sequences using taxonomies. It is assumed that characters can be
expressed in discrete states and arrayed in a presumed evolutionary order from primitive (ancestral or plesimorphic) to derived advanced
(apomorhic). Such schematic representation is called the cladogram. Cladistics has recently been successfully applied to discrete
manufacturing systems. Classification of manufacturing systems distinguishes present from past systems and may assist in validating
emerging new systems. The application of cladistics to manufacturing systems has opened up a new way to classify and link evolutionary
changes to main manufacturing changes of the past and present. A comprehensively constructed cladogram provides a blueprint that can
be used as a guide to help changing present structures.
Using the cladistic approach, the evolutionary relationships between forty-four candidate species of manufacturing systems, using
‘descriptors’ drawn from a library of twelve characters with a total of sixty-six states, were hypothesized, described and presented
diagrammatically (as it was in the 3rd generation cladogram of the COPERNICO project). The manufacturing species were then organized
in a hierarchical classification with thirteen genera, six families and three orders under one ‘class’ of discrete manufacturing. [2, 3]
Some of the layout species have been selected as layout templates for rapid systematic layout design. Then further layout
sub-species (or sub-types) of each of the selected species have been identified. Configurator software tools have been developed to
create the DES models of several sub-species of the following layout species: ‘Manual machine paced stop & go’; ‘Automated intermittent
transfer line’; ‘Unidirectional robot line’; and ‘Robot centered FMS’.
During the COPERNICO project the cladistic classification system is being continuously updated and extended.
DES Configurator
The DES configurators have been developed under the Siemens Tecnomatix Plant Simulation software environment. The
configurator is able to automatically create the DES models of various manufacturing systems. It means that the manufacturing process
(e.g. type and order of operations) can be described, the type of manufacturing systems (e.g. workstations, machine tools), the type of
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material flow solutions and the material handling systems (e.g. robots, conveyors), and the layout type (species and sub-species or
sub-types) can be selected, the product mix can be defined. Then the arrangement of the manufacturing system components and the
complete DES model of the manufacturing system can be automatically or semi-automatically created. The products to be produced can
be defined on the first tab of the graphical user interface (GUI) shown in Fig. 1. The manufacturing stations can be configured on the
second tab of the GUI where the user can specify the process time table and setup time matrix for each product for each station, and the
order of stations for each product if it is needed, from which the elements of the DES model will be automatically parameterized. The layout
species can be selected on the third tab. By pressing the button ‘ADVANCED’ more detailed options can be found such as sub-types and
other species specific features. Then the DES model can be created by pressing the button ‘GENERATE LAYOUT’. The configurator
automatically creates the layout of the selected equipment as well as the methods for the material flow control. Fig. 2 shows the DES
model created by the DES configurator for the layout species ‘Robot centered FMS’, where the specified sub-type is ‘Dependent parallel
lines’ using Portal Robot, which means that there are two lines working dependently because there are only one robot that serves all the
machines.

Fig. 1 DES configurator: ‘Product(s)’, ‘Stations and Times’, ‘Layout type’

Fig. 2 Example DES model created by the configurator; layout type ‘Robot centered FMS’, subtype ‘Dependent parallel lines’.
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The main elements of the model are: Manufacturing system elements – three machines (Station) in each line, a load station in each line,
an unload station in each line, a portal robot (PortalCrane); Definitions of the products (P1-P6); Data table of products scheduling
(Delivery); Data tables of the setup times and process times (SetupMatrix, ProcTime); Input and output (Source and Drain); Counters (IN,
OUT); Event controller (EventController); And a method to control the material handling of the robot (marked with M icon).
The simulation model presented in Fig. 2 operates as follows. The robot moves the arriving product to the stations from the left to the
right. When a station is finished, the robot moves the product to the next station.
Fig. 3 shows the DES model created by the DES configurator for the layout species ‘Robot centered FMS’, sub-type ‘Circular’, using
Pick and Place Robot. The elements are the same like in the case of the previous layout except the robot and the simulation model
operates similarly: depending on the order of stations for the products, when a station is finished the robot moves the product to the next
station.

Fig. 3 Example DES model created by the configurator; layout type ‘Robot centered FMS’, sub-type ‘Circular’
Fig. 4 shows another DES model created by the DES configurator for the layout species ‘Unidirectional robot line’, sub-type
‘Independent parallel lines’ which means there are three lines working independently from each other.

Fig. 4 Example DES model created by the configurator; layout type ‘Unidirectional robot line’, sub-type ‘Independent parallel lines’
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The main elements of the model are: three FMS Line Layouts in parallel (SUBLayout). Manufacturing system elements: Conveyor (Line);
Machines (Station); Robots (PickAndPlace); Definitions of the products (P1-P8); Data table of products scheduling (Delivery); Data tables
of the setup times and process times (SetupMatrix, ProcTime); Input and output (Source and Drain); Counters (IN, OUT); Event controller
(EventController); And methods (program codes) to control the material flow (marked with M icons).
The simulation model presented in Fig. 4 operates as follows. Each robot moves the arriving product from the conveyor to the
corresponding station. When the station is finished, the robot moves the product back to the conveyor, and takes the next product (if any).
A special software module has been developed for the DES Configurator that supports the use of some layout information created by
other COPERNICO modelling tools (e.g. 3D Layout Configurator) via the XML-based layout Bill of Materials (BOM) data transfer. After
reading the XML data the software tool can create the same layout of equipment within Plant Simulation that can be used for further
modelling. For example the left side of Fig. 5 shows a robot centered cell created by the 3D Layout Configurator within Visual Components,
while the right side of Fig. 5 depict the same layout automatically created within Plant Simulation using the layout BOM exported by the 3D
Layout Configurator. The model contains two press machines, one milling machine, one humanoid robot and a conveyor.

Fig. 5 FMC Robot centered layout in Visual Components on the left and in Plant Simulation on the right
Conclusion
In the paper some research results of the COPERNICO project has been demonstrated. A DES configurator software tool has been
presented that supports the rapid creation of the DES models of manufacturing systems. Within this configurator the user can define the
following data as input: product mix, production process, type of manufacturing systems, type of material flow solutions, type of material
handling systems, delivery table, and type and sub-type of layout. The layout types are based on a cladistics classification of
manufacturing systems.
The essentials of a cladistic classification system have also been presented in the paper. The configurator - that is currently driven by
manual user data input - uses the species of the cladistic classification as layout templates. The configurator creates the layout of the
manufacturing systems based on the selection of an appropriate layout template and creates the DES models together with the methods
of the material flow control. Such tool can significantly ease and accelerate the systematic design of manufacturing systems. Moreover,
this approach can be cost effective as well.
And finally an integration opportunity with other software tool has been presented which can be a trigger for further ideas as well.
The following extensions of the current configurator are planned:
- Inclusion of additional layout types (species) and looking for their sub-types (sub-species), and development of configuration methods to
create simulation models for them.
- Further development of methods and tools for the optimization of some parameters of the created simulation models.
- Development of methods to configure variants of control logic and basic scheduling methods for the simulation models.
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Abstract. During three sampling campaigns in January, June and September 2012 more than 300 various
emerging, priority and organic pollutants have been registered in the samples of municipal and industrial
wastewater. Obtained analytical results have been used for application of the prioritization approach on local
and national level. City of Novi Sad does not have wastewater treatment plant and all wastewater is directly
discharged in the Danube river. Operator of the municipal sewerage system and drinking water production,
Public utility company Waterworks and Sewerage Novi Sad is the end-user of the NATO project, and will be in
charge of the monitoring of the compounds defined in the priority list.
Introduction
Novi Sad, the second largest city in Serbia, is the capital and administrative centre of the northern Serbian province of Vojvodina, with
an urban population of 286.157 and municipal population of 372.999. The city is located in the southern part of the Pannonian Plain, on the
left and right banks of the Danube River and Danube-Tisa-Danube (DTD) Canal.
Novi Sad municipality faces a problem with the drinking water being extracted either from the Danube River or from several
groundwater aquifers. Industrial and municipal wastewater are directly discharged in the Danube surface water without the treatment
system and are the major source of pollution in the city of Novi Sad.
According to the most recent data from the International Commission for the Protection of the Danube River (ICPDR), there is clear
evidence that numerous toxic and hazardous, emerging organic substances including detergents, pharmaceuticals, pesticide residues,
perfluorinated substances, personal care products, heavy metals and microbial pollution were detected in the Serbian part of the Danube
as well, including sampling sites downstream of Novi Sad.
No detailed and systematic monitoring programme for the screening of river pollutants and emerging substances in Novi Sad
municipality was performed within the last 5 years.
The Laboratory Department of Public Utility Company Waterworks and Sewerage, Novi Sad, (PUCNS) monitors the quality of raw
water (groundwater), treated (chlorinated) drinking water, and the quality of wastewater being discharged into the Danube surface water
(both municipal and industrial wastewater). Beside the basic physico-chemical parameters (such as pH value, turbidity, temperature,
nitrates, nitrites, etc) and metals (lead, copper, zinc, cadmium, magnesium, calcium), PUCNS’s laboratory analyses water for the presence
of trihalomethanes (THMs), anion-active detergents and phenols.
This study is aimed at the identification of organic and inorganic pollutants in wastewater in the City of Novi Sad and their subsequent
monitoring. The data will be used for determination of list of specific pollutants for wastewater from Novi Sad municipality as the result of
applied prioritization methodology, representing the basis for installation of Early Warning System (EWS).
Sampling
In order to create relevant monitoring network of the surface Danube water in the vicinity of Novi Sad, selection of sampling points
and defining of monitoring dynamic in this study have been defined upon proposal, knowledge and recommendations of the experts in
close co-operation with Public Utility Company Waterworks and Sewage Novi Sad. Five selected sampling sites were located in the
Danube's riverbed (GC1'', GC2'', RP'', RO'', RIB) and four were in municipal wastewater collectors (GC1', GC2', RP', RO'). The selected
sampling points include wastewater directly from the collectors of sewage discharges GC1, GC2, Sever IV and Rokov potok, while
samples of surface water from Danube River were taken 100 meters downstream of the each discharge. List of the sampling sites is
presented in Table 1.
Tab. 1. List of the spot sampling sites in the Danube River
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Location
Cepelin
Beogradski kej
Ratno ostrvo
Rokov potok
Collector Cepelin
Collector Beogradski kej
Discharge Ratno ostrvo
Collector Rokov potok
Ribarac

Code
GC1˝
GC2˝
RO˝
RP˝
GC1´
GC2´
RO´
RP´
RIB

Northern latitude
45°15'5.40"N
45°15'43.03"N
45°15'13.39"N
45°15'0.47"N
45°15'3,704"N
45°15'44.19"N
45°15'22.95"N
45°14'56.65"N
45°13'54.25"N
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Eastern longitude
19°51'22.53"E
19°51'27.09"E
19°54'38.48"E
19°54'11.33"E
19°51'18,329"E
19°51'22.16"E
19°54'39.94"E
19°53'43.673"E
19°50'44.62"E
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Monitoring was performed downstream of the surface water station at 1254.98 km distance from the Danube mouth (staff gauge from
1919). A sampling site RIB is located upstream of the city of Novi Sad, before all discharge points, and it has been selected in order to
assess the ecotoxicological status of the river Danube prior to any local urban impact.

Fig.1. Map showing the sampling locations in the study area

Fig.2. Distance of collectors from the discharge points
Qualitative (screening) and quantitative (target) analysis of wastewater from the sewerage system determined the level of
contamination of municipal and industrial wastewater streams, which are discharged directly into Danube without any treatment.
Danube surface water has been sampled 100m downstream of each discharge in order to assess the impact of wastewater streams
on ecotoxicological status of the river. The sampling on all selected localities has been conducted under equal hydrometeorological
conditions. Samples were collected in plastic and glass bottles from nine sampling sites, and stored at 4°C until analysis. Sampling for the
non-target analysis was conducted in January, June and September 2012, while sampling for target analysis took place in June and
September 2012.
Methodology
Stir bar sorptive extraction (SBSE) and liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) have been used as sample treatment methods. A 200 ml of
sample was taken into glass beaker. A stir bar (1 cm long) coated with 0.5 mm layer of polydimethylsiloxane was used for sorption of
organic compounds, while solution was stirred for 24 hours at 900 rpm. In LLE, a water samples (800 ml) were extracted with two 50 ml
portions of dichloromethane for 20 minutes using automatic shaker device. After extraction, both extracts were combined, dried and placed
into heart-shape flask for evaporation to final volume 1 ml. Large volume injection was used for introduction of 30 µl extract to GC system.
The GC analysis was performed using Agilent 7890 gas chromatograph coupled to Agilent 5973 mass spectrometric detector. The system
was equipped with PTV injector system. Capillary GC analysis was performed on a 30 m x 250 mm I.D., 0.25 mm df DB-FFAP column.
Helium was used as carrier gas. Oven temperature program started at 50 °C and this temperature was held for 2 min, then it increased with
a gradient 12 °C /min to 140 °C, then 14°C /min to 310 °C (3 min). The MSD was used in the SCAN mode for all samples. Identification of
compounds was performed using Wiley7n and NIST08 mass spectrum libraries. During injection, stir bars were inserted into thermal
desorption unit (GERSTEL) heated according to temperature program 40°C - 600 °C/min - 600°C.
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Results and discussion
Water samples were analyzed by GC-MS in SCAN mode and by GC-TOF-MS. Based on the obtained mass spectra and retention
data, many chemical structures of analytes could be determined, but many compounds remained unidentified or just provisionally
identified. Water samples were prepared using liquid-liquid extraction into dichloromethane which favours transport of hydrophobic organic
compounds from water to an extraction solvent. The extraction efficiency depends on the compound partitioning coefficient.
Screening analysis
The most frequently occurring compounds in water samples were phthalates, phenols, PAHs and other aromatics, esters of fatty
acids, alkanes and alkenes. Phthalates are used as plasticizers, industrial and lubricating oils, defoaming agents, cosmetics and insect
repellents. In all samples of wastewater and Danube River water diethyl phthalate, di-isobutyl-phthalate, di-butyl phthalate and
di-iso-octyl-phthalate have been detected. Some of the detected phthalates are already on the NORMAN list of emerging substances
(Diethyl phthalate and Di-butyl phthalate).
Phenols were identified practically in all studied samples. Considering activities performed in vicinity of sampling areas, identified
phenols could originate from the biodegradation processes of higher phenols like octylphenols, nonylphenols or alkylphenoletoxylates, as
well as from combustion of coal and wood or crude oil.
PAHs and other aromatics, as well as alkanes and alkenes, could originate from petroleum industry. Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) like Anthracene have been found in almost all water samples. Anthracene is included in the list of Priority
Substances as hazardous substance and Certain other pollutants according to Annex II of Directive 2008/105/EC.
Various esters of fatty acids were found in almost all samples. Butyl stearate was detected in sampling site located before all
discharge points. In GC1’ and GC2’ sampling points, butyl palmitate and methyl stearate were detected only in wastewater, while in Rokov
Potok and in the industrial zone North IV they were found also in Danube River. The source of the detected fatty acids in the aquatic
environment are mainly degradation processes of petroleum hydrocarbons or animal and vegetable fats.
Frequently detected Glycerol tricaprylate is usually used in cosmetic industry and in food industry as carrier of flavours, in dried fruits,
infant formulas etc. Pentanoic acid, 2,2,4-trimethyl-3-hydroxy-, isobutyl ester, which is found in almost all water samples, is used in plastic
industry. Phytol together with previously detected dihydro methyl jasmonate, Nerol and ionone are used in fragrance industry or in
preparation of cleaning products. 2,6-Di-tert-butylquinone, usually used as oxidant and polymerization catalyst, and hormone β-Sitosterol
(included in the NORMAN list) have been detected in two samples of water near sampling point Rokov Potok. 2,6-Diisopropylnaphthalene
(2,6-DIPN), intended for use in the manufacturing of pesticide products, advanced polyester fibres, films and plastics and also included in
the NORMAN list, has been found in chlorinated water, after the treatment in ''Waterworks and Sewerage'' Public Utility Company.
Except of methyl jasmonate, other compounds belonging to the NORMAN list of emerging substances like Benzothiazole,
2-(methylthio)- used in rubber tires and hormone Cholesterol have been detected in all samples of wastewater and Danube River water.
Target analysis
Among 69 compounds selected for target analysis, 29 were above limit of detection (LOD). PAHs, 8 PCBs, phtalates and
organochlorine pesticides were measured above LOD and their concentrations varied from very low, about 1 ng/L for PCB congeners to
2170 ng/L for phthalate (di-(ethylhexyl)-phthalate).
The most of the detected compounds (fluoranthene, anthracene, benz[b]fluoranthene, benz[k]fluoranthene, benz[a]pyrene,
indeno[1,2,3,c,d]pyrene, benz[g,h,i]perylene, pentachlorobenzene, trifluralin, hexachlorocyclohexane gamma, hexachlorocyclohexane
delta, hexachlorobenzene octylphenols, 4-n-nonylphenol, 4-tert.-octylphenol trichlorobenzenes (1,2,3 trichlorobenzene, 1,2,4
trichlorobenzene, 1,3,5 trichlorobenzene), trichloro-ethylene, 1,2-dichloroethane, naphthalene, benzene, chloroform, dichloromethane,
hexachlorobutadiene, di-(ethylhexyl)-phthalate, DDT, endosulfan, dieldrin and endrin) аre included in the list of Priority Substances and
Certain Other Pollutants according to Annex II of Directive 2008/105/EC. Eight EPA PCB congeners, dieldrin and endrin belong to the
Annex A of the Stockholm convention, DDT is included in Annex B of the Stockholm convention, hexachlorocyclohexane gamma
(Lindane) belongs to the list of nine new chemicals of the Stockholm convention, while di-n-butyl phthalate was included as plasticizer in
the list of NORMAN emerging substances, therefore special attention should be focused to those compounds.
Toxicity and Prioritization
Based on the conducted three screening and two target analyses, around 300 compounds have been selected for ecotoxicity
assessment. Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationships (QSAR) approach was used to predict toxicity of selected identified organic
pollutants based on their chemical structure. QSAR approach is based on prediction of critical effect concentrations (PNEC - predicted no
effect concentration) based on physico-chemical properties, known toxicity parameters and inherent molecular descriptors using
regression analysis and discriminant analysis. As the outcome of this analysis, lowest values of Predicted no effect concentration (PNEC)
were obtained for 350 compounds. PNEC value represents the concentration, based on the available test results, predicted to cause no
effect on the organisms. PNEC values were obtained in three different ways: through EU directives, ecotoxicity databases and finally
QSAR approach.
In order to identify the extent of exceedance of ecotoxicity thresholds, PNEC values were compared with maximum concentration
(MC) of the corresponding compound. Table 2 shows the list of priority substances detected from the four wastewater collectors (GC1,
GC2, Rokov Potok, Ratno ostrvo) relevant for the city of Novi Sad as a result of conducted prioritization methodology.
Tab. 2. Short list of specific pollutants for the wastewater collectors in Novi Sad
CAS
473-03-0
76-44-8
593-49-7
630-01-3
629-99-2
646-31-1
629-97-0
629-94-7
83-47-6
593-45-3
629-92-5
57-11-4

Compound name
Ambrein
Heptachlor
Heptacosane
Hexacosane
Pentacosane
Tetracosane
Docosane
Heneicosane
Stigmast-5-en-3-ol
Octadecane
Nonadecane
Octadecanoic acid
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MC/PNEC
42802953,66
2100000
442598,7402
337664,666
205682,3241
134915,9334
28538,06557
9229,57213
6849,278357
3997,936011
1740,690734
830,2008183
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57-88-5
333-41-5
54833-23-7
6418-47-9
629-59-4
629-78-7
123-95-5
57-10-3
112-80-1
60-33-3
544-76-3
56-55-3
601-53-6
80-97-7
111-06-8
629-62-9
538-23-8
206-44-0
19466-47-8
58-08-2
115-29-7
142-91-6
3055-98-9
50-29-3
544-63-8
60-57-1
129-00-0

Cholesterol
Diazinone
Eicosane, 10-methylHeneicosane, 3-methylTetradecane
Heptadecane
Octadecanoic acid, butyl ester
Hexadecanoic acid
9-octadecenoic acid
9,12-octadecadienoic acid
Hexadecane
Benzo(a)anthracene
Cholestan-3-one
Cholestanol
Hexadecanoic acid, butyl ester
Pentadecane
Glycerol tricaprylate
Fluoranthene
Stigmastanol
Caffeine
Endosulfan-alpha
Isopropyl palmitate
Octaethylene glycol monododecyl ether
DDT-4,4'
Tetradecanoic acid
Dieldrin
Pyrene

791,9713314
730,2879866
425,9409904
388,0461406
376,4185399
363,2695976
355,37117
340,2406097
188,1003194
150,4037044
143,2510256
116,6666667
102,8843709
99,11739092
90,54345075
87,0441
84,27027872
80,95238095
79,83853146
46,001396
46
37,77907865
35,0794203
31
29,63948545
27
24,5

Conclusion
According to the screening and target analysis and PNEC values, the priority list of emerging specific for the wastewater collectors in
the City of Novi Sad has been developed, and will be the basis for definition of permanent monitoring by EWS. The most hazardous
detected compounds are linear and branched alkanes, hormones, pesticides (Heptachlor epoxide, DDT and metabolites – DDD and
DDE), industrial chemicals and PAHs, originating from different sources, municipal and industrial discharges, agricultural activities, oil
refinery, heating plant and others. This kind of research in the river Danube has been conducted for the first time in the vicinity of Novi Sad.
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Abstract. This article deals with welding Mg alloy type AZ 61 by FSW technology. Theoretical part is devoted
to patent and literary retrieval, results of which were then utilised in experimental part. The FSW technology is
at present predominantly used for welding light metals and their alloys. Experimental part consists in
fabrication of welded joints on new-installed welding equipment available at the Welding Research Institute Industrial Institute of SR Bratislava. Welding tools made of tool steel type H13 were used for welding
experiments. Geometry of welding tools was designed on the basis of literature knowledge. Suitable welding
parameters and conditions were determined. Main emphasis was laid upon the tool revolutions, welding speed
and tool slope angle. The effect of welding parameters on quality of welded joints was assessed. Assessment
of welded joints was carried out by radiography, light microscopy and microhardness measurement. Static
tensile test was employed for mechanical testing.
Introduction
Friction stir welding (FSW) is a technology for solid state welding under the temperature below solidus. The FSW technology was
invented by Thomas Wayne at TWI (The Welding Institute) UK in the year 1991. The patent was published in 1993 what resulted in a great
number of applications submitted from other organisations. More than 2900 patent applications were registered till the end of 2012 [1].
Initial applications of FSW technology were oriented to light alloys. Light alloys have become an inseparable part of applications in many
industrial branches all over the world. Regarding the light alloys, Mg based alloys are gaining ever growing popularity nowadays.
Magnesium alloys exert a broad scope of applicability, show very good damping properties and also good electric and thermal
conductivity. Welding of light alloys by FSW technology is utilised mainly in the fields of mobile technology (aviation, railroad, naval and
automotive industries). Principle of FSW process (Fig. 1) consists in the fact that a rotating tool with especially designed pin is forced into
the boundary of materials welded. The tool is guided in weld line direction. Heat is generated due to friction and plastic strain of welded
metals. Transfer of mechanical energy to heat takes place during FSW process. The main welding parameters are as follows: downward
force, tool revolutions and tool slope angle. Welding process is suitable for automated production and production making use of welding
robots. FSW offers a number of environmental priorities when compared with the fusion technologies. This technology does not require
filler metal what eliminates the need of its manufacture, transport and storage [2].

Fig. 1 Scheme of welding by FSW method [3]
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Welded material
Mg alloy type AZ 61, 6 mm in thickness was selected as welded material. This magnesium alloy exerts good plastic properties and a
good toughness. It is therefore suitable for welding. It is characterised with an increased ductility and toughness. The formable magnesium
alloy type AZ 61 is mostly used in the form of hot formed forgings. It shows very good formability at elevated temperatures. It is susceptible
to corrosion in wet environment and in environment containing chlorides. The alloy is reheat annealed after forming. Microstructure of AZ
61 alloy consists of δ solid solution, intermediary phase γ (Mg17Al12), γ + δ eutectics and the particles based on AlMn [4]. Mechanical,
physical properties and chemical composition of Mg alloy type AZ 61 is given in Tabs. 1, 2, and 3.
Tab. 1 Mechanical properties of Mg alloy type AZ 61[5]
Ultimate tensile strength
[MPa]
271

Yield point
[MPa]

Ductility
[%]

Hardness
[HB]

Young’s modulus
[GPa]

217

8.4

70

45

Tab. 2 Physical properties of Mg alloy type AZ 61 [6]
Density
1.8 g/cm

Thermal conductivity
3

80 W/mK

Specific heat

Electric conductivity

3

6

1.05 . 10 J/kgK

6.7 . 10 S/m

Electric resistance
125 . 10-9 Ω . m at 20 °C

Tab. 3 Chemical composition of Mg alloy type AZ 61 [7]
AZ 61
Wt. %

Al

Zn

Mn

5.8 to 7.2

0.4 to 1.5

0.15 to 0.5

Ni
max
0.005

Si
max
0.015

Cu
max
0.05

Fe
max
0.005

Mg
Bal.

Welding equipment
Experimental works were performed on welding equipment type FSW - LM - 060 purchased from CFSW company from China.
This welding equipment is installed at the Welding Research Institute – Industrial Institute of SR (VÚZ - PI SR) Bratislava. Control system
of equipment is designated B&R with a CNC platform, developed and modified for the needs and functions of FSW process. The
equipment proper consists of basic carrying structures, welding head, working table and control panel, see Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Welding equipment type FSW - LM – 060
Welding tools
Welded joints were fabricated with welding tools fabricated of tool steel type H 13 (STN 19 554) - designation by EN, EN ISO is
X40CrMoV5-1. Material H 13 is resistant against the wear and shows high strength and increased toughness. It is also fatigue resistant.
Basis tool geometry was designed experimentally. Welded joints were fabricated by use of 3 welding tools with pin slope angle 20,15 and
6°. The tools used for welding Mg alloy type AZ 61 are shown in Fig. 3 [8].

Fig. 3 Tools for welding Mg alloys a) pin slope 20° b) pin slope 15° c) pin slope 6°
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Experimental
Welding was performed by use of parameters given in Tab. 4. The main welding parameters are: downward force, tool
revolutions, welding speed and tool slope angle. A sound welded joint was fabricated at the following welding parameters: tool revolutions
600 RPM and welding speed 60 mm/min. Welded joint was assessed by light microscopy (Fig. 4), microhardness measurement (Fig. 5)
and static tensile test.
Tab. 4 Radiograms of welded joints fabricated with different welding parameters

Fig. 4 Microstructure of welded joint (AZ 61)
a) stirred zone, weld metal, b) transition zone WM/TMAZ, c) base metal zone
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Fig. 5 Microhardness course across the welded joint
Conclusions
This contribution deals with welding Mg alloy type AZ 61 by use of FSW process. The aim of work was to design the parameters and
conditions of welding and to fabricate as sound as possible welded joints. A sound welded joint was fabricated with welding tool
designated MG6FSW at the following parameters: downward force 38 kN, tool revolutions 600 RPM, welding speed 60 mm/min., tool
slope angle 3˚. Quality inspection of welded joints was first performed by radiography. A sound welded joint was assessed by light
microscopy, where analysis of individual zones in welded joint cross sections was performed while a fine-grained structure in weld metal
was observed. The measured microhardness values varied in the range from 59 to 65 HV. Reduced hardness values were measured in
weld metal. A slight drop in microhardness values compared to base metal was observed. Approximately similar microhardness values
were measured in the thermo-mechanically affected zone (TMAZ) and in the heat affected zone (HAZ). Hardness values in those zones
vary at the level of base metal. The strength of welded joints achieved 55 to 60% value of the base metal.
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Abstract. Our paper deals with discrete gain-scheduled controller design which ensures closed-loop stability
and guaranteed cost for all scheduled parameter changes which lie in closed set Ω. The novel procedure is
based on Lyapunov theory of stability, guaranteed cost from LQ theory and BMI. The class of control structure
includes decentralized fixed order output feedbacks like PSD controller. Numerical examples illustrate the
effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Introduction
Let as consider discrete affine system in the form

x ( k 1) = A( |k ) x ( k )  B ( |k )u ( k )
y(k )
=Cx ( k )

(1)

where
p

A( | k ) = A0 

p

A  ( k ),
i

B  ( k )

B ( | k ) = B0 

i

i

i =1

and x  R

n

i

i =1

is the state, u  R

m

l

is a control output, y = R is the measurement output vector, A0 , B0 , Ai , Bi , i =1,2 p , C are

constant matrices of appropriate dimension,  ( k )   is vector of time-varying plant parameters which belong to the known
boundaries. The main motivation for our work lies in papers [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] and [6]. In paper [1] the authors tackles the design problem
of discrete PID controller via BMI. Paper [2] presents the design problem of gain-scheduled controllers for LPV systems via
parameter-dependent Lyapunov function. Recently, [3] proposed the design method for gain-scheduled problem using a similar technique
to [2]. Improved stability analysis and gain-scheduled controller synthesis for parameter-dependent systems are proposed in [4]. Survey of
scheduled controller analysis and synthesis are presented in papers [5] and [6].
Preliminaries and problem formulation
The output feedback gain-scheduled control law is considered for discrete-time PID (often denoted as PSD) controller in the form
k

u ( k ) = K P ( | k ) e ( k )  K I ( | k )

e(i )  K

D

( | k )( e ( k )  e ( k  1))

(2)

i=0

1
where e ( k )= y ( k )  w( k ) is control error, w ( k ) is reference value and gain matrices K P , K I , K D are controller parameter matrices

(indexes P, I, D means proportional, integral and derivative, respectively) in the form
p

K P ( | k ) = K P 0 

K

p

Pi

i (k ) ,

K I ( | k ) = K I 0 

i =1

K  (k ) ,
Ii

i

p

K D ( | k ) = K D 0 

i =1

K

Di

i (k )

i =1

If the reference value is constant ( w ( k )= w ), the control law Eq. (2) can be rewritten as
k

u ( k ) = K P ( | k ) y ( k )  K I ( | k )

 y (i )  K

D

( | k )( y ( k )  y ( k  1))

(3)

i=0

State space description of PSD controllers can be derived in the following way [1]. We can extend the system with two state variables
T

T

T

z ( k ) = [ z1 ( k ), z 2 ( k )] where z1 ( k ) =



k 2
i =0

y (i ) and z 2 ( k ) =



k 1
i=0

y (i ) , then y ( k  1) = z 2 ( k )  z1 ( k ) . Substituting these to Eq. (3)

we obtain

u ( k ) =  K P ( | k )  K I ( | k )  K D ( | k )  y ( k )  K I ( | k ) z 2 ( k )  K D ( | k )( z 2 ( k )  z1 ( k ))

(4)

Control law Eq. (4) with small manipulation we can transform to the form

u (t ) = F ( | k ) y ( k )

(5)
T

where y = [ y ( k ), z1 ( k ), z 2 ( k )] is the extended measurement output vector and

F ( | k ) =  K P ( | k )  K I ( | k )  K D ( | k ), K D ( | k ), K I ( | k )  K D ( | k ) 
Substituting the control law Eq. (5) to the extended system the closed-loop system is obtained in the form
1

For SISO systems they are scalars.
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The closed-loop system Eq. (6) can be rewrite as

x ( k  1) = Ac ( | k ) x ( k )

(7)

where

Ac ( | k ) = Ar ( | k )  Br ( | k ) F ( | k )C r ( | k )
To access the performance quality a quadratic cost function known from LQ theory is often used, with small manipulations, in the form


Jd =

  x ( k )



T

 J

Q x ( k )  u ( k ) Ru ( k )  x ( k ) S x ( k ) =
T

T

k =0

d

(k )

(8)

k =0

where x ( k ) = x ( k  1)  x ( k ) , Q , S  R

n n

, RR

m m

are symmetric positive definite (semidefinite) and definite matrices,

respectively. The concept of guaranteed cost control is used in a standard way
*

Definition 1. Consider the system Eq. (6) with control algorithm Eq. (2). If there exists a control law u and a positive scalar J
that the closed-loop system Eq. (6) is stable and the value of closed-loop cost function Eq. (8) satisfies J  J then J
*

*

*

such

is said to be a

*

guaranteed cost and u is said to be guaranteed cost control law for system Eq. (1).
To ensure the Affine Quadratic Stability (AQS) [7] the following Lyapunov function has been chosen

V ( k ) = x ( k ) P ( | k ) x ( k )
T

(9)

The first difference of Lyapunov function Eq. (9) is given as follows

V ( k ) = x ( k  1) P ( | k  1) x ( k  1)  x ( k ) P ( | k ) x ( k )
T

T

(10)

where
p

P ( | k ) = P0 

P (k )
i

(11)

i

i =1
p

P ( | k  1) = P0 

P (k  1)
i

(12)

i

i =1

If we substitute  ( k  1) =  ( k )   ( k ) to P ( | k  1) we get the following result
p

P ( | k  1) = P0 

p



Pi i ( k ) 

i =1

where  i max <  i ,

P (k )
i

(13)

i

i =1

 i  R . After these manipulations we can write
n

p

P ( | k  1)  P0 

p

P ( k )  P 
i

i

i

i =1

i

= P ( | k )

(14)

i =1

The first difference of the Lyapunov function Eq. (10) using free matrix weighting approach is in the form

V ( k ) = z

T

 P ( | k )  N  N
 N  A ( | k ) N


where N 1 , N 2  R



nn

1

T

T

2

c

N 2  N 1 Ac ( | k )

T

T

1

1

 P ( | k )  N 2 Ac ( | k )  Ac ( | k ) N 2
T



are auxiliary matrices and z = x ( k  1)
T

T

Definition 2. [7] The linear closed-loop system Eq. (7) for

T

T




 z


(15)

x ( k ) .

   and    t is affinely quadratically stable if and only if there

 p  1 symmetric matrices P0 , P1 ,  , Pp such that Eq. (11), Eq. (14) are positive defined and for the first difference of Lyapunov function
Eq. (15) along the trajectory of closed-loop system Eq. (7) it holds

V ( k ) < 0

(16)

Substituting the control law Eq. (4) to the quadratic cost function Eq. (8) we can obtain

J d = z

T

S
  S

S
S  Q  Cr F ( | k ) RF ( | k )Cr
T

T


 z

(17)

From LQ theory we introduce the well known results.
Lemma 1. Consider the closed-loop system Eq. (7). Closed-loop system Eq. (7) is affinely quadratically stable with guaranteed cost
if and only if the following inequality holds
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Be = min V ( k )  x ( k ) Qx ( k )  u ( k ) Ru ( k )  x ( k ) S x ( k )  0
T

T

T

(18)

u

for all  ( k )   .
Main results
In this section the discrete gain-scheduled controller design procedure which guarantees the affine quadratic stability and guaranteed

   and    t is presented. The main results for the case of gain-scheduled closed-loop stability analysis reduce to LMI

cost for

condition and for gain-scheduled controller synthesis to BMI one. The main result of this section, the discrete gain-scheduled design
procedure, relies in the concept of multi-convexity, that is, convexity along each direction  i of the parameter space. The implications of
multiconvexity for scalar quadratic functions are given in the next lemma [7].
Lemma 2. Consider a scalar quadratic function of   R .
p
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(19)
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is multi-convex, that is

2

 i

2

 2ci  0

(20)

for i  1, 2,  , p . Then f ( ) is negative for all    if and only if it takes negative values at the corners of  .
Using Lemma 2 the following theorem is obtained
Theorem 1. Closed-loop system Eq. (6) is AQS with guaranteed cost if there exist p  1 definite matrices P0 , P1 , P2 ,  , Pp such that

P ( | k ) is positive defined for all  ( k )   , matrices N 1 , N 2 , Q , R , S i = 1,  , p and gain-scheduled matrix F ( | k ) , satisfying
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 0;
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Proof. Proof is based on Lemma 1 and 2. When substitutes control algorithm Eq. (5) and difference of Lyapunov function Eq. (15) to
Eq. (18), after some manipulation, using Lemma 2 we obtain Eq. (21) and Eq. (22), which proofs the Theorem 1.
Example
The first example is taken from paper [8]. Consider a simple linear time-varying plant with parameter varying coefficients

x (t )

= a ( ) x (t )b ( )u (t )

(23)

y (t ) = x (t )
where

 (t )  R is an exogenous signal that changes the parameters of the plant as follows

a ( )  6 

2



arctan

 ,


20

b ( ) 

1
2



5



arctan

 


(24)

20

Let the problem be the design of a gain-scheduled PID controller which will guarantee the closed-loop stability and guaranteed cost
for   0,100  . Let us divide the working area to 2 sections (with 3 working points) so that in each area where the plant parameter
changes they are nearly linear (Fig.1 - the green lines indicates the chosen working points). In these working points calculated transfer
functions are:
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Fig. 1 Exogenous signal
Above transfer functions we transform to discrete time domain to obtain scheduling model in the form Eq. (1) with sampling time

Tvz  0.01 . The obtained model we extended for discrete gain-scheduled PSD controller design. The extended model is given as follows

A0 

 0.95
 0
 1

0 0
 0.002 0 0 
 0.006 0 0 
 0.016 
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1 0 0 
0 1  , A1   0
0 0  , A2   0
0 0  , B0   0  , B1   0  , B2   0  , C   0 1 0 
0 1
 0 0 0
 0 0 0
 0 
 0 
 0 
0 0 1 

Using Theorem 1 for  i  1, 2 , i  1, 2 , Tvz  0.01 we obtain discrete gain-scheduled controller in the form Eq. (5) where

K P  54.33  1.971  12.39 2 , K I  7.36  5.981  6.58 2 , K D  0.32  0.551  0.74 2

(26)

Simulation results (Fig.2) confirm that Theorem 1 holds. In figures y(t) is the output signal, w(t) is the setpoint, u(t) is the controller output,
α(t) is exogenous signal on which the system depends and θ is the gain-scheduled parameter.
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Fig. 2 Simulation results w(t), y(t), u(t), α(t), θ(t)
Conclusion
The paper addresses the problem of the discrete gain-scheduled controller design which ensures closed-loop stability and
guaranteed cost for all scheduled parameter changes which lie in closed set Ω. In GSC design procedure one can include the maximal
value of the rate of gain-scheduled parameter changes, which allows to decrease conservativeness and obtain the controller with given
performance. Another advantage of this method is the fact that we can affect the quality and the cost with weighting matrices Q,R,S. The
obtained simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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Abstract. Reinforcing bars (re-bars) used in concrete building are strictly standardized. For the re-bar to fulfill
the requirements set by the standard manufacturers have to measure samples taken from cold-rolled re-bar.
The most commonly used method in measuring the re-bar is taking the sample from the rolled re-bar and
measuring it with calipers. If the measurement is done with calipers, the resolution, repeatability and speed
won’t reach desired level of accuracy/precision. For the measurement process to be sped up and make it more
precise, it needs to be automated. From the re-bar quality control’s point of view, the significant geometrical
characteristics are; rib height, rib angle, distance between ribs, rib’s longitudinal cross-sectional area, rib flank
inclination and distance between rib rows. The goal of the machine vision based measurement system that is
presented in this article is to measure these geometrical characteristics from B500K-reinforcing bar.
Tests made in Satakunta University of Applied Sciences RDI-laboratory showed that imaging based on
silhouette would be the best way to achieve measurements that would achieve requirements set by the
standard. Measuring system’s resolution goal was set to 0.05 mm. The camera and optics that were chosen for
the system would give theoretical resolution of 0.03 mm, which fulfills the resolution goal.
Re-bar measuring system based on machine vision was planned to be done with a 10 Mpix machine vision
camera, telecentric optics, backlight, stepping motor which rotates the re-bar rod and a stand which combines
all these. Images taken by the camera are transmitted to the computer to be analyzed. Machine vision program
processes the images and creates an accurate 3D-model as a result from which every geometrical
characteristic can be measured. Measurement system is in testing phase at the moment, and its accuracy is
being tested by comparing results gotten from the measurement system to measuring results from a certified
measurer.
Introduction
Machine vision has become more common as part of automatic processes during the past decade. Machine vision cameras’
accuracies are in a level where complete systems can be built around average priced cameras, in which different features can be analyzed
more accurately than with human eye. In the same time, the diversity of analysis software and out of the box tools of the software allows
easy application development. Because of these reasons the measurements of re-bar geometrical characteristics presented in this article,
were able to be done based on machine vision.
The re-bars used in concrete building are strictly standardized. Certified third party makes sure that the standards are followed, by
inspecting samples taken from production lines time to time. Finnish Standard Association’s SFS standard SFS-EN ISO 15630-1 states
the experimental methods that should be used in measuring concrete steel rods, -hanks and -threads. In order to fulfill the requirements
set by the standard, the re-bar manufacturers are also measuring re-bars taken from the production. [1]
In re-bar manufacturing generally used measuring method is to measure a sample from production with a caliper. If the measurement
is done with caliper, the resolution, repeatability and speed won’t reach the desired level. For the measurement process to be sped up and
to make it more precise, it needs to be automated.
The re-bar manufacturing company gave a challenge to Satakunta University of Applied Sciences (SAMK); would it be possible to
automate the re-bar geometrical characteristics measurements. Application development occurred in SAMK’s RDI-laboratory by a four
person machine vision team. System planning, execution and testing of different versions have been going on for over 18 months and it
has taken almost 9 person-workmonths to get here. One of the main research areas of SAMK in 2010-2013 has been machine vision and
learning machines. [2, 3]
Challenges in measuring geometrical characteristics of re-bar
The quality control of the re-bar cold-rolling manufacturing process is mostly sample-based quality control. Samples are taken from
production on steady intervals and they are measured with calipers in the measuring laboratory. The most important geometrical
characteristic to be measured in cold-rolled re-bar is the height of the rib, because the height changes as the roll wears down. Other
measured geometrical characteristics are: rib angle (the transverse rib angle to the longitudinal bar), distance between ribs, rib’s
longitudinal cross-sectional area, rib flank inclination and distance between rib rows (Fig. 1). From these, rib height, distance between ribs
and the distance between rib rows can be measured with calipers, but the rib’s longitudinal cross-sectional area, rib angle and rib flank
inclination measurements require different type of measurement methods.
The goal of the measuring system based on machine vision that is presented in this article, is to measure certain dimensions from
B500K-re-bars:

rib height

rib angle

distance between ribs
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rib’s longitudinal cross-sectional area
rib flank inclination
distance between rib rows

Fig. 1 Determination of the rib flank inclination (α) and determination of the area of the longitudinal section of the rib [1]
Measuring system’s accuracy goal was set to 0.05 millimeters. This is the theoretical resolution of calipers, but in practice, measuring
something with calipers visually accurately and repeatedly on the same value is very challenging, which causes the measurement to suffer
significantly. [1]
Methods
When planning the re-bar measurement automation, options were either integrating the system straight to the production line or to make a
movable measurement system which would be used in the measurement laboratory. In this first phase of automation it was chosen to
create a system which would be located in the measurement laboratory. When deciding upon the measuring methods, machine vision
proved out to be the most useful because of its speed, accuracy and versatility.
Machine vision system planning was started out with testing different imaging and lighting methods. Methods that were tested
consisted of: creating a laser line on surface, and measuring the height from the difference of the laser line, stereo imaging system and
imaging against a backlight, creating a silhouette image from the object that was being imaged. When testing these methods, it was shown
that laser line turned out to be impossible to make accurate, because it reflected too much from a shiny metal object, and thus not meeting
the resolution requirements. On stereo imaging, the biggest problem was the limitations of the technique. Measuring the re-bars’ shapes
very accurately could not be done with stereo imaging technique, because absolute location information was required for even the smallest
changes of the object. Silhouette based imaging was the only option, because it produced accurate enough results. [4, 5]
Silhouette imaging means that the object is imaged against a backlight, thus the object is shown as very dark in the image. At the
same time the background is white, and this way, the edges of the object are shown very precisely (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Silhouette image of a re-bar
Silhouette based imaging technique’s clear limitation is the two-dimensionality of the images. Taking a silhouette image of a cylinder
object, will only gain a small portion of the cylinder’s topography. To gain the topography of the whole cylinder would require images from
infinite number of different angles. In practice, imaging from infinite number of angles is impossible, so a certain number of imaging angles
would be set to achieve the desired resolution. After calculations, results showed that the re-bar should be imaged with approximately 1
degree intervals to create accurate enough results. To create a realistic image of the re-bar, it should be imaged in the same angle that the
rib angles are. This way the silhouette consists of the actual profile of the re-bar, and the ribs won’t distort the silhouette. This also limits the
imaging so that the object can only be analyzed from the one side of the re-bar on the silhouette image. Based on these reasons, a stepper
motor that takes 0.9 degree steps was chosen for rotating the re-bar rod.
Because the re-bar should be in a certain angle in relation to the camera to get a realistic silhouette image, the re-bar is at different
distance from the camera from different points (Fig. 3). This causes problems with normal machine vision optics, because the area that is
furthest away, looks like it is smaller than the same sized area that is closer to the optics. The problem can be fixed by inside the program,
but a better solution is to use telecentric optics. Telecentric optics gathers light beams parallel from the area being imaged. This way,
objects that are similar look the same size in the image, even if they are located at different distances from the optics. In practice,
telecentric optic’s depth of field sets limitations to the distance from which the objects can be imaged without losing the focus of the image.
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When using telecentric optics, the image area is smaller than the diameter of the lens. For this measuring system, a telecentric optics that
shows 5 cm wide area was chosen.

Fig. 3 Placement of the camera, optics and re-bar in the measuring system
The 0.05 mm resolution goal of the measuring system set a requirement of minimum of 2000 pixels for image with diameter of 5 cm.
Because of this reason, the camera that was used in the system was a 10 megapixel camera with the resolution of 3840 x 2748 pixels. The
chosen camera has a ½ inch sensor, which gives a 56 x 42 mm area of image with the chosen telecentric optics. With these specifications,
a pixel size is approximately 0.015 mm. This means that the theoretical resolution of the system is 0.03 mm, which fulfills the requirements.
[6]
Solutions
For measuring the geometrical characteristics of the re-bar, a machine vision based system was designed. The system consisted of
a 10 megapixel machine vision camera, telecentric optics attached to the camera, background lighting, a stepper motor for rotating the
re-bar and a stand which assembles the whole system (Fig. 4). The images that the system takes are brought to the computer to be
analyzed.

Fig. 4 Machine vision system for measuring geometrical characteristics of reinforcing bar
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Images taken with the system are analyzed with a machine vision program. First the images are transformed into binary images by
using thresholding. This way the re-bar is shown black and the background is white. All of the images taken from different angles are
stored this way. Because the images aren’t analyzed yet, the image acquisition is as fast as possible. After image acquisition, the re-bar
can be taken off the system and the computer starts the image analysis.
From the stored images, the re-bar’s movement is analyzed as it rotates around. With the help of this information the re-bar’s rotation
axel can be determined. When the axel is known, the silhouette analysis can begin. Silhouette edge is compared to the rotation axel, and
that is compared to the silhouette image from the other side when the re-bar has turned 180 degrees. When this comparison has been
done to all of the images, it can be deduced when the re-bar’s ribs are vertical from the camera’s point of view. Like this, an edge used in
a silhouette image can be recognized. From these recognized edge points a point cloud is calculated trigonometrically. The point cloud is
covered with polygons creating an accurate 3D-model of the imaged re-bar (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 3D-model created from a silhouette images of a re-bar
Distance between ribs, rib height and rib flank inclination is calculated from the 3D-model by first recognizing a plane parallel to the
rod at the middle of the ribs. The 3D model cut by the plane is analyzed to recognize the rib models. From the recognized ribs the rib height
and the distance between ribs can be calculated. The calculation of rib flank inclination works by creating a plane from the rib’s center point
to a 90 degree angle according to the rib. The 3D-model cut by the plane is used to recognize rib’s rise, and from that, the rib’s angle can
be calculated. Ridge’s longitudinal cross-sectional area is calculated by taking a cutaway parallel to the rib and comparing it to cutaways
on both sides of the rib. Calculating the distances between rib rows, the information of longitudinal cross-sectional area is used
The created 3D model can be inspected on the computer screen, and it can be saved for later inspection, with the measurement
information. With this feature, measurer can use information of earlier measured re-bars to gain information of the cold-rolling machinery’s
wearing and it’s affects to the final product.
The machine vision system for measuring re-bar’s geometrical characteristics is a result from long term applied research. This pilot
system is the fourth version of the system during its trajectory. First phase of the development of the system was designing and testing the
imaging and lighting methods. Perfecting these two methods took three different versions of the system. After the so called hardware side
was completed, a more precise plan for the software and the execution of the plan was done. As a result, this pilot system was born. At the
moment, the system is in testing phase, and its accuracy is being tested by comparing results with re-bars measured by a certified
measurer.
Conclusion
The re-bars used in concrete building are strictly standardized. Certified third party makes sure that the standards are followed. In
re-bar manufacturing generally used measuring method is to measure a sample from production with a caliper. For the measurement
process to be sped up and to make it more precise, it needed to be automated. That is why a machine vision system for measuring re-bars’
geometrical characteristics was designed so that its accuracy meets the measurement requirements set by the standard. The goal was to
automate measuring process so that it would be faster, more accurate and repeatable. This goal was achieved, as the measurer is only
needed when the re-bar is set into the machine and taken off. The re-bar attachment into the machine and the software is done so that the
measurement can be repeated. Measurement results and the 3D model of every measured re-bar can be automatically saved.
A wide series of measurement tests is being carried out with the system, from which the real accuracy of the system will be known. In
the future, the goal is to create a version of the system so that it can be integrated on the production line. This would make it possible to
take real time measurements of re-bars, so that samples are no longer required.
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Abstract. The article deals with the five-axis machining of a complicated free-form surface. There are many
problems associated with the complicated shape of a surface when creating the NC tool paths. The first
problem is with the control of the cutting tool (tilt angle and lead angle) for the whole free-form surface. The
second problem concerns potential collision situations that arise from an inappropriate tilt angle of the tool (tool
control). We present a method that allows the general area to be split into specific types of patches. This
splitting allows each patch to use a different method of tool control and to use also a different diameter or type
of tool. The division algorithm is created in the Matlab program. This algorithm uses the calculations of the
curvature of a surface (Gauss, mean, main curvature). The article describes how to import any surface from
CAD software into Matlab and to export data to a CAD/CAM system. STL is used as the input data format. Our
own bespoke calculation of the curvature is also described. The result is verified by machining of the splitting
surface. Finally, the paper compares and analyzes the results of the test machining. This method allows us to
optimize the five-axis machining method and to reduce the time taken to machine every type of surface.
Introduction
Nowadays, different industries use a variety of angular areas - general surface (free surface). These are mainly industrial segments in
aviation, medicine and particularly the automotive industry. Here, these common surfaces are processed in departments such as design
and construction. In-house production of very complicatedly shaped surfaces is possible by machining on multi-axis machining centers.
Even using five-axis programming cycles makes it very complicated to set the angle of the tool axis for the machined surface. Generally, all
machined surfaces consist of several smaller parts: a planar, convex or concave shape, saddle, elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic. It is
therefore preferable to use a corresponding machining tool for each such portion and thus dramatically reduce the time required for
machining. In addition, you can also use another type of control tool for the various machined parts. The result is to prevent potential
collisions and improve the quality of the machined surface. [1]
The article focuses on finishing operations where it is possible to save the most time during machining. The limiting size for finishing
is the diameter of the tool including the radius of the end for concave shapes see Eq. (1). Exceeding the limitations of the tool diameter
used to perform the undercutting effects the machined surfaces. It is therefore necessary to specify the tool to ensure the correct ratio
between the radius of the end of the tool and the radius of the curvature of the surface to be machined in a way which avoids
self-undercutting of the machined surface. The calculation of the maximum usable tools for machining the surfaces takes advantage of this
relationship. [2]
(1)
where:

is the maximum curvature of a surface designated for machining,

is the maximum radius of the spherical cutters

There are several ways to map the surface shape of saddle, convex and concave sections. For division, we must first find the
necessary boundaries of the individual sections of the investigated area. Thus, the newly obtained surface (plates) can be used with great
advantage as the input data for the machining of surfaces. The method described in the article is therefore suitable not only for four axis
operation, but also for five-axis. The main advantage is the ability to create controlled machining separately for each section. With this
mapping, simulated machining can then be adjusted faster in CAD / CAM, including verification of collision situations.
Mapped areas in Matlab software
The division of general areas on individual parts (patches) is performed using Matlab software. Bespoke mapping of these areas is
achieved by calculating the curvature. First the investigated area is loaded into the program in STL format. This format allows the general
area of a triangle mesh to be specified. The data structure is composed of Cartesian coordinates of the peak points and normals of each
triangle of the mesh. Today's CAD programs can generate this STL format for any model. However, it is important to set a suitable
'fineness' for the meshes formed, and to prevent loss of information about the local curvature of the surface
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Fig. 1 STL triangle mesh
The algorithm generated extracts the peak points that are used to create a new polygonal mesh. Using the following equations, all the
necessary mathematical operations can be calculated to obtain a specific curvature (Gauss, maximum, minimum and mean curvature).
The general form of the surface area is therefore entered in the parameter definition as follows:
,
,
,

u, v

(2)

To calculate the unit surface normal vector it is necessary to calculate the tangent plane of the surface. Then you can calculate the
required surface normal vector. Its calculation is perpendicular to the tangent plane.
(3)
To calculate the curvature it is necessary to calculate the partial derivatives of the individual parts.
E

∙

∙
∙

G
∙

N

∙

(4)
∙

(5)

From the above-mentioned equations it is possible to calculate:
The Gaussian curvature of the surface:
∙

(6)

The mean curvature of the surfaces:
(7)
The absolute, minimum and maximum curvature of the surfaces:
|

|

|

|

√

√

(8)

Thus the calculations of the curvature for all points of a surface are stored in the matrices. The individual plates (surface shapes) are
mapped according to the conditions listed below. The concave section, the planar section (planar points), then convex section and the last
section of the saddle surface (hyperbolic points).
a)
b)
c)

G ≥ 0 a H  0: surface has a convex shape,
G ≥ 0 a H > 0: surface has a concave shape,
G < 0 a H  0: surface has a saddle shape.

The division of the parts used will be the new faces, which are again stored in the matrix for further calculations. One of the last
operations is to locate the boundaries of the plates. They are calculated using an image processing method- edge detection (specification
of the edges of the image - Freeman chain code). The principle of the method is to outline the external border of the object image through
pixels that contain a known value. Using this code, you can obtain the Cartesian coordinates of the border. The outputs of the algorithm are
the boundary points, which are divided into different classes (saddle, convex, concave). Information about the curvature of the surface is
also obtained, which is calculated by a suitable tool for machining the plate.
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Fig. 2 Dividing the surface into individual elements
For the single surface specified above the maximum usable tool would have a ball end with a diameter of about 16 mm. Using the
division it is possible to use two tools. For the saddle section is the usable tool would have a diameter of 36 mm and for the second section,
16 mm.
Import data into CAD/CAM software
Points obtained in this way are used in the CAD program, 'Pro/Engineer' to create boundary curves that allow a final mapping of the
investigated area to be performed. The output of this step is a divided area, according to curvature, which can be imported into EdgeCAM
software and it is then possible to perform bespoke machining.

Fig. 3 The boundary curves
For the practical test a five-axis machining center, 'Mazak Integrex 100 - IV' was used. A comparison was carried out to generate tool
paths for the single surface and the divided surface. The main criteria were the total tool path for machining and the duration of the finishing
operations. For both surfaces the parameter "transverse roughness" was used. This parameter determines the number of tool paths
required to machine the surfaces with the same quality of roughness.
For the single surface a tool with a ball end diameter of about 16 mm was used. The machining time, according to the virtual
simulation, was 9:34 min and the total tool path 7.07 m.
For the divided surface two tools were used with ball end diameters of about 32 mm and 16 mm respectively, for each selected area.
The machining time, according to the virtual simulation, for the 32 mm tool was 4:29 min and the total tool path 5.09 m. The time for the
second machining tool, according to the virtual simulation, was 3:17 min and the total tool path 1.3 m. The total machining for both tools
was 7:46 min and the total tool path was 6.39 m. Fig. 4 shows the actual result of the machining.
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Fig. 4 The final machined surface
Conclusion
The result of this comparison is to show other options for the machining of complex surfaces. The main benefit of this procedure is the
processing of all imported surfaces in Matlab software using the STL format. Additionally, boundary curves and final divided faces are also
obtained. Another important benefit is to speed up the finishing operations on the surface by several minutes. Using this "dividing the
surface" method also enables us to easily avoid collision states during machining. It is therefore possible to choose different machining
strategies for each area. On the other hand, in the case of machining very complicated surfaces the surface can be split into a large
number of plates. However, this strategy also increases the number of tools used for machining. This process may therefore be
unproductive in certain conditions (high number of tools - finance, efficiency). It is therefore appropriate to set a maximum number of used
plates so that the machining will be effective.
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Abstract. The article deals with issu
ues related to the measuring of geometrical charracteristics of the cutting
insert. This is a very current topic forr manufacturers of cutting tools. Measuring of the complex shaped tools, is
often difficult because of ensuring the measuring precision. If the precision of measured
m
values is not
oduced into the production process, which ultim
mately has the effect of
guaranteed, high variability is intro
economic loss. The paper points to
o possibility of measuring the cutting tools by op
ptical method, especially
using optical-tactile measuring multtisensor device O-INSPECT. If is it able to perfo
orm measurements with
guaranteed repeatability of the mea
asured values using optical measuring methods, is often the question. To
determine the repeatability, standa
ard statistical methods were used. Measureme
ents were performed at
constant conditions, which must be followed to determine the repeatability. Condition
ns and parameters of the
ability of measuring was determined by measurin
ng the nose radius of the
measuring were proposed. Repeata
cutting insert. Measuring plan was generated
g
in the CALYPSO software. The insert was measured 50 times
and from one measurement to ano
other the insert was released and re-clamped again into the measuring
device. The flow of measured valuess was traced by the flow charts. After performed measurements
m
the results
were evaluated.
Introduction
The tool nose radius of a cutting insert has
h a significant effect on the cutting forces during machining and
a achievable surface quality.
Intensive research have been focused to assess the effect of tool nose radius on machining processes, sp
pecifically on workpiece surface
roughness and cutting conditions, cutting forcces and energy, stress distribution and the tool wear. Conventional methods of measuring the
nose radius use a profile projector or micrroscope, which are inaccurate due to their manual position
ning and alignment problems.
Therefore, visual methods using CCD camerra are at present used for imaging and measuring of cutting tools.
t
But these methods have
following disadvantages: (a) using a high-opticcal magnification reduces the field-of-view, therefore only one edge is able to be measured at
a time, (b) accurate alignment of the insert re
elative to the camera is necessary, (c) non-uniformity of lightin
ng affects the image quality, (d)
optical lenses introduce errors in the image th
hat must be corrected, (e) high-resolution cameras are costly. Edge detection, determination
of the threshold, lightning conditions setting, proper
p
evaluation of data were published in publications of the authors Blahusch [2], Shahabi
[3], Mook [4], Chain [5], etc.
The issue described in this paper dealss with the measurement of the nose radius of the cutting inse
ert with multisensor coordinate
measuring device O-INSPECT with optical se
ensor (Fig. 1). Since the precise measurement of nose radius is
i crucial, accurate detection of
the nose edge is important. Local edge dete
ection method from grayscale images is proposed to locate the edge pixels which are then
subjected to nose radius measurement.

Fig. 1 Multisenso
or device O-INSPECT 322 (left) with optical and tactile sensorr (right)
Nowadays, non-contact measuring me
ethods are gaining the prominence in engineering metrologyy, due to their efficiency when
measuring a parts that could not be measure
ed using conventional coordinate measuring machines. When measuring small parts, optical
measuring methods are very effective also. However, there arises the question, whether such a measurrement using optical method is
capable. Such a measurement requires a verry specific approach of the operator in preparing and optimizing
g the measurement conditions.
Optical methods have undergone great develo
opment from a profile projector to the camera system. Such de
evices can fully operate in CNC
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mode of measuring, to ensure its repeatability. The standard defines repeatability as a closeness confformity between the results of
measurements which were obtained in the same object, carried out under the conditions of repeatability; the
ese are the same measurement
procedure, using the same measuring equipm
ment, measurement with the same operator, the same measurement place and conditions of
environment during measuring and short time
e intervals between measurements. Repeatability is possible to
o quantify by the characteristics
of the precision results. Precision is the close
eness of agreement between independent results, which were conducted under the specified
conditions, in another words, we can say und
der the conditions of repeatability. Thus the repeatability of results relates to the precision of
the measured values around the average value. It may be expressed, for example by standard deviation [1,6,7].
Experimental work
The aim of this paper is the determination of capability of the multisensor device O-INSPECT when measuring of geometrical
characteristic – nose radius rİ of the cutting insert.
i
Multisensor coordinate measuring device O-INSPECT
T contains fixed scanning head
VAST XXT-TL1 and optical sensor also. Thesse components allow a greater range of options for measuring
g of geometrical characteristics
of parts. Cutting insert was the object of meassuring (Fig. 2). On this insert is the nose radius rİ = 1.2 mm witth a tolerance + 0.03 mm and –
0.02 mm. During manufacturing, i.e. grinding, this dimension has to be comply with a specified tolerance. On
n insert is the cutting-clearance
angle Įo = 11°, which makes it impossible to use tactile measurement with ability to measure the radius without affection of the outcome.
This is why the use of non-contact measuring method of this characteristic was proposed. To perform a mea
asurement, proposal of the plan
of measurement and measurement conditions were required.
To achieve special micro geometries at
a the cutting edges, different manufacturing technologies can
n be applied depending on the
productivity, precision and final micro geome
etry. Sharp edges are generated by grinding the rake face. Grinding
G
is also applied for the
preparation of complex geometries, chamferrs and for the removal of a larger material quantity at the cuttting edge. Using face grinding
allows the manufacture of a uniform edge miccro geometry along the perimeter of the insert. In contrast to fo
orce-based processes, grinding
parameters influence the edge quality, but not
n the dimensions of the micro geometry, and, as a result, the edge preparation process
becomes more flexible [8].

Fig. 2 Cutting inserrt nose: A) drawings with defined nose radius, B) nose of cutting insert
When creating a basic coordinate systtem, elements – a plane, a circle, a straight line were used. A plane was used for defining
primary space of a basic coordinate system
m, a circle for defining zero point and a straight line for defin
ning the orientation of a basic
coordinate system. These elements were sca
anned manually from the insert using tactile sensor VAST. Subsequently, optical sensor with
lens magnification 3.2x was activated. This len
ns was chosen because of the accurate sensing of nose radiuss 1.2 mm at the tip of the insert.
There were also chosen illumination from below
b
to reach the most effective imaging of the cutting edge.
e
The difference between
illumination from above and below is in the Fiig. 3.

Fig. 3 Image of cutting
c
edge: A) illumination from above, B) illumination form below
The initial focus was done by manual conduction
c
of the camera. Subsequently, the autofocus functio
on was selected, that is used to
focus the camera. The focusing point was created. After creation of this point, it was necessary to manually
m
adjust intensity of the
illumination to reach good outline of the cuttin
ng edge. This illumination has to be chosen so as to be clearly distinct outline of cutting edge,
but illumination must not be too overexposed,, also. After cutting edge illumination optimization, the thresho
old between levels of gray color
was defined, which showed correct illuminatio
on settings (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 Graph in the figure showing th
he transition between different levels of colours and setting th
he threshold at 117.48
Once the measurement conditions were
e optimized, cutting edge of the insert was defined using "defin
ne a circular segment" function.
The initial radius of the nose was defined usin
ng three points on this depicted circular segment (Fig. 5). Subsequently, the searching area of
all points situated on this circular segment wa
as defined. From the group of obtained points, the illogical poin
nts that could considerably and
negatively affect the outcome were deleted ussing function of elimination the outlying points. These are pointts that could be captured on the
impurities on surface, for example. After mea
asurement plan creation, the measuring head drive-away wa
as shortened and modified and
measurement itself was carried out.

Fig. 5 Creation of the circular
c
segment, green arrows show the vectors of measured
d points
Measured values and their evaluation
The nose radius measurement was 50
0 times carried out. Temperature of room was 20±0,5 °C during measuri ng. The steps for
determining the repeatability of measurementt described in the Introduction were followed. The measuremen
nt uncertainty uA was estimated
from the measured values using following equation:

u AX =
where:

n
1
(X i − X )2 = 0,000031 mm
¦
n(n − 1) i =1

X i is the value of i-th measurement sample, X

(1)

is the average of selection of a basic data set
s

erages of measured values was computed from the seleccted sample. The variation of
In the first step, the average of ave
measurement and the averages are shown in
n the Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 Variation of the averages
From the calculated averages the sample sta
andard deviation was determined using following equation:

sg =

1
(X i − X )2 = 0,000209
¦
n

(2)

The indicator reflecting the repeatabiliity of measurement cg was determined using this value. Se
elected coefficients have been
determined by the manufacturer of cutting inssert. The indicator of repeatability of measurement was calculated using following equation:

cg =

0,2.T
= 7,9745
6.s g

(3)

l
(LSL):
where: T is the tolerance calculated from the upper specification limit (USL) and lower specification limit
USL – LSL = 0,03 – (– 0,02) = 0,05 mm
m,
sg is the sample standard deviation
The condition is that this value has to exceed
d the fixed coefficient cg  1.33. Our device satisfies this condition.
Conclusion
The measurement using optical metho
ods is a very interesting possibility to control the geometric pa
arameters of the products. The
experimental work described in this paper shows that optical measurement methods are competent to perfform the measurement of nose
radius of cutting insert without much varia
ation between individual measurements. An important aspe
ect of such measurements is
experience of the operator when operating such equipment. The problem with such measurements ca
an occur when optimizing the
illumination of a measured edge. A correct illu
umination and focusing of measured objects using optics is the
e issue, so it is necessary to pay
close attention if we want to measure acccurately and efficiently. Individual measurement conditionss must be optimized to avoid
unnecessary mistakes. It should be noted tha
at the established tolerances considerably tighten not only the manufacturing process but the
process of measuring, also. Therefore, the resulting capability represents value 7.9745 which means satisfactory
s
repeatability of the
measured values.
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Abstract: The use of nanotechnology and nanomaterials has increased significantly in many branches of
industry. The same situation is in the field of coating systems where certain kinds of nanomaterials can be used
to influence some properties of particular types of coatings. As concerns organic coatings, carbon
nanoparticles are used as an additive with the aim to improve certain properties such as corrosive resistance,
firmness, adhesiveness or to create a coating system with absolutely specific properties such as
wear-resistance or conductivity. This article is about the use of multiwall carbon nanotubes with the aim to
improve wear-resistance of various types of coating systems based on epoxy resins and evaluation of their
suitability for creating nanocomposite coating materials.
Introduction
A coating system based on barrier principle protects the surface of an object, especially against harmful effects of the environment.
The most important function of the coating system is its protective function against corrosion, nevertheless there are also other significant
functions such as heat resistance, alkali and acid resistance, wear-resistance, mould and bacteria resistance as well as decorative, matt or
reflective functions.[2][3]
Organic costing materials are the oldest and most common types of coatings that are widely used because of their relatively high
protective effect, excellent availability and simple use. Apart from liquid coating materials that are used in various thicknesses there are
also powdered macromolecular coating materials but their use demands rather sophisticated technology. Such materials are known as
powdered coatings or powdered plastics. [3]
As to above mentioned facts concerning organic coatings, these materials are suitable substances for creating new nanocomposite
coating systems and with the use of nanoobjects as an additive they show very significant changes of functional and mechanical
properties.
Nanoobjects
Nanoobjects can be classified from different qualitative parameters but as to ISO/TS 27687 standard there are three groups of
nanoobjects according to their distinctive shapes:

0 dimensional nanoobjects

1 dimensional nanoobjects

2 dimensional nanoobjects
This division is based on the number of coordinates in which nanoobjects exceed the interval of “nano” size (1 – 100 nm) and they differ in
physical properties, further use and technology of coating.
Multi wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) used for the research of effects of nanoparticles on properties of coating systems based on
epoxy resins are 1 dimensional nanoobjects. Nanotubes are distinguished by some special properties and they excel all so far known
materials. These are especially: tensile strength, high heat and electrical conductivity, heat resistance and high mechanical pliability. Two
wall carbon nanotubes show the highest firmness but the more walls the less firmness, and then they are gradually getting closer to the
properties of graphite. Various types of carbon nanotubes show various electrical properties, sometimes behave like a metal sometimes
like a semi-conductor. For that reason carbon nanoparticles are used in electrical engineering, material engineering, biomedical
engineering and many other branches.
Coating systems
Nanocomposite system was made with the use of epoxy resins and multi wall carbon nanotubes. There were four types of epoxy
resins and their equivalents containing 0.5% MWCNT tested. Coating materials were applied on the surface of samples with a pneumatic
sprayer. After that all the samples were tested as to adhesiveness and wear-resistance.
Epoxy resins used in experimental part:

CHS-EPOXY 531

CHS-EPOXY 210 X 75

CHS-EPOXY 222 IX 60

LV EPS 620
Nanocomposite coating systems:

CHS-EPOXY 531 - 0.5 % MWCNT

CHS-EPOXY 210 X 75 - 0.5 % MWCNT

CHS-EPOXY 222 IX 60 - 0.5 % MWCNT
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LV EPS 620 - 0.5 % MWCNT

Concentrated mixture of nanoparticles – master batch:

EPOCYL XCR 128 – 06 - < 5% MWCNT
Basic characteristics of used products:
Coating systems based on epoxy resins were used for making nanocomposite systems in experimental part. These coating systems
include two components – epoxy resins and a hardener. Epoxy resins which were used show different properties, chemical composition
and end use. That is why characteristics of the epoxy resins and the hardeners are presented as well as concentrated mixture of
nanoparticles – master batch.
CHS-EPOXY 531
CHS-EPOXY 531 is a low molecular epoxy resin based on bisphenol A modified with a carbohydrate solvent. This epoxy resin is
used in the production of polymer cement concrete, resin mortar, for constructions of bridges and the production of composites. TELALIT
0563 hardener was used in 100:31 volume ratio.
Table 1: CHS – EPOXY 531
o
Viscosity (25 C)
Epoxy index
Epoxy weight equivalent
Free epichlorhydrin
Colour

1,5 – 2,3
5,5 – 5,7
175 - 182
Max. 10
Max. 100

Pa.s
-1
mol.kg
-1
g.mol
ppm
J Hazena

DIN 53015
EN ISO 3001
EN ISO 3001
PND 32-3500-04
ČSN EN ISO 6271-2

CHS-EPOXY 210 X 75
CHS-EPOXY 210 X 75 is 75% solution of unmodified epoxy resin in xylene. It is used as a binder in coating materials with special
properties such as anticorrosive paints, baking varnishes or concrete impregnations. TELALIT 0563 hardener was used in 100:56 volume
ratio, in favour of an epoxy resin.
Table 2: CHS – EPOXY 210 X 75
o
Viscosity (25 C)
Epoxy index
Epoxy weight equivalent
o
Volume of involatile components (2h/140 C)
Colour

5 – 12
2 – 2,25
445 - 500
74 – 76
Max. 1

Pa.s
-1
mol.kg
-1
g.mol
%
Gardner

DIN 53015
EN ISO 3001
EN ISO 3001
EN ISO 3251
EN ISO 4630-2

CHS-EPOXY 222 IX 60
CHS-EPOXY 222 IX 60 is used in the production of two-component coating materials and it is 60% solution of a low molecular resin
in the mixture of two organic solvents – xylene-butanol or xylene-isobutanol in 4:1 volume ratio. TELALIT 0563 hardener was used in
100:50 volume ratio.
Table 3: CHS – EPOXY 222 IX 60
o
Viscosity (25 C)
Epoxy index
Epoxy weight equivalent
o
Volume of involatile components (2h/140 C)
Colour

0,2 – 0,4
1,8 – 2,3
430 - 555
58 – 68
Max. 3

Pa.s
-1
mol.kg
-1
g.mol
%
Gardner

DIN 53015
EN ISO 3001
EN ISO 3001
EN ISO 3251
EN ISO 4630-2

LV EPS 620
LV EPS 620 is a basic anticorrosive coating material for iron and other metals. LV BU 45 N was used as a hardener in 6:1 volume
ratio, in favour of an epoxy resin. LV PA 600 a special solvent was used as well, dilution 10% max.
Table 4: LV EPS 620
Consistence
Organic solvents
Organic carbon
o
Volume of involatile components (2h/140 C)
Volume of dry matter

1,3
0,44
0,3
39
30

g.cm
1
1
%
%

-3

ČSN 673012
----EN ISO 3251
--

EPOCYL XCR 128 – 06
EPOCYL XCR 128 – 06 is a Belgian product by Nanocyl S.A., concentrated mixture of nanoparticles – so called master batch.
Nanoparticles are fixed in an epoxy resin based on bisphenol A and containing a dispersant. The amount of nanoparticles is lower than
5%.
Table 5: EPOCYL XCR 128-06
Bisphenol A
Dispersant
MWCNT
Glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilen

50 – 99 %
< 15 %
< 5%
<1%

The preparation of samples
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Circles made of structural steel with a diameter of 105 mm and with thickness of 1.2 mm were used for samples. Before spraying
they were degreased with Simple Green liquid mixed with distilled water (1:10).
Table 6: Technology of degreasing
Procedure
Name
Equipment
Degreasing tank+Simple Green
1
Degreasing
2
Drying
Indoor temperature in a laboratory

Time [min]
15
90

o

Temperature [ C]
23
23

Preparation of coating systems
Because of high viscosity of nanoparticles in EPOCYL XCR 128 – 06 it is essential to use special equipment for stirring of coatings.
o
o
o
The most suitable conditions are: temperature between 45 C to 60 C and putting mixtures into water of 70 C for 45 minutes (Lauda RE
o
o
104 equipment). The ideal temperature for stirring is 60 C after removing mixtures from water tank when the temperature drops by 10 C.
A toothed stirrer with a diameter of 50 mm was used to disperse the mixture and make a suspension with very tiny particles of MWCNT.
-1
The time of stirring was 10 minutes and the speed of stirring was 2 000 m . Considering many applications of coating systems ultrasound
homogenizer was used to suspense mixtures again to prevent aggregation of the particles. Before stirring mixtures were heated up to 60
o
C and stirred in Hielscher UP400S for 20 minutes and parameters 0.5 cycle and 80% amplitude. Nanocomposite coating system LV EPS
o
620 was suspended this way. The mixture of LV EPS 620 and EPOCYL XCR 128 - 06 was heated up to 60 C and then stirred for 15
minutes, parameters 0.5 cycle and 80% amplitude.
Application of coating systems
Application of coating systems was done by pneumatic spraying. C6000 solvent was used to achieve required viscosity and a high
quality coating system. The amount of the solvent depended on the properties of a coating system and its visual appearance.
CHS-EPOXY 531 was unsuitable for the method of pneumatic spraying. But after adding Nanocyl all negative properties of the coating
o
system disappeared. All samples were left in the air in a laboratory for 24 hours and then hardened in an oven in 60 C for another 24
hours.
Wear-resistance of coating systems and it measuring
Wear-resistance of coating systems and was measured with Taber – Abraser equipment. The samples were tested for weight loss
from 100 cycles up to 600 cycles. Obhaus Explorer scales were used to check the weight loss. Before the experiment samples were
weighed and came into first 10 cycles. Then an abrasive disc – Taber Industries H-18 with a 500 g weight - was cleaned and the samples
weighed again. The process was repeated up to 600 cycles and all results were evaluated with an arithmetic average of the weight loss
and put into a graph.
CHS – EPOXY 531 and nanocomposite CHS – EPOXY 531

C.S.

Table 7: Average weight loss of coating systems CHS – EPOXY 531
531 - 0 %
531 - 0,5 %
Number of cycles

0,0000
0,0000
0

0,0019
0,0026
10

Weight loss [g]
0,0437
0,0686
0,0450
0,0654
200
300

0,0197
0,0228
100

0,0966
0,0854
400

0,1263
0,1037
500

0,1574
0,1237
600

CHS – EPOXY 210 X 75 and nanocomposite CHS – EPOXY 210 X 75

C.S.

Table 8: Average weight loss of coating systems CHS – EPOXY 210
210 - 0 %
210 - 0,5 %
Number of cycles

0,0000
0,0000
0

0,0044
0,0030
10

Weight loss [g]
0,0857
0,1273
0,0833
0,1258
200
300

0,0425
0,0397
100

0,1681
0,1612
400

0,2062
0,2039
500

0,2406
0,2466
600

Weight loss [g]
0,0609
0,0936
0,0547
0,0849
200
300

0,1235
0,1141
400

0,1587
0,1458
500

0,1931
0,1711
600

Weight loss [g]
0,1160
0,1500
0,0263
0,0451
200
300

0,1756
0,0677
400

0,1981
0,1000
500

0,2299
0,1451
600

CHS – EPOXY 222 IX 60 and nanocomposite CHS – EPOXY 222 IX 60

C.S.

Table 9: Average weight loss of coating systems CHS – EPOXY 222
222 - 0 %
222 - 0,5 %
Number of cycles

0,0000
0,0000
0

0,0022
0,0018
10

0,0289
0,0296
100

LV EPS 620 and nanocomposite LV EPS 620

C.S.

Table 10: Average weight loss of coating systems LV EPS 620
620 - 0 %
620 - 0,5 %
Number of cycles

0,0000
0,0000
0

0,0046
0,0011
10

0,0695
0,0091
100
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Graph 1: Average weight loss during wear-resistance tests
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Conclusion
Considering the results of wear-resistance tests of above mentioned coating systems with Taber Abraser equipment it can be said
that all nanocomposite coating systems with a low concentration of nanoparticles, except for CHS – EPOXY 210 X 75, were significantly
more wear-resistant. As concerns the epoxy resin LV EPS 620 its wear-resistance was increased by 37% due to MWCNT. The most
suitable coating systems seem to be CHS – EPOXY 531 and LV EPS 620 because their weight loss is the least of all after 600 cycles.
Nanocomposite coating systems are more wear-resistant and could be used in abrasive conditions.
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Abstract: Rotary ultrasonic machining is a machining process designed for machining of hard and brittle
materials, utilizing a tool with undefined geometry. Soft and tough materials, such as aluminum alloys, are not
suitable for this type of machining with using a tool with undefined geometry. However, milling of tough alloys is
also possible with the assistance of ultrasound, using a tool with a defined geometry. In this case we are talking
about milling assisted by ultrasound. Of course, these alloys can be milled with a tool with a defined geometry
without the assistance of ultrasound. Therefore, this contribution compares the surface quality parameters
achieved by conventional milling and milling assisted by ultrasound.
Introduction
Machining processes assisted by ultrasound has many advantages. Application of ultrasound decreases cutting forces, decreases
generation of process heat and increases tool life. Also, it makes ability to machine hard and brittle materials. These effects have influence
upon surface roughness as well. Rotary ultrasonic machining (RUM) can reach arithmetic roughness Ra 0.3 µm. However, RUM is usually
used for machining of brittle materials, such as glass, and it utilizes tool with undefined geometry with diamond abrasive particles. But this
tool is not suitable for machining of soft and tough materials, such as aluminum alloys, and therefore mill with defined geometry made of
high speed steel (HSS) for this kind of materials is recommended. This tool is also able to machine aluminum alloys without ultrasonic
vibration as well. However, conventional milling can generate strains in material and build-up edges are created on the tool. Differences
between milling of Al alloy with and without assistance of ultrasound should be recognized in achieved surface quality [1,2,3,4,5,6,7].
Machined material
At present, aluminum alloys are increasingly used for their low weight and relative high strength. They have good corrosion
resistance. Their main applications are in automotive industry, aircraft, spacecraft and in other kinds of industry as well. One of the most
utilized Al alloy is AW 5083 (AlMg4.5Mn). It is non-hardenable alloy series 5 (alloyed by Mg). AW 5083 is the most wide non-hardenable Al
alloy. Its chemical composition is shown in table 1. Its main mechanical properties are shown in table 2. And in table 3 are shown its
physical properties [8,9].
Table 1. Chemical composition of AW 5083
AW 5083
Al
wt. %

94.84

Table 2. Main mechanical properties of AW 5083
Hardness
Elongation
[HRC]
[%]
35,6
16
Table 3. Physical properties of AW 5083
Melting point
Density
-3
[°C]
[kg.m ]
638
2660

Young´s modulus
[GPa]
71

Mg

Mn

4.53

0.63

Yield strength
[MPa]
228

Tensile strength
[MPa]
317

Thermal conductivity
-1
-1
[W.m .K ]
1.15

Electrical conductivity
-1
[Ω ]
17

Machining equipment
For the most serious comparison, the experiment has been performed on the same machine tool, by the same machining tool, at the
same machining conditions for both traditional milling and milling assisted by ultrasound. As the machine tool, Ultrasonic 20 linear, made
by DMG MoriSeikihas been used. It is five-axis rotary ultrasonic and high speed cutting machine tool. Its spindle can reach 42 000 rpm and
feed acceleration over 2g. It has 5-axis gantry construction with an integrated NC swivel rotary table. It has very high precision of
positioning. The cooling system can bring the process liquid by four outer nozzles and by the core of the tool. During experiments, only
outer nozzles has been used [10,11,12,13].
As a tool, face mill with two cutting edges has been used. Diameter of mill is 2 mm, length of active part of tool is 2.2 mm, length of
whole tool (without tool-holder) is 60 mm, rake angle is 10° and flank angle is 25°. This tool is made of carbide by SECO Company with
trade name 905XL020-MEGA-T. Tool-holder has label HSK 32S-ER11 [14].
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Description of experiment
For experiment, plate with dimensions 100 x 70 x 10 mm made by above mentioned Al alloy EN AW 5083 has been used. On the two
biggest surfaces (100 x 70 mm) rectangular areas with dimensions 20 x 14 mm (50 areas at all) have been milled, as shown Fig 1 a.
Scheme of experiment in workplace of Ultrasonic 20 linear is shown in Fig. 1 b.

a)

b)
Fig. 1 Scheme of experiment
a) milled areas on workpiece, b) workpiece in workplace of machine tool

There has been changing frequency of rotating of spindle in horizontal direction (axis X) and feed rate in vertical direction (axis Y).
Used frequency of rotating of spindle has values 5000 rpm (first column), 5500, 6000, 6500 and 7000 rpm (fifth column). Used feed rate
-1
-1
has values 100 mm.min (first line), 200, 300, 400 and 500 mm.min (last line). Depth of cut has been 0.1 mm. First side of plate has been
milled without ultrasound. Other side has been milled with assistance of ultrasound with frequency 21 467 Hz (resonant frequency of tool).
Measurement has been performed on measure device Surtronic 3+ made by Taylor Hobson Company [15]. There have been
measured surface parameters as arithmetic roughness Ra, maximum height roughness Rz and material proportion profile Tp. Each
measurement has been three times repeated. Measurement has been performed in cross direction as well as longitudinal direction. It
makes 1200 results including average values. Therefore, in this article, only average values of Ra in cross direction will be presented. In
generally, this kind of roughness is the most wide used of them all.
Results of experiment
The resultant surface roughness for milling without ultrasound and with assistance of ultrasound is shown in table 4. Roughness in
cross direction is shown. In general, surface roughness is lower during milling with assistance of ultrasound, especially during milling by
slower frequency of rotating of spindle, and at higher feed rate, as shown this table [16].
Table 4. Comparison of resultant roughness of machined surface by conventional milling and milling assisted by ultrasound
without ultrasound
with ultrasound
Feed rate
Spindle speed
Roughness Ra
Roughness Ra
No.
-1
[mm.min ]
[rpm]
[µm]
[µm]
1
100
5000
0.76
0.68
2
200
5000
0.78
0.86
3
300
5000
1.34
0.87
4
400
5000
1.48
1.14
5
500
5000
1.85
1.52
6
100
5500
0.35
0.67
7
200
5500
0.79
0.96
8
300
5500
1.14
1.14
9
400
5500
1.47
1.26
10
500
5500
1.96
1.30
11
100
6000
0.45
0.59
12
200
6000
0.69
0.66
13
300
6000
1.05
0.61
14
400
6000
1.38
0.69
15
500
6000
1.60
0.79
16
100
6500
0.37
0.66
17
200
6500
0.52
0.68
18
300
6500
0.86
0.71
19
400
6500
1.20
0.81
20
500
6500
1.41
0.92
21
100
7000
0.30
0.65
22
200
7000
0.43
0.70
23
300
7000
0.79
1.41
24
400
7000
0.87
1.54
25
500
7000
1.22
1.13
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It was assumed that surface roughness will increase with increasing of feed rate and with decreasing of frequency of rotating of
spindle, during traditional milling. The experiment confirms these postulates, as shown Fig. 2. There are two separate graphs with
dependence of roughness on rotation frequency and dependence of roughness on feed rate. There is also graph, which shows the above
mentioned dependence of roughness on rotation frequency and feed rate at once [16].

Fig. 2 Dependence of Ra on rotation frequency and feed rate during conventional milling
During milling assisted by ultrasound, an unexpected falling of value of roughness of machined surface at frequency of rotating of
spindle 6000 rpm was observed. These rapid decreasing of surface roughness has been measured several times. Lower influence of feed
rate to surface roughness was also expected, but this dependence is similar to feed rate – surface roughness dependence of milling
without ultrasound. Fig. 3 shows the above mentioned dependence for ultrasound assisted milling.

Fig. 3 Dependence of Ra on rotation frequency and feed rate during milling assisted by ultrasound
Differences between milling with and without assistance of ultrasound can be observed even by naked eye view. Although roughness
of milled surface is slightly better during milling with ultrasound assistance, resultant surface looks much better in case of milling assisted
by ultrasound, as shown Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Magnified machined surfaces
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Conclusion
Ultrasonic machining with common tool for ultrasonic milling, i.e. with undefined geometry is not proper for soft materials. Aluminum
should seal active part of the tool, and therefore tool is not able to cut, but only to push material ahead. This is due to fine cutting teeth.
However, tool with defined geometry could have much larger teeth, and therefore active part of the tool could not be sealed by soft material
of workpiece. The experiment confirms premise, that even soft and tough materials such as Al alloys can be machined with assistance of
ultrasound, when tool with defined geometry is used. These kinds of milling also provide better quality of machined surface than traditional
milling, especially at higher feed rate. This fact decreases production time. However, ultrasound assisted milling reaches lower material
proportion profile. The best parameters of machined surface have been achieved during milling assisted by ultrasound at frequency of
rotation of spindle 6000 rpm. At these conditions, the resultant roughness almost does not depend on feed rate. However, influences of
spindle speed at traditional milling and feed rate at both traditional and ultrasonic assisted milling have linear dependence on roughness.
-1
That means, ultrasonic assisted milling has half value of roughness in comparison with conventional milling at feed rate 500 mm.min and
spindle speed 6000 rpm. That also means, we can machine five times faster and reach roughness as good as by conventional milling
when we use ultrasonic assisted milling at mentioned spindle speed.
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Abstract. Nowadays problems related to the term ‘sustainability’ have become important in manufacturing.
The matter with this is improving the environmental, social and economic performance of any products that
manufactures created. The other is ensuring that manufacturers remain competitive and profitable. Although it
is clear that these interpretations need to be considered when manufacturing companies plan sustainability
improvements, existing assessment methods do not consider them adequately.
In this paper, an aim and measure of performance for sustainability improvement in manufacturing companies
that encompasses an option how to improve sustainability. These include describing benefits of sustainability
for manufactures and their global application.
These days every international company engaged modern technology in sustainability and their
improvements. The key is companies are using sustainable procurement and distribution. They encourage
businesses by buying eco-power, stimulate and deliver improved environmental and social outcomes from
suppliers or services providers. Very profitable for companies are using advantages manufacturing
technologies, they can increase manufacturing efficiency, productivity and competitiveness. They are
developing a technology called the Technology cadetships this technology is flexible enough to develop a
tailored package of skills that suit a variety of businesses or enterprise needs.
The result of the paper described drivers of compliance, community expectations, risks, costs and market
competition will ensure that those who don’t adapt will be left behind. The role that manufacturing will play in
creating and shaping this world is significant and will require steadfast commitment and effective strategies
that embrace the full extent of sustainable possibilities.
Introduction
Problems related to the term ‘sustainability’ have become important in manufacturing, improving the environmental, social and
economic performance while ensuring that manufacturers remain competitive and profitable. Although it is clear that this interpretation
need to be considered when manufacturing companies plan sustainability improvements, existing assessment methods do not consider
them adequate.
Sustainability is an issue that is creating political, economic, societal and technological changes to the business environment of
manufacturing companies. It has become an issue for society that is legitimate, powerful and urgent. Manufacturers have to improve the
sustainability of their products and technologies to respond to these changes in their business environments, or else they put the future
performance of their own business at risk.
Industry leading companies recognize that sustainability can actually be a business driver for next-generation products, more efficient
operations and increased profitability. Many major manufacturing organizations now include the topic of sustainability on their websites, in
their marketing literature and investor relation information- recognizing it is value to customers, consumers and the public at large.
Sustainability: Why does it matter?
Sustainability is usually defined as “meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs.” [1]. The sustainability of a manufacturer is measured by the effect of it is operations and it is products thought their
lifecycle.
Survey that companies make, have found that those customers, regulators and stake holders are pressuring manufacturers to
improve their sustainability. However, the surveyed companies’ defined sustainability inconsistently, had adopted different improvement
actions, and not all have gained business benefits from them. This showed that manufacturers need a framework to systemize their
sustainability improvement efforts.
The business benefit of sustainably increase importance of environmental issues to manufactures pose risks and offers
opportunities. The following briefly connects the opportunities to the business challenges commonly faces producers.
Benefits of sustainability for manufacturer:

Profitability

Competition

Compliance and Managing Risk

Market Opportunities / Grown
The high level commitment to sustainability is evident, but the success will be driven slowly by the implementation details. A
challenge for many manufacturers is determining where to focus sustainability efforts given global operations with varying geographical
expectations. While there are many variations on sustainability programs, the core components of an effective sustainability program
include:

Performance management of key sustainability information

Energy usage reduction

Raw material usage reduction

Product innovation and development.
Simulation programs could help companies successfully drive implementation and recognize the benefit of these efforts.
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Technology in sustainability
Companies are using sustainable procurement and distribution. They encourage businesses by buying eco-power, stimulate and
deliver improved environmental and social outcomes from suppliers or services providers. Very profitable for companies are using
advantages manufacturing technologies, they can increase manufacturing efficiency, productivity and competitiveness. By adopting
advantages manufacturing technologies they captured, stored, and tracked data relating to sustainable practices. Advantaged
manufacturing technology combine hardware with software interfaces and can be used as stand-alone units or integrates into the
manufacturing process. The fallowing case studies highlight the benefits of advantaged manufacturing technologies.
Technology Cadetships
Technology cadetships are flexible enough to develop a tailored package of skills that suit a variety of businesses or enterprise
needs. The range of pathways includes:

CAD/Drafting (Detail Draftsperson or Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) Operator)

Manufacturing Operations (Production Planner, Estimator)

Laboratory Operations (Junior Scientific Officer or Technician)

Technical Officer (Quality Control Officer or Non-Destructive Testing Technician)
Technology Cadetships provide the cadet with not only specific technical skills but also analytical, problem solving and planning skills
and they have a strong focus on flexibility and innovation. Importantly they are a great platform for further career development.
Companies are developing a specific training pathway covering more in-depth sustainability skills relevant for their manufacturing
use. Companies are also conscious of that the new pathway should not be so broad that it loses focus or manufacturing relevance. For this
reason it is proposed that the new sustainability pathway consist of skills in the following areas:

generic sustainability (the customized national guideline units)

pollution control and waste prevention and management (the ‘brown’ sector) including:

water - storm water, wastewater systems, water treatment technologies, etc.

air and atmospheric pollution

energy use, conservation and re-use

noise prevention and minimization

waste minimization, handling and recycling

hazardous materials and radiation

conservation and natural resource management (the ‘green’ sector)

compliance strategies and management including environmental auditing and environmental

impact statements

risk management and sustainability

external/community liaison

environmental and sustainability management systems

cleaner production

environmental markets (carbon trading implications)
The new world of sustainable technologies and work practices is undoubtedly a challenging and exciting emerging reality for the
manufacturing industries. Key drivers of compliance, community expectations, risks, costs and market competition will ensure that those
who don’t adapt will be left behind. The role that manufacturing will play in creating and shaping this world is significant and will require
steadfast commitment and effective strategies that embrace the full extent of sustainable possibilities. A sustainable organization will take
a broad perspective of sustainability that includes environmental, social and economic criteria and engages the entire stakeholder
community.
Innovation
As companies begin to develop new products and older existing products to reduce as a usage and a waste, the agility of the entire
manufacturing process must be improved. The ability to quickly adapt existing procedures and equipment to enable manufacturing of new
and improved products is essential to maintaining competitiveness. Collecting and analyzing production information and comparing batch
profiles as discussed in the sections above can be very valuable to both process engineers and product development teams as they
assess new products and determine how they impact production.
A more unique application of production management and execution solutions as related to product innovation is efficiently handling
the associated changes required in procedures and operating instructions. For example, a company determines that a new supplier can
provide a single compound that takes the place of two compounds normally used in production, leading to a favourable environmental
impact. Implementing this improvement may require changes to manual documents, modifications within multiple systems, and
involvement by numerous resources with potentially limited availability.
Effective solutions provide a platform from which the changes required in the standard operating procedures and operating
instructions as a result of changes associated with modified production can be handled with relative ease. This flexibility can help reduce
the time needed to introduce new products and make production changes, meaning that sustainability gains are realized sooner.
Technology of this nature can be an important part of manufacturing efforts to assess and produce new products helping companies
deliver new products to customers as quickly as possible.
A System access to improve sustainability is not easy and requires the development of appropriate methodologies (own
methodology, sets of measurable indicators, ..). In a basic framework systemize of sustainability is possible to take advantages of the
DMAIC methodology (Fig.1.), witch is already standard in so many companies nowadays and is used to lead a process improvement (
Sixsigma/ Lean Sigma Projects) .
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Picture 1: Framework systemize sustainability
Five steps of DMAIC methodology:

Define – Define project – set up initiative

Measure – Collect data

Analyse – Analyse

Improve – Develop and implement solutions

Control – Utilize scorecard to control and sustain
Detailed description of the methodology DMAIC is beyond the scope of this paper. Those interested in the topic can be recommended
extensive professional literature, (via [2]).
Classic Six sigma (DMAIC) approach to process improvement is yet appropriate to add or modify with regard to the specifics of the
issues of sustainability (e.g. specific measurable indicator of environmental, social and economic areas, data collection methods) and
meet specific business needs.
Conclusion
Sustainability is comprised of a complex combination of business and manufacturing initiatives that must be synchronized into a
cohesive vision. There is no single, unified approach that will address sustainability for every company. Establishing an infrastructure that
support and enables sustainability objectives is critical to achieving success. The implementation of a performance management system
that provides a mechanism for collecting, visualizing, analyzing and reporting key sustainability information such as carbon emissions and
water usage is fundamental to this infrastructure.
However, it is important to recognize that production management and execution solutions are not only limited to the performance
management aspect of sustainability, but also can provide benefits in other key areas. Finding a solution that can deliver sustainability
benefits via energy profiling, resource management, batch genealogy tracking, and order management will enable the success of
sustainability programs and ultimately determine how the strategic goals are converted to practical implementation plans utilizing available
tools to achieve overall sustainability benefits.
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Abstract. The paper describes the possibilities of creating digital prototypes in Autodesk Inventor application.
The article is focused on modeling and simulation of transmission mechanisms. Basic working methods and
principles of kinematic and dynamic analysis are explained on specific example of simulation of power drive
station conveyor belt.
Introduction
Mechanisms such as technical devices have become part of not only manufacturing and practice in the industry, but also hit into our
daily lives. In machinery they serve for the transmission of power or mechanical energy with the possibility to change the speed or type of
movement. Therefore in their design or construction, it is necessary to combine knowledge and skills from different areas, which include
substantially also knowledge from the area of simulation and analysis of the motion of mechanical systems.
Kinematic and dynamic analysis of mechanisms with computer support provides a comprehensive view of behavior of simple and
complicated mechanical systems. Nowadays, for this purpose are increasingly used various CAD (or CAD / CAM / CAE) systems which
simultaneously allow to visualize the movement of mechanism in a selected time interval. Creation of digital prototypes allows to design
and validate products before they are manufactured. This enables to see errors and realize possible modifications of the product. The
advantages are lower costs of developing and technical preparation of production and significant shortening of the process of product
marketing.
Kinematic and dynamic analysis in a virtual environment
Determination of dependencies of kinematic and dynamic quantities of functional parts of mechanisms in the virtual environment is
the advantageous test and simulation instrument even before the creation of prototype mechanism. The following five steps serve for a full
analysis and subsequent synthesis of the modeled object (Fig. 1):

ASSEMBLY PREPARATION






CREATION OF
ASSEMBLY MECHANISM

CREATION OF
ADVANCED 3D MODEL

MODEL ANALYSIS

OPTIMIZATION OF
MODEL

Creation of 3D components of the assembly.
Creation of the points, axes, planes for the location of links and other
elements of system.
Simplification of the system due to the required accuracy of achieved
output.




Assign material properties to individual bodies - 3D models (not
required for kinematic analysis).
Creation of simple kinematic linkages.
Definition of motion and load for the dynamic analysis.





Creation of advanced kinematic linkages - gears (sprocket, cam, ...).
Defining servo drives, friction coefficients, ...
Setting the boundary conditions, range of motion, ...






Define and run the analysis.
View collision situations.
Creation of measurements, show results.
Export results, create animation files.






Creation of design parameters and design variables.
Start sensitivity analysis.
Running optimization studies.
Display and analysis of results.

Fig. 1 The sequence of steps for kinematic and dynamic analysis in the virtual environment 1
Advantages:
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monitoring of kinematic quantities of all members of the mechanism in any position,
display the monitored quantities in the form of a graph or a vector,
use collected data to another applications,
use of the possibility of parameterisation of dimensions of the mechanism,
direct transition from the kinematic analysis to the dynamic simulation and stress analysis,
definition of material characteristics of individual members of mechanism allows rapid detection of weight, moments of inertia,
center of gravity coordinates of not only individual members of mechanism, but also of mechanical system as a whole,
ability to define the outer positions of individual members of the mechanism due to the elimination of mutual collisions,
ability to display details of a mechanism,
elimination of design errors and collision situations.

Disadvantages:

cost of software and hardware,

necessity of training or self-learning of worker who will be working with software,

increased demands for expertness of the user of CAD / CAM system.
Kinematic and dynamic analysis in Autodesk Inventor Professional
Autodesk Inventor 3D CAD software offers user-friendly tools for 3D design, production of technical documentation and simulation of
products. Basic procedures and principles of work for the implementation of kinematic motion analysis of functional parts of the
mechanism, which is the basis for the dynamic simulation, will be explained on the example of power-station of the belt carrier which
includes a simple single-stage gearbox with bevel gearing. Digital prototype was created by using Autodesk Inventor Professional 2012.
Modeling of the components of a power-station of the belt carrier
Creation of the power-station model itself preceded creation of 3D models of mechanism parts. All options for modeling the parts in
Autodesk Inventor have been used. One of the options is the modeling of the type and shape similar parts through algorithms and formulas
that were previously prepared in a spreadsheet editor. The resulting model is generated using the Design Accelerator tool by entering
basic dimensional values.
The main functional part of the drive is the gear mechanism formed by bevel gearing. After entering the basic parameters have been
generated a fully functional bevel gears or gearing by using the generator of gears (Design / Design tab). On the generated gears is also
possible to make adjustments of their geometrical shapes. To achieve a result which is close to reality it is possible in the Calculation tab
to enter properties such as material, performance, rotation speed, efficiency, etc. (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Gears generator
With entering additional data on the card Calculation by using Design Accelerator were equally effectively modeled other functional
parts such as shafts (Design / Shaft), belt carrier (Design / V-Belts), bearings (Design / Bearing), parallel key (Design / Key). Standard
parts such as screws, nuts, washers can be loaded from a library of standard elements, or it is possible to create the model of complete
screw connection using Design Accelerator tool (Design / Bolted Connection). Specially designed parts of assembly (non-standard
components) such as clutch, gear box, flange, etc. were modeled manually.

3

2

Fig. 3 Location of bevel gear
Static model of power station of the belt carrier (Fig. 5)

1

Fig. 4 The moving parts of assembly of power station
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Assembly is a set of oriented and mutually interconnected components. It is created by gradual composing of individual components
and sub-assemblies to the final state. Composing consists of determining conditions of the location and configuration of components to
each other. Static assemblies are created by removing all degrees of freedom. For the creation of kinematic analysis with computer
support it is necessary that assembly of bodies forming mechanism is not static but simulates the movement of mechanism.
In our case, we have a mechanism with one degree of freedom. Appropriate choice of links and sequence of steps already for
assembling assembly in the basic module for generating static assemblies it is very important for the creation of conditions for the
simulation. In the first step were defined linkages of bevel gear with regard to the origin of the coordinate system of virtual environment by
Fig.3. By unchecking option Grounded in popup menu of gearing was allowed to manually define the object links. By checking the Flexible
option was activated part of the dynamic linkages generated by the Design Accelerator, and the object was ready for the definition of
dynamic links in the module for Dynamic simulation. Due to the bevel gearing by using the appropriate links were then located shafts,
bearings, parallel keys and eventually other machine parts of the final prototype (belt carrier, electric motor, gear box).

Fig. 5 Model of power station of the belt carrier
Simulation of movement of power station and of the belt carrier
For the realization of kinematic and dynamic analysis was prepared static 3D model of drive station (Fig. 5) moved to dynamic
simulation module (Environments / Dynamic simulation). Before defining kinematic linkages it is necessary to analyze the current number
of degrees of freedom using the Mechanism Status tool. Kinematic linkages are serving for the creation of the real links and conditions of
load, motions, gravity, compression of springs etc. They are used as a basis for creation of dynamic simulations, from which can be the
output like for example waveforms of speeds accelerations and displacements of selected points or curves.
Static 3D model had after moving 3 degrees of freedom. Before defining kinematic linkages it is appropriate to use the Dynamic
Simulation Settings / Color Mobile Groups which distinguish individual moving members of mechanism in color.

Fig. 6 Model of power station of the belt carrier

Fig. 7 Model of power station of the belt carrier

On Fig. 4 we can see three moving members, among which were manually defined linkages corresponding to their mutual
transmission ratios. Concrete conical dynamic linkage (Insert Joint / Rolling: Cone on Cone) between the body 1 (shaft of electric motor →
clutch → input shaft → bearings → conical pinion) and body 2 (bevel gear wheel → bearings → output shaft → small wheel of the belt
carrier) – Fig. 6 and linkage Insert Joint / Belt between the body 2 and body 3 (big wheel of the belt carrier → belt carrier drum) Fig. 7. If
checking the condition of mechanism shows one degree of freedom, linkages have been chosen correctly.
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Further to achieve the simulated motion it is necessary to define the driving force or driving moment which bring the entire power
station into motion (Torque / Associative Load Direction - Use Vector Components. By selecting the Input grapher we set the value of
moment on output shaft of the electric motor (in Z-axis) using the graph (Fig.8, Fig.9).

Fig.8 Determination of the driving effect

Fig. 9 Determination of the value of the driving moment

Output quantities can be determined by selecting in the tree of elements (Output Grapher) (Fig. 10). It is possible to monitor again
monitored output quantities during a running simulation with a graphic view. We start the simulation using Simulation Player. We can
monitor the progress of forces, moments, changes in position, velocity and acceleration of the selected point, respectively of the selected
element. Data from simulation can be exported to Microsoft Excel and viewed in graphical form. Thus prepared digital prototype can also
be used for Simulation Stress Analysis or ANSYS Workbenc, creation of illustrative simulation video, etc. ..

Fig. 10 Selection and display of the output quantities
Conclusion
Autodesk Inventor Professional 3D CAD software provides functionality for advanced mechanical engineering design, finite element
analysis and motion simulation. To work with this software are needed not only professional knowledge, but also mastering of the working
procedures in creating of digital prototypes. Inventor significantly changes thinking of engineers and designers and design procedures too.
Significantly speeds up and simplifies the design and verification of various types of transmission mechanisms. Excellent tools are special
functions for generating of basic parts of mechanisms, such as shafts, gears, elements of the belt and chain gearings, and possibilities of
movement animation and dynamic simulation. On example of the power station of the belt carrier were indicated the possibilities of
utilization of Autodesk Inventor for digital prototyping.
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Abstract. A stratospheric balloon experiment is presented that was designed to investigate the harmful effects
of UV-radiation with real-time evaluation of the degradation of biological samples. A measurement method and
a hardware and software platform were developed to enable continuous monitoring of the samples during the
flight. As the BioDos experiment is considered a pilot project for Low Earth Orbit satellite missions, versatility
and reliability were the key aspects of the hardware and software design.
Introduction
UV-radiation induces wavelength specific damage of nucleic acids as main targets for UV photons in the living systems. These
harmful effects are observed as photochemical reactions in the nucleic acids [1]. DNA based UV dosimeters can be used as models of
living systems to investigate the biological effects of UV-radiation. In the BioDos experiment, uracil thin layers were applied as model of
nucleic acids and the effects of UV-radiation on the uracil samples were investigated by measuring the change of their optical density due
to being exposed to several hours of direct solar radiation. The predecessor of this experiment was the PUR project which was part of the
EXPOSE-R platform on board the International Space Station, where the samples were not monitored continuously. The BioDos project
was carried out by a student group at Budapest University of Technology and Economics (BME) in the frame of the REXUS/BEXUS joint
student programme of ESA (European Space Agency), SNSB (Swedish National Space Board) and DLR (Deutsches Zentrum für Luftund Raumfahrt). The student group was provided with scientific and technical support by The Research Group for Biophysics of
Semmelweis University and the Space Research Group of BME. The experiment was one of the scientific payloads of a BEXUS
stratospheric balloon. The choice of carrier vehicle was based on several scientific and technical considerations. First, the characteristics
of the pyrimidine dimerisation and monomerisation processes were taken into account. Due to the filtering effect of stratospheric ozone
layer, the UVB and UVC radiation ranges necessary for these processes to take place are not present at ground level. The typical flight
altitude of the BEXUS stratospheric balloons is 25-30km where the shielding effect of the ozone layer is considerably lower than on the
surface of Earth and therefore the solar radiation that the samples are being exposed of contains the UVB and UVC components of the
electromagnetic spectrum as well. Concerning the technical aspects, one of the main advantages of the balloon programme is that the
samples could be examined after their return. Moreover, the BEXUS programme is organized on a yearly basis which, although requires a
short development process, is a suitable time range for a pilot project to be carried out.
Experiment setup
The uracil samples are arranged in groups of six and accommodated in optical boxes (OB) together with the measurement detectors
and amplifiers [2]. All other electronics are enclosed in a separate unit, the electronics box (EB). Electrical connection between the EB and
the OBs are provided by 15-wire cables. In order to perform continuous measurement during the flight regardless of the position of the
balloon gondola, one OB is placed on each side of the gondola, being mounted on two baseplates in two opposite corners (Fig. 1). The
baseplates serves as mechanical interface to the rails of the gondola.

Fig. 1. Experiment configuration on board the balloon gondola (two opposite corners)
Each of the four OBs contains four uracil detectors (UD) and two dark samples for reference. The UD consists of a uracil thin layer
sample applied on the inner surface of a quartz plate. One photodiode detector (PD) is placed behind each UD to continuously measure
the optical density of the sample [3]. The dark samples are not exposed to sunlight and therefore no detector is assigned to them; their
condition was evaluated before flight and in post-flight laboratory measurement. An additional photodiode detector is also included in each
OB to directly measure the level of UV-radiation. Fig. 2 shows the sample holder assembly with the four UDs, two dark samples and one
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reference photodiode. The optical board placed behind this unit (Fig. 3) contains five amplifier circuits (one amplifier for each UD and one
for the reference photodetector) and the thermal sensor electronics.

Fig. 2. Sample holder assembly

Fig. 3. The optical board and the sample holder unit before integration

The electronics box (EB) is also accommodated on one of the two baseplates (see Fig. 1). It contains the power supply board (PS), the
measurement control and data processing board (OBDH - Onboard Data Handling) and an auxiliary board (AUX). The simplified
architecture of the experiment is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Simplified architecture of the experiment
Measurement method
The dimerisation of pyrimidine molecules exposed to UV-radiation results in a change of the uracil absorption spectrum which can be
characterized by the decrease of the OD at the wavelength 280 nm [4]. The decrease of the OD correlates with the dose of radiation
received by the biochemical model, therefore being a good indicator of the effect of UV-radiation on the sample [5]. Although determining
the initial and final OD by ultraviolet-visible (UV-VIS) spectrophotometry is a viable solution to observe the effects of UV-radiation, precise
analysis of the dimerization process requires continuous measurement. The dynamics of the change of OD correlate with the speed of
dimerisation and, as a consequence, with the intensity and spectral composition of the absorbed UV-radiation. Therefore, one of the main
objectives of the mission was to perform continuous monitoring of biological samples with autonomous measurement and data collection
method. This gave opportunity to observe the dynamics of the effects of UV-radiation during the flight. The optical density of the samples
is determined according to Eq. (1).
OD = log(Io/It),

(1)

where OD is the optical density, Io and It are the intensity of the radiation before and after it passes through the uracil sample,
respectively.
The changes of this parameter were registered throughout the flight and the acquired data was evaluated and compared to
spectrophotometric measurements performed before and after the flight. The value of the physical dose and the Biologically Effective
Dose (BED) of UV-radiation received by the biological samples can be calculated and compared with the flight data to determine the
altitude dependence of the BED.
The optical density of the uracil samples exposed to direct solar radiation was measured by UV-sensitive broadband silicon carbide
photodetectors with maximum spectral response at around 280nm. The selection of photodetector type was based on the fact that the
highest degree of dimerisation can be observed in the ~250-300nm range of the absorbance spectrum of pyrimidine base. The angle of
view of the applied detectors is +/-30 degrees (where the signal level decreases to 80%) which leads to direction sensitive measurement.
The outputs of the operational amplifiers connected to each photodetector were multiplexed and processed in the OBDH which transferred
the data packages to the balloon service module. The telemetry data sent by the service module was received and processed by the
ground station.
Electrical and mechanical design
The experiment consists of five separate mechanical units mounted on two baseplates: four optical boxes (OB) and one electronic box
(EB). As shown in Fig. 5, each OB has five windows and contains a sample holder unit with seven holder rings for the four uracil samples,
the reference detector and the two dark samples. Two heater resistors were attached to the sample holder unit with good thermal coupling
to provide active thermal control of the OB. The sample holder unit, together with the optical board containing the amplifiers and
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supplementary electronics, are covered with MLI foil. Each OB contains two temperature sensors: one inside and one outside the MLI foil.
Heating of the OB is activated when the temperature outside the MLI foil drops below -20°C.

Fig. 5. Optical Box with the sample holder unit and the heater resistors

Fig. 6. Electronics Box

Apart from the amplifier and thermal sensor circuits, all other electronics are housed in the EB (Fig. 6) divided into three modules as
described above (OBDH, PS, AUX). Each board is equipped with one 96 pin connector. Electrical connection between the boards is
provided by a motherboard which also serves as interface to the front plate connectors of the EB. The architecture of the OBDH module is
shown in Fig. 7. One of the main design concerns of the OBDH was versatility. As a result, the module can be implemented on different
platforms and in different types of experiments as well with minimal or no change in the design. The RS422 communication and the DAC
were not implemented in the current experiment, but the PCB design includes the routing of these devices. The 48 analog signals include
the PD signals and the telemetry collected from the OBs and the EB. The analog signals are multiplexed, digitalized and processed in the
microcontroller unit (MCU). The telemetry frames are sent to the balloon service module through Ethernet communication channel. The
data packages are transferred to the ground station by the service module. The scientific and telemetry data of the experiment are stored
in a flash memory as well. The operation of the payload is autonomous, but the OBDH is able to handle ground telecommands which in the
current project were restricted to changing the sampling frequency.

Fig. 7. Architectural diagram of the OBDH
The experiment is connected to the unregulated power bus of the balloon service system and is supplied from a 28V/1A common battery
source. The required seven output voltages for the EB and the four OBs are generated by a flyback converter. A thermal sensor is also
included on the PS board, but its output is only used for telemetry as the temperature of the EB is not actively regulated. The thermal
design of the EB includes Card-lock retainers and a thermal layer on each board and a good thermal coupling between the EB and the
baseplate. The low supply voltages for the OBs are produced by shunt regulators located on the AUX board. The AUX board also contains
one thermal control circuit for each OB and provides the OBDH with the scaled and filtered telemetry signals.
The three functional units of the EB, as well as each OB were thoroughly tested before the flight. Thermal chamber tests of the uracil
samples confirmed that the extreme temperatures and thermal fluctuations expected during flight will not have degrading effects that may
corrupt the measurement. The silicon carbide photodiodes were calibrated using UV light source The OBs and each board of the EB were
tested in thermal chamber and a full flight simulation thermal test was also conducted on one OB. A full functional test was carried out
before delivering the experiment to the launch site. Functional tests were also performed during the Launch Campaign at Esrange. This
included testing the photodiode detectors by exposing them to direct sunlight for a short time, testing the communication with the balloon
service system, interference tests and an end-to-end test.
Flight Results
The experiment was launched on board the BEXUS-15 stratospheric balloon from Esrange Space Center, Kiruna, Sweden.
Following an ascending period of about an hour the balloon reached an altitude of 25.6km where the floating phase lasted 3.5 hours. The
mission ended with experiment recovery after the gondola was cut down and transferred back to Esrange. Data acquisition was
continuous during the whole flight. The voltage, current and temperature telemetry received by the ground station showed proper
operation of the experiment. Inspection of the temperature telemetry of the four OBs revealed that the MLI foil kept the internal temperature
of the OBs above -20°C and therefore the active thermal control feature was not exploited. The absorbance level of the dark samples
remained at their initial values showing that temperature changes and other aspecific effects did not cause any damage of the uracil
detectors, which is in line with the expectations.
As seen in Fig. 8, the four Optical Boxes were exposed to direct sunlight for different lengths of time as the initial rotation of the
gondola slowed down during the floating phase. The irradiance values measured by the four reference detectors are shown in Fig. 9.
Sudden drops to zero level occurred several times during the flight when the detector of the given OB was not exposed to direct sunlight
due to the rotation of the gondola.
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Fig. 8. Total dose of radiation during flight

Fig. 9. Irradiance values measured by the four reference detectors

Post-flight evaluation of the uracil samples included UV-VIS spectrophotometric measurements to determine the absorption
spectrum in the specific absorption range of uracil. The results were compared to the telemetry data received during the flight. While the
OD of the samples having exposed to radiation for the longest time period slightly decreased (see the results of spectophotometry for one
sample in Fig. 10), evaluation of the flight data showed anomalous results in case of several samples. The nearly constant OD value of the
samples registered during the flight (Fig. 11) is attributed to the broadband detectors that were not sensitive enough to detect changes
during the relatively short irradiation. However, the readings included negative OD values too in a few cases. The cause of this anomaly is
likely to be that the broadband photodetectors detect significant signal levels in the UVA and UVC ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum.
These signals present as noise that corrupt the measurement in the observed UVB range where the dimerisation and monomerisation
processes are most understood.

Fig. 10. OD levels of one uracil sample before and after flight

Fig. 11. Measured OD values of the samples in one OB during flight

Conclusion
Although the altitude dependence of BED could not be determined during this first flight of the experiment, the primary scientific and
technological objectives were fulfilled and the project is considered as a successful pioneer mission. An effective measurement method
was developed to perform continuous monitoring of the effects of UV radiation on DNA based UV dosimeters. The measurement is
supported by a versatile hardware and software platform that can be easily adapted to Low Earth Orbit satellite missions where more
significant changes of OD values are expected. Further improvements are being carried out for a similar balloon flight in the frame of the
upcoming BEXUS campaign. The broadband photodetectors are being replaced with specific UVB sensors with narrower sensitivity
spectrum. Furthermore, in the new project the primary targets of observation will be DNA samples while uracil thin layers will also be
included to enable comparison of the results of the two missions.
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Abstract. Maintenance has special function and important role that cannot substitute in the sustainable
development of the global stage. The more society developed, the more important maintenance is.
In the paper evolution of approach to technical infrastructure maintenance issues is presented in the context of
sustainable manufacturing realization. In Lean maintenance approach the most important issue was the term of
“waste” and all the actions taken were analyzed in reference to financial aspects. Green maintenance approach
introduced new category to efficiency of service activities analysis. The category was environmental issues. The
consequence was assessment of how each element of maintenance practice influences natural environment
and how the practices can be improved or what new practices can be implemented. Sustainable Maintenance
introduced new category to the two previously existing (economic and environmental). The third category is
social issues and search for balance between the three aspects: financial, environmental and social.
Consequently and naturally maintenance was included in realization of sustainable manufacturing approach.
Introduction
Sustainable Development (SD) became popular with the definition of the Brundtland report (World Commission on Environment and
Development (1987)). It represents an ethical concept concerning fighting poverty while protecting the environment on a macro-level. To
achieve global sustainability each industry must aim to be sustainable [1]. However, this new approach forces manufacturing companies to
change their previous management paradigms. Observation of development of a manufacturing system from a sustainable development
perspective leads to the conclusion that there are four main production paradigms identifiable: mass production, lean production, green
production and sustainable production.
The goal of the following paper is to present the role of maintenance in the realization of sustainable manufacturing practices in a
company. Over the years (and in many cases presently as well), maintenance has been perceived as a “necessary evil”. However,
changes in the manufacturing paradigm striving for sustainable development have forced managers to change their attitude to
maintenance. This paper is structured as follows: the following chapter introduces the theme of the maintenance. It includes a presentation
of maintenance generations (starting with a reactive approach and finishing with a sustainable approach). The third chapter is dedicated to
a sustainable maintenance approach and its contribution to sustainable manufacturing.
Maintenance generation
Every manufacturing organization integrates some kind of maintenance activities in order to ensure the reliability availability of its productive
units. During the last five decades, maintenance theory has radically changed according to the new manufacturing paradigms (fig. 1).

Fig. 1 The evolution of maintenance on a time perspective
Until World War II, industry was not very highly mechanized, as the downtimes were not considerate. Most of the equipment was simple and
over-designed. Failure consequences were not vital and had a neglected effect. This was the time when preventing the equipment from failure
was not a high priority. Therefore, industrial equipment was operated until it failed, at which point it was either repaired or replaced according to “fix
it when it breaks” principle. Maintenance was considered as a production task and a necessary evil. The first maintenance approach could be
described as reactive maintenance where no action is taken to prevent failures or to detect the onset of failure.
The next generation of maintenance was initiated with the industrialization process. The manufacturing plants became complex.
Availability, longevity and cost were considered important factors for achieving business objectives. Maintenance became a task of the
maintenance department and was considered as a technical matter according to “I operate- you fix” principle. Thus, the second
maintenance approach could be described as a preventive approach.
From the beginning of the 1970s, new options for maintenance realization appeared with the development of diagnostic tools and new
approaches to corporate management, such as Just In Time paradigm, Total Quality Management philosophy, and waste elimination
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according to the Lean Manufacturing. According to the “lean” concept, “waste” is anything that does not add value to the product, process,
or service. In maintenance system, the waste usually consists of outdated procedures, overstocked, underused inventory of equipment,
material, parts, as well as wasted labor, time, transportation, exc. [2].
All the principles, methods and technologies that can reduce the waste above listed and add value during the maintenance process
are called “Lean Maintenance”. Ricky Smith [3], defined Lean Maintenance as a “proactive maintenance operation employing planned and
scheduled maintenance activities through total productive maintenance (TPM) practices, using maintenance strategies developed through
application of reliability centered maintenance (RCM) decision logic and practiced by empowered (self-directed) action teams using the 5S
process, weekly Kaizen improvement events, and autonomous maintenance together with multi-skilled, maintenance technician-performed
maintenance through the committed use of their work order system and their computer managed maintenance system (CMMS) or enterprise
asset management (EAM) system”. This promotes achievement of a desirable maintenance outcome with fewest inputs possible. Inputs
include: labor, spare parts, tools, energy, capital, and management effort. The gains are as follows: improved plant reliability (availability) and
improved repeatability of process (less variation) [4].
In the early 1990s, the concept of green maintenance was developed, which required the aim of maintenance to be realized by using
advanced technologies and equipment at the cost of the least resources and energy consumption, the least waste and environmental
impact [5]. Green maintenance requires the maximum utilization of resources, the least waste and environment negative impact in the life
cycle of a product from its design, manufacturing, usage and waste treatment. As a result, maintenance is able to create new productivity
and helps to save raw materials and energy, protect environment and increase profits in the industrial production.
Lean and Green manufacturing systems require efficient production and low use of resources such as energy, materials, etc. One
major facilitator of this is effective maintenance. Sometimes regarded as the necessary evil, maintenance still has a negative image in the
industry. But as the paradigm on manufacturing shift towards realizing a sustainable manufacturing, we should also begin to realize the
changing role of maintenance.
Sustainable maintenance
As mentioned, the paradigm presently dominating in production area is sustainable manufacturing. The paradigm evolved from the
concept of sustainable development and was introduced at the 1992 UNCED conference in Rio de Janeiro as a guide to help companies
and governments transition towards sustainable development [6]. To support realization of sustainable development idea at a company’s
level, sustainable manufacturing must respond to[7]:
 economic challenges, by producing wealth and new services ensuring development and competitiveness through time
 environmental challenges, by promoting minimal use of natural resources (in particular non-renewable) and managing them in the
best possible way while reducing environmental impact
 social challenges, by promoting social development and improved quality of life through renewed quality of wealth and jobs
Sustainable manufacturing has been moving from solely an after-the-fact assessment to a before-the-fact prediction. A key to
sustainable manufacturing is finding where and why the production process is wasting resources and energy. The consequence is that
production processes have to be analyzed not only in the context of the technology applied, but also in the context of all resources used
(incl. human, material, technical and information resources).
Creating a sustainable production environment requires, among other things, the elimination of breakdowns and other sources of energy
waste. The inadequate maintenance can result in higher levels of unplanned equipment failure, which has many inherent costs to the
organization including rework, labor, and fines for late order, scrap, and lost order due to unsatisfied customers[8]. This has been one of the
decisive drivers for changing the perception that people normally have maintenance from “fail and fix” maintenance practices to a “predict and
prevent” mindset. Sustainable maintenance is a new challenge for enterprises realizing sustainable development approach. They can be
defined as pro-active maintenance operations striving for providing balance in social dimension (welfare and satisfaction of maintenance
operators), environmental dimension (6R) and economic dimension (losses, consequences, benefits). It requires introducing broad
analysis concerning loss or putting into risk continuity of enterprise performance (in economic, environmental and social aspect), if
maintenance strategy taken and actions realized do not provide required condition of machines.
Economic, environmental and social dimensions of maintenance are interrelated and any change in the objectives of a dimension
greatly influences the other two dimensions. Taking systematic approach as a key principle in building sustainable maintenance enables
finding relations between dimensions (fig. 2 ):
 economic: f.ex. cost of technical services, investment in new machines, technical diagnostics tools, IT systems etc.;
 social: health, safety, ergonomics, working hours, salaries, satisfaction from work, etc.;
 environmental: f.ex. recycling, regeneration, minimization of energy, gas, water, waste, air pollution etc.

Fig. 2. General model of interdependencies in sustainable maintenance [4]
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Whereas understanding these interdependencies requires thinking within the following categories: stakeholders requirements, risk
and product’s lifecycle.
Complexity of contemporary manufacturing systems and their dependency on numerous internal and external factors has raised the
interest of an increasing number of stakeholders in the results of maintenance. Usually, stakeholders are groups of people who are the
most important for overall success of maintenance. They have the ability to influence realization of maintenance operations and either win
or lose depending on results of actions taken. A positive result of action depends on high information capacity of a maintenance system,
while information capacity of maintenance is an outcome of cooperation of the system: maintenance – a stakeholder’s (the environment
the system operates in) maintenance system acquires resources from both external and internal sources [10, 11]. The ability to acquire
resources from the environment and process them according to a system’s own needs and needs of environment is a basic task of
constructive actions and development of the system.
As needs and expectations of stakeholders are sometimes contradictive (trade-off relation between production and maintenance
represents a classic example), for providing a sustainable approach to meeting these requirements it is necessary to identify strategic
goals and priorities for maintenance. The goals emerge from goals and strategies of a company that result from obligations made towards
internal and external stakeholders (Fig. 3).

Fig 3. Maintenance strategy as a consequence of requirements of stakeholders
The higher the pace of changes of conditions of maintenance system functioning (requirements of stakeholders), the more important is
the role of strategic approach, flexibility, and ability to create some backups in maintenance resources. The goal is creating ability to
counteract to unpredictable threats as early as possible. Thus, it is necessary to continuously monitor achievements of maintenance
system and its environment, as well as relations within maintenance system – stakeholders, and building strategies for maintenance
development.
Investigating and managing risk in maintenance activities is important to manage the maintenance successfully. It also helps to avoid
or limit risks. Achieving sustainability through risk management via risk identification and analysis, gives maintenance managers the
information they need to make better, more informed decisions on an array of risks, including environmental, social and economic,
operational and strategic issues.
Maintenance framework based on the risk assessment covers two main activities: risk assessment and technical service planning
based the risk. The main objective of such activities is to reduce the overall risk that may lead to unpredictable failures. Priorities of
operational actions (inspection, maintenance) are defined according to the quantitative analysis of a risk caused by failing sets of
machines so that the total risk is minimized. The sets which as a result of the analysis have been classified as high risk are inspected and
maintained more frequently and more accurately to ensure keeping of the allowed risk level. Organisations are more likely to promote
maintenance in accordance with risk assessment. Such an approach enables defining of the appropriate proportions among individual
maintenance policies, considering not only financial but also environmental and social issues. The most frequently applied method in this
area are the Reliability Centered Maintenance – RCM, Risk Based Inspection – RBI, Risk Based Maintenance, etc. [12].
Planning of technical service at a high level may be successful if it is based on reliable data from the operation level [13]. This makes
monitoring of the production equipment condition a key factor to support a balanced production. Maintenance does not escape from the
(r)evolution in information communication technology (ICT), which has tremendously changed business practices. Efficiency of
maintenance processes depends on quality and speed of information flows within a company and in its environment as well.
E-maintenance idea suggest application of a system benefiting from all the resources based on the Internet and communication
technologies striving for making maintenance as common as possible, which means that all the service activities, planning and decision
making data as well as tools for their processing are available always and everywhere for every employee entitled to have them on any
level of enterprise functioning applicable.. E-maintenance is a sub-concept of e-manufacturing and e-business for supporting next
generation manufacturing practices. Application of e-technologies allows on one hand for improvement of service solutions necessary for
competing on contemporary markets and on the other benefiting from the technologies applied in other areas of enterprise functioning
integrating their realization with maintenance activities.
Traditionally, the scope of maintenance referred to production processes. It was widely agreed that the main aim of maintenance was
the optimization of equipment availability at the lowest feasible cost. However, the shift from production paradigm to sustainable
development resulted in a change of the maintenance paradigm towards the product life cycle management, including maintenance in the
chain of values of the entire organisation. To highlight and justify the new way of perceiving maintenance, Takata introduced the
expression of ‘maintenance values chain’ [14]. Four different phases are usually distinguished in the equipment life-cycle: the equipment
designing manufacturing, using and decommissioning. The focus is on the possible integration of sustainability aspects into the maintenance
activities in the different phases (Fig. 4)
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Fig 4. Maintenance objectives of equipment life cycle – sustainable manufacturing point of view
The maintenance managers hold all the instruments that allow the firm’s technical service workers to participate in all phases of the life
cycle of the machine and thus engage in the implementation of the sustainable manufacturing. Hence, maintenance development from a
product’s lifecycle point of view requires numerous interfaces between maintenance and its stakeholders.
Conclusion
The traditional view of maintenance has shifted into one of an overall view that encompasses Overall Equipment Efficiency,
Stakeholders Management and Life Cycle assessment. These approaches should be coupled with product design, safe equipment
operations, life cycle issues such as zero defects, design for maintainability, zero waste, remanufacturing and reuse processes. From
practical point of view it requires changes in approach to maintenance represented by managers and changes in actions performed within
maintenance area. Managers have to understand that maintenance is not only about repairs and conservations of machines and devices,
but also actions striving for more efficient resources management and care for safety and health of employees. Whereas maintenance
striving for meeting sustainable manufacturing requirements needs to be:
creative and innovative, which means focusing on problem solving and continuous search for improvement options and using
innovative solutions like f.ex. ICT;

-

scalable, which means taking requirements and expectations of a broader group of stakeholders instead of classic approach to
relations between manufacturing and maintenance;

-

committed and involving, which means breaking manufacturing’s hegemony and creating bonds with both internal and external
stakeholders (development and integration of maintenance from product’s lifecycle perspective requires numerous interfaces
with other systems, internal as well as external ones).
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Abstract In the production process of faucets, large tolerances, mainly caused by the casting process of the
raw part, lead to wide variations in faucet geometry. Additional effort is thus required to manually set the
parameters for the robot-guided grinding process. As design products with a complex geometry consisting of
several convex and concave surface elements, faucet manufacture poses significant challenges for the robot
programmer.
Our contribution towards solving this problem is an analytic description of the manufacturing process to
improve the parameters. The developed model of the grinding process consists of a belt grinding machine with
contact wheel and the robot which holds the workpiece during the entire manufacturing process. By means of
Perturbation Theory, these systems can be divided into a slow and a fast process. The multi-body dynamic
system of this model consists of the robot and grinding machine dynamics and additionally of the grinding
machine-robot-interaction. This interaction induces a strong nonlinearity, namely the possible loss of contact.
Moreover, the behavior of the robot itself is nonlinear, which results in varying compliances depending on the
actual position, orientation and trajectory of the robot. For the theoretical analytical model, these influences are
respected. In order to validate the derived system model, an experimental setup was designed and analyzed to
parameterize, or estimate, significant parameters within the model. As a consequence of the applied research,
three representations of the grinding process were obtained and the fundamentals are provided to improve the
process by means of control systems.
Introduction
Within the overall production process, the grinding process has the greatest influence on the final appearance of a faucet. Usually the
inner part of the brazen casting is made by conventional machining, e.g. by means of turning machines. However, the grinding process
requires six dimensions of freedom (DOF) to machine the complete surface. For this reason, this process step used to be performed
manually before the industrial robot manipulator became state of the art. Nowadays the path planning and programming of the robot has to
be carried out by skilled workers who must have a competent knowledge of grinding. These workers are responsible for product quality
and have to compensate all tolerances of the preproduction processes. Since the process is continuously changing it requires regular
fitting, see Fig. 1. The scope of this work is illustrated in Fig. 2. The grinding process is performed by a robot and a belt grinding machine
with contact wheel. The grinding path and the characteristics of the workpiece are also taken into account.

Figure 1: Black Box Model with difficulties that might arise

Research Approaches
To overcome the known obstacles inherent in this process several approaches have been tried, namely various attempts with
adaptive training algorithms such as echo-state-network [1] and an approach to simulate and visualize the belt grinding process [2]. In the
field of robotic machining applications an analysis of the system’s stiffness was carried out in [3]. Another strategy is to improve the
calibration of the robot and the tools in combination with force control [4]. In addition to these procedures the grinding path planning can be
optimized using a variety of methods, for instance see [5].
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Modeling of Robot Aided Belt Grinding
The grinding process contains two mechanical systems: the robot manipulator and the grinding contact wheel, see Fig. 2. The
analytical model describes the dynamics of each system separately and of the coupled systems. As a third element of the process
description, the "robot-contact wheel" interaction force S(t) is taken into account.
Modeling of the Industrial Robot and the Contact Wheel
A two-link-planar robot
Elastic parameters:
Mechanical parameters, Moments:
model with elastic joints is used
di
y
for the analytical model, see
i+1
ki
y
i
i
Fig. 4. The modeled flexibility is
S(t)
considered to be linear and
2
concentrated at the joints,
30
Ji
according
to
[6].
Using
g
mi
parameters such as stiffness ki,
20
i-1
damping di, mass mi, link length
1
i0
li, angle i, torque Mi, moment
10
Mi0+Mi
of inertia Ji, distance to center
x
x
of mass si and index i for the
corresponding link the following
Figure 2: Model describing the robot dynamics as a two-link planar robot with flexible joints
equations can be found.
Describing
the
nonlinear
vibrations of the angular DOF 1 and 2, the following approach is used:

 i   i 0   i ;  i   i 0
(1)
The dynamic forces that we observed might be divided into two separate categories, based on Perturbation Theory:
I. fast, vibrating dynamics of i
II. slow, smooth dynamics of i, according to the selected path planning of the robot. The robot actuators are able to generate the
driving torques M1 and M2 required for holding the planned path.
Notably, the acting grinding Force S can be regarded as an added disturbance to the system, thus:
(2)
S  S
using the averaging formula [7], the robot dynamics, expressed in matrix form, can be derived:
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(4)
Eq. (3-4) shows the mathematical nature of the linearized infinitesimal angles i of robot arm i. To solve this problem an approach as
referred in Eq. (5) might be chosen:
  i  Ai t  cos  t  Bi t sin  t
(5)
Due to the nonlinear contact condition between the robot and the contact wheel, Ai and Bi are analytical functions with respect to time t, e.g.
using the method of the Variation of Constant or the Averaging Method [7].
The excitation frequency f is given by the rotating speed of the
eccentric grinding contact wheel, while the angular velocity is given
y
m e2
e
by =2f. In order to apply the Averaging Method [7], the assumption
dS
d
of the existence of at least two different time scales has to be made. m
2f=
f
k
S0
Regarding the stated problem this means: i 0  i .
S

t

S

t

According to Fig 5, the stiffness kt and damping coefficient dt are
elastic parameters of the contact wheel’s elastic covering. The
contact wheel itself has an eccentricity e, caused particularly by the
manufacturing accuracy of the wheel and the unidirectional pressure
of the belt. The eccentricity and mass ms lead to a centrifugal force
2
mse that excites the whole "robot-contact wheel" system with
frequency f. Since the actual rotary speed of the wheel is controlled
and as a consequence of centrifugal forces acting on the elastic
cover, the radius r of the wheel may change with respect to frequency
f, thus r=r(f). The Eq. (6) for the grinding contact wheel can be
derived. The parameters ds and ks denote a spring-damper element
between the inertial system and the contact wheel.

Model



kS

S(t)
30

N

xS

x

Figure 3: Describing the contact wheel of the grinding machine
m s xs  d s x s  k s x s  S cos  30  m s e 2 sin t  S 0
m s ys  S sin  30  N  m s g  m s e 2 cos t

J s   -Ssin  30   r  M

(6)

Modeling of Contact Wheel Robot Interaction
The robot manipulator’s end-effector and the contact wheel interact during the actual grinding process. The relation of both forces is
based on Coulomb's Law of Friction, here the regime of sliding dry friction being applicable. In brief, this can be expressed in:
F R    N t    S t   sin  30    S t   cos  30     tan  30   
(7)
whereby the grinding removal is controlled by the acting contact force S(t), the contact angle 30 and  and also the friction coefficient
. Notably, the coefficient of friction  is a function of the grinding belt’s condition and should be measured during the grinding process. As
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Fig 6 demonstrates the geometric relationship of the distance between the global tool center point (TCP) of the robot and the axle of the
rotating contact wheel is given by:
u  l1 cos  10  l 2 cos  20  r  cos   x s    1l1 sin  10    2 l 2 sin  20
(8)
The contact is force and simultaneously
Interaction robot – grinding contact wheel:
Nonlinear interaction (grinding) force S(t)
geometrically driven, see Fig 6. The nonlinear
interaction between robot arm and grinding
y
S(t)
S(t)•cos(30-)+S0
contact wheel might be analytically described as


proven in [8]. The force S(t) is controlled by the
S(t)
command variable δ(t) and implies a method to

xS
kt
distinguish the current contact situation
S t   cos  30     k t   d t  if   u  u 0  0
Damping dt =0

30

20

10

S t   0 else

(9)

u0

Lumped Parameter Model
The given formulas for the analytical
investigation of the nonlinear "robot-contact wheel" dynamics can
be simplified and transformed into a translational model including
the same number of DOF.
While grinding, the speed of the robot axles is low compared
to the time periods, when the robot changes its position to
rearrange the workpiece. The contact between the robot and the
grinding contact wheel is lost for fast maneuvers. The removal of
material could be neglected at this stage of modeling, as the
influence on the intersection δ(t) is very small. Figure 7 shows an
example of the main characteristics of the robot maneuvers and
the resulting robot parameters i0 and . The following
assumptions in accordance to the Perturbation Theory are made:

The geometrical intersection “robot-contact-wheel”
δ(t):=u-u0 is the command variable of the simplified
simulation model.
i 0  1
i 0  1
Assuming:
i 0  i   
Therefor:
i0



0

x

u-u0

Figure 4: Nonlinear interaction between robot and grinding
contact wheel, geometrically and contact force driven

i

The difference of the angles is |θ10-θ20|≈π/2.
This assumption does not limit the application of the
simulation results in general.
Additionally the moment vector is set equal to gravitational forces:
M 1  M 2  m1  m 2 gs1 sin  10 
T  


Figure 5: Robot parameters during grinding process. Path planning
(10)
 M 2
  m 2 gs 2 sin  20 
Consequently, these assumptions lead to the following simplified parameters result in geometrical intersection δ(t) of robot‘s tool center
 2
point (TCP) and grinding contact wheel surface.
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Moreover, by respecting the dynamics and the choice of ΔT we derive:
k1  k2  k2 
K   
k2 
  k2
(14)
The rotational DOFs might be transformed into translational DOFs using a simple arithmetic formula. xi:=Δθi , wherein the parameter
, the characteristic length, might be arbitrarily chosen. Therefore, the mechanical parameters of the robot are transformed. Likewise:
~ k
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In conclusion we persuade the following matrix differential equation:
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Numerical Simulation and Validation
In order to analyze the dynamic behavior of the derived system, a numerical simulation model was developed according to Eq. (17)
with an implementation of the nonlinear contact condition according to Eq. (9). By aid of several practical measurements on the real
system, unknown parameters of the process model were evaluated. Further internal process factors had been estimated to complete the
model. Regarding the measurement results, the yield model might be extended by excitation sources. Considering Eq. (6) the acting force
to the system is characterized by the rotation of contact wheel itself, but in fact other effects of the grinding machine coming into account,
too. They will be summarized as residuals, e.g. the driven wheel, all assistance wheels, vibrations of the belt, the transmission of the belted
gear, etc. Thus, the right hand side of Eq. (6) becomes an enhanced equation and can be written as:
(18)
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Figure 6: Displacement of the contact wheel (left). Acting force, measured at grinding machine (right)

Within the executed
simulations,
only
the
dominating amplitudes and
frequencies are respected,
see Fig. 8 (r.).
Overall, comparing the
practical measurements with
output of the numerical
simulation model and the
theoretical description a
sufficient correlation is found.
The remaining differences
are caused by simplifying the
robot’s
DOFs,
idealized
system factors such as no
disturbing
vibrations,
measurement inaccuracies
and errors in the parameter
evaluation.

Conclusion
Three representations
for the grinding process are
obtained, first a mathematical
description,
second
a
numerical simulation model
and third expressive data
based
on
practical
measurements. As a result, a
detailed description of the
grinding process is achieved.
Indeed,
the
practical
measurements within a real
system indicate that this
description is valid. A notable
Figure 7: Comparing measurement with simulation in time and frequency domains.
aspect of this work is its
theoretical approach based on Perturbation Theory, while respecting the flexibility in the joints, which has a crucial influence on the whole
system dynamics.
In practice, several factors are unknown, since the industrial robot manipulator is usually a proprietary product with
manufacturer-specific properties. Hence, as the desired value for removal is considered to be small in contrast to the correspondingly large
workspace of the robot, it is difficult to guarantee the required accuracy for this dynamic process. Nevertheless, based on our work and
applying approaches from control systems theory, the grinding process can be improved. Considering the whole issue, the grinding
process is purely a force-driven process, whereas a robot is a path-driven manipulator. To merge these two contrary systems, it is common
practice to use passive elements. Hence, solutions consisting of passive elements constantly meet with inaccuracies. This work provides
fundamentals to develop an active, robot aided belt grinding system that guarantees the required forces by means of control systems.
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Abstract. The paper deals with application of the 3D scanner using a wide range of thermographic data.
Currently, various data is scanned and evaluated separately. Scanned point clouds are created into 3D models
by creating space and equipment. Thermographic data (data taken by a thermal imaging camera) are in 2D are
also evaluated. The paper describes how they can thermographically link data from a 3D scanner. Using a
Trimble CX 3D scanner and a thermal imager, to obtain the necessary data.
Introduction
Nowadays PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) and DF (Digital Factory) is becoming as a similar phenomenon as a Philosophy
CIM (Computer Integrated Manufacturing) in the 80s and 90s and these components CAD (Computer Aided Design) and CAD / CAM
(Computer Aided Design / Manufacturing). The whole concept of CIM has been encountered, although very rarely, but it does not
extinguish these business concepts. The idea of paperless communication and system integration inside and outside the company is still
in progress and development - just called by other names, such as smart business, automated business, cyber business, talking about
e-applications, the integration of CAx systems, etc. Systems and PLM DF can be considered as a further development within
aforementioned concept [1, 2].
Development in the affected areas is enormous. It is very interesting to note, that there is no clear definition of these terms, and there
are still differences in interpretation by different authors. Differences relate mainly breadth of supported activities (see eg [3, 4]).
This post is inspecting two systems in a narrow concept. From a perspective is described the PLM and DF follows:
• SW PLM systems provide an environment for collaboration across departments, suppliers and customers (Collaborative,
Concurrent Engineering). In addition are sharing information, support, coordination and management of innovative projects.
• The concept DF is linked to different stages of production planning (design / planning process) into a complex system in order to
shorten and streamline the planning, preparation and self-start of production.
Despite declared benefits (such as a substantial reduction in pre-production stages and improvement in their launch and production,
quality of data, is the implementation of those systems still associated with a high risk (relatively young industry, the lack of methodologies
for implementation, systems that are very expensive). Mainly because of a high price range, application is used in industry such as
automotive, or other major producer’s such as, aircraft or marine [3, 5]. Despite considerable development in this area, there is a mass
deployment in companies of SME (Small and Medium Enterprises). These are rather isolated solutions - design office connected to the
factories or use specialized services or consulting firms, eg..
DF is limited and their broadening their deployment and relatively high demand for the creation of 3D models (3D model, 3D model
workplace and workshops) that is why this concept is used in those activities.
Intensity reduced 3D models in the existing workshop space and especially to this specification can help the development of 3D
digitization. Digitization of large objects (ie, among other buildings) becomes another major component in the development of the DF
concept.
3D digitalize and reverse engineering
The principle development is the transformation of the product or the part of, into a intangible a 3D model, and from this into a physical
prototype or a final product. Reverse engineering is exactly the opposite way - from a physical part into a 3D computer image.
Thanks to a technique called 3D digitization, the ability to convert a 3-dimensional real object in digital form can be done. These
devices are called 3D scanners. [6, 11] Most principles of these devices is based on the sensing surface of the object at discrete points,
suggesting that the digitized object is presented on the computer as large number of points in space (also-called cloud points). Scanners
differ from each other mainly by the way they scan the surface points object. 3D digitization is used to obtain the actual state of the digitized
object. It is possible to digitize objects from a tenth of a millimeter to sizes hundreds of meters in difference. It depends on the type of
scanner and resolution. The digitization of objects mainly uses contactless equipment. The devices are either optical or laser scanners.
Laser Scanners are used to digitize large objects. These scanners have a wide range from a few millimeters to several meters. In
addition it is necessary to reach the target points accurately in the space working in. There are a few factors that affect the precision
scanners. These are properties in the environment i.e. light conditions, weather and the reflection on the digitized surfaces. An important
area of 3D digitizing is the subsequent data processing. [10].
Laser scanners used to determine the spatial positions of the general spatial polar method. The laser scanner, measures
automatically every point and records horizontal angle, slope distance, vertical angle and the opinion from the measured points. Distance
is measured by the transmition and reflected laser beam light of the objects at high frequency at the speed of light. [7]
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Fig. 1 Illustration of the cloud points image and the 3D scanner Trimble CX
The Trimble CX Scanner
The Trimble CX Scanner provides unique Trimble WAVEPULSE technology that allows constant high accuracy over the entire
operating range. This is achieved by combining the low-noise sensitivity and high-distance discrimination afforded by Time-of-flight
technology, with the high, short-range accuracy of phase shift technology. [8] The range of the scanner is up to 80 meters.
Thermography
The thermal imager, used to measure temperature fields. This is a method for detecting the temperature field at the surface of
materials by measuring the intensity of infrared radiation. Thermal imagers detect an energy non-contact measuring system and convert it
into electrical signals using an infrared detector. The output from it is two-dimensional color image of the thermal field. Thermography is
used in construction, electronics, industry, agriculture, medicine, etc.

Fig. 2 Illustration of thermography image with the thermo camera Flir i7
Thermal imagers are used primarily to detect sources thermal radiation, or to detect leakage of heat. The project investigated using
thermal images sources of thermal radiation. Measurements were carried out on the factory floor. The hall is located lathes and milling
machines. Electric motors of these machines are tripled heat. The imager we acquired 2D images of temperature field.
Benefits of the thermography

reduce cost of energy

efficient use of energy

increase the reliability of equipment and devices

optimalization technological process

prevention of failures and damage to equipment
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Flir i7 thermo camera
FLIR i7 is the smallest, lightest and most affordable thermal imaging camera on the market. It is incredibly easy to use and requires no
former experience. It really is a matter of "point-shoot-detect" to obtain high-quality thermal images that will immediately give you the
thermal information you need. Cameras allow quick and easy measurement of surface temperatures by measuring features built-in color
palettes. They also have the opportunity to enter the necessary parameters for the calculation of temperatures. The obtained thermal
images, which together with other cameras radiometric data stored in JPEG format on the mini SD card, it is possible to view and evaluate.
[9] Thermo camera can measure temperatures up to 250 ° C.
Application thermography images to dates from 3D scanner
Nowadays thermographic images are used in 2D format. To obtain 3D thermal imaging needed to be transferred into 3D model. 3D
model can be obtained by forming or by method of reverse engineering with 3D scanning. Both of these methods have pros and cons. The
advantage of 3D model created in CAD software, is how quickly it can be created. When 3D model is created in modeling leaded off
drawings (fast method), or it can be the classical measurements on the site. In the process of a model creating by a classical measurement
has entered the measurement error and the whole process is time-stretching. The main disadvantage of this method is greatly simplified
and assumed from the drawings, so it may not capture the actual situation.

Thermo camera - equipment

3D scanner - equipment

Point clouds

Photos

Thermo images

Point clouds are colored of ptotography

Point clouds are colored of thermo images

Mesh is colored of thermo images
Fig. 3 Schema diagram of data from the 3D scanner and from the thermo camera
The reverse engineering when used 3D is scanning it offers so many benefits. Using this method can get the real state of the digitized
object. 3D digitizing gain first point cloud. (In the millions - Trimble CX scanner scans 54000 points / second). Size point cloud depends
primarily on the desired density (separation points). From point cloud obtain the actual dimensions of objects it can be measured
distances, creating sections, profiles. The point cloud can be used to obtain triangular network area. With is "mesh" - a relatively fast
method, high accuracy. Or it can be point cloud interleave "primitives" (areas block, spheres, cylinders) and use them to create a 3D
model.
2D images acquired using a thermal imager can be applied directly on the point cloud. This function is used coloring point cloud. The
second option is the application of thermographic images directly on 3D models. In this case, the images are applied as a texture. In order
to connect to the thermographic images or 3D point cloud models is needed to identify common points. Since 3D model, so when we get
to the interconnection linking each image with the 3D model at least three points in common.
Conclusion
The principle of the described method was validated in production hall digitization. To simplify the integration of thermal imaging is
appropriate to make the same point from which one to perform 3D scanning. In the case of multiple platforms should take thermographic
images of each point separately.
The application procedure thermograph images on a cloud of points are shown in Figure 4. First of all 3D scanning is done by using
the Trimble CX scanner. It was obtained from scanning point cloud scanned object. Subsequently, measurements were taken Flir i7
thermal imaging camera. In software, Trimble Real Works is possible to connect images from imagers with data from 3D scanning, by
using the same points and get 3D point cloud with a temperature map.
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Point clouds from
the 3D scanner

Results:
application
thermography
images to point
clouds 3D scanner
Common points
from the scanner
and the thermogr.

Image from the
thermo camera

Fig. 4 Schema processes for 3D data with thermographic images
Using this method is in determining the heat flow. Verification is using the heat flow on real 3D data. Thanks 3D scanning is getting the
real state of the object, including any obstacles. The linked data can identify the real sources of heat. Then is determination the
temperature field in space.
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Abstract. This work presents a study of with current concerns with the public lighting. Improving energy
efficiency can be achieved in various ways either in existing installations either in new installations. Are
available in the market, a set of solutions that enable an effective reduction of consumption associated with
public lighting, such as LED technology, luminous flux regulators and electronic ignitors. Furthermore, the
technologies used in public lighting and electrical networks will enable an efficient management, the level of
illumination along the hours of the night. Of the solutions presented to LED technology is that has the most
interesting features of the technical point of view allowing various control features and simultaneously is
attractive from an economic standpoint. In new installations, the LED technology is used in about 90% of
cases.
Introduction
The public lighting is essential to the quality of life of citizens. The public lighting consists of street lighting, facilitating orientation and
traffic safety by reducing the number of accidents and their severity [1].
In addition, to public lighting is used to illuminate the public spaces in general contributing to the welfare and safety of citizens
allowing the inhabitants to enjoy, fully of public spaces at night. Of the five senses that humans have, the view is that gives us 80% of the
information about our world [2].
The public lighting should ensure the minimum requirements recommended by the standards of the Commission International
d'Éclairage (CIE) which aim to ensure the minimum of efficiency lighting.
In Portugal, it is estimated that there are, in total, about 3 to 4 million points of light public lighting accounting for approximately 3% of
total electricity consumption, energy costs and the respective responsibility of the authorities which may constitute in some cases, over
50% of expenditure of municipalities with energy [3]. Thus, municipalities have the main objective of reducing energy consumption and,
consequently, the reduction of municipal electricity costs for public lighting as well as concern for the environment, reducing emissions of
greenhouse gases (GHG).
The street lighting in Portugal in 2010 represented about 3% of the total consumption of electricity, representing approximately 1.7
TWh, which translates into a cost of 150M€ (Fig. 1) [4].
1%
3%
2%
6%

Domestic
29%

Non-domestic
Industry
Agriculture

36%

Street Lighting
23%

State buildins
Others

Fig. 1 Distribution of electricity consumption by sector of activity in 2010
The evolution of electricity consumption associated with the public lighting showed an increasing trend until the year 2009, justified by
new facilities that was built each year (Fig. 2). However, it appears from 2010 a trend of decreased power consumption due to energy
awareness and the growing number of new technologies of lamps that have been installed and a rigorous management.

Fig.2 Evolution of electricity consumption in Public Lighting in Portugal
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The systems most used or most common in Portugal make use of technology of lamps high-pressure sodium vapor lamps (HPS). In
rural areas the lamps used are the 100W HPS and 70W while in urban areas the lamps used are HPS 70W, 100W, 150W and 250W.
There is still a significant share of the technology of mercury vapor lamps, which have been progressively replaced.
Currently, there are several solutions on the market and technologies for improving the energy efficiency of public lighting, facilitating
more efficient management. These systems can also allowed direct savings in energy consumption and/or lead to an increase in the life of
the bulbs, allowing a reduction in maintenance costs of facilities Public Lighting. The potential for reducing consumption with Public
Lighting can reach at 700GWh/ano (reducing the consumption of CO2 in 329000 ton / year). The Portuguese Government has been in
compliance with the program 20-20-20 until 2020 [5] European Union to foster energy efficiency and the Rational Use of Energy avoiding
energy waste [6].
Design Public Lighting
In the design of an installation of lighting in addition to other factors to consider such as energy efficiency and aesthetic efficiency must
be complied with applicable legislation, in particular the standard EN 13201, in order to be obtained the results expected for a given
illumination. The standard EN 13201 is presented in four parts, considering different aspects related to public lighting: EN 13201-1 Choice
of lighting classes [7]; EN 13201-2 Performance requirements [8]; EN 13201-3 Calculation of performance [9] and EN 13201-4 Methods of
measuring lighting performance [10].
The part 1 of the Standard 13201 defines the classes of existing lighting, which are: M - Classes lighting for motorized traffic; C - Class
lighting to areas of conflict; P - Classes for lighting pedestrian areas and areas where traffic takes place in reduced speed.
The part 2 of the Norm 3201 defines, taking into account photometric requirements, the classes of lighting to street lighting, as well
takes into account the needs of visual users considering environmental aspects of street lighting.
A lighting class is defined by a set of photometric requirements which aimed at providing users of particular type of via, visual
requirements for the street or to the environment. The purpose of introducing classes of lighting is to make it easier to develop lighting
products for the roads in the member countries of the European Community
The calculation methods described in Part 3 of EN 13201 enable obtain characteristics of lighting quality by using standard
procedures, obtaining from different sources, a uniform basis.
In this section, are defined and described the conventions and mathematical procedures to be adopted in the calculation of
photometric parameters of public lighting installations, taking into account the standard EN 13201-2.
The part 4 of Norm EN 13201 specifies the procedures to take into consideration to make photometric measurements and other
related in public lighting.
The procedures adopted should be carried out only for the purpose of measurements. When measurements are required for the
purpose of comparison with values previously calculated, should be taken more rigorous measurement to ensure that there can be a valid
comparison.
When measurements are intended to monitor the status of the installation, it is possible that the set of measurements to be made is not
so broad, and encompasses more spaced locations. The conventions for position of observation and measurement locations are adopted
in EN 13201-3. The conditions that may lead to inaccuracies in the measurements are identified and the precautions that allow a reduction
of this type of error are provided and properly mentioned. The format to adopt for presenting results is also available.
Methodology and Results
In this section will be analyzed and compared two solutions for an installation of street lighting in a city in northern of Portugal. The two
proposed solutions will be compared with the existing public lighting installation. One solution is to use 250W HPS lamps with dimming and
another installation de public lighting are using luminaires equipped with LED lamps with dimming. The installation of street lighting exists
which 50 are mounted luminaires with 250W HPS lamps with an operating time of 12 hours by night. We considered the following values:
Lmed 1.5cd/m2; U0 = 40%; Emin = 10 lux; Emed = 25 lux; price of electricity equal to 0.11 €/kWh; 20% for ferromagnetic loss; 8% of electronic
losses; value reference CO2 emissions equal to 0.47kg/kWh; cost of CO2 emissions = 25 € / ton.
According to the normative documents, street classification is: speed - high; Traffic Volume - High; Traffic Composition - mixed;
Separation tracks - yes; density junctions - high; Vehicles parked - present; luminance environment - moderate; Control transit - weak =
Class ME2. In Fig. 3 are shown the details of the road using a simulation software Ulysse. General info: Recommendation CIE 140.

Fig. 3 Details of the road
Case Study - Public Lighting existing
This case corresponds to the existing installation, where the installation of street lighting is equipped with 250W HPS lamps and
ferromagnetic starter, it was considered that the lighting works 12 hours a day, 365 days a year operating at 100%. The energy consumed
per year is 73584kWh corresponding to a electricity cost of of € 8,094.24. The amount of CO2 emitted is 34584.48kg/ano to which is
associated with a cost of € 864.61 [11].
Solution A - HPS 250W with dimming
In this solution are used 250W HPS lamps where equipment was installed at a cost of € 250 per fixture, which allows make dimming
by changing the operating system to 100% - 5 hours (6h pm to 11h pm) and 80% - 7 hours (11h pm to 06h am). The energy consumed per
year in this solution is 58499.28kWh which corresponding a cost of electricity of € 6,434.92. The amount of CO2 emitted is 27494.66kg/ano
which is associated with a cost of € 687.37.
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Solution B - LED with dimming
This solution consists in the replacement of street lighting with lamps for 250W HPS by LED technology luminaires . The proposed
luminaire is Teceo.2 / 5102 / 56HP - 700mA - Neutral White from Schréder, equipped with 56 LEDs with a power of 126W (number of
LEDs = 56, Voltage = 2.9V, intensity current = 0.7A / luminaire perfomance = 0.9). The LED technology allows set intensity current
systems and the use of flow variation (dimming). The operating system was considered: 100% - 5 hours (6h pm to 11h pm), 75% - 2 hours
(11h pm to 01h am) and 50% - 5 hours (from 01h am to 06h am). The energy consumed per year in this solution is 23178.96kWh
corresponding to a cost of electricity of € 2,549.69. The amount of CO2 emitted is 10894.11kg/ano it is associated with a cost of € 272.35.
In Fig. 4 presents the details of the LED luminaire used in the proposed solution B

Fig. 4 Details of the LED luminaire used in the proposed solution B
The Fig. 5a presents a summary of luminance and illuminance obtained in the proposed solution B. The Fig. 5b illustrates an
arrangement of the luminaire on the road and the distances. The Fig 6 shows the values of the luminance along the road.

Fig. 5a Summary of luminance and illuminance for solution B

Fig. 5b Scheme mount luminaire

Fig 6 Values of luminance along the road
Comparative Analysis
Table 1 presents the results of a technical / economic comparison of solutions.
Table 1 Comparison of proposed solutions
Price
Number
[€]
Existing Solution – HPS
50
---Lamps 250W
Proposed Solution A - HPS
50
250
Lamps 250W with dimming
Proposed Solution B - Leds
50
830
with dimming

Total Price
[€]

Power [W] Energy [kWh]

Energy
Costs [€]

CO2 [kg]

Associated
Costs of CO2 [€]

----

300

73.584

8.094,24

34.584,48

864,61

12.500,00

270

58.499,28

6.434,92

27.494,66

687,37

41,500,00

126

23.178,96

2.549,69

10.894,11

272,35

In the analysis of the values obtained for the installation of lighting with the existing mounting solution and for the case of flow
regulators in existing fixtures, it can be concluded that through an investment of € 12,500, if you can get a reduction in energy bills in the
amount of € 1,659.32 / year and a reduction in CO2 emissions of around 7089.82 kg corresponding to a cost associated to the emission of
CO2 of € 177.25. This allows to obtain a payback of roughly 7.53 years not considering the costs of CO2. Considering an inflation rate of 3%
by year and the costs associated with CO2 emissions, the payback time decreases for 5.34 years (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 Comparison of the solution with the HPS Lamps 250W with HPS dimming solution (3% inflation rate and considering costs of CO2)
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Compared the existing public lighting solution with the proposed solution B with LEDs, it is found that when performing an investment
in the amount of € 41500, its possible achieve a reduction in energy bills in the amount of € 5544.55 and a decrease in consumption of CO2
approximately 23690.37kg with a decrease cost associated with to the emission of CO2 € 592.26. This solution has a payback of 7:48
years. Considering an inflation rate of 3% per year and the costs associated with lower emissions of CO2 the payback time decreases for
5.71 years (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 Comparison of the solution with the HPS Lamps 250W with Led dimming solution (3% inflation rate and considering costs of CO2)
If the investment cost of 830 € per luminaire was carried out with trade discount of 20% which is quite possible, the time of investment
return fell to around 3 years. This proves to be very interesting option. The results savings become even more motivating when viewing the
benefits achieved at the end of 10 or 15 years of instalation of public lighting operation.
Conclusion
Were presented two proposals for changes that may promote increased energy efficiency in public lighting, as is the case with the
replacement of fixtures with HPS lamps to LED lamps, with the use of control systems (dimming), which allow for a reduction in power
required and thus a large energy savings and economic benefits.
It is thus evident that it is currently possible in technical terms, replace, in many situations, conventional lamps for public lighting
fixtures with a new generation technology Led, thus reducing the consumption of electricity and associated with several advantages. The
LED technology can be used as a way to design an efficient lighting and lower energy consumption associated. If add to this a longer life
of LED lamps, with lower maintenance, greater uniformity, smaller power involved that causes conductors with smaller sections, lower
currents that causes lower losses, the use of LED technology in public lighting becomes very interesting. From the viewpoint of investment,
the cost of LED lighting fixtures is closer to the cost of conventional luminaires presenting tremendous advantages when considering the
operation during lifetime of the installation the public lighting.
Much of the public lighting systems has significant potential for energy savings, since they have obsolete technology equipment with
high energy consumption. The action of replacement and modernization of the lighting system, or retrofitting system for LED technology,
enable energy savings. In addition, once the lighting in Portugal has been scaled to high values of luminance and illuminance this allows to
have a large margin to reduce. The LED lighting technology is the choose as the future for lighting and following the current trend of growth
of LEDs technology, conventional technologies very soon will be part of the past.
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Abstract. The article is dealing with ensuring the quality of supplies for the military in the construction industry.
It is associated with the quality management system according to standards AQAP 2120 NATO Quality
Assurance Requirements for Production. This is the Allied Quality Assurance Publication, which is published
by the STANAG 4107. A system needs to be established, documented, applied, maintained, assessed,
improved, and evaluated, in accordance with requirements contained in the subsequent sections. To fulfill the
requirements of AQAP 2120 first you need to create a quality management system according to ISO 9001. The
next step is to fill the system with NATO requirements. This is primarily documenting the process of GQA
(Government Quality Assurance) properly at every stage of the enterprise but also documenting of
assessment, evaluation and management of the risk, quality planning, configuration management and meter
management. The article shows an example of the application of selected elements of the system to ensure
the quality of supplies for the military in the examined company. It was also shown the specific features of the
system in the construction sector compared to manufacturing companies.
Introduction
There are quality management systems for more than twenty years in Poland. They are based mainly on the currently most popular
model that represent the requirements of ISO 9001. Although the current model of the 2008 refers universally to all organizations that
operate on behalf of their clients, their origins dates back to the 60's of the twentieth century. Then the U.S. government issued a military
specification MIL-Q-9858 (Requirements for the quality program). This standard was designed to be used in the form of tender
specifications for military contractors. It has already been withdrawn by the Government of the United States in 1996 as a result of political
decisions.
However parallel functioning standards published by STANAG 4107 and relating to the three possible ranges of contracts: AQAP
2110 „NATO quality assurance requirements for design, development and production”, AQAP 2120 „ NATO quality assurance
requirements for production” i AQAP 2130 „ NATO quality assurance requirements for inspection and test” [1]. In Poland 453 companies
keep a certified system to ensure the quality of supplies for the military. 261 of them are based on the AQAP 2110, 171 companies on the
AQAP 2120, and only 21 companies on the AQAP 2130 [2].
Addition of a NATO specific requirement
Standard AQAP 2110/2120/2130 is developed in the form of additions to the requirements of ISO 9001 [3,4]. Its scheme has the
same layout points and requirements and determine whether a particular requirement has specific supplement or ISO 9001 requirement is
sufficient. AQAP models of 2110, 2120 and 2130 differ from each other only in a few areas of design and production monitoring. The main
aspects that are additions to the ISO 9001 are such as following (see Table 1):
 Quality planning prior to the start of the activities,
 Risk management prior to the start of the activities,
 shared responsibility of Sub-suppliers,
 measurement and calibration system according to ISO 10012,
 Configuration management,
 Controlling of Reliability and Maintainability,
 providing a Certificate of Conformity,
 close cooperation with the GQAR during the contract.
Quality planning and risk management are essential elements of additives for all three models AQAP. Quality planning is the process
of ensuring an adequate level of quality of products or services. Ultimately, it leads to the complete satisfaction of the customers. The
results of realization of the processes depend on the awareness of entrepreneurs and their serious approach to quality planning. As a
prerequisite to the preparation of a Deliverable Quality Plan, the supplier shall undertake a review of all contract requirements to determine
the necessary management, technical and other necessary activities that need to be planned and implemented. Special or unusual
requirements shall be focused. The appropriate operations, processes and techniques must be planned and scheduled, and means for
testing and proving the conformance shall be identified [5,6]. The quality plan in the structure of the documentation acts as a focal point for
established procedures, instructions and records for a particular process, agreement or product [7,8].
Risk management is a continuous risk control in the company in order to ensure a better operating environment (risk is the
conjunction of possibility of the appearance arbitrary and its effect). The most difficult element of risk management is the risk identification
– establishing of the hazards. For this purpose, we use several methods such as: brainstorming, Delphi method, block diagram, checklist,
ranking hazards, Failure Mode Effects Analysis FMEA, Fault Tree Analysis FTA, systematic diagram, affinity diagram, the Monte Carlo
method, histogram, Pareto-Lorenz analysis [9, 10].
After risk identification the analysis is performed and specify actions to reduce the risks. The final stage in the cycle of risk
management is the monitoring. This process takes several times: during the review of customer requirements, design (if implemented),
purchasing, production and after completion of the project.
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Table 1. Addition of a NATO specific requirement (own preparation based on [3,4])
ISO 9001 requirements
4.1 General requirements
4.2 Documentation requirements
5.1 Management commitment
5.2 Costumer focus
5.3 Quality policy

Addition of a NATO specific requirement
The Acquirer and/or GQAR reserves the right to reject the system as it applies to the contract
trivial addition
no addition

5.4 Planning

The Supplier shall submit a Quality Plan which addresses the contractual requirements to
the GQAR and/or the Acquirer prior to the start of the activities unless otherwise directed.
The Supplier shall provide objective evidence, that the risk are considered during planning,
including risk identification, risk analysis, risk control and risk mitigation.
The Acquirer and/or GQAR reserve the right to reject Quality Plans or Risk Plans.

5.5 Responsibility, authority and
communication

trivial addition

5.6 Management review

The Supplier shall notify the GQAR and/or Acquirer of proposed action, resulting from
Review Output that will affect compliance with contractual requirements.

6.1 Provision of resources
6.2 Human resources
6.3 Infrastructure
6.4 Work environment
7.1 Planning of product realization
7.2 Customer-related processes
7.3 Design and development

7.4 Purchasing

7.5 Production and service provision
7.6 Control of monitoring and
measuring equipment

-

-

8.1 Measurement, analysis and
improvement - general
8.2 Monitoring and measurement

8.3 Control of non-conforming
product

no addition

trivial addition
trivial addition
For AQAP 20120 – delete the requirements
The Supplier shall flow down the applicable contractual requirements to Sub-suppliers by
referencing the stated contractual requirement.
The Supplier shall insert the additional clause in all purchasing documents.
GQA activities at Sub-supplier’s facilities do not relieve the Supplier from any contractual
quality responsibilities.
trivial addition
The measurement and calibration system applied to the contract shall be in accordance with
the requirement of ISO 10012.
7.7 Configuration management
7.7.1 As a minimum, the Supplier shall describe and document the Configuration
management procedures for:
1) Configuration Identification
2) Configuration Control
3) Configuration Status Accounting
4) Configuration Audit
For AQAP 2120 only two first steps of p. 7.7.1
7.7.2 Configuration Management Plan (CMP)
The Supplier shall prepare a CMP, which describes the application of CM to the contract
7.8 Reliability and Maintainability
If stated in the contract, the Supplier's R&M system, appropriate to the design of the product,
shall ensure that R&M issues and related documents, including those from associated
Sub-suppliers, are controlled.
This does not apply to AQAP 2120
no addition
The Supplier shall provide a Certificate of Conformity at release of product to the GQAR
and/or Acquirer unless otherwise instructed.
The Supplier is solely responsible for the conformance to requirements, of products provided
to the Acquirer.
Documented procedures for the disposition of non-conforming product are subject to
disapproval by the GQAR and/or Acquirer when it can be shown that they do not provide the
necessary controls.
The Supplier shall notify the GQAR and/or Acquirer of non-conformities and corrective
actions required, unless otherwise agreed with the GQAR and/or Acquirer.

8.4 Analysis of data
8.5 Improvement

no addition

-

9.0 NATO additional requirements
Access to Supplier and Sub-suppliers and support for GQA activities.
The Supplier shall ensure that only acceptable products, intended for delivery, are released.
GQAR and or Acquirer reserve the right to reject non-conforming products.
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Specificity of the system in the construction industry
Certification of the system according to AQAP 2110 model is linked to the fulfillment of all established requirements for suppliers for
the military. This model choose the companies, which besides the manufacturing process, perform the design of products. This obliges
them to fully supervise the design process, and then to the full configuration management, that is the identification, control, status
accounting and audit of configuration.
Configuration is interrelated functional and physical characteristics of the product defined in the product configuration information,
such as standard, design, technical approval, terms of reference. Reference configuration is treated approved product configuration
information, that determines the properties at a given time, it serves as a reference for activities throughout the product life cycle [11].
According to AQAP, configuration management refers to subject of the order that is the product specified in the contract. It should be noted
that subject of the contract is primarily a material object, such as weapons and military equipment as well as the materials, intellectual
products (software) and services (research and recovery) [12]. The purpose of configuration management is to ensure that the actual
status of the product was in every phase of the life cycle in accordance with the technical documentation and to eliminate the possibility of
introducing unauthorized changes to the product [13].
Detailed NATO policy concerning the configuration management is defined in STANAG 4159 „Material NATO Configuration
Management Policy and Procedure for Multinational Joint Projects” whereas contractual requirements in this area are included in
STANAG 4427 „Introduction of Allied Configuration Management Publications” and related Allied Configuration Management Publications
- ACMP.
In addition, companies that design and produce products shall ensure that Reliability and Maintainability issues and related
documents, including those from associated Sub-suppliers, are controlled. NATO Reliability and Maintainability Policy is established in
STANAG 4174 while detailed contractual requirements for Reliability and Maintainability Management are contained within Allied
Reliability and Maintainability Publications (ARMP). Reliability is the ability of the product to fulfill the required function under given
conditions. This also applies to its ergonomics [14] .
For this duty to supervise Reliability and Maintainability are exempted companies whose system is based on the AQAP 2120 and
AQAP 2130. They produce on the basis of completed projects received from the client, which oversees the R & M.
The second release of AQAP 2120 with respect to AQAP 2110model is to reduce the configuration management. Companies that do
not design products are required only for identification and control of configuration. The documentation, which they usually get from the
customer they should be identified that is the determine the structure of the product. In the construction companies, as in the case at the
construction of electrical installations, such documentation consists of several or a few dozen of design drawings related to each other.
Turns out to be useful when establishing the scheme of the links between these circuits (see Figure 1).

CONFIGURATION OF ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS– COMMERCIAL BUILDING
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systems with the same numbers (1,2,3 for the fire and 1,2 for IT)

Fig. 1 Example of the configuration of the electrical system
Control of the extensive documentation is mainly to watch the construction of compliance with them. Discipline in monitoring consists
primarily of agreeing with the customer / GQAR all changes (under the regulations, technical capabilities, suggestions of entrepreneur or
customer requirements). All arrangements should be documented and recorded. This is achieved often the entry to the Building Official or
a note on the Memorandum of Understanding. It is conducted also table configuration changes. Such proceedings allows to ensure that
documentation is always up to date and relevant to the needs of the customer and functionality of the product.
Identification the risk in a company operating on the basis of a project is also not extensive. The customer is responsible for
identifying the risk at the design stage. This allows a company to identify a risk only for implementation (see Table 2). The input assumption
to services quality planning is the belief that the project is free of defects and is in compliance with customer requirements. Entrepreneur
focuses particular attention on the correct course of services, and is exempt from risk management related to solutions designed
correctness. Of course, attention to customer satisfaction and competence of contractors can and are used on the basis of technical
advice to pay attention to the customer for the applicability of better solutions than those proposed. However, in this case, risk
management related to decide on changes to the documentation, deadlines and costs, belongs to the client.
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Table 2. Risk assessment of construction electrical installation
Risk group

The level of risk
/high, medium,
low, normal /

Identified risk
The new technology, difficulties in
implementing
Discrepancies to work done with respect to
the project

Planned preventive action

normal

Not needed

medium

Apply post-completion quantity survey
protocol

Lack of access to unusual materials

low

Not needed

The imposition of a particular supplier by the
customer

medium

Carry out an assessment of a new supplier

Lack of processing capacity

low

Not needed

Delay the assignation of construction front

medium

the economic /
financial

Sudden increase in the prices of materials
to the service

high

the legislative /
law

Not recognized changes in legal regulations

medium

the political

The political events complicating the
implementation of the contract

normal

the technical

the material

the organizational

Immediately prepare an annex to the
contract
Continuously monitor the prices of
materials
After concluding the contract to acquire
quotations valid for the duration of the
contract
In the case of a valid order, check the
current state of legislation
Not needed

Conclusions
Systems are there to ensure the quality of supplies for the military. However, they are still not popular. This is probably due to the
additional requirements that are imposed in addition to the requirements of ISO 9001, and at the same time are dedicated to the truncated
group of suppliers. This deters entrepreneurs and sometimes causes the abandonment of extending their quality management system.
Research in an enterprise from the construction industry has shown that system based on AQAP 2120 is not as very problematic as
shown the concerns of entrepreneurs. Additional requirements are truncated relative to AQAP 2110. Monitoring configuration comes down
to the identification and control. Such activities are normally carried out in construction companies, because the reference documentation
is the basis of the service. New effort can be applied every time quality planning and risk identification procedures are used. These
activities should be carried out by each contractor for the military. The specificity of the construction industry causes lack of repeatability of
planning of services, because every contract has a different scope and planning cannot be reproduced. This may be an impediment to
relative production companies that repeatedly produce the same products continuously. However, there is sense in such efforts - the
quality management system is improved, quality planning and risk identification processes improve the predictability of interference and,
thus its activity can be directed to the best customers.
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Abstract. The paper concentrates on routing protocols comparison in ad-hoc IEEE 802.11g wireless
networks. We study, analyze, simulate and compare three routing protocols: DSDV (Destination-Sequenced
Distance Vector routing protocol), DSR (Dynamic Source Routing), and AODV (Ad-Hoc On-Demand Distance
Vector). The comparison consists in throughput analysis, choice of a suitable transmission path and delivery of
packets analysis. We present simulation results using open source Network Simulator 2.
Introduction
Interconnection in ad-hoc networks is established for duration of one session and does not require a base station. Instead, devices
discover one another, combine to communicate and create infrastructure.
Communication between devices is managed by routing protocols, those basic idea is to exchange routing information and provide a
stable connection [1].
DSR (Dynamic Source Routing) is a representative of reactive protocols, as well as AODV (Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector).
Reactive protocols are unfamiliar with the structure of the network and therefore any request to establish a communication requires
broadcasting of a message containing a request to find a path between the source and the destination [2].
DSDV (Destination-sequenced Distance Vector routing protocol) belongs to a family of proactive protocols. The main advantage of
proactive protocols is a minimal delay in creating a connection because of the maintenance of routing information to each destination [2].
Simulation scenario
After creating appropriate simulation scenario and setting up parameters for simulation of IEEE 802.11g [3] network in TCL
configuration file, individual simulations are launched in Network simulator 2 [4]. The result is an output file, in which the entire
communication is recorded and then it is processed using the scripting language AWK.
Topology
The main simulation is based on the topology 500 x 500 meters, where 15 stations are randomly placed. Each station is in the
communication range with only a few neighboring stations. Such situation is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 The topology of stations used in simulations
Simulation specifications
There are two types of traffics in the simulation (shown in Fig.1 with different colors). Both types of traffic are transmitted by 8 Mb/s
transfer speed with different start times but with the same end time. Sources transmit progressively with constant bit rate (CBR) over UDP
(User Datagram Protocol).
Simulations
Network simulator environment allows to simulate almost all known routing protocols but in this contribution we focus on three of
them: DSDV, DSR and AODV. If the network passes only one traffic then 100% successful delivery of packets to the destination is
guaranteed.
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DSDV routing
Total throughput of the network fluctuates around 12.8 Mb/s which represents 79.88 % of packet delivery. Traffic dependence of
throughput and time is shown in Fig. 2.
Higher throughput of second traffic is caused by fewer nodes, through which it must be routed (Fig. 3). Operating parameters of
DSDV routing protocol are shown in Table 1. DSDV found optimal and shortest path to the destination as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 Throughput with DSDV

Figure 3. DSDV transmission path

Table 1. DSDV results
1.Traffic
2. Traffic
Overall

Packets Send
15000
12500
27500

Packets Received
10394
11574
21968

Delivery Ratio [%]
69,29
92,59
79,88

DSR routing
DSR routing protocol in contrast to DSDV does not create a routing table for the entire network but it finds the way to destination only
when it receives a request. Total throughput of the network fluctuates around 10.8 Mb/s what is 68,81 % of packet delivery, results are
shown in Fig. 4 and Table 2. Both traffics have almost same throughput that is caused by shared node, by which they route data. DSR also
found shortest path to the destination (different from DSDV) as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4 Throughput with DSR

Figure 5. DSR transmission path
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Table 2. DSR results
1.Traffic
2. Traffic
Overall

Packets Send
15000
12500
27500

Packets Received
10670
8254
18924

Delivery Ratio [%]
71,1333
66,0320
68,8145

AODV routing
AODV is a combination of DSDV and DSR protocols. It uses hop-by-hop routing from DSR and it uses sequence numbering and
signaling from DSDV. Total throughput of the network is around 12.7 Mb/s what represents 79.12 % of packet delivery.
Operating parameters of AODV routing protocol are shown in Table 3 and are almost similar to DSDV. The simulation is shown in Fig.
6. Path selection of AODV protocol is shown in Fig. 7 and the traffic is routed through the same number of stations as in previous protocols
but with slight difference in the path.

Fig. 6 Throughput with AODV

Figure 7. AODV transmission path

Table 3. AODV results
1.Traffic
2. Traffic
Overall

Packets Send
15000
12500
27500

Packets Received
10610
11148
21758

Delivery Ratio [%]
70,7333
89,1840
79,1200

Comparison of protocols
In term of throughput we can consider DSDV and AODV protocols in this simulation nearly balanced, they provide optimal routing for
both traffics. Comparison of packet delivery ratio is shown in Table 4. Figure 8. shows comparison of routing protocols in dependence of
throughput and time.
Table 4. Delivery ratio [%]
1.Traffic
2. Traffic
Overall

DSDV
69,2933
92,5920
79,8836

DSR
71,1333
66,0320
68,8145

AODV
70,7333
89,1840
79,1200

Conclusion
The paper concentrates on routing protocols comparison in ad-hoc IEEE 802.11g wireless networks. We study, analyze, simulate
and compare DSDV, DSR, and AODV routing protocols:. In our case routing protocols tried to find a path from source to destination using
their own algorithms in order to find a way containing minimal number of hops.
Our simulation results show that regardless of whether the protocol belong to a group of reactive or proactive protocols, all protocols
found the shortest path to the destination and that there can be more paths to the destination. Further, the protocols can provide redundant
path in case of failure on the original route. According to the results of the simulation it can be concluded that the best results can be
achieved by protocols DSDV and AODV, that achieved very similar results in terms of throughput and path selection for each traffic type.
DSR protocol shows considerable account of dropped packets and thus the throughput decreases.
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Fig. 8 Comparison of throughput of all protocols
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Abstract. In order to operate properly, management systems need to be designed to consider the work
environment. Only then a truly client-oriented approach could be developed. Here, this is the internal client we
are talking about. How the system is effective, is determined by how well environmental factors were
incorporated into its structure. Competitive advantage of a company relies heavily on that. In other words, a
system performs only as good as its internal relationships were executed. It could be identified with the safety
culture and guidelines of social responsibility. They are always perceived as a vital environmental factor
determining how well an enterprise does.
Introduction
When talking about conditions necessary for management system to streamline processes of service and manufacturing companies
assuring highest quality of their output, the work environment is rarely referred to. Despite the fact it is one of very fundamental factors
affecting the environment surrounding management processes [1]. Work environment is seldom perceived as an element critical in
designing streamlining measures. Even once it makes its way into conditions, it is often defined as the minimum requirements, which is not
ideal for achieving the best possible effect.
The criteria describing work environment are critical for work performance and delivering on customer needs and expectations. It is
one of elements of systemic approach to management. Systemic approach is about exploring customer needs and expectations, whilst
being certain of conditions facilitating solutions streamlining production and service processes. Depending on the area covered by a
management system, they need to be related to requirements essential for assuring effective operation of the system. It could be
managing food safety or efforts behind effective delivery of services.
Management systems are expected predominantly to identify areas of an organisation in need for improvement [2]. Those areas are
referred to as "bottle necks" since hinging on their performance is effectiveness of other processes. Improving problematic areas and
alleviating issues aims to increase organisation's capacity to meeting requirements. Once the work environment has been acknowledged
as an area in need of improvement, in order to align it with system requirements it needs to be assumed that improving working
environment increases capacity to execute particular tasks.
The reason for management system
The objective of a management system is to assure effective execution of processes and tasks within a given organisation. Its
performance might be measured by effectiveness of delivering on requirements, needs and expectations which were defined, were
obligatory or just obvious. Customer satisfaction may be defined as extent to which their expectations were met. The client compares its
observations (emotions) against own requirements and that is how level of satisfaction is measured [3]. In systemic approach, all those
measures have to be carried out in an orderly fashion.
The very essence of a management system is to isolate elements which decide about performance and where managerial decisions
are made. In order to do that, objectives defined for the system need to be recognised. Those objectives may be identified as strategic,
tactical and operational. Diagram showing described process was illustrated in fig. 1.

information
from environment

Management system
Information processing and
decision making

management
decisions

Management system
Task execution

achieved
effects

effectiveness of measures taken
Fig. 1. Management process flow [4].
In order to achieve desired results, requirements have to be defined in detail and then delivered upon through execution of processes
aimed to produce outcomes in line with expectations.
Management systems in use are aimed at achieving beneficial effects in areas where they were allocated. The most popular are
systems managing through quality (based on standards ISO 9000, QS 9000, VDA 6.1, AQAP), advanced quality management systems
(TQM, Kazein, 5S and other) as well as concepts of developing quality (Lean Management, Reengineering, Benchmarking, Just in Time,
TPM and other). Those systems assure continuous improvement of process-related conditions, including expansion of process
management to other areas [5, 6, 7]. All the measures taken are aimed to meet requirements of the external client. The internal client
(employee of organisation), however, receives ever more attention.
That is because, as far as internal client is concerned, not only does the end result matter, but also the conditions of achieving it. A
suitable and hazard-free work environment needs to be fostered, which would consider all factors determining effective process execution.
Jon-related, environmental factors may be classified under that category, defined as environment where predefined tasks take place.
Work environment as a factor improving structure of management system
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The role of work environment
Requirements towards work environment, included in requirements for management systems, are linked to creating conditions for
effective process execution. Work environment is intrinsically linked to client-oriented approach, where internal client is executing a
process which is part of the value chain. In order to deliver on systemic requirements, it is necessary to identify needs (requirements), then
meeting them and ultimately evaluating level of satisfaction. Those kind of measures could be implemented regardless of system-specific
factors and area covered by the system.
Work environment may be described by requirements put in place to prevent accidents and hazards, occupational conditions, near
misses and serious failures. Those requirements may be considered in light of legal requirements [8]. In order to effectively prevent
undesired failures, system requirements need to be introduced which would allow to improve how the work is performed. It requires the
existing structure responsible for the management system and expanding current system with elements characteristic for the analysed
problem.
Including requirements towards the work environment in structure of the management system may be identified as developing the
safety culture. Safety culture is the key element of developed system, critical for managerial effectiveness. It also determines effectiveness
of implementing advanced management techniques. The employer also determines safety culture as well as the responsibility to decide
about right methodology [9, 10]. Its dedication and determination in assuring health and safety to employees is make or break of
implementing that type of measures. It would normally necessitate a change in attitude towards safety, hazards and risks inherent to the
process of managing an enterprise. Proactive approach understood as improving working conditions, employee health and eliminating
threats to that health are measures which decrease potential losses of a business. The improvement achieved has direct reflection in
improved corporate image in the market. The company earns an image of a business taking seriously issues of developing its employees
as well as the environment they are operating in.
Shaping the work environment is one of the requirements related to obtaining a given structure of a workplace. Complying with
requirements concerning work environment is supposed be an improvement on current solutions, with less threat for health and life and
better optimisation of labour cost. The role of work environment in developing the structure of management system may be perceived
through including in the process basic, assigned to it tasks. Example measures related to developing the work environment, vital for the
system were presented in table 1.
Table 1. Requirements for the work environment, related to the system process (examples).

 define conditions of executing the process / define criteria for verifying a process:
- identify environmental criteria determining how the work flows,
- identify how incorrect environmental criteria impact the workflow,
 foster conditions for executing a process:
- assure compliance of working conditions with current legislation,
- lower negative impact of work environment on feasibility and capacity of a process,
- maintain the work environment standard needed to execute allocated tasks correctly,
 execute the process:
- identify the actual impact of execution methodology on health and safety,
- link used practices and standards to hazards occurring,
 verify completed tasks:
- evaluate impact of completed tasks on health and safety of employees (internal clients),
- evaluate impact of manufactured products on health and safety of their users.
The issue of performance achieved by business organisation may be considered through the prism of practices it uses, including
decision making and measures affecting its environment and internal factors related to assuring appropriate operating conditions to the
workforce. Work environment criteria play a central role in every process and at each its stage. Figure 2 captures their characteristics.
Correctly defined work environment requirements enable:
 cutting the number and severity of accidents, incidents and occupational conditions,
 assuring continuous improvement of organisation in terms of work environment requirements,
 assuring adequate supervision over development of the work environment,
 identifying legal requirements and technical regulations regarding assuring appropriate working conditions,
 assuring resources adequate to develop the work environment,
 professional development, especially in terms of health and safety,
 recognising role of employees in given process,
 planning aimed at achieving objectives related to development and improving the work environment,
 identifying threats related to assuring appropriate conditions for achieving professional objectives.
Achieving above results is possible due to the following systemic relationships.
Conditions for improving management systems
Development of work environment, aimed at assuring adequate - minimising workplace threats - working conditions is centrepiece in
systemic approach to business operation. Its objective is to foster conditions enabling effective operation as well as achieving competitive
advantage.
Beyond all, the capacity to use resources needs to be created i.e. conditions to complete tasks allocated to a system. In effect,
execution of processes is improved both from technical and organisational perspective due to improving competitiveness stemming from
better operational capacity [11]. The measures taken are aimed at improving business operation, using positive influence of work
environment on motivation and developing correct behaviours among employees. Since work environment has the ability to affect how
requirements are met, it may be perceived as a combination of human, organisational and technical factors facilitating implementation of
creative working practices, and consequently better use of organisation's potential.
How well that potential is used, is to a large extent an effect of correctly developed work environment taking into account the need to
[7]:
 use protective clothing and equipment,
 provide equipment for the work station, in order to effectively execute allocated processes,
 implement ergonomics at the work station, creating a more worker-friendly environment and optimising occurring loads,
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expectations
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Fig. 2. The role of work environment in meeting customer expectations



correctly select location for a workstation from perspective of its social impact,
factor in physicochemical requirements concerning temperature, humidity, illumination, hygiene, cleanliness, noise, vibration and
pollution occurring at the workplace.
As shown above, the scope of measures necessary to take action should be considered in relation to the safety culture [10]. In this
relentless pursuit of better productivity, one should not forget about external factors affecting it. Integration of management systems
covering different areas of an organisation gives the opportunity to make the best use of company potential, with work environment playing
central role.
The substantial benefits reaped from integrating implemented systems may be considered from various perspectives e.g.:
 organisational benefits related to simplifying system operations - an effect of cutting the amount of documentation used and
introducing an integrated documentation flow system,
 financial aspects of business related to cost-cutting through limiting the number of independent systems in need of maintenance and
achieving synergies by introducing improving measures in different areas at the same time,
 improve effectiveness and efficiency of the system, thereby increasing competitive advantage of the business.
Integrating efforts are mainly about strive for perfection [12]. A vital part of that perfection is producing desired outputs from
processes. Improvement may be defined as a part of management intended to increase capacity for meeting requirements.
The need to improve management systems is indicated by the TQM integrative philosophy. Total Quality Management should be
perceived as the synonym of modern business management. It is a management concept consistent with corporate culture, part of which
is developing the work environment [5]. The very fundamentals of improvement is to implement system elements complementing common
rules with requirements aligned with the concept of comprehensive management, whose key objective is the increase system efficiency.
The measures taken are concentrated on satisfying customer needs. They are guaranteed to be effective if improved on a continuous
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basis. Every task, every work station and every process may be subject to improvement and thus become a fixed component of the system
[2].
Part of the improvement process is also to develop a sense of responsibility for the employees. The standard OHSAS 18001 and
liabilities intrinsic to given business profile are a good reference to draw upon. Rules of developing corporate responsibility can then be
analysed in a standardised fashion. For instance, the SA8000 standard provides requirements for areas which could be controlled or
manipulated by the organisation. They refer to internal structure of the company, focus on observing fundamental employee rights
including the right to appropriate work environment.
In line with the standards, improvement of management system with relation to developing the work environment requires [13]:
 involvement of senior management in problem solving concerning work environment,
 determining impact of taken measures on mental changes among employees,
 convincing the stakeholders that developing an appropriate work environment is a value added activity in line with organisation
objectives,
 increasing self-esteem of employees and acknowledge their impact on scope and character of actions taken to improve the work
environment,
 employees to identify with objectives, convincing them about importance and necessity to achieve particular objectives,
 developing - apart from requirements dictated by legislation and standards - a sense of concern about the work environment,
 expressing appreciation for achieving objectives,
 quick responses to occurring problems.
Intangible values also play an important role i.e. customer satisfaction, staff turnaround and company image among shareholders.
Often intangible assets are the driving force behind development and growth of business.
Conclusion
The ability to obtain a competitive advantage depends on internal potential and resources. Especially when the human is key for
success, creating an appropriate work environment should be a critical task for the employer, determining performance of the company.
Implementation of novel developmental measures includes among other the new approach to developing the work environment.
Apart from technical measures, emphasis is put on recruitment process, training, upgrade training and motivating for responsible
behaviour. The safety culture determines success of the actions taken. All of the aforementioned requirements translate into sense of
responsibility, awareness, higher competences and the need to assure resources required to complete tasks regarding development of the
work environment.
Multi-faceted approach to developing working conditions should also be identified with corporate social responsibility, where
improvement of work environment is perceived as an important environmental factor [14].
Including the work environment in the management system should be perceived as a factor critical for competitive advantage defined
as set of attributes acknowledged by the market and customers, positively and relatively permanently distinguishing the company from its
competitors, translating into measurable benefits.
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Abstract. The paper deals with welding dissimilar light metals by use of disk laser. Magnesium alloy of
AZ 31 type, 1 mm in thickness and Al alloy of AW 5754 type, 1.5 mm in thickness were used as materials
welded. The AZ 31 alloy was selected as the upper plate, regarding lower reflectance of laser beam radiation
from the surface. The welds were fabricated by use of the disk laser of TruDisk 4002 type with wavelength
λ = 1.03 μm and maximum power P = 2 kW. Argon gas with 30 l/min flow rate was used as shielding gas.
Different focusing of laser beam, related to the surface of the welded metals was employed (from 3 mm below
the surface up to 6 mm above the surface of Mg alloy of AZ 31 type). Analysis of welded joints was performed
by light microscopy and microhardness measurement across the boundary of welded joints. Presence of a
hard and brittle intermetallic compound was observed on the weld metal / Al alloy boundary.
Introduction
Magnesium and aluminium alloys are being increasingly used in automotive industry in order to decrease total weight of car body
structure and also reduce CO2 emissions [1-4]. Aluminium alloys are extensively utilised also in the aerospace and ship industries due to
their convenient combination of mass reduction and high strength. Magnesium alloys are also very popular in above-mentioned areas
especially due to their low density and high specific strength. The main issue encountered in the fusion welding of magnesium alloys to
aluminium alloys is the formation of hard and brittle intermetallic compounds degrading mechanical properties of dissimilar metal welded
joints. The intermetallic compounds Al2Mg3, Al12Mg17 and Al30Mg23 could be formed [5-9].
In this study, dissimilar metal overlapped welded joints consisting of AZ 31 magnesium alloy and AW 5754 aluminium alloy were
analyzed using light microscopy and microhardness measurement across the dissimilar metal welded joint interface.
Characteristics of welded metals
Magnesium alloy AZ 31 with the thickness of 1 mm and AW 5754 aluminium alloy with the thickness of 1.5 mm were proposed as
welded materials. Chemical composition of the mentioned metals is given in Tables 1 and 2.The weld surfaces were cleaned prior to laser
welding process by emery paper in order to remove present oxide films and then purified by ethanol.
Table 1. Nominal chemical composition of AZ 31 magnesium alloy (in wt. %)
Al
2.5 to 3.5

Zn
0.7 to 1.3

Mn
0.2 to 1.0

Mg
balance

Table 2. Nominal chemical composition of AW 5754 aluminium alloy (in wt. %)
Mg
2.6 to 3.6

Mn
0.5

Cu
0.1

Fe
0.4

Si
0.4

Cr
0.3

Zn
0.15

Al
balance

Production of welded joints
Dissimilar metal welded joints were produced by the use of TruDisk 4002 disk laser (Fig. 1) with the wavelength of 1.03 μm and
maximum output power of 2 kW. Overlapped joints were produced at various welding parameters (Table 3). Magnesium alloy type AZ 31
was selected as upper metal in order to reach higher absorption of laser radiation by the surface. The laser light cable with the diameter of
Ø 400 μm was used for the transport of laser radiation to the location of dissimilar metal welded joints.
Table 3. Selected parameters of welding dissimilar metals
Sample designation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Laser power (W)
1300
1500
1500
1500
1800
1500
1500
1500

Focusing (mm)
+5
+5
+5
+6
+6
+6
+6
+6
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Welding speed (mm/s)
15
15
20
20
20
15
25
30
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Different focusing of laser beam, related to the surface of welded metals was employed (from 3 mm below the surface up to 6 mm
above the surface of Mg alloy type AZ 31). In the case of focusing the laser beam direct onto the surface of AZ 31 magnesium alloy, the
cracking of welded joint was recorded. Similar results were attained also in those dissimilar metal welded joints which were produced by
focusing the laser beam below the surface of magnesium alloy. The power density was too high in such case. It was therefore necessary
to decrease the power density. The presence of cracks in the weld metal was eliminated by defocusing the laser beam above the surface
of AZ 31 magnesium alloy.

Fig. 1 a) TruDisk 4002 disk laser and b) resonator of TruDisk laser
Aluminium alloy AW 5754 has higher reflectivity of laser radiation and thus was situated as a lower plate. Argon gas with flow rate of
30 l/min was used as shielding gas. Welding was carried out without the use of filler metal. The experimental set-up is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Experimental set-up during laser welding of dissimilar metals
Results
The macrostructure of selected dissimilar metal welded joint is given in Fig. 3. The welded joint was produced by the conduction
mode of laser welding. From the microstructure of weld metal, it is evident that intermixing of both metals occurred. Full penetration
of AZ 31 magnesium alloy was attained using proposed welding parameters. On the other hand, only a partial penetration of lower plate
(AW 5754 aluminium alloy) was reached. The layer consisted of supposed intermetallic compound was detected at the weld metal - AW
5754 aluminium alloy interface.
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Fig. 3 Macrostructure of selected dissimilar metal welded joint (P = 1500 W, v = 30 mm/s, + 6 mm)
The influence of welding parameters (laser power in this case) on welded joints shape was evaluated in ImageJ program. It can be
stated, that the higher the laser power, the larger the welded joint width (Fig. 4), except the welds produced at laser powers of 1100 and
1600 W. Slight decrease in the weld width was recorded in the analysis of welded joints produced by the above-mentioned laser powers (at
invariable focusing + 5 mm and welding speed of 25 mm/s).

2,9

Weld width (mm)

2,8
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2.195

2,2
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2
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Fig. 4 Influence of laser power on dissimilar metal welded joint width
The weld metal - AZ 31 magnesium alloy interface is given in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Weld metal - AZ 31 magnesium alloy interface
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Microhardness measurements across AZ 31 magnesium alloy - weld metal interface and across AW 5754 aluminium alloy - weld
metal interface were performed on Buehler IndentaMet 1100 equipment. The loading used was 100 g acting during 10 s. The distance
between indents was 150 and 200 μm. The course of microhardness across AZ 31 magnesium alloy - weld metal - AZ 31 magnesium alloy
interface is given in Fig. 6. The maximum microhardness measured in the weld metal achieved the value of 244.3 HV0,1. Similarly, the
highest microhardness was documented in the course realised across AW 5754 - weld metal - AW 5754 interface. In this area could be
probably present hard and brittle intermetallic compounds. The maximum microhardness was again attained in weld metal (186.3 HV0,1).

Microhardness (HV0.1)

300
244.3 243.2
234.9 236.9
202.3

250
178.7

200
150

135.5

100

61.1
61.5 60.5

159.6

138.2
129.9 124.6 127
114.3

120.1
65.5 68.2 63.1

50
0
-0,2 0,2

0,6

1

1,4

1,8

2,2

2,6
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3,4

3,8

Distance between indents (mm)

Fig. 6 Course of microhardness across the weld metal - AZ 31 magnesium alloy interface
The microhardness increase in the direction from AZ 31 magnesium alloy and AW 5754 aluminium alloy towards the weld metal was
recorded. The highest values of microhardness were measured in the weld metal.
Conclusion
The paper deals with dissimilar metal welding. AZ 31 magnesium alloy and AW 5754 aluminium alloy were proposed as welded
materials. Overlapped dissimilar metal welded joints were produced at various welding parameters. It was necessary to defocus the laser
beam in order to decrease the total power density and thus eliminate the cracking of weld metal. Magnesium alloy AZ 31 was arranged as
upper material because of its higher absorption of laser radiation. Solid state TruDisk 4002 disk laser with the maximum power of 2 kW was
suggested as the equipment used for welding. The main problem encountered in welding the combination of metals is the formation of
hard and brittle intermetallic compounds degrading mechanical properties of the produced welded joints. Light microscopy and
microhardness measurement across the welded joint interface were used to check the quality control of welded joints. The intermetallic
compound layer was formed at the interface between the weld metal and aluminium alloy. A noticeable microhardness increase was
recorded in the areas containing some amounts of intermetallic compounds. The microhardness measured directly in the location of
supposed IMC reached the value of 249.7 HV0.1. These results confirmed heterogeneity of the produced dissimilar metal welded joints.
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Abstract. This paper shows an efficient way of calculating the optimal course for sailing vessels based on
their polar tables. After the introductory part, the first section describes the method of optimizing the course if
the polar table of a vessel is known. The second section shows the difficulties of determining the polar table.
The third section introduces the identification algorithm of the boat in which we determine the polar table using
two-dimensional polynomial regression, based on real-time measurement data. The fourth section shows our
prototype system on Android smartphones.
Introduction
Speed characteristics of sailing vessels are always described with a chart that shows the maximal reachable speed (target speed)
of the vessel at a given wind angle and wind speed. This is called the polar table. This polar table can be calculated based on a model of
the boat using Velocity Prediction Programs or by measuring the apparent wind speed, apparent wind angle and the speed of the boat.
The first method is good for boat designers predicting the parameters of the boat before it is constructed. The second method is a precise
measurement for the specific boat with the compensation of the sail's and the sailor’s capabilities. However, this method requires a large
amount of measurement data and also contains some measurement errors and noise. This could result in inaccurate, non-smooth polar
curves with outliers.
To calculate the polar table, the maximal boat speed has to be found. Boat speed depends on the size, form and mass of the vessel,
on the wind speed and on the size, setup and form of the sails. The form and size of the vessel and the sails do not usually change during
a season, furthermore, the sail settings are always the same in optimal positions. The mass difference of the vessel and the effect of the
waves are neglected due to lack of sensors. The main task is to register the maximal boat speed value at a given wind angle and speed.
Limits of the vessel’s movement
Two kinds of forces act parallel on the vessel. The aerodynamic force that moves the vessel by wind power, and the hydrodynamic
force that prevents the boat from sinking and keeling over. The driving force is the vectorial sum of the aerodynamic drag and the lift
forces. The drag force is the resistance of the sails and the boat, while the lift force is the result of the Bernoulli's principle on the sails.
These forces are determined by the apparent wind speed near the vessel. Although a sailboat can move faster than the true wind speed,
this still depends on the true wind speed around the vessel.
In different directions the forces act differently. For example, in the direction of the wind the lift force is zero, and the drag force acts
in the opposite direction causing that the sail boat cannot go in the direction of the wind. A minimal angle has to be reached to have a
great enough lifting force to move the sailboat forward. This is around 30 degrees on modern sailboats.
There are other factors that determine limits on specific boat types. For example, a keelboat's maximum speed is determined by its
water line length. At the moment when the wavelength of the boat’s generated bow wave equals to the boat’s length, the vessel reaches
its hull speed. Only an exponentially greater force can bring the vessel out of its generated bow wave that is why the hull speed is the
usual maximum speed of the vessel [1].
Calculating the optimal course
Because a sailboat cannot cruise in every direction some given destinations can only be reached by having turns. The number of
turns can vary, however, the direction angle should toggle between two different angles according to the simulations and the experience
of the authors when turns are needed.
The optimal angles are the angles at which the vessel can reach the destination within a minimal time. The travel time can be divided
into three periods. The travel time with one angle, the travel time with the other angle (if needed), and the turning time (only when turns
are needed). On a large distance the turning times can be neglected, for example, having a relatively small 500 m distance and a relatively
large 5 m/s average speed (above the hull speed of a 25 feet keelboat), an average 5 second turn will result only 5% of the total travel
time. Having a function TargetSpeed(α,vtws) that gives a calculated target speed in the given α direction at wind speed s the travel times
can be simply calculated:
ݐଵ ൌ
ݐଶ ൌ

௦భ

(1)

்௧ௌௗሺఈାఝೢೌ ǡ௩ೢೞሻ
௦మ
்௧ௌௗሺఉାఝೢೌǡ௩ೢೞ ሻ

where α and β are the course angles, φtwa is the true wind angle, and s1, s2 are the distances to be sailed with on each angle. It should
be noted that the ratio of the distances is independent of the total distance resulting that the total distance can be neglected, and instead
of si the ri ratio can be used. Of course, the multiplication of the ratio and the total distance determine the corresponding distance that
should be sailed in the given direction. This also applies to (2) meaning that time ratios are calculated instead of the real time values.
ݎଵ ൌ
ݎଶ ൌ

ୱ୧୬ሺఈሻ

(2)

ୱ୧୬ሺଵ଼ιିఈାఉሻ
ୱ୧୬ሺఉሻ
ୱ୧୬ሺଵ଼ιିఈାఉሻ

Having a formula to calculate the time for every two angles, only the minimal sum has to be searched. There are further possible
ways to simplify the calculation: only the first quarter has to be discovered, because moving backwards with the vessel will not result a
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better partial time or time ratio than moving in the direction of the destination. This is a result of the symmetric property of the polar table.
However, the minimum total time cannot be expressed analytically, because the TargetSpeed function is analitically not known, moreover
it is not monotonous, it can have several local minima and maxima. A search on a 2D grid is proposed. The resulting 902 step for scanning
through the possible directions with a 1-degree resolution for the global minimum is acceptable even if the calculations are accomplished
in embedded devices. A test application was run on an 8 MHz AVR with a 5-degree resolution.
The microcontroller was able to receive CAN messages, operate the graphic display and calculate the optimal angles all at once.
Fig. 1 shows the system in action.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1 A photo from the device used by Ákos Fazekas on a regatta (a) and it‘s graphical display with the prototype software showing
the calculated optimal angles, OC1 and OC2 (b)
Measuring and storing the target speed
Sometimes the polar table can be obtained from the manufacturer of the vessel. However, the sails, the total mass of the boat with
the crew, and the environment should not necessarily match the official table. For a precise measurement these parameters should be
measured for every vessel. The manual recording of the table is a long and time consuming task [2]. For all wind angles and wind speeds
the maximum of the reached boat speed has to be registered, and any outliers have to be neglected. Without having the whole table
unknown parameters cannot be efficiently predicted by the nearest values. The measured data do not usually result in a smooth polar
curve, however, forces acting on the vessel can be approximated with such a polynomial according to measurements and given tables.
These challenges demanded a model that uses measured and filtered data and is able to give predictions to unknown parameters.
The measured and filtered data are used to calculate polynomial regression parameters that can describe the whole table. It is worth
noting that the database of the measured parameters cannot be efficiently stored and maintained on a microcontroller unit, however, the
calculated parameters can be used conveniently. The number of parameters depends on the complexity of the curve, not on the size of
the table. However, accuracy depends on the number of parameters. That resulted in 3 steps for calculating the optimal course:
1. Filter and store the measured data
2. Calculate the parameters
3. Calculate the optimal course using the parameter-based TargetSpeed function
8
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Figure 2 Comparison of real and calculated values on an X35 vessel at 6 km/h true wind speed
The calculation and verification of the parameters were prototyped in Matlab. Some existing polar table data were input to the program,
and a comparison was done between the original table and the calculated table. The table was tested with different polynomial degrees
and the relative error was calculated. The TargetSpeed function is calculated in the form presented in (3) for a second order regression
in wind speed and a third order regression in wind angle.
ଷ
ଶ
ଷ
ଵ
ଷ
ଶ
ଶ
ଵ
ܶܽ ݀݁݁ܵݐ݁݃ݎൌ ଵଵ ή ߮௧௪
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(3)

The parameters are the coefficients of all the combination of the two variables, the wind speed and the wind angle. The general form
of (3) is on (4).
ୀଶ
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(4)
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In (4) TargetSpeed (t) can be the column vector of all measured target speed values, and the combination of true wind angles and
wind speeds can be marked with an A vector. When computing the parameters the row vector of the p variables should be calculated.
From the given t = Ap form p=A+t. Because A is not a square matrix and real inverse does not necessarily exist A + pseudo-inverse should
be calculated. To limit the size of the matrix wind angles and wind speeds should be stored by a chosen resolution, like 2 knots (3.704
km/h) in speed and 2 degrees in angels what results approximately maximal size of 25 by 90 matrix. Manufacturer provided tables do not
contain that much information, for example one of the test datasets are the polar table of an X35 sailing vessel with target speed measured
in 7 wind speeds for 11 wind angles.
The parameters will provide accurate values near the measurements and the precision is increasing as new measurements are stored.
To eliminate data redundancy only one value is stored for a specific wind angle and wind speed value. However, this value is modified if
other value has been measured. This is the filtering part of the process. The filtering enables fast speed increase and slow speed decrease.
Slow decrease is necessary to correct wrong measurements that might took place when the sailboat was using its outboard engine to
move.
As mentioned above sailing vessels cannot go to the direction of the wind. The minimum wind angle is significantly greater than zero.
Fig. 2 shows that the parameters would give negative target speeds near below the first measured data which is 43 degrees. All negative
target speeds should be replaced by zero.
The Android application
Nowadays smartphones has high speed processors and large memories. They can be connected to other devices through standard
interfaces. Android smartphones have large amount of developer documentation and easy to use developer tools. Applications can be
written in Java which can be ported to other systems as well, which is why it had been chosen for the sample application.

Figure 3 System architecture of the sample application
The application has a user interface where users can start the measurement service and set and read the values. There is another
interface that enables the user to change some settings about the service itself. The service connects to a sensor on WiFi and reads the
standard NMEA packets on TCP connection for information about the wind angle, wind speed boat direction. The used NaWiFi wind
sensor only provides apparent wind data which has to be converted into true wind data. Also the boat data is gathered from a GPS source.
The software is also capable of rebroadcasting these information. The measured information is filtered and then stored in a SQLite
database. After significant amount of new data arrived the parameters are recalculated. For matrix operations the EJML library [3] has
been used. The EJML library is a recent Java library for linear algebra and matrix operations. The parameters are available for the User
interface activity that searches the optimal course angles and shows them on the screen. Fig. 3 shows the system architecture of the
software.
The user interface has a simple interface to input the desired destination course and to view the two optimal course directions in
degrees. The control interface makes it possible to change the IP address and port number of the TCP NMEA compatible sensor.
Screenshots of the user interface, the control interface and the NaWiFi sensor is shown in Fig. 4.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4 The simple UI (a), the control interface of the prototype application (b) and the NaWiFi sensor (c)
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Conclusion
The main goal was to calculate the optimal course of a sailing vessel. For this purpose the polar table of the vessel had to be known.
The corresponding environment and boat data was measured and stored in a database. To eliminate the measurement errors and to get
a smooth polar curve a limited number of parameters were defined using polynomial regression. The regression model worked well with
the simulation data. After designing a better user interface the application can be a professional helping aid for amateur sailors. However,
better filtering method and smaller database should be found. The problem of storing the minimal value is still waiting for a better solution.
Further real environment measurements will be available during the season.
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Abstract. The participation on the theme of urban planning nowdays is essential to think about the futur of our
cities. This participation in the case of cultural heritage, in particular the industrial heritage, proves relevant to
the permanence of it. In this sense, the study exposes a multidisciplinary urban planning research that involves
participation with a core network (World Wide Web) which can be applied to cases involving company towns.
Thus, through the participation of a site is added to other types of participation. In this sense, in order to
disseminate results, and to systematize the contents in terms of database this structured online. The main goal
is to try enable research platform that allows participation in urban planning process to discussions of related
issues, particularly to the protection of the memory and cultural heritage. Through a website and a network of
social media the possibilities to increase the community participation in order to disseminate results, and to
systematize the contents in terms of bank data, all of this structured online. The study was developed as a
function of community demands related urban problems in particular about the cultural references of small and
medium cities, particularly related to the process of industrialization. The work involved approaches with work
field, interviews and workshops with communities where current problems are discussed and also reviewed
the own history of the cities. These approaches intends to prepare communities in sense of a sustainable
urban planning to enable a qualified prospect for future generations. In this process the theories of architecture
and urban planning are somehow translated to allow understanding by communities. The first results have
revealed that the participatory process strengthens the sense of cooperation and criticism on public policies.
These results were significant because the possibility of integrating the site with other media publication and
blog sites as virtual relationships become the best documented and participatory activities. In this sense, what
is expected with www.ufjf.br/urbanismomg site is to provide a dialogue between University and communities
about theories of urban planning and architecture. The site also lies in the facebook pages on
www.facebook.com/pages/urbanismomg/208071325885839?sk=info, updated daily with information
addressing the research. The work is supported by CAPES, CNPq, Ministerio das Cidades, Ministerio da
Cultura and also FAPEMIG, in Brazil.
Introduction
The paper exposes here is part of the activities of the research group “Urbanismo em Minas Gerais – NPE URBANISMOMG/UFJF” at the
Federal University of Minas Gerais with emphasis on a historical perspective on the issues of urban planning, architecture and urban
design. The activities envolved approaches on communities, with work field, interviews and workshops where current problems are
discussed and also reviewed the history of the cities. These approaches intends to prepare communities in sense of a sustainable urban
planning to enable a qualified prospect for the future generations. In Brazil, the challenges for the municipal public administration are
numerous, considering the problems that accumulate in the day-to-day cities. When we think of the need to control land use, many fronts
open and the trend is common to seek to resolve the immediate, or even what meets certain privileged group. Rooted political disputes are
interposed, as a true "stage" for conflicts of interest. And these disputes, in most cases, leave the collective interests, ie the common itself,
in the background. Thus, the paper is linked to a continuing research in Minas Gerais, Brazil, with emphasis on the history of planning and
2
the comparatives approaches is placed on this path both in terms of urban planning thoughts and city planning practices.
In Minas Gerais, Brazil, numerous cities accumulate urban problems in terms of sanitation infrastructure, education, health, leisure
and housing, among others. Particularly in the case of company towns that legacy has not been correctly preserved. Despite the cultural
1
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3

policies in this regard much has to be done yet. Insulated chimneys, factories without equipments, industrial forgotten itineraries and
industrial housing destruct can be mentioned as current problems. Indeed, the practices of cultural preservation, with few exceptions,
reveals a protection out of context. Added to this the problem to protect the industrial heritage may be mentioned the case of the Brasilian
railway network largely ruined. Since 1988, with the Federal Constitution were articulated new management tools and different
methodological approaches. On July 10, 2001 federal law number 10.257 recommended the elaboration of master plans with participation.
Considering these prerogatives the actions of the research group turn to the demands placed by municipalities. The communitary
participation has been encouraged on discussing urban planning problems, with particular comprehension to the issue of cultural heritage,
considering the necessity to protect the cultural references. In this sense, these references that distinguish and enable cultural identity
must be protected.

Figure 1 – The State of Minas Gerais in Brazil and its planning regions . Source : Urbanismomg/UFJF.
The strategy to encourage the participation, as the main goal of this study, is to enable research platform that allows this
participation in urban planning process to discussions of related issues, particularly the protection of the memory and cultural heritage.
Through a website and a network of social midias the possibility to increase the community participation in order to disseminate results,
and to systematize the contents in terms of bank data, all of this structured online. Therefore, the virtual page intends to promote and
deepen the studies quickly and interactively. These findings emphasize the need for the presence of any person or institution in the virtual
environment today particularly with regard to process of urban planning with enfasis on architecture and urban design. On this sense the
media internet is increasingly linked to social life in that through it the communicative possibilities gradually become limitless. Based on this
understanding, the involvement with the global network is essential which implies the mobilization of communities and an accessible
language to discuss urban planning and architecture theories applied to protect the cultural heritage. These actions involve the
understanding of the ongoing development of the cities, and takes into account the recurrence to the urban planning history. This
recurrence to the past, translates as a key, which has the sense of reasonning about the interventions and proposals developed for cities
and the role of professionals in attendance. In this process, the demands are very diverse and the urban problems complexity is
unparalleled. What is expanded is the range of references and more aware of regional specificities, coupled with the understanding of the
cultural aspects of each place.
It is worth mentioning that we have today in Brazil an increasingly urban segmented and unequal. What is revealed in the big
cities is repeated in small and medium-sized cities. Expansions without planning in urban areas not suitable for buildings continue to occur.
3

In Brazil the “Instituto do Patrimonio Historico e Artistico Nacional – IPHAN” is responsible for the protection at the
national level and the “Instituto Estadual do Patrimonio Historico e Artistico” on the estadual level. We have also the
Brazil’s TICCIH – linked to “The International Committee For The Conservation Of The Industrial Heritage” which promotes
and disseminates scientific events with the idea to protect the industrial heritage.
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The new building occupations put them at risk the own life of citizens. This process shows the legacy of past generations, in terms of
cultural references, has been neglected, despite the efforts of agencies dealing with measures to protect the cultural heritage. For this
reason the emergence of reviewing the practices of urban interventions about cities to reflect about a best future to the next generations.
And that means rethinking the mechanisms of municipal management, with the effective participation of the communities involved. Even
with the difficulties of community participation, even with the difficulties of every kind that arise, is important the social mobilization of the
various sectors for improving the own community. And this mobilization requires a great effort to change the current reality. With this, the
hopes are renewed by the possibilities opening up in terms of participatory efforts effectively. The perspective of urban development is one
that considers social inclusion and income distribution, as challenges to be faced by local governments. In this way, think of the
municipality as a whole and the relationship with neighboring municipalities is essential.

DIGITAL MIDIA AND PARTICIPATION INCLUDING PEOPLE, THE COMPANY TOWNS’ CULTURAL HERITAGE AS A
SUBJECT OF COMPARATIVE ANALISIS
The possibility of participation via the World Wide Web stands as an effective way to broaden the discussion about urban problems.
The aim is to contribute to the urban and rural qualified development of towns and also cities. Surveys and data already systematized in
previous studies to be complemented stand as benchmarks. Such understanding involves studies and surveys about the past, in addition
to readings taken in the current days. The references to the research involves different sources into a mosaic that involves international
and national literature that has has expanded the range of benchmarks and the cast of accomplishments and proposals related. The more
precise and didactic approach, aiming at a better understanding of the mechanisms of community participation, allows to extend results
already achieved toward the municipal planning. As for structuring the site content, we sought to sever the information about what is
produced in the core and who are its developers. The record of production and identification of lines of research was based on the
achievements of the NPE URBANISMOMG/UFJF since its formation in 2005. Among the selected material presented in the final articles
highlight events such as conferences, publications in books and / or other media. The origins of the research about company towns was a
thesis named “Por uma Cidade Moderna: Ideários de Urbanismo em jogo no Concurso para Monlevade e nos projetos destacados da
trajetória dos técnicos concorrentes (1931-1943)” . The study approached the urban planning visions developed by engineers and
architects in the plans for the Monlevade’s Company Towns, developed in contest sponsored by Belgo-Mineira Metallurgy Company in
1934 in Minas Gerais, Brazil. Monlevade and its consequences place itselfs more like a laboratory for reflections about the city besides
distinguishing the urban planners’ action in their differentet view point. Nowdays it’s important to mentioned the colaboration established
with the research title “Company Towns in the World” coordinated by Prof. Giovanni Luigi Fontana at the University of Padua, in Italy. The
descriptive texts were developed during the work and appropriateness of content and publishing was done by a technical manager in order
to make production of NPE URBANISMOMG/UFJF accessible to the academic community and other stakeholders. In this methodology,
as well as the possible integration of the blog site with publications, virtual discussion groups, information and schedule projects, we
created the site available in http://www.ufjf.br/urbanismomg.
As we have seen, websites today and social media compose an important and indispensable communication tool because they allow
not only the disclosure of the material and encourage discussion in academic circles. The site acts as a way to centralize information
regarding the production of the core facilitating their dissemination and enabling the participation of other agents, in that it guarantees a link
in a more dynamic and direct monitoring of the work by agencies, organizations, institutions, researchers, students, communities and other
interested individuals. The availability of the material has contributed to the inclusion of the themes discussed. The page is under
construction, and it appears that extends continuously and incomplete, with a view content achieved in a progressive manner. As all
strategies of interaction and participation are the results achieved will become increasingly visible and satisfactory. Here it is worth
mentioning the experience of distance learning in the “Centro de Educaçao a Distancia” on Federal University of Juiz de Fora and the
“Universidade Aberta do Brasil” - CEAD / UFJF / UAB, with which the dialogue with several regions on the State. Currently, the production
of the core involves the community in certain aspects, and the site will serve as an important element of support to disseminate results and
to call for community participation. This disclosure is inserted through articles, book chapters, books, reports, virtual exhibitions, interviews
in terms of video documentaries, among others. The challenges for the municipal public administration are numerous, considering the
current problems that accumulate in the cities. When thinking about the need to control land use, open many fronts and is a common
tendency to seek to solve the immediate, or even what meets certain privileged group. Political disputes rooted interposed as a true
"stage" for conflicts of interest. And these disputes, in most cases, leave the interests of the collectivity, i.e. the common needs in the
background. The lack of resource is another current problem that it becomes evident the need for greater preparation of everyone involved
in the urban environment. Allied to this the need for mobilization and the provision by the community in the hope of a future requalified. This
process is essential to social inclusion of the least attended, besides the equal availability of the benefits that urban life brings, among
other considerations.
Each city is unique, both for its layout and its buildings sets, either for its gardens, trees and by the diversity of people who live there.
The particularity of the case of company towns is related to the specificity of materials, infraestructure, equipments and the context of
industrial housing. In this sense, the socio-cultural organization and the diversity of the territory, among others, distinguishes one from
another urban area. And this unique condition, consisting of cultural and social values as well as political, economic, ecc. Is remarkable for
community life the specific cultural references as cultural heritage itself. In this sense, the recurrence to the preservation of cultural
heritage, among others, stands as an important strategy to envolves community and municipal administrations with a regard to municipal
planning. The emergence of thinking through the future of the cities based on a master plan seems to be fundamental and further
considering the issue of protection of cultural heritage. In this sense the series of activities promoted by the research group Urbanismomg
at UFJF, specially the workshops on urban planning that have contributed to understanding the specifics of each municipality and regions.
And do not think the process is different in the case of company towns. Somehow, during these workshops with communities that is done
is to translate and apply the theories, in particular those related to the fields of architecture and urban planning on the emphasis about the
cultural heritage. Approach to urban problems have sought different theoretical, on the one hand, approaches toward thinking about cities,
the range of the history and theories, on the other hand, focuses more applied, as experiments on the urban tissue. A recurrence to history
for the study of urban planning, particularly the problem to protect the company towns is essential. This approach has been important to
understanding the urban planning’s history in Minas Gerais, Brazil, which opens the possibility for interventions at present. At the same
time, allows the understanding of the complexity that is part of the multiplicity of issues brought before the actual process of cities’
development. Thus, the prospect of comparative analysis outlined here arises so important to study the current process to preserve the
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cultural heritage related to the case of company towns. Further expanded when the comparison beyond the Brazilian mainland, taking into
account differences in approach and cultural specificities.
About the approaches related to the protection of cultural and participation highlight in Belo Horizonte the Master Plan approved in
1996 adds new tools in terms of urban policies, and mentions the need for community participation. In the framework the Federal City
Statute, the mentioned Federal Law number 10.257, on July 10, 2001 underscores the obligation of municipal master plans, essentially
drafted with participation. In terms of more specific theories Kuhl and Castriota will address issues related to protection of cultural heritage
as parameter for interventions. In the approach on urban issues important references can be listed, provided Alexander with the
experience of participation. Choay wrotes about the origins of the concepts of cultural heritage in Europe. Geddes with essential questions
on the origins of urban planning, the same with that Cerdà anticipates the theories of urbanization. Other authors may be listed, with
different contributions, as Sitte, Le Corbusier, Aymonino, Rossi, among others, who focus on the problems of cities. The reflections
outlined allow reflections on the themes related to architecture and urban planning.
On the question of participation this is a recent case in Brazil with results still incipient. Until the 80's the public policies not included
communities participation in the definition of guidelines for urban planning interventions. The planning proposals prepared and even the
public character of architectural interventions were designed in the framework of the technical and political means. Before this period the
communities taking everything with knowledge of the actions already defined in a moment in which governments, in their municipal, state
and federal spheres were authoritarian with a military administration. The process of democratic opening during this period motivated by
social struggles and mobilization will enable a change in the strategies of public policy. With the Constitution of 1988 major articles focused
on the urban policies. The participation becomes part of the discourse on urban, particularly regarding the elaboration of master plans in
the 1990s. At present the capacity of mobilization through social media stands as an important tool to be exploited for the city’s renewal.
Interactivity enables real-time voice by communities to think about the future of the city. In communities with approximations theories have
sense training itself towards thinking urban planning, in terms of global guidelines for urban development, in terms of specific criteria for
certain interventions, such as the rehabilitation of industrial areas, among others.
Conclusion
The importance of collective participation in the construction and consolidation of the urban and rural development should be
emphasized qualified with the preservation of cultural heritage related to the theme of the tourism. We understand that the urban
qualification required is translated as the search for sustainable, a viable option for such due to the municipalities. We also believe that the
conservation and preservation of cultural heritage is one of the ways to stimulate the local culture and enhance the identity of each place.
Thus, recognition of the citizens in your area, the tourist, the highest quality of public spaces and the conservation of local and regional
history. In this sense, thinking and propose interventions and guidelines for cities with participation, allows a more comprehensive
understanding of how to articulate the future development. This allows rethinking territories for lost time, considering the redevelopment of
cities based on the preservation of its cultural heritage. And in the case of company towns think about environments that can remember
and protect this essential part of the history of our cities. After all we actually have a bit of industrial heritage in our hearts.
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Abstract. With increased interest in the characterization of infrasound signals over the past decade, a need
has arisen to accurately analyze and characterize infrasound signals, for both natural and manmade signals of
interest (SOIs). In this work, we provide an overview of the infrasound detection methodology and demonstrate
results of repeatable infrasound signatures obtained from an infrasound array. Results are presented for a
variety of sources at various source-to-sensor separations. Although it has been shown that natural events
such as earthquakes and volcano eruptions provide unique and distinguishable infrasound signatures, we
focus this work on manmade signatures. Examples of the variety of SOIs discussed in the paper include
infrasound signatures related to closing and opening doors for security applications; infrasound
signals-of-interest for generators representing site/equipment/facility characterization and machine health and
status checks; infrasound SOIs related to vehicle characterizations for classification studies; infrasound SOIs
related to demolition activities for classification studies; and infrasound SOIs related to rocket/shuttle launches
for health and status checks. Dependent on the source, infrasound signals may be useful for direction finding,
geo-location, characterization, classification, and/or identification purposes. We also describe several software
solutions that are currently available to analyze and characterize data collected by infrasound detectors/arrays.
We provide a brief qualitative discussion of our experience with some of the more notable software analytical
tools such as MatSeis (Sandia National Laboratories), InfraMonitor (Los Alamos National Laboratories),
FEMLAB (Comsol), and Matlab.
Introduction
In this work, we present some detection and characterization of man-made infrasound signal results from a US-based collaborative
team. Infrasound signals have become of increasing interest to scientific, governmental, and commercial entities because of their ability to
carry information over vast distances and because they are relatively easy to detect with simple equipment [1]. A large body of work
regarding the detection, characterization, classification, exploitation, and dissemination of infrasound signals exists in the international
community with key contributions coming from various countries, groups, and individuals. Common demonstrated uses include detecting
natural catastrophic events such as volcano eruptions, microbaroms associated with hurricanes and sea storms, and impulsive geological
events such as explosions, earthquakes and (possibly) the creation event of tsunamis. For example, in 2008, the large-based infrasonic
array in Los Alamos, New Mexico (USA) detected roughly 20 verifiable earthquake events ranging from 3 to 4.5 local seismic magnitude
over ranges from 200 to 1,500 km and used these results to develop a methodology of determining earthquake depth prediction using
infrasound arrays [2]. Dr. Stephen Arrowsmith from Los Alamos National Laboratories (USA) showed that infrasound arrays could be used
to detect local, regional, and global events. For example, infrasound array data from the International Monitoring System (IMS) was used
to show that super-bolides could be detected and identified from ranges from 1000 up to 13,000 km away [3].
Infrasound signals have also been used by governments across the globe to monitor nuclear testing ensure compliance with the
Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Band Treaty (CTBT) signed by the US on 10 September, 1996. Nuclear treaty monitoring dates back to
1946 where the U.S. Atomic Energy Detection System (USAEDS) used 15 global infrasonic arrays to monitor atmospheric and
underground nuclear testing to 1976. Additional research arrays were developed by the Navy Electronics Laboratory (USA), the National
Bureau of Standards (USA), U.S. Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, Sandia (USA), Los Alamos National Laboratories, and
various Universities such as the University of Alaska at Fairbanks (UAF). Other countries, such as USSR, Great Britain, France, and
China also operated infrasonic nuclear test detection arrays [4]. Commercial applications can include developing infrasound arrays as
early warning systems for catastrophic events, for characterization, classification, and exploitation devices for various man-made
signals-of-interest (SOI), and/or for research instruments to conduct fundamental research and to develop this innovative technology.
We first present a little technical information to understand the nature and basic characteristics associated with the detection of
infrasound waves. We then provide an overview of different types of natural and man-made sources of observable infrasound waves and
show where they appear in the infrasound spectrum. We then show some processed results for a representative set of man-made object
and discuss their associated infrasound SOIs. These examples in this paper were chosen to hi-light a variety of interesting man-made
objects that produce uniquely identifiable and sometimes repeatable infrasound SOIs. To show variety in both type and scale, we show
representative results for 1) opening and closing of a door in a large facility (security application), 2) a motorcycle (example of a small
vehicle), 3) an Aries 1 rocket (example of Solid Rocket Booster for the space shuttle), 4) demolition of a power plant (example of an
impulsive event), and 5) a small diesel generator (example of equipment characterization). We additionally provide a short discussion on
several tools that are useful in analyzing and characterizing infrasound SOIs. We chose these tools because of their popularity, name
recognition, and proven utility in working with infrasound waveforms. We end with some observations and conclusions.
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Background
Infrasound signals are acoustic signals travelling at 343 m/s (at 20 degrees Celsius in air) that satisfy the acoustic wave equation
wherein the propagating wave solution is a longitudinal wave that oscillates in the same direction as the propagation [5]. These waves
result from a multitude of sources and are ever present in the atmosphere. The typical frequency range of the infrasound spectrum is
typically below human hearing with a pass band of approximately 0.02 – 20 Hz. Fig. 1 shows a representative collection of natural and
man-made infrasound sources, and shows in what part of the infrasonic spectrum the associated infrasound signal-of-interest lies.

Fig.1 Representative examples of natural and man-made infrasound sources.
-2

2

The logarithmic scale at the top of Fig.1 runs from 10 on the left side of the axis to 10 on the right side of the axis. The axis shows the
pass band of the infrasound spectrum. Each source produces a unique infrasound signal in the region indicated by the corresponding
vertical arrow. Some sources have spectrally narrow signals whereas others are much more broadband in nature. If an infrasound source
produces a distinguishable signal over a range of frequencies, we show this using a horizontal two-sided arrow in Fig. 1. We will show
examples of the infrasound signals that match some of the sources shown in Fig. 1, as well as some other smaller sources, later in this
paper. We will show the time domain and, where appropriate, frequency-based information and will discuss some distinguishing features
and observations concerning the detected SOIs. For now, we focus on the sources themselves and make some observations about where
in the infrasound pass band these sources can be detected, characterized, and possibly exploited. We start with the top-left part of Fig.1
where the picture shows an explosion of an atomic weapon with a 1-megaton yield. This 1-megaton nuclear blast has a distinguishable
infrasound signal at roughly 0.03 Hz. A smaller nuclear explosion with a 1-Kiloton yield is shown to the right of the top-left image in Fig. 1.
Notice that as the explosion becomes smaller, the characteristic infrasound signal has a higher frequency – in this case 0.2 Hz. The center
image at the top of Fig. 1 shows a conventional explosion of dynamite. As before, the smaller explosion produces an infrasound signal at
a higher frequency then the more powerful nuclear explosions. Impulsive events like the explosion of dynamite and the destruction of a
power plant (as shown in the fourth top image from the left) produce spectral features between 1 Hz and hundreds of Hz. The generator
shown at the top-right of Fig. 1 has a broadband response with harmonic frequencies through hundreds of Hz. Buoyancy and gravity
-2
waves produce characteristic infrasound signatures in a band of very low frequencies (e.g. in the neighborhood of 10 Hz). Other natural
phenomena like volcano eruptions/rumblings, infrasonic waves associated with turbulent winds in mountains and the Aurora Borealis itself
produce broadband infrasound signals of interest between 0.02 and 0.1 Hz. Other natural events such as bolides associated with meteor
activity in the atmosphere and microbaroms that are associated with deep-water hurricanes have interesting infrasound signal
characteristics in the sub-Hz to low Hz part of the infrasound spectrum. The remaining pictures in Fig. 1 show frequency ranges for
infrasound signals originating from various man-made objects. The “Facilities” image represents infrasound signals that are related to
structures. Shown in Fig.1 is a round tube that is part of a sewer system. An example application could be to introduce into the sewer
tunnel a known impulsive infrasound source signal under nominal conditions and characterize the response. If a blockage or change
occurred in the sewer system, the infrasound signal would register the change and likely provide assessment information such as the
distance to the blockage/disturbance. The image to the right of the “Facilities” picture is that of a shuttle launch with the ARES 1-X solid
rocket booster (SRB). The infrasound signal emitted by the ARES 1-X rocket has observable feature variations over a broad band of
infrasound frequencies that are distinctive over time. To the right of the ARES 1-X rocket is a police rotary wing vehicle that has unique
infrasound signal characteristics in the upper infrasound frequency range. The rotary aircraft is quite distinct from fixed wing aircraft shown
above the rotary image. The small fixed wing aircraft is a Lear jet whereas the larger aircraft is NASA 747 that is used to move the shuttle.
The last image, that has an observable, characteristic infrasound signal in the mid to upper ranges of the infrasound pass band. Whether
the sources are man-made or natural, there are uniquely distinctive features that distinguish these objects from each other and often even
with similar objects (e.g. one rocket from another rocket, one door from another, etc.).
We now want to look closer at the infrasound sensors. We use data produced by the Chaparral Model 25 sensor1 that will pick up low
frequency acoustic waves that can be heard by the human ear and also infrasound signals that fall below a human’s ability to hear. Fig. 2
shows the comparison of the human hearing range to that of the Chaparral Model 25.

1

http://www.gi.alaska.edu/facilities/chaparral The Chaparral sensors have become the standard sensors for the infrasound research community.
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Fig. 2 Pass band for Chaparral Model 25 Infrasound Sensor as compared to human hearing.
As can be seen from Fig. 2, as the frequency of the acoustic wave decreases below 100 Hz, the decibel level of sound required for
minimal detection (shown by the bottom-left edge of the Human Hearing curve) increases dramatically with a cutoff frequency of roughly
20 Hz. Notice that the Chaparral Model 25 Infrasound Sensor is responsive to frequencies less than 0.1 Hz with minimum sound pressure
levels in the neighborhood of 40 decibels (dB). At the higher frequency range, the Chaparral Model 25 Infrasound Sensor approaches 200
Hz and has a decibel level below the minimum detectable sound pressure level of the human ear. Turbulent wind noise across the
infrasound sensor arrays is present at all relevant frequencies and the addition of ever present background noise makes the infrasound
detection problem challenging. Additionally, the propagation of sound waves changes as a function of altitude with wind speed and
temperature being the dominant change agent. Consequently, atmospheric effects such as temperature and wind inversions can
dramatically affect the signal levels detected by an infrasound array [6]. In fact, the presence of an inversion layer can sometimes produce
strong signal levels in regions were detection is not typically expected (e.g. as in the so-called skip zone). In Fig 3., we show a
representative collection of sources along with their infrasound signals taken from our collaborative arrangement with the University of
Alaska and Northrop Grumman. The University of Alaska Fairbanks, through its Wilson Infrasound Observatory group, has collected,
processed, and analyzed signals from numerous, varied, and useful infrasound sources. They also operate several infrasound arrays that
actively collects data around the globe. Northrop Grumman, as the commercial partner in our collaboration, has expertise in data
collection, infrasound applications, systems engineering, systems integration and test. They also have an infrasound array for internal
research and commercial applications. Florida Tech’s contributions lie in developing a neural network-based signal classification
methodology [7]; infrasound atmospheric propagation analysis, modeling, and simulation activity; applied systems engineering capability;
and multi-phenomenology sensing paradigm expertise. The collaborative data shown in Fig. 3 was obtained through our University of
Alaska partner. We show several types of man

Fig. 3 Comparison of representative large and small infrasound sources and their associated infrasound signals.
made infrasound sources along with (in most cases) their temporal infrasound signal and spectrogram. For the sake of brevity, we show
comparative sources and signals in a single graphic to hi-light the differences between the various signals. The intent of Fig. 3 is to provide
qualitative visual information in the graphic upon which we will enumerate on in the body of this paper. The top-left image in Fig. 3 is that
of the ARES 1-X rocket. To the immediate right of this image is the corresponding time-domain infrasound signal (top) and spectrogram
(bottom). The data shown is from a launch on 25 October, 2009 from SLC-39B on Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, in Florida, USA. The
detection range of the infrasound array was as close as 13.7 km at the launch point to roughly 70 km at rocket burnout. The type of
infrasound signal was broadband with a high dB gain. Detectable in the infrasound data was the main engine start, Max Q, Mach 1 event,
burnout and deceleration thrusters. The bottom-left image corresponds to the demolition of a Florida Power and Light (FPL) power plant.
The detection environment for the infrasound sensors was dense foliage. The detection was at a range of 8 km (roughly) and detectable
events were the charges on smoke stack #1 going off, the charges on smoke stack #2 going off, generator building #1 charges going off,
generator building #2 charges going off, generator building #1 crashing to the ground, generator building #2 crashing to the ground, smoke
stack #1 crashing to the ground, and smoke stack #2 crashing to the ground. The objects on the left side of Fig. 3 are relatively large and
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powerful sources and so the detection distances can be quite large. The right side of Fig. 3 shows results for smaller sources. The
top-right image in Fig. 3 is that of a motorcycle. To the right of the motorcycle are the time-domain infrasound signal (top) and the
associated spectrogram (bottom). The measured range of the infrasound signal was greater than 250 meters from the infrasound array.
The signal-to-noise ratio was greater than 34 dB during the day and the infrasound signal had harmonic content. The fundamental
frequency was around 47 Hz. At the closest approach (roughly 3 meters from the infrasound array), the signal measured 20 Pa which
was roughly 106 dB. Clearly visible in the infrasound data were gearshifts, the vehicle bow wave, and the Doppler shift when the
motorcycle passed the infrasound array. The middle picture on the right side of Fig. 3 is from a generator with no load attached. The
infrasound array was in dense foliage with a separation greater than 192 meters. As can be seen from the spectrogram to the right of
generator image, the infrasound signal is broadband and continuous, however, there was harmonic content with a fundamental frequency
of 31 Hz. Observable features included engine start, engine stop, and the engine running. The generator was also measured at 3-meter
range with a signal of 20 Pa, or 106 dB just like the motorcycle. The bottom-right image is that of a door opening and closing. We only
show the time domain data to the right of the image of the door since the distinguishing features of the infrasound are readily observable in
the time domain. The 3 signals shown to the right of the door image are the output from 3 channels of an infrasound array. The
observation took place with the infrasound array located 40 meters away from the door inside a building. Different doors opening and
closing gave distinctively different infrasound signals and specific door signals appeared repeatable. In the time-domain data to the right of
the door image, the first set of waveforms correspond to the door opening. Notice that the door opening produced the largest infrasound
signal. The door had a viscosity-based damper and so a short period of time elapsed before the smaller infrasound signal of the door
closing is observed in all 3 infrasound channels. This is a remarkably interesting result with obvious applications in security systems.
Note that the time-domain signal associated with the door in Fig. 3 is shown using the MatSeis software program. MatSeis is a
graphical user interface (GUI) driven software for seismic/infrasound signals that runs using the Matlab processing engine. It is an
excellent tool for seismic signal analysis and has a built in tool for infrasound direction finding. Parts of the seismic package can be used
to analyze/characterize infrasound signals. This software is freely available in the USA through Sandia National Laboratory (SNL).
Unfortunately, this software is no longer maintained and the latest version requires Matlab 2008 to run. The documentation also has some
errors and so it requires effort to get it operational – especially on an Apple-based platform like an iMac or MacBook Pro. Stephen
Arrowsmith from Los Alamos National Laboratories (LANL) has developed a modern analytical tool to analyze regional infrasound signals
called InfraMonitor. This powerful tool uses a methodology of array-based signal detection with an adaptive F-detector, a tailored grid
search technique, and a Bayesian infrasound source location technique [8]. This tool also works with modern versions of Matlab and can
be run on an Apple-based platform. COMSOL has produced an acoustic module that can be used to apply Finite Element Modeling (FEM)
methods to infrasound signal in their FEMLAB software. FEMLAB is a commercially available multi-physics tool that is heavily GUI driven.
The FEMLAB tool is built on top of the Matlab engine. As can be seen from these examples, Matlab is a common platform for all of these
tools and is excellent for direct manipulation of the RAW infrasound data. The French have developed a set of detection and analysis
routines called PMCC that have been adopted by the IMS/CTBT program [9].
Conclusion
We have shown that some representative types of man-made (and natural) objects produce different and distinctive infrasound
signals that may be detected at application specific useful distances. Analysis of these infrasound signals can be used to characterize a
variety of infrasound sources. Source characterization may provide distinctive useful signatures for research, commercial, and
governmental applications (e.g. distinguishing between sources, catastrophic event monitoring, intrusion detection, site characterization,
infrasound event geo-location, and more).
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Abstract. Machinability is an indicator to represent: how “easy” or “complicated” can be the (mechanical)
machining of a chosen material compared to a base material. Energetic parameters: the specific cutting force
and power give an expressive and general representation of machinability. The main goal of this research is to
create new and more accurate model to describe the machining process from energetic aspects based on face
milling experiments on S960QL high strength structural steel, using one-edged tool.
Introduction
High strength structural steels are increasingly used as stock materials of structures where the relative high loadability-mass ratio is a
basic requirement. While possessing the fair mechanical and welding characteristics of the traditional HSLA (High Strength Low-Alloy)
steels, the improved chemical composition and grain structure of these special steels make possible to extend the basic material
properties to a higher level: first of all, the guaranteed (minimum) yield strength can reach the value of ReH = 1100 [MPa] and above. [1-3]
Mechanical machining is still a generally used shaping method for iron-based structural materials. Due to the raised values of yield
and tensile strengths, machinability of the high strength structural steels shows differences from basic steels. The energetic parameters of
the machining process, especially the specific cutting force and power are effective indicators of the specialities of the chip removal
process thus representatives of the theoretical machinability.
Face milling has a complex domain of machining conditions: due to its dynamic characteristic from both energetic and geometric
aspects, face milling provides information from an extended range of machining parameters including extreme circumstances such as
milling with theoretical chip-thickness of h = 0. Researches were already made with similar academic background but these results are old
[4] or these are not suitable to typify the workpiece-centered machining process (focusing on the energetic conditions of plastic
deformation and breakage) directly with practical, generalized, numerical constants [5-7]. Furthermore, there can be found few
publications based on specific experiments with S960QL: these experiments are furnishing general information about material properties
e.g. flow stress models (see [8, 9]) rather than direct technological parameters for mechanical chip-removing methods. Therefore the main
goal of current research was to specify the energetic machinability of S960QL and create an extended energetic model to describe the
chip-removal process.
Design of experiment
Machining tests are designed as factorial experiments. Two basic types of experiment design: the full factorial and partial factorial are
commonly used methods. The full factorial experiments are precise but with a relative high number of points. Partial factorial experiments
are focusing more on the known or suspected correlations with a decreased number of points. The final experimental design contains
sections created by both methods in order to maintain the effectiveness of the experiment and still keeping the number of points at a
relative low level. For the final design see Table 1.
Table 1. Factors and treatment levels of the final design of experiment

Nr.
1
2
3
4
5

Name

Not.

cutting velocity
feed per tooth
depth of cut
width of cut
direction of cut

vc
fz
ap
ae
DOC

Factors
Number of
treatment levels
3
3
3
3
2

Unit
m/min
mm
mm
mm
-

Treatment levels
(values)
75; 100; 125
0,01; 0,02; 0,04
0,5; 0,75; 1
2; 4; 6
conventional; climb

Experiment type and number of
points (Np)
Partial factorial:
N1 = 7
Full factorial:
N2 = 6

Full factorial:

Ntotal =

2

∏ Np =

42

p =1

The experimental installation
Current research is focusing on the energetic parameters of face milling. The experiments were made on Topper TMV-510T with
Sumitomo WEX2016E tool (nominal diameter d = 16 [mm]) and Sumitomo AXMT123504PEERG inserts. Data were recovered by
KISTLER force measuring system, including 9257B 8-component piezoelectric sensor and 5070A amplifier. The number of measured
points per tool’s rotation was fixed at mn1 = 200 which resulted a maximum of measuring frequency at fm = 8289 [Hz]. New evaluation
software was developed specifically to current research: working in LabView 10, the software handles data from reading the original
(measured) lines to writing the calculated result automatically.
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General geometric and energetic models of machining
The theoretical chip geometry is defined by the commonly used basic
models represented by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2):
h = fz ⋅ sin[ ϕ ] ⋅ sin[ κ ] and b =

ap
sin[ κ ]

,

(1) and (2)

where: h is the chip-thickness, b is the width of chip, ț is the angle of the
main cutting edge and ĳ is the angular deposition of the cutting edge.
The specific cutting force is the main machining (cutting) force required
to remove chip with the chip-section of h ⋅ b = 1 [mm2]:

k(h) =

Fc ( h )
,
h⋅b

(3)
Fig. 1 Chip geometry

where: k is the specific cutting force, Fc is the main machining force.

Evaluation method of the experimental data
It was a general observation that the row experimental data have a relative high noise compared to the amplitudes of the measured
signals. Before any further inspection, spectral analysis and frequency-based filtering was placed on the data: after creating the spectrum
using Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT), two major frequency domains were considered as main source of the noise at f1 = 500 ± 50 [Hz]
and f2 = 800 ± 50 [Hz]. Following the manual filtering by deleting the identified noise components from the spectrum, the retransformed
data was normalized by calculating the average force curve belonging to one rotation of the tool. In order to get the actual machining forces
defined in the tool’s coordinate system, the data (measured in the sensors XYZ coordinate system) had to be transformed according to Fig.
2 by using Eq. (4) in conventional milling:

ªFc º ª− sin[ ϕ ] cos[ ϕ ] 0 º ªFx º
« » «
» « »
«Fn » = « cos[ ϕ ] sin[ ϕ ] 0 » ⋅ «Fy »
«F » « 0
0
1»¼ «¬Fz »¼
¬ p¼ ¬

(4)

and using Eq. (5) in climb milling:

ªFc º ªcos[ ϕ ]
« » «
«Fn » = « sin[ ϕ ]
«F » « 0
¬ p¼ ¬

0 º ªFx º
sin[ ϕ ]
» « »
− cos[ ϕ ] 0 » ⋅ «Fy » ,
0
1»¼ «¬Fz »¼

(5)

where: Fc is the main machining force, Fn is the normal machining force,
Fp is the passive force and ĳ is the angular deposition of the cutting edge.
Notations on Fig. 1 and Fig. 2: vf is the tool’s feed and n is the tool’s revolution.

Fig. 2 Coordinate transformation of the machining
forces

Results
As final step the specific cutting force was calculated using Eq. (1-3). As it is expected, the curve of the specific cutting force adopts
a basically hyperbolic characteristic e.g. as seen on Fig. 3. A (fractionally) linear representation is created using logarithmic expressions
(see Eq. (6) and Eq. (7)) as it is shown on Fig. 4:
K = log[k] and H = log[h] ,

(6) and (7)

where: k is the specific cutting force in [N/mm2], h is the chip-thickness in [mm].
Linear specific cutting force model
(S960QL, vc = 75 [m/min], conventional)

150000
125000

model

measured

measured

i=3

100000
75000

i=3

50000

4,6
4,4

i=2

i=1

25000

4,2
4

0

i=1

5,6
5,4
5,2
5
4,8

2

k [N/mm ]

i=2

6
5,8

model

0

0,01

0,02
h [mm]

0,03

0,04

-3,5

-3

-2,5

-2

-1,5

H

Fig. 3 “Real” specific cutting force

Fig. 4 Linear specific cutting force
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Including both materials and all of the cutting velocities, corresponding logarithmic curves indicate breakage at 1 point at least: near the
value of h = 0,01 [mm]. In order to specify this and other possible breakpoints, the full curve of the linear specific cutting force was cut into
independent quadrants with each section having a domain of ǻh = 0,003 [mm]. A linear curve was fitted on each section using least
squares method where the general form of the requested curve is defined by Eq. (8).
K(H) = Ai ⋅ H + Bi , i = 1, 2, …,

(8)

where: i is the identification number of the modeled domain, Ai and Bi are the linear constants.
In Eq. (8), Ai represents the “steepness” of the modeling curve. Setting the values of Ai against each other, meaningful differences were
found at 2 areas. After further refinement in these areas, 2 significant breakpoints were detected in the curve of the specific cutting force as
shown in Fig. 4. This speciality is noticed at all experimental cases and, first of all, in conventional milling. After defining the Ai and Bi
constants and the corresponding chip-thickness domains, the exact location of the breakpoints (the intersections of the linear curves) can
be calculated with elementary analytical methods based on Eq. (8):
HI =

B1 − B2
B − B3
and H II = 2
A2 − A1
A3 − A2

(9) and (10)

where: HI is the location of the first breakpoint, HII is the location of the second breakpoint.
The location of the breakpoints can be easily expressed in chip-thickness (see hI and hII on Fig. 3) by reversing Eq. (7). The linear-modeled
specific cutting force constants are:
Table 2. Parameters of the specific cutting force model
vc
[m/min]
75

100

125
vc
[m/min]
75

100

125

S960QL
i
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Ai
-0,8196
-1,1375
-0,6389
-0,8334
-1,2849
-0,5761
-0,6694
-1,2023
-0,4504

Conventional milling
Bi
hI [mm]
3,1017
0,004
2,3370
3,2700
3,0713
0,003
1,9460
3,3877
3,5260
0,004
2,2675
3,6968

Ai
-0,9770
-1,1218
-0,3524
-0,9428
-1,3430
-0,4239
-0,9675
-1,4520
-0,3875

Conventional milling
Bi
hI [mm]
1,9608
0,003
1,5979
3,1509
2,2288
0,004
1,2663
3,1916
2,2669
0,004
1,1235
3,2571

hII [mm]
0,013

0,009

0,013

Ai
-0,5960
-0,7910
-0,6587
-0,6967
-0,9087
-0,4272
-0,6507
-0,8645
-0,6129

Climb milling
Bi
hI [mm]
3,5016
0,003
3,0034
3,2321
3,2913
0,003
2,7457
3,7271
3,4216
0,006
2,9447
3,4902

Ai
-0,8539
-1,0569
-0,3852
-0,8148
-0,8804
-0,4650
-0,6881
-0,9487
-0,4936

Climb milling
Bi
hI [mm]
2,2476
0,007
1,8158
3,1475
2,4738
0,003
2,3113
3,1252
2,8833
0,005
2,2798
3,2487

hII [mm]
0,013

0,009

0,013

C45
i
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

hII [mm]
0,010

0,008

0,010

hII [mm]
0,010

0,011

0,007

Interpretation of the kXX specific cutting force constants
The k1 specific cutting force constant is the required main machining force to remove chip with h = b = 1 [mm] calculated from B3 by
reversing Eq. (6). The kB1 and kB2 are imaginary specific cutting force constants, calculated from B1 and B2 by reversing Eq. (6)
respectively. Table 3 shows all the specific cutting force constants.
Table 3. Text of table above the table
S960QL
vc
[m/min]
75
100
125
vc
[m/min]
75
100
125

Conventional milling
kB2
k1
kB1
2
[N/mm ]
[N/mm2]
[N/mm2]
1264
217
1862
1178
88
2442
3357
185
4975
Conventional milling
kB2
k1
kB1
2
[N/mm ]
[N/mm2]
[N/mm2]
91
40
1415
169
18
1555
185
13
1808

kB1
[N/mm2]
3174
1956
2640
C45
kB1
[N/mm2]
177
298
764
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Climb milling
kB2
[N/mm2]
1008
557
880

k1
[N/mm2]
1706
5335
3092

Climb milling
kB2
[N/mm2]
65
205
190

k1
[N/mm2]
1404
1334
1773

k1, average
[N/mm2]
1783
3609
3922
k1, average
[N/mm2]
1410
1440
1790
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The kB1 and kB2 are parameters of the energy based machinability by typifying the face milling process directly at the tool’s entering or
exiting (see Fig. 2):
a) In conventional milling the tool enters the material at the theoretical value of h = 0. This causes extensive plastic deformation in
the workpiece near the contact region until the tool’s edge breaks the material thus beginning chip-removal.
b) In climb milling the tool exits at the theoretical value of h = 0. Because the tool’s edge is already within the material, there is less
plastic deformation compared to the same region in conventional milling.
Based on Eq. (8) and Table 2, the modeled specific cutting force curves are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig.6.
Specific cutting force (conventional milling)
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Fig. 5 Specific cutting forces in conventional milling

Fig. 6 Specific cutting forces in climb milling

Conclusions
The analytic expression of the specific cutting force can be splitted into 3 main sections hypothetically as shown in Table 4. Similarly
to the results in [7] and [4], the main machining force (Fc) has a breakage of tendency under h = 0.01 [mm]. In case of S960QL there are
more definite k-sections compared to C45 but the chip-removal in C45 becomes stable already at lower chip-thickness. These breakages
are well represented by the specific cutting force constants which are general parameters of the (mechanical) machinability. In order to
refine the current model and generalize it for other materials and machining parameters e.g. tool geometry, research will be continued with
increased number of measured points per tool’s rotation.
Table 4. Sections of the specific cutting force model
Sec.
nr.
I.
II.
III.

Domain
S960QL
C45
h  3…6 [ȝm]
h  3…7 [ȝm]
3…6 < h  9…13 [ȝm] 3…7 < h  7…11 [ȝm]
h > 9…13 [ȝm]
h > 7…11 [ȝm]

Parameter
kB1
kB2
k1

Effect (hypothetical)
Plastic deformation zone, no chip-removal
Transitional zone, start of material breakage
Stable chip removing, traditional machining models (e.g. Kienzle)
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Abstract. Many models exist for describing the experimental results of batch adsorption which are used to
study equilibrium, kinetics, and mechanisms of adsorption. Equilibrium results, i.e. the adsorption isotherm, are
theoretically interpreted by checking the applicability of a group of model isotherms.
In this work, equilibrium studies were carried out for the adsorption of Cr (VI) onto a commercial carbon
black as an adsorbent. The experimental data were fitted to the different types of Langmuir isotherms by linear
method. The characteristic parameters for each isotherms and related coefficients of determination (R2) have
been determined.
Introduction
With the rapid development of industries, heavy metals wastewaters are directly or indirectly discharged into the environment
increasingly, especially in developing countries. Toxic heavy metals of particular concern in treatment of industrial wastewaters include
zinc, copper, nickel, mercury, cadmium, lead and chromium.
Chromium (VI) ions are known to be toxic and carcinogenic, causing health problems such as liver damage, pulmonary
congestions, vomiting, and severe diarrhea [1]. The tolerance limit for Cr (VI) for discharge into inland surface water and drinking water are
-1
-1
0.1 mgL and 0.05 mgL , respectively [2]. Adsorption is the accumulation of gas, vapor or liquid molecules on an interface. Adsorption is
one of the preferred methods for the removal of Cr (VI) from aqueous solution because of its efficiency and low cost.
Carbon black (CB) is composed of particles that are either spherical or spheroidal with a pronounced ordering of the carbon
layers. Adsorption ability of the carbon black depends on its origin, type of metal ions and experimental conditions [3-5].
The adsorption isotherms represent the relationship between the amount adsorbed by a unit weight of solid adsorbent and the
amount of solute remaining in the solution at equilibrium. Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms models are frequently used isotherm models
for describing adsorption of Cr (VI) ions onto different adsorbents [6].
In this work, characteristics of Cr (VI) uptake onto a commercial the carbon black were investigated and feasible application of
Langmuir model for description of its adsorption onto this adsorbent was described. A linear method of Langmuir isotherm was compared
in an experiment examining Cr (VI) adsorption onto the CB.
Materials and methods
A commercial carbon black produced by oil furnace process. The CB sample containing 98% carbon, 1% sulphur, 0.27% ash,
2 -1
and the value of the specific surface area, SBET = 107.29 m g used as an adsorbent.
The adsorption of chromium (VI) ions from aqueous solution onto the CB was performed using a batch technique. Stock
-1
solutions were prepared by dissolving 2.8 g of K2Cr2O7 in 1L distilled water giving a concentration of 1000 mgL . A solutions of the
required Cr (VI) concentrations were prepared by appropriate dilution. For determination of the adsorption isotherm, the samples of the CB
-1
(0.25 g) have been equilibrated with 50 mL of the known (50 - 250 mgL ) concentration of Cr (VI) solution at 20°C. After the reaction
period, the supernatant was analyzed for hexa-valent chromium by UV/VIS spectroscopy, at 540 nm, after reaction with 1.2 diphenylcarbazide.
The equilibrium quantity (Δc) of Cr (VI) ions as an adsorbate onto the carbon black samples was calculated as the difference
between initial concentration (ci) and concentration at equilibrium (ce).
-1
The amount adsorbed at equilibrium i. e. the adsorption capacity, qe (mgg ) was calculated according to the formula:

qe 

c
V
m

(1)
-1

-1

where: qe - adsorption capacity, mgg ; Δc - quantity of adsorbed adsorbate, mgL ; V - volume of solution, L; m - adsorbent mass, g.
Results and discussion
Adsorption equilibrium data are formulated into an isotherm model. Some of the isotherm equations that can explain solid–liquid
adsorption systems are: Freundlcih, Langmuir, Temkin, Toth, Sips, Redlich–Peterson isotherm equations. Equilibrium relationships
between adsorbent and adsorbate are described by adsorption isotherms and characterized by certain constants, the values of which
provide information on adsorbent capacity and affinity for some kind of adsorbate. Linear or non-linear regression analysis can be used to
determine the best fitting isotherm [6-9]. Non-linear optimization provides a more complex mathematical method for determining isotherm
parameter values [10]. The linear least-squares method with linearly transformed isotherms has also been widely applied to confirm
experimental data and isotherms using correlation coefficients of determination.
The equilibrium adsorption isotherm of Cr (VI) ions on the carbon black is shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the adsorption of
Cr (VI) increases with the increase of initial concentration of chromium ions in aqueous solutions.
The Langmuir equation is the two-parameter equation, commonly expressed in non-linear form (Table1) (
-1
-1
where: qe - adsorption capacity, mgg ; ce - the equilibrium concentration of adsorbate, mgL ; qm - maximum adsorption capacity of the
-1
adsorbents, mgg ; KL- Langmuir constant. The Langmuir isotherm the assumes that maximum ion exchange depends on the saturation
level of a monolayer of adsorbate molecules on the adsorbent surface [11].
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Fig. 1 Adsorption isotherm of Cr (VI) onto the carbon black
The Langmuir isotherm can be linearized as four different types (Table 1).The values of qm and KL were calculated from the
slope and intercept of the linear plot (described in Table 1). Values of the adsorption equilibrium constant, KL and the saturated monolayer
sorption capacity, qm are presented in Table 2.
Table 1. Models of isotherm equations
Isotherm

Linear equation

Plot

Langmuir-1

ce
c
1
 e 
qe qm
qm  K L

ce / qe vs. ce

Langmuir-2

1
1
1


q e K L  q m  ce q m

1/ qe vs. 1/ ce

Langmuir-3

Non-linear equation

qe 

q m K L ce
1  K L ce

 1  qe

q e  q m  
 K L  ce
qe
 K L q m  K L qe
ce

Langmuir-4

qe vs. qe / ce

qe / ce vs. qe

2

According to the literature [12], in the case of 0.95< R < 1.00, the model very well describes experimental results. A common
practice in research is to fit the experimental data to several models, then perform some kind of test to compare and decide which model
2
2
fits the data better. The most popular tool for model comparison is the coefficient of determination, R . In other words, R is the fraction of
the total variance of the dependent variable that is explained by the model's equation [8].
Table 2 Parameters of Langmuir’s isotherms
Isotherm
Langmuir-1
Langmuir-2
Langmuir-3
Langmuir-4

KL
-1
[ Lmg ]
0.0213
0.0038
0.0258
0.0033

qm
-1
[ mgg ]
13.4048
33.2223
4.0780
14.8182

R

2

0.8588
0.9638
0.1275
0.1275

2

A comparison of coefficient of determination, R for all isotherms has been made and listed in Table 2. Langmuir-2 (Fig. 1) and
2
Langmuir-1 (Fig. 2) isotherms had been well fitted the adsorption of Cr (VI) onto the CB because of R value is 0.9638 and 0.8588,
2
respectively. But, the Langmuir-2 model might be the better fitting isotherm because of its higher R value.
From Table 2, it was observed that the Langmuir constants varied for different forms of linear Langmuir’s equations. This is
because depending on the way isotherm is linearized. Linearized Langmuir-3 and Langmuir-4 equation give a lower coefficient of
determination compared to Langmuir-1 and Langmuir-2 equation isotherms and that suggests that they equation is not appropriate to use.
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Fig. 2 Langmuir-1 isotherm obtained using the linear method
for the adsorption of Cr(VI) onto the carbon black
The adsorption of Cr (VI) onto the CB follows Langmuir -1 and Langmuir -2 isotherms and an adsorption capacity of the CB is
-1
-1
13.4048 mgg and 33.2223 mgg , respectively.

y = 7.8941x + 0.0301
R2 = 0.9638

0.3
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1/ce, Lmg

0.04

-1

Fig. 3 Langmuir-2 isotherm obtained using the linear method
for the adsorption of Cr(VI) onto the carbon black

The main assumption of the Langmuir model is that adsorption occurs uniformly on the active sites of the adsorbent surface, and
when a molecule is adsorbed on a site, the latter does not have any effect upon other incident molecule [13]. The essential characteristics
of the Langmuir isotherm can be expressed in terms of a dimensionless constant separation factor RL that is given by the following
equation [5].

RL 

1
1  K L  cm

(2)

-1

where : RL – separation factor; cm – highest adsorbate concentration (mgL ); KL – Langmuir constant.
The value of RL indicates the shape of the isotherm to be either unfavorable (RL > 1), linear (RL = 1), favorable (0 < RL < 1), or
irreversible (RL = 0). The value of RL was found to be RL= 0.7595 indicating that the adsorption of Cr (VI) on the CB is favorable.
The adsorption equilibrium constant KL is a constant related to the affinity of the binding sites i.e. energy of adsorption. The free energy of
-1
adsorption (ΔG) can be related to the equilibrium constants KL (Lmg ) corresponding to the reciprocal of the Langmuir constant qm, by the
van’t Hoff equation:
ΔG= – RTln KL
where: R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J/mol K) and T is the absolute temperature (K). The negative Gibbs energy values
-1
(ΔG=−13.575 kJmol ) indicate the feasibility of the process and the spontaneous nature adsorption of Cr (VI) ions onto investigated a
commercial carbon black.
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Conclusion
A commercial carbon black is able to adsorb chromium (VI) ion from aqueous solutions. The adsorption capacity increased with
increasing initial concentration of Cr (VI). The equilibrium adsorption of Cr (VI) onto the CB was explained using the four models of
Langmuir isotherms. Linearization is used for estimating the adsorption characteristics due to the simplicity in estimation. The
experimental equilibrium data showed the best results represented by the Langmuir-2 isotherm equation; their coefficient of determination
2
R was highest (0.9638).
The separation factor, RL values between 0 and 1 (i.e. 0.7595) confirm favorable adsorption of examined system Cr (VI)/ CB.
-1
The negative Gibbs energy (ΔG =−13.575 kJmol ) indicate that adsorption of Cr (VI) onto the CB take place spontaneously at room
temperature.
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Abstract. Object of research is self-regulated drive of generator. Analysis of mechanical
motion of drive which provides constant rotational speed of the generator shaft at variable
wind stream carried out. The adaptive mechanical drive provides self-regulation by use of
effect of force adaptation in mechanics. The work purpose is to prove the adaptation of the
drive to variable input parameters by means of kinematics, statics and dynamics.
Introduction
Existing wind turbines are using difficult mechanical systems or difficult electronic control systems for maintenance of constant
rotational speed of the generator shaft [1].
It is offered to use effect of mechanical power adaptation for self-regulation of the wind turbine [2, 3]. The wind turbine with the
adaptive mechanical drive differs simplicity and allows providing adaptation of the generator to the variable driving moment on wind
wheel without of any control system [4].
Change of input power of wind stream calls transition to a new regime of motion. The work purpose is to proved adaptation of the
drive to variable input parameters by means of kinematics, statics and dynamics. The work purpose is to investigate kinematics, statics
and dynamics of wind turbine drive and to proved adaptation of the drive to variable input parameters of wind stream.
Device of wind turbine with the adaptive mechanical drive
Wind turbine with adaptive mechanical drive (Fig. 1) contains wind wheel W , adaptive mechanism M , generator G and
auxiliary electromotor E setting a constant rotational speed of generator shaft. Electromotor consumes about 10 % of generator energy.
Adaptive mechanism

M

represents gear differential with two degree of freedom. Mechanism contains input carrier H 1 , input

satellite 2, block of solar wheels 1-4, block of ring wheels 3-6, output satellite 5 and output carrier H 2 .

Closed contour of the mechanism which is containing wheels 1, 2, 3, 6, 5, 4 imposes additional constraint on links motion and
provides effect of power adaptation. As a result the kinematic chain with two degree of freedom turns to the mechanism with one entry.
At a variable angular speed of input wind wheel the generator produces an electric current of variable power but constant frequency.
Basic theoretical regularities of kinematics and statics
The adaptive mechanism has two degree of freedom.
We accept following designations:

Z H 1 – set angular speed of carrier H1 also of wind wheel W matching to a wind stream in present moment of time,
Z H 2 – set angular speed of electromotor E and rotor of generator G matching to generator characteristic, Z H 2 const ,
Z1 , Z3 – angular speeds of blocks of wheels 1-4 and 3-6.
M H 1 kZ H 1 –variable driving moment of wind wheel W matching to wind stream in present moment of time and
depending on angular speed of twirl of the wind wheel Z H 1 , k – coefficient of proportionality,
M E – constant driving moment of electric motor E ,
M G – variable output moment of resistance of generator G matching to power of variable wind stream.
Power of wind stream

M H 1Z H 1

(driving power) is positive. Generator output power (for users)

M GZ H 2 and

power M E Z H 2 outlaid by the generator on the auxiliary electromotor are negative. Power M E Z H 2 transferred from the
electromotor on the generator is positive. According to principle of virtual works the sum of works (or powers) is equal to null

M H 1Z H 1  M E Z H 2  M G Z H 2  M E Z H 2 0 . Or M H 1Z H 1  M GZ H 2 0 .
That is in the absence of electric and mechanical losses between the generator and the electromotor the input power of wind
stream is equal to output power of the generator for users
M H 1Z H 1

M GZ H 2 .

(1)
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Fig. 1 Scheme of the wind turbine with mechanical adaptive drive of generator
Eq. (1) represents additional differential constraint which the closed contour imposes on motion of system with two degree of
freedom and transforms it into mechanism.
Constraint between angular speeds of links H 1 , 1  4, 3  6, H 2 of the differential mechanism with the account
Z4 Z1 , Z6 Z3 is defined by formulas

Z1  Z H 1
Z3  Z H 1
Z1  ZH 2
Z3  Z H 2

( H 1)
u13

( H 1)
u13

,

(2)

( H 2)
u46
,

(3)

( H 2)
 z3 / z1 , u46

 z6 / z 4 are transfer ratios expressed through numbers of teeth of wheels 3, 1, 6, 4.
Solving system of Eqs. (2), (3) we will define angular speeds of wheels 1, 3.
( H 1)
( H 2)
(u13
 1)ZH 1  (u46
 1)ZH 2
.
(4)
Z3
( H 1)
( H 2)
u13  u46
( H 1)
(5)
Z1 u13
(Z3  Z H 1 )  Z H 1 .
It follows from the formula (1)
where:

MG

M H 1Z H 1 / Z H 2 .

(6)

Eq. (6) reflects effect of power adaptation: at the set variable input power with parameters

M H 1 , Z H 1 matching

to wind

stream the output moment of resistance M G overcome on the generator shaft is inversely proportional the set constant angular speed

ZH2 of generator shaft. Thus, at variable angular speed of input wind wheel the generator will produce an electric current of variable
power but constant frequency. Change of the generator power occurs because change of electric current in windings of generator
stator.
Force analysis of the mechanism can be received to definition the internal moments
kinematic pairs on the set external moments M H 1 ,

M1

R21 r1

0.5M H 1r1 / rH 1 , M 3

M H2 .
R23 r3 0.5M H 1r3 / rH 1 ,

M4

R54 r4 0.5M H 2 r4 / rH 2 , M 6 R56 r6 0.5M H 2 r6 / rH 2 ,
1, 3, 4, 6, H 1, H 2) are radiuses of wheels and carriers.
where: ri (i
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Formulas (4…8) allow to execute the kinematic and power analysis of the adaptive drive of wind turbine.
Example of mechanical adaptive mechanism calculation

M

For mechanism

(fig. 1) with the given geometrical parameters, given parameters of input power Z H 1 ,

constant angular speed of generator Z H 2 to determine the kinematic and force parameters of motion.
It is given:

z1

module of engagement,

u13( H 1)

M H1

30, z 2 30, z 3 90, z 4 40, z 5 60, z6 160 - numbers of teeth of wheels, m
rH 1 240, rH 2 400 - radiuses of input carrier H 1 and output carrier H 2 ,

and given

4

- the

3 - transfer ratio of wheels 1 and 3 at motionless carrier H 1 ,

( H 2)
u 46

4

- transfer ratio of wheels 4 and 6 at motionless carrier

H2 .

ZH 1 100 s 1 , M H 1 100 Nm, ZH 2 50 s 1 ,
u H 1H 2 M H 2 / M H 1 2 Z H 1 / Z H 2 (Without taking into account the efficiency).
To determine: M G
M H 2 , Z1 , Z3 , M i (i 1, 3, 4, 6)
Solution.
1. From (6)
2. From (4)

3. From (5)

MH2

Z3

M H 1Z H 1 / Z H 2

Z H 2 (1  u

100  100 / 50

)  Z H 1 (1  u
( H 2)
 u 46

( H 2)
46
( H 1)
13

u

Z1 u13( H 1) (Z3  ZH 1 )  ZH 1

( H 1)
13

)

200 Nm .

50(1  9)  100(1  1.5)
 1.5  9

( 1.5)(33.33  100)  100

33.33 s 1 .

200 s 1 .

4. We compute the moments on toothed wheels under formulas (7 and 8):

M1
M3

0.5M H 1 r1 / rH 1
0.5M H 1 r3 / rH 1

M4
M6

0.5M H 2 r4 / rH 2
0.5M H 2 r6 / rH 2

40 Nm ,
60 Nm,
0.5  200  40 / 200 20 Nm,
0.5  200  360 / 200 180 Nm 

0.5  100  160 / 200
0.5  100  240 / 200

The main demonstration of true of the find results is check of equilibrium of circulating energy on the Eq.

( M 1  M 4 )Z1

(40  20)  200

( M 6  M 3 )Z 3 .
(9)

(180  60)  33.33 , or 4000

4000 .

Check shows presence of equilibrium of positive power on the block of wheels 1 - 4 and negative power on the block of wheels 3
- 6. At the set power the transfer ratio of the mechanism

u H 1H 2

M H 2 / M H1

2

the circulating energy in the closed contour

makes 40 % from input power.
Dynamics of adaptive drive
Mechanism of the drive with two degree of freedom and with one entry has the constraint of parameters defined by the Eq. (6).
According to Eq. (6) mechanism will be in regime of installed motion as the output moment of resistance takes a value M G matching
to wind stream input power. That is the mechanism with two degree of freedom possesses basic new property: the installed motion
occurs at any way set parameters.
The transitive regime of motion of mechanism with two degree of freedom can occur in the event that set parameters of input wind
stream are change. That is they are time functions. Transition to the installed motion will occupy some time at change of an initial
regime of motion.
The differential equation of mechanism motion at counterbalanced links looks like

MR
where:

MR

J R dZ H 1 / dt ,
M R is moment led to input carrier H 1 ,
M H1  M G uH 2H1 ,

(10)

(11)

where: u H 2H 1 is transfer ratio of the initial (previous) regime of motion at

uH 2H 1

M H1

M H 10 , Z H 1

ZH 10 .

M H 10 / M G .

After separation of variables and integration of Eq. (10) we will gain

1
M R (t )dt .
JR ³
If to accept M R ( t )
const than it is possible to define time of transition from an initial (previous) regime in a new regime

ZH 1

Z H 10 
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t

(Z H 1  Z H 10 )

JR
.
MR

(13)

Then it is possible to define angular speeds of wheels in a new regime of motion under formulas (5) and (4).
Thus, kinematic and static definability occur. Change of wind stream power leads to change of output moment of resistance and
power of generator at conservation constant angular speed. It provides reception of electric energy with demanded standard frequency
of electric current.
Modeling of work of wind turbine with the mechanical adaptive drive of generator
Stock-taking of effect of power adaptation in the wind turbine with the mechanical adaptive drive of generator has been executed
on the test-bed (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Stand for test of adaptive-mechanical drive of wind turbine generator
At the stand the electric motor placed at the left simulates wind wheel. Direct current electric motor models a wind stream of
variable power by electric control. The electric generator simulating generator of turbine is placed on the right. The generator angular
speed is constant. External electric network in which generator gives produced electric energy supports constant angular speed of
generator. Mechanical adaptive wheelwork with two degree of freedom is placed in the centre between the electric motor simulating
wind wheel and electric generator. Change of wind stream power made by the simulating electric motor leads to change of output
moment of resistance and power of the generator at conservation of constant angular speed. It provides reception of electric energy of
variable power but with demanded standard frequency of electric current. Theoretical results are co-coordinating with results of tests at
the stand.
Conclusion
Equations of interconnection of drive parameters in kinematics, statics and dynamics are developed. The resulted circuit design of
the wind turbine in the form of mechanical system with two degree of freedom allows providing adaptation of generator to variable
driving moment on wind wheel without any control system. The generator will produce electric current of standard frequency with power
matching to variable power on wind wheel.
Mechanism of drive in the form kinematic chain with two degrees of freedom and with one entry turns to mechanism with one
degree of freedom in the presence of additional constraint of moments and angular speeds. The additional constraint has form of
equation by a principle of virtual works.
The wheelwork with two degrees of freedom at presence only one entry realizes effect of power adaptation which allows using it as
an automatic adaptive variator with constant cogging of toothed wheels.
Carried out scientific researches allow to investigate kinematics, statics and dynamics of the adaptive drive. The dynamic analysis
shows that at change of output loading mechanism with two degrees of freedom independently passes in regime of installed motion with
new parameters.
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Abstract. This paper performs a quantitative comparison of the results obtained from three different work
methods: theoretical, experimental and simulated, all of them applied to the same machining process, as a first
step in a methodology for the validation of simulation techniques in the assessment of the use on
non-traditional clamping devices for machining. For the simulation stage, a commercial software from Third
Wave System was used.
For making the comparison between test power consumption parameter was used. Due to some simulation
software requirements test were carried on to obtain the stability lobes data (chatter) in addition of the power
consumption. Also roughness analyses were made off-line after tests which showed instable areas evidences
(chatter).
After various tests and calculations, relative concordance between the results were obtained in each of the
methods applied, which determines that simulation technique appears to be a reliable method for prediction of
the use of non-conventional clamping devices in machining processes.
Introduction
The need to predict the behaviour of the tools and their interaction with the materials, clamping-devices and machine-tool in a sector
that faces more and more complex and different machining processes makes simulation an economical, reliable and quick way to obtain
high quality data for the technical-economic analysis of a manufacturing process by chip removal.
This research attempts to assess the suitability of using non-conventional clamping systems, mainly in milling machining processes.
The non-conventional clamping systems have demonstrated their viability in grinding machining operations but there is not any
methodology for milling processes. To carry out this study we have established a methodology that includes the use of commercial
software simulation of the machining process in order to determine the extent and possible characterization of the technical and economic
feasibility.
The ability to obtain reliable results for prediction of different processes is critical to improve the experimental stage, which consumes
time and cost. Being able to know cutting forces, power consumption, temperature, etc. before performing the actual process, is very
useful for predicting the behaviour of the materials, both the workpiece and the tool, as well as other elements of the process, such as
machine tool, fastening systems, process conditions, etc. of its use.
In our case we have chosen the Module Production of Third Wave Systems Company, to validate the results measured
experimentally, obtained from the use of the software and using a theoretical calculation and propose an appropriate use it in the following
phases of the investigation. This methodology starts with a software validation, to be done through the cutting power, which will be used for
some tests that also will allow us to obtain stability data to feed the software.
Methodology of the experimental work done
Some experimental tests were done in order to make a study of the stability system where the sound was monitored to feed the
machining software. For audio capture the free software Audacity with a microphone were used. This technique was applied by Quintana
et al. [1] in a paper which presents an experimental method for the identification of SLD (Stability Lobes Diagram) in milling operations. The
methodology is based on empirical evidence, where the workpiece allows a gradual increase in the depth of cut in the feed direction, which
represents the "y" coordinate of the SLD, while the spindle speed, the "x" coordinate in the SLD, is increased from slot to slot. This is
possible thanks to slope of the workpiece. The cutting process is interrupted as soon as chatter is detected and the boundary between
stable and unstable cutting conditions, i.e. the stability lobe diagram, is identified. This methodology allows the identification of the SLD
with a microphone by detecting the appearance of chatter phenomenon. Stability lobes data are necessary to feed the simulation software,
and help to improve cutting conditions.
The chatter is a self-excited vibration type that occurs in the cutting of metal if the chip width is too large with respect to the dynamic
stiffness of the system. In such conditions, these vibrations are initiated and grow rapidly. The cutting force becomes periodically variable,
with considerable amplitudes, the machined surface becomes wavy. The chatter is easily recognized by the noise associated with these
vibrations and marks on the machined surface [2].
Delio et al. [3] contrast different sensors and show that a microphone is an excellent device used for the detection and control of
chatter. Comparisons are made between the microphone and some other common sensors (load cells, accelerometers, and displacement
sensors) for detecting instabilities in milling. It is shown in this paper that the signal provided by the microphone is suitable for identification
of chatter.
Considering those previous works test data have been established as follow: the cutting speed and feed rate were calculated starting
from a minimum value which depends on the insert and the material used in the test, up to a maximum value that depends on the
maximum speed of the machine. The minimum value of the spindle speed to be used is obtained in an empirical test during a previous test.
Having established the minimum and maximum spindle speed, it is been increased 270 rpm. from slot to the next one until reaching the
maximum value.
Surface analysis was done to measure the roughness with a white light optical interferometer in VSI mode (Vertical Scanning
Interferometry). Surface analysis for this work was done in post processing by the Department of Nanotechnology and Surface Analysis at
the University of Vigo.
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Sixteen slots were made to cover the entire surface of the workpiece. The slots are made along the longitudinal long cross section of
workpiece.
Table 1 shows cutting parameters obtained:

Test
1

n
[rpm]
2110

f
[mm/min]
338

vc
[m/min]
106,06

2

2380

381

119,63

3

2650

424

133,20

4

2920

467

146,77

5

3190

510

160,34

6

3460

554

173,91

7

3730

597

187,49

8

4000

640

201,06

9

4270

683

214,63

10

4540

726

228,20

11

4810

770

241,77

12

5080

813

255,34

13

5350

856

268,92

14

5620

899

282,49

15

5890

942

296,06

16

6000

986

301,59

Table 1. Cutting parameters

Results
Stability
Fig. 1 shows the stability lobes obtained by performing an analysis of sound monitored during the completion of the slots
corresponding with the test of table 1. An example of the audio analysis is shown in Fig. 2, where the zone highlighted in the left side
indicates the spectrum dominant frequency of the forced vibrations corresponding to the impacts of the tool against the workpiece. And in
the right zone highlighted appears in the spectrum frequency, a new dominant frequency that indicates that at that point is occurring
chatter.

Axial depth of cut [mm]

4
3
2
1

0
1.700

Sonido
Sound
Roughness
Rugosidad

2.700

3.700

4.700

Spindle speed [rpm]
Fig. 1. Stability lobes
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Fig. 2. Audio signal and frequency spectrum for test nº12

Experimental power measurement
After making the slots in the CNC machine, a series of results were obtained, through a power module Janitza analyzer UMG 604,
which is connected on one side to the terminals of the transformer that supplies power to the CNC machine and on the other to a PC via an
Ethernet connection. In this PC software GridVis is installed, used for monitoring and recording of data, which is then exported to a
spreadsheet for further analysis.
In experimental trials the machine was stopped manually when a sudden change in the sound was detected, indicating the
appearance of chatter.
Power obtained with the simulation software
Once the test were made in the machine, it is been proceeded to perform the simulation on the software 3D Production Module,
reproducing faithfully the experimental tests. Therefore, in order to make a direct comparison of the results obtained by both methods, it is
needed to enter the length of each slot in the software.
After the simulation of each slot is done, time vs. power graph is generated.
Theoretical calculation of power required
In this section theoretical power necessary to perform the machining of each of the tests shown in Table 1 is calculated, to have an
orientation of the power values required during machining. These values are compared with values obtained using the software and the
values obtained experimentally.
The power requirement can be calculated using the following equation

ܲ ൌ

ܽ ൈ ܽ ൈ ݒ ൈ ݇
Ͳ ൈ ͳͲଷ

(1)

ܽ : Cutting depth.
ܽ : Working engagement.
ݒ : Table feed
݇ : Specific cutting force.
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Test

Power
Production
Module 3D
[W]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1542,54
1850,70
2156,37
2218,29
2221,19
1887,39
2979,72
3022,36
3657,36
3248,83
3126,83
2543,98
3109,36
3481,56
4899,43
5120,51

Power
Experimental
[W]
1298,51
1211,34
1408,26
1437,74
1435,68
1243,02
1919,95
1845,71
2099,13
1856,36
1830,89
1524,13
1804,48
2023,78
2922,10
3069,08

Power
Theoretical
[W]
1389,48
1700,66
1995,70
2055,84
2089,50
1866,41
2809,04
2774,19
3215,71
2862,46
2746,27
2348,81
2717,27
3011,89
4435,72
4639,06

Table 2. Power values for different methods

Fig. 3. Power vs Time for test nº12

Conclusions
We have developed a software validation methodology using the parameter of the cutting power.
From the results it is found that the correlation between virtual and physical testing allows the validation of simulation software, to
assess the use of magnetic clamping in milling processes and operations.
This will be very useful in future studies because the software can predict and optimize forces in each of the axes of the machine tool,
which can be linked to the limitations of each clamping system.
Validation is based on the existence of a correlation between output data obtained by the simulation software and the power
measured during the physical realization of the test and the calculated theoretical power data; this indicates that some errors may occur
due to:
x
x
x
x

In the case of the theoretical power is calculated according to an specific cutting force (Kc), which is an empirical parameter
obtained for a very large group of materials.
Regarding the power output obtained by the simulation software, it is calculated based on data from numerous simulations,
made with an application of finite element computation, which are collected in an internal database of the software.
As the cutting tool used is not in the library of FEM application tools, feeding back the software with more specific data modelling
process may be needed. It is also possible that there is a safety factor that causes the simulation results are valued upward.
Regarding the data obtained with the power analyzer, the results may indicate that for the measuring device a new calibration
could be necessary.

Physical test were made to obtain the stability lobes of the system to feed the software.
By analyzing the surface of the slots and the sound data recorded, stability lobes were also identified. With that data simulation
software can be optimized.
What can be seen with the use of the software is that further research of the behaviour of a magnetic clamping can be faced. Forces
in each of the axes of the machine can be calculated to predict possible displacement of the workpiece to be machined on the magnetic
table, Also test could be done by restricting forces mentioned above to fit clamping values of the table.
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Abstract. This paper brings methods for estimation of damped eigenfrequencies, modal dampings and mode
shapes, based on SVD decomposition of FRF matrix. Paper shows how to get phase information to the aFRF
(aggregated FRF function), in order to use the standard SDOF modal parameter estimation methods. A vehicle
industry example are also used to demonstrate applications of the aFRF methods and estimation of modal
damping.
Introduction
Researchers, who develop Experimental Modal Analysis systems, have been looking for a way to make the evaluation system global and
reduce the number of user interactions. Both time- and frequency domain methods are unable to provide data without manual interaction.
The critical point of the evaluation is to determine the number of dominating modes inside the measured frequency domain, in other words
to find out how many degrees of freedom the analyzed structure has. This exercise can only be successful, if the user is provided with a
global aggregator function, based on which the peak-picking can be performed. Several aggregator functions are known according to
literature. In this article we introduce a new complex aggregator function which is called aFRF.
1. Theory
1.1 Damped Multiple-Degree-of-Freedom (MDOF) systems
The equation of motion of a viscously damped system is expressed by

t

t

t

,

(1)

where:

, , are the constant, mass, damping and stiffness matrices respectively;
is the dynamic displacement response,
is the excitation.
For symmetrical systems
jω FRF (Frequency Response Function) matrix can be written in form [1]

jω

∙

∙

∙

∙ ,

(2)

is the modal matrix,
is the spectral matrix (diagonal) contains the
νi eigenvalues,
is the
eigenvector normalization matrix (diagonal). In this context the matrix relates to the responses or displacements, this
matrix is the modal vector matrix.
∙
relates to the inputs or the forces and is the modal participation factor matrix. In the practice of experimental
The matrix
modal analysis methods the Eq. (2) is limited to
where:

jω

∙

∙

,

(3)

where:
is the number of response points,
is the number of excitation points,
is the number of observable modes.
1/
In absence of multiple roots, near resonance, as approaches the system pole the quantity
reaches a maximum.
and
constant, the amplitude information of the frequency response matrix at a given location
Since the quantities
depends on these 1/
terms.
A special case of damping matrix is a general proportional damping matrix. The general proportional damping matrix can be written
in the explicit form [2]:

∙

∙

,

(4)
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where:
is an analytic function of
∙ .
∙ , where the , are (usually real) constant material properties. As mentioned in
For Rayleigh damping this function is
[3], the linear rheological models result general proportional damping matrices (See [4].
1.2 Singular value decomposition of FRF matrix
By taking the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the FRF matrix at each spectral line

jω

⋅

jω

∙

, expression (Eq. 5) is obtained.

,

(5)

where:

is left singular matrix (unitary),
is singular value matrix (diagonal) and
is the right singular matrix
(unitary).
are the singular values in descending order. For general proportional damped system the
and
The diagonal elements of
matrices in Eq. (5) can be written as:
∙
∙

0,1
0,1

∙
∙

1

0,2

1

0,2

∙

2

∙

2

…
…

0,
0,

∙

,

∙

where:
∈
and
∈
constant are real-valued matrices,
〈 1
its diagonal elements represent phase shift,
is an unitary matrix, and
∙
represent phase shift.

(6)

,

2

〈 1
…
, thus

〉 is a diagonal matrix,
2
…
〉 is a diagonal matrix, its diagonal elements
∙
.

2. New complex aggregator FRF function, aFRF( j)
For classical normal modes, take a scalar function, as a projector

∶

⋅

jω ∙

,

(7)

jω ,⋅
jω are the first singular vectors.
jω as it was written in Eq. (5) and
jω as they were written in Eq. (6)!
→
∙ , .
, ⋅

where
Write

By substituting these into Eq. (7), the next expression is obtained.

∙

⋅

,

⋅

∙

∙

⋅

.

(8)

The Eq. (8) projector function is a complex scalar function of frequency, its phase is the double of the phase of the left singular vector. An
aggregator FRF function, called aFRF is defined as

∙

,

∙

where:

(9)

/2.

This expression describes the behaviour of a single degree of freedom system. Accurate damped natural frequencies and damping factors
,
can be found by applying single-degree-of-freedom modal parameter estimation methods (e.g. circle fit) to each peak of the
then the complex system pole can be estimated. This
function is different from the
functions known in literature
[5,6], because the
is only one complex scalar function for the whole MDOF system. When
is plotted on the
complex plane the modes are represented as modal circles.
3. Experimental investigation
3.1 Experimental setup
The FRF function of a train’s brake arm was measured to demonstrate the use of the
in the brake system can be seen on the pictures below.

a. Bogie equipments

function. The brake arm and its place

b. Compact wheel brake caliper

c. Brake arm

Fig. 1 Location of investigatesd part in the brake system (www.knorr-bremse.hu)
A total of 20 key points are selected in order to obtain full information about the dynamics of the brake-arm, their distribution is shown
in Fig. 1c. A single-input single-output approach was employed during the modal test. Each time response vibration acceleration location
1Y and 2Z, while impacted by a hammer with force transducer is roved from point 1-20 in directions Y and Z,
2,
40.
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a. Experimental setup view

b. Distribution of measurement points (wireframe model)
Fig. 2 The brake-arm

The whole experimental setup (Fig. 2) includes
- impact hammer,
PCB small force hammer (086C03) Sensitivity: 2.25 mV/g,
- accelerometers,
PCB piezo transducers,
- signal acquisition
NI Compact RIO, FPGA module, NI9234 four-channel dynamic signal acquisition module,
- analysis apparatus
ModalVIEW (LabVIEW application).
Measurements of the EMA (Experimental Modal Analysis) brake-arm, SISO (Single Input – Single Output), and FRF (Frequency
Response Function) were performed (Fig. 3). A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in the illustration bellow.

Test specimen

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the experimental setup of the brake-arm (EMA, SISO, FRF measurements)
The excitation and response measurements were performed horizontally (Y) and vertically (Z). The total number of the measured locations
were 62. Frequency range: 0 1505
, frequency resolution
0.04 .
3.2 Parameter Identification
The measured point-to-point FRF functions are plotted on a waterfall diagram on Fig. 4.
Waterfall
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800
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1300

1400

1500

1600

Fig. 4 Waterfall diagram of 62 FRFs

7 modes were detected on the aFRF function in the investigated frequency range (Fig. 5). Modal dampings and the damped
eigenfrequencies was estimated by applying the Eq. (9) formula to the
function. Then a standard Least-Square Regression
formula was used to approximate the regression curve (Fig. 5).
Singular values
1,78E+4

1st
2nd
Fitted

1E+3

aFRF Nyquist
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0
-4000

3,8E-2
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200
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600
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1000
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1400

160

-2000

0
2000
Real part

4000

600

Fig.5 aFRF1 (yellow), aFRF2 (blue) values and fitted aFRF1 function (green) vs. frequency
By performing SVD on the measured FRF function the damped eigenfrequencies can easily be determined. Not every mode can be
detected on every local FRF function. For example mode#3 can’t be detected on the FRF function of 2Z1Y location (see Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Selected (Location: 2Z1Y) measured (black) and fitted (red) FRF diagrams

LEHR damping [-]

LEHR damping [-]

Using the estimated global parameters of the system the residues can be approximated with linear regression. On Fig. 6 the result of
the approximation is plotted for location 2Z1Y. The eligibility of using the aFRF function for parameter estimation is verified by this
experiment.
The regression of
modal damping factors was performed with Pápai-Adhikari-Wang method [3]. On Fig. 7a. the Lehr damping
function.
ratios can be seen for each measured mode, the estimation was based on the
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a. Estimated damping factors vs. damped eigenfrequencies
b. Regression of modal damping factors by mode groups
Fig. 7. Measured damping factors of brake arm
There are two groups of modes, in both the modal damping factors are linear functions of the damped eigenfrequency. The fitted
curves are plotted on Fig. 7b. The modal damping factors determined with regression for these two mode groups:

0.935/

2.67

3.437/

∙ ,

3.45

∙ .

(10)

Note that the coefficients of these functions depend on the support of the structure. For reasons of brevity, this article doesn’t deal with
the effect of separating the structure from the support. Due to the scope of this article, the effect of separating the structure from the
support is not discussed here.
Conclusion
In this article the use of the singular value decomposition of the FRF function in order to estimate modal parameters was
investigated. We found that the peaks of the singular value function estimates the damped natural frequency well. A new aggregated FRF
function called
is derived from the
functions known from literature. The properties of the
function are:
o
it is one complex scalar function of frequency for the whole MDOF system,
o
each peak on the absolute value function indicates a mode, and the corresponding frequency of a peak approximates the
damped natural frequency,
o
this function contains phase information, thus every mode is represented as a modal circle on the Nyquist plot,
o
it smoothes noise,
o
the modal damping can be estimated with linear regression, not necessarily all points have to fall in the half-power bandwidth,
o
also successful when only data with rough frequency resolution is provided.
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Abstract. DFT is one of the most common signal processing tasks. A resonator based observer has been
proposed by G. Péceli to recursively calculate the DFT, with the added bonus that the sampling frequency
does not need to be exactly matched to the fundamental frequency of the periodic signal as it is the case for
DFT (signals fundamental frequency needs to be on DFT grid, else we face leakage and picket fence effects).
Resonator based observer requires the knowledge of the fundamental frequency. F. Nagy suggested using the
resonator based observer to measure the frequency mismatch from the current knowledge of it, and adapt the
resonator positions based on this measurement (Adaptive Fourier Analyzer). In this paper we summarize
different frequency adaptation techniques of the resonator positions already published in the literature, and
propose a new robust algorithm for that.
Introduction
One of the most commonly used signal processing task is the Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT), or its fast implementation, the
FFT. Here, in this paper we investigate the analysis of periodic signals. Usually a finite record length is analyzed, or the signal is processed
in a sliding window. The sampling frequency should be well matched to the fundamental frequency of the signal, else we would face
leakage and picket fence effects. An alternative resonator based observer has been proposed by G. Péceli [1], which provides the same
spectral decomposition as the DFT, however, without the restriction to put the fundamental frequency of the signal to DFT grid. This is very
advantageous, since the signal frequency is many times not known exactly. Even if it is known, the sampling frequency cannot be tuned on
an arbitrary fine grid. (E.g. in the case of embedded systems the clock source of the built in AD converter of a microcontroller is derived
from the system clock of the processor, which can be set only on a coarse grid.). The third advantage of the resonator based observer is
that if the signal parameters (e.g. frequency) change, resonator positions can easily be reconfigured to adapt to the signal.
Although the resonator based observer does not need to adjust the sampling frequency to the signals fundamental frequency, but
their ratio needs to be known. F. Nagy suggested an adaptation mechanism for the resonator positions to measure the fundamental
frequency and adapt the resonator structure [2]. His method is called Adaptive Fourier Analyzer (AFA). AFA is able to lock the resonator
based observer to the unknown fundamental frequency like a PLL, and even follow slow changes if there is a frequency drift. Later some
modifications were proposed for the adaptation. Gy. Simon suggested block-wise adaptation (BAFA) in order to be able to prove
convergence [3]. A. Ronk suggested introducing averaging into the block adaptation (eBAFA) to increase the robustness against noises
[4]. Here in this paper a new adaptation mechanism will be proposed which combines the good noise suppression property with the fast
reaction time.
Resonator based observer
Resonator based observer relies on a signal model having harmonic components (sum of complex exponentials). The signal model is
composed of integrators with no input (they store the complex Fourier components), and a modulation with the complex exponentials (Fig.
1). The observer – as usually – repeats the signal model inside and tunes the integrators in a feedback loop. The signal is compared to the
synthesized signal, and the difference tunes the integrators through another modulation [1].
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Figure 1 Conceptual signal model and the resonator based state observer
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The resonator positions are selected on the following way:
2

j mk
cm k   e N
 m  0,1,2,..., L,
2
1  j N mk 
N  2* L 1

g m k   e
N


(1)

where N is the number of channels (L symmetric frequency channels plus DC), k is the discrete time index, m is the frequency index.
The observer with the given resonator positions acts as a recursive Discrete Fourier Transformer. It has a dead beat nature, which means
that at the first N steps the output of the observer is zero, after that it follows the periodic signal perfectly. The DFT of the signal can be
decoupled from the outputs of the integrators. If the signal changes in between, the observer provides the DFT of the last N samples
recursively.
The advantage of the resonator based observer compared to the DFT is that the sampling frequency does not need to be matched to
the fundamental frequency of the signal. The only requirement is that the fundamental frequency needs to be known, and in that case
resonator positions can be set off the DFT grid to arbitrary positions:

cm k   e j0mk  m  0,1,2,..., L,

1

g m k   e  j0mk 
N  2* L 1
N

where

0

(2)

is the relative angular fundamental frequency of the signal. This is a requirement if the sampling frequency of the AD

converter cannot be freely adjusted to the fundamental frequency of the signal to be measured, either because it is not a priori known, or
because the clock can only be adjusted on a coarse grid (e.g. in embedded systems).
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Figure 2 Resonator position equally distributed on a unit circle like a DFT (o), and on multiples of arbitrary frequencies (x)
Adaptation mechanism of the resonators (Adaptive Fourier Analyzer, AFA)
The observer is very much flexible in the sense that resonator positions can be set arbitrarily, but still the fundamental frequency of
the signal to be measured needs to known. F. Nagy suggested a nonlinear adaptation mechanism to automatically set the resonator
positions, thus measure the frequency error of the fundamental frequency with the resonator itself [2]:





1
1, n 1  1, n  angle Xˆ 1, n , Xˆ 1, n 1 ,
N
where

Xˆ 1, n

j

m

cm,n1  cm,n e 1,n 1
1
g m,n1  cm* ,n1
N

(3)

is the output of the integrator of the first channel (estimate of the DFT at around the fundamental frequency), and

angle(.,.) means the phase angle between the two complex numbers in its arguments. The idea is that if there is a mismatch between the
resonator positions and the true fundamental frequency of the signal, the integrator output of the first channel will rotate with the speed of
the frequency mismatch. F. Nagy suggested distributing the error among N points. The robustness of the adaptation with respect to noise
can be increased if the error coming from frequency mismatch is distributed among even more points, thus, if we introduce a damping
factor to the denominator of the equation (robust AFA or RA):

1, n 1  1, n 



1
angle Xˆ 1, n , Xˆ 1, n 1
N  Qdamp



(4)
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A. Ronk suggested to improve the robustness further (improved robust AFA, IRA) by comparing the average of the Fourier
components [5]:

1,n1  1,n 



1
angle Xˆ aver (1,n ) , Xˆ aver (1,n1)
N  Qdamp


(5)

1 B
Xˆ aver (1,n )   Xˆ 1,n1b
B b1

Block-wise adaptation of the resonator positions (BAFA, eBAFA)
Since AFA is a nonlinear adaptation, its convergence is very challenging to prove. Gy. Simon proved the convergence for a modified
version of AFA, where the resonators are updated only once in every block (block AFA, BAFA) [3]. He suggested letting the resonator
settle in the first N samples. After that another P steps are calculated (this is the measurement phase) in which the frequency mismatch is
measured. Based on that measurement the resonator positions are updated in one step, and afterwards the resonator runs another N step
in order to reach the steady state again:


  1,n1 



1
angle Xˆ 1,n , Xˆ 1,n P
P



(6)

Ronk suggests again improving the robustness of BAFA by comparing an averaged version of Fourier components (eBAFA) [4]:


 1, n 1 



1
angle Xˆ aver (1, n ) , Xˆ aver (1, n  P )
P

1,n1  1,n 





1
angle Xˆ aver (1,n ) , Xˆ aver (1,n P )
P

(7)



(8)

New adaptation algorithm for the resonator positions (eIRA, extended Improved Robust Adaptive Fourier Analyzer)
Our experiments in different applications show that the most promising performance can be accomplished with the damped versions
of the original AFA with respect to noise sensitivity of the frequency estimate (RA, IRA). It is worth to improve these candidates further to
push the borders of the method until the theoretical limits. We suggest combining the idea of improved robust AFA (IRA) with that of the
block AFA (BAFA). We will call the proposed method “extended improved robust AFA” (eIRA)

1,n1  1,n 



1
angle Xˆ aver (1,n ) , Xˆ aver (1,n P )
N  P  Qdamp


(9)

1 B
Xˆ aver (1,n )   Xˆ 1,n1b
B b1

Here, frequency mismatch is measured from Fourier components P steps apart from each other rather then from 1 step apart, like in
Block AFA (BAFA). Damping is applied like in Robust AFA (RA). Averaging is utilized to increase robustness, and also a damping factor is
introduced to fine tune the tradeoff between the convergence speed and responsiveness with respect to frequency drift of the signal, like in
Improved Robust AFA (IRA) or extended Block AFA (eBAFA). However, the adaptation is carried out continuously, not only block wise,
thus the Fourier analyzer can react faster to the change of fundamental frequency of the signal to be observed.
Simulation results
The proposed method has been successfully applied to reconstruct the periodic reference waveform for ADC testing. Here, a pure
sine wave is generated, and the sampled and quantized data is compared to the reference waveform, which is usually a fitted sine wave.
Four parameter sine fit is described in the standard (amplitude, phase, DC value and fundamental frequency are adjusted) [7]. We found
that for very long time records (greater then 1 million sampled points) the iterative sine fit algorithm becomes unstable, and converges to
local minima, which is an obvious consequence of the periodicity of the excitation signal. We proposed to use the resonator based
observer to overcome on this limitation [6]. The advantage of this method is that it can very well detect short time instability; moreover, the
fluctuation of the parameters can also be followed like a PLL (phase locked loop). The most common instability comes from the pure clock
source of the AD converter, if e.g. we are trying to measure the internal AD converter of a microcontroller, where the sampling clock is
derived from the moderate quality clock source of the processor.
To show the performance of the proposed method a frequency drift has been simulated, which has the same effect as a clock drift on
the sampling channel. Gaussian noise has been added to the output (SNR=50 dB), which misleads both the resonator based observer,
and the Adaptive Fourier Analyzer. The fundamental frequency has been reconstructed with the different versions of AFA, and the signal
has been reconstructed with the resonator based observer, by adjusting the resonator positions continuously to the frequency estimate of
AFA (Figure 3). Damping (Figure 3/a) has a strong smoothing effect, but slows down convergence, and introduces a small delay in the
response. Without any damping a large fluctuation in the estimate of the fundamental frequency can be observed because of the noise. In
the following subfigures a small part will be enlarged to better show the effect of the noise and its suppression. Averaging Fourier
components has a moderate local smoothing effect (Figure 3/b). Comparing Fourier components P steps apart from each other, rather
then comparing neighboring components (Figure 3/c) has a stronger local smoothing effect. The proposed method combining all kind of
smoothing is shown in Figure 3/d.
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Figure 3 Estimate of the fundamental frequency with the Adaptive Fourier Analyzer,
together with the resonator based observer (SNR=50 dB)
(a) Effect of damping in Robust AFA (RA), (b) effect of averaging on the proposed method enlarged on a small part of the signal (eIRA)
(c) effect of delay P on the proposed method, enlarged (eIRA), (d) both averaging and delay on the proposed method, enlarged (eIRA)
Conclusion
Resonator based observer has been presented as means to calculate the DFT on a recursive way. Different methods from the
literature have been shown to tune the resonator positions of the observer, which needs to match the fundamental frequency of the
periodic signal. On this way a coarse knowledge about the fundamental frequency is enough to efficiently measure the frequency
mismatch error, and thus correct it on an iterative way. The advantage of the resonator based observer compared to traditional DFT is that
sampling frequency does not need to be perfectly matched to the fundamental frequency of the signal to be measured, and the observer
can well follow changes of signal parameters (not only amplitude, DC or phase, but also frequency drift or sudden change). A new
resonator adaptation procedure has been proposed which combines the possible noise suppressions of previous methods.
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Abstract. Measurement of physical quantities is usually not perfect because of different distortions of the
measurement system, and because of the noise which contaminates the measured signal. If the distortions are
known they can be (partly) compensated. Here in this paper we deal with digital post processing possibilities of
the measurement. Different observation methods (measurement with one sensor, senor fusion, measurement
of quantities which can only indirectly be measured) are described in a common signal path compensation
framework.
Introduction
Physical environment is observed in many different engineering applications. Sometimes the application even reacts to the physical
world through actuators (embedded systems, Fig. 1). The most common way of collecting information about the environment is to measure
the physical quantity with a sensor and signal conditioner, which is recorded as a function of time. The most obvious form of recording is to
store the sampled and quantized data (AD conversion) and post process them digitally either on a desktop PC or on embedded processors
(microcontrollers, DSPs etc.). Theoretically it is possible to process the information even on a fully analog way, however it is less common
today, and we will concentrate in this work only on digital post processing possibilities.

sensor

signal
conditioning

ADC

processor
(C, DSP)

DAC

amplifier

actuator

Fig. 1 Typical setup of an embedded system
The recording process (sensor, signal conditioner, sample-hold circuit, AD conversion) cannot be considered to be perfect. We face
many restrictions and disturbing effects, like:

finite amplitude range of the measurement device

static transfer characteristics is not ideal (offset-, gain errors, integral and differential nonlinearities etc.)

noises,

dynamic errors (harmonic- and intermodulation distortions)

finite bandwidth

etc.
In this paper we will summarize how the information can be acquired, how can it be modeled, and based on the model how can the
possible distortion be compensated.
Compensation of measurement system
The first case is if the sensor can directly measure the physical quantity we are interested in. In this case the signal path starts from
the physical quantity to be observed, proceeds through the sensor, signal conditioner, and is led to the AD converter (Fig. 1). Finally it ends
as a sampled and quantized data series. (In the remaining we will assume that the sensor has an electric output which can be electrically
conditioned and later sampled.) If the distortions in this signal path are known, they can be (at least partly) compensated by means of
digital post processing of the measured data. The robustness of the signal-path compensation can be increased if there is a priori
information about the signal to be measured, e.g. it can be characterized with a finite parameter model. In this case the restrictions defined
by the finite parameter signal model ensure immunity against measurement noise (regression).

physical quantity
to be observed

distortion
digital signal

signal-path
compensation

estimated signal

measurement system

Fig. 2.

Compensation of the signal path of the measurement system

Because of space limits of the paper here only the possible compensation techniques of finite bandwidths (inverse filtering or
deconvolution) will be briefly summarized. Inverse filtering is usually an ill-conditioned task, which means that small uncertainty in the
measured signal caused by the noise will cause a large fluctuation of the estimate of the input signal of the system. This can be well
followed in the frequency domain, if we describe the spectra of the signal to be measured and apply a frequency domain division by the
transfer function of the measurement system. Let us model all frequency dependent linear distortions by a transfer function H(f), and
assume an output noise, summarizing all kind of stochastic disturbances:
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y(t)
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model of
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Fig. 3 Model of the distortion and the inverse filtering process
Here the observation can be described in the frequency domain as:

Z  f   X  f H  f   N  f 

(1)

where capital letters correspond to the Fourier transform of the time domain signals. In this case, we use Discrete Fourier Transform
of the sampled and quantized version of continuous time domain signals. The inverse operation with frequency domain division by the
transfer function leads to the following estimate:

X est  f  
where

Z f 
N f 
 X f 
Hf 
Hf 

X est  f 

(2)

denotes the spectrum of the estimated input signal. This frequency domain division is the optimal solution if we

define the error in the output domain of the measurement system (RMS difference between the observation and the predicted output from
the estimated input signal). As (2) shows the measurement noise is divided by nearly zero values in the stop band of the system, which
means a large noise attenuation in the case of Output Error criterion.
This noise amplification needs to be suppressed to get an acceptable estimate of the physical quantity. However, noise suppression
can be accomplished only at the price of distortion in the estimate, since noise and useful signal cannot be separated. Inverse filtering
techniques provide different means on how to find the compromise between bias and noise in the estimate. The most obvious noise
suppression method is to use a simple lowpass filtering or output smoothing before direct deconvolution [2]. This method is useful if the
energy of the signal to be observed is concentrated to the low frequencies, and the measurement noise has a wide band nature. However,
it is hard to adapt the parameters of the lowpass filter to the signal and noise properties. The approach is advised if the level of
measurement noise is moderate, or, if nonlinear filtering can effectively suppress special kinds of noises (like e.g. median filter for impulse
like noises [3]).
Tikhonov suggested to reformulate the ill-posed problem and include additional constraints into the error criterion (regularization) [1].
In the case of convolution integral, the regularization operators are the energy of the estimate, its smoothness and any even order
derivative of the estimate. Tikhonov suggests using infinite number of regularization operators. In practice, usually we do not have enough
a priory information about the signal to be reconstructed, which would be needed to efficiently make use of regularization, thus only one or
a couple of regularization operations are utilized. (3) shows three possibilities for the inverse filter using Tikhonov-type regularization: (a)
energy of the estimate is constrained, (b) smoothness of the estimate is constrained, (c) energy, smoothens and higher order differences
are constrained:

K f  

H f  *

H f   
2

K f  

(a)
where

L f 

Hf  *

H  f    L f 
2

2

Kf  

Hf *

H  f      L f    L f 
2

(b)

2

4

(3)

(c)

denotes the Fourier transform of the second order backward difference operator.

The inverse filtering problem can be put also in a stochastic framework where the signal to be observed is assumed to be stochastic.
In this case the well known Wiener- [4] and Kalman filtering [5] can also be used to compensate the distortion of the measurement system.
Here only the Wiener filter will be quickly shown:

1
2
Xf 
T
K f  
S f 
2
Hf  1
Xf   n 2
T
Hf 
1

(4)
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where T is the record length, Sn(f) is the power spectral density of the noise. This approach assumes the knowledge of the power
spectral density of the signal to be measured, or its periodogram.
Iterative methods have the advantage that different amplitude constraints can be built into the criterion, like the signal to be observed
has a physical meaning only if it is positive, or the amplitude is within certain limits. The drawback of these methods is the large
computation demand, and it is hard to objectively determine a good stopping criterion for the iteration.
If the signal to be observed can be well modeled in the time domain this knowledge can be incorporated into the inverse filtering
process, and the model puts a constraint against noise amplification [6].
Here only a brief summary about a couple of deconvolution of inverse filtering algorithms have been given. Of course many other
types of distortions can be compensated on the same way (static nonlinearities [7], nonlinearities with memory etc.).
In all cases, we can benefit from the digital post processing and compensation possibilities on two ways. In one case a moderate
priced instrument or measurement system can be enhanced by means of digital signal processing, which finally competes with the
performance of the high end devices. The other application is the precision measurement technique, where the question is not the money.
There is no alternative device, since we already reached the technical or technological borders in terms of bandwidth, resolution, or
accuracy, and still the requirement is beyond the current possibilities. This case digital post processing can help again to extend the
specifications of the device.
Sensor fusion
If the quality of the measurement system cannot be further improved with signal path compensation techniques, and the quality of the
estimate is still not satisfactory, we can acquire information about the physical quantity through several sensors. Thus, we have many new
paths from the physical quantity to the digital signal. This redundancy can be utilized to improve the measurement [8].
The sensors may be the same type. In this case we have simple active redundancy, where the noise on the different channels will be
different. Averaging can reduce the noise content, and plausibility test can detect possible critical faults among the channels.
We might also model the difference in the distortions of the individual sensors even if they are the same type. On the other hand side,
sensors might be of different type, they might have different measurement range or bandwidth range. In both cases the task is to combine
the information coming from different signal paths on a way that they provide a smooth transition among each other. For that we need to
(linearly or nonlinearly) weight the channels to provide finally a smaller error then that of the individual channels. This procedure is called
sensor fusion.
Either the (static) measurement range is extended on this way, or the whole bandwidth of interest is covered with different (finite
bandwidth) sensors. In this later case we can define a constant magnitude and zero phase shift for the transfer function from the observed
physical quantity to the fused signal, or a linear phase shift. Alternatively, we can restrict only the amplitude characteristics, or the power
characteristics (or both). The fusion can be accomplished on many different ways. Among them the most popular are the usage of
complementary filter [9] and the application of Kalman filter [10].
Just to mention one typical example for the sensor fusion, the orientation estimation. Many times the orientation of certain object is
recognizes by measuring the effect of gravity by means of three dimensional accelerometers. The direction of the gravity vector is
reconstructed from three independent accelerometer sensors. However, if the object is not still, its acceleration distorts the measurement.
That is why additional sensor information is usually fused to improve the precision. Either rate gyroscope (which measures rotational
speed), or magnetometer is utilized, which measures the (approximate) direction of North Pole. A modern inertial measurement unit
consist today 9 sensors, and the orientation information is calculated based on all sensors. These include 3D accelerometers, 3D rate
gyroscopes and 3D magnetometers [11].
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digital signal
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distortion

signal-path
compensation

estimated signal

digital signal

measurement system N

Fig. 4.

Compensation of the signal path in the case of sensor fusion

Estimation of quantities which can be measured only indirectly
If a physical quantity is measured, we can observe it only through the distortion of the sensor or the measurement system. The first
task is in this case to compensate the distortion of the sensor. There are cases when the physical quantity cannot be directly accessed,
only its indirect effects can be measured with sensors. This is “physical quantity 1” in Fig. 5. The distortion has in this case two
components: the distortion in the signal path between the physical quantity to be observed and “physical quantity 1” (distortion of
transducer), which can already be measured with a sensor, and the distortion between “physical quantity 1” and the digital signal
(distortion of sensor).
The challenge is if the distortion of the transducer depends on several physical quantities, not only on the quantity being observed. In
this case all physical quantities need to be measured with extra sensors in order to be able to compensate the distortion of the transducer.
The reconstruction of the physical quantity to be observed can be accomplished only from the set of sensor signals together. Certainly, we
need to know the analytic relationship between input and output signal of the transducer. This method is the generalization of the sensor
fusion where alternative signal paths originate not only at the physical quantity measured by sensors; rather it is extended with the signal
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path(s) in the physical world. One example of such fusion is to determine the state of the battery (e.g. in hybrid cars) based on temperature,
voltage and load current [12][13]. This analytic redundancy is many times utilized even if physical quantity to be observed can directly be
measured by a sensor, but safety critical systems need alternative methods to substitute a faulty sensor. Analytic redundancy provides a
cheap method for that if the information can be recovered from sensor information which sensors are already present in the system (typical
in automotive industry).

physical quantity
to be observed

distortion

physical
quantity 1

distortion

digital signal

measurement system 1

distortion

digital signal

distortion

digital signal

physical
quantity 2

signal-path
compensation

estimated signal

physical
quantity N

Fig. 5.

Compensation of the signal path in the case of quantities which can only be measured indirectly

Conclusion
Measurement of physical quantities has been investigated from the point of view of the distortion of observation. Three different types
of observation (measurement with one sensor, senor fusion, and measurement of quantities which can only indirectly be measured) have
been summarized and described in a common signal path compensation framework.
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Abstract. Forging technology enables manufacturing of parts with different shapes and from different
materials. Due to high mechanical properties of forged components, this technology is mostly applied in the
production of reliable and high loaded parts in automotive engine (e.g. crankshaft, connecting rod, turbine
discs, gears etc).
One specific forging method is rotary or orbital forging. This is a typical incremental process and it is distinctive
in that the axis of upper die is inclined in relation to the vertical axis and performs swinging movement around
vertical axis during compression. The main advantages of rotary forging, when compared with classical
forging, are reduced load, increased workability, lower noise and vibration, longer die life. Rotary forging is,
however, time consuming method and it is therefore successfully and economically applied mostly for
fabrication of flat products with high diameter / height ratio in small batch production.
Current paper elaborates manufacturing of steel cross joint by orbital forging technology. Numerical analysis
and experimental investigation have been conducted with the aim to determine influence of inclination angle
and billet geometry on forging load. Additionally, hardness analysis over the relevant cross sections has been
performed.
Introduction
Rotary or orbital forging is a typical incremental bulk metal forming operation. According to [1] one incremental process can be
defined as: ”In an incremental bulk forming process, regions of the workpiece experience more than one loading and unloading cycle due
to the action of one set of tools within one production stage “ .
In rotary forging upper die is inclined with respect to the vertical axis for a small angle while the workpiece is placed on the lower die.
There are different possibilities of upper and lower die movement during deformation process:
- Upper die rotates around its inclined axis and, in the same time, moves downward, pressing the workpiece. Lower die with the
workpiece rotates around vertical axis – Fig. 1a.
- Upper die rotates around its inclined axis, performes orbital movement and moves downwards (z). Lower die with the workpiece is
stationary – Fig. 1b.
- Upper die makes orbital movement and lower die with the workpiece moves upward (z) – Fig. 1c.

Fig. 1 Possibilities of dies movement in rotary forging
In all three cases forming load is applied only to a portion of total contact area , unlike in classical forging where a die is in a full contact
with material to be deformed. Owing to that, needed load in rotary forging is considerably lower than is the case in classical forging.
Additionally, in this technology environmental hazards like noise and vibration are minimized.
Orbital forging is primarily suitable in manufacturing of the parts with large diameter to height ratio (flat products) and in this respect
can be considered as a alternative for conventional drop-hammer forging.
Present paper describes numerical and experimental investigation of orbital forging of one typical engineering component – universal
cross joint . Universal cross joint component enables coupling of two rigid rods (shafts) which transmit rotational movement. It is often used
in many machine and vehicles assemblies. There are different possibilities to manufacture these components but for the responsible
duties steel forged joint are in use. Focus in current paper has been placed at parameters which have significant impact on the process
development.
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Rotary forging of universal cross joint component
Numerical simulation and modeling was performed by using Simufact Forming 10.0 (SF 10.0). In the numerical modeling and
simulation influence of inclination angle and billet geometry on forging load has been investigated. Detailes of numerical modeling and
simulation can be found elsewhere (4).
Geometry of the analyzed cross joint is given in Fig. 2. Material is C4321 (20MnCr5).
Three different inclination angles and two different billet geometries were analyzed:
0
•
0,75
0
•
1,25
0
•
2
Ø40x75,5mm
Ø38x83,6mm.
Final height of all investigated parts was 27mm.

Fig. 2 Cross joint
In the experimental part of investigation cold rotary forging was performed. After forging cross joint was cut through horizontal plane
and hardness measurement at a characteristic points of the cross section was conducted.
Technological steps of rotary forging:
Cat to length of 75,5 mm+1mm
Heat treatment (material sferodization)
Lubrication
Rotary forging
Final control of the forged component.
Discussion of results and concluding remarks
In the numerical analysis influence of inclination angle of the upper die on forging load was determined (Fig. 3) and in Fig. 4. impact
of billet geometry on the load is shown.

Fig. 3 Impact of inclination angle on the forging load
As it can be seen, the smaller inclination angle the higher forging load. In order to compare classical and orbital forging , in Fig. 3 load
for classical forging (inclination angle zero) is also given. (Analysis refers to the billet geometry of Ø40x75,5mm).
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Fig. 4 Impact of billet geometry on forging load
0

The smaller and thicker billet the lower load, Fig. 4. (Analysis has been made for constant angle of 0,75 ).
Hardness measurement was conducted at the horizontal plane, as indicated in Fig. 5. (Due to cross joint symmetry only one quarter
of the cross-section is presented).
Distribution of hardness is relatively uniform. Hardness values are between 260-373 HV. Somewhat higher hardness values are in
the middle (massive) part of the component. Absolute highest hardness values are at the transition between massive part and hinges.

Fig.5 Forged cross joint and results of hardness measurement at horizontal plane
In further work on current subject numerical and experimental investigation are planned in which classical and orbital forging will be
compared from various aspects. Also, forging of eco-materials will be considered.
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M
Luuminaire
Abstrac
ct:This pape
er reports wo
ork on the p otential for using
u
second
dary optics w
which contain remote
phospho
ors in the de
esign of lum
minaires bas ed on High Brightness LEDs (HBL EDs). The approach
a
allows g
greater freed
dom of desiign over the
e more conv
ventional approach in w
which phosp
phors are
applied directly to the
t
LED chip, beneath the lens. The
T
work de
emonstrates that highly effective
or-containing
g secondary optics can be injection moulded us
sing low cosst crystal polystyrene
phospho
(XPS) a
as the vehicle
e resin. Above all, the u se of injectio
on moulding presents ann enormous potential
el and innova
ative designs of luminaire
es of the futurre.
for nove
For the experimenta
al study, a number of ye
ellow and red
d phosphors
s (Cerium Dooped Yellow
w Garnets
e] and Red Nitrides) were tumble bl ended with XPS
X
at levels of additionn between 0.5%
0
and
[YAG:Ce
4% by w
weight. The mixtures
m
werre injection m
moulded under standard conditions too produce an
n optic in
the form
m of a squa
are diffuser plate
p
of leng
gth 80mm square
s
and thickness, 22mm. The plate
p
was
incorporrated into a bespoke
b
lightt box and illu
uminated using two differrent blue LED
D sources off different
peak wa
avelength em
missions. Plattes containin
ng different phosphors
p
co
ould be stackked together.
The ressults of this investigation
n show thatt the intensiity and chro
omaticity of the light tra
ansmitted
through the plates can be con
ntrolled by u
using combin
nations of plates
p
each of which co
ontains a
ue it was pos
ssible to obtaain Correlate
ed Colour
differentt level of a diifferent phosphor. Using this techniqu
Tempera
atures in the range 3000K to 8000K.
The Role of Phosphors in the Light Ou
utput of an LED
D
A typical ““white” HBLED is in fact a blu
ue HBLED in w
which the junction or the lens on the junctionn has been coa
ated with a
suitable p
phosphor [1]. The
T
light which passes throug
gh the phospho
or contains the
e original blue wavelength, wavelengths
w
associated
d with the colou
ur of the phosph
hor itself and a b
broad range of wavelengths which correspondd to the re-emis
ssion of the
blue light a
at longer wavelengths by the phosphor
p
(Stoke
es’ Effect). By selecting
s
one orr more phosphoors, HBLED manufacturers
are able tto produce lamps that range in output from ““cool” white ligh
ht which contains more of thee original blue of
o the LED
through to
o “warm” white liight which is perceived to be clo
oser to the “warrmth” of a tungs
sten lamp.
As part off the study repo
orted in [2] it wa
as speculated tthat if a phosph
hor could be inc
corporated into the secondary optics of a
luminaire rather than on the LED itself there would be
e an immediate cost saving (blue LEDs are cconsiderably cheaper than
white LED
Ds) and there wo
ould be the prospect of greate r flexibility in the design of the luminaire itselff. In addition the
e dispersed
phosphor could act as a diffuser
d
and help to spread the
e light from the point
p
source. Ph
hosphors whichh are not applied
d directly to
have since beco
ome known as remote
r
phospho
ors. These have
e been the subject of many invvestigations ove
er the last 5
the LED h
years and while all studie
es have reported
d positively, the
ere is a dearth of
o detail over how exactly the pphosphor is inco
orporated in
the optics of the luminaire
e [3, 4].
Figurre 1: Phosphor P
Plates
Strategies
s for Manufacture of Remote Phosphor Opttics
In principlle, combination
ns of phosphors
s which have d
differing
gies and quantu
um efficiencies can be
excitation//emission energ
used in co
onjunction with a blue source th
hat can provide
e energy
at a wave
elength which excites
e
the pho
osphors, to con
ntrol the
colour tem
mperature of the
t
light outpu
ut and hence enable
luminairess to be targeted at particular ap
pplications. To tthis end
phosphorss based on nitrid
des, silicates, aluminates and g
garnets,
have beco
ome commercially available [5].
[
However itt is not
effective tto simply blend
d different phos
sphors togetherr, rather
they mustt be stacked in such a way th
hat a phosphorr in one
layer is pu
umped at the co
orrect frequency
y by light which passes
through th
he layer immediately before it and which is ccloser to
the source
e.
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The manu
ufacture of such phosphor “stac
cks” then becom
mes an issue. In [2] a secondary
y optic in the fo rm of a diffusion
n plate was
used as th
he vehicle for a remote phosphor. The plate measured 80mm square by 2m
mm thick and eeach incorporate
ed a single
phosphor at a particular loading. Each composition
c
wa
as made by tum
mble blending th
he phosphor witth crystal polys
styrene and
he composition in an aluminium
m tool on an Eas
simould injection moulding macchine. Plates arre shown in
then injecttion moulding th
Figure 1 (Y
YAG:Ce on the left and LWR69
931 on the right . The tool itself is shown in Figure 2.
It is relativvely straightforw
ward to create a multi-layer m
moulding with ea
ach layer containing a differennt phosphor. Ho
owever, the
tooling req
quired is both co
omplex and exp
pensive [6]. In a
addition the mou
ulding machine requires sophissticated control and hence
this option
n may be best suited
s
to the manufacture of a relatively complex optic such as a Fresnel leens. Thus, for this work a
phosphor stack was crea
ated literally by stacking the in
njection moulded plates, each of which contaiined a differentt phosphor.
moulding (the one farthest from
m the source LE
ED) has to be th
he shape of
Note that in the design off a “real” optic, only the “last” m
the require
ed optic. For example,
e
the so
ource LED can be “capped” by
b a hemispherical (or other ggeometry) moulding which
contains th
he phosphor with the highest excitation energ
gy (lowest wave
elength) and a second phosphhor with a lower excitation
energy (higher waveleng
gth) can be mo
oulding into the
e shape of the target optic. The size of the cap need only
y be a few
millimetress larger than the
e source LED and its only requ irement is that iti does not affec
ct the output lum
minosity distribution.
Fo
or completenes
ss, [2] includedd an investigatiion of cast
resins as vehicle
es for the phoosphors. Resin
ns included
Figure 2
2: Injection Moullding Tool
un
nsaturated poly
yester, poly(m
methyl methacrylate) and
sillicones. A dispersion of the pphosphor in the
e particular
resin was made by grinding in a mortar and pestle and
then the dispersio
on was applied K- bar to the su
ubstrate.
Prroblems with se
eparation weree common and the whole
prrocedure proved to be a rathher clumsy an
nd wasteful
ex
xercise that res
sulted at best in non-uniform
m coatings.
No
onetheless phra
ases such as “ccoating” of surfa
aces in the
lite
erature imply th
hat this techniquue is common. In practice
co
onformal coating
gs are tuned soo that the rheo
ology of the
resin ensures we
etting of the suurface and con
nformability.
Su
uch systems are
a
usually sp ray-applied [7]. This will
require significant time and effortt to refine.
Figure 3: Light Mixing Chambe
er
Optical Measurements
Light mea
asurements werre made using a bespoke gon
niophotometer [2]
fitted with
h a Glen Sp
pectra light meter
m
[8]. All the illuminanc
ce
measurem
ments were take
en along the lam
mp azimuth and
d at a distance of
1m. The L
LED [9] was ru
un from a besp
poke constant ccurrent source at
1.45W and
d was allowed to
t run for 10 min
nutes before an
ny measurements
easured using a
were take
en [2]. Spectral Power Distributions were me
Spectrasccan spectroradiometer [10], For
F
these mea
asurements, th
he
ntaining plates were
w
housed at opposite ends of
source and
d phosphor-con
a closed mixing chambe
er, the internal walls of which were lined with
MCPET a microcellular re
eflective sheet [11].
[
The platess under test were
secured b
by means of a spring-loaded sliding
s
clamp. The chamber is
shown Fig
gure 3 and rep
presents a simp
ple scattered p
photon extractio
on
(SPE) system in the mann
ner of earlier de
evices [12,13]. T
The yellow garnet
phosphor was obtained
o
from [1
14]. Others (Rub
YAG:Ce p
by Red RR6238,
and Long Wavelength Re
ed LWR6931) were supplied byy Intematix [5].
Results and Discussion
n
Table 1 shows measurements of the Illuminance (Luxx) and correlate
ed
colour tem
mperatures (CC
CT) through a number
n
of phossphor plates an
nd
stacks usiing the LED [5]] as source, pla
ates were simp
ply clamped tog
gether with the Yelllow Garnett (YAG:Ce) closest to the
source. In the YAG:Ce co
olumn intermediate values werre measured us
sing stacks base
ed only on the Y
YAG:Ce phosph
hor. Entries
in the CCT
T column shown
n as NA indicate
e that the wavel ength of light was
w too short (blue) for the instruument to measu
ure.

Optic #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

YAG:Ce [1
14]
0.5
1
2
2+0.5
3
3+0.5
4

3
3

Table
T
1: Light O
Output through Phosphor
P
Stack
ks
Phosphor Loading, Wt%
Illuminanc
ce (lux at 1m)
RR6238
8 [5]
LW
WR6931 [5]
23.8
2
30
37
33
46
38
45
1
13.8
1
8.12
8
1
40
1
26
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CCT, K
NA
NA
NA
7046
6257
4932
4726
NA
NA
5051
3756

SPD

Figure 4

Figure 4
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Figure 4: Spectral Powerr Distribution forr Optics #5 and #11in Table 1
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From Tablle 1 it would ap
ppear that as the
e loading of the
e YAG:Ce phosphor increases so too does thee light transmittted through
the plate ((#1-#7). Obviou
usly this would contradict Beerr’s law. In fact as
a the loading of the phosphor increases so to
oo does the
amount off blue light convverted by Stokes’ effect to long
ger wavelengths
s. Since the ligh
ht meter cannot detect short wa
avelengths,
the measu
urable output inccreases as the longer wavelen
ngths are create
ed by the phosp
phorescence effe
fect. Note that th
he YAG:Ce
phosphor is effective at loadings betwe
een 3% and 4%
% (optics #5 to
o #7). At 3% lo
oading (optic #55), the YAG:Ce
e phosphor
produces a realistic effica
acy (lumen output per unit powe
er) and a cool white
w
light. When
n the red phospphors are introdu
uced optics
(optics #8 to #11), there is a measurable
e shift to longer wavelengths, making
m
the light warmer althouggh at the cost off a reduced
output.
F
Figure 5: 1931 CIE
C diagram with
h Black Body Lo
ocus showing ch
hromaticity coorrdinates of Opticcs#5 and #11 (T
Table 1)
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Figure 4 sshows the specttral power distrib
bution curves o
of optic #5 and optic
o
#11 from Table
T
1. Note thhat the ordinate in Figure 4
is a radio
ometric measure
e of the light output
o
rather th
han a photometric measure. Conversion
C
to pphotometric data requires
manipulatiion with standa
ard CIE calibrattion curves [15]]. Optic #5 produces an inten
nse blue peak ffrom the source
e LED and
phosphore
escence to arou
und 650nm. By introducing the
e red phosphor in optic #11 the
e large blue peaak from the sou
urce LED is
reduced and the SPD is stretched
s
toward
ds the red end o
of the spectrum (>700nm).
The chrom
wn on a 1931 CIE
maticity co-ordin
nates of both sy
ystems are show
C diagram alo
ong with the Plaanckian locus in Figure 5.
Optic #11 (x-0.377, y=0.3
339) is just off th
he locus while o
optic #5 (x=0.283 y=0.289) lies on the locus. B
Both are within th
he range of
white lightt as represented
d on a CIE 1931
1 diagram and iin effect optic #5
# produces a cool white light w
while optic #11 produces a
warm whitte light.
Conclusio
ons
This work has shown clea
arly that second
dary optics whicch incorporate phosphors
p
(garnets and nitridess) can be manuffactured by
moulding. These
e optical elements are effective
e as remote ph
hosphors in the design of luminnaires and may
y be simply
injection m
stacked to
ogether in the co
orrect sequence
e to produce wh
hite light output in the CCT range between 80000K and 3000K
K. While the
results are
e in broad agree
ement with the work reported iin [16] it is diffic
cult to establish a direct compaarison since the
e loading of
the phosp
phor and the method
m
of application is not cclear. Nonetheless, by way of
o comparison, a 3% loading by weight
-2
representss a surface load
ding of roughly 6mg.cm
6
in the sstacks in Table 1
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Abstract. The paper is focused on implementation of hard real-time control of experiments in on-line
laboratories. The customized solution is based on Linux RTAI platform with RTAI-XML server, Comedi and
jRTAILab with support of ScicosLab environment. It generates real-time executable code that is used to
operate student experiments performed on Humusoft CE152 Magnetic Levitation plant. We describe the
realization of custom method of the remote observation and data exchange between client and the experiment.
In addition, the paper compares hard real-time system based on RTAI with similar solution based on Windows
system without a hard real-time nature.
Introduction
Remote laboratories are continuously becoming a part of engineering studies. In comparison with hands-on laboratories, they try to
offer students better interactivity with experiments. Of course, they cannot substitute the real contact of student with the device at the
university. Their disadvantage consists in the fact that students can lose the feeling of staying in the laboratory since all tasks (including
model and parameter identification, control, visualization of results, etc.) can be done only via browser or command window on their
personal computer. In spite of this, remote experimentation can offer a possibility to accomplish various measurements and experiments
on real plants remotely and to achieve the same results as in the laboratory room. The possibility to change parameters or even the whole
control structure helps students to achieve necessary skills and improves the understanding of topics that are taught.
There are several ways how remote experiments can be designed and built. Our attention was dedicated to the approach where the
support of standard numerical software is used. It enables to solve all numerical calculations needed for running the experiments. We
considered two background software environments – proprietary product Matlab that is widely used at technical universities and
ScicosLab that represents Matlab’s free and open source alternative. Both products include user interfaces (Simulink® for Matlab and
Scicos for ScicosLab) that allow building a control structure in a graphical way by simple drag and drop method.
Motivation
Remote experimentation and on-line laboratories in education process have certainly undergone a lot of development and
improvements. However, they either lack a sufficient level of interactivity or more complex experiments that need more precise and reliable
method of real-time control. We are trying to cover this gap in remote experimentation with our approach to on-line student experiments
using hard real-time control. To demonstrate advantages of hard real-time control against standard control, we have compared these two
methods.
We have performed several measurements using different sampling periods to compare behavior of Linux RTAI-based (with hard
real-time features) and Windows-based (without hard real-time) systems. There are many applications that may use real-time support for
control. For demonstration, we have controlled the CE152 magnetic levitation plant produced by Humusoft company (Fig. 1). The plant
enables students to encounter control problems associated with nonlinear unstable systems. The magnetic levitation plant is
one-dimensional system consisting of metal ball, copper coil and inductive ball position sensor. This system offers to control the ball height
using the voltage/current convertor. During both experiments (Linux RTAI-based and Windows-based), the magnetic levitation plant has
been controlled with discrete-time PID controller with the same structure that can be seen in Fig. 2. Controller parameters were set to the
following values: P=3; I=0.7; D=0.03. Despite the figures 3 and 4 show only two measurements, more sampling periods were considered
(Ts = 1ms, 750μs, 500μs , 250μs, 100μs and 50μs).

Fig. 1. CE 152 Magnetic Levitation.

Fig. 2. Considered discrete-Time PID Controller.

The most interesting part of achieved results are shown in Fig. 3 and 4. In these figures, one can follow the graphical dependence of
control error variable that should achieve zero value. Since the reference value was set to 0.5 (50% of maximum height), the error variable
should go from initial 0.5 to zero value.
The measured results clearly show the difference between Windows-based and hard real-time Linux RTAI-based system. Each time,
the RTAI system has been faster in minimizing the error value of the controlled system. Our additional finding was that during the very first
moments of the experiment, the Windows-based system had difficulties with gaining height that have become more significant in shorter
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sampling periods. As we have expected, the quality of control decreases when we use sampling periods that are near hardware limits of
the DAQ board on both Windows and Linux RTAI systems. These results motivated us to consider hard real-time control for
implementation of remote experiments.
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Fig. 3. Control error vs. time in seconds for Ts = 100μs.
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Fig. 4. Control error vs. time in seconds for Ts = 50μs.

Real-Time Support
The definition of real-time system emphasizes that time is one of the most important entities in the system. “A real-time system is one
in which the correctness of a result not only depends on the logical correctness of the calculation but also upon the time at which the result
is made available.” [2] There are timing constraints associated with each task that control or interact with events in the outside world. Thus,
each real-time task has to be able to keep up with these external events. In the area of automation and control, two types of real-time
systems are defined: soft and hard real-time.
A soft real-time system is able to perform a task, which (on average) is executed according to the desired schedule, e.g. audio and/or
video transfer. Occasional loss of frames will not cause significant system degradation while it keeps the average performance acceptable.
Interpolation for compensation of lost frames is often present in such systems.
A hard real-time system must strictly keep the pace with scheduled timing as missing a deadline is considered as system failure (e.g.
real-time failure detection in space shuttles or nuclear reactor control). Thus, a hard real-time system cannot use average case
performance to compensate for worst-case performance.
Desktop simulation environments such as Simulink in Matlab or Scicos, respectively Xcos in Scilab and Scicos in ScicosLab already
contain tools for real-time control (Simulink Coder – formerly known as Real-Time Workshop, respectively Scicos-HIL). However, these
tools and their equivalents are dependent on the operating system they are running on. Thus, in addition to real-time support in
applications, it is also necessary to consider real-time control support directly in the operating system. Windows, Mac OS or standard Linux
distributions do not match this request. For such reason, it is necessary to use operating system with patched kernel. Very useful is for
example an open-source solution – the patched Linux with RTAI platform [1] that we currently use in our department.
We have chosen Real-Time Application Interface for Linux (RTAI) among other open-source and proprietary products because in
addition to standard real-time features, it provides guaranteed hard real-time scheduling with all of the features and services of standard
Linux with necessary hard real-time extensions. In RTAI-patched Linux, the operating system is run as the lowest priority task of a small
real-time operating system. There are no changes to its operation from the viewpoint of the user or the kernel, except that it is permitted to
execute only when there are no real-time tasks executing. Thus, special real-time tasks may execute whenever needed, regardless of
what other tasks Linux may be performing.
RTAI extension for Linux is being developed since 1999 and it has been created as an environment for implementing inexpensive
technique for data acquisition and systems for digital control. RTAI is a part of Real-Time Suite [3] together with RTAI-Lab, Comedi and
other supporting software.
Open-source project RTAI-Lab provides common framework for integration RTAI into CACSD (Computer Aided Control System
Design) environments. Current version supports commercial Real-Time Workshop for Matlab/Simulink (now available as Simulink Coder)
and open-source environments Scilab/Xcos and ScicosLab/Scicos. Internal architecture of RTAI-Lab allows simple portability to other
types of CACSD software since the responsibility for scheme design and code generation is left to the CACSD software itself. The
RTAI-Lab provides only some specific blocks for input signals, COMEDI (Control and Measurement Interface) blocks (interface between
generated code and controlled hardware) and RTAI-Lab blocks (measurement tools, scopes and signalization).
Low-level open-source COMEDI drivers are available for various types of DAQ (Data Acquisition) cards. In addition to COMEDI, the
Comedilib library provides environment for work with COMEDI devices in user space and the kComedilib in the kernel space.
Generated code can be embedded into RTAI framework and it can be executed in soft or hard real-time mode afterwards. The
real-time task is executed outside CACSD software. Each real-time task can be monitored in external application such as xrtailab. The
disadvantage of this solution is that each xrtailab client must be executed on Linux RTAI system. However, this inconvenience is solved by
the RTAI-XML server that allows users with no real-time operating system to monitor real-time tasks, for example through jRTAILab client
application.
Realization of Hard Real-Time Control in On-line Laboratory
Our effort is focused on deployment of Real-Time Suite to our running on-line laboratory web portal called SciWL ([7], [8]) that is based
on open-source technologies, such as Apache web server, PHP scripting language, MySQL database server, Scilab environment and
enables to run remote experiments on real plants. The portal was originally developed for remote control of plants that were connected to
the server via USB interface. Our effort was to extend the portal usability also for systems with faster dynamics where hard real-time
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control could bring the significant improvement of control results. Of course, such a system cannot communicate via USB bus and it
requires A/D card for communication with the server. The introduced solution was verified using CE152 magnetic levitation plant.
The plant communicates with PC via 14bit DAQ card by the same manufacturer – Humusoft MF624. The MF624 card requires a
special COMEDI driver to be able to communicate with CE152 in real-time [9].
The current real-time server configuration is based on Ubuntu 10.04 LTS with patched Linux kernel 2.6.32-rtai. The server uses RTAI
3.8.1, Comedi 0.7, ScicosLab 4.4.1 and RTAI-XML 1.0.
Each block scheme that we want to run in the hard real-time mode has to be compiled into a binary executable code using ScicosLab
CACSD environment. Thus, each user-modified controller has to be automatically compiled before its execution on the laboratory server.
In [5],[6] we presented the web based tool that enables to build block schemes for later use in online experiments. This tool was
incorporated to the remote laboratory portal environment and it brings a comfortable way for the modification of the control structure. The
user does not have to create the whole block scheme but only the single part with the controller (e.g. the part of the scheme marked with
dashed rectangle in Fig. 5). The rest of the scheme can be pre-prepared and the user-defined controller is automatically placed into this
scheme by an automated script. As a matter of fact, the pre-defined scheme contains the same structure as seen in Fig. 5 (blocks for
generation of signals, communication with hardware and measurement). However, instead of the marked part there is a “super block” in
the scheme that contains the default controller. In this way, the default controller can be very easily swapped with the user-defined
controller designed in the web editor. This operation is always done by the server-side script without any additional user’s interaction.
When the final scheme combined with user’s control algorithm is ready, the script remotely executes ScicosLab with special startup
script as an argument. The ScicosLab is executed in non-interactive mode without loading its GUI.

Fig. 5. Basic scheme for magnetic levitation control.
The startup script is responsible for loading all necessary macros and functions that are normally available in desktop version of
Scicos. Consequently, the script also loads the RTAI-Lib toolbox which is important for running compilation of schemes for real-time
control. The standard process of compilation was modified in such a way that no interaction from user is required.
Finally, the startup script loads the combined Scicos scheme, executes the custom real-time code generation and terminates the
Scicoslab environment.
After successful compilation, the binary file is ready to be executed. We use RTAI-XML server [3] to access the experiment remotely.
When a SciWL client connects to RTAI-XML server, the compiled scheme is executed and it starts to continuously exchange data between
the on-line laboratory portal and the experiment itself. The experiment can be monitored using open-source jRTAILab applet [3].
We are also developing custom interface for monitoring RTAI experiments to provide alternative way to observe and interact with the
experiment on-the-fly. The core of the monitoring client consists of two basic parts (PHP scripts) that are responsible for experiment control
and data exchange.
The control script communicates with RTAI-XML server using standardized XML-RPC protocol. This script is not responsible for
controlling the real plant but it is used for the following activities:
 Prepare storage (database) for data that will be read from the experiment.
 Establish a connection with RTAI-XML server and receive session ID and port number for further communication with real-time
task.
 Establish a connection with the experiment (real-time task) and receive port number for data exchange channel.
 Load experiment parameters and signal structure provided by the experiment.
 Start continuous data exchange.
 Stop the data exchange.
 Stop the experiment (real-time task).
In comparison to the control script, the data exchange script processes the raw data that the real-time task sends to the connected
client. The control script actions are executed in this order:
 The script opens a socket to establish a connection with real-time task.
 When the socket is successfully opened, the script starts reading the data.
 Every received network packet may contain several measured samples that need to be processed. Each sample is stored in
database where it can be accessed later for further data analysis.
 When the socket is closed, the script disconnects and terminates. The socket may be closed either on-demand by the control
script or after final time set in RTAI-XML configuration.
The processed data can also be used for on-the-fly plotting of the current experiment status in the graph as new samples are
continuously inserted into the database. Depending on the sampling period that is set in current experiment, the number of samples may
be very extensive. In order to avoid difficulties in plotting the graph caused by large number of points, we only use a smaller number of
samples that are actually being plotted. The full-scale graph containing every received sample is generated after the experiment
terminates.
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Application
As it was already mentioned, the presented RTAI-based experiment for remote control of the magnetic levitation plant was included to
the existing remote laboratory portal. The portal enables individual approach to experiments on the base of user authorization. After
reservation of time period the chosen plant is fully available to the authorized user. He or she can change simulation parameters (e.g.
required value, sampling period, simulation time), control structure and/or controller parameters. During the time of experiment, it is
possible to follow actual results how they are changing in time. All data are also saved to database and can be used for later visualization,
download in CSV format or for later comparison with newer results (see Fig. 6). It enables students to compare various control algorithms
and evaluate their suitability for the control of the plant.

Fig. 6. Remote laboratory portal environment with results comparison.
In the present time, the portal is used only by students that are working on their bachelor or master thesis. It is caused by the fact that
the portal is still in the development phase. We are always developing new and new features. Some students implement new technologies
and another ones verify control algorithms. In this way the functionality of the portal is growing and students are learning by doing. Since
they can see the implementation of their work running on the server and used by other users they are motivated to look for the best
solution. In the future, we are planning to use the portal in regular educational process too.
Conclusion
RTAI-XML server enhances availability of real-time computing in the scope of remote experimentation. Until now, the hard real-time
control experiments were almost exclusively a domain of desktop systems. However, more and more real-time experiments appear in
public on-line laboratories. Unfortunately, they lack certain level of interaction with user since the user can execute usually only a
pre-defined experiment with ability to change only a limited number of properties. Thanks to the support of hard real-time control, we have
managed to enhance possibilities of on-line laboratory system. Together with the rest of features of the SciWL portal, this solution could be
used as a very flexible supporting tool for on-line courses in the area of automation and control.
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Abstract
In addition to traditional class room education, there is a need to develop more effective learning methods.
Turku University of Applied Sciences (TUAS) has a profile in multidisciplinary innovation pedagogy, where
entrepreneurship, applied RDI activities and internationality are linked to teaching in order to support
innovations that benefit working life. In civil engineering education, development has been done by combining
traditional education with new methods like Virtual House, Digi-Ratu and Timperi student office.
Virtual House is a virtual 3D-environment resembling a real building. Different materials like drawings, quantity
and measure information, documents, 3D-views, etc. can be obtained for studies. The model is a platform for
further development work, and new data, like exercises, can be built inside the model. DigiRatu contains visual
information like photos and video clips of different construction work tasks and phases. It offers a realistic
simulation of existing execution phases on a construction site.
Timperi office is a student engineering office, in which students can practice a real design process in a
controlled environment. The assignment, like planning of a small house, is done by using common
CAD-software. Timperi method helps the students adopt project working skills and brings students closer to
working life.
Each method can be used separately, but the most effective impact is achieved by combining various tools.
The advantage is a more effective learning process in which education can take place also outside the class
room. In the future, the aim is to develop a more independent web based education environment.
Introduction
The traditional class room education is usually based on lectures and some separate exercises. The role of a teacher is increasing,
and teaching is mostly one-way orientated with the student being mainly passive. At the Turku University of Applied Sciences, innovation
pedagogy has a notable role in the institution’s strategic policy [1]. Innovation pedagogy meets today’s change pressures and develops an
educational approach to meet new teaching needs. It is based on experimentation, sharing of information and competence, as well as
integrating different viewpoints. Innovation pedagogy aims not only to generate readiness to innovate in students by integrating teaching,
research and development, but also cooperation with working life players. [2]
In recent years various forms of active learning methods have been developed in the Degree Programme of Civil Engineering.
Examples of these are various project works, project and research hatcheries and expert interviews [1]. The main object is to improve the
quality of education, i.e. to obtain better learning outcomes. Also the changes in Applied university administration have forced to develop
more cost-effective learning methods.
In this article, three methods are presented in more detail. Virtual House and DigiRatu are based on commercial software that have
been further developed from a point of own educational purposes. Timperi student office is a method in which students make real CAD
design assignments to working life clients under supervision.
Virtual House
Virtual House is a virtual 3D-environment resembling a real building. It was developed by Rateko (Specialized Vocational Institute of
the Confederation of Finnish Construction Industries) [3]. The origin for the development of Virtual House lies in the lack of suitable
practical experimental cases in civil engineering education. It is aimed especially at universities of the applied sciences.
Virtual House contains five different virtual buildings; an apartment building, a store building, a parking garage, an industrial building
and an old renovation building from the 1960’s (Fig. 1). The buildings represent typical architectural and structural solutions for education
purpose.
Different material like drawings, quantity and measure information, documents, 3D-views, etc. can be obtained for studies. There are
several 2D drawings in different formats, which can be also printed in paper. Demands for the use are a basic know-how of the use of
computers and software. The idea is that the utilization should be as easy as possible, no extra knowledge of difficult CAD programs or
programming is needed. Basic information can be obtained by Word, Excel, Adobe Acrobat Reader or Quick Time Player format. Of
course all drawing information is also in CAD format (AutoCAD or other CAD-program), and CAD drawings can also be modified. The
model fulfills the demands of the IFC (Industry Foundation Classes) data transfer. This makes it possible to hold and exchange data
between different proprietary software applications [3].
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Fig. 1. A view of the Virtual House in ArchiCAD [3].
The information inside the model consists of drafts and outline plans, which are usually needed in the beginning of the construction
project like before applying for the building permit. More accurate design process will be started after that. The model is flexible offering a
platform for education and processing new information. Even though the model contains some prepared exercises each user can develop
a model further for own purposes like to define new data and to build a model and its content more accurate.
In the Degree Programme of Civil Engineering the suitable courses and new exercises were defined and tested by the author of this
article. The exercise definition was focused on the courses connected to the author’s own teaching experience in the field of production
management, for example construction management, contracting, cost calculation and procurement. Suitable exercises were identified as
well at basic courses as at professional courses. Also the existing exercises were found to be transferable to Virtual House.
In practice, the Virtual House can be utilized in the courses together with other software or web based platforms. When lectures and
exercise information is available in an electrical format it can be transferred into Optima, which is a web based environment for educational
use. Information in Optima is easy to obtain also outside lecture hours, and exercises can be returned for review to the teacher via a return
box. An example of the use is presented in Fig. 2. In the present case, the lectures and exercises were located in Optima. Students made
a cost calculation exercise by utilizing an apartment building data in Virtual House. Output information in pdf, dwg or MOV formats were
achieved from Virtual House, and cost calculation exercise was performed by using a TAKU software.

Fig. 2. Example of the Utilization of Virtual House in Education.
Experiences of the test have been encouraging. The Virtual House offers a realistic environment resembling well a true building. Even
though it was not possible to make any statistical comparison to earlier exercise practice, an interest to apply new tool was observed in the
students. Activity during lectures increased and also the exercises were returned in time. The course grades have been slightly better,
although the significance of Virtual House remains difficult to estimate. A significant advantage is the possibility to gather all education
information virtually in the same place in Optima.
In addition to feedback from the students, the experiences of other teachers have supported the use of Virtual House, in particular in
courses related to structural designing. More theoretical subjects like construction management, were found to be more challenging. On
the other hand, the challenge is to chance old teaching methods and to create new exercises into the virtual learning environment. Only the
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imagination of the user can limit that. Also here, as usual, extra working hours were required at the beginning of the project when
implementing new teaching technology.
DigiRatu
DigiRatu has been developed to help builders and also education by utilizing long-term development process of the Ratu File [5].
Ratu File (Construction Productivity Information File) is published by the Building Information Foundation RTS, which is a private,
non-profit foundation whose task is to foster both good planning and building methods and good property management practices in Finland
[4]. The Ratu File and the complementing Ratu Handbooks provide solid basic information on construction planning. The Ratu File
contains information about work methods in line with good building practice, work and material requirements as well as information about
planning and quality assurance. The information contained in the Ratu File, concerning both new building and renovation work, is based on
observations and studies at actual work sites.
In DigiRatu the development of the Ratu Files is more advanced by bringing digital photo and video materials together with traditional
text-based cards. DigiRatu contains several support materials for the users' benefit. Text materials are also provided as audio files that can
be listened to. There are also several state-of-the-art multilingual communication tools installed, together with tests for work safety and
calculators for material and work consumption in DigiRatu. A DigiRatu user can monitor his learning with accompanying learning tests. [5]
The start-up page of the user interface is easy to use also in construction site (Fig. 3). From the list of different work cards, the user
can choose the required work and get wanted data, for example realistic video-clips of correct work methods.

Fig. 3. A Start Up Page of DigiRatu [5].
DigiRatu has been in an active use in the degree programme about one year and it has been found as an excellent support for the
courses in construction planning and control. The correct examples of work methods can be presented during lectures by showing cards,
photos and video clips. At the same time, the aspects of proper work quality and work safety are highlighted. The students receive an
authentic and realistic description of different work methods. DigiRatu is an especially excellent tool for the students who lack all
experience of construction sites. Hence, it has been an invaluable help for first-year students coming directly from high school.
Furthermore, students can use DigiRatu any time outside lectures with their own computers.
Timperi student office
Timperi student office is based on the idea to create a realistic work environment resembling CAD-design process (Fig. 4). Timperi
method is carried out with a project work, in which a student acquires a project assignment from working life to be completed in the
guidance of a teacher from the degree programme. The compulsory project work strengthens the students’s project skills and produces a
natural channel for networking with working life. Depending on the scope of the work, the students can achieve 1-8 credits.
In the Timperi student office, assignment is typically a single-family house or other small house design given by private persons. The
degree programme and client will make a contract agreeing the work content and schedule. The student will work in the project as a
student assistant. Typical assignment is designing of the drawings for the building permit. Frequently, a structural planning is included in
the contract, especially in wooden houses or concrete structures in foundation.
A student will work under supervision of the experienced teacher. The design is performed using the common CAD-software like
AutoCAD or CADS. For structural design, Tekla Structure or Autodesk Robot software are used. Also some other software may be utilized,
for example DOF for energy consumption calculation.
The Timperi student office employees one or two assistants during each semester. During summer months, the capacity can be
even higher from 2 to 4 students depending on the orders. Typically, the number of different projects varies from 10 to 20 projects in a year.
When a project is broader, the student can make a thesis work (about 4-8 thesis in year). The Timperi method offers also an alternative for
a training placement, if there are difficulties to find suitable training placement on the construction market e.g. due to recession.
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The Timperi method helps students to adopt project working skills as a part of a design team and to create customer contacts and to
participate in different negotiations. All of this brings students closer to working life. Usually students working in Timperi student office have
obtained better design employment after completion of their thesis. There has also been specific R&D work in the field of wooden
structures creating a Timperi timber frame system which is a production technology of prefabricated houses.

Fig. 4. Timperi Student Office.

Conclusion and further development
Each new teaching method operates well independently, but the best result can be achieved when different applications are used
together. For instance, when performing exercises in Virtual House or in Timperi student office, the student can check specific work
methods in DigiRatu. These new teaching platforms support learning and enable more accurate learning in specific areas. With effective
use better understanding can be achieved, for example the proper work methods presented by video clips in DigiRatu.
However, it should be remember that any technical software or method can’t entirely replace a teacher or work alone. The theory
must be lectured by somebody. The new technology helps teaching and offers a basic for information storage and further development.
In the future, the aim is to gather all information into a common data model. This product data model could be both a structural model
as well as a construction process model, offering support for basic teaching and web-based studies being available anytime and
anywhere.
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Abstract. Recently, polymer hollow fibers have been popular for making heat exchangers, known as polymeric
hollow fiber heat exchangers (PHFHEs), because their superior characters, including corrosion resistance,
cost-effectiveness, light-weight, high ratio of surface-area to volume, dual transport ability, and less fouling
ability. A PHFHE has been designed for the use in an automobile radiator. Experiments have been conducted
to evaluate the effects of the major operating parameters on the thermal performance of the PHFHE. A second
heat exchanger made of stainless steel tubes has also been built with the volume size similar to that of the
PHFHE built, so that the results from these two heat exchangers can be compared with each other. Preliminary
results indicate that the overall heat transfer coefficient of PHFHE is about 12% higher than that of the stainless
steel heat exchanger at similar operation conditions.
Introduction
Polymer heat exchangers have attracted more and more attention because of their superior resistance to chemical corrosion and
fouling deterioration as compared with the traditional metallic shell-and-tube heat exchangers (MSTHEs). Since the thermal conductivity of
polymer materials is much lower than that of metal, polymer heat exchangers have limited successes with applications much less than that
of their metallic counterparts [1, 2]. Recently, however, the adoption of micro-sized polymer fibers instead of macro-sized polymer tubes to
increase the aspect ratio (ratio of surface-area to volume) of the heat exchanger has been realized to compensate for the decrease of the
thermal performance due to the diminution of the thermal conductivity. Furthermore, in addition to that the polymers possess excellent
resistance to corrosion and fouling, they are low cost and light weight (about one order magnitude lower than that of steels) as well as
relatively easy for manufacturing (by plastic extrusion or molding) and maintenance. The costs of manufacturing, transportation, and
installation can then be reduced greatly using polymeric hollow fiber heat exchangers (PHFHE) [2-4]. Consequently, PHFHEs become
attractive in many industrial applications.
In PHFHEs, the typically fiber inner diameter is on order of 400 µm and the fiber thickness normally varies from 5 to 10% of the inner
diameter. With the advancement in the miniaturization of many industrial systems, and the strong need for higher efficient heat
exchangers, micro-scale hollow fibers used for heat exchangers could be beneficial and advantageous. In the present paper, two heat
exchangers have been developed; one is PHFHE and the other is a stainless steel compact heat exchanger (SSCHE). These two heat
exchangers have been designed for the application to the automobile radiator system. The effects of several operating parameters on the
thermal performance have been studied. The operating parameters considered include the velocity, inlet temperature, outlet temperature,
and pressure drops for both air (shell side) and radiator coolant (tube side). Since these two heat exchangers have a similar volume size,
the performance of these two can be compared. Results on the overall heat transfer coefficients for these two heat exchangers are
examined to show the versatility of the PHFHEs.
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient (U)
For a parallel- or a counter-flow heat exchanger, the associated heat flow can be expressed as
Q = UA(Tb - Ta) / ln(Tb / Ta) = UA / Tlm

(1)

where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient (OHTC); Tb and Ta are the temperature differences; Ta is the logarithm mean
temperature difference. The OHTC is used to represent the total thermal resistance, including conduction and convection resistances, to
heat transfer between two fluids in a heat exchanger. For a parallel-flow heat exchanger, Ta = Th,in - Tc,in and Tb = Th,out - Tc,out, where the
subscripts h, c, in, and out refer to hot flow, cold flow, inlet, and outlet temperatures, respectively. For a parallel-flow heat exchanger,
Ta = Th,in - Tc,out and Tb = Th,out - Tc,in. For more complicated cross- and multipass-flow heat exchangers, the above equation can still be
used, if the log temperature difference, Tlm is modified to Tlm= FcTlm,cf, where Tlm,cf would be computed under counterflow conditions,
and Fc is a correction factor. For heat exchangers with cross-flow at the shell side, Fc normally falls within the range of 0.75 to 1.00.
For various shell-and-tube and cross-flow heat exchangers, the values of Fc can be found in many sources, for instance, in
Exchanger Standards [5]. If the factor value is not available for a special designed heat exchanger, the factor Fc can also be calculated, for
example, by a formula provided by Song et al. [6]:

Fc 

NTU  (Tt ,in  Ts ,in )
 1  C r 

 ln
 /[ NTU (1  C r )]
NTUΔTlm
NTU c
 1  

(2)

where NTU is the number of transfer units, NTUc is the corrected number of transfer units, ε is the thermal effectiveness factor, Cr is the
heat capacity rate ratio (should not be 1.0), and the subscripts t and s refer to the tube and shell side temperatures, respectively.
If one of the mass flow rates (either the cold or the hot fluid) is available, the value of Q can be determined by
Q = Qh =

c (Th,in - Th,out) or Q = Qc =

h p,h

c (Tc,out - Tc,in)

c p,c
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where is the mass flow rate and cp is the mean specific heat of the fluid. Normally, the inlet and outlet temperatures of the cold and hot
fluids can be measured directly. U can then be computed from Eq (1) without difficulties.
Experiments in Determining U Coefficient for PHFHE
The above equations, i.e., Eqs (1-3) are going to be used to quantify the OHTC by studying the heat transfer characteristics of the
heat exchangers built. Two testing heat exchangers have been built, where one is a PHFHE and the other is SSCHE. The former is
presented in this section, while the latter is introduced in the subsequent section.
Figure 1 shows a photo image of the PHFHE fabricated and its geometric parameters are summarized in Table 1. The PHFHE
consists of 510 straight fibers, which are vertically oriented and are collected in 10 rows between horizontal manifolds. The pitch (distance
between two neighboring fibers) is 4.0 mm in both the horizontal longitudinal (width) and the horizontal transverse (depth) directions. The
PHFHE or PP fibers were tested on leaking by air pressurizing and by immersing to colored water before the thermal tests. Also, the
colored water was used to determine whether the fibers was plugged or not. The unplugged fibers were considered to be functional or
active. About 1% of fibers was inactive.

Figure 1. PHFHE developed for thermal performance assessments for auto-radiator application
Table 1. Geometrical parameters of heat exchangers considered
Tube
Tube inner
Tube outer
Pitch, Pa,Pb [mm]
count, N
dia [mm]
dia [mm]
PHFHE*
510
0.45
0.50
Pa= 4.0, Pb= 4.0
+
SSCHE
200
0.75
0.95
Pa = 5.8, Pb= 7.0
+
* Polymeric hollow fiber heat exchanger; Stainless steel compact heat exchanger
#
Cross-section area for wind tunnel test.

Length
[mm]
190
185

#

Front area
[mm x mm]
5
1.4 x 10
5
2.0 x 10

The hollow fibers adopted were made of polypropylene (PP) by a plastic extrusion process and then by an axial stretching to obtain
the required diameter or to increase their strength. Inner and outer diameters were the mean values of, at least, ten measurements from
the magnified photos took from a microscope at different axial locations. The corresponding standard deviation (SD) is approximately 5 %
of its mean. The reason for such a high SD is that the polymeric fibers have relatively large differences in diameter along its length. The
cause for the size differences may be due to the non-isothermal temperatures arisen from the fiber extrusion process or from the
non-uniform axial stretching. Nonetheless, these PP fibers were obtained from Zena Membrane of Czech Republic.
The coolant or hot fluid in the PHFHE is 50 vol% ethylene-glycol/water solution. Since its freezing temperature is -37 C, this solution
is widely used as a radiator fluid. The PHFHE was loaded on the testing section of a wind tunnel to acquire the required air speed. The inlet
and outlet temperatures, flow rate, and pressure drop were measured by calorimeters, flow meters, and pressure gauges, respectively.
The inlet temperatures were maintained around constant in both (coolant and air) sides during testing. Temperatures of air were also
measured by a separate set of thermocouples placed in the cross-section upstream and downstream of the wind tunnel.
In testing, the coolant (hot) fluid inlet temperature was kept at 70C and the air inlet temperature was controlled at 25C, while
the outlet temperatures of both coolant and air were measured and recorded. The coolant flow rate was kept at 7.83 liter/min, while the air
speed was controlled by a wind tunnel, varying from 5 to 30 m/s. The corresponding Reynolds numbers based on the properties reported
in Table 2 were calculated. The OHTC were estimated based on Eqs (1- 3) described in the preceding section and shown in Fig. 2. As
shown, the OHTC increases linearly with the air Reynolds number at a constant coolant Reynolds number. The correlation equation and
2
2
the corresponding coefficient of determination, R , are also depicted in the figure. The associated coefficient R is 0.9896, which implies
2
the linear correlation fits the data very well and the correlation should be accurate and reliable. The R coefficient is an overall measure of
the accuracy of a correlation regression or a measure of how well the correlation curve represents the data; it always lies between 0 and 1.
A value of zero occurs when the two variables are totally independent of each other, while it reaches 1 when the two variables correlate
perfectly, i.e., no deviation from the correlated curve
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Figure 2. Effects of air Reynolds number on overall heat transfer coefficient (U) for two heat exchangers studied
Experiments in Determining U Coefficient for SSCHE
Figure 3 shows the SSCHE studied, which is loaded on the test chamber of a wind tunnel to study the effect of the air speed on the
heat transfer performance of the exchanger. The SSCHE consists of 200 stainless steel tubes, in which ten tubes are in one row. The
pitches are 7.00 mm and 5.78 mm in the horizontal longitudinal (width) and the horizontal transverse (depth) direction, respectively. The
geometric parameters are also listed in Table 1.
2
The OHTCs obtained for SSCHE with the correlated equation and the coefficient of determination, R , are also shown in Fig. 3.
During the test, the coolant flow rate was kept at 5.0 liter/min, while the air speed was controlled by a wind tunnel, varying from 6 to 20 m/s.
The inlet temperatures of the coolant and air were 70C and 25C, respectively, same as those set for the PHFHE case. As shown, the
OHTC also increases linearly with the air Reynolds number but has a lower increasing rate (slope) as compared with the correlation
2
developed for PHFHE. Since R equals 0.9968, the correlation for SSCHE is almost perfect. Also, as shown in the figure, the OHTCs for
SSCHE are 10% to 15% lower than that of PHFHE for the conditions considered. The main reason to have a lower U is that the aspect ratio
(ratio of surface-area to volume) of the SSCHE is about 50% smaller than that of PHFHE. Normally the higher the aspect ratio, the higher
the OHTC. A numerical analysis is conducting to investigate the effect of the aspect ratio on the OHTC and to confirm the experimental
findings. The capability of the analysis would be extended to include the design function for determining the optimal conditions for
fabricating and operating PHFHEs. The modeling results would be reported by a separate paper [7].

Figure 3. SSCHE loaded on wind-tunnel testing area for thermal performance assessments for auto-radiator application
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Concluding Remarks
Following an introduction on the purpose and scope of this article, the developments of two heat exchangers, a PHFHE and a
SSCHE, are described and their thermal performance results are presented to illustrate the potential of the PHFHE developed to be used
in an automobile radiator system.
Recently, many efforts have been spent not only to improve the low thermal conductively and low mechanical strength of the polymer
fibers used in PHFHEs, but also to enhance the heat transfer performances of PHFHEs by using nanofluids and surfactants. Three
emerging techniques, using high performance fillers, nanofluids, and surfactants, are worthwhile to be briefly discussed here. The first one
is to add nanoscale high strength and thermal-conducting fillers into polymeric resins to form composite hollow fibers to improve the
strength and conductivity of the PHFHE produced. The techniques of using graphite nanoparticles (or nanofibers) and carbon-nanotubes
(CNTs) as the fillers for making hollow fibers with higher strength and conductivity should be specifically developed.
Nanofluids are fluids containing objects with the size less than 100 nm. As compared with the base fluid, these nanoobjects, in either
particles or fiber forms, possess much higher conductivities and are frequently used to enhance the thermal properties, including higher
thermal conductivity and heat transfer coefficient (HTC). A substantial number of experimental studies indeed indicate that, by adding
high-conductivity nanoparticles, the HTCs can be enhanced as compared with that using only the base fluid in a wide range of heat
transfer problems. The HTC enhancement by using nanofluids should be reproducible for the heat transfer problems involved in PHFHEs.
Surfactants are normally organic compounds that are amphiphilic, meaning they contain both hydrophobic groups (in their tails) and
hydrophilic groups (in their heads), which leads a rod-like or worm-like micelles’ network and makes the surfactant solution a viscoelastic
fluid [8]. This eventually causes the surface and interfacial tensions of a liquid lower and renders a significant decrease of the surface and
interface tensions of the fluids, which lead to the friction drag reduction, especially for turbulent flow. Due to such reduction of frictional drag
of fluid flow, the pumping power consumed for transporting fluid can be reduced significantly . Frequently, surfactants can also cause the
reduction of thermal performance. The adversary effects on thermal performance should be minimized by using surfactants for the
frictional drag. To take the consideration of the unique feature of hollow fibers, a possible scheme to cope with the thermal adversary
effects should be examined, in addition to the strategies in the evaluation of the effects of the surfactant on drag reductions in PHFHEs.
Since PHFHEs can have wide industrial applications, it would be beneficial to have a widespread communication and cooperation
among the researchers in this field to have a more systematic approach towards the commercialization of PHFHEs to many different
industries.
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Abstract. Despite of the problems of processing, hybrid metal structures play a rapidly increasing role in
modern vehicle manufacturing. The aim of our research work was to study the behaviour of the cutting edge of
the tool during the process, especially the impact of the boundary surfaces of different materials. For the
diagnostic observation of the process the methods of cutting force measurements, thermography, a high
speed camera, and a Brüel & Kjaer vibration analyser with piezoelectric sensor were successfully used. In this
paper the combined measurement data of the cutting force, processed by the Matlab software, the vibration
measurements, and the data provided by the thermo camera are evaluated. It was found, that the boundary
surface of the different materials has a big impact on the cutting force, and on the tool temperature which can
be monitored very effectively with this combined technique.
Introduction
Some years ago a research program, sponsored by the EU, was launched at our department of the BME University. The purpose of the
program was the optimisation of the technology of dry cutting of various materials, and to improve the geometry of the cutting tool. The
results of that program have been published in several reports [01], [02]. However, after successfully finishing the project it seemed to be
advisable to continue to develop the results towards the complex diagnostics of the technology. Thermo camera and high speed camera
were previously involved in the process, so a new method, the application of the vibration diagnostics has been decided. Also, the cutting
force measurement has been updated by using the MatLab software for data processing.
Specimens, Methods and Instruments Used during the Experiments
The purpose of our research was to monitor the main parameters of the transient process, when the tool passes the contact surface of the
hard-soft and soft-hard components. For this purpose the special tools of the vibration analysis [09], and the cutting force measurement
[10] – inserted into the integrated measurement system – have been used. Also, the method of thermography was used for monitoring the
instantaneous behaviour of the process [11]. The experiments were carried out in the laboratory of the Department of Automobiles and
Vehicle Manufacturing of the BME (Budapest University of Technology and Economics).

Fig. 1.
Test equipment (machine tool, high speed camera, thermo camera,
a vibration analyzer and a dynamometer
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Fig. 2.
Specimens of the testing procedure
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The material of the specimens was a combination of an aluminium based cylinder and a special thorn made of C45 steel. (See the Fig. 2.)
The individual thorns have been heat treated in a different way in order to achieve different hardness.

Fig. 4.
Kistler dynamometer, Brüel & Kjaer accelerometers and
the Flir thermo camera, mounted on the testing system

Fig. 3.
Pulse 3560B-140 vibration analyzer, made by Brüel & Kjaer

The vibration diagnostic system, used for the measurements consisted of a Pulse 3560B-140 analyser, a Pulse 161 data processing
software, a 518-003 and a 4515-001 accelerometer, all made by Brüel & Kjaer. Micro hardness of the thorns has also been determined in
order to get some results, regarding the relation of Vickers hardness and vibration spectra.
.

Fig. 5.
Hanneman Micro hardness measuring device

Fig. 6. Specimens, prepared for micro hardness
measurements (heat treated C45 steel),

Fig. 8.
Section of the time signal of the cutting force, when cutting the
specimen # 31, measured by the Kistler/Matlab

Fig. 7.
HV micro hardness, as a function of the distance from the outer
surface of the thorn of the various specimens
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Latest results
A section of the time signal of the cutting force, when cutting the specimen 31, measured by the Kistler dynamometer and processed by the
Matlab software, can be seen on the Fig. 8. The FFT spectrum and a zoomed section of it are shown on Fig. 9. and Fig. 10.

Fig. 10.
A zoomed section of the FFT spectrum of Fig. 9.

Fig.9.
FFT spectrum of the cutting force “window”, when the tool
hits the hard-soft boundary of the C45 thorn

Using the Brüel & Kjaer Pulse system, also the vibration signal has been measured. (See Fig. 9.)

Fig. 11.
Time signal of the vibration of the tool, when cutting the 31 specimen (data taken by Brüel & Kjaer Pulse system)
Based on the analysis of the vibration spectra it is obvious, that there is a considerable impact on the tool during the process, when it
passes the boundary surface of the soft-hard and the hard-soft materials as it can be seen on the Fig. 3. The impact is much higher when
the tool hits the hard thorn, compared to the result when hitting the soft cylinder. As expected, there is practically no impact on the tool in
the case of turning the homogenous material.
Regarding the vibration parameters it has been found, that these latest results confirm the results that have been found by the previous
measurements, already published in other journals, and presented on other conferences [03], [04].
Results of the cutting force measurements, analysed by the MatLab software coincide with the vibration measurement results. In the case
of a theoretically homogenous specimen no special impact can be seen on the time signal diagram. The impact of the hard alloy results in
a higher peak of the time signal [05], supporting the previous findings.
As a result of the measurements by the FLIR thermo camera, it was found, that the heat load on the specimen can be influenced not only
by the parameters of cutting, the geometry of the tool, but also by the thermal conductivity of the chips [06]. It has been found, that the
temperature of the tool is not a constant value, but it is fluctuating, which is a direct consequence of the inhomogenous material of the
specimen [06].
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Fig. 12.
Average temperature of the tool, when cutting various thorns
(Thorn identification numbers: 31, 32, 33, 34 and 35,
Data recorded by the FLIR thermo camera)

Fig. 13.
Picture of the tool, when it hits the thorn during cutting
(Photo taken by a high speed camera during cutting)

Conclusions
The main conclusions drawn from the above described measurements are as follows:
1. Micro hardness of the thorns of the various specimens (having different heat treatment) is changing along the radius of the thorn.
2. The hard thorn is providing a very strong impact (excitation) on the cutting force and consequently on the vibration of the tool as
well. As a result of the analysis of cutting force it has been found, that the force impact looks like a square function in the time
domain and consequently it has the similar pattern (FFT of a square function) in the frequency domain as well.
3. In the spectra the upper harmonics of the excitation force, and other vibration components of higher frequency shall occur, which
might be a consequence of the random excitation due to the uneven microstructure.
4. The temperature of the tool is changing with the Vickers hardness of the thorn. Moreover, the harder the thorn is (#31 specimen),
the higher the amplitude of the temperature function will be. The tempered thorn causes no fluctuation (#35 specimen) at all,
while the quenched thorn (#31 specimen) causes a sinusoid like function, where the period of the fluctuation coincides with the
period of the time of the rotation of the spindle.
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Abstract. Micro hole drilling became one of the most frequently applied micro machining process in modern
manufacturing. Although alternative technics are also applied for making micro holes such as micro EDM or
laser cutting, micro drilling kept the leading position because of its efficiency and economical realization.
However the machinability investigations of this technology started only in the recent years. In the paper the
experimental investigation of micro drilling has been introduced. The research is focused on the measurement
of the cutting force components and the tool wear in order to map the optimal technology in the aspects the
energetics and the tool life. As additional result we expect efficient markers using the measured signals that
help us to predict the tool breakage that is a typical problem of micro drilling.
Introduction
In manufacturing of consumer products producers more frequently faced the problem of micro hole machining. In automotive and
airplane industry, in production of medical devices or plastic parts small (below 1 mm) hole machining is required more and more cases.
Micro drilling provides reliable and economical solution for creating micro holes. The alternative solutions such laser cutting or micro EDM
were compared in [1] and based on the experimental results micro drilling is proved to be the best in the aspects of quality and of costs. In
the comprehensive survey about the advancing cutting technologies Byrne et all [2] defined the capability of micro cutting processes
comparing with the alternatives (Figure 1).

Fig. 1

Capability of the micro machining processes [2]

Fig. 2 The Hembrug machine tool

In practice we can find micro drill from hundredth to some tenth mm diameter range and there are many successful applications of
them. However there are not many experiences and results that may help for the industry to find or to apply the most efficient and reliable
technology in micro hole drilling. In micro drilling research the published results are focused on the comparison of the macro and the micro
size drilling and researchers tried to extend the experiences of macro drilling to the micro size drilling. Generally the results are valid only
in the cases of particular workpiece materials and one given tool type [3; 4]. Other papers introduce some experimental results and provide
additional experiences in the field of micro drilling. Detailed information about wearing process of drilling with cemented carbide 0.5
diameter tool is provided in [5]. The authors demonstrate during their experiments that because of the noisy sensor signal it is a difficult
task to evaluate the prefailure state of the micro drill, and to detect the tool breakage. In our research we also use the same features for
evaluate the micro drilling, those are AE signal, thrust force and the area of wear land, however the AE signals cannot showed similar or
consequent information in our experiments. General investigation of the fracture of micro drills can be found in [5]. In this paper the fracture
of micro drills resulted static and dynamical load and experimental drilling are introduced.
In the research the cutting parameters were varied and their effects on the thrust force were evaluated. The form of the tool wear and
its effect on the force were also investigated.
Experimental environment of the micro drilling
The micro-drilling experiments were running on a high stiffness Hembrug Slantbed Microturn 50 (Figure 2). It was equipped with a
high speed spindle (max. 120 000 rot/min, P = 1,2 KW). The positioning accuracy of this machine tool is within 100 nanometer, and
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because of the granite bed the damping and heat resistance are very good. The consequence of the machine structure the drilling direction
was horizontal that is not usual in drilling (Figure 3).
For measuring the thrust force a Kistler 9257A type 3 component dynamometer and the Kistler type 5019B charge amplifier were
used. The measuring environment consists of a Kistler acoustic emission sensor (type 8152B), too; unfortunately we could not get
understandable signals till now. The data was transferred to a common PC using National Instruments 6024E DAQ Card, and a
self-developed program in LabVIEW was used to process the data and to archive them.

Hartner HSS-E-PM drill d1 = 0.5 mm, d2 = 1 mm,
l1 = 15 mm, l2 = 3.4 mm
Fig. 3 The drilling environment with the sensors

Fig. 4 The tool and its important parameters

We used Hartner high speed steel drill (Figure 4) and stainless steel workpiece material (AISI P20+S – C 0.4; Mn 1.5; Cr 1.9; Mo 0.2;
S 0.05), that regularly used as material for mold, and it is a well machinable material. The depth of the drill holes were 1.5 mm and peck
drilling strategy (with 0.5 mm steps) were applied. In the experiments we varied the cutting parameters in the range suggested by the tool
producer. Only air cooling was applied during the measurements. The drilling process and the tool wear were inspected using digital
microscope (Dino-Lite AM3013T with DinoCapture 2.0). The flank wear and the wear land of the chisel were measured after every 30 runs
of drilling.
Table 1 The factors and levels with the mean of the measured thrust force values
Speed [m/min]

Feed [mm/rev.]

Thrust force [N]

16

0.001

10,55

16

0.002

10,74

16

0.003

9,65

23

0.001

10,78

23

0.002

10,39

23

0.003

12,12

30

0.001

11,56

30

0.002

9,59

30

0.003

10,12

N

m/min

Fig. 5 Surface plot of thrust force vs. feed and speed
Analysis of the experimental results
2
Two factors, the cutting speed and the feed were changed in three levels using full factorial design (Box-Wilson 3 ) [6, 7], table 1
summarize the levels and the parameters. For statistical analysis we repeated the drilling with each combination 90 times when the
investigation of the thrust force was the goal of the experiments. Keeping the cutting parameters we continued the drilling runs until the
breakage of the drill in order to get experience about tool wear. We measured the wear parameters after every 30 runs.
Analysis of the thrust force
The effects of the cutting parameters in the energetics of the micro drilling
were investigated in this experiment. The force component perpendicular to the
axis of the drill were neglectable, so we focused on the thrust force component.
After removing the transient periods (the entering and the stop) of the three
steps of the peck drilling we calculated the average of the thrust force during
drilling. The values in Table 1 shows the mean of the 90 average thrust forces.
The analysis of the results were carried out using Minitab 16 statistical
software. Figure 5 shows the interaction plot diagram that demonstrates the
difference in the effect of the speed when we vary the feed around the edge
radius (re ≈ 1.5 µm). The response surface analysis may show more realistic
view of the interaction effect of these two cutting parameters (see Figure 6). In
this diagram we used full quadratic regression (1), and 95% confidence, and the
calculation considered the number of run (90) as well.

[N]

[m/min]
[mm/rev].

Fig. 6 Response surface diagram
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∙
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∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

(1)

Where the coefficients calculated by Minitab are:
β0 = 12,2642; β1 = -0,599048; β2 = -0,200646; β3 = 0,0495238; β4 = 0,556667; β5 = 0,000102041
Comparing this result with the expected the main effect of the feed is opposite below 2 µm. The main effect of the speed can be
observed as similar as in macro drilling, the higher speed the smaller force are detected. We need to continue these experiment using
larger feed. In order to get reliable information about the effect of the feed it must be larger than the edge radius.

a) Sharp tool

b) Tool after 200 runs

c) Tool after 400 runs

d) Tool after 600 runs

Fig. 7 Demonstration of drill wear in the case of vc = 30 m/min speed and f = 0.003 mm/rev. feed
Analysis of the effect of the tool wear
The effects of the cutting parameters to the thrust force component were investigated in the sharp state of the tool. After completing
this investigation the drilling runs were continued and detectable tool wear occurred on the working surfaces of the drill (Figure 7). The
width of the flank wear and the area of the worn land were chosen as measure of drill wear. Table 2 summarize the number of the run (No.),
3
2]
the width of the flank wear (VB – [µm]), the area of the wear land (VA – [10 µm ), the mean of the average thrust force (Ft – [N]) in each 30
runs, and the range of the average thrust force (Rt – [N]) in each 30 runs representing the deviations of the thrust force values.
Table 2 The results of the tool wear experiments
No

30

60

90

120 150 180 210 240

270

300

330

360

390

420

450

480

510

540

570

600

630

VB

14

15

16

14

15

15

17

17

26

22

21

22

30

25

22

23

24

30

27

24

24

VA

12

15

18

21

29

27

28

34

36

40

39

42

46

43

44

48

49

52

53

50

52

Ft 7.88 8.83 9.32 8.78 8.6 9.63 9.32 9.48 10.69 10.32 10.71 10.92 11.98 11.86 13.09 14.38 18.19 12.94 14.92 17.03 12.12
Rt 4.94 4.94 4.92 5.06 4.64 4.34 4.08 3.05 4.22

6.02

5.12

3.82

4.45

6.76

8.88

5.97

11.5

7.46

8.05

9.26

6.29

The increasing trend of the wear (both measure) can be seen on Figure 8. The thrust force and the deviation of it also increase as the
diagrams on figure 9 show.
Scatterplot of width of edge wear and wear land vs Run

Scatterplot of Mean; Range vs Run
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Fig. 8 Trend of the wear measures
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Fig. 9 Trend of the mean and the range of the thrust force

The cutting parameters and other conditions of the drilling were constant during the tool wear evaluation experiments thus we
concluded that these increasing trends of the force and its variation must be the consequence of the wear as we can expected based on
the similar effects during macro drilling. Figure 10 demonstrates well these tendency, too. On this figure the average force values of each
630 runs of drilling can be seen.
Similar results were experienced when we repeated the experiments using other cutting parameters. In this tool wear analysis the
applied speed and feed values were the biggest of the range (vc=30m/min, f=0.003mm), so the cutting was realized in the highest energy
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based on the investigation introduces in this paper. The experiments with biggest speed and lowest feed parameters resulted much
shorter run as the drill was broken after 135 runs (vc = 30 m/min and f = 1 µm). It was only a little longer the tool life in the case of the lowest
speed and feed combination (vc = 16 m/min and f = 1 µm) as the number of runs was 195.
In our experiments we investigated only limited number of factors that influence the wearing process. In micro drilling the runout of the
drill has very high importance. Although we checked the runout in each cases we did not consider its effect. However one of the possible
reasons of the early breakage of the tool in the other cases must be the higher runout.
Average thrust force during the runs of micro drilling
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Fig. 10 Average values of the thrust force vs. the number of the run
Conclusion
In this paper experimental investigation of micro drilling of a well machinable stainless steel material was introduced. The
experiments we carried out convinced us that measuring the thrust force is an efficient way to recognize or to monitor the tool wear in the
case of micro drilling. The results of our research also supported the other previous consequences that the behavior of micro drilling is
similar with macro drilling in many aspects.
The energetics experiments must be continued using higher feed range than the edge radius. We plan to repeat our energetics
investigation using less machinable materials (tungsten, copper, aluminium), too. Additional goal of this research is to find good markers
for automated tool life or tool state monitoring during micro drilling. If more factors must be considered (such tool and workpiece materials,
runout of the tool, AE signal, etc.) we need to apply more powerfull and more sophisticated processing methods and software such artificial
intelligence methods or other soft computing tools [8]. Beyond the further experiments theoretical investigations and models should
develop in order to understand better the mechanism of micro drilling [9, 10] we may use the former experiences in other micro machining
researches and models, e.g. results in micro milling [11], too.
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Abstract. The conception of the set-up of laboratory grinder for scrap materials was introduced in the paper.
The main assumption we undertake, were presented based on the stage of the project. The mechatronic
control-measure system was introduced into the set-up enables us continuous monitoring the process of
grinding. The principal advantages of the system are connected with the possibilities of estimation of the
energetic efficiency and the quality of the product of grinding. The driving system was applied from electric
engine steered through the power inverter based on variable frequency, measuring system using torque and
incremental transducers. There are possibilities to obtain results and implement the analysis of signals. The
chosen results of the investigations of grinding with regard of the constructional changes of the working area of
grinding and the exploitation parameters of the process were introduced.
Introduction
The basic comminution methods (also known as mechanical or phenomenological models), are usually based on three main load
types, i.e.: compression, tension and shear. Depending on physical properties, strength properties and the type of the material subject to
grinding, to ensure high efficiency of the process, adequate reduction of shape and size of the input material must be used in the design
stage. According to H. Rumpf [1] and M.H. Pahl [2], there are four types of the grinding process used to produce elementary particles of the
expected size and shape. They were briefly described and explained in fig. 2. In case of polymer materials and cross-linked elastomers,
the prevailing part in the grinding process is played by shearing (cutting) between two edges. This type of cutting is known as so-called
„quasi-technological” cutting and it is used in, for example, multi-edge grinders characterized by low energy consumption, low noise level
and good repeatability of grain classes [3,4].
The following types of grinders and mills described in the literature are currently designed and manufactured based on available
theories and patents: beater mills, cutting mills, hyperboloidal mills, chopper mills, quasi-cutting mills, disk mills, roller mills and special
(ball mills, vibration mills, rotary-and-vibration mills, rolling mills) and other design solutions developed as the modification of the above
mentioned ones. One can distinguish main ways of load application in those solutions (strain, torque, bending, cutting, squeezing,
breaking, grinding), but all those processes usually occur together where one of them is the prevailing process, depending on the mill
design.
Cutting mills with cutters spaced over the drum circumference are widely used for rough and medium grinding of, among others,
non-ferromagnetic light metals, polymer material waste, tyres and papers waste [4].
Thanks to proper geometry of holes in their disks, drums or strips as well as due to appropriate relationship of the movement between
neighbouring edges, multi-edge grinders are able to grind plastic using the neighbouring edges
. Similarly as for knife grinders, the
main operation of multi-edge grinders is cutting. Cutting takes place as a result of mating between the rotating knife (disk or drum) and the
fixed one (installed in the grinder housing) (fig. 1). During the cutting process, a plastic part is supported on the tool rake surface of the
fixed knife. The design problem here consists in appropriate shape of the working space of the machine (grinder) to achieve required form
of the ground product with minimum energy consumption and maximum grinding quality. Grinding process is characterised by the
parameter of the unit energy consumption as the measure of energy needed to grind 1 kg of plastic and it is associated with the process
efficiency issue.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1: The overview of design solutions used in multi-edge grinders – of drum type (a) and disk type (b), laboratory grinder
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Momentary integration of the grinding cross-section was used (fig.2):
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where:
a1, a2, b1, b2 - hole coordinates,
R – hole radius.
For improving the computer calculation effectiveness, geometrical dependence for a circle sector calculation was used.
Calculation of the grinding cross-section
the distance
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where:
a is a central angle

(3)
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The problem was reduced to determination of the momentary central angle. In this way the dependence (3) assumes the form:

Fr  B  A  R 2
Mechatronic implementation
Interdisciplinary aspects of our works take into account the application of advanced computer techniques, especially CAD and AI,
which when combined with bases of building of machines and robotics aim to improve the level of product quality (material engineering).
The innovative grinding-system based on robot and intelligent procedures can improve the efficiency of grinding processes in global
recycling loop in order to prepare materials for further processing. It may have strong potential for commercial dissemination because it
could be (in the future) easily applied in SME’s which tend to dominate in the polymer industry environment.
The objectives of our work can be achieved by the proposed research methodology, which include the studies in the several areas:
A. The revision of knowledge about comminution and granulation specialized systems, design, properties of material (polymers, organic
materials), some relationships between parameters of process and design of chosen grinder system. Choice of design grinder set
(multi edge and knife grinder) and preparation of 3D virtual model (in SolidWorks application) in order to initiate strength and
kinematics simulation,
B. Description of the model of feedback functioning on the basis of the analysis of the product grinding picture. At this stage neural
networks applications will be introduced to recognize the size of granules and analyze which constructional features of grinder are
responsible for the improvement of this state.
Robot implementation in the process of managing grinding system. Our project envisages the use of service robot application for steering
the grinding system in order to:
-

change the position of stationary elements;
change the rotation angle of the knife;
provide the appropriate way of feeding material;
change the rotation velocity of the driving shaft.

A flexible, modular system for the development of semi-automatized, intelligent such cells including stationary robots and especially a “low
cost”, hierarchical control structure will be developed.
To identify and assess properties of grinding products based on selected multi-edge grinding technologies in recycling, the following
design solutions (from the allowable set) were assumed: which maximize (efficiency, output, degree of fineness) or minimize (power
demand, unit energy consumption, energy dissipation, torque, angular, linear and rotational speed) values of selected operational
characteristics.
Like for other complex technological processes, the course of grinding depends on many factors that can be classified into system
and design related factors (associated with grinding assembly and its equipment) and process-related factors. The first group of factors
includes: applied grinding system (of periodical, continuous or periodically-cyclic type), number of grinding machines and their grouping,
the system of connections between grinders and plasticizing equipment as well as characteristics of applied equipment (sort, type,
peripheral speed, grinding components and their design properties etc.).
Integrated system allows to determine permissible range of variables (design properties) of the grinder in laboratory circumstances
thanks to used computer aided experiment, design and operation of grinders. To allow objective assessment of the efficiency, authors used
the measuring system that features recording of momentary values of torque and momentary values of rotational speed of the drive shaft
(fig. 2). The test station was designed to allow replacement of the working assembly (knife-, disk- or beater system) as well as change of
orientation (from horizontal to vertical).
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a)
b)

c)
d)
e)

Fig. 2: The laboratory grinder RL-2005/T-W with 3 kW motor; a) the chamber of a multi-edge grinder, b) rotary-pulse transducer,
c) torque meter, d) rotary-pulse transcducer, e) torque meter
Integrated system allows to determine permissible range of variables (design properties) of the grinder in laboratory circumstances thanks
to used computer aided experiment, design and operation of grinders. To allow objective assessment of the efficiency, authors used the
measuring system that features recording of values of torque and values of revolve speed of the drive shaft (fig. 2). The test station was
designed to allow replacement of the working assembly (knife-, disk- or beater system) as well as change of orientation (from horizontal to
vertical). The specimens of the material being processed are ground on the edges at the holes; quite a large number of specimens of a
given type are ground simultaneously, so that there is a homogenising effect and in addition a readable record of the force values is
obtained. The result is a physical model of analysis of the loads and deformations in real conditions of comminution using equipment with
the model design of the grinding unit.

Results
Thanks to such methodology and using a laboratory set-up there is possibility to check out some dependences of torque moment and
energy consumption for wide variety of material (fig. 3).

a)

b)

Fig. 3 Average level of energy consumption during multi-edge comminution for 730 rpm (a) and 1050 rpm (b); specimens PVC – pipes
(diameter 20mm, wall depth 2,2 mm)
The electricity consumption analysis indicates some optimal areas of design and exploitation features which obtains expected parameters.
With torque results, instantaneous force values which are measured by a measurement and control system operating are connected.
Average values fluctuates around 0.6 - 1.2 kW for 730 rpm and 1.2 and more for 1050 rpm. A necessary condition for increasing the
efficiency of the process of recycling of materials and its further development is the elaboration of technology for the treatment of recycled
materials and using them for making products with satisfactory quality. The algorithm of the procedure for designing new recycling
technologies must take account of the energy aspect at every stage, including the comminution stage.
Conclusion
The research methodology proposed in the paper conforms to the initial assumptions. Usefulness of the mechatronic laboratory
set-up gives results for wide variety of geometric features and exploitation parameters (e.g. power consumption). Proposal of a design of
shredder with maximum possible efficiency is reduced primarily to finding a design of the grinding assembly and of the machine that is
specific to a given material, making it possible to obtain a desired product, and to selection of process variables ensuring minimum energy
expenditure in combination with rational comminution efficiency.
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Abstract. Computer simulations are currently a necessary tool of machine and equipment design. Using
those new technologies, it is possible to build virtual design models allowing efficient preparation of the
drawing documentation and implementation of computer simulations (CAD/CAE). The purpose of grinding
simulation results and analysis is to outline the range of design features for which assumed criteria are met.
The applications SolidWorks Simulaton and Motion are used to perform strength and kinematic simulations
using virtual models. With the application it is also possible to verify future correct operation of the system at
the prototype stage.Grinding simulations were performed for two types of the general-purpose laboratory
grinder ULR-2,0/2004: bębnowego i tarczowego (rys.the drum and the disk one, and the load and stress
simulations during single grinding were performed using the application SolidWorks. As a result of simulation
using SolidWorks application, it has been determined that the value of the contact force and stress for both
types of the grinder working units rises with the growth of the rotational speed within the proportional range for
the drum type system and for the disk type system.
Introduction
According to the current state-of-the-art of the research topic, CAD systems basically influence the cost reduction and time of looking
for the optimal design solution (innovation). AI applications allow the detailed analysis of employing the granulating system in a wide range
of investigation. One of a popular group of machines are grinders. Investigations are usually directed in aim to improvement the design of
grinders and to increase the process efficiency [1-5, 8, 9, 12, 16]. The efficiency is influenced by innovation of the design and technology of
working components as well as by the type of the material, shape of grinded parts and expected average size (geometric form) of the
ground particles. The motive of research aiming at improving the efficiency of comminution processes is huge amounts of energy
expended on comminution devices. It seems that search for methods, which can improve these processes will be expected. There are
known direct methods of process investigation using grinders, as well as other, based on new computer applications, unitary tests of
de-cohesion (static and dynamic) [1, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11]. In this paper we are focusing on the possibilities of using the results obtained from
computer simulation – especially strength and kinematic condition and we try to check how the results can be compared with the results
obtained during milling of materials in laboratory condition. The initial analysis indicated new areas of construction which can be changed
in aim to decrease energy needed to milling and increase the quality of final product. Additionally the analysis of strain of disintegrated
element can be useful to describe an optimal state – according to material durability. In the unitary process an indication of such solutions
where energetic relations are more advantageous has big influence. The behaviour of the disintegrated element (cracking, bending,
stretching, turning round, displacement of material) depends mainly on the machine construction, and among other things the shape of
working space and working tools (e.g. knives, hammers, etc.) as well as on kinematic relations between such elements.
Definition of grinding energy expenditure, for a better understanding of the problem of milling efficiency, needs the three terms to be
distinguished:
a) fracture energy related to unit mass, EF, which is that actually used for particle size reduction,
b) externally applied energy per unit mass, EA,
c) externally supplied energy to the system, EEX.
The two last one are relatively easy to arrive at, but the fracture energy is much more difficult to asses. Special methods and
apparatus must be adopted for better recognize it. Milling energy and properties of feed and final products are main parameters used for
the process modelling. Much research works have treated about the energy expenditure corresponding to the changes of particle size
(plastic’s behavior like agro-materials) [9].

Methodology
In aim to better recognition of the process the most frequently used methods of the milling energy assessment have to be referred [1, 2,
12]:
a) single-particle compression,
b) single-particle impact,
c) confined particle bed test.
Ones of the most efficient to the grinding ability determination are relatively easy to execution the experiments on individual particles. This
research direction is one of most frequently used for the process interpretation [12]. What is important equally there are, basically, three
following groups of methods to determine the characteristic size:
a) size of a particle, for first group, is related to the size of an equivalent sphere that would have the same property as particle itself, such
as volume, etc.
b) second group uses the diameter of a circle that would have the same property as projected outline of the particles,
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c) third group is associated with a linear dimension as measured my microscope.
Measurement methods used in modern particle size analysers base on different particle physical properties (microscopy, laser diffraction,
sedimentation, NIR) hence, their results are not always comparable. The differences in results of size or surface assessment are often
related to particle shape, which definition is complex as well.
In quasi-static (velocity range 2 – 50 mm/s) regime we obtain preliminary results, which of course there are much different than for dynamic
conditions. However we have initial behaviour and class of the process. Laboratory investigations were conducted based on the
measurement system, where we obtained transient values of rotary moment and angular speeds. Results from investigations were used to
calculation necessary energy onto disintegration of sample from material. Value of minimum expenditures of energy served for criterion of
selection of suitable solution for multiple-edge milling system. The numeric model was prepared as parts and an assembly in SolidWorks
application. The case was studied: grinder with drums with holes (one of them rotary and inside - motionless) (fig.1). Analysis of the results
let us notice differences of range and phenomenon of rotary moment as well as shape and dimension of milled material for different values
of velocity solutions.
The laboratory grinder was designed as a module system, where we can change some working elements and use the same driving base.

Fig. 1. Virtual models of laboratory grinders with drum (left) and discs (right) working assemblies
Mentioned design possibilities were presented in a nearly hierarchical way. They form basis for mill design, building and operating.
Mathematical model of milling is the mathematical description of relations between input and output with a fixed simplification degree,
generally, the function of the research object. It gives to notice differences of range and phenomenon of rotatory moment as well as shape and
dimension of milled material for different values of velocity solutions. The analysis of the results takes into account both the statistical aspect,
making it possible to obtain a function describing the test object, i.e. obtain a particular relation approximating the test results, as well as the
essential aspect, which has the aim of transforming the said function into its mathematical model. Object of investigations determined
properties of material, constructional features of mill and parameters of process. Additionally while modelling the milling surface at the first
stage the integration of instantenous milling field was estimated. As a possible variant of the system we have compared a wide group of
working systems. One of them is system with discs with wholes. Dimensions and shapes have been chosen based on optimum methods
(fig.2).

Fig. 2. Exploded diagram of multi discs working system

Taking into consideration such geometric relations we have compared values of strength occuring in milled recyclates (fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Maps of load distribution in recyclate specimens (PVC) obtaining from SolidWorks simulation module
RESULTS
Combained steps of integration computer aided design and engineering analysis give us some possible solutions of the discs
geometry. GA (genetic algorithms) implemented in such CAD/CAE environment aided features of working elements. From that point of
view a task of minimization of a standard deviation of a selected conception, e.g. value of disintegration intersection for a group of data,
may be easily transformed into a problem of maximization – it is consistent with the assumed mode of application/interpretation of the
accommodation function: the bigger is its value the better is the solution. Because of that, worse solutions (characterized by a bigger
standard deviation, that is smaller value of an accommodation function) shall be slowly removed from population (natural selection) and
individuals that shall remain, should be characterized by desirable – from the point of view of criteria – features of construction. The
average value of intersection for all the iterations in a single simulation, is the additional measuring instrument of a solution’s quality in case
of a construction’s optimisation of disintegration intersection. That means, that a potentially interesting solution should be characterized by
minimum intersection fluctuations in the „total time of living” and its high average value. In order to improve the time of convergence in
implementation, it was decided to apply the function of reward and penalty. Each solution for which the accommodation function is
negative or equal to zero, has a chance to survive to the next generation, what renders it possible to preserve the population’s variety
important in genetic operations by setting the value of accommodation value to a very small number.
The algorithm uses hybrid approach to optimisation, i.e. a combination of classic genetic algorithms (GA) with morphologic
optimisation (M) thus creating innovative approach to optimisation of cutting disk design (Cut) for the multi-edge grinder. The input data
include population of individuals. Each individual is represented by a set of cutting disks. The fitness function of an individual is calculated as
the fitness average of each disk supplemented by information describing the relationship between both disks.
The core of the method consists in application of crossing and mutation adequate to the problem. Fig. 5 shows crossing of two disks.
The layout of the disks is presented and described in section one. Disks are crossed at corresponding positions. Random selection of the
disk out of the pair has not been implemented and its impact on the convergence of the algorithm has not been analysed, but this can be
the subject of future research. The disk presented in the next figure is generated as a result of the crossing. In order to optimise the
geometry of cutting holes, one can use implemented morphologic operations.

Fig. 4 The main screen of GA application implemented for searching a proper geometry of discs
The figure below shows stages of processing for the same disk. First point shows a “raw” result of the crossing. It includes small
holes, which, although technologically feasible, do not make any difference for the structure. Next point presents the disk after
morphological optimisation (i.e. after closing operation). The smallest holes disappeared and the disk geometry seems to be proper.
Whereas next point shows places (holes) to be eliminated as a result of mutation applied to the disk. The effect of that operation can be
seen in fig. 7.
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Conclusion
It is demonstrated that CAD/CAE GA methods optimising design of grinder can facilitate a choice of the specific geometric features for
machines. Finally, for grinders the specific energy of milling depends not only on the method and parameters of the processing, but also on
many features of the tools, including the shape of its active surface. It has been stated that there is a correlation between the parameters
of the topography of the active surface and the energy consumed during the processing. The simulation comparison tests allowed
determining the features, for grinding tools of various micro- and macro-topographic parameters, for which the amount of the energy
consumed was the least. Additional tasks are important and have influenced on the final energy requirements. There are: strength analysis
(quasi-static tests), unitary test (Charpy test), simulation – kinematic and strength as well as laboratory tests. Finally new original design
strategy of comminution systems involving energetic relations of the process, acquired material properties in accordance with further
processes in production has a great opportunity in future works.
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Abstract. The intensity of Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) generation by human and economic activities causes
environmental impacts, particularly critical in small insular countries, such as Malta. Thus, an investigation of
the potential of Maltese MSW incineration with energy recovery was performed in this work focused on
thermodynamic and land use aspects. The electricity potential of an MSW incinerator with associated electrical
power plant to be built in Malta can be estimated as 5% of the total energy consumed in 2010 in the
archipelago; alternatively, in a CHP configuration, it can also supply all the thermal energy required in 2010 for
2
Multi-Effect Desalination. During its lifespan the plant can reduce deposition in landfills by at least 270,000 m
(0.09% of the archipelago total area), diminishing also the potential for water and soil contamination. Last but
not least, it can contribute to decrease the dependence on imported fossil fuels.
Introduction
The scarcity of energy and drinkable water sources is a real problem in the sustainability strategy of small Islands, namely those that
are 100% dependent on fossil fuels. In parallel, the intensity of the MSW generated by human and economic activity also poses difficulties,
by affecting land use and causing environmental impacts. This is particularly critical in the case where landfilling is the main End-of-Life
practice. This situation has made the Islands of Malta of particular interest as a case study, especially considering that (a) 64% of total
gross inland primary energy in 2008 was consumed by the electricity sector; and (b) the water supply depends on desalination and circa
54% of the drinkable water is obtained by reverse osmosis. Other critical facts are: (i) MSW generation in Malta increased 48% between
1998 and 2008, partially due to the increased of the tourism economy; (ii) 87.3% of the MSW produced in that period was sent to landfills;
(iii) data recently released shows that the MSW generation tends to stabilize or even to decrease slightly but still is one of the highest in the
EU, as depicted in Figure 1 [1].
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Figure 1. Municipal solid waste generated per year and per capita in various EU countries
The Maltese case study
Malta is one of the smallest countries in the world, a small archipelago, constituted by three main Islands, Malta, Gozo and Comino,
located 93 km south of Sicily and 288 km north of Africa, with a total area around 316 km2. In 2009 there were 412.966 inhabitants in Malta,
which made it the most densely populated country in Europe: 1,307 inhabitants per square meter. Natural resources are limited, as the
Maltese archipelago has no rivers, forests or mountains. The Mediterranean climate, characterized by mild winters and dry, hot summers,
defines its weather, with air temperature generally between 9.5°C and 33°C. The hottest period of the year runs from mid-July to
mid-September and the coldest months are January and February.
Methodology
The analysis presented herein was divided into four phases. First, a literature review and a data collection were conducted to gather
information on MSW composition and generation. High heat values (HHV) from international literature and moisture from the collected
data were used to estimate its LHV. In a second phase, the waste combustion model (stoichiometry of C, H, S) was used to estimate the
air throughput in accordance with operational (temperature) and UE regulations (oxygen in the flue gas). Then, the potential for electricity
generation and water treatment was assessed by the use of steam thermodynamics, electing two different plant options and limiting the
thermal desalination technology to multi stage distillation (MED). Finally, the land use savings are estimated, comparing actual landfill
practice with the features of the proposed incineration plant.
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Maltese MSW characteristics
Conceptually, Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) can be considered a renewable resource, given that its generation is intrinsically linked
to human activity, it renews itself continuously, and it is a potential source of important raw-materials and energy. The importance of the
fraction of biogenic waste is a key factor in this consideration. A household solid waste (HSW) survey carried out in Malta, Gozo and
Comino in 2002 provides weekly composition data for every quarter of the year. HSW corresponded to circa 70% of the waste generated
in that year. The composition of the restaurants and hotels waste was estimated using data of a pilot project performed by the National
Statistics Office in 2004 that identified primary and secondary packaging, biodegradable matter and other waste fractions in hotels and
restaurants’ rooms and hotel’ swill rooms. This information must be complemented with data from other countries, namely that of an Irish
non-household waste characterization survey, which detailed the various Hotels and Restaurants fractions and identified which of them
corresponded to packages or to non-packages. For commercial and industrial waste the composition was taken from an EU Joint
Research Centre study. The relevant data are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 – Maltese MSW composition and HHV standards
Fraction/Source
Plastic Containers
Plastic Film
Paper
Cardboard/Cartons
Food Remains
Glass Bottles
Iron Cans
Aluminium Cans
Textiles
Hazardous
Others
Vegetable Oils

Household Household
[% w/w] [kTon/year2002]
4,93%
4,96%
9,13%
5,72%
57,90%
3,87%
3,56%
0,25%
3,16%
2,08%
4,45%
0%

6,646
6,688
12,307
7,718
7,8071
5,218
4,799
334
4,264
2,799
5,999
0

Restaurants Restaurants Commercial Commercial
Industrial
& Hotels
Industrial
& Hotels
[% w/w] [ktonne/year2002]
[% w/w] [ktonne/year2002]
4,63%
956
22,1%
5,657
3,35%
691
0,0%
0
9,74%
2,011
31,6%
8,089
10,81%
2,232
0,0%
0
40,44%
8,349
19,7%
5,043
11,67%
2,408
15,2%
3,891
3,38%
697
5,8%
1,485
0,99%
205
0,6%
154
2,58%
532
1,0%
256
0%
0
0,0%
0
4,72%
975
4,0%
1,024
7,69%
1,588
0,0%
0

HHV
[kJ/kg]
-32,564
-32,200
-15,800
-18,463
-5,512
-140
-698
-698
-17,245
-12,791
-6,978
-38,290

The Table summarizes the composition of the three waste streams that compose the Maltese MSW. The commercial and industrial
waste figures were calculated using reports and studies from other municipalities/countries, some of them with similar geographical
characteristics (e.g. Cyprus). Common materials were clustered to provide complete data for the LVH estimate. In 2002, the Household,
Hotels & Restaurants and Commercial/ industrial waste streams amounted respectively to 134,844, 20,644 and 25,597 tonnes. The last
column of the Table depicts the HHV of the different material fractions used in the estimations, obtained from the literature [2]. The
contribution of each material fraction for the final HHV of a given stream was calculated by the product of the corresponding weight % and
HHV. The sum of the contributions of all fractions, considered as-discarded (prior to mixing with other components in the refuse), resulted
in the overall HHV [3].
Next, the LHV (that accounts for the energy recoverable from MSW combustion), was calculated with the same rationale presented in
above for the HHV, to be - 8,726 kJ/kg of MSW.
MSW generation
The forecast of the maximum yearly waste to be generated during the lifespan of an incineration plant is essential to determine its
capacity. In fact, the increase in waste generation in the future years may lead to inadequate capacity and, consequently, to the need of an
expansion, which is not economically and environmentally desirable. Three simplified scenarios were assumed for the MSW projections,
all based on an incinerator operation time of 8,000 hours per year (Table 2).
Table 2– Scenarios for waste generation
Data bases
Last MSW data (2009)
Historical data (1997 to 2009)
Average MSW per capita (1997 to 2009)

Criterion
5% excess capacity
Trend line (plot)
Population projection (EUROSTAT)

Estimated capacity [tonne/hour]
32.5
31.5
32.0

Then, considering that the 32.5 tonne/hour capacity obtained in scenario 1 (with 5% excess capacity) will cover all the predictions,
for 8,000 hours of operation, the future incinerator would have to treat a maximum of 259.8 ktonnes/year up to 2030 (assuming that
operations will start in 2015 and a 15 years lifespan). From hereafter this value will be used in all design calculations.
MSW combustion
The analysis of the energy involved in the MSW combustion considers the complete combustion of the three basic elements - carbon
(C), hydrogen (H), and sulphur (S) -, using typical physical and elemental compositions from the literature. The oxidizing atmosphere is
promoted by air injection, assuming its composition to be 21% (molar) oxygen and 79% (molar) nitrogen. To determine the limit amount of
air in the combustion it is necessary to perform an energy balance, taking into account the requirements of pertinent European Directives.
These are: (i) the volume ratio between oxygen and the flue gas must be equal or higher than 6%; (ii) the temperature of the flue gas must
be maintained between a minimum of 850 ºC, to avoid dioxins formation, and a maximum of 1050 ºC, to avoid the degradation of the
refractory material by ash fusion. The energy balance in the incinerator enunciates that the variation of the flue gas enthalpy is caused by
the heat released during the combustion (LHV).
Then, the overall enthalpy variation is assessed by introducing the thermodynamic concept of specific heat at constant pressure, or
constant heat capacity (Cp) [4]. A third degree polynomial relationship between Cp and temperature, described in the literature, was used
to estimate the final temperature of each gas through a trial-and-error method and an iterative process. About 52.78% excess of the
theoretical air satisfies all the previously mentioned criteria and maximizes the potential for energy recovery; thus, recirculation of the flue
gas was not deemed necessary. Concurrently, 915.5 ºC and 7.86 MJ/kg were taken, respectively, as the final flue gas temperature and the
overall enthalpy variation in further calculations.
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Contribution of energy recovery for the Maltese electrical sector
Energy recovery arises from the need to cool the flue gas from 915.47 ºC to 250 ºC before its treatment in mechanical equipments
that operate at lower temperatures. In the calculations, the flue gas represents the heat source (boiler) where the sub-saturated water is
evaporated and superheated before passing through the backpressure turbine.
The electrical potential is analyzed in the light of the Rankine cycle, driven by the ideal enthalpies of each thermodynamic state
(turbine, boiler, condenser and pump), based on state proprieties (temperature, pressure and entropy). The isentropic efficiency, from the
second thermodynamic law, is next applied to assess the actual enthalpies (turbine and pump), necessary to estimate the real electrical
power. The estimation of net electrical power was performed for two different steam operational conditions, 4.0 MPa/ 440 ºC and 5.2 MPa/
440 ºC, which are applied in real incineration plants. In both cases, the operational pressure and temperature of the condenser were
considered to be 0.01 MPa and 45.8ºC.
Both the inefficiency of the turbo-alternator that converts mechanical into electrical energy (32%) and the consumption of electrical
energy on-site (70 kW/tonne of MSW) were also taken into account in the final estimation. From the results obtained, it can be concluded
that the annual potential corresponds to about 82.0 GWh/year (for 8,000 operation hours). Depending on the operational conditions, it is
also equivalent to approximately 3.7% to 3.8% of the total energy produced in 2009 (2,167 GWh/year). Finally, it corresponds to slightly
more than the total energy consumed by the water desalination process (reverse osmosis) in that year 79.4 (GWh/year) [5].
Contributions of energy recovery for electrical and water treatment (CHP)
Part of the thermal energy from MSW combustion can be used for electrical power production and the remaining used to desalinate
seawater, taking advantage of the energy to evaporate the water from brine. The distillation is initiated at 70 to 80 ºC due to the low
pressure over the MED cells to sustain the evaporation mechanism, as the heat losses and the boiling point elevation (brine) influence the
evaporation process [6]. In a MED plant, the performance ratio, also called Gain Output Ratio (GOR), relates the water production to the
steam consumed. The typical GOR value is 12 kg of distillate per kilogram of steam consumed; moreover, the power consumption is
minimized, about 2 kWh/m3 [6].To satisfy MED requirements the steam specification after expansion in the turbine must be at 0.035 MPa
and 72.68 ºC [7]. Two different types of turbines were considered: (a) backpressure, in which the superheated steam is initially expanded
in the turbine, and then condensation is performed by the MED plant and (b) condensing turbine which has a steam extraction (Ʃ5a) before
complete expansion. The extracted steam (additional outlet nozzle) feeds the MED plant and the remaining steam (turbine) follows to the
condenser system after expansion to 0.01 MPa.
The main results obtained, using an already published methodology [6], are presented in Table 3. An acceptable value for PES (
10%) is only achieved for a steam extraction equal or greater than 90% and 5.2MPa of operational pressure.
a
Table 3 – Results for electrical power generation and water desalination (CHP)
4 MPa
5.2 MPa
5.2 MPa
Backpressure Backpressure Condensing (steam extraction 90%)
Net electric power
8.46
8.85
9.01
Primary energy savings index (PES)
13.5%
14.6%
11.1%
Electric power produced
10.7
11.1
11.3
Electric power consumed in the plant
2.28
2.28
2.28
Turbo-alternator efficiency
97%
97%
97%
Mechanical energy
11.1
11.5
11.6
Thermal energy available
31.2
30.8
27.7
Gain output ratio
12
12
12
Flow-rate of water desalinated per hour
606.8
610.2
529.2
Volume of water desalinated per year
4,854,285
4,881,859
4,393,670
Final electrical power (after MED)
7.25
7.63
7.91
Property

Units
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
kgwater/kgsteam
tonne/h
m3/year
MW

For the two backpressure configurations, the PES index shows that when MED is combined with electrical power plant, 13.5% to
14.6% savings of primary energy can be achieved, respecting the limit established by the European Directive. The drinkable water
produced is about 30% of the total water desalinated in the RO plants in 2009 (16,645,743 m3). The combined capacity for electricity
production from the backpressure turbine is achieved, allowing for 2,765 and 2,948 litres of avoided fuel oil, respectively. Despite a lower
power for water desalination if compared with the backpressure turbine for both steam operational conditions, the condensing turbine
permits modulating the water production according to the yearly energy and water demands.
Environmental analysis – Land use
In Europe, the diversification of waste treatments, integrating Ed-of-Life (EoL) with energy recovery, such as incineration and biogas
production, reduced significantly the number of landfills over the years. In islands like Malta, where land is scarce, the land use criteria
must deserve special consideration in Municipal Solid Waste Management. At present, incineration is only applied in Malta to burn the
waste from abattoirs and hospitals [8].
Concerns regarding air quality have so far prevented full dissemination of this MSW technology. However, recent stringent air
pollution regulations and the intense use of incineration in Europe and in the United States have slowly changed those concerns. In terms
of land use, incineration plants do not require more land than that established in the design; consequently there is no continuous impact
along their lifespan. According to recent data, 100,000 m2 of land (including landscaping and auxiliary buildings) are enough to treat in a
Waste to Energy (WtE) plant one million tonnes of MSW/year, whereas the same amount of MSW sent to landfills would require 100,000
m2 per year [9, 10]. The goal of this analysis is to compare, for the MSW throughput determined, the land necessary for a landfill and a
WtE plant, taking into account the Maltese reality, to finally calculate the land savings that can be accrued by using the latter treatment.
The land required for the WtE plant was estimated considering the area of actual plants in Europe, and an expertise based
preliminary design that includes the area for an auxiliary landfill. The calculation of the land necessary for the landfill site, with the
necessary peripheral infrastructures, was done by using Equations 1 and 2, without considering the specific limitations of available land
(geographical aspects) in Malta [8, 11].
A = 1.15 x [(Mmsw / dMSW) + C x (Mmsw / dMSW ) + k x (Mmsw / dMSW ) – B x (Mmsw / dMSW )] / Hi

(1)

Mmsw = n x ٝmsw

(2)
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In the equations, Mmsw, ٝmsw, dMSW and Hi, represent, respectively, the MSW treated globally during the incinerator life span years
(n), the annual MSW throughput, and the density and the maximum landfill height. C, k and B are factors characteristic of the landfill. All
results presented below are based on a treatment capacity of 260,200 tonnes per year and a plant life span of 20 years.
The results obtained for the landfill show that the land area required for the next 20 years is around 396,073 m2 considering Hi = 20
meters, dMSW = 0.85 tonnes/m3; C (cover factor)= 0.15, k (factor related to the linear and cover systems) = 0.125 and B (10 years settlement
factor of biodegradable waste) = 0.1 [12]. The factor k was defined on the assumption of a 1.5 m thick liner system, including the leachate
collection layer, and a 1.0 m thick cover system, including a gas collection layer. The estimate of the WtE plant area was based on previous
studies for the Maltese archipelago that recommend a land area of 2.5 to 3.5 ha for plants with capacities ranging from 60,000 to 600,000
tonnes [8, 13]. By simple interpolation, for the envisaged capacity, an area of 28,700 m2 would be required for the incinerator plant.
Depending on the combustion temperatures during the various incineration stages, metals and inorganic compounds (e.g. salts) are
totally or partly evaporated. Solid residues are produced in the form of fly ash and bottom ash but also, to a lesser extent, as residues from
flue gas treatment. Lastly, the wastewater treatment in the filter produces a filter cake residue. The bottom ash can be deposited in a
non-hazardous landfill but the other substances have to be sent to a hazardous waste landfill. In principle, this auxiliary landfill will be
located at the site of the plant itself. A report on the implementation of Waste to Energy in Malta refers that 25% of the total MSW becomes
fly and bottom ash, and that 2% of the area is necessary for the filter cake [8]. Concurrently, according to data validated in a Portuguese
WtE plant [14], at the end of the process, 20% (by volume) of the initial MSW will be inert incinerator bottom ash, circa 1.5% will be scrap
iron (iron and aluminium) and 8-8.5% will be effluent gas treatment system ash. Then, it can be calculated that the area necessary for the
auxiliary landfill will be about 97,000 m2. That means that the incineration plant will require a total area around 126,000 m2.
Ideally, however, both the bottom ash and the scrap can be sold, not occupying floor space. Obviously, the remaining fly ash will
occupy space. Then, recycling of metallic scrap and bottom ash for construction purposes could reduce the final deposable waste to
values around 8%. This practice has the potential to reduce the landfill area to 28,000 m2 and the total area required for the plant
(incinerator and auxiliary landfill) to 57,000 m2. The results obtained are synthesized in table 4.
Table 4 - Land necessary to treat the MSW generated in the next 20 years (5.2x1012 kg)
Necessary area with scrap and
EoL treatment
Necessary area
Unit
bottom ash recycling
Incineration (CHP)
126,0000
57,000
m2
Landfill
396,000
396,000
m2
Land saved
270,000
339,000
m2
Percentage of land saved
68.2
85.6
%
Thus, the minimum land savings will be about 270,000 m2 (or 339,000 m2, if the scrap and bottom ash can be recycled). This
corresponds to 0.09% (or 0.11%), of the total area of the Maltese archipelago, clearly a very significant figure.
Conclusion
Globally, the present work allows the conclusion that the incineration of the MSW generated in Malta can help reduce deposition in
landfills, therefore decreasing the pressure on land use and the potential for water and soil contamination. Its electricity potential can be
estimated as 3.7 to 3.8 % of the total energy produced in 2010 in the archipelago; alternatively, in a CHP configuration, the plant could
supply the energy required to desalinate all the water consumed in that year. Additionally, by integrating energy recovery, it can diminish
the amount of primary energy (fuel-oil) consumed in the two existing power plants (Delimara and Marsa) and in the seawater desalination
treatment. Also during its useful life the incinerator has the potential for a minimum land savings of about 270,000 m2. Finally, as
incineration generated electricity can be considered as deriving from a renewable source (namely considering the high fraction of biogenic
waste in Maltese MSW), it can help meet the 20% renewable energy target imposed by Directive 2009/28/EC.
The installation of a MSW incinerator with energy recovery plant can thus help solve some of the main difficulties currently facing the
Maltese Republic: the management of waste, energy, water and land.
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Abstract. The quality of a surface is a significantly important factor in evaluating the productivity of machine
tools and machined parts. It is one of the most important measures in finish cutting (turning, milling, drilling,
etc.) operations. The average surface roughness (Ra) represents a measure of the surface quality, and it is
mostly influenced by the following cutting parameters: the cutting speed, the feed rate, and the depth of cut.
This paper investigates the machining parameters affecting the roughness of surfaces produced in dry turning
process. Five parameters were selected for study: cutting speed, feed rate, depth of cut, nose radius and
cutting edge angle. In this study developed a model of surface roughness based on the response surface
method, logarithmic linearized approach for determining the processing parameters in turning C60E4 carbon
steel, using coated carbide inserts. The experiment has been designed and carried out on the basis of a three
level factorial design. Obtained results are in good accordance with the experimentally obtained data,
confirming the effectiveness of regression analysis in modeling of surface roughness in the dry turning
process. The established predictive model shows that the surface roughness increases with the increase of
feed rate and depth of cut but decreases with cutting speed, nose radius and cutting edge angle.
Introduction
Although the lathe is the oldest machine tool, it is still the most commonly used machining operation in the manufacturing industry [1].
Surface roughness has received serious attentions for many years. It has formulated an important design feature in many situations such
as parts subject to fatigue loads, precision fits, fastener holes and esthetic requirements. In additions to tolerances, surface roughness
imposes the most critical constraints for selection of machines and cutting parameters in process planning, [2,3].
The surface finish in turning is found to be influenced in varying amounts by a number of factors, such as cutting speed, feed rate,
depth of cut, material characteristics, tool geometry, workpiece deflection, stability and stiffness of the machine tool - cutting tool workpiece system, built-up edge, cutting fluid, etc.
There are various parameters used to evaluate surface roughness. In the present research for surface finish characterization in
turning operations, the average surface roughness (Ra) is selected. It is the most widely used surface finish parameter in industry. Many
authors suggested linear and exponential empirical models for surface roughness as functions of machining parameters by the following.
Various methodologies and practices are being employed for the prediction of surface roughness, such as machining theory,
classical experimental design, the Taguchi method and artificial intelligence or soft computing techniques [4,5,6,].
Experimental procedure
Machine tool: production lathe C10A, P = 10 kW, speed range n = 18 - 2500 rpm, feed rate range f = 0,05 - 2,0 mm/rev, Max.
workpiece diameter dmax = 280 mm, Distance from chuck to the tail stock L = 2000 mm.
Workpiece: Cold rolled steel C60E4. Its chemical composition is as follows: 0.59% C; 0.78% Mn; 0.28% Si; 0.035% P, 0.035% S
other components 98,28% Fe. Tensile: strength: 70-78 N/mm2, Hardness: 236-245 N/mm2 , The workpiece is of 300 mm length and 70
2
mm in diameter and it is machined under dry turning. Tensile strength 70 - 75 N/mm .
Cutting tool: SNMM120404 coated tungsten carbide inserts (Sintal), tool holder ISO PSDNN2525P12.
Measuring equipment: Perthometer pmk, spectrometer Metorex Arcmet930, Hardness meter Krautkramermic.10.DL.
The parameters (factors) considered in this paper are cutting speed (V), feed rate (f), depth of cut, radius nose (r) and cutting edge
angle (χ). Average surface roughness was chosen for a target function (response, output).
Since it is obvious that the effects of factors on the selected target function are nonlinear, an experiment with factors at three levels
was set up (Table 1) [7].
A design matrix was constructed on the basis of the selected factors and factor levels (Table 2). The selected design matrix was a full
factorial design N=2k+N0 ( k=5 - number of factors, N0=6 – number of additional tests for five factors) consisting of 38 rows of coded/natural
factors, corresponding to the number of trials. This design provides a uniform distribution of experimental points within the selected
experimental hyper-space and the experiment with high resolution.
The factor ranges were chosen with different criteria for each factor, aiming at the widest possible range of values, in order to have a
better utilization of the proposed models. At the same time, the possibility of the mechanical system and manufacturer's recommendations
are taken into account.
Machining conditions used in the experiment are shown in Table 2. All of the trials have been conducted on the same machine tool,
with the same tool type and the same cutting conditions.
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Table 1. Experimental Setup at Three Level Factor.

Factors

No.
1
2
3
4
5

V, m/min
f, mm/rev
a, mm
r, mm
o
χ,

Cutting factors and their levels
High level
Code level
1
X1
160
X2
0,285
X3
2
X4
1.2
X5
90

Middle lev
0
133
0,214
1,5
1.0
60

Low level
-1
110
0,178
1
0.8
45

Table 2. Machining conditions
Test No.
X0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
2
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

X1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Coded factors
X2
X3
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
1
1
1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
1
1
1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
1
1
1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

X4
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

X5
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Performance measures
Ra, μm
Y = ln a
-1
2.27
-1
1.88
-1
3.99
-1
3.17
-1
2.01
-1
1.91
-1
4.25
-1
3.38
-1
2.08
-1
1.95
-1
3.28
-1
3.49
-1
2.18
-1
1.98
-1
3.84
-1
3.49
1
1.86
1
1.89
1
3.32
1
3.25
1
2.07
1
1.88
1
3.53
1
3.57
1
1.91
1
1.85
1
3.29
1
3.35
1
2.05
1
1.86
1
3.51
1
3.45
0
2.64
0
2.62
0
2.62
0
2.69
0
2.63
0
2.64

Regression based modeling
The main task for regression analysis is to show relationship between the roughness and machining independent variables. Many
authors suggested linear and exponential empirical models for surface roughness as functions of machining parameters [3,4,6,8], by the
following :
c

Ra  c0 V 1  f c2  a c3

(1)

Five parameters were selected for this study: cutting speed (V), feed rate (f), depth of cut (a), nose radius(r) and cutting edge
angle(); therefore the Eq.(1) will appear as in the following:

Ra  c0  V 1  f c2  a c3  r c4   c5
c

(2)
where, Ra is the surface roughness in μm, V - cutting speed in m/min, f - feed rate in mm/rev, a - depth of cut in mm, r - nose radius in mm
and  - cutting edge angle in degree, respectively c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, and c5 are constants.
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Multiple linear regression models for surface roughness can be obtained by applying a logarithmic transformation that converts
non-linear form of Eq. (1) into following linear mathematical form:
ln Ra= ln c0 + c1 ln V + c2 ln f + c3 ln a +c4 ln r + c5 ln 

(3)

The linear model of Eq. (3) in term of the estimated response can be written as:
y= β0+ β1x1+ β2x2+ β3x3+ β4x4+ β5x5+ε

(4)

where y is the logarithmic value of the measured surface roughness, β0, β1, β2, β3, β4, β5, are regression coefficients to be estimated, x0 is
the unit vector, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, are the logarithmic values of cutting speed, feed rate, cut of depth, nose radius, cutting edge angle and ε is
the random error.
The above equation in matrix form becomes:
y=Xβ+ ε

(5)

Thus, the least squares estimator of β is
-1

β = (X’X) X’y

(6)

The fitted regression model is
Ý=X β

(7)

The difference between the experimentally measured and the fitted values of response is:
e=y-

(8)

The regression analysis technique using least squares estimation was applied to compute the coefficients of the exponential model.
The following exponential model for surface roughness was determined and is given, respectively
Ra =51,493 V

-0.176 1.25

f

a

0.06 -0.022

r

-0.077

(9)

Results and discussion
Table 2 presents experimental results of surface roughness criteria Ra for various combinations of cutting speed, feed rate, depth of
cut, radius nose and cutting edge angle according to full factorial design. Minimal value of surface roughness criteria is Ra was obtained
0
at V = 160 m/min, f = 0,78 mm/rev, a = 1 mm, r = 1,2 mm and  = 90 (test number 26). That means increasing of cutting speed, radius
nose and cutting edge angle with the lowest feed rate and depth of the cut lead to decreasing of surface roughness.
0
Maximal value of surface roughness criteria Ra was registered at V = 110 m/min, f = 0.285 mm/rev, a =2 mm, r= 0.8 mm and  = 45
(test number 7). In order to achieve better surface finish, the highest level of cutting speed, radius nose, cutting edge angle, and the lowest
level of feed rate and depth of cut, should be recommended.
a=1 mm
r = 0.8 mm
χ =45 o

a=2 mm
r = 1.2 mm
χ =90 o

a)

b)

a=1 mm
r = 0.8 mm
χ =60 o

a=1,5 mm
r = 1 mm
χ =60 o

c)

d)

Fig.1 3D surface plot of Ra vs. V and f (for various a, r and χ)
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Figs. 1 a, b, c and d illustrate 3D surface plots of Ra according to the response surface methodology.
Fig. 2 highlights the main factor plots for Ra appears to be an almost linear decreasing function of V,r and an increasing function of f
and a.

a)

c)

b)

d)

Fig. 2 The dependence of surface roughness on: a) cutting speed and various values of feed rate, b) feed rate and various values of cutting
speed, c) depth of cut and various values of cutting speed, d) radius nose and various values of cutting speed
Conclusion
This paper presents research of various cutting parameters affecting the surface roughness in dry turning of carbon steel using the
coated tungsten carbide inserts.
The investigations of this study indicate that the cutting parameters like feed rate and cutting speed are the primary influencing
factors, which affect surface roughness.
The results revealed that feed rate seems to influence surface roughness more significantly than cutting speed. However, the depth
of cut, radius nose and cutting edge angle are not significant.
Statistical models deduction defined the degree of influence of each cutting regime element on surface roughness criteria.
With the regression equation generated, the best combination of design independent variables for achieving the optimization of
cutting processes.
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Abstract. Biometrics identify people by measuring some aspects of individual anatomy or physiology – such
as face, hand geometry or fingerprint, some deeply ingrained skill, or other behavioral characteristic
– handwritten signature or something that is a combination of the two – voice. The biometric systems based on
hand geometry are on the third place – after the fingerprint and face biometrics - among all the systems used in
security. However, currently used systems usually rely only on the two-dimensional data. In the case of
three-dimensional data, the size of the database is adequately greater than that of two-dimensional biometric
data. For this reason, it becomes necessary to apply methods (e.g. „low-dimensional” methods) to minimize
the size of the database.
One of the low-dimensional methods is the Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The PCA requires
the same structure of the data input for all objects in database – position, orientation and topology of the data.
To achieve this, each new object added to database must be registered.
In the article authors present the problems in 3D data acquisition for hand geometry and registration procedure
based on own software code. The registration is the process of transforming different sets of data into one
identical format. The registration process is composed of two steps:
1) preliminary rigid registration (simply transformation of displacement and rotation),
2) finishing registration (precise local displacement of the data) – based on CFD procedure
Database prepared for this numerical experiment (biometric PCA analysis) was prepared for the multiple
human hands – there are 100 hands of different persons. In this paper the study of acquisition and registration
process of input 3D data for PCA analysis are present and discussed.
Introduction
Currently there are being developed many modern techniques and methods of computer data processing. Specialized computer
software significantly increase the possibilities of existing methods of data analysis and give new potential in disciplines like biometrics or
bio-engineering. In biometrics the identification of people might be based on different input data, like the shape of the face [1], hand [2, 3],
or whole human body [4].
In the systems of hand-based verification of individuals which are used today, usually overall structure, 2D shape (silhouette)
and proportions of the hand geometry (length, width and thickness of hand, fingers and joints) [5] are measured and analyzed. Hand
geometry biometrics systems, measuring up to 90 parameters in 2D space.
Insufficient reliability of the currently used 2D recognition techniques (photos contain less information then the 3D surface) stimulates
interest in 3D techniques.
Rapid increase of the amount of data to be analyzed leads to the need for modal analysis methods. These methods are used to
simplify and minimize the number of parameters which describe objects. The kind of used modal method: mathematical, physical or
empirical (PCA / POD), has a fundamental influence on the results [6, 7]. Also big influence on obtained results, have method of data
acquisition. There may be used various media for obtain 3D data geometry (e.g.: laser, structural light) and different number of sensors:
one or multi-sensor can be used by one device. All these elements contribute to the final result in a three-dimensional database.
Data Acquisition – 3D Hands
The first element which is necessary to work with hand biometrics is to obtain proper input data – individual 3D model of the hand.
Measurements of the hand geometry are relatively simple, but to obtain a fully three-dimensional model of the hand in a single
measurement, it requires a special multi-sensor device. The optimal solution for this purpose is the use of a dedicated three-dimensional
scanner for measuring hand or arm provided with at least three detectors, two disposed above on the left and right side of the hand
and a one detector located on the lower side of the hand. The purpose of this last detector is fill of missing data on the interior side of the
hand.
If there is no a specialized scanner can use standard 3D scanning device, but in this approach it is necessary to take measurements
from different directions in separate measurements and the use of a special snap-hand positioning in space.
During the project the special adapter fitted with a system of two mirrors (Fig. 1.a) are tested. This adapter was modeled on a similar
approach used by the Army Jain [2], but modified by additional secondary mirror. A mirror disposed on the left and right hand (500 angle)
allow the capture from a single measurement direction, at the same time the upper surface of the hand image and its sides. This is an
equivalent of at least two measurements comprising both the upper and side surfaces of the hand (Fig. 1.b).
Unfortunately, the tests carried out test did not confirm the suitability of the prepared adapter. Unable to find a position
hand-adapter-mirror-projector-detector which would allow the registration of spatial data using held 3D single-sensor scanner. Each time,
the result of measurement was devoid of a certain part of the data either visible throw the upper surface of the hand or fragmentary
elements reflected from the mirrors (Fig. 1.c). The main reason for this situation is to build the 3D scanner, in which the projector fringe
detector is also placed at an angle. For this reason, further measurements abandoned the use of mirrors and a snap to use only the hand
adapter and the techniques of three measurements from different directions.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1. The special adapter fitted with a system of two side mirrors: a) view of the adapter, b) view from the camera above the hand,
c) 3D data obtained in the sing;e measurement (visible measurements errors and lighting artifacts)
In order to ensure comparable conditions of the scanning process for all measured hands, the specifically developed positioner
(handle on hand) was used (Fig. 1.a). The shape and dimensions of has modeled on the contemporary used of two-dimensional hand
scanners to fully maintain compatibility with other data obtained 2D techniques. Hand positioner consists of a base, for set the hand and a
set of 5 phalanges used for positioning the fingers (Fig. 2. b).
a)

b)

Fig. 2 Hand positioner: a) view onto base and phalanges for fingers, b) view on the hand fixed to the position
Hand is measured in three different directions in three consecutive measurements. The first measurement "high" is made
perpendicularly incident on external surface of the hand to the scanner, for data collection from the upper surface of the hand. The second
measure "bottom" refers to the interior side of the hand and is carried out by rotating the hand of 90 degree with respect to the previous
position. The third measurement "side" is made of a base plate set at a 30 degree relative to a plane that is perpendicular to the plane of
the first measurement. This measurement is considered as complementary to specify a relationship between the amount of the first and
second measurement. Each measurement is performed for hands-free decorative items such as rings, signet rings and watches.
The result of the scanning process is a set of three point clouds (Fig. 2 a) for a total of about 0.6 million data points describing the
geometry of the hand from three different directions. Each resulting point clouds were subjected to computation: remove erroneous points
(the noise filtering), smoothing, removing discontinuities and areas containing other elements of the environment (Fig. 2 b). The next step
was integration between the data obtained from different directions so that they will be one consistent 3D model (Figure 2 c).
a)

b)

c)

Fig. 2. Process of computation and integration data: a) input data collected from 3 different directions, b) removing discontinuities and
areas containing other elements of the environment, c) final 3D model
During creation the surface mesh, the numerous errors are appear. These errors are caused by various factors, the most important of
them are: errors of measurement data, the intersection of individual clouds of points, the errors resulting from the reflection of light, patchy
skin color, different shape of the hand in subsequent scans.
All the "defects" must be eliminated by the use of smoothing the surface errors and by filling in missing data. For this purpose, special
algorithms which are in the Reverse Engineering software can be used. The end result of such reperations is "fixed" model which describe
a correct geometry of the scanned hand.
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
For reconstruction of the 3D geometry, “low-dimensional” decomposition based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) can be used.
PCA provides a “relevant” set of basis functions, which allow identification of a low-dimensional subspace. The used algorithm is based on
statistical representation of the random variables [8]. The shape of the each object is represented in the data base as the set of 3D
polygonal surface (each shape is described by a vector Si ). After that the mean shape S and covariance matrix C are computed (1):

S

1
M

M

S

C

i ,

i 1

1
M

M

S S

~ ~T
i i

(1)

i 1

~
The difference between mean and object that is in data base is described by the deformation vector Si  Si  S . The statistical
analysis of the deformation vectors gives us the information about the empirical modes. Modes represent the geometrical features (shape)
of the object but also can carry other information like physical features (density), texture, map of temperature and others [9]. Only a small
number of first modes carry most information, therefore each original object S i can be reconstructed by using some K principal
components (2):
K

Si  S 

a

ki k , i  1,2,  , M ,

(2)

k 1

where

k

is an eigenvector representing the orthogonal mode (the feature computed from data base),

a ki

is coefficient of

eigenvector.
3D Data Registration
For the 3D hands models, the special rigid registration software was eliminated. This step was done by using special hardware –
hand holder (described in previous sections).
The first step of non-rigid registration consists of the adjustment of the positions of fingers (phalanges and metacarpals). The skeleton
nodes’ positions are modified by genetic algorithm [9, 10], resulting in a population with varying genotype (positions of skeleton nodes).
For each individual (deformed skeleton) solid mesh representing base geometry is deformed using Finite Element System solving Hooke’s
law. Resulting deformed meshes are compared with respect to the new mesh being registered, and the objective functions, based on error
measure, are computed. The whole process is depicted in Fig. 3.
a)

b)

Fig. 3 Algorithm of the hand registration: a) the algorithm of the whole registration process,
b) fluid registration step (evaluation of fitness)
After the adjustment of finger positions the widths and lengths are to be changed. This process is done using in-house CFD (computational
fluid dynamics) solver. The governing equation is incompressible Navier-Stokes equation in penalty formulation [11] with additional volume
forces, discretized using Finite Element Method. The forcing (source segment) depends on the difference between two monochrome
slices – from registered and base meshes [12]:
 
1
(3)
Vi  Vi, jV j 
Vi, jj 
V j , ji   f  g  f,i  0


 
Re

source segment

existing numerical code

where  - is fluid density, Vi - velocity component, Re - Reynolds number,  - bulk viscosity. In this application, parameters  and 
are used to control the fluid compressibility, f is the base object and g is the target object (input model).
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The CFD registration is performed on a set of equidistant slices perpendicular to the first principal axes of the phalanges and a set of slices
through the metacarpus perpendicular to the x axis.
The final step is the interpolation of displacements from CFD structured (Cartesian) mesh onto the (deformed) base mesh. The value
of standard deviation between source and registered hands was 0.83 [mm] and average distance 0.11 [mm].
Results of PCA analysis for 3D hand database
For numerical experiment the database of human hand contains of 100 different 3D models was obtained. For each hand the
registration procedure was done. As final result the set of polygon meshes (50k triangles) describing each hand was created and used in
further 3D PCA analysis.
The result of this operation is the average object, modes and coefficients values. (Fig. 4.). For this analysis the ten first modes include
ninety percent of information about hand geometry.
a) average shape

b) mode 1

Coefficient value min/max

c) mode 2

c) Mode 3

Coefficient value min/max

Coefficient value min/max

Fig. 4. Visualization of the average value and first three empirical modes of faces (for maximum and minimum values of coefficient)
Conclusion
Reconstruction of the geometry of an object based on data from 3D scanners with a single sensor is a complex and time-consuming.
Please also note that the quality of the model depends not only on the quality of the "raw" data scanner measurement, but also their proper
treatment at a later stage of processing.
Definitely the preferred solution is to use a dedicated scanner to scan the hand, with multi-sensor measuring module. An important
factor in improving the quality aspect is the reduction of the measurement time, primarily to remove errors due to different arrangement of
the hand in the case of several individual scans.
The Principal Component Analysis requires the same structure of the data input for all objects in database. By this way the quality of
the registration process has a fundamental importance onto results obtained in modal analysis. Compliance concern not only position and
orientation of models but also topology of the data. To achieve this, each new object added to database must be precisely registered
(transforming different sets of data into one identical format).
In this article authors present specialized algorithm (based on own software code), for three-dimensional registration of 3D hands
data. For 3D hands data the rigid registration was eliminated by using special hand holder (positioner). The first step of non-rigid
registration consists the skeleton nodes’ positions were modified by genetic algorithm. By this way the adjustment of finger positions,
lengths and widths are be set. For finishing registration the CFD (computational fluid dynamics) registration solver is used. For improve
accuracy of the registration process for the 3D hands data the slices process must be evolved onto full 3D much more complex procedure.
For evaluation of registered databases the PCA analyses was done – short visualizations of results (average geometry and three
modes) was presented. In future publications the full results of PCA analysis will be presents and discussed.
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Abstract. A set of mixed-mode I/II fracture tests was carried out on a high strength polyurethane material.
Using a single edge notch bend (SENB) type specimen, containing straight and respectively inclined U
notches, achieving full range from pure mode I to pure mode II. Four different values of the tip radius were
considered in experiments: 0.5, 0.75, 1 and 2 [mm]. The Theory of Critical Distances (TCD), in the form of Point
Method (PM), was used to predict the mixed-mode static failure load of SENB specimens. The experimental
results obtained for pure mode I and pure mode II loading were used to calibrate the characteristic length
function L through the finite element analysis of the stress field at U-notch tip. Having the characteristic length
function L the fracture loads were estimated for the mixed-mode I/II loading and finally were compared with
experimental results.
Introduction
If the introduction of singular stress concentrators in the design of mechanical components can be avoided, the non-singular stress
concentrators, e.g. U and V-rounded notches, appear frequently and their presence generates difficulties in the assessment of structure
strength. The paper represents an attempt to apply a local fracture criterion, named the Point Method – a methodology of the TCD, to the
prediction of failure loads on U-notched SENB specimens. The material involved in this study is the high strength polyurethane Necuron
1020, used in industrial applications for the realization of aerodynamic and hydrodynamic testing models, fixtures and tooling jigs for
automotive industry.
Experimental investigation
The high strength polyurethane Necuron 1020 used in various engineering applications was chosen for the experimental
investigation. The main mechanical properties presented in Table 1 were determined at room temperature. The elastic modulus E and
the ultimate tensile strength σ u were determined by tensile testing, according to ASTM D638-03 requirements, the polyurethane showing
a linear elastic behaviour up to fracture [1]. The Poisson’s ratio ν was obtained using the impulse excitation technique, recommended by
ASTM E1876-01. The mode I fracture toughness K Ic was determined using SENB specimens according to ASTM D5045-99.
Table 1. Mechanical properties of the high strength polyurethane Necuron 1020
3

Material

Density [kg/m ]

Necuron 1020

1020

E [MPa]
3340

0.5

σ u [MPa]

ν [-]

K Ic [MPam ]

49.75

0.34

2.30

The geometries of the SENB type specimens used in the mixed-mode fracture behaviour investigation are illustrated in Fig. 1, [1]: (a)
beams with straight U-notches, for pure mode I and dominant mode I conditions; (b) beams with tilted U-notches, for dominant mode II
conditions, as proposed in [2]. For all the tested specimens the thickness was 10 [mm]. In order to study the influence of the U-notch
radius, four different tip radii ρ were considered: 0.5, 0.75, 1 and 2 [mm]. The tests were performed on a Zwick/Roell Z005 testing
machine with maximum force of 5 [kN], under displacement control at 1 [mm/min]. The recorded load - displacement curves were linear,
without any significant non-linearity, and the fracture occurred suddenly, indicating a brittle behaviour, [1].
As is shown in Fig. 1, the SENB specimens were subjected to a three-point bending. In order to achieve different mixed mode I/II
loading conditions, the distance xs1 was kept fixed at 60 [mm], while the distance xs 2 to the support S2 and the location m of the
applied load point were modified.
For mode I loading conditions the SENB specimens with straight notches were tested at xs 2 equal to 60 [mm] and m equal to 0
[mm], while for dominant mode I loading influence the following conditions were used: xs 2 equal to 12 [mm] and m equal to -4, 4, 24
[mm], for all the four different tip radii.
For dominant mode II loading influence, the SENB specimens were tested keeping fixed the location of applied load point m at 9
[mm] and the distance xs 2 was chosen at 12 [mm]. In order to achieve, for the four different tip radii, the loading conditions closer to pure
mode II, the distance xs 2 was slightly modified as follows: 7.5 [mm] for notch tip radii equal to 0.5 and 0.75 [mm], 8 [mm] for notch tip
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radius equals to 1 [mm] and 9 [mm] for notch tip radius equals to 2 [mm]. A total number of 48 U-notched specimens were tested,
considering 6 different loading conditions for each notch tip radius value.
The investigation of the mixed mode fracture behaviour of the U-notched specimens needs the determination of the mode mixity
parameter, as was define in [3] for cracked components and later extended to U-notched specimens, [4]:





M e  2 π tan 1 K Iu K IIu .

(1)

The mode I and II notch stress intensity factors (NSIF), K Iu and K IIu , were derived by [5] for the U-notches as follows:

K Iu  2π r

σ θ θ  0

1  r0 r 

,

K IIu  2π r

τ r θ θ  0

1  r0 r 

,

(2)

where r and θ are the polar coordinates, r0  ρ 2 represents the distance from the origin of the coordinate system to the notch tip,
while σ θ and τ r θ are the stress components. The NSIF values can be easily determined through a linear elastic finite element analysis.

Fig. 1. SENB specimen geometries (dimensions are in millimeters)
Finite element analysis (FEA)/results
For all 48 tested specimens the stress field at the U-notch tip was investigated through a linear elastic finite element analysis using
ABAQUS 6.9 code, and considering the elastic material properties presented in Table 1. A plain strain analysis was performed taking into
account the thickness of the specimens. The entire model was meshed using quadrilateral 8-node isoparametric finite elements with a
refined mesh around the U-notch tip. Using FEA results, the NSIFs values were obtained from the stress fields along the notch bisector, at
θ  0 , through the Eqs. (2). As can be seen in Fig. 2, for U-notch radius equal to 1 [mm], even in the presence of mixed mode loading
conditions a zone where the two NSIFs are relatively constant.

0.5

Fig. 2. Variation of mode I and mode II NSIFs on the U-notch bisector for tip radius equal to 1 [mm] (unit for NSIF is [MPam ])
u

u

In order to eliminate the weak dependence on the notch tip distance, the mean values K I and K II were calculated over de distance
0.4 ρ starting from notch tip, as recommended [5]:
u

KI 

 

1 r0  0.4 ρ u
K I dr ,

0.4 ρ r0

u

K II 

 

1 r0  0.4 ρ u
K II dr .

0.4 ρ r0

(3)

u
u
and mode II K IIc
fracture toughness were
Moreover, from these mean values, using a polynomial interpolation the mode I K Ic
0.5

determined for ρ  0 (Fig. 3), i.e. for the crack case. So, for mode I fracture toughness the obtained value is equal to 2.24 [MPam ],
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0.5

within a relative error of -2.6 [%] than the value presented in Table 1. While, the mode II fracture toughness is equal to 2.09 [MPam ],
resulting the ratio

u
K IIc

u
K Ic

equal to 0.93.

0.5

Fig. 3. Mode I and mode II critical NSIFs as function of the U-notch radius (unit for NSIF is [MPam ])
Theory of Critical Distances background
The Theory of Critical Distances represents a group of methods – Point, Line, Area and Volume method – which postulates that static
failures in notched components can be predicted by using data from the linear-elastic stress field in the area of the notch tip, through an
appropriate effective stress σ eff , [6-9]. These methods have a common approach – they use the characteristic length L and the inherent
strength σ 0 as material parameters. Usually the strength parameter σ 0 is larger than the ultimate tensile strength σ u and must be
calibrated. For the situations where the material presents a linear-elastic behaviour up to fracture, e.g. fracture of ceramics, inherent
strength σ 0 coincide with σ u . The above mentioned characteristic length L used in static problems can be calculated as follows:

L

1
π

 K Ic

σ
 0

2


 ,



(4)

where K Ic is the plane strain material toughness. As an alternative, especially in the case of polymers, the above referred material
parameters L and σ 0 , can be determined on the basis of the experimental results recorded for components with two different
geometrical features of the notches. So, drawing on the same axes the two distributions of stress versus the distance from the notch tip,
corresponding to the experimentally determined failure loads, the intersection point gives the values of the material parameters L and
σ 0 . For complex geometries of the notches, because there are no simple analytical solutions, the FEA is the easiest method to obtain the
linear-elastic stress field in the area of the notch tip.
Concerning the mixed mode I/II loading, the Point method assumes that fracture occurs when the effective stress σ eff reaches the
inherent strength σ 0 at a distance L 2 from the notch tip:

L 
L 


σ eff  σ n  r  ; θ   σ1  r  ; θ   σ 0 ,
2
2





(5)

where angle θ define the plane experiencing the maximum normal stress σ n . The TCD was successfully applied to predict static brittle
fracture in ceramics [10], composites [6], some polymers (especially PMMA, [8]) and metals tested at low temperatures.
Mixed mode fracture load prediction
Generally, as has been shown in [8] for PMMA, the material cracking behaviour under multiaxial loading conditions changes as the
degree of multiaxiality of the stress field in the notch tip area changes. This phenomena result in values of the characteristic length L
which depend on the degree of multiaxiality of the stress field. Fig. 4 shows for all different U-notches radii the distribution of the principal
stress σ1 for mode I (along the notch bisector, i.e. for θ  0 ) and mode II (along the line define by angle θ ). As can be seen the curves

intersect each other at different characteristic lengths: L 2  0.115 mm  for pure mode I, and L 2  0.135 mm for mode II loading

conditions. The inherent material strength for mode I is equal to σ 0  101.50 MPa , whilst almost the same value 99.70 MPa being
found for mode II.
Following the idea proposed in [8], which is the characteristic length depends on the degree of multiaxiality of the stress field), and
using the mode mixity parameter M e , a linear function was obtained:

L  0.04  M e  0.27 ,

(6)

with M e ranging from 1 for pure mode I to 0 for pure mode II.
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Fig. 4. Principal stress 1 distributions along the normal line to the U-notch define by the angle  (left-mode I, right-mode II)
Using L determined by eq. (6) and inherent strength σ 0  101.50 MPa  , the failure loads were obtained in an easy way by rescaling the
stress vs. distance curves. In Fig. 5 the experimental results and the estimations based on TCD for the failure loads are presented, for two
loading cases.

Fig. 5. Experimental results and TCD estimations as function of the notch radius (left-straight notch, right-inclined notch)
Conclusion
Using SENB U-notched specimens made of high strength polyurethane Necuron 1020 the mixed mode I/II brittle fracture was
investigated. The failure load and the NSIFs were evaluated experimentally for six different mode mixities from mode I to mode II. After
that, the TCD was used to estimate the mixed mode static failure load of SENB specimens. A good agreement between the experimental
data and estimated failure loads was obtained, the relative errors falling within 10 % . Taking into account that the TCD can easily be
used in conjunction with linear-elastic finite element analysis, the presented results are promising.
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Abstract. Production scheduling problems are complex order design tasks, whose solution is still a difficult
task nowadays. These tasks are usually modeled with the Traveling Salesman Problem. This is an NP-hard
problem and can’t be solved optimally within a reasonable time. Acceptable but not optimal solution provided
by artificial intelligence procedures within a reasonable period of time. Such process is the genetic algorithm.
This algorithm has been used for a long time to solve the traveling salesman problem. An important part of this
algorithm which influence of effectiveness is the crossing of individual pair. Over time, many crossing operators
were developed. Each of these has similar characteristics such as maintaining the position and the order of
subsequence. In this article, we show the disadvantage of these characteristics. Then we would like to present
a different operator. Using a new approach, this overcomes the disadvantages and thus it makes the algorithm
more efficient. We compare this operator to some other operators and we certify the efficiency with test results.
Introduction
Nowadays the good quality and low manufacturing cost of the products are more and more important. Due to these expectations it is
very important to use of modern techniques in the production. The most effective way to reduce the cost of production is the optimized use
of production capacity. To achieve this, it is necessary to increase the efficiency of production scheduling.
Complex sequencing problems can be formulated as a Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) [1-3]. This is an NP-hard problem and
can’t be solved optimally within a reasonable time. However, close to optimal heuristic solution can be achieved within a reasonable time
with artificial intelligence techniques. In practice, that close to optimal solution is acceptable. A current artificial intelligence method is the
genetic algorithm.
The genetic algorithm generates new individuals with crossing of individual pairs. This may improve quality, so the method can
converge to the optimal solution. The applied cross operator greatly affects the efficiency of the procedure. Over time, many crossing
operators were developed. These results different crossings, but all are similar in that they only change the sequence or the position of the
cities [4-6]. We suppose that there are more effective solutions possible.
In the first part of the article we introduce the problem and the genetic algorithm applied to solve it. Then we present the crossing
operators which are most commonly used. We show the disadvantage of these characteristics and we present a new crossing operator
that overcomes the disadvantages. We compare this operator to other operators and we certify the efficiency with test results.
Travelling Salesman Problem
The TSP is a sequence design problem. Therefore it is suitable for modeling many different tasks, among them scheduling problems.
There are given n cities and the distance between any two cities. We are looking for the shortest possible route that visits each city exactly
once and returns to the origin city. The TSP is very easy to describe, but yet very difficult to solve.
The problem can be formularized as follows. Given a set of n cities N = {1, ...,n}. Moreover the distance from city i to j - for all i ∈ N, j ∈
th
N, i ≠ j. The travelling salesman route should be the next: π = (π(1) π(2), ..., π(n)) of the sets N , where π(j) is the j visited city. The task
is to find a permutation π* which minimizes the total route length D(π) resulting in the optimal route D(π*), where D(π) is as follows:
∑

(1)

The difficulty is that the number of possible tours is (n‐1)!/2 for n cities. Thus, the computation time for the TSP increases
exponentially with the number of cities. Therefore, the artificial intelligence techniques are used to solve this problem. These methods
provide quasi optimal solution, and their run time varies linearly with the problem size.
Genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithm is a heuristic search that mimics the process of natural evolution [7]. It represents the searching space with a
population of individual objects. The algorithm transforms this population into a new generation using the reproduction of the individuals
and the survival of the best elements. Each individual represents a possible solution to the given problem.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Pseudo-code:
generate initial population
do
select parents from population
produce children using the selected parents
produce children mutating the individuals
extend the population adding the children to it
reduce the extended population
while stop condition
output the best individual

First an initial population is generated. Next, in every iteration individual pairs are selected form the population. They will be the
parents of the new children, which are added to the population. The newly generated individuals are mutated with nearly zero probability.
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After that, some individuals are removed from the population according to a selection criterion in order to reduce the population to its initial
size. One iteration of the algorithm is referred to as a generation. The mutation is applied to overcome the concentration of the features of
the population. This operator brings new properties into the population causing blood refreshing effect.
Crossover operator
The crossover is one of the key part of the genetic algorithm, it used to vary the order of chromosomes from one generation to the
next. The crossover operator is analogous to reproduction and biological crossover. It is a process of selecting a pair of parent solution and
producing a child solution from them. In the next the order crossover and its variants will be presented. This type of operator is the most
frequently used to solve the TSP. This is because in this problem the cities order is more important than they positions.
Order Crossover (OX1)
This is the first main variant of the crossover type operator [8]. It generates an offspring by choosing a subsequence of a tour from one
parent and preserves the relative order of cities from the other parent. For example, consider the parents P1 and P2. First we select the cut
points of the parents (marked by ”|”).
P1 = (1 2 3 | 4 5 6 | 7 8)
P2 = (2 8 6 | 4 7 3 | 5 1)
The offspring is created by the following way. First the sequence between the two cutpoints is copied into the offspring like this:
O1 = (_ _ _ | 4 5 6 | _ _)
O2 = (_ _ _ | 4 7 3 | _ _)
Then the remaining positions are filled with the other parent elements, in order from the second cutting point.
P2 = (2 8 6 | 4 7 3 | 5 1)

P2 = (2 8 6 | 4 7 3 | 5 1)

O1 = (_ _ _ | 4 5 6 | 1 _) O1 = (_ _ _ | 4 5 6 | 1 2)

O1 = (8 _ _ | 4 5 6 | 1 2)

O1 = (8 7 _ | 4 5 6 | 1 2)

O1 = (8 7 3 | 4 5 6 | 1 2)

The O2 individual is generated similarly:
O2 = (2 5 6 | 4 7 3 | 8 1)
Order Based Crossover (OX2)
This is the second main variant of the order crossover [9]. In this operator a random several elements in a parent are selected and the
other parent sequence without these elements are copied into the offspring. Then the remaining positions are filled with the previously
selected elements. For example consider the parents P1 and P2 like previously. Let the selected elements be 2, 3 and 6 from the first
parent.
P1 = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8)
P2 = (2 8 6 4 7 3 5 1)
The elements in the second parent without the selected 2, 3 and 6 are copied into the offspring. Then the empty positions filled with
the selected elements from the first parent.
P2 = (2 8 6 4 7 3 5 1)

P1 = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8)

O = (_ 8 _ 4 7 _ 5 1)

O = (2 8 3 4 7 6 5 1)

The first variation VOX1
K. Deep and H. Mebrahtu were asked the following question: Why we use the cut points from same positions in both parents? [10] On
this basis, some variations developed from the above described operator. In this variation the first cut points are in different positions, but
the subsequence size between the cut points for both parents is the same. Apart from this it is similar to the OX1. For example consider
P1 = (2 | 7 5 3 | 8 6 4 1)
P2 = (6 2 4 | 8 5 7 | 1 3)
P2 = (6 2 4 | 8 5 7 | 1 3)

P2 = (6 2 4 | 8 5 7 | 1 3)

P2 = (6 2 4 | 8 5 7 | 1 3)

P2 = (6 2 4 | 8 5 7 | 1 3)

P2 = (6 2 4 | 8 5 7 | 1 3)

O1 = (_ | 7 5 3 | 1 _ _ _) O1 = (_ | 7 5 3 | 1 6 _ _)

O1 = (_ | 7 5 3 | 1 6 2 _)

O1 = (_ | 7 5 3 | 1 6 2 4)

O1 = (8 | 7 5 3 | 1 6 2 4)

The O2 individual is generated similarly:
O2 = (1 2 3 | 8 5 7 | 6 4)
The second variation VOX2
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Here not only the cut point positions are different, but the size of the subsequence between the cut points are also different. The
remaining steps are similar to OX1. The following example presents the method:
P1 = (2 7 | 5 3 | 8 6 4 1)
P2 = (6 2 4 | 8 5 7 1 | 3)
Replacing 7 1 6 2 4 8 after the second cut point in P1 and 3 6 4 2 after the second cut point in P2 we have the two offspring as
O1 = (7 1 | 5 3 | 6 2 4 8)
O2 = (4 2 3 | 8 5 7 1 | 6)
The third variation VOX3
The difference from OX1 is that two pairs of cut point are used; the refilling is the same as in VOX1. For example
P1 = (3 | 4 9 | 6 5 | 1 8 2 | 7)
P2 = (6 | 1 9 | 2 7 | 3 5 4 | 8)
Replacing 6 7 3 5 after the fourth cut point in P1 and 7 6 8 2 after the fourth cut point in P2 we have the two offspring as
O1 = (7 | 4 9 | 3 5 | 1 8 2 | 6)
O2 = (6 | 1 9 | 8 2 | 3 5 4 | 7)
Each of the operations described above are all similar to each other in one aspect. The subsequence between the cut points keeps its
absolute position in the offspring. This fixes the sequence of the elements in the offspring. The element of the parent can be less freely
scattered.
Proposed crossing operator
The recognition that the existing order crossing operators are maintain the position of the elements while crossing lead to the idea to
develop a new crossing operator that randomly determines the inherited section place. Thus, the order of the cities in the offspring can
better mix. This makes it possible to maintain the order of the minimum-cost segments, while their positions relatively to the order of points
in the other parent change positively. We call it Random Positioning Order Crossover (RPOX).
Like in the OX1 operator the first cutting point of the subsequence and its size is chosen randomly. But unlike the OX algorithms this
subsequence position in the offspring is randomly chosen. Then the remaining positions are filled with the elements from the other parent.
For example, consider the parents P1 and P2, and select a random subsequence from P1.
P1 = (3 9 4 | 2 1 6 7 | 5 8)
P2 = (1 3 8 2 6 7 4 5 9)
The selected subsequence is copied in to the offspring to a random position. Than the remaining elements (3 8 4 5 9) are copied from
P2 starting the copying from the beginning of the P2 and O strings.
O = (3 | 2 1 6 7 | 8 4 5 9)
Thus, this crossover allows the possibility of both parents subsequence to be transferred. In addition this operator provides the ability
of changing the position of these sub sequences during the population generation.
Experimental results
We implemented a genetic algorithm with OX1, VOX1, VOX2 and RPOX operators. We tried to implement the algorithms in the way
described [10]. However, we could not find enough information about the best individual selection. In our implementation individuals
selected for reproduction from the best quarter of the population.
Two tests were performed, in the first we created a problem with 128 cities. The distances between cities were generated using
random numbers between 10 and 100. Then a minimal cost, optimal route was generated using random numbers between 1 and 10. This
was done to make the optimal route significantly different from the other possible routes. During the test the population size was 256 and
the maximum number of generations was 32000. The algorithm was run for several times and we collected the best and worst results.
Table 1. The searching algorithms with different crossovers depending on the generations
generations 
OX1

VOX1

VOX2

RPOX

4000

8000

12000

16000

20000

24000

28000

32000

best

1134.9

964.0

928.8

879.5

727.2

695.4

695.4

674.2

worst

1378.2

1160.2

1035.8

956.2

886.7

768.8

768.8

768.8

best

827.0

679.8

600.2

574.9

452.4

426.7

423.9

411.1

worst

960.7

769.8

698.1

684.6

641.2

525.5

525.5

493.9

best

799.9

672.1

593.5

557.1

516.7

466.4

436.7

428.9

worst

938.4

755.3

642.4

584.9

565.5

519.8

463.4

458.7

best

777.8

594.0

528.3

487.7

468.1

437.5

409.2

389.8

worst

800.1

674.1

577.2

556.2

540.9

518.2

516.2

516.2
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The algorithm was run several times and the Table 1 shows the best and worst results obtained after different number of generations.
We can see that using the method with the crossing that we have developed approaching the optimum faster than the method using the
OX1 crossover.
In the second test we tested the algorithms on six bench mark problem instances taken from the TSPLIB [11]. During testing, the
maximum number of generations was 30000 and the population size was 128 for all cases. The Table 2 shows the best and the worst
results after a several run. The table shows that the algorithm uses VOX1 and VOX2 crosses better than which used OX1. However, our
developed algorithm with RPOX crossover achieved a little better solution than those.
Table 2. The experimental results; inside the parentheses are the optimal values

gr48
(5046)
eli51
(426)
eli76
(538)
kroA100
(21282)
eli101
(629)

solution

OX1

VOX1

VOX2

RPOX

best

6485.0

5207.0

5166.0

5128.0

worst

7121.0

5486.0

5216.0

5501.0

best

441.2

432.0

437.6

430.4

worst

454.8

439.7

445.9

449.8

best

660.9

572.3

569.3

560.1

worst

708.9

585.1

577.0

585.0

best

27738.9

21795.2

22169.7

21602.7

worst

36413.7

22617.0

23225.2

22553.9

best

752.1

677.0

673.8

668.4

worst

835.0

698.6

699.3

693.7

Conclusion and future work
The conducted research targeted the improvement possibilities of manufacturing scheduling problems using artificial intelligence
methods, especially genetic algorithm. In this paper we examined the crossover operators that usually applied in genetic algorithm to solve
the Travelling Salesman Problem. We highlighted the characteristics of the order crossover operators that impair the applicability of
genetic algorithm for order planning problems. Than we presented a new type of crossover operator based on the order crossover type.
The introduced operator takes advantage of order of cities in case of both parents. Thus it more quickly converges to the optimal solution
than the reference OX1 algorithm and at least as good as the improved versions and even better in approaching the optimum. However,
the investigation is incomplete and needs further analysis. Additionally other optimization options have to be considered which can make
the proposed new algorithm even more suitable for use in order planning tasks.
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Abstract Recently Internet has actively been used in almost all the field of life. In the beginning, in the course
of design and realization, the primary goal was the assurance of operating ability of the net (robustness). An
additional goal was to make it possible to start new services and their availability on the joined computers in a
fairly simple way. However, security issues were examined both in the course of design and implementation (e.
g. in the case of ftp and telnet protocol identification of the user), but this was not an essential question. As a
result of the progress of computers and software developing systems there has been a possibility to recognize
and exploit security shortcomings. Such firms have appeared in the market the main profile of which is to
search for security gaps. The experts working here can be involved in the research of the computer security
issues touching national security and in replying this kind of issues respectively, but they can be applied in
planning and/or realizing computer attacks as well. A computer attack can be aimed at paralysing a service
inside a country but it can also be directed towards against the IT tools of a non-friendly country. The attacked
side gets ready for several kinds of aggression, therefore always newer and newer methods have been
developed. The paper draws the reader’s attention to such an attack mode that based upon a virtual computer
and for this reason its disclosure decreases in a significant way.
Introduction
Today, there are more and more articles in different news portals [1] about attacks methodically carried out on the Internet. The
attacked targets vary: well-known security firms, banks, law enforcement and other government bodies, stock exchanges, any kind of
political organization and other institutions are also on the list of targets. In most cases the attackers are hidden, or identified with a fancy
name, throwing a kind of a challenge to the official authorities taking actions in defense of the law.
Here are some thought-provoking short news items about the new type of “war” unfolding on the internet.

January 10, 2012: Hackers of the group Anonymous acquired and shared the passwords and credit card data of several
employees of the European Committee, European Parliament and the European External Action Service.

January 13, 2012: Gaza hackers attacked the website of the Israeli fire service.

January 17, 2012: the Israeli Defense Forces Group entered the website of the Saudi Arabian and the United Arabic Emirates
stock exchanges.

January 26, 2012: the website of the European Parliament was disabled by a Denial-of-Service attack.

January 27, 2012: an attack against the system of the Lithuanian National Bank online service.

January 28, 2012: the website of the Slovakian Government became unavailable because of an attack.

February 2, 2012: attacks against the website of Ukrainian official bodies.

February 10, 2012: Denial of Service attack against the website of the CIA, “Tango Down”.

February 13, 2012: Denial-of-Service attack against the website of the New York Stock Exchange and the NASDAQ.

February 15, 2012: attack against the governmental website of a Hungarian political figure, Rozsa Hoffmann.

March 4, 2012: on the website of the Constitutional Court, the Fundamental Law of Hungary was modified.
These do not seem accidentally time-identified cases of a war. This war actually began much earlier, and is not even close to an
end. The listed attacks did not originate from one source, and were against different targets. We can ask the question in mind: Are not
these previous tryouts for a later, larger-scale war? Small-scale activities that do not cause serious damage yet can be (unofficially)
supported by a military, or rather a quasi-military service can (not officially) with money, technology or knowledge. From the successful or
unsuccessful attacks serious experiences can be gained for the future [2].
The group Anonymous, which disabled the portals of U.S. Justice Department and the FBI for several hours in January, and also
carried out a successful attack against the website of the CIA, has suffered its first serious loss. In October, Interpol arrested 25 members
of the hacktivist group in Europe and in South America.
The seat of war
In the 21st century, few civilized countries can afford to war with another country face to face. At the same time, if we compare
the targets of attacks listed in the introduction, we can see that those were typically governmental websites, available on the internet. The
attackers who undertook the attack actually attacked a country, and if another country’s government was proved to support the attack, then
we can really talk about a war between two countries.
It is hard to draw the line where an “amateur” attack ends, and where a “government-supported” team’s attack starts. Suspected
that, in these cases there is a careful request in the background, or with diplomats involved, to drop the investigation of the case.
They say “Wise men learn by others’ harm”. Most developed countries did not wait for an attack on their important systems.
Since attacks carried out through the web have long been known, governments and military bodies have been dealing with this problem for
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a long time, and are mostly prepared. In a June 2011 article of ComputerWorld [3], the British Minister of War admitted that his
government is developing an Internet “arsenal of weapons”, which besides self-defense, can be suitable to attack other countries as well.
The United States describes this problem in a different way [4]. Concentrating on the kickback, according to a Reuters news report, the
Pentagon considers an attack against the Internet network of the United States to be an act of war.
Though the attacks listed in the introduction were all successful, the shutdown lasted for various lengths of time. This means that
in some cases the attack did not continue, while in other cases the defenses of the attacked target were not successful. Attacks through
the web, compared to organized, traditional military actions, are most similar to attacks of those kinds of “partisan groups” who involve
civilians in actions without their knowledge. In a war, in many cases civilians took part in partisan actions that lived their usual lives after
the action. Their liquidation was hopeless, unless someone had successfully integrated into the group.
In the case of Internet attacks, the explanation for integrating civilians is that successful DoS attacks need so many attacking
computers. The means not only that their purchase and centralized operation is fairly high cost, but the risk of getting caught is high
because of the scale of preparations. In case of the 2008 Internet attack against the nation of Georgia [5], the estimation of the number of
computers involved in the attack was based on the data of US Department of Homeland Security. According to the estimation there were
more than a million attacking computers. Supposing one computer and four family members per household, if there is a computer in every
third household, this means 12 million inhabitants were involved. A smaller country has not got this many inhabitants (Slovakia: 5.4 million
inhabitants, Czech Republic: 10.4 million inhabitants, Estonia: 1.35 million inhabitants, Hungary: 10 million inhabitants, etc.). It is difficult to
estimate how big a place, how many specialists, and what kind of electricity supply and other IT support is needed for operating computers
concentrated at one place. It is obvious that the computers involved in such an attack are not at one concentrated place, but can be
anywhere in the world with appropriate infrastructure. The attacking computers against the Lithuanian National Bank were in Lithuania,
Canada, China, Russia, Switzerland, Ukraine and in the United States.
If we try to estimate how much time is needed to turn on the computer, than supposing that one computer can be turned on each
second, then for turning on a million computers, a million seconds are needed. Since there are 3600 seconds in an hour, and there are 168
hours in a week, 1 week=3,600 x 168 = 604,800 seconds, so around two weeks are needed.
The hinterland
During conventional warfare mostly civilians are not at the front but in the hinterland, where education and the everyday (but
unconventional) life continues. Along with them, the replacement of military technology is in the hinterland and newer tactical research is
being carried out. So, it is accepted that the hinterland can be attacked because of this, for example by bombing or through sabotage done
with involvement of the local resistance, etc. At such times, the goal is to interfere with the military technology replacement and to prevent
development by destroying the infrastructure partly or completely. The destruction of the morale of the population is also a significant goal.
In accordance with the development of the technology, serious IT support is used in almost every production plant and
infrastructural institution (gas works, water works, electric distribution, etc.). Complex systems of IT assets and software are needed:




for automated operation,
for rapid intervention in case of errors,
for reducing the number of operating staff.

IT assets communicate through the web, the different sensors forward data and get commands from the control system and
report back the execution of the command. If there is a physical attack against the computer system, then in case of damage, the directly
connected institutes and their tool systems built on this network are not able to communicate. If we concentrate on the damage, and within
that to the unavailability of the network, then it is obvious that dysfunction can be achieved also by computer attacks. There are several
methods:





misconfiguring the parameters that control the correct operation of the tools assuring the operations of the network,
preventing the operation of some tools with Denial of Service,
damaging the wiring,
causing disturbances in the forwarding medium in the case of wireless forward.

In Denial of Service attacks the emphasis is on the proper selection of the target, the number of attacking computers, the method
of attack and possibly on the precise timing. In most countries in the case of really critical systems they try to disconnect the network
needed for their operation from the internet, but with this they lose the advantages of the internet (for example, that the systems are
accessible almost everywhere). Aside from the additional cost of building up a Private Network the other disadvantage is that significant
sources (staff, reserve asset park, monitoring tools) are needed for its operation.
In traditional attacks, the attackers are usually near to the event: people, who fire the weapons, push the plunger, install the
timed mechanism, cut the cable, etc. But in an internet attack, usually this is not typical at all. One of the most important principles when
designing the Internet was robustness and adaptability. Almost all of the communication protocols were designed according to this. Data
streams are divided into smaller units (packets), in which the IP address of the sender and the addressee is included, as well as other
accompanying information. Of course in some cases this is not so obvious, since NAT-ing (Network Address Translation) is used in
several places as well. The following of the packets still can be ensured by requiring the management of the needed log files. This is why
a typical Internet attack almost never comes from the computer of the real attackers. In most cases they intrude into a network whose
security is not strong enough: with no system administrator or an under-qualified one, and/or with no or a deficient security policy [6] [7]. In
other cases, there is a qualified administrator, but there is a lack of financial resources. They look up those intruding points in the network
(mostly general-purpose personal computers), from where the turnover of other tools on the network can be monitored, so other
information for breaking into other computers can be obtained: host names, IP addresses, port numbers for reaching services, log-in
names, passwords. At this stage, besides obtaining information, the primary aim is latency and avoiding being caught. Virtualization
provides great help to the attacker in this. We can prepare to ward off attacks by analyzing the possibilities of the attacker [8] [9].
Virtualization [10]
On the successfully attacked computer, a program to take over the control of other computers is run without the knowledge of
the owner. This program is also able to start an attack (for example request of repeating a service) under the appropriate conditions, like at
a specific date, at the log-in of a specific user, or at the start-up of a specific program. These programs are fairly widespread, so mainly
there are known security systems against them. Antiviruses and Smart Security Systems identify these programs in a way similar to
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viruses, they signal their presence and usually they also remove them. The modern antiviruses look up the harmful programs typically in
two ways:



they look for the identifying sequence made from the significant, individual command part of the dangerous programs;
they examine the typical behavior of harmful programs.

There can be a problem in determining the identifying sequence: if the sequence is too general, then the antivirus can signal also
programs that are not harmful. If the sequence is determined very accurately, then it will not identify the small modification of the harmful
program. The modification can be caused by an automatic “mutation”, programmed by the creator of the program, or a slightly different
version built on this, created by another programmer. Neither of them is positive. In the first case, the user loses confidence in the antivirus
program, and may even remove it because of many false warnings. The second case is more obvious: it lets a harmful program work. The
security reliability can depend on this narrow bound, so the method of creating a sequence is strictly guarded at development firms.
The antivirus program oversees the security of only that computer on which it runs. Of course it cannot see the programs running
on other computers.
The performance of currently available computers is so huge that in many cases the running of the installed program does not
load its resources. The administrators in many cases oversize these because of security reasons. Recognizing this, and because of other
operating viewpoints, software has been made that creates a virtual computer when started. If these are started several times, then
several virtual computers run simultaneously. These virtual computers are totally empty. At first, as with a real computer, an operating
system has to be installed, then the other applications which we would like to run on this virtual computer. Let us imagine a computer on
which Server 2003 is installed, and three virtual computers (for example VMWare Workstation) are running on it. On two, the Windows
Server 2008, on the third one, a Linux (e.g.: Ubuntu). This time 1+3 operation systems will be running simultaneously. 1+3 operating
systems load the CPU and consume the memory. What is the advantage of this system?





Only that program is installed on each virtual computer, which is needed for ensuring the service.
The program, which ensures the service, does not “argue” with other programs, so the operating of the system is more reliable
and more computable.
In case of a problem, the original state of the virtual computer can be restored very quickly.
The program which lets us see the virtual computer can emulate a computer which the user does not have.

Because all of these are advantages it is worth dealing with virtualization more seriously. Though, everything has got
disadvantages as well. In this case, if the real computer goes wrong, then none of the virtual computers running on it will operate. However,
in this case the functionality can be restored relatively quickly, if there is another computer nearby with the same software environment.
Only the files belonging to the virtual computers have to be copied, then imported, and the system is available again. The needed time
cannot be compared with the time needed for installation on a real computer.
The virtual computers let us see the resources and ports of the real computer, depending on the setting: for example the network
card, USB ports, the whole hardware, or just some part of it. The virtual computer does not see, and does not even know about the other
virtual computers. It can share data only through the real computer.
Not only do the virtual computers not see each other, but the programs installed on the real computer also do not see the virtual
computer, or the programs running on them. Recognizing this, more than one program has been created which creates on the attacked
computer a virtual computer with minimal resources, puts on an operating system with minimal needs, and the attacking program runs on
this. The hardware need of this virtual computer can be very small, so it does causes no noticeable slowdown on the attacked computer. It
manages with less than 100 MB from the hardware, and cleverly managing the memory, also around 100 MB is enough. A modern
notebook in many cases has a 4 GB memory. From this, the use of 100 MB is not noticeable, unless someone checks for it. Also, a
notebook like this can be ordered with 300-500 GB hardware. A 100 MB loss cannot be easily noticed, considering that the operating
system right after installation occupies 3-4 GB.
The possibility mentioned earlier – that the program running on the virtual computer can access the resources of the real
computer – causes the attacker program on the virtual computer to use the network card of the real computer. At this time the packets
appearing on the network contain the IP address of the real computer as sender. This observes and logs data and passwords stolen from
the network and sometimes or regularly sends them to a programmed place on the internet, or to a hardly checkable e-mail address, e.g.
Gmail or Freemail. These kinds of intrusions are very hard to detect. A help can be the earlier mentioned regular and detailed log file and
a conscientious administrator who regularly checks the logs, and not just archives them or in worse case deletes them without reading.
Summary
The article tries to draw the reader’s attention to the reality that with the help of everyday-used Internet not only can we quickly
and effectively obtain information from computers, but with the help of the same computer other computers on the network are also
available and attackable. If programs run on these computers to ensure the operation of the infrastructure, then by attacking these
computers the standard of the infrastructure service can be reduced, or be halted completely. In official circles, in this area, those of most
concern are the computers of electronic services. Though these computers are mostly well protected, with a hiding method (which is not
known widely) the program needed for an attack can be hidden well. This method is built on the virtual computers.
The article tries to delineate the modality of the defense through describing the possibilities of the potential attacker.
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Abstract. The paper summarizes a new model and a practice-oriented approach for solving scheduling
problems of discrete manufacturing processes. An advanced scheduling approach is presented which is able
to adapt to the requirements of real-life situations by taking into consideration the specific characteristics of
modern manufacturing and assembly systems. These detailed constraints and capabilities of the actual
resource environment include the alternative technological routes, the limited available machines, the
unrelated processing time, the sequence dependent setup time and the jobs with due dates. An extended
flexible job shop scheduling model is defined to solve the resource allocation problems and to create the fine
schedule of the execution of jobs, tasks and operations. The paper describes the most important
characteristics of the analyzed problem class and shows the main approach of the developed heuristic solving
method. Our approach combines a special searching technique based on fast execution-driven simulation with
a multi-objective optimization model.
Introduction
In modern manufacturing/assembly environments, many scheduling problems occur. Production scheduling can be defined as the
allocation of available production resources over time to perform a collection of tasks [1]. Most of the scheduling problems are highly
complicated and hard to solve owing to the complex nature of the problems. Today, the production engineering and management utilize
more and more computer integrated application systems to support decision making [2].
This paper is primarily concerned with industrial scheduling problems, where it is required that advanced scheduler software has to
assign limited available resources to the operations of jobs and to sequence the assigned operations on each resource over time. It is
mainly concerned with discrete manufacturing, in which typically series of items are produced. A series can include one or more pieces.
The discrete manufacturing operations are executed on discrete, separated machines and workplaces. Depending on arrange of
machines, robots, buffers and material handling devices, manufacturing systems can be characterized by different layouts (i. e.: single
machine, parallel machines, flow shop, flexible flow shop, job shop, flexible job shop and so on). In this paper we are dealing with the
scheduling problems in which the execution of the operations requires the exact predefinition of the feasible routing alternatives.
The focus of this paper is set to the fine (detailed) scheduling function of the Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES). The main
purpose of the fine scheduler MES component is to create a detailed and near-optimal schedule to meet the master plan defined at the
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) level. The scheduler is able to get the actual data of dependent (internal) production orders,
products, resource environment, process plans and additional constraints. The shop floor management configures the actual production
goals and their priorities. Obviously, management may declare various goals time by time. The scheduler has to provide a feasible
schedule which meets the management’s goals. The result of scheduling is a fine schedule which declares the releasing sequence and
execution time data of the jobs and its operations assigns all the necessary resources to them and proposes the starting time of activities.
The execution of the fine schedule has to meet the pre-defined goals without breaking any of the hard constraints. The computation time of
the solving process is also an important issue especially with large number of internal orders, jobs, operations, resources, technological
variants and constraints.
In the literature, different flexible scheduling model variants can be found. One of the main groups of these models is the flexible flow
shop (FFS) scheme. A detailed survey for the FFS problem is given by Quadt and Kuhn [3]. FFS environment consists of stages that
represent the fundamental (operation-type) units of the system. At each stage one or more identical machines work in parallel. Each job
has to be processed at each stage on any of the parallel concurrent machines. The sequence of the visited stages is given. Another group
of flexible scheduling models is the flexible job shop problem (FJS). This model is an extension of the classical job shop scheduling
problem by allowing an operation to be assigned to one of a set of eligible machines during scheduling [4]. The problem is to assign each
operation to a suitable machine and to order the operations on the machines such that the objective function is optimized. The flexible flow
shop problem is a special case of the flexible job shop problem.
In respect of production performance, both the allocation of machines and the sequence of jobs are of great importance. Lots of shop
scheduling model are known in the literature, but most of them use only one performance measure. Usually the latest finishing time
(makespan) of the released jobs appears as goal function of optimization for Make to Stock (MTS) manufacturing. Frequently, one of
objective functions related to due date plays the main role in scheduling models for supporting make to order (MTO) manufacturing. Only
a few of the models deal with multi-objective cases which are more important in flexible and agile manufacturing. For example, references
[5, 6] show two different approaches. Moreover, the existing models often disregard the machine processing abilities, alternative process
plans, limited machine availability time frames, job travelling times, machine eligibility and others characteristics, then the improvement
and extension of flexible shop models is required.
An Extended Flexible Job Shop Model
The basis of the new research was the Extended Flexible Flow Shop model (EFFS) developed by the second and third authors of this
paper [7]. Developing a new model for flexible manufacturing was the main goal of our new research. We have defined a new (Extended
Flexible Job Shop, EFJS) model in order to extend the set of manageable jobs, operation execution characteristics and alternative
technological process plans.
From the operation execution point of view, in the job shop (JS) resource environment, there exists only one available machine for
each operation and one feasible process plan for each job. In the flexible job shop (FJS) model, there are choices to be made in solving the
scheduling problem from among alternative parallel machines (set of suitable machines) on which an operation can be performed. In our
new EFJS model, we assume that alternative technological process plans can be assigned to each job. The process plan specifies the
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number and sequence of operations to be performed. The EFJS scheduling problems is more complicated decision (optimization) problem
than FJS problem. As the well-known JS and FJS are NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems, therefore our EFJS scheduling
problem is NP-hard.
In the EFJS model, the discrete manufacturing process produces various products. By means of forecasting tools which considers
external orders, market trends, seasonal characteristics a set of internal production orders has been created by the production planners.
Each production order defines the required number of identical products of certain product type, which should be manufactured by the
pre-defined due date. The logistical unit is the palette at the shop floor level, which can take one or more products. An internal production
order consists of one or more palettes. Depending on the product type, palettes carry pre-defined number of identical products. Orders can
be considered as the set of palettes to manufacture, where the number of palettes depends on the ordered product quantity and the
capacity of the palettes. The model being shown in this section applies manufacturing/assembly machine objects (individual machines,
flexible machine lines, and flexible manufacturing cells). Machine lines and manufacturing cells perform more technological steps (TS).
Each TS means a sequence of operations and cannot be interrupted. Consequently TS is the smallest allocation unit during the
scheduling. A job means one or more palette of an internal production order with technological steps to be executed in a pre-defined
sequence. The nature of the extended flexible manufacturing is that same goods can be manufactured using alternative materials,
components, machines and technological routes (process plans). We assume that the capacity of the buffers placed among machines is
not limited.
In EFJS model, every machine object can be characterized by product sequence dependent setup times, availability time frames
(calendar elements), various production rates depending on product types, and capability for performing a single step or a sequence of
steps for certain products. Machines can be arranged into machine groups according to the processing ability. A machine group is a set of
machines that can execute the same execution step (sequence of technological steps). This point of view, a given final product or a
semi-finished product can be produced differently using different sequence of machine groups on which the required components are
taken through.
In order to formulate the new class of scheduling problems described above, the well-known formal specification || is used, where
 denotes machine environment descriptors,  denotes processing characteristics and constraints, and  denotes the list of objective
functions. Extended Flexible Job Shop (EFFS) scheduling model can be described as follows:
FJ, Mg, Qi,m, Seti,j,m, Calm | Ri, Di, Exei, Ai,g | f1, f2,…, fK

(1)

where the symbols are as follows: FJ - flexible job shop environment, Mg - group of multi-purpose parallel machines which can
execute one or more operations in a given sequence, Qi,m - unrelated parallel machines with job dependent production rates, Seti,j,m - job
sequence and machine dependent setup times, Calm - machine dependent availability time intervals, Ri - job dependent release time, Di job dependent due date, Exei - required type and sequence of technology steps for jobs, Ai,g - available set of suitable machines in groups
for jobs, f1, f2,…, fK - objective functions to be minimized (criteria of multi-objective optimization).
The numerical result of the objective function expresses the quality of the generated solutions (fine schedules). Some examples of
typical objective functions are listed in Table 1. In real manufacturing environments, production operations managements may require
various objective functions, therefore we focuses on general multi-objective scheduling approaches in order to obtain flexible and adaptive
methods for supporting shop floor scheduling in practice.
Table 1. Typical objective functions for detailed scheduling
Symbol
Cmax
Lmax
Tmax
Smax
(Ci-ri)
Li
Ti
Ui
Wm
vi(Ci-ri)
viLi
viTi
NWIP
NSET
TSET

Meaning
Completion time of last job (makespan) to be min.
Max lateness to be min.
Max tardiness to be min.
Max square distance of differences to due dates to be min.
Sum of throughput times to be min.
Sum of lateness times to be min.
Sum of tardiness times to be min.
Number of tardiness to be min.
Sum of machine blocking time to be min. (Utilization to be max.)
Weighted sum of flow times to be min.
Weighted sum of lateness times to be min.
Weighted sum of tardiness times to be min.
Average number of work in progress to be min.
Number of setups to be min.
Sum of setup times to be min.

The extended flexible job shop scheduling problem is difficult to solve. The model inherits the difficulties of the classical job shop and
the flexible job shop models. Additionally, numerous strange features appear because of special extensions.
Integrated Production Fine Scheduling based on Multi-Objective Searching Algorithm and Execution-Driven Simulation
In general, production scheduling consists of batching, assigning, sequencing and timing because of complexity of the problem. In
this paper, an integrated approach is proposed to solve all these sub-problems as a whole without decomposition. In this approach, all the
issues are answered simultaneously.
For solving production scheduling problems in practice, an advanced multi-objective scheduling approach has been developed
based on fast production simulation [8]. After developing scheduler software, the concept is successfully tested on extended flexible flow
shop problems considering multiple objectives and constraints originating from an industrial environment [9, 10]. Scheduling based on
simulation can consider exactly what the actual manufacturing system should perform in the planned time horizon. In the approach, each
schedule created for the shop is a feasible solution, because all of the hard constraints are considered.
Decision Variables and Problem Space Transformation
We overdeveloped the above referenced approach for solving EFJS problems. In the applied approach the job plays the role of the
basic scheduling unit. Each internal production order consists of jobs that mean individual unit (one or more pieces with execution steps
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required). In order to create a detailed schedule for the production of each internal production order in EFJS environment, it is necessary
for each job: (1) to assign it to one of the suitable routes (technological process plans), (2) to assign it to one of the suitable machines at
each possible machine group according to the chosen route, (3) to fix its position in the queue of each chosen machine, (4) and to pre-set
its starting time on each chosen machine.
To make decisions in the last issue (4) is very complicated. The main idea of our approach is a problem space transformation based
on simulation. We use the sequence of job-machine assignments on each machine to represent a candidate schedule as a solution. The
decision variables of this reduced problem space form a simple schedule which will be extended to a fine schedule by using simulation.
The simulation, which is a fast execution-driven simulation of the simple schedule, answers the remaining issue concerning the starting
time data of the execution steps. Consequently, the simple schedule determines the fine schedule. The jobs move alone on the shop
environment and have got owner time data. Sizes of production batches are formed dynamically by scheduling and executing the jobs on
machines. To accelerate the simulation we use indexed data structure as attributes of the model objects. This memory model is based on
indexes which are non-negative integer values assigned to the entities, to point to the position in the target object. The developed data
model supports the association of two or more different type objects (i.e. machines and jobs). Before scheduling a builder method creates
the full indexed data model which includes the valid technological and resource constraints and possible alternatives (i.e. job dependent
sets of machines).
Execution-Driven Production Simulation
An execution-driven simulation can be realized with rule-based numerical simulation of the production to calculate the time data of the
execution steps. Input data determine the production order, the jobs, the machines and the schedule to be executed. The schedule
specifies the assignment of jobs and machines, in addition defines the execution sequences of jobs on machines.
Every job is represented by an individual model object (Ji) in the simulation. A Ji means a set of the same type work-pieces. All of the
work-pieces of a given Ji are processed on the same technological route by the same machines. The route and the machines are chosen
by the scheduler and defined in the schedule to be executed. Every Ji represents one or more work-pieces (item series) to be moved as an
individual atomic unit among machines. An execution step of a given Ji on a machine means a processing task.
The main steps of the simulation are as follows: (1) Build and initialize the model objects. (2) Choose the next execution step (task) to
be performed. (3) Simulate the execution of the active job on the active machine. The most important objects of the simulation model are
the production orders, the jobs, the tasks, the machines, the input schedule, the output fine schedule and the object of performance
indicators. At the beginning of the calculation these objects are initialized with the actual values of the system state variables.
The execution-driven method calculates and stores the time data of the execution steps. On each machine the execution sequence of
the assigned jobs is pre-defined. The main issue is how the limited resources influence the execution. To answer this issue the simulation
must play all of the activities in a suitable sequence. This sequence cannot be pre-defined but it is part of the simulation. In an intermediate
situation, the next execution step must be chosen from the set of candidate jobs. Each machine has a loading list and a pointer that shows
the next job to be processed according to the schedule. The pair of a given machine and its pointed job means a candidate execution step
for processing if all the starting requirements are satisfied. These are as follows: (1) the machine has finished its previous job; (2) the job
execution has been completed successfully on its previous machine.
The method chooses the candidate execution step which can be started earliest. The machine and the job associated with the
chosen execution step become active entities. The method calculates the time data (start time STmi, setup time SetTmi, processing time
ProcTmi, and completion time CTmi) of the active job on the active machine. The processing time (ProcTmi) is determined by the work-piece
quantity (qi) of the job, the job (product type) dependent production rate (prmi) of the machine. The start time STmi of a given job Ji on an
assigned machine Mm is determined by the following values: (1) the earliest release time of the job (Ri), (2) the completion time of the job
on the previous machine (ctpi), (3) the moving time of the job from the previous machine (mtipm), (4) the completion time of the previous job
on the machine (ctmh), (5) the job-sequence dependent setup time on the machine (settmhi), (6) the availability time frames of the machine
(CALm). Focusing on the simulation of the execution step of job Ji on the assigned machine Mm, the simplified description of the calculation
can be seen in Fig. 1 assuming that the setup activity can be started on the machine before the job arrives (ami).
ami ← ctpi + mtipm;
SetTmi ← settmhi;
ProcTmi ← qi / prmi;
STmi ← max( ami – SetTmi, ctmh, Ri - SetTmi);
CTmi ← STmi + SetTmi + ProcTmi;
Load_STET_to_CAL( STmi, CTmi, Mm );
Fig. 1 A simplified calculation of the time data of a given execution step
The function Load_STET_to_CAL loads the time frame required by job Ji on machine Mm. This allocation method inserts the set
length time window [STmi, CTmi] into the first suitable time frame of machine Mm. While the full size of the required time window does not fit
in the candidate time interval, the time window is moved right to the next candidate time interval. This version of the load function
represents that the execution step of the unit is not pre-empted in time.
The most important output data of the execution-driven simulation of the production are coded in a data object MSTET which stores
the evaluated time data of all jobs. The simulation extends the pre-defined input schedule to a fine schedule by calculating and assigning
MSTET in short time. The performance of the fine schedule can be measured by calculating objective functions based on the data of tasks,
jobs, production orders and machines. In this way the simulation is able to transform the original searching space of the scheduling
problem to a reduced space.
Multi-Objective and Multi-Operator Searching Algorithm
The core of the scheduler engine uses a multi-objective and multi-operator searching algorithm (MOMOTS). Our searching algorithm
variant (Fig. 2) iteratively moves in the feasible solution space from an actual schedule s0 to a candidate schedule s in the neighborhood of
s0 until the stop criterion is satisfied. To reach and examine the unexplored regions of the search space the method modifies the
neighborhood structure of each schedule as the search progresses. To escape local optimum the method contains the schedules that
have been visited in the recent past (less than a given number of moves ago) in a taboo list. Schedules contained in the taboo list are
excluded from the neighborhood of the actual solution. A certain number of neighbors of the current schedule are generated randomly by
neighboring operators. These operators create candidate schedules by modifying resource allocations, job sequences (decision variables)
according to the problem space characteristics. The applied neighboring operators are as follows: N1 operator removes a production order
randomly chosen from the schedule then inserts all the jobs of the production order as a whole. N2 operator removes a late production
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order randomly chosen from the schedule then inserts all the jobs of the production order as a whole. N3 operator modifies the sequence
of jobs on a randomly chosen machine by using random length permutation-cycle. N4 operator removes a late job randomly chosen from
the schedule then redefined the manufacturing tasks of the job by assigning resources and finally inserts the job into random position on
each related machine. N5 operator works similarly to the operator N4 but the target job is chosen from all jobs. The listed operators create
new candidate schedules by modifying the values of the decision variables of the initial schedule.
MOMOTS
{ s0 ← Generate an initial solution;
s* ← s0;
Taboo_List ← NULL;
while ( Stop criterion is not satisfied )
{ while ( Extension criterion is satisfied )
{ Nc ← Choose the actual neighboring operator(priority_list);
s ← Generate a neighbor solution( s0 , Nc);
if ( Taboo_List does not include ( s ) )
{ Insert new taboo into the first position of Taboo_List ( s );
if ( Number of Taboos > Maximum number )
Delete the taboo from the last position of Taboo_List;
if ( This is the first solution of the extension ( s ) ) sk ← s;
else if ( s < sk ) sk ← s;
}
}
s0 ← s k;
if ( sk < s* ) s* ← sk;
}
return s*;
}
Fig. 2 Multi-Operator and Multi-Objective Taboo Search (MOMOTS)
The objective functions concerning candidate schedules are evaluated by the execution-driven simulation. The overloaded relational
operator < is used to compare the generated schedules according to multiple objective functions. The definition of the operator overloading
is described in [7, 8. 9].
Conclusion
In this paper we focused on creating near-optimal feasible schedule considering detailed constraints and capabilities of the extended
flexible job shop. It is a very important and complicated task to make an efficient schedule for the shop floor to include different types of
facilities and operations. The proposed new model supports the flexible usage of production goals and requirements simultaneously. The
integrated fine scheduling approach summarized in this paper supports the decision making of joining and/or dividing production orders;
the calculation of the manufacturing lot sizes dynamically; the selection of the alternative technological routes; the allocation of machine
resources; the definition of manufacturing tasks and the scheduling of its execution processes. The proposed method uses multi-objective
searching techniques and problem space transformation based on discrete execution-driven simulation. The elaborated execution-driven
simulation serves the time data of the manufacturing steps. The simulation process extends the pre-defined schedule to a fine schedule by
calculating and assigning the time data. Consequently the simulation is able to transform the original searching space to a reduced space
by solving the timing sub-problem. This is the part of the approach that encapsulates the dependency of real-world scheduling problems.
Successful adaptation of the approach into the practice is highly influenced by the efficiency of the simulation algorithm.
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Abstract. Microcontact printing (µCP) was developed about 17 years ago. It’s an outstanding surface
patterning technique in micron to nano scale range. Now aday, many improvements have been focus in µCP
process especially on few parameters affect, ink-transfer issues and stamp deformation. In this paper the
description of some influent parameters on printing multiple micro scale lines performance was studied
experimentally. The parameters consists of applied load force, applied force area uniformity, wetness of ink
pre-stamping, ink viscosity and deformation of stamp. Here, two type of ink material (carbon and biological
base ink) have been investigated which consist graphic and biological cell. With a morphology characterization
of printed quality and reliability for both carbon and biological base ink, it shows that the process parameter that
affect to the quality of printed pattern including ink viscosity, forces applied, curing time, stamp deformation and
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) separation. The result is also been supported by XPS surface characterization
spectrum of C1s and O1s. The confirmation of the best graphical ink between carbon and biological base
performance is discussed in this paper.
Introduction
Microcontact printing is a soft lithography that uses the release patterns on a master polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp to form patterns
of Self-Assembled Monolayers (SAMs) of ink on the surface of a substrate through conformal contact. Its applications are wide ranging
including microelectronics, surface chemistry and cell biology [1]. In the original version of µCP, the micrometer-scale patterned chemical
modification of a large surface area is obtained by transferring different types of compounds using a soft polymer stamp.
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is the material most frequently used to make the stamps, since it can be molded using a master and it
results in a soft polymer, which allows for a conformal contact between the stamp and the surface to be modified. The stamp is
subsequently soaked in a molecular ‘‘ink’’ that is imprinted on the surface [2].
The study of printed electronic by flexographic, offset lithographic and gravure has been done by many researchers recently
[3,4,5]. There are some advantages of printing process such as selective deposition, repair and reprint capability compare to conventional
method like etching or electroplating process. However according to Das et al [6], printed features with desired properties, thickness and
tolerance present significant challenges.
Even though µCP is very significantly had a large impact on the study and control of cell growth [2], recently this method has
been increasing interest in the developing a printable electronic circuits to meet the growing demand for low-cost, large-area, flexible, and
lightweight devices, such as roll-up displays, e-papers, connectors, and keyboards on any substrates [6]. Nevertheless, the µCP drawback
improvement such us inking process, stamp deformation and forces need to be studied further. In this paper an investigation of the mostly
parameter effected during the stamping process will be demonstrated.
Experimental
Microcontact printing (µCP) is a direct method for the provision of micro- and nanostructured surfaces. The main element in µCP is a
polymeric stamp with a relief pattern. This stamp is ‘‘inked’’ and put in contact with the substrate surface, then the ink is transferred from
stamp to substrate only in the area of contact [7] The details of the process are illustrated as Figure 1.

(a)

(b)

PDMS

(d)

(c)

(e)

SAM

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the µCP process. PDMS is applied to a master design (a) and allowed to cure (b),
forming a mold/stamp. After peeling the stamp form the master ink is applied (c), and the ink is transferred to a substrate (d)
by stamping. After removal of the stamp, the ink is patterned on the substrate (e) [2].
The PDMS multiple lines pattern with dimension of 25µm line width and 25µm gap has been prepared as illustrated in Figure 2.
As Fetal Bovine Serum (a biological based ink) is widely used in micro printing, therefore it is utilized here as a reference to compared
against the reliability of normal carbon base ink supplied by Sakata Graphic Ink. The pattern of the printed Fetal Bovine Serum is illustrated
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in Figure 3. Here, several parameters had been changed to verify its effect on the final printed pattern (SAM) on the glass substrate.
Furthermore, PDMS characteristic is elastomeric natures, therefore buckling, pairing or roof collapse of structures during contact with the
surfaces is a drawback that results in distorted patterns [8]. Those deformation of stamp PDMS also will be investigated. The printed
images will be scanned by Nikon ECLIPSE Ti microscope.

Figure 3: Printed of Fetal Bovine
Serum

Figure 2: Original multiple line pattern of PDMS
(25µm width and 25µm gap )

Elemental composition of the carbon and biological based printing ink is characterized using advanced surface analytical techniques,
known as X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). The method is favorable for several nanometer thickness oxide or deposition. XPS
patterns were obtained on an Omicron Nanotechnolgy spectrometer equipped by Mg K (1253.6 eV) X-ray source powered at 300W
(15kVe20 mA). The kinetic energies of the photoelectrons were measured using a hemispherical electron analyzer working in the fixed
-9
-10
analyzer transmission (FAT) pass energy mode (20.0 eV). The background pressure in the analysis chamber was kept below 10 to 10
o
mbar during data acquisition. Analyses were carried out at an angle of 90 between the sample surface and the analyser. A narrow scan of
carbon, C 1s and oxygen, O1s is acquired in order to determine the carbon and oxide species for the both ink.
Result and Discussion
The multiple fine line pattern printed result is shown in Figure 5 depended on the viscosity setting. Figure 5 (a), is high viscosity ink, final
printed result was damage which line pattern cannot be seen. However by reducing the viscosity, the desired printed patterns became
good as seen in (c) where it is the best. From the study, we found that the µCP need low viscosity ink. It does differ compared to screen
printing which need higher viscosity. Low viscosity inks enables the generation of submicron thin structures preferred for ink-jet printing
process [6].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Result of changing of viscosity using graphic ink on the glass substrate: (a) High viscosity. (b) Moderate-1 viscosity. (c)
Moderate-2 viscosity. (d) Low viscosity
Another parameter which has significant effect on Microcontact Printing is forces [9]. The force given will caused PDMS stamp
deformation shown in figure 6. PDMS is deformable enough such that conformal contact can even be achieved on surfaces that are
nonplanar at micrometer scale, which provides a surface that is low in interfacial free energy and chemically inert due to durable elastomer.
However the elastomeric character of PDMS is also the origin of some of the most serious technical problem that must be solved before it
can be used in forming complex patterned structures. When fast separation of PDMS stamp from printed substrate after contact is applied
can be seen as in Figure 7(a).

Figure 6: The most commonly observed stamp deformations:
A) Pairing, B) buckling and C) roof collapse[2]
Figure 7 (b), shown the expected pairing deformation during the stamping, while Figure 7(a) may cause by too small load pressure applied.
Pattern as figure 8 may happened due to uneven distribution of load pressure. Hence we easily can notice the line cut off at the center.
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Figure 7: (a) Small forces exerted on the stamp during
the contact/fast release time from printed substrate (b)
Big force (over pressure) exerted on the stamp during
the contact, caused PDMS deformation.

(b)

(a)

Figure 8: Uneven load area given during stamping of
PDMS to substrate caused unprinted (cut) pattern line
at the center/Fast holding time of contact between
PDMS stamp and Printed substrate.

(b)
(a)
Figure 9: Wettability of ink will affect the lines pattern: (a) Wet. (b) Dried.
The ink need to cure enough on the PDMS pattern before stamping. The curing time which will promote the wettability has much affect to
the printed pattern on the substrate. Our experiment found that too wet condition means not enough cured shown in Figure 9 (a). However
after curing about 60 seconds in room temperature; the better result of (b) has been achieved.
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Figure 10 : XPS spectrum
deconvolution for (a) C 1s
and (b) O1s for Fetal Bovine
Serum (S1)
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This study was further explored on surface morphology; the chemical nature of the surface oxygen-containing groups was
investigated by XPS. A narrow scan of carbon, C 1s and oxygen, O 1s for Fetal Bovine Serum and graphic ink is illustrated in Figure 10 and
11. A photoelectron peak of C 1s and O 1s is measured at a binding energy position of 284.6 eV and 531.0 eV respectively. The
deconvolution of C 1s photoelectron spectrum for both ink indicated that the carbon species is comprises different peaks at 282.7, 284.5,
285.6, and 287.3 eV associated with SiC, C-C (sp2 and sp3-hybridized carbon atoms), C-O (hydroxyl) and C=O (carbonyl) as illustrated in
Figure 10 (a) and 11 (a). However, as the substrate used is a silicon wafer (substrate), therefore, it is expected that silicon carbide, SiC
component could be from this substrate. And the rest of the carbon species, C-C, C-O and C=O is contribute by the carbon content of both
ink. It is also notable that the deconvolution of C-C component for graphic ink is similar to Fetal Bovine Serum. However, the water
absorption of both inks is different and also will lead to the formation of hydroxyl component, OH . As a result, the O1s spectrum will be
2shifted to the higher binding energy at 532-533 eV respect to the oxygen, O position (531.0 eV). And it is clearly seen that the OH
component of Fetal Bovine serum is higher than graphic ink as illustrated in Figure 10 (b) and 11 (b). Here, it indicates that the OH
component has dominated the entire O 1s photoelectron spectrum of the Fetal Bovine serum compared to the graphic ink. As a result, the
water absorption of Fetal Bovine serum is higher than graphic ink. As the best ink should have lower water absorption, therefore the used
of graphic ink is more favourable.
Conclusion
The process parameter that affect to the quality of printed pattern which are ink viscosity, forces applied during stamping, curing time of ink
before stamping, stamp deformation and separation of PDMS. This investigation is crucial to enhance the feasibility of patterning
micrometer and nanometer-scale structure and to allow the technique to become even more applicable to many fields such as electronic
application. The XPS result confirmed that the water absorption of fetal bovine serum is higher than graphic ink. As the graphic ink content
lower OH component, hence this particular ink is much favorable compared to the fetal bovine serum.
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Abstract. Measurement of membrane displacement in an RF-MEMS switch is crucial to the monitoring,
control, efficiency and durability of the switch. The structure of the RF-MEMS switch makes it prohibitive to
place a transducer on the membrane for measurements purposes. Other types of noncontact transducers such
as laser vibrometers can be used during the design stage, but not viable to use in real-time measurement and
control. This research work presents a novel approach for determining the real-time displacement of the switch
membrane without the need for any transducer. Availability of such measurement during operation allows for
output shaping of the switch and for monitoring of its behavior. The present approach relies on extracting the
displacement measurements from capacitor current. Experimental data of the capacitor current and the
corresponding values of the displacement are used to construct a transfer function in which the current is the
input and the displacement is the output. This transfer function is obtained using standard system identification
techniques. The input-output data is obtained for capacitor voltages below the pull-in voltage in order to
captures all the transient dynamics of the switch without the erratic behavior of the membrane during close and
release. The output of the model is then shaped to fit the actual output of the switch using a two-degree of
freedom PID controller. Fine tuning of the PID will match the model transfer function output to the actual for any
capacitor voltage including pull-in and release. Simulation has shown an agreement of 98% between actual
membrane displacement and the one estimated by the “system Identification model-2DoF PID” combo system.
Introduction
System identification is a tool utilized widely in engineering and mainly deals with complicated engineering problems. System
identification is used to construct a dynamic model relating various experimental data sets. System identification is very powerful when the
system under study is nonlinear, and the mathematical model for it is difficult to obtain [1]. A reliable model obtained from the system
identification tool has to match the real system with accuracy well above 90%. Limited studies can be founded in the literature on system
identification and active control of RF-MEMS systems. Most switch control techniques proposed in the literature are passive. In [2] Liu et al
presented a nonlinear identification of a capacitive dual back-plate MEMS microphone. Their work is based on constructing a nonlinear
lumped element model of the system under study and then perform nonlinear finite element analysis on it, to verify its accuracy. Finally, a
nonlinear least square method is implemented to extract the system’s parameters acquired from the system identification and compare
them with the experimental values. The results show that some parameters such as the resonant frequency, nonlinear stiffness, and
damping ratio are in 95% confidence interval.
In this work, current-displacement data is obtained from a highly accurate model constructed based on experimental data reported by
[3]. Matlab system identification toolbox is utilized to construct a model relating the input (current) to output (displacement) of the switch
membrane. The latter model had a 98% match to displacement data.
Switch Model
In order to validate our results, the switch utilized in this study is constructed based on experimental work reported in [3]. In the latter
work, the switch is fabricated from gold with E=80 GPa and density = 19830 Kg/m3. The switch's geometry and dimensions are shown in
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, and table 1, respectively. All available modeling data are compared to experimental data reported in [3]. In this work, the
thickness (td) of the dielectric material is set to 0.25 micrometer, and the average value of the dielectric constant for materials used in
similar applications is 5.
Table 1. Geometrical values of the switch under study (all dimensions are in micrometer)
Geometrical dimension
Value
Length (L) x width (W) x thickness (t)
260 x 140 x 5.2
Side length of the square holes (a)
20
Spacing between holes
20
Suspension beams dimensions
165 x 10 x 2
Membrane to contact pads (dg)
1.7
Membrane to electrode (de)
2.7
Membrane to base (db)
3.4
Residual air gap (dr)
0.02-0.05
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Fig. 1 Top view of the switch

t

db

de

td

dg

Fig. 2 Side view of the switch
The switch is modeled in ANSYS, and the first 10 modes of vibration are obtained. Furthermore, modal reduction technique is used to
determine the dominant modes in the direction of membrane displacement and eliminate the remaining, less significant, modes for the
purpose of reducing calculations effort. It is found that the most dominant modes are the first, third, and fifth mode.
System Identification
Since the displacement of the capacitor membrane is difficult to measure, a relation between the displacement and the current is
derived. This is so, because the current is readily available for measurement in MEMS applications. The following is the nonlinear relation
between the capacitor current and membrane’s velocity:
2

i= (Vdc e A / (d-x) ) dx/dt ,

(1)

Where e is the permittivity of air, A is the area of the capacitor membrane, Vdc is the voltage applied across the capacitor membrane,
d is the initial gap, x(t) is the displacement of the capacitor membrane, and dx/dt is the velocity at which the capacitor membrane is
moving. Current-displacement data is obtained by exciting the model with 20 V-200 Hz sine wave, which is below the pull-in voltage for this
switch. Data obtained from the aforementioned excitation, and the relation given in Eq. (1) captures the transient dynamics relating the
current to displacement as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Membrane Displacement and corresponding capacitor current
System identification tool in MATLAB is used to construct a model relating the input current to the output displacement. Ze is the data
set used for model estimation, while Zv is the set used for validation. System identification tool generated an ARX model with 98% match.
The polynomial ARX model is converted into a state-space using Matlab facilities, and it will be referred to hereafter as IDTF. Comparison
between model displacement and the displacement obtained using IDTF is shown in Figure 4. It is clear from the figure that, although IDTF
yielded 98% displacement match 20 V-200 Hz wave, the IDTF shows discrepancy when the input voltage is at pull-in or more. This has
called for further modification of the IDTF to track the membrane displacement for any capacitor voltage. This is done using a two degree
of freedom PID control, which represents a feedback control for the open loop IDTF as shown in Fig. 5.
Upon use of the 2DoF PID as shown in Fig. 5, the estimated displacement obtained using current measurements, matched the
dynamic model’s output with less than 1% error as shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7 for any voltage including pull-in and release of
membrane. PID parameters are listed in Table 2 .
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Table 2. 2 DoF PID Controller Parameters
Parameters
Proportional Gain
Derivative Gain
Integral Gain
Filter coefficient

Value
-1.15614990556385
1.11215695681264e-007
-50007.0498884965
10395564.2095455

1.5
Measured
Real System
Measured w/o 2 DoF PID

1.0

Displacement [Pm]

0.5
0
-0.5
-1
-1.5
-2
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5
Time [ms]

3

3.5

4

4.5

Fig. 4 Different systems' responses
Reference
State space
switch model

2 DoF
PID

Current

+

State space
model from
system ID

-

Fig. 5 System ID block diagram

Fig. 4 Transient response with enhanced system identification model
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Fig. 5 Release response with enhanced system identification model

Conclusion
In this work, a practical approach to track the position of a non-uniform RF-MEMS switch membrane is presented. The switch is
modeled using FEM and the squeeze film damping effect is taken into consideration along with the impact dynamics that occur upon the
actuation of the switch with pull-in voltage. Using system identification and 2 DOF PID controller combination, an accurate model is
constructed to estimate the membrane displacement from measurements of the switch’s capacitor current. Simulation shows that the
proposed technique is able to estimate the membrane displacement with less than 1% error, and can be used for any capacitor voltage.
The proposed approach requires the determination of IDTF and the tuning of the 2DoF PID once per switch. This makes this approach
highly practical and easy to implement in applications requiring monitoring and control of RF-MEMS switches.
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Abstract. In the present paper, in-house system for two-dimensional Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) analysis
is presented. It consists of two main solvers: CFD (computational fluid dynamics) solver allowing Direct
Numerical Simulation (DNS) of incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and CSM (computational structure
mechanics) solver for linear and non-linear elasticity. The coupling between these two solvers (interpolation on
the interface between fluid and solid) is based on the one-to-one mapping (assignment) of the nodes of the
interface boundaries on both CFD and CSM meshes. Operation of the entire system is presented on the
example of a low-Reynolds viscous flow past a flexible NACA-0012 airfoil.
Introduction
Interactions between the fluid and immersed body (structure) affect the operation of multiple devices and vehicles. Numerical
aeroelastic analysis of aircraft allows (even at the design stage) to observe and prevent such dangerous phenomena as flutter or buffeting.
Additionally, the inclusion of movement and / or deformation of the flow domain boundary makes possible the simulation of maneuvers (the
change of the position of flaps and ailerons) and active flow control.
Aeroelastic phenomena play a special role in the design of ultra-light unmanned aerial vehicles, increasingly inspired by living
organisms. Dragonfly wing movement or flow of the fish usually takes place in the laminar regime, and the bodies immersed in a fluid are
characterized by a high flexibility. A similar situation is increasingly observed in the man-made, bio-inspired devices.
Numerical Aeroelasticity
Computational aeroelasticity is a branch of mechanics that examines the way a stream of fluid interacts with a deformable body
immersed in that fluid [1]. Numerical simulation of fluid-structure interactions (FSI) is a challenging task. The loosely-coupled aeroelastic
systems consist of separate solvers for elasticity (CSM) and fluid flow (CFD) problems. Usually [2, 3] the domains of the body and the fluid
are discretized with different, non-conforming meshes – by means of formulation (finite elements, finite volumes), element types and order,
as well as discretization level. All the issues mentioned above result in the need of coupling of these codes. Coupling tools are responsible
for the exchange of variables, like forces/pressures and displacements/velocities, between the fluid and the structure. Additionally, flow
domain and CFD mesh have to be deformed in accordance with the strain and movement of immersed bodies caused by aerodynamic
forces. Such a deformation might be done using various approaches, for example with spring analogy [2, 3].
In the present paper a following approach to aeroelastic analyses is used. Low Reynolds number, laminar DNS solver is used to
calculate pressures, that are transformed using coupling tools and applied, as aerodynamic forces, on the structure. Then Finite
Element-based elastic solver is used to calculate the strain of the body. The deformations are used to designate mesh velocity and the
deformation of fluid mesh.
All the tools used in the system are briefly described in the following sections and depicted in fig. 1.
Structural mechanics solver
In the designed aeroelastic system, in-house structural mechanics solver MF3 [4] is used. This non-linear, unsteady Finite-Element
system uses an incremental algorithm to solve nonlinear equations, basing on the Newton-Raphson and Lanczos methods. While the
nonlinear equations are solved iteratively until the presumed accuracy is achieved, in the case of linear equations (static and dynamic
theory of elasticity), the solution is obtained in one step.
The parabolic problems are solved by time-stepping in time, while in the case of hyperbolic equations, like the generalized equation of
motion:
(1)
(where x is displacement and M, C and K stand for mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively) a standard Newmark-beta
scheme [5] for time-integration is used:
(2)
(3)
The parameters γ = 0.5 and β = 0.25 ensure the time scheme is stable and there is no dissipation.
MF3 supports mass, beam, plate, solid (tetra) and rigid body elements and allows static, dynamic and modal analysis.
Fluid dynamics solver
In-house flow dynamics solver [6] is based on second-order Finite Element Method and allows Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of
Navier-Stokes equations in Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation [7]:
(4)
where u is fluid velocity, p is a pressure and u – ugrid is called convective velocity.
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The movement of CFD mesh nodes is independent of the fluid particle motion. In particular, it might be associated with the movement
of the structural grid boundary nodes (in Lagrangian approach equal to the material velocity), ensuring that both CFD and structural
meshes will not overlap or disconnect [8].
Coupling and mesh deformation tools
Coupling of CFD and CSM solvers is based on one-to-one mapping, assuring the conservatism of the interpolation. The IDs of
corresponding nodes on both grids, as well as the IDs of neighboring nodes, permitting the designation of normal directions, are stored in
a constant node assign list, created in the preprocess stage. Using this file, pressures from CFD mesh might be applied on the structure as
aerodynamic forces and – later – the displacements of the structure might be used to deform the CFD mesh and calculate mesh velocities.
CFD mesh is deformed using Shepard’s Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) [9]. In this method, the displacement of each node of the
CFD mesh is computed basing on the deformation of the boundaries and the weighting functions wi:
(5)
where p is an arbitrary positive real number, di is a distance between a given mesh node and i-th boundary node (with known
displacements), and dmax is the maximal value of di for a given mesh node. In addition to IDW, deformation based on spring or elastic
analogy, using MF3 as a solver of resulting elasticity problem, might be used.
The mesh velocities, required in convective term in ALE formulation, are computed (basing on the computed displacements of CFD
mesh) from Newmark-beta scheme (eqn. 2,3). In this scheme, due to unknown accelerations, equation (3) is replaced by:
(6)
The entire algorithm of aeroelastic simulation is depicted in the following block diagram (fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Algorithm of aeroelastic simulations
Test-case
The functionality of coupled aeroelastic system is demonstrated on the example of the laminar flow past a NACA-0012 airfoil. The
parameters of fluid (angle of attack α = 45⁰, Reynolds number Re = 100) and structure (plate of artificial material with small modulus of
elasticity and nodal constrains) have been chosen to achieve an apparent deformation of the airfoil.
In the presented system, in order to avoid conservatism issues related to interpolation between not matching meshes, one-to-one
mapping is used. To make it possible, the interface between the fluid (CFD mesh) and structure (CSM mesh), so called “wet surface”, has
to consist of the same nodes.
This prerequisite is achieved by the automatic generation of (draft) CSM triangular mesh (fig. 2, right) basing on the detected
boundary nodes of second-order, triangular CFD mesh (fig. 2, left). This is done by the addition of „interior“ nodes (e.g. on the chord of the
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airfoil) and Delaunay triangulation [10] provided in the GEOMPACK set of routines [11]. Final steps are the addition of mid-side nodes,
resulting in second-order finite element mesh, and manual incorporation of constrains and boundary conditions.

Fig. 2 Computational meshes for the fluid (left) and the structure (right)
Steady aeroelastic analysis of the flow past a flexible NACA-0012 airfoil
In static coupling, mesh velocities are not utilized, and pure Navier-Stokes equations (in Eulerian approach) are solved by CFD
solver. Still, due to (small) over- and under-estimated mesh deformations in the first solutions, a few steady iteration steps (fig. 3) are
required to achieve convergent solution.

Fig. 3 Static aeroelastic coupling; top-left: displacement of the node on the trailing edge; top-right: pressure field causing deformation of the
structure (bottom-left); bottom-right: velocity field on deformed CFD mesh
For a given set of parameters, the maximal strain of the structure (in the node lying on the trailing edge of the airfoil) is 5% of the chord
length. In that case, the solution of Navier-Stokes equations is comparable to the one on initial, undeformed grid.
In order to estimate the capabilities of the entire aeroelastic system, second set of material properties has been used. For the model
of the structure with decreased stiffness, static deflection of the airfoil (as well as the corresponding deformation of CFD mesh) of the order
of 25% chord length have been obtained (fig. 4, 5).

Fig. 4 Static deformation of the structure (left) and steady velocity field (right) for a structure with decreased stiffness
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Fig. 5 Deformed CFD mesh for a structure with decreased stiffness
Preliminary results of unsteady aeroelastic analysis
For the first set of model parameters from previous section, unsteady aeroelastic analysis with dynamic coupling has been
performed. In that case velocity of CFD mesh is computed using Newmark scheme and included in modified convective term of
Navier-Stokes equations in ALE approach. For unsteady simulation, time step size has been defined as dt
0.01 s for both CFD and
CSM solvers .
Resulting oscillations, depicted in fig. 5, are characterized by the dominant frequency approximately equal to 0.33Hz, that agrees with
the first natural frequency of used structural model, f1
0.337Hz. Higher frequencies, especially close to 3Hz, also correspond to higher
frequencies of natural vibrations.

Fig. 5 Dynamic aeroelastic analysis (displacements of the trailing-edge’s node in function of iteration step)
Summary
The system for aeroelastic simulation of flexible objects immersed in laminar flow has been developed. The test computations have
been performed for (fixed in the 2 nodes) NACA-0012 airfoil, made of a plate of artificial flexible material. As a result, the oscillatory
bending of the airfoil has been obtained, caused by the changing pressure field in the fluid flow. It has been proven, that the entire system,
consisting of CFD solver, CSM solver, mesh deformation and coupling tools, is able to handle with the large deformations of the structure.
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Abstract. In this paper an advanced method for blind source separation of nonstationary signals applied to
time frequency distributions is presented. The signal spectrogram has been generated in order to identify
different spectral components, where a component is defined as a continuous energy concentration.
Background noise has been filtered using K-means clustering algorithm. For component extraction and
classification Hoshen-Kopelman clustering and labeling algorithm has been used. The obtained results show
the suitability of the method for noisy nonstationary signals analysis, offering interesting prospective for real life
applications.
Introduction
One of the fundamental information when analyzing and processing nonstationary signals in the various fields of engineering
(telecommunications, acoustics, biomedical engineering) is the quantification of signal complexity. The concept of signal complexity relies
on the assumption that signals of high complexity (and therefore high information content) must be constructed from large numbers of
elementary components [1]. Following this criterion, nonstationary signals can be characterized as highly complex signals requiring
several pieces of information for their characterization. From independent signal representations, in time and in frequency, information
about the signal duration and frequency content can be obtained. From time and frequency representations only, different components
that are present in a signal cannot be identified, neither can their instantaneous frequencies [2], [3], [4]. Time-frequency representations,
being distributions of the signal energy, overcome many of these limitations. The most intuitive time-frequency distribution is the
spectrogram, obtained by introducing a local analyzing window w(t) in the Fourier transform of the signal x(t)[5]:

1

,
where the analyzing window

w(t )

is centered around the time instant t.

It can be seen from Eq.(1) that the spectrogram introduced the temporal dimension in the Fourier transform. Since the spectrogram is
obtained as the squared magnitude of Short-time Fourier transform, it will exhibit realness and positivity. Also, interference terms will
appear in the spectrogram only when the spectral components overlap in frequency.
Undetermined blind source separation (UBSS) is a problem often encountered in signal processing. In order to separate and recover
different signal components numerous solutions have been proposed. A signal component can be defined as a concentration of energy in
the time-frequency plane. In this paper a solution for the extraction of signal components, using a combination of clustering and labeling
algorithms, is proposed.
Noise filtering and clustering
Following the descriptive definition of a component, being a continuous concentration of energy in some domain, we consider one
component, from a computational point of view, as a cluster of continuous data. The criterion of continuity, when applied to a 2D matrix
consists of inspecting the neighborhood of nonzero elements. The inspection of adjacent elements relation is performed using the
Hoshen-Kopelman cluster labeling algorithm. Before the Hoshen-Kopelman clustering procedure is performed, the background noise is
filtered out by the K-means algorithm.
K-means algorithm
Background noise has been filtered out using data mining clustering algorithm K-means. This algorithm provides a way to eliminate
the noise from the signal spectrogram, leaving only what is considered to be carrier of the signal information, i.e. mixture of the signal
components.
K-means clustering algorithm partitions n elements into k clusters where each element belongs to the cluster with nearest mean
value. Result is data space partitioned into Voronoi cells. As this problem is NP-hard some heuristic algorithms can be used to simplify the
compiling. For this kind of data modeling, cluster centers are usually considered. If a set of observations (x1, x2, … , xn) is considered,
where each observation is a d-dimensional real vector, K-means partitions these n observations into k clusters (k≤n) with K={K1,K2, …. , Kn}
being a set of all clusters present in spectrogram, Eq. (2). The within-cluster sum of squares minimization is defined as:

2
∈

where μi is the mean of points in vector Ki. Since each component is considered a single cluster of continuous data from spectrogram, a
labeling algorithm, such as Hoshen-Kopelman, can be used to prepare the signal for component extraction [6][7].
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Hoshen-Kopelman algorithm
Hoshen-Kopelman is a simple algorithm for labeling and indentifying clusters of continuous cells on an n-dimensional lattice. Lattice
sites can be occupied or unoccupied depending on predefined conditions of occupancy (defined by Monte Carlo algorithm for example).
While scanning the lattice Hoshen-Kopelman algorithm assigns a label to each occupied site belonging to a cluster. If an occupied site has
zero occupied neighbors, Hoshen-Kopelman algorithm assigns a new label to this site identifying thus a new cluster. If a cell has one
occupied neighbor, the algorithm assigns the same label as the neighbor to the current cell. If a cell has more than one occupied neighbors
the lowest value of neighboring labels is used for the current site. Finally, after scanning the entire lattice, if any cell of the lattice has an
occupied neighbor with different label, algorithm has to assign the lower of the two labels to the cell and scan the lattice again until all
neighboring sites have the same label [8][9].
Results
As a test signal we have considered a multicomponent nonstationary signal being a bat echolocation signal (natural sonar). The
signal spectrogram has been obtained using Hamming analyzing window of duration 57 s, Figure 1. By applying previously described
methods, three components have been detected in the signal and extracted from background noise.

Fig. 1. Signal spectrogram.
After the realization of the signal spectrogram, the K-means algorithm provided a matrix mask of elements, Figure 2., which has been used
for detection of the significant data in the signal spectrogram. After applying the mask to the spectrogram the obtained mixture of
components becomes the input for Hoshen-Kopelman labeling algorithm.

Fig. 2. Spectrogram mask for component detection from K-means algorithm.
The result of Hoshen algorithm is three labeled clusters, representing three continuous concentrations of energy, in the time-frequency
plane, which are considered as three different signal components, Figure 3. It can be seen that even if energy of individual signal
components significantly differs, after the application of the algorithm the contribution of each component is preserved.

Fig. 3. Hoshen-Kopelman algorithm result, labeled clusters/components.
The next step of the extraction procedure is the individual recovery of each component. Since the output of Hoshen-Kopelman algorithm
consists of labels of all detected components, where each label represents one cluster/component, Figure 3., starting from the origin, one
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label will then represent the region of the time-frequency plane occupied by a single component. Each label is then used to extract one
component from the signal spectrogram.

Fig. 4 Extracted signal components.
Conclusion
This paper provides results obtained using combined computational method for blind source separation from time frequency
distributions. Described method can be applied on any nonstationary signal where each component satisfies the criterion of energy
concentration in time-frequency domain. The proposed algorithm combination does not require predefined thresholds on the signal energy
and/or amplitude and will detect the presence of a single component independently of its energy compared to the rest of the signal.
However, the total number of components can be known only after the Hoshen-Kopelman clustering algorithm is performed. The reported
results show the accuracy of the extraction method, and adaptivity with respect to the local bandwidth of the component. Another
advantage of this method is that all required computations can be parallelized as each output of previously described algorithms can be
sliced for multiprocessor system handling, reducing thus the computation time [10].
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Abstract. The Job Shop Scheduling Problem (JSSP) is one of the most general and difficult of all traditional
scheduling problems. Search based on traditional ghenetic algorithms has a major drawback: large
computational time and memory usage if a large population and / or a large number of generations are used
but on the other hand larger population and larger number of generations usualy provide better results. The
goal of this research is to develop an efficient scheduling method based on genetic algorithm to address JSSP.
In the scheduling method new crossover and selection method are tested. The results are compared with two
other two similar and commonly used algorithms. Compared to traditional genetic algorithms, the proposed
has significant improvements in solution quality and speed.
Introduction
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a search heuristic inspired by Darwin's theory of evolution and it is typically used when there is little
knowledge of the solution space or when the search space is very large. Problems are solved by using techniques of natural evolution:
crossover, inheritance, mutation and selection. Compared to other optimization methods, genetic algorithms have the advantage that it
can be used to solve every optimization problem which can be described with the chromosome encoding, it is very easy to understand and
it can get multiple solutions.
In today’s world importance of a real time or very fast optimization methods is increasing [1], [2] and [3]. Real-time tasks are
characterized by computational activities with timing constraints and classified into two categories: a hard real-time task and a soft
real-time task. In hard real-time tasks, tardiness can be catastrophic. The goal of hard real-time tasks scheduling algorithms is to meet all
deadlines, in other words, to keep the feasibility of scheduling through admission control. However, in the case of soft real-time tasks,
slight violation of deadlines is not so critical [4] [5]. Genetic algorithms are well suited to fast solve problems like JSSP due to their
adaptability and effectiveness at searching large spaces but very often commonly used genetic algorithms are not fast enough, so it was
developed new genetic algorithms to solve this problem. Major advantage of proposed algorithm is speed because:

It works with only one population

low number of calculations are required

small amount memory content is being moved and accessed
Problem definition
In the JSSP problem there are a set of machines U = {M1, M2, ... , Mm} and a set of operation U = {O1, O2, ... , On}. Each machine
can execute one or more operations, but only one operation at a time. Each operation must be completed without interruption once it has
started. The processing time TP(i,j) of operation Oj and on machine Mi and transport time TT(i,i+1) between machines i and (i+1) are
machine-dependent. All operations have to be processed in a given order. The problem is to assign each operation to an appropriate
machine and to sequence the operations on the machines in order to minimize the makespan.
The proposed algorithm
Coding and Fitness Evaluation
The encoding method determines how the problem is structured in the algorithm. Each chromosome (individual) represents a
possible solution of JSSP problem. The genes of the chromosomes describe the assignment of operations to the machines. Order they
appear in the chromosome describes the sequence of operations.
The important requirement for a fitness function is that the closer a chromosome is to the solution, the higher the relative fitness
should be. The fitness function must reward chromosomes in a manner that drives the population to the desired solution [3]. The
makespan is calculated for each chromosome and this value coincides with the fitness of that chromosome. In this JSSP we are searching
for individuals (solutions) with lower values of the fitness (makespan), and genetic evolution during selection will prefer chromosomes with
a lower fitness. For each generation, all the chromosomes are evaluated, and the best and the worst individual in generation and the
generation average fitness were recorded in this research. To make this problem more complex and more real-life like problem, time
required to complete operations and transport time among machines were taken in consideration.
Initial Population
In this research initial population has been produced randomly because this method provides high level of genetic diversity.
Random generation of initial population requires longer search time (or more computational power) to obtain solution, but on the other
hand, high diversity is important to avoid premature convergence and to escape local optimum. Just like in real life situations, in GA
diversity helps a population to quickly react on changes in the environment and it allows the population faster adaptation to changes.
From empirical studies, over a wide range of function optimization problems, a population size of between 50 and 100 is usually
recommended. In this research population size of 100 individuals was used in all algorithms. Average value of transport time between
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machines was 1/3 of average operation time on machines. After creation of initial population, fitness of each individual in population is
calculated. Individual with lowest value of fitness is found and marked as such.
program start;
{
create initial population;
mark individual with lowest fitness;
repeat
repeat
selection (reject the individual with lowest fitness);
crossover (create a new individual);
until (created N new individuals);
mutation;
}
until (GA is complete);
show results;
end
Fig 1.

Algorithm of Proposed modified GA

Mutation operation
Mutation is a genetic operator used to maintain genetic diversity in genetic algorithm. Like in biological mutation, mutation in GA
alters one or more genes. In algorithms tested here, individuals and genes that were altered were randomly selected and probability for
mutation was 3%. After genome is changed fitness for that individual is recalculated.
Selection and Crossover
In first step individual with lowest value fitness is located and marked as such. After that two individuals (parents) are selected
randomly and their genes are used for creation of a new individual. During process of crossover only one new individual is created. Newly
created individual will replace one with lowest fitness value fitness for that new individual is calculated.
Removing individual with lowest fitness when a new individual is created is consistent with evolutionary theory: number of
individuals in the habitat is designated by resources of that habitat. Individuals that are not successful enough to gain access to the
resources have to leave habitat or will not survive.
Parents used to create new individual are selected randomly. All individuals in population have same chance to be selected for
mating, except individual with the lowest fitness which will be removed from population and replaced with the newly created individual.
According to our research, usage of patents selection based on fitness and creation of offspring based on gene fitness estimation is not
advisable.
In this paper proposed modified crossover operator is based on the gene fitness evaluation. Gene fitness is estimated from
values of operational and transport time for that gene. Parents are selected randomly much faster than selection based on chromosome
fitness. After parents are selected, fitness for every parental gene is calculated and genes with better fitness are selected and used to
create new individual.
mark individual with lowest fitness;
randomly select parent 1
randomly select parent 2
repeat
estimate gene fittnes (gene from parent 1)
estimate gene fittnes (gene from parent 2)
comapre genes
use "better" gene for offspring creation
unitl (new individual is created / all genes compared)
Fig 2. - Algorithm of proposed modified crossover
Experimental Results
Results of the proposed algorithm were compared with the results of genetic algorithms with tournament and
tournament-elimination selection. These two selections are chosen because they are fast, useful, robust and it is commonly used in
genetic algorithms and GA with tournament-elimination has many similarities with algorithm proposed in this paper.
Method of selecting genes during crossover was tested on all three algorithms and result can be seen in Fig. 3,Fig. 4., Fig. 5.
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Computational time
It is not easy to compare speed of the genetic algorithms because a
computational time depends very much on a code optimization.
First was tested how long it takes to run complete a hundred generations
optimization for all three GA. As can be seen from the Figure 1, time needed to
complete a genetic algorithm with a tournament elimination and proposed
algorithm is almost same, but GA with a tournament selection needs 40% more
time for completion. A tournament selection genetic algorithm works with two
populations that causes that much more data is moved in a computer memory than
in the other two compared algorithms.
Code performance always matters and moving data in memory should
be as low as possible because it can significantly prolong computation time. For
example: to assign constant value to a double precision real number in
one-dimensional matrix takes 2-3 times more time than to do same thing with an
ordinary double precision variable. In two-dimensional matrix (commonly used in
GA) that time is 20-30 times higher (MS Visual C# 2010).
Performance– Results
Figure 2. shows fitness of best individual for each of 100 generation. Proposed algorithm is compared with tournament selection
and tournament-elimination selection. Mark “BG” indicates that crossover with gene evaluation is used in algorithm (lower is better). Our
algorithms has similar performance as GA with tournament selection but since proposed genetic algorithm needs approximately 30% less
time to complete it. As can be seen from experimental results in Fig.2 proposed algorithm outperforms other two GA for the same problem
in speed, but also
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Fig. 4 – GA Results

Performance – Genetic diversity
Creation of genetically diversified individuals during process of initial population creation and maintenance of a genetic diversity
is required to ensure that the solution space is adequately searched. This is especially important in the earlier stages of the optimization
process since loss of population diversity is considered as the primary reason for premature convergence. Too much selective pressure
can lower the genetic diversity, on the other hand too little selective pressure can slow down converge and prevent GA to reach optimum
in a reasonable time [2x]. Figure show loss of genetic diversity during GA for three tested selection methods. Tests were made with
random and modified crossover method that is based on gene evaluation.
Proposed GA has fast loss of genetic diversity, but as it can be seen from Fig. 3
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Fig. 5 - Loss of genetic diversity
As can be seen from Fig. 3 tournament selection GA has slowest loss of genetic material and proposed algorithm has fastest
loss of genetic diversity. Since the proposed algorithm was develop with intention to have with low computational time, fast loss of genetic
material is expected.
In case that the proposed crossover method causes to fast loss of genetic diversity that problem can be solved by introduction of
random crossover. As can be seen in Figure 5, a random crossover has slower loss of a genetic material.
Conclusion
In this paper a modified genetic algorithm is proposed for solving the job shop scheduling problem (JSSP). Two main operations
of the genetic algorithm were modified: selection and crossover operators.
The experimental results show that the performance of the proposed GA is significantly improved especially if modified
crossover operator is used in algorithm. Result show that a modified crossover operator can also be used with other types of genetic
algorithms to improve performance. Proposed genetic algorithm was also tested in wireless network optimization and results shows that it
can be used, not only on job shop scheduling problems, but also on other optimizations problems where fitness of single gene can be
estimated.
In future works proposed genetic algorithm will be tested on other types of problems and modified to work on heterogeneous
computer systems.
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Abstract. Renewable energy sources (RES) not only have become a non-negligible part of electric
transmission networks, but also of medium and low voltage (LV) distribution networks. Understanding the
overall process from design stage up to the installation stage, followed by commissioning and startup of RES
power plants is an essential knowledge that electric engineers should posses. Therefore at the Faculty of
engineering in Rijeka, a fully operational, grid connected photovoltaic (PV) power plant with dual-axis tracking
system is installed. Both students and scientists have a unique-operating tool to conduct experiments in order
to deepen their knowledge and to perform research.
Introduction
Renewable energy sources, among others, include photovoltaic (PV) installations intended for off-grid and on-grid applications. Grid
connected PV systems constitute a majority in countries that promote RES implementation and give incentives and/or feed-in tariffs for
electric energy produced by RES.
At the Faculty of engineering in Rijeka a relatively complex project of installing a dual-axis PV tracking system is heading towards it’s
final stage. Once commissioned and put into operation, the PV power plant will generate 3,5 kWp at peak conditions. The tracking system
will keep the PV panels oriented at optimum inclination and tilt in order to maximize PV conversion of incident irradiation. As opposed to
conventional astronomical tracking systems (open-loop systems) the adopted tracking system is of the closed-loop type. The closed-loop
type tracking system, shown in Fig. 1, uses photo-sensors and feedback controllers to position the PV panels [1].

Figure 1. MLD photo sensor (Degerenergie)
In cases of changing weather the closed-loop controlled systems usually consume more energy than they gain, which is due to
permanent changes in azimuth and tilt angles. In general, open-loop tracking systems are based on different mathematic algorithms that
can be applied for off-line calculation of the instantaneous solar position and trajectory. Trajectory calculation is based on the relative
position of the sun which can be precisely calculated for any location on the Earth’s surface at any instant of time. A third type of tracking
systems is a combination of the two previously described, also called hybrid control system [2] that includes both closed and open-loop
tracking algorithms.
PV power plant RITEH-1 location
The location adopted for installing the dual-axis tracking system is on open-land, in front of Faculty’s main entrance Fig. 2.

Figure 2. PV power plant RITEH-1 with dual-axis tracking system
The chosen location is free of shadows and easily accessible for maintenance and inspection. Moreover, due to immediate vicinity of
the Faculty, students and researchers can perform on-site measurements at any time.
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PV plant configuration
The PV array consisting of 15 PV panels, each rated at 235 Wp, connected in series give a total of 3,525 kWp. The PV panels are
connected to the DC input of the 1-phase inverter rated at 5,0 kW. The inverter’s AC output is guided through the metal mast, bearing the
PV panels and the rotating head, towards the electric panel, Fig. 3.

Figure 3. PV power plant Riteh-1 layout
The electric panel, located near the plant, contains all necessary protective and switching elements alongside control, measurement
and communication equipment (OMM). An UPS, installed in the same panel, provides back-up energy in case of grid voltage interruption.
Installation of an UPS is needed as island operation of the PV plant is prohibited in accordance to the grid code and local power distribution
company (HEP d.d. – Elektroprimorje Rijeka) interconnection regulations. Parallel connection to the low voltage distribution network
(LVDN) is provided through an undeground-overhead line of 80 m in length, Fig. 4.

Figure 4. PV power plant Riteh-1 with LV distribution network interconnection
PV plant with dual-axis tracking system educational potential
Experimenting on an operational power plant in real-world conditions, with commercial testing equipment is a valuable and rare
opportunity for undergraduate and postgraduate students.
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At the moment, students are able to perform a set of different measurements specific to PV installations, for convenience listed in
Table 1. The list can be extended, as additional testing equipment is acquired. Furthermore, an additional set of measurements can be
performed as listed in Table 2. Some of the measuring and testing equipment is depicted in Fig. 5.
Table 1. Specific measurements and testing on the PV plant as part of the teaching process
Test No.
1.

Test (measurement)
DC voltage, current, power

2.

Uoc and Isc

3.

U-I curve of modules and strings

4.
5.
6.
7.

Testing equipment

Remarks
DC side inspection/fault location
Open circuit voltage, short-circuit current

Solar irradiation
Module temperature
AC voltage, current, frequency,
power, PF, energy, harmonics;
Wind velocity

PV module and string characteristics
Metrel MI 3108 PRO

KIMO LV 130

Available solar power
Deviation from STC
AC side inspection/fault location; Efficiency
of PV module and Inverter
PV panel cooling

Table 2. Additional measurements and testing on PV plant electric installation as part of the teaching process
Test No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Test (measurement)
4 channel voltage/current
Phasor diagram
Transients recording
Harmonics, interharmonics and THD
Power quality analysis (EN 50160)
Grounding resistance
Soil resistivity

Testing equipment

Remarks

Metrel PowerQ4 Plus MI 2792A

Class A instrument

Metrel Smartec MI 3123

Specific ground resistance

In addition to results obtained by on-site measurements, data acquired by inverter’s communication system alongside with data
collected by the meteorological station, installed separately from the PV plant, is available for results verification and comparison.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 5. a) Metrel MI 3108 PRO – PV installation tester; b) Metrel PowerQ4 Plus MI 2792A – power quality; c) Metrel Smartec MI 3123 –
Grounding and lightning systems testing instrument
PV plant with dual-axis tracking system research potential
Traditional electric power systems are designed in large extent as systems with centralized power production connected to
sub-transmission and transmission levels, which supply load centers and individual loads at lower voltage levels. Distribution utility grid
connected PV systems represent a novelty since power-flows aren’t unidirectional anymore, but rather bidirectional, as the low-voltage
distribution network, in some circumstances, can exhibit power source characteristics.
Identification of technical requirements for grid interconnection and a review of encountered interconnection problems such as
islanding detection, harmonic distortion requirements and electromagnetic interference for widespread application of PV systems, were
extensively dealt in within [3].
Unsymmetrical power flows in low voltage distribution networks
The effects of unsymmetrical infeed on voltage rise in LV distribution networks with PV inverters has been investigated in [4]. Further
research will be addressed towards inverter’s voltage control algorithms that support LV distribution network voltage regulation and
balancing. In fact, apart from 3-phase induction motors and similar 3-phase symmetric loads, LV distribution loads are unbalanced and in
most cases 1-phase connected. Therefore, a phase-component modeling technique of both power system components (electric sources,
overhead and undeground lines, transformers, capacitor banks, inductors etc.) and loads is appropriate [5]. Another possibility is to adopt
decoupled symmetrical component frame power system models. By application of dummy lines and dummy nodes 1-phase and 2-phase
line segments can be converted into virtual three-phase lines and hence eliminate the need to use forward/backward method in handling
multi-phase laterals [6]. Both approaches will be compared theoretically and experimentally - measuring voltage/current profiles at the PV
plant RITEH-1.
Power quality in low voltage distribution networks
Power quality in LV distribution networks is of major concern both to customers and distribution system operators (DSO). In fact, PV
systems may pose adverse effects to the system, such as overloading of feeders, harmonic pollution, low efficiency, and low reliability.
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Moreover, variations in solar irradiation can cause power fluctuation and voltage flicker, resulting in undesirable effects on high-penetrated
PV systems in the power system [7]. Therefore, extensive measurements in different operating conditions of the PV power plant RITEH-1
are undergoing in order to achieve identification and quantification of PV power plant model parameters inherent to power quality
analyses.
To simulate and analyze some of the stated problems, a simple LV distribution network with 13 nodes has been modeled in Digsilent
- Power factory simulation software, Fig. 6. Therefore, the impact of PV power plant RITEH-1 on the surrounding LV distribution network
has been investigated. Due to the limitations in space, results and conclusions will be published in a succeeding paper.

Figure 6. LV distribution network with PV power plant RITEH-1 integration (Digsilent - Power factory)
Dual axis tracking algorithm
As previously stated, tracking systems can be divided in two main groups i.e. open-loop tracking systems and closed-loop tracking
systems. Apart from astronomical positioning systems and systems with photo sensors, an interesting tracking system was proposed in
[8], that uses the PV cell as sensor, utilizing hybrid electrical characteristics of the cell to determine instantaneous insolation. Upon these
solutions, novel algorithms that optimize solar power yield, minimization of moving parts wear and tear due to solar tracker permanent
moving in cloudy weather, are in research and testing phase.
Conclusion
By installing the photovoltaic power plant RITEH-1 at the Faculty of engineering in Rijeka, both students and researchers have gained
the opportunity to experiment with real-world technology and equipment. Ongoing research is oriented towards PV installation impact on
LV distribution networks. Especially, harmonic power flow (i.e. power quality) problems are addressed, as well as voltage regulation
strategies. In fact, advanced voltage control algorithms can mitigate distribution network problems due to asymmetry of loads, causing
voltage unbalance.
Further research will be also focused upon tracking system algorithms in order to cope with recorded problems (tracker control
instability, energy losses due to permanent moving of the tracking system, equipment wear and tear, etc.).
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Abstract. Hybrid PV/T technology combines photovoltaic conversion and thermal conversion in a single case
enclosure. The PV panel transforms the sun’s radiation into electric energy whilst at the same time the heat
collector, attached at panel’s backside, removes the heat from the PV panel and thus PV cells. In this way, the
PV cells operate at lower temperatures resulting in higher efficiency. Furthermore, the heat removed by the
thermal collector can be effectively used (e.g. DHW or space heating).
In this paper a CFD simulation of a flat plate PV panel with copper heat exchanger on the back with water flow
in the tubes is performed. Temperature distribution of PV panels exposed to different operating conditions is
investigated (variable intensity of solar radiation and water velocity inside the heat exchanger).
The CFD model was validated with experimental data. Results indicate that a decrease in temperature of
17-20 °C of the tested PV module, an increase in electric power of 10% can be observed.
Introduction
The share of renewable energy in the world’s electricity production is constantly growing. Like wind energy and biomass, the role
of solar energy is increasing, especially conversion to electric energy through photovoltaic panels [1]. PV technology isn’t immune to a
number of shortcomings such as efficiency loss due to shading, ageing, soiling etc. The negative power temperature coefficient of most PV
cells currently in operation means PV conversion efficiency decrease, and thus less amount of energy produced. Cooling of PV cells with
a cooling medium such as water, greater efficiency and power generation can be achieved. Furthermore, an useful by-product is obtained
- hot water. Such technology is called hybrid PV/T technology. Apart from water-cooling of PV panels, other cooling media can be applied
(air, air-water combination), and the technology itself has a wide application.
In this paper a modification of a standard PV module into hybrid PV/T module will be described. In addition, the mathematical model of the
hybrid PV/T panel will be derived and the results of numerical simulations will be compared to measurements performed on the
constructed hybrid panel. The hybrid panel is constructed for experimental purposes using copper sheet and tubing. Copper sheet and
tubing is glued on the back of the standard PV module by thermally conductive glue.
Mathematical model
The mathematical model describing the PV/T panel is based upon heat energy balance and the law of energy conservation [2].
The amount of energy absorbed by the panel is converted into another form of energy, with greater or lesser efficiency. Schematic
representation of energy flows in the PV/T panel is shown in Fig. 1.
The PV/T panel is made by conversion of an otherwise standard
photovoltaic panel. Conversion is made by attaching an additional
heat exchanger to the back of the standard PV panel. The heat
exchanger is made of copper sheets and tubes in which cooling
medium (water) flows and absorbs heat from the photovoltaic
panel, that would otherwise be discarded in the environment.
Intensity of water heating, and thus PV panel cooling, directly
depends on water speed. In fact, water speed directly influences
convective heat transfer from the solid wall to the fluid and thus
speed increase results in convective coefficient rise. Furthermore,
water speed increase leads to better panel cooling and lower water
temperature at the heat exchanger outlet. The interrelationship
between PV panel cooling and outlet water temperature depends
on PV/T system concept. In fact, two possibilities exist. In the first
application the water is primarily used for panel cooling and thus PV
conversion efficiency increase. In the other case the primary
purpose of the PV/T is to act as a standard heat collector.

Fig. 1 Energy flows in the PV/T panel
Energy balance of the PV/T panel can be expressed with the following equation:
QU = QA – QEL – QL,

(1)
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where: QU is useful heat flux absorbed by water in W, QA is heat flux absorbed by solar radiation in W, QEL heat flux transformed in electric
energy in W, and QL are panel’s overall heat losses to the environment (convection and radiation) in W.
Conversion of solar energy into electricity
PV panel efficiency is defined as the ratio of produced electric energy and the amount of solar energy that the PV panel receives. The
electric power produced by the PV panel changes in relation to PV cell’s temperature variation. The power-temperature relationship can be
written as follows:

1

(2)

100
2

2

where: Pel is produced electric power in W, Ġ radiant heat flux in W/m and A is the active surface area of the panel in m ,
is the
efficiency of PV panel at nominal conditions (STC), power’s temperature coefficient in %/°C, tPAN is panel’s temperature in °C and tNOM
temperature of the panel at nominal conditions (tNOM = 25 °C) [2].
Numerical simulations
In general, mathematical modelling is an approximation of real phenomena with some degree of mathematical simplification.
In this paper a finite-volume method is used to solve and analyse problems of heat and mass transfer. The equation that best describes
stationary convection-diffusion problem is derived from the general equation of conservation. For the stationary case, herein presented,
the unsteady member is omitted [3].
∙

∙

Γ∙

(3)

Integrating equation (3) the following relation is derived:

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

(4)

∙∆

Equation (4) demonstrates flux balance of the variable ø in the control volume. Equation’s left hand side is a unit convective flux, while the
right hand side defines the unit diffusion flux and creation or destruction (source or sink) ø properties within control volume.
Domain
The domain includes all components of PV/T panels in the smallest possible units to reduce the number of control volumes, resulting
in faster and more efficient calculations. As this case involves repeating sections of copper sheet and tubing, the domain covers half of one
section due to symmetry, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 Overview of the PV/T panel

Fig. 3 Details of the domain

Half of the copper sheet (90 mm), and half of the copper pipe (Cu ø12×1 mm) are contained in domain as well as other parts e.g. glass, PV
cells, heat conducting adhesive, solder of tin and lead (located inside the channel between pipes and copper sheet). In total, there is one
subdomain of fluid type (water inside the pipe) while the rest are of solid type. The domain is 90 mm wide and 1300 mm in length, which
corresponds to the actual physical model.
Numerical simulation results
The computer program ANSYS Gambit 2.4 was used to construct the model. Firstly the model was drawn, afterwards extruded and
then meshed with 3D hybrid and hex elements. After meshing and definition of subdomains and boundary types, the model was imported
in Fluent 6.3 for post processing. All simulations were performed on basis of available manufacturer data (PV panel SV60) and heat
exchanger’s physical dimensions and material constants. The electrical and technical characteristics of the modified PV panel are shown
in the following tables.
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Table 2. Technical characteristics of used materials

Therm.
PV
coll. module

Table 1. Electrical characteristics of the modified PV module
2
o
«Solvis» SV60-230 (at STC: 1000 W/m , 25 C, AM 1,5)
Maximum power (PMPP)
230 W
Short circuit current (ISC)
8,31 A
Open circuit voltage (UOC)
36,9 V
Voltage at PMPP (UMPP)
7,77 A
Current at PMPP (IMPP)
29,6 V
Temperature voltage coefficient (UOC)
-0,29 %/K
Temperature current coefficient (ISC)
0,05 %/K

Material
Glass
PV cells
EVA
PPE foil
Adhesive
Copper sheet
Copper pipe

d
4
0,2
2×0,45
0,4
0,5
0,55
ø12×1

λ
1,8
148
0,35
0,2
0,8
380
380

ρ
3000
2330
960
1200
900
8960
8960

cp
500
677
2090
1250
390
390

3

where d is thickness of a layer in mm, λ is thermal conductivity in W/mK, ρ is density in kg/m and cp is specific thermal capacity in J/kgK.
Post processing is performed with three different values of water flow and three different intensities of solar radiation.
Table 3. Numerical simulation results for different operating conditions
G
v
α
QENV
TW_OUT
TPAN
QW (W)
2
2
(W/m )
(m/s)
(W/m K)
(W)
(°C)
(°C)
(l/h)
0,02
28,1
173
437,26
124,33
23,8
26,9
600
0,05
70,2
280
508,9
52,69
16,7
23
0,08
112,4
351
536,7
24,89
14,5
21,5
0,02
28,1
173
546,09
202,7
27,2
31
800
0,05
70,2
280
636,51
112,28
18,3
26,2
0,08
112,4
351
671,59
77,2
15,6
24,4
0,02
28,1
173
654,13
281,86
30,6
35,2
1000
0,05
70,2
279
763,6
172,39
20
29,4
0,08
112,4
351
806,05
129,94
16,7
27,2

PFOT_N (W)
131,7

171,8

209,1

PFOT_C
(W)
136,2
138,4
139,2
178,5
182,1
183,5
219,2
224,7
226,7

∆PFOT

ηCOLL

ηCOLL_C

3,35%
4,88%
5,46%
3,78%
5,69%
6,38%
4,62%
6,93%
7,78%

62%
72%
76%
58%
68%
72%
56%
65%
69%

48%
58%
62%
44%
54%
57%
42%
51%
55%

2

where: G is Solar radiation, W/m , v – water velocity in the pipe, m/s, – water flow, l/h, α – coefficient of convection from pipe to water,
2
W/m K, QW – heat flux to water, W, QENV – heat flux to environment, W, TW_OUT – water temperature at outlet, °C, TPAN – average panel
temperature, °C. PFOT_N – electric power of PV panel without cooling, W, PFOT_C – electric power of PV panel with cooling, W, ∆PFOT –
percentage increase of electric power with cooling, %, ηCOLL - efficiency of heat collector without production of electric energy, %, ηCOLL_C –
efficiency of heat collector with production of electric energy, %.
Since the energy loss is linearly proportional to the temperature difference between panel’s surface and environment, it is evident that
higher water velocities, and therefore better cooling, results in higher efficiency of the heat collector. In all simulated cases the inlet water
temperature was 10 °C. The above table also shows outlet water temperature of the PV/T panel TW OUT. Furthermore, it is obvious that by
increase of water speed in the heat exchanger, the temperature difference between inlet and outlet drops. Nevertheless, the absorbed
heat flux is higher thanks to the larger value of the convective coefficient [4].
Finally, the table shows the difference in instantaneous electric power for the two simulated cases i.e. when the PV/T panel is not cooled,
PFOT_N, and when is cooled, PFOT_C. Panel temperatures, without cooling, were obtained by numerical simulations. Instantaneous electric
power was calculated according to equation (2).

2

Fig. 4 Solar radiation G = 1000 W/m , water
speed 0,02 m/s

2

Fig. 5 Solar radiation G = 1000 W/m , water
speed 0,08 m/s

Building the PV/T system and experimental measurements
As PV/T technology is rare and less accessible on the market,
custom-made constructions are often optimal solutions, both financially
and technically. Taking into account the size and weight of the panels, a
steel-profile pedestal was firstly constructed. The stand construction
permits adjusting of tilt to several angles in order to optimally position the
panels, i.e. to match sun position. The cooler (heat exchanger) that is
attached to the rear of the panel is, as mentioned, made of copper plates
with dimensions 1300×180×0,55 mm, to which copper pipes Cu ø12×1
of 1340 mm in length are soldered, Fig. 2. The cooler itself is composed
of five identical segments that making assembly a relatively easy task.
High temperatures that appear while soldering represent an aggravating
factor since plates become curved. This in turn increases the possibility
of air pockets appearance between cooler and PV panel. Air pockets
reduce heat transfer since air’s thermal conductivity is considerably
lower than coppers. Once the cooler assembly was finished, water
collector and distributor were mounted on the top and bottom, Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6 Picture taken with thermal camera –
differences between PV and PV/T panel

Fig. 7 Heat exchanger mounted on PV panel’s back-side
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Numerous measurements were performed on the constructed hybrid PV/T panel in different ambient and operating conditions. Measured
data revealed a high degree of coincidence with the results obtained with numerical simulation. Table 3. demonstrates a single set of
measurement data compared to results obtained by numerical simulation with same initial conditions and variables. In this case
2
surrounding air temperature was 22 °C, solar radiation 980 W/m , input water temperature 23 °C, water’s volume flow 150 l/h, and wind
speed approximately zero. An almost perfect matching of measured data and numerical simulation results can be observed, which verifies
the accuracy of hybrid PV/T panel’s numerical model.
2

Table 4. Comparison of measured data and numerical simulation results (tamb=22 °C, solar G=980 W/m , tw_inlet= 23 °C, Qw=150 l/h)
Measured
Simulated
Average temperature of PV/T panel, °C
37
37,5
Outlet water temperature, °C
27,5
27,8
2
Heat flux on water side, W/m
785
749
Efficiency of thermal collector, 0,67
0,64
Simultaneously, data related to electric efficiency of the hybrid PV/T panel were recorded. In fact, several resistors were connected at
panel’s terminals, with a maximum load capacity of 10 A (that is higher than the short-circuit current rating of the modules at STC). The
output characteristics of the tested PV panels (standard and hybrid) have yielded expected results. Measured data was imported in Matlab
and plotted, Fig. 8-9.

Fig. 8. P-U diagram – difference between regular PV panel
and cooled PV/T panel

Fig. 9. I-U diagram – difference between regular PV panel
and coiled PV/T panel

The red lines show the output of a standard PV panel, while the blue line shows the output of the hybrid panel. At higher output voltages a
noticeable difference in the output curves can be observed. Open circuit voltage of a standard PV module is approximately 2 V less than
the open circuit voltage of the modified module. Since all other conditions of both tested panels (standard and hybrid) were the same,
change in open circuit voltage is a direct result of the different module temperatures. In the steady state, while performing measurements,
the temperature difference was approximately 17 °C. Finally, the instantaneous electric power output difference is best visible on the P-U
diagram shown above. In our case, a power output increase of almost 20 W was observed, which for the tested panel (Pnom=230 Wp) is a
gain of approximately 10%.
Conclusion
In this work, a technology that in one enclosure (panel) simultaneously converts solar radiation into heat and electricity is presented.
Using the same surface for heat and electricity production, a higher area utilization factor is achieved. On the other hand, extracting heat
from the PV cells contributes to greater efficiency of the solar to electric energy conversion, as long as PV cells with negative
power-temperature coefficient are concerned. A numerical model of the hybrid PV/T panel was presented, which defined the PV/T panel’s
domain. Analysis of heat exchange among panel layers and water flows inside the tubes of the heat exchanger was performed. Analyses
were performed at different operating and ambient conditions. Some excellent results, supporting PV/T technology, were recorded. In fact,
as the hybrid panel’s temperature was decreased by e.g. 17 K, the instantaneous electric power output increased by approximately 10%.
Furthermore, measurement data indicate that cooling water temperature, at higher flow rates, increases in the range of 2-3 K, while at
lower flow rates increases by 8 K. Obviously, it is necessary to find an optimal water flow, in order to get maximum electric power output,
whilst at the same time sufficiently high water temperature for further usage (DHW, space heating, pool water heating etc.). Hybrid PV/T
technology is proven to be efficient and with further improvements in the design of the heat exchanger even better results could be
achieved. Further research should be focused not only at water cooled PV/T systems but also to façade hybrid systems, cooled-air
systems and multiple systems combination.
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INFLUENCE OF THE CUTTING EDGE MODIFICATION ON CUTTING
FORCE WHEN DRILLING
M. Zetek 1, I. Česáková 1 and P. Roud 1
1
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Abstract: During the drilling the cutting tool is stressed by the cutting torque and feed force. When the hole
must have higher accuracy and quality the cutting process must be stabilized. The stabilization depend on
cutting edges quality and on their specified shape in functional areas. Shape of both edges must be same. If
not the stress on one edge is higher than on the second one and it causes eccentricity of the cutting process
and it causes the increasing of the feed force and passive force. These cause decrease of hole quality,
accuracy and increase of the tool wear. These parameters are influenced by the type, size and by conformity
of both cutting edge modification.
Introduction
When the twist drill is develop for drilling hole with higher quality and accuracy is necessary to measured all parameters on the cutting
tool very correctly. The first steps is general monitoring of the whole geometry on both cutting edge like is rake angle, flank angle, helix
angle etc. For it the standard optical machine is possible to use. The next is to do a detail monitoring of the cutting edge microgeometry
where is necessary to measure cutting edge roughness, cutting edge radius and edge symmetry.

Fig. 1 Monitoring areas on the cutting edge
There is the main aim. If use tactile device or optical measurement. A lot of article describe that is both of them is possible. But if is
need to measure correct value we must measure parameters in a small area where the cutting tool wear increase. Its mean where the
cutting edge is in contact with machined material and chip. These shown Fig. 1. For it is useable only optical device which is equipped with
the special software for the measuring. In our case the Infinite Focus device was used. These device allows to measure all of these
parameters in automatically cycle with the automatically evaluation. For example when the influence of the rectification time on the value of
the cutting edge radius were monitored these dependence was made (Fig. 2)

Fig. 2 Influence of the rectification time on the value of the cutting edge radius
The monitoring of the cutting edge is opportunely to do during all time of the cutting tool life cycles. It is after grinding, after edge
rectification, after deposition and after tests. These detail monitoring facilitate to describe all problematic parts on the cutting edge and is
possible to do redress or the producers can have the detail database of the 3D scans which can compare in the future.
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The next step when is all parameters on the cutting edge monitored are functional tests. For full view of the cutting process is necessary to
measure cutting force, torque and machine power and other accompanying phenomena like chip formation, burr etc.
Expereiment
For the test twist drills with different edge modification were used. The variation of the edge radius were selected on base of the article
[1] where the author describe influences of the cutting conditions on the value of the edge radius. For the next edge modification the edge
facets were used.
Table 1. Characterization of the edge modification
Type of
modification

Edge radius ρr [µm]

Edge radius

35
40
50
60

Edge facet [°]

-40
-50

Edge facet
None

5

Mark for tests
R3
R4
R5
R6
F4
F5
N

Table 2. Characterization of the twist drill
Drill diameter
Drill length
Cutting length
Tip edge
Rake angle
Helix angle

12 mm
100 mm
60 mm
140°
6°
30°

Table 3. Cutting conditions
Cutting speed vc
Cutting feed vf
Depth of cut ae
Workpiece
Cooling system
Pressure
Coating

80 m/min
637 mm/min
5D
C45
Internal
21,5 bar
TiN
th

Because the influence of the edge modification on the cutting process was evaluate, all tests were stop after 21 hole. After this time
is more dominant tool were then edge modification.
Evaluation of the tool wear
During the drilling the increase of the tool wear on the cutting edge was monitored by the microscope MultiCheck PC500. Firstly the
mask of the new edge was made and all tool wear were compare with this mask.

Fig. 3 Tool wear process
From the graph (Fig. 3) is evident that the edge modification influence process of the tool wear. The biggest edge radius has (Cutting
tool No. R6) a very quickly increasing of the tool wear in time. The same process is evident with facet modification with smaller angle.
Generally is evident that then the edge radius is bigger or edge facet angle is smaller the increasing of the tool wear is higher. On the other
hand the cutting tool without modification shows linear process of the tool wear without higher increasing.
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Fig. 4 Tool wear after 21 hole
Next important parameter which the edge modification influence is the machine power. Real parameters are possible to monitored
only at the beginning of the test. Because at this time on the cutting edge is full shape of the edge modification which influence cutting
process. This is shown on Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Influence of the edge modification on the machine power at the beginning of the machining
From the Fig. 5 is evident when the edge radius is bigger the machine power is higher. It is causes by the larger area between the
workpiece and flank face in area of the edge radius. Because higher radius cause higher punning and sticking of the chip in tercial area of
the chip formation. The cutting tool without the modification and other tests these thesis confirm because the machining power when the
same cutting conditions were used were every time smaller when the smaller edge radius was used. When facet are used there is same
process. Then the negative edge is bigger the punning and sticking area of the chip is bigger and the machining power increase.
Evaluation of the cutting force
During the drilling the cutting feed force Ff and torque Mc were monitored by the dynamometer Kistler.

Fig. 6 Influence of the edge modification on the feed force Ff
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Fig. 6 show influence of the edge modification on the size of the feed force. In this case is shown record during the first hole with new
drill. It is evident that with increasing value of the edge radius and negative facet and of course with increasing punning and sticking area
th
increase the size of feed force Ff. If compare cutting force at the beginning and after 21 hole where the tool wear is the value and size of
the feed force and torque are changed (Fig. 7).

th

Fig. 7 Size of feed force and torque at the beginning and after 21 hole
The feed force with time and number of the hole increase as like as increase tool wear. But size of the torque decrease. It is caused
by the stabilization of the shape on the cutting edge because at the beginning on the cutting edge is only static tool microgeometry and
after few second is designed by the cutting process the kinematic microgeometry and process is going to stabilization. Very important
parameter for drilling accuracy hole is size of the passive force. When this force is higher than 80N the hole roughness and circularity very
quickly increase.

Fig. 8 Size of the passive force during the first hole
Size and type of the edge modification influence value of the passive force. Than the edge radius is smaller the passive force is
smaller too. The next what influence the size of passive force is accuracy and symmetry of both edge and quality of the drills tip.
Sometimes the edge modification can causes differences between edges which shows Fig. 8 on the right side. Normally the passive force
is symmetric about the axes but in this case the modification causes asymmetry of the cutting edge and the passive force going more to
negative values.
Conclusion
Results of this experiment shows when the higher edge radius or negative facet are used arise a lot of problems during the
machining which is influenced by the process of the edge modification. When the drill is designed for drilling of accuracy holes during the
machining the passive force higher than 80 N must not arise. This conditions is very difficult to comply when customer want to have higher
edge radius. Next disadvantage of the higher edge radius or facet are higher machining power, feed force, torque and longer time require
for the stabilization of the cutting process.
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Abstract. Subject of the article is a static structural analysis of magnetic worm gear solved in FEM application
Ansys. This article presents general steps how to design a static structural model of magnetic worm gear. The
main results of the analyses are forces between interacting elements and maximal torque that the gear can
transform. Results from structural analysis were compared with experimental measurements on real physical
model of magnetic worm gear.
Introduction

This article deals with magnetism and its applications used in mechanical engineering. The potential of
the research and development in magnetism is significant. It offers wide range of opportunities for new
practical applications of innovative thinking. The potential can be achieved in the main field such as:
contactless gear system, power system, energetic system and the safety system. Magnetic gear systems have
remarkable advantages against conventional mechanical gear systems. The most important advantages of
contactless gear systems are: contactless energy transformation, high efficiency, absence of lubrication and
cooling, high durability, overload protection, very high and low ratios [5].

1.1.

Contactless magnetic gear systems

Contactless gear systems based on interaction of magnetic fields are one of the most interesting gear systems because of
capabilities they offer. Nowadays, some of the practical applications depend on these modern gear systems. Usage of the magnetic gear
systems in the future is going to be predicted in electricity generators, electric vehicles, energy storage flywheels, wind and water turbines,
braking systems, and in speed - torque applications. Table. 1 summarizes the magnetic gear system divided by the size of the possible
transmitted torque [5].
Table. 1 Overview of magnetic geas divided by the size of possible transmitted torque

2.

Type of magnetic gear system

Possible transmitted torque [Nm]

Magnetic worm gear

2-4

Magnetic bevel gear

5-7

Magnetic radial gear

7-10

Magnetic spur gear

10-20

Magnetic planetary gear

45-90

Toyta Camry HEV Synergy drive

80

Magnetic coaxial gear

70-100

Magnetic double-row cykloidal gear

75

Magnetic harmonic gear

110

Integrated magnetic gear / el. devices

60-130

Magnetic single-row cykloidal gear

140-180

Structural model of magnetic worm gear

Magnetic contactless gear systems cannot be designed like the conventional mechanical gears. Forces between interacting
magnets and maximal possible transmitted torques during “security slip” are analyzed in structural analysis. Security slip is an inherent
feature of magnetic gearings and also one of the biggest advantages of magnetic gears.
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Once the torque exceeds the maximum the magnetic gear will lose the primary function of transfer and it will become a safety clutch.
Once the torque decreases, it is possible to restore the primary function of transfer without any damage to the transmission and
maintenance operations.
Distance between magnets, respectively air gap between the magnet faces is the leading parameter that most affects the size of the
magnetic force. The magnetic field has an exponential character. Air gap or interaction distance between magnets decreases force
between magnets exponentially.
Air gap is a key parameter during designing process. The size of air gap affects the size of the maximum transmitted power.
Dependence of magnetic forces with interaction distance is essential knowledge during design of magnetic gear system. Curves can be
determined only experimentally by measurement or calculation. These curves are different for each magnetic structure.
2.1.

Magnetic worm gear

We can find the main dimensions of the magnetic gear in conventional transmission geometry. Magnetic gear wheel can be created
by placing permanent magnets on the pitch surface of the wheel. Permanent magnets must be placed on pitch circles so that the surfaces
of magnetic poles of magnets are tangent to the surfaces of pitch cylinders. Number of magnets can be defined by the number of gear
teeth by the gear ratio, gear pitch diameter or by the length of magnets. From conventional worm gear was derived magnetic worm gear.
Fig. 1 shows derived magnetic worm gear.

Fig. 1 Derived magnetic worm gear
3.

Finite element model of magnetic worm gear

Magnetic forces between interacting members of the magnetic gear were calculated in FEM application ANSYS module EMAG. A
computational model of magnetic gear was established in this module. Calculation model was optimalized in the immediate surroundings,
where the interaction of magnets (respectively magnetic wheels) is taken its place. Fig. 2 shows a computational model of magnetic worm
gear from application Ansys - modul EMAG.

Fig. 2 Computational model of magnetic worm gear
The worm (see Fig. 2) was simulated as a static brake and worm wheel was loaded on the maximum torque. During simulation
magnetic worm wheel slips about angle α respectively, about the length of the magnetic teeth (see Fig. 2). This simulation is static and
main aim of this simulation is to detect magnetic forces (FXI, FYI, FZI) during "security slip". Fig. 3 shows the magnetic forces in magnetic
worm gear. Interaction distance (air gap) at which the forces were examined was x = 1 [mm].
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Fig. 3 Magnetic forces in magnetic worm gear
3.1.

Results from FEM analyses

Fig. 4 shows magnetic forces in the neutral position (position 0 degree) and during "security slip" when the wheel was loaded by
maximum torque Mkmax (position 0 degree to 22,5 degree – angle α).
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Fig. 4 Magnetic forces in neutral position and loaded position
After the simulation the maximum torque was computed. Size of the maximum torque was Mkmax = 0,62 [Nm] at interaction distance
x = 1 [mm]. Advantage of the magnetic gear is that the maximum torque is determined by interaction distance. Fig. 5 shows dependence
interaction distance and maximum torque.
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Fig. 5 Dependence interaction distance and maximum torque
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3.2.

Results from experimental measurements of magnetic worm gear

Fig. 6 shows the universal experimental test stand for magnetic gear systems. The magnetic worm (see Fig.6 ) is connected to the
static brake truth the magnetic clutch. Magnetic worm levitates on two permanent magnetic bearings. Magnetic worm wheel was powered
by servomotor with torque sensor. During the experimental test was measured maximal torque dependent from interaction distance.

Fig. 6 Magnetic forces in neutral position and loaded position
Fig. 7 shows comparison of static structural analysis and experimental measurement of magnetic worm gear. Percentage deviation
of measured and calculated values were about 16,8 %. By using calculations, it was found that the efficiency of magnetic worm gear was
99%. The conventional gear system has just 75% efficiency.
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Conclusion

This article presents the methodology of compiling computational model of magnetic gear. A finite element analysis of magnetic
worm gear is included. Subject of the FEM analysis was to determine magnetic forces in magnetic worm gear, compute maximum torque,
which gear can transmit and compare the values with experimental measurements.
The results of this analysis can be used in design process of the real magnetic gear for practical application. FEM simulation is a
modular algorithm. By changing variables, we can simulate any form of magnetic gear.
This article was supported by scientific grant agency VEGA of the Ministry of Education of the Slovak Republic. Reg. number of
project: 1/0881/11, title of project: "Výskum magnetickej väzby spoluzáberu prevodového súkolesia."
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Abstract. This paper describes the model of the production flow control system enables the flexibility to react
to changes in production and orders. The implementation of the model in the company aims to increase
resource efficiency, reduce the duration of production orders and timely execution of production orders, and as
a result improve the competitiveness of the company.
Introduction
Described in an article model of flexible flow control was developed for the production of manufacturing systems characterized by
high variability of external and internal factors and a large assortment of products. The range of products in the conditions of small lot
production is usually wide and also volatile. It is difficult to sufficiently in advance to predict the size of potential orders and their likely
timing. In addition, reduces the average time between the date of the order and the date of execution [ 1]. Intense competition, the
development of production technology and information technology, achieving ever-lower costs of manufacturing and shorter lead times
have become for producers rather than factors affecting the spectacular success of the organization, but even factors necessary for the
existence of the market [2]. Measures in the area of production should have flexibility, which is enforced by the need to adapt to the
changing needs of customers. Delivery of goods by the date agreed with the customer, according to the requirements of quality and
acceptable price is now standard [3].
The central process of each production management system is process of planning, whose task is to generate a proper plan and
spreading it over time [4]. Planning is a systematic search, classification and determination of production tasks and resources to achieve
the objectives [5]. The result of the production planning is set schedule, which creature due to the complexity of the issue and the multitude
of factors that influence the outcome of the planning process is a difficult and laborious process.
It was therefore an attempt to develop a model system that allows a flexible response to the external and internal factors, which aims to:
- increasing the efficiency of resource use,
- reduce the duration of production orders,
- timely completion of production orders, regardless of disruptions on operating system of production.
Model of Production Flow Control
The model of production flow control system includes three functional areas:
- design of technological processes,
- production planning,
- production flow control.
The input data required for the use of these features are associated with defining the characteristics of orders, products and resources.
The area of the system of production flow control is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Area of functional of production flow control system
Design of Processing
Designing of technological process of product is to determine the process structure and resources which are necessary to production.
The input data to the development the technological process are information about (Fig. 2):
- overall design of the product (geometric dimensions, material quality parameters)
- available production resources (production posts, production staff, tools, instrumentation).
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Structure of the final product

Construction project

Semiproducts

DESIGN OF PROCESSING

Resources

Operation_1

Operation_n

Fig. 2 Desing of processing
Designing of technological process is performed for each element of the structure of the final product, which is the production of its own
(beside elements obtained by purchasing external), and planned to do so using their own resources.
The model assumes the possibility of developing variants of the technological process of the product, thereby providing the conditions for
rational decisions in the field of production scheduling and controlling the manufacturing processes. Model provides variants in two areas
(Fig. 3):
- the structure of technological process,
- resources related to the implementation of process operations.

Technological process
Post_1
Operation_1

Operation_1
Post_2

Post_2
Operation_2

Variants of resource
technological operations

Operation_2
Post_3

Post_4
Operation_3
Post_5
Variants of structure of
technological operations

Fig. 3 Areas of diversity of technological process
Presented model for development of technological processes and their variants can be used on a variety of manufacturing techniques
implemented in discrete processes (with separate technological operations performed on the following production positions).
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Production Planning
The functionality of production planning is to develop a production schedule which will give the answer if it is possible to implement
customer orders in the terms required by them or what is the next possible execution date to complete the order. Production p lanning
model is shown in Fig. 4.
Orders

Demand for final
products

Production order
Structure of the final product

Orders – own
production

Technological
process

Orders outsourcing

Planning of
manufacturing process

Production schedule

Delivery plan

Schedule of
cooperation

Fig. 4 Scheme of production planning
Production flow control
Production flow control is related to current production processing, including supervising the implementation of the approved
production schedule and its possible revision. Monitoring is based on the records of events that occurred during the execution of
production. On this basis, it is carried out to analyze and compare the parameters and the size of the planned obtained that indicates the
risks associated with ongoing production orders (Fig. 5).

Rescheduling
rules

Production
schedule

Posts

Data from
shopfloor

Analysis of
production data

Fig. 5 Production flow control
In case of appear disruption in production schedule which can threaten timeliness of realization production orders, possible
consequences and changing in production schedule are analyzed.
In the event of disruption there is opportunity to make adjustments in the schedule of production in several variants. Fig. 6 shows how the
adjustment schedule for a delay in the implementation of the operations of the manufacturing process:
- adjustment of the schedule (updated schedule) by shifts in time which length is equal the length of delay (Fig. 6a),
- freezing of the delay production order and adjustment schedule including time of delay and placing delay orders for the same production
positions (Fig. 6b),
- freezing of the delay production order and adjustment schedule including time of delay and placing delay orders into other production
positions (Fig. 6c).
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Fig. 6 Rules of production schedule changes for the delays in the implementation of the operations of the manufacturing process
Conclusion
Actions taking in the area of production should be flexibility, because of the need to adapt to the changing demands of customers.
Ability to provide products at a time agreed with the customer, according to the requirements of quality and acceptable price is a key factor
in competitiveness. The areas of production management, which are responsible for this state of affairs is production planning and
production flow control. Plan and schedule production should indicate whether it is possible to satisfy requests at an accept able level and
profitability for the company.
The verification was carried out for a particular class of contracts with completion dates attributable to selected month. In the given period
of time to be implemented were 20 contracts covering 40 kinds of rings for a total amount of 21 240 units. Implementation of production
based on the production plan obtained through the use of the model allowed:
- shorten the manufacturing cycle times of production orders by an average of about 16 hours,
- shorten the waiting time for the implementation of semi-technological operations of about 8 hours,
- using of production stations was averaged 87.50%.
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THE PROBLEMATIC OF LASER WELDING IN TERMS OF RISK ANALYSIS
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Abstract: Laser welding is one of the promising methods in the field of welding technology. The current
segment above international and European standards covering these issues only partially. For further
development of this technology is increasingly users of laser equipment required addressing risk analysis and
by users and quality criteria in terms of sustainable development. The objective of the task is to analyse the
problems of laser welding in terms of risk analysis and quality of welded joints.
Introduction
Each type carries its own energy security risks. Even the potential energy can be harmful to humans when inattention and falling
from elevated locations and the laser is no exception. Nowadays, the accident rate due to laser radiation is almost zero due to various
regulations, warning and protective equipment, yet injuries were and still can be. Basic danger that threatens the handling of laser and
laser devices are:





Damage to the eyes
Damage to the skin
Risk of electrical shock
Risk of vapor

General standards
The above risks can be minimized by following standards that may be imposed by various authorities. Most countries have their
own rules for safety of laser devices, but since the beginning of this century passed "laser community" to uniform rules. There are two
types of safety regulations: request of the manufacturer and user requirement. Regulations may be legally binding or voluntary standards
that may be used in court proceedings in the evaluation of liabilities in case of accidents (10). Latest standards for laser manipulation are
established organizations and institutes:





European Institutions for Electrotechnical Standardization - European Organisation for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC)
American National Standards Institute - American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
The European Organization for Standardization - European Organisation for Standardisation (CEN)
International Organization for Standardization - International Standards Organisation (ISO)

All these norms give guidelines and rules concerning: technical inspections, notification of personal protective equipment,
administrative and procedural controls and special controls. Class 4 Laser installation, which usually meet all the systems for material
processing has his LSO (Laser Safety Officer - Inspector laser safety) that monitor compliance with these provisions.
The harmfulness the laser beam - eye damage
Eye fluid (vitreous) has its own spectral transmittance as shown in Figure 1. This shows that there are two problems related to
the incidence of the light beam into the eye, which are: retinal (Latin retina) at the back of the eye and corneal damage (Latin cornea) in
front of the eye (fig. 1). Radiation falling on the retina of the eye lens focuses at, which will increase the amount of energy falling on the
retina at times up to 105 incoming radiation. Such concentration of power in an extremely small spot on the retina leads the eye to spot
overheating and permanent damage. For example, He / Ne laser with an output of 1 mW and a beam diameter of 3 mm will have a density
of incident energy (0,001 x4) / (3,14 x0, 3x0, 3) = 0.014 W/cm2. When focusing lens of the eye, then this energy will increase to 0,014 x105
W/cm2.
It means that lasers generating radiation in the visible or visible to the approaching spectrum (Ar, He / Ne, Nd: YAG, Nd: Glass,
etc.) are much more dangerous than lasers with radiation in the invisible spectrum (CO2, excimer) (Figure 2). Values dangerous exposure
to the radiation impact (Maximum Permissible Exposure Levels - MPE) were determined experimentally and are illustrated in Figure 3.
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Fig.1 Anatomy of the eye

Fig.2 Percent transmittance ocular fluid, depending on the wavelength (visible) laser

Fig.3 average values of energy density, which causes damage to the eye, depending on the time of exposure to the radiation
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Skin damage
MPE values exposing skin laser radiation are determined, but they are much less hazardous compared to eye damage and are
therefore relatively insignificant. However, the laser is of course able to penetrate the human body as easy manner as in the case of
metallic materials, and therefore we have focused laser beam is taken very seriously. Possible damage to the skin is laser burns or cuts.
Wounds are but clean burnt and easy to heal, unlike the eye.
Danger of electric shock
The vast majority of tragic accidents in the handling of lasers is connected with the power supply. Eg. CO2 lasers have a typical
power supply 30000V energy values at 400mA and higher. Integrated laser devices contain large capacitors even when shut off electrical
power is the possibility of injury. Therefore, this equipment must be earthed and security keys.
Risk of vapor
Very high temperatures associated with the laser machining for giving rise evaporation machined materials. These fumes are
toxic in many cases. When machining is likely to develop a variety of chemicals based on the interaction beam machined material and
additional materials or gases. Some of these chemicals are very dangerous, such as cyanide or various forms of carcinogens. To prevent
accidents vapor is essential for well-ventilated workplace.

Fig.4 Safety glasses with throughput 59%
Laser safety class
Lasers are divided into the following safety classes:

Class I: a possible permanent look into the laser beams (<0.2 ^ J for 1ns pulse or <0.7 mJ per pulse 1s);

Class II: continuous and visible light (<1 mW laser), direct view to the source possible, protect the eye blink reflex;

Class III:
a) the same as Class II, but the eye may already be damaged for looking into source using an optical system (eg binoculars)
(<5mW laser with power density 25W/cm2);
b) the risk of eye damage, must wear protective equipment (even when observing echo), maximum emission of 0.5 W, (<0.5 W
CW laser ¬ visibility of that spectrum, <2.4 mJ per pulse 1ns);

Class IV: same as Class III b), the emission power exceeds 0.5W, may cause fire, damage to the eyes in direct contact with the beam.
Analysis of welding problems in terms of risk analysis. In this issue fall following standards:

ČSN EN ISO 11553-1

Safety of machinery - Laser processing machines - Part 1: General safety requirements

ČSN EN ISO 11553-2

Safety of machinery - Laser processing machines - Part 2: Safety requirements for hand-held laser
processing devices

ČSN EN 60601-2-22

Medical electrical equipment - Part 2: Particular requirements for the safety of diagnostic and therapeutic
laser equipment

ČSN EN 60601-2-57

Medical electrical equipment - Part 2-57: Particular requirements for the basic safety and essential
performance of non-laser light source equipment intended for therapeutic, diagnostic monitoring and
cosmetic/aesthetic use

ČSN EN 60825-4 ed. 2

Safety of laser products - Part 4: Laser guards

Conclusion
A manual of good practice for the issue of laser welding and familiarity with the issue of risk that welding causes.
It is not just us the risks that threaten worker, but also reduce the risk borne by the quality of the weld.
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Abstract. The article deals with the process of hydrogenation and evaluation using an experimental measuring
device – Cyclic Loading Pulsator, for destructive testing and identifying the dependencies involved in the effect
the hydrogen generated in the processes of surface treatment has on machinery parts.
Introduction
Research on the influence of hydrogen on the properties of steel and subsequent applications of surface treatment is an issue which is
currently the subject of much attention. When using contaminated input raw materials there is a risk of hydrogen embrittlement, or it begins
to occur in materials that were long considered resistant to this type of degradation.
Higher hydrogen content in steels affects their mechanical properties, almost always negatively. It is known that hydrogen reduces
ductility, breaking strength and yield strength. Atomic hydrogen dissolved in the steel easily diffuses in the iron grid α even at normal
temperatures, and therefore it is easy to saturate the steel by hydrogen and to release it from the steel depending on the external
conditions. When exceeding the critical concentration, hydrogen can cause cracking or escape from the material during heat treatment of
the material and thus exert a negative effect on the finishes applied to such damaged materials.
Formation of hydrogen
Hydrogen is most frequently formed during pickling in mineral acids, during cathodic electrolytic degreasing, electroplating processes
(e.g. zinc plating), also during oxidation (corrosion) of the material, welding and phosphating.
In most cases it involves cathodic reduction. For example, during pickling in mineral acids (NHO3, H2SO4, HCl) the relevant anodic step
– here the dissolution of metal – takes place at the same place as the formation of hydrogen, [1].
In contrast, during electrolytic degreasing and galvanizing the formation of hydrogen – and dissolution of metal, if any – takes place
separately at the anode (1) and (2):
+

in acidic medium:
in alkaline medium:

-

2 H3O + 2 e → H2↑ + 2 H2O,
2 H2O + 2 e → H2↑ + 2 OH.

(1)
(2)

Subsequent reactions take place step by step. Hydroxyl ions decharge separately one by one, water molecules are broken down one
after the other. In any case, atomic hydrogen is formed first (3).
+

-

H3O + e → H + H2O.

(3)

Atomic hydrogen necessarily needs to form a bond and is therefore reactive. When it meets another hydrogen atom, they form a bond.
In this case we speak about adsorbed (atomic) hydrogen Had. Adsorbed atomic hydrogen can bind with another of its kind to form
a molecule of H2, which is eventually released in the form of gas bubbles and no longer poses any threat to the base material. However,
adsorbed atomic hydrogen can also diffuse into the material and damage its structure (4).
Formation of gaseous H2:

+

-

2 Had → H2↑ or Had + H3O + e → H2↑ + H2O,

(4)

diffusion into the material: Had → Hmat.
There is no way to remove hydrogen recombined in hydrogen traps.
Experimental device
The experimental device PCN2 (see Fig. 1) is used for cyclic loading of components that have been exposed to the processes causing
hydrogenation. PCN2 consists of three-phase asynchronous electric motor, frequency converter, which allows us to set the acceleration
and braking times, to set the engine speed and to program frequency changes in relation to time. Compared to the first version, the new
device has been fitted with an electronic circuit and sensors that allow us to stop the device if the tested component gets damaged and to
record the time. It also employs an eccentric crank mechanism with a balancing feature, where one rod is placed in the slide housing and
a second rod for pre-stressing is mechanically clamped in a clamping cage, [3].
The tested sample, in this case a retaining ring, is placed between the rods and the load is set according to the measuring parameters.
The device alternately develops tension and compression at the end of the retaining ring which causes it to open and close. This
movement is generated in the mechanical pulsator simulated by the testing device. Intensive simulation of the cyclic stress accelerates the
spread of the crack caused by hydrogen present in the material, [2].
Thanks to this device we will be able to get an approximate idea of the number of cycles or the service life of a component that was
exposed to the processes involving hydrogenation.
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Fig. 1. Experimental device – PCN2
Experimental part
The measurement was carried out using the DIN 471-AS 35 x 2.5 retaining rings.
Table 1.The chemical composition of the material of the rings in [%]
C

Mn

Si

P

S

Al

Cr

Ni

Mo

0.72

0.64

0.25

0.01

0.001

0.032

0.17

0.042

0.002

The retaining rings were supplied in the raw state without any surface treatment or heat treatment. All samples were degreased
ultrasonically using 6 % sodium Pragold 68S, to = 2 min, T = 45°C and then dried with hot air. In total 16 ([A] 8 sets of measurements were
carried out for different types of pre-treatment, 5 pieces for each set, [B] 8 sets of measurements were carried out for different types of
pre-treatment, 5 pieces for each set.) The result of the measurement is the number of cycles calculated based on the time needed to
destruct individual rings.
Measurement parameters
-1
The amplitude of opening the retaining ring is 4 mm. The preload of the ring lp=5mm, ns=2800 rev/min . The rings were exposed to
the pickling solutions of [A]: HCl + FeCl2 + H2O (HCl content: 96.0 g/l FeCl2 content: 119.0 g/l) and [B]: HCl + FeCl2 + H2O (HCl content:
136.0 g/l FeCl2 content: 149.0 g/l), then they were rinsed in demineralized water To = 23°C and dried with hot air Ts = 20 s. Then, according
to various parameters for individual sets, the rings were exposed to cyclic loading using the experimental device PCN2.
Parameters of individual sets [A] and [B]
Set 1: Retaining rings in the raw state exposed to variable loads.
Set 2: Retaining rings exposed to a temperature of 250 °C for 4 hours, let to cool to room temperature on a metal plate and exposed to
variable loads.
Set 3: Retaining rings exposed to pickling solution for 2 hours, rinsed in water, dried and with the maximum delay of 10 minutes after
pickling exposed to variable loads.
Set 4: Retaining rings exposed to pickling solution for 2 hours, rinsed in water, dried, exposed to a temperature of 200 °C for 1 hour and
then exposed to variable loads.
Set 5: Retaining rings exposed to pickling solution for 2 hours, rinsed in water, dried, exposed to a temperature of 250 °C for 4 hour and
then exposed to variable loads.
Set 6: Retaining rings exposed to pickling solution for 16 hours, rinsed in water, dried and with the maximum delay of 10 minutes after
pickling exposed to variable loads.
Set 7: Retaining rings exposed to pickling solution for 16 hours, rinsed in water, dried, exposed to a temperature of 200 °C for 1 hour and
then exposed to variable loads.
Set 8: Retaining rings exposed to pickling solution for 16 hours, rinsed in water, dried, exposed to a temperature of 250 °C for 4 hour and
then exposed to variable loads.
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Results
Graph 2. Values measured by the experimental device of PCN2
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Samples after destruction in each set:

Fig. 2 Detailsoftheretainingrings and fracturesrecorded by a laser confocalmicroscope
Olympus LEXT OSL 3000 – magnification 120x
Conclusion
The results of the measurements (Fig. 2, 3) carried out using the experimental device PCN2 confirm the hypothesis saying which
initial conditions of exposure of the material to pre-treatment processes susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement lead to its destruction.
When comparing Set 1 and Set 3, we can see that the pickling time of 2 hours shortened the service life of the component by 43.400 cycles
compared to Set 1 without pickling. The difference between Set 3 and Set 6 shows the reduction in the number of cycles by 4.480 caused
a longer duration of pickling. Set 2, which was exposed to the temperature of 250 °C for 4 hours, shows 26.320 fewer cycles compared to
Set 1. Efficient dehydrogenation can be seen in Set 4, where the number of cycles increased by 3,640 compared to Set 3. Longer
dehydrogenation of 4 hours at 250°C in Set 5 and Set 8 shows no difference in the degree of dehydrogenation in comparison with Set 4
and 7, and thus is economically wasteful.
The resulting values show that increasing the bath concentration is of great importance in the life of the material that has been melted
in the processes influencing Hydrogen charging base material.The device is currently being used for further detailed experimental tests.
The evaluation of fractures in the samples exposed to surface treatments that involve intensive formation of hydrogen and its diffusion into
the base metal has also been conducted.
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Abstract. Nowadays, there are a lot of questions about the origin of the different parts of the Astronomical
Clock in Prague. If it is proved that some parts of the clock are made of the same material, it would seem
reasonable to believe that they came from the same time and same author. In the first phase were identified
components which could be from the same period. In the next phase parts were analyzed with the aim to
demonstrate that there is no consensus in the composition of the material and assumption that they are
younger or older could be confirmed. Nondestructive method of spectral analysis was used - specifically, it was
a portable X-ray spectrometer.
Introduction
Astronomical Clock on the Old Town Square is one of the most important monuments in Prague. This landmark is one of the most famous
and most beautiful clocks in the world. Prague Astronomical Clock consists of many parts. Visible parts are the astronomical dial to deduct
astronomical cycles, the position of the sun and to which the constellations of the zodiac going through. Also, it can determine the position
of the moon and its relative position to the sun. Underneath is a calendar board, from which you can read the current month, day and
immovable feasts from Christian calendar. The entire clock is further adorned with statues, some of them are movable. The most famous
of them are skeleton, cock and moneylenders. [1]
The entire clock is functional thanks to the mechanism, which is original and has been constructed in the 15th century using preserved
copies of documents. For centuries, the mechanism was considered as Master Hanus work from the late 15th century. This information
comes from astronomical clock master Jan Taborsky, who wrote a Report on the Astronomical Clock Prague in 1570. However, in 1960
was found the book with previously unknown copy of this report, which had been made by the old town councilor in the 1587. Gradually,
the book was extended by other clock masters, also with Charter mayor transcription from 1628.
This document describes fabrication of clock by Mikulas from Kadan in 1410. The theory about making the clock by Mikulas from Kadan in
the early 15th century is generally accepted, but many questions raises about the original author of the astronomical clock, and so the
current administrators decided to find out its origin using material composition of its mechanism.
Spectral analysis
Non-destructive method of spectral analysis was chosen to investigate the chemical composition. DELTA Professional from BAS Rudice
Ltd. was used. This technology is based on XRF or X-ray fluorescence spectrometry. XRF method can be used for analysis of solid metal
samples of thin metal layers, and various other materials. This method is rapid and reliable. [2]
The DELTA brings the power and flexibility of handheld X-ray fluorescence spectrometry to the field. Ruggedized and ultra-portable, this
dramatically fast 24/7 technology provides accelerated testing times, allowing for hundreds more tests to be conducted per day with
analytical confidence. The DELTA series analyzers are configured with powerful miniature X-ray tubes, Si-PIN detectors or highly
advanced Silicon Drift Detectors (SDD), specialized filters, and multi beam optimization for the ultimate in XRF field analysis. The DELTA's
real overall value is to help make decisions in real time with minimal reliance on off-site laboratory testing.
The instrument uses of SDD detector, allowing achieves exceptional sensitivity and detection limits for elements Mg, Al, Si, P, S and others
that occur in small percentage of. [2]
Measuring
Main reason for this measurement is to determine whether the Astronomical Clock was designed by one author or coming from different
authors from different periods. All components were identified (we also assumed their origin) before measurements. Locations determined
to be measured were specially adjusted due to greater accuracy (without affecting the test material coating). The measurement site
coating was carefully removed with steel-tip. Three layers were applied on the frame. The base layer was “red lead” color that is produced
from oxides of lead. Next layer was black enamel layer and finally graphite paint on the surface. The same procedure was used to remove
corroded areas. Remnants of peeled paint jobs were cleaned using a cotton swab with cleaning agent (Pulirapid), based on weak
phosphoric acid and nonionic surfactants. Impregnated cotton swabs were left three hours on the cleaned surface and then removed.
These areas were cleaned and passivated at the same time. Followed by mechanical cleaning with steel brush with wire diameter d = 0.15
mm while adding a suspension of water and pumice powder, sold under the trade name Torro. Then, the place was washed with water and
dried. Finally, the place was impregnated against corrosion with oil. [5]
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Figure 1. Prague Astronomical clock and Delta Professional – when history meets science

Figure 2. measured surface (left) and Mechanism of Astronomical Clock (right)
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Results
Table 1. – First set of results

Conclusion
The table shows that the chemical composition of the material from which the clock mechanism is manufactured, vary part from part. It can
be tentatively concluded that the material is processed in different workshops. We think it is more than unlikely that a single author ordered
processing parts in various workshops. As a result, it is expected that there were more authors than one.
However, it is also possible, as is evident from the measurement sample 2, highlighted in Table 1, that measurements may be affected by
inaccuracies caused by human error. Measurement of this sample shows high proportion of lead in comparison with other samples. As
mentioned above, one of the layers deposited on the surface of the mechanism was Oxide color produced from oxides of lead. We assume
that this error is a result of inadequate cleaning of the surface area.
Also, relatively large differences in silicon content may be due to inadequate surface cleaning of tested sample from impregnating oil or
non-homogeneity of the test material.
Evaluation of the results in this case will be very complicated. Due to inaccuracies, the measurements should be repeated on carefully
prepared surfaces.
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Abstract. Laboratory verification of the tribological parameters is also performed on the devices which are still
well operated but where is necessary thanks to the innovation or from other purposes needed to replace
current sliding component with the same one but with different kind of material. These crucial changes should
be verified on the suitable laboratory devices called tribometers. For the best results it is necessary well
estimate the set up testing conditions in order to best demonstrate the real operating conditions.
Introduction
Air conditioning compressors (Fig. 1) operated in the small passenger cars are quite small devices with a big power efficiency.
Components which are used for these car compressor´s units are exposed to a mechanical and temperature stress. Main functional parts
like a cylinder and vane segments have to be designed in order to keep an excellent sliding operation. The best performance and long
durability of these devices is mainly influenced by these characteristics: the surface parameters and material´s combinations [3,4] of the
functional parts, set up conditions, lubrication and cooling system. All of these parameters have an effect on the operation temperature,
vibration and noise level and wear of the sliding components which together results the operation durability. This article deals with the
tribological behaviour of the current compressor vane. The aim of the current and following research is to compare the tribological results
of the current and new vane and evaluate the suitability of the vane component substitution.

Fig. 1 Air condition compressor scheme [2].
Experimental setup
The friction performance was determined using a Tribometer T-05 – method block on ring in oil bath (Fig. 2). For the surface
observation was used method of the confocal microscopy (Fig. 2) with device Confocal Microscope Lext OLS 3000 (Olympus). Weight
analysis was ensured with the analytical balances Mettler H64 and Ohaus explorer pro [1]. Testing samples representing the components
vane and cylinder of the compressor were replaced by the samples shown in the Fig. 4.

Fig. 2 Tribometer T0-5.

Fig. 3 Confocal microscope OLS 3000.
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Testing specimens: Vane segment pasted into the pocket of the block specimen. Hemisphere segment is for clamping of the right position
in the T-05 tribometer.
Vane segment dimensions:
h = 7,49mm
w = 6,76mm

Fig. 4 Testing specimens representing vane and cylinder.
Testing parameters were calculated according to real operation parameters (
the short time testing. Summary of the test composition is enclosed in the

Table 2) of the compressor with consideration of
Table 1.

Table 1. Tribological test composition.

Table 2 Operation conditions of the vane in the compressor.
Operation of the vane in the compressor
Regime

max performance
50% performance
33% performance
6% performance
Note:
Weight of the vane:

Revolutions
[rev.min‐1]

Vane velocity
[m.s‐1]

Max radius
on stator
[m]

Centrifugal force
of the vane on
stator
[N]

Centrifugal force
of the vane on
stator
[kg]

7500
3750
2500
460

25,9
13,0
8,6
1,6

0,033
0,033
0,033
0,033

382,3
95,6
42,5
1,4

39,0
9,7
4,3
0,1

m=

18,8

Ratio betw
Centrifugal force
of the decreased
performance /
Full perf.
‐
25,0%
11,1%
0,4%

g

Operation of the vane test segment in the compressor
Regime

Revolutions
‐1
[rev.min ]

Vane velocity
[m.s‐1]

Max radius
on stator
[m]

Ratio betw
Centrifugal force Centrifugal force
Centrifugal force
of the vane
of the vane
of the decreased
segment on stator segment on stator
performance /
[N]
[kg]
Full perf.
25,4
2,6
‐
6,4
0,6
25,0%
2,8
0,3
11,1%
0,1
0,0
0,4%

max performance
7500
25,9
0,033
50% performance
3750
13,0
0,033
33% performance
2500
8,6
0,033
6% performance
460
1,6
0,033
Note:
Weight of the vane:
m=
18,8
g
Weight of the test
m=
1,25
g
Recalculation depends only on the weight of the test segment, which is cutted from the full length of the vane.
-1

Because it was not possible to reach the full number of revolutions - 7500rev.min on the tribometer T-05, there was established that the
exposed load during the testing will be two times bigger than exists in case of maximal performance of the real compressor. New proposal
of the load on specimens is 2 . 25,4N ~ 50N. It is necessary to take in account that the results of the measurement will be used for
comparison of the bahaviour between the current and the new vane.

Fig. 5 Tribometer T-05 and specimens performance.
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Specimens material composition
Ring specimen representing cylinder – Al alloy
Cu 4,2-4,8%, Si 16,4-17,8%, Mg 0,58-0,67%, Fe 0,7-1,0%, Zn max. 0,1%, Mn max. 0,08%, Ni max. 0,1%, Sn max. 0,1%, Ti max. 0,1%, P
60-100 ppm, Pb max. 0,2%.
Vane specimen – unpublished information
generally low alloyed steel
Experimental results
Table 3. Result´s overview in testin periods.

Results overview in periods
TEST I

Friction Force ‐
Start
[N]

Friction Force ‐
End
[N]

Fr. Coefficient
Start
[‐]

Fr. Coefficient
End
[‐]

Temperature
End
[°C]

1. Period
2. Period
3. Period

11,3
11,3
10,2

9,9
10,4
9,6

0,23
0,23
0,20

0,20
0,21
0,19

53,2
49,6
56,9

Results of the friction forces (FF) in the
Table 3 were calculated according this scheme:

start: time interval from 300s to 600s – interval of 5 minutes

end: time interval from 10500s to 10800s – interval of 5 minutes, (each value of FF was calculated from 31 values – 5 minutes)

Fig. 6 Results of the friction in the perion 1 and 3.
From the results in the
Table 3 is obvious that the sliding properties in all of three periods had quite constant progress. Differences
among results are very small. One relationship is between the temperature of the specimens and its values of the friction forces. The
higher temperature is, the smaller friction force is. Friction force in the time (in periods) had a decreased character thanks to the properties
of the contact process. It is mainly decreasing of the roughness of the functional parts and also increasing of the temperature.
Microscope analysis after 3. testing period - end
There was used magnification 5x and 20x for some interesting details. In the case of magnification 5x the scanning area was 2,5 x
2,0mm. For magnification 20x the scanning area was 0,5 x 0,3mm.

Fig. 7 Left, right side of the ring sample after test with roughness scanning – 3. period.
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Fig. 8 Left, right side of the vane sample after test with roughness scanning – 3. period.
Table 4 Wear calculation on the vane specimen – width of the groove.

WEAR calculation ‐ width of the groove
Period
1.st
2.nd
3.rd

Sample

Groove width
[µm]

VANE left side
VANE right side
VANE left side
VANE right side
VANE left side
VANE right side

347,09
285,15
384,22
355,86
394,37
385,91

Average
Groove width
[µm]
316,12
370,04
390,14

Conclusion
There has not been found any measurable wear on the ring. Settled test conditions and boundary friction caused that there was not
measureable any wear on the ring specimen.
Concerning the vane segment there is obvious increasing trend of wear as shown on Table 4. Wear is represented like an existing
groove and its width. If the testing time or load will be increased in the future tests, more wear will appear.
From the results in the Table 3 is obvious that the sliding properties in all of three periods had quite constant progress. Differences
among results are very small. One relationship is between the temperature of the specimens and its values of the friction forces. The
higher temperature is, the smaller friction force is. Friction force in the time (in periods) had a decreased character thanks to the properties
of the contact process. It is mainly decreasing of the roughness of the functional parts and also increasing of the temperature.
Future research of this problematic should be extended of the testing the „New Vane“ specimens preferably according to same
tribological setup conditions. These and other results will be better understood after additional series of the testing of the old and new
vanes and its cross result´s comparison.
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to analyze the problems of internal stress in electroforming and the design of
equipment for the deposition of thick layers, so called electroforming. One aim of this work is also to verify the
function of the electrolyser and then measure the internal stress in thick electroplated nickel coatings. The
experimental part describes the design and construction of equipment for the deposition of thick layers,
including the measurement of internal stress in the galvanic coatings.
Introduction
Electroforming a technology for producing thick electroplated coatings in the range of approx. 1-8 mm by electrolytic treatment,
where the mandrel (mould) is connected as a cathode. It is used in the manufacture of moulds, printing blocks/plates as well as in the
phonograph, footwear, plastics and printing industries. Electroforming is being used increasingly by museums to make multiple copies of
smaller objects, such as coins, medals, jewellery, military designations, etc. It is also possible produce larger three-dimensional sculptures
made of several parts. One of the oldest applications of electroforming, which is still used today, is the print mould. Electroforming is also
used as wear protection of, for example, woodcuts and printing blocks, see the current use of electroforming in the production of print
matrices for banknotes. [1; 2; 4]
Principle of electroforming
Electroforming is used to form a thick coating (shell), so called Galvano. [4] The requirement for these shells is that they must be
readily separable from the mandrel on which they have been deposited. In electroforming, the mandrel on which Galvano is deposited is
connected as a cathode. [1; 5] “In electroforming, metal ions of the electrolyte are electrochemically transferred from the anode to the
surface of the mandrel – cathode, where they are deposited as the atoms of the source metal.” [4, page 8]
Once Galvano reaches the desired thickness, it is removed from the bath and the shell is separated from mould. The advantage of
this technology is that electroforming can be used to create an exact copy of the structure and surface (human skin, wood, vinyl records).
[3] The main disadvantage is that the deposition of thick layers produces large internal stress (the deposited layer may then crack and flake
off), and another disadvantage is the time required for the process (up to several days). Internal stress can be reduced for example by
selecting a suitable bath, using appropriate additives in the electrolyte, by setting a suitable temperature, current density and pH. [1; 4; 6;
7]
Ni electroforming
After copper, nickel is the most commonly used metal for electroforming [6] because it has very good properties such as strength,
ductility and corrosion resistance, as well as superior copying ability. Galvanos made of nickel can be very well machined, soldered or
welded. By using appropriate parameters of the galvanic process it is possible to obtain products with minimum internal stress. Thanks to
the great final accuracy of the product it is possible to produce, for example, so-called masks that are used to cover the welded edges
during the vapour deposition of aluminium on the housing of rear lights or for partial coverage of car headlights during their painting. [10]
Tab. 1 Electrochemical properties of nickel [9, page 179]
silver-white metal with a
appearance
yellow tinge and great
hardness
-3
density [g·cm ]
8.9
relative atomic mass [-]
58.7
melting point [˚C]
1452
-1
electrochemical equivalent [gA·h ]
1.095
normal potential of ions [V]
-0.25
In the electrochemical series, nickel is in the area of negative potential, to the left of hydrogen that has zero potential and is taken as
a basis. Nickel has a standard potential of -0.250 V. [12] “Nickel dissolves in an aqueous solution of simple salts at very high overvoltage.
The values overvoltage in these metals are among the highest in the range of electrodeposited metals, their deposition is slow and is
highly dependent on temperature, the perfection of the cathode surface and its treatment before the electrolysis.” [11, page 7]

Fig. 2 Electrochemical series of metals [12]
Reaction of nickel during electrolysis
The deposition of nickel is carried out from aqueous solutions of divalent salts. The potential of the equation for nickel deposition is
more negative than the equilibrium potential of hydrogen. Therefore, during this deposition process, hydrogen will be deposited in the first
place. [11; 12] „ That means that the reaction will take place in the anodic direction. Therefore, it is necessary to provide a sufficiently large
negative overvoltage on the cathode, so the reaction can take place in the catholic direction. As a result, there are two reactions taking
place in the system - deposition of nickel and hydrogen." [11, page 7] The sum of the currents of these two reactions determines the total
current passing through the electrolytic system.
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General knowledge on internal stress
Internal stress in the deposited layers occurs in all cases of electroplating. We try to eliminate it by setting suitable parameters used
in the electrolytic plating, such as: temperature, current density, bath composition and purity, pH, by moving the cathode or stirring the
electrolyte [1; 9; 14; 18], most often by means of magnetic stirrers, bubbling or adding an ultrasonic agitator into the tank [15; 17]. The fact
is that decreasing temperature and increasing current density result in the reduction of grain size, which in turn increases the internal
stress and decreases the toughness. [4] This stress largely affects the protective efficacy of the coatings, causing cracking and peeling of
the coatings – poor adhesion of the deposited layer, cracking, blistering and deformation (deflection) of products coated on one side. [13;
16] Internal stress varies in different galvanic coatings.

Metal
Internal stress [MPa]

Tab. 2 Overview of internal stresses of selected elements [8, page 180]
Rh
Pd
Cr
Ni
Mn
Cu
1372

686

549

412

294

147

Zn
-98

Causes of internal stress
The main causes of internal stress during electroplating are changes in the lattice parameters of the sample material. “These
changes are caused by thermal effects in the electrical double layer, by foreign atoms trapped in the lattice of the deposited metal, uneven
distribution of foreign particles in the lattice with their subsequent relocation by diffusion, small crystal subjects merging into larger crystals
and formation of chemical compounds of metals with impurities accompanied by increasing volume. Because the size of internal stress
resulting from metals electroplating processes varies in different circumstances, it is clear that internal stress is a sensitive indicator of
structural changes and other processes important for the subsequent corrosion action.” [8, page. 1]
After turning off the current supply, the temperature of the deposited coating drops, which results in the reduction of its volume. Even
the hydrogen diffusion from the coating is reduced, especially from its surface layers. In refractory metals, such as Ni, Co, Fe, etc. the
coating always shrinks, whereas in easily-fusible metals, such as Zn, Bi, Sn, Pb, Cd, deformation always occurs in the opposite direction
than during the deposition of the metal. [8]
Types of internal stress
Depending on the extent, we distinguish three types of internal stress:
1) Type 1 – macroscopic, the effect of the stress exceeds 1mm
2) Type 2 - microscopic, the effect of the stress is from 0,5 to 1µm
3) Type 3 – sub-microscopic, the effect of stress reaches 0,5 µm [1; 4; 9; 14]
Stress of type 1
Macroscopic internal stress is present in the whole sample or its part, i.e. in a large number of crystals. This stress has its origin in
macroscopic or microscopic inhomogeneities. [1; 4; 9; 14] „
In an effort of the coating to increase or decrease its volume, either compressive or tensile stresses are formed during the formation
of the metal layers in the entire product. This results in the peeling and cracking of the plated layer, development of cracks in the substrate,
etc. If we know the size of the internal stress, we can estimate some mechanical properties of the coating and deduce the expected
operational efficiency. Thus it is important for the internal stress of type 1 to be checked and measured. [9; 16]
Stress of type 2
Stress field with an effective radius of approx 10 to 100 nm. This internal stress occurs within the range of one subgrain, most
commonly in the form of inclusions and dislocations. [4; 16] The inter-planar distances are not consistent – they differ.
Stress of type 3
The internal stress of type 3 is very small and is located in the area of crystal lattice. [1; 3; 4; 8, 9]

Fig. 3 Crack in electroformed mould caused by internal stress [3]
Construction of equipment for deposition of thick galvanic layers
Design
To achieve the smallest possible volume of the electrolyte, the container has the shape of an octagonal polygon. Heating is done in a
container which is placed separately with a heating unit and thermostat. Candle filter with a pump is used. To prevent the build-up of
hydrogen bubbles on the cathode (mandrel), the mandrel, which is hung on a rotating shaft, rotates against the direction of the flow of the
electrolyte and air is used to bubble through the electrolyte.
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Fig. 4 The principle of mixing the electrolyte in the nickel vessel (yellow
arrows indicate the direction of the flow of the electrolyte and the red arrow
indicates the direction of the mandrel rotation, which is against the direction of
the electrolyte flow)

Fig. 5 The principle of mixing the electrolyte in the heating
tank

Construction

Fig. 6 Nickel vessel

Fig. 7 Mandrel suspended under the lid

Fig. 8 Constructed
electroforming apparatus

Testing of the electroforming apparatus
Test Of Nickel Deposition
Prior to any measurement, it was necessary to determine whether the device is working properly and the nickel is properly deposited.
As test samples, we used steel tubes of various diameters and a rectangular steel sample.

Fig. 9 Coated tubes
Measurement of internal stress depending on the changes in current density a temperature
Sample Preparation And Measurement Procedure
Measurements were performed using a dilatometer. As samples, we used strips of the material DIN 1.1274 with the length of
105 mm, width of 13 mm and thickness of 0.05 mm.

Fig. 10 Dimensions of the sample

Fig. 11 Measurements using a dilatometer

For the measurements, the current density was set to J=1 A·dm-2; J=2 A·dm-2; J=3 A·dm-2 and temperatures to T=40°C; T=45°C;
T=50°C for t=1800s.
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Temp. [°C]
40

45

50

-2

Current density J [A·dm ]
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Tab. 3 Measured values of internal stress
Weight before plating m1 [g] Weight after plating m2 [g]
0,501
0,568
0,509
0,616
0,519
0,655
0,502
0,571
0,515
0,628
0,489
0,631
0,486
0,568
0,507
0,634
0,497
0,648

Weight of deposited Ni m [g]
0,067
0,107
0,136
0,069
0,113
0,142
0,082
0,127
0,151

0,2
m [g]

0,15
0,1

T=40[°C]

0,05

T=45[°C]

0

T=50[°C]
1

2

3

J [A·dm-2]
Fig. 12 Amount of the deposited metal in relation to
temperature and current density

-2

Fig. 13 Deformation of the sample at J=1 A·dm and
temperature of 40°C

Conclusion
We analyzed the issue of the internal stress in electroplating. In the practical part, we designed and constructed an electroforming
apparatus and verified its performance. Then we carried out measurements to measure the internal stress depending on the current
density and temperature using a dilatometer. Before measuring the internal stress we carried out an experiment in which we measured the
amount of metal deposited on the mandrel depending on the set current density. We used these values to determine the deposition rate.
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Abstract. Acceleration of scientific discovery in Cloud Computing environment presents a viable opportunity
for science and engineering with benefits compared to traditional High Performance Computing, especially for
scientific problems that can be run with a high degree of parallelism and at low scale. However, communication
intensive scientific problems which require low latency and high bandwidth interconnections and parallel file
systems doesn’t perform well in the Cloud. The largest IaaS cloud providers still use commodity networking
and storage devices which cause significant performance variability and therefore they are unable to provide a
completely satisfactory environment for some scientific HPC applications. There are also smaller dedicated
HPC Cloud providers with optimized virtualization models, high bandwidth, and low latency interconnections
which improve scientific HPC application performance.
Introduction
At most universities and research institutes, scientists can access High Performance Computing clusters, usually as free grant time,
but they require a lengthy proposal which is reviewed by a panel of experts and writing a good proposal takes time. After the proposal get
approved scientists have to submit their jobs into a batch queue and wait for resources to become available. With cloud platforms,
scientists have ability to rapidly provision new clusters and access compute resources, configure them, instantly add and release
resources, and therefore can get results much faster.
Most commercial clouds have been designed for running business and web applications, they use commodity networking and
storage devices which are suitable to effectively host loosely coupled scientific applications which frequently require large amounts of
computation with modest data requirements and infrequent communication among tasks. To perform well in the cloud communication
intensive tightly coupled scientific applications require low latency and high bandwidth interconnections and parallel file systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents Cloud Computing paradigm. Section 3 proposes scientific computing
in the cloud. In Section 4, we present the largest IaaS cloud providers and smaller dedicated HPC Cloud providers. Section 5 discusses
HPC Cloud versus traditional cluster and section 6 describe cost advantages with spot and reserved instances. We conclude the paper
with a summary in Section 7.
Cloud Computing
Cloud Computing has been defined as “a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction” [1]. Clouds are classified in three layers or service models:

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) - physical resources are delivered as a service, usually through machine virtualization.
This layer is dominant for running HPC Cloud environment

Platform as a Service (PaaS) - a software development platform is delivered as a service to deploy and maintain
applications in an integrated environment

Software as a Service (SaaS) - a software application is delivered as a service and instead of purchasing license to be
installed on premise; users subscribe to use the service of a specific application
User willing to deploy scientific applications, based on their particular requirements, has several options: either to run it entirely in a
private or public Cloud, or to combine these two approaches in a hybrid Cloud model.
Scientific Computing in the Cloud
Based on resource requirements Scientific Computing in the Cloud can be done by tightly and/or loosely coupled scientific
applications. Tightly coupled applications are common classes of scientific HPC applications which require low latency network of high
bandwidth because frequent communication is necessary. Scientific problems are from domain of decomposition solvers, linear algebra,
FFTs, N-body systems, etc. Loosely coupled scientific applications are suitable for clouds because they frequently require large amounts
of computation with modest data requirements and infrequent communication among tasks. These applications are also called
embarrassingly or pleasingly parallel applications which can be parallelized with minimal effort using MapReduce [2] based frameworks.
Scientific problems are from domain of Monte Carlo simulations, BLAST searches, many image processing applications, etc.
Public/private HPC Cloud providers
There are lot of providers and their HPC Cloud solutions. We will not give a review of all HPC Cloud solutions, our focus will be on the
providers and solutions with a most presence on HPC Cloud market.
Amazon is present on HPC Cloud Computing market with its EC2 infrastructure [3]. It is a public Cloud, providing server and storage
resources on-demand, and Amazon is charging the usage of its resources at acceptable rates. Using Amazon EC2 Cluster instances,
users can expedite their HPC workloads on elastic resources as needed and save money by choosing from low-cost pricing models that
match utilization needs. Users can choose from Cluster Compute or Cluster GPU instances within a full-bisection high bandwidth network
for tightly-coupled and IO-intensive workloads or scale out across thousands of cores for throughput-oriented application. Amazon claims
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to provide Cloud optimized for HPC services, while retaining the elasticity, flexibility and cost benefits of EC2. HPC on Amazon EC2 is
enabled by the Cluster family of instance types which are presented in Table1.
Table 1. Amazon HPC cluster resource types
Name
Cluster Compute Eight Extra
Large (cc2.8xlarge)
Cluster Compute Quadruple Extra
Large (cc1.4xlarge)
Cluster GPU Quadruple Extra
Large (cg1.4xlarge)

Description
88 EC2 Compute Units (2 x Intel Xeon E5-2670 processors,
eight-cores with hyperthreading), 64-bit platform, 60.5 GB
memory, 3.37TB storage,10 Gigabit Ethernet
33.5 EC2 Compute Units (2 x Intel Xeon X5570, quad-core with
hyperthreading), 64-bit platform, 23 GB memory, 1.69 TB storage,
10 Gigabit Ethernet
33.5 EC2 Compute Units (2 x Intel Xeon X5570, quad-core with
hyperthreading), 64-bit platform, 22 GB memory, 2 x NVIDIA Tesla
“Fermi” M2050 GPUs, 1.69 TB storage, 10 Gigabit Ethernet

Cluster Compute Quadruple Extra Large, Cluster Compute Eight Extra Large and Cluster GPU Quadruple Extra Large instances support
cluster networking. Instances launched into a common cluster placement group are placed into a logical cluster that provides
high-bandwidth, low-latency non-blocking 10 Gigabit Ethernet network between all instances in the cluster.
Google Compute Engine [4] offers scalable and flexible virtual machine computing capabilities in the cloud. Google Compute Engine
uses KVM as the hypervisor, and only supports Linux virtual machines. Google Compute Engine offers a RESTful API for managing
resources such as disk, images, and instances. Like Amazon, Google brought his HPC Cloud services on a higher quality level, by
providing Google Compute Engine that has access to huge number of 770000 cores.
Windows Azure [5] is Microsoft's cloud computing platform and infrastructure for building, deploying and managing applications and
services through a global network of Microsoft managed datacenters. With a massively powerful and scalable infrastructure, new instance
configurations, and a new HPC Pack 2012, Windows Azure is designed for big compute applications. Windows Azure uses InfiniBand
network that supports remote direct memory access (RDMA) communication between compute nodes. For applications written to use the
message passing interface (MPI) library, RDMA allows memory on multiple computers to act as one pool of memory.
HP Cloud Compute [6] allows users to deploy compute instances on demand, customize instances to handle unique workloads, and
add new instances through the user interface or programmatically through the RESTful API for quick scale out. Users can configure
instance sizes for a variety of use cases from basic web applications to large-scale data processing with intermittent peak periods, HP built
its cloud infrastructure using OpenStack technology [7], and deliver end-to-end, converged cloud capabilities that let users manage their
cloud deployments across hybrid, private, managed private, and public cloud delivery.
IBM SoftLayer [8] is part of IBM Could Services Division which offers a spectrum of cloud delivery options ranging from solely private
cloud to solely public cloud and numerous variations in between. Private, public and hybrid clouds are not strictly distinct, as IBM allows the
option to build a customized cloud solution out of a combination of public cloud and private cloud elements. IBM SoftLayer HPC servers
feature GPUs for accelerated and efficient data processing. IBM HPC cloud is also accessible via IBM Platform Computing [9].
Rackspace [10] combines public cloud, private cloud, and dedicated bare metal computing to provide infrastructure for each user
specific need. Rackspace have offerings that include management and support for the application deployments of their customers. These
offerings are not focused on HPC, but as business models evolve, it is possible that offerings around HPC could be developed as well.
Rackspace Cloud Servers offers shared servers which all use Xen and all use four virtual cores regardless of size.
First six providers are the largest IaaS providers, which may be considered for HPC deployments, in the market today. Their highest
specifications resource types are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The largest IaaS cloud providers - highest specifications resource types
Name

Amazon EC2

Google Compute
Engine

Windows Azure
Virtual Machines

HP Cloud
Compute

Highest
Specifications

Cluster Compute
Eight Extra
Large
(cc2.8xlarge)
88×CPU, 60.5
GB RAM,
3.37TB

n1-highmem-8
22×1.1GHz CPU,
52GB RAM,
Diskless

Extra Large
8×1.6GHz CPU,
14GB RAM,
1890GB HDD

Double Extra
Large
32×CPU, 32GB
RAM, 960GB
HDD

IBM SoftLayer
CloudLayer
Computing
16 Core
16×2GHz CPU,
16GB RAM,
100GB HDD

Rackspace
Cloud Servers
30 GB
8×CPU, 30GB
RAM, 1.2TB
HDD

Penguin Computing [11] is a company providing HPC private and hybrid Cloud solutions. The Penguin On Demand, or POD cloud,
was one of the first remote HPC services. From the beginning, POD has been a bare-metal compute model similar to an in-house cluster.
Each user is given a virtualized login node that does not play a role in code execution. With added self-service portal, HPC user has a
platform able to execute HPC applications in the Cloud look-and-feel manner, preserving effective control and management of large
number of nodes with Scyld ClusterWare, a Linux based clustering software that makes a cluster appears and act like a single system.
Nimbix [12] is offering public and hybrid Cloud resources optimized for the highest demanding HPC load through either Nimbix
Accelerated Compute Cloud (NACC) Application API or a simple web portal. Besides, Nimbix is providing a wide range of
accelerator-optimized HPC applications in his Cloud space.
R Systems [13] sells software that brings Cloud features, like self-service portal and effective charge backing, in traditional HPC data
centers. In that way, it is a solution delivering standard HPC Cloud functionality in traditional HPC environments. The company
collaborated with Wolfram research, enabling its Mathematica to run on R Smart Cluster as a HPC service.
Sabalcore [14] offers HPC services in the Cloud for both on-demand and dedicated solutions. On-demand access is accomplished
using an SSH client or secure remote desktop and provided with an NFS-exported home directory with persistent storage for results, code,
applications, and data. Sabalcore compute clusters employ the Infinband fabrics and 10GigE networks to provide fast, reliable, and
scalable data communication between compute nodes and storage servers. The primary filesystem is based on NFS with parallel
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filesystems available for specific applications. They also provide private clusters, including Windows HPC systems, contracts, custom
SLAs, and ITAR-compliant networks.
Gompute [15] provides CPU hours, storage, system administration, and support for HPC applications, including both open source and
commercial. For commercial applications, users may either start a private license server at Gompute using the license key they get from an
authorized reseller or allow the connection to their local license server. Gompute uses a pay-per-use model, whereby users get real-time
information about their consumption for each job. This feature allows users to minimize their fixed costs, because the cost is proportional
to the use of CPUs, storage, licenses, system support, and so on.
R-HPC [16] offers R-Cloud, with two distinct computing environments. The first is a Shared Cluster, which offers a login to shared
nodes and a work queue. This environment offers a classic cluster environment and is essentially a “shared cluster in the sky.” Users are
billed by the job, creating a pay-as-you go HPC service. No support or administration services are provided. The second environment
comprises virtual private clusters that are carved out of a shared configuration. Use can be on-demand with VLAN access. These systems
are billed on a 24/7 basis. Interconnects, which include DDR, QDR, FDR, and GigE, are run on the wire with no OS virtualization layer.
Storage options include 10 GigE attached NFS/SMB with Lustre over IB as a possible upgrade. If ultimate storage performance is needed,
R-HPC also offers the Kove RAM disk storage array. All dedicated systems have block storage for security, whereas the shared clusters
use shared NFS.
CloudSigma [17] is Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) provider that offers highly-available, flexible, enterprise-class cloud servers and
cloud hosting solutions. Users have full control over their cloud and how they deploy their computing resources. With CloudSigma,
customers can provision processing, SSD storage priced as magnetic, networks and other fundamental computing resources as they
please, as well as easily deploy any operating system or application with full root/administrative access.
GreenButton [18] provides a cloud platform for development and delivery of software and services that enable independent software
vendors (ISVs) to move to the cloud and for their users to access cloud resources. GreenButton's Cloud Fabric empowers users across all
industries including digital media, engineering, oil and gas, financial and biotech, to leverage the company's rapid enablement of vertical
applications to virtualized on-demand infrastructure. With GreenButton's unique feature sets, cloud-based applications across multiple
private and public cloud platforms can be easily managed from one centralized and user-friendly interface.
ProfitBricks [19] is a cloud computing company that provides high-end infrastructure as a service (IaaS) for companies and IT
professionals. With Data Center Designer (DCD), a browser based graphical user interface, users can easily add and configure servers,
storage, load balancers and firewalls. It is the first HPC cloud provider to introduce Infiniband technology as interconnect fabric for its cloud
infrastructure. This makes their system the most capable HPC system available from the Cloud.
TotalCAE [20] is an excellent example of innovation in HPC Cloud service space. With the approach of transferring only part of data
between end user and HPC Cloud resources, this company is offering higher level of security to users that are concerned with privacy and
security of their data in the Cloud.
Univa delivers UniCloud solution [21], a management software product that delivers capabilities for enabling traditional infrastructure
to private, public and hybrid HPC Cloud computing environments. It supports a build of private virtual Clouds based on Oracle VMs and
VMWARE, and supports several public Clouds. UniCloud delivers bursting capabilities between private and public Clouds, thus supporting
hybrid HPC Clouds as well. The latest release of Univa HPC Cloud solution software delivers further enhancements in scalability,
manageability and availability areas of HPC solutions running in public clouds.
HPC Cloud versus traditional cluster
Traditional HPC, ranging from Linux clusters interconnected by high performance communication interconnects, to specially built
supercomputers continue to be the mainstream platforms for scientific computing. There is a trend to move scientific applications to the
cloud because of a range of benefits, including cost advantages, ability to rapidly provision new clusters and instantly access them,
elasticity for instant adding and removing resources, configurability with root access, and sharing and collaboration of data, results,
methods, and resources between partners.
Primary challenge of running scientific applications in HPC Cloud compared to traditional cluster is the lack of high bandwidth, low
latency interconnections. Several early studies, since 2008, [22-24] have shown that on commercial public Clouds lack of a high
bandwidth, low latency interconnections can limit performance, particularly for communication intensive applications. As an offer to the
HPC Cloud requirements Amazon introduced Cluster Compute Quadruple Extra Large instances (CC1) and Cluster Compute Eight Extra
Large instances (CC2) with a full-bisection high bandwidth 10GBit/s Ethernet [25]. Although, Cluster Compute instances with a high
bandwidth 10GBit/s Ethernet gave a significant performance increase to a scientific computing in the cloud computing environment,
studies [26-29] have shown that virtualized network is still the main performance bottleneck which can be resolved by providing virtual
machines with direct access to a high bandwidth, low latency interconnect like, common cluster interconnect, InfiniBand. Other
approaches include low latency remote direct memory access (RDMA) over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) [30] and Single Root I/O
Virtualization (SRIOV) [31] that will allow multiple VMs to share PCI device.
Another key challenges to overcome include security issues which prevent wider Cloud Computing adoption, operating systems and
network noise, transferring large amounts of data to, from and between Clouds over the WAN, procuring Cloud services, concerns about
vendor lock-in, portability and interoperability, knowledge and expertise to implement Cloud Computing solutions, and traditional licensing
models which does not adapt well to a Cloud Computing.
Cost advantages with spot and reserved instances
With advantage of spot instances and reserved instances users can optimize and keep Cloud Computing cost as low as possible.
Cloud providers like Amazon start to establish spot markets on which they sell excess capacity even for scientific computing [32] using
dynamically priced virtual instances. Spot Instances enable users to bid for unused Amazon capacity and provide significant savings
compared to on-demand or fixed price instances. Instances are charged the Spot Price, which is set by Amazon and fluctuates periodically
depending on the supply of and demand for Spot Instance capacity. To use Spot Instances, users place a Spot Instance request,
specifying the instance type, the region desired, the number of Spot Instances they want to run, and the maximum price they are willing to
pay per instance hour. However, there is no guarantee for continuous operation because a virtual machine is stopped if the market price
exceeds the maximum bid. Amazon EC2 Reserved Instances enable users to maintain the benefits of elastic computing while lowering
costs and reserving capacity. Figure 1 represents a publicly available market price history, for the cc2.8xlarge instance type in three
different availability zones. With Reserved Instances users pay a low, one-time fee and in turn receive a significant discount on the hourly
charge for that instance. There are three Reserved Instance types (Light, Medium, and Heavy Utilization Reserved Instances) [33].
Beside Amazon spot instances there are specific market services like SpotCloud [34]. SpotCloud is an easy to use, structured Cloud
capacity marketplace where service providers can sell their excess computing capacity to a wide array of buyers and resellers. SpotCloud
has implemented an environment to buy and sell computing capacity globally based on price, location, and quality on a fast and secure
platform. SpotCloud platform provides an easy method to maximize revenue for Cloud providers, datacenters, etc. for their unused
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capacity. For users it provides an easy way to discover and access targeted premium or commodity compute capacity. Users can choose
the most efficient Cloud Computing resources suited for their application and budget.

Fig.1 Example market prices of the cc2.8xlarge instances
Conclusion
Cloud computing has emerged as an alternative computing platform as a result of growing demands for processing power in the
various research domains. Due to limited funding and budgets it is difficult for many organizations to build the traditional HPC infrastructure
to keep pace with these demands. Cloud Computing is a viable environment for low and medium scale loosely coupled scientific
applications which can scale on commodity interconnects common to most of the public IaaS Clouds, but at the same time commodity
interconnects can limit performance, particularly for large scale, communication intensive, tightly coupled scientific applications. Cloud
computing network infrastructure have improved over the years, especially with dedicated HPC Cloud providers, but it is not a replacement
for traditional HPC clusters yet. With implementation of a high bandwidth, low latency interconnections, which are the keys to scaling
performance for HPC applications, Cloud Computing will provide a satisfactory HPC environment.
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Abstract. Flexographic printing process is a fast growing printing technique, which has established itself as a
very competitive printing method in the packaging production. Flexographic printing process is a quality and
cost-effective printing technique used for a wide range of substrates such as foils, plastic films, corrugated
boards, papers and even fabrics. Nowadays, when a more demanding printing has to be performed, it
represents a strong competition to the gravure printing process. Every good quality printing technique,
especially the one which pertains to the packaging, includes prints which must have good adherence to the
printing substrate and the previously printed ink film. The key elements that cause uneven coverage of the ink
are surface characteristics in relation to the surface tension. This research analysis was focused on testing the
acceptance of cyan ink with various viscosities to the printing substrate and acceptance to the previously
applied white ink. The research was performed with the use of six different polymer materials. The comparison
of the cyan ink acceptance among analysed samples is based on spectrophotometric values and uneven
reproduction of full tone.
Introduction
Flexographic print is a printing technique similar to letterpress which uses printing plate made of rubber and photopolymer with
fast-drying inks. By way of using its flexible plate and low viscosity ink, it enables printing on a wide range of absorbent and non-absorbent
printing substrates [1]. Flexible packaging, which primarily consists of polymer materials, is one of the fastest growing segments in the
packaging industry. Due to their excellent barrier properties and good mechanical, chemical and optical properties (transparency,
lightfastness), polymer materials, such as press-materials, belong to the most important packaging materials today [2]. Following paper
and board, polymer material is the second most important packaging material in Europe. It is also the most dynamic one, with a growing
trend of some 4-5% per year [3].
Polymer materials are usually composed of polymers in their original form and numerous additives aimed at improving their
properties.
The quality of printing is an extremely important element in the packaging industry and therefore a satisfactory level of ink adherence
to the printing substrate and the previously printed ink film has to be met. Generally speaking, adhesive properties depend on surface
energy of the polymer printing substrate. [4] The surface energy of a solid is measured by indirect methods. In our example, it is calculated
by way of measuring the contact angle and surface tension of liquids (water, diiodomethane and glycerol. Polar inks have good adhesive
properties when used with polymer materials containing strong polar properties. Since the surface of most polymer materials contains
non-polar or insufficiently polar properties, the industry is usually using different methods of treating polymer material surface before any
printing is the done in the course of production in order to ensure proper surface tension, that is, sufficient surface energy of the polymer
material [5].
Considering the fact that interaction between ink and polymer material is a very complex process dependant on physical and
chemical properties of both, ink and substrate, in this paper we presented the results of examining the acceptance of the cyan inks with
different viscosities to polymer materials that have not been additionally treated and to the previously applied white ink.
Kinematic viscosity is a very relevant property of flexographic inks and it is dependent on printing ink structure and temperature.
Viscosity is a ink thickness measurement, which is particularly important with thin and fluid flexographic inks [6]. Flexographic inks are
usually fast-drying inks and have low viscosity. If the viscosity of flexographic inks is properly adjusted, good acceptance of the ink to the
substrate will be ensured.
EXPERIMENTAL
Methodology
The quality of printed samples was observed and compared based on the adhesion of ink to the printing substrate. Lab samples were
made by using flexographic solvent -based cyan ink (Huber, Decko - Bond Top) on polymer materials. After they were produced, polymer
materials were stored for the same time period under the same conditions (t=22°C, RH=55%). Transparent polymer materials:
polyethylene (PELD), polypropylene (PP), polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and polyester (PET) and white coloured polymer materials:
polyethylene (marked as PELDb) and polypropylene (marked as PPb) were chosen as printing substrates. The characteristics of the used
printing substrates are listed in the following Table 1. The surface energy of polymer substrates and samples covered with dried white ink
was calculated with a goniometer Dataphysics OCA 30 using Young equation [7,8].
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Table 1. Values of polymer materials’ surface energy measured before and after the white ink had been used for printing
Material

Surface energy
(mN/m)

PELD

24,57

PELDb

25,68

PET

45,49

PP

31,42

PPb

30,36

PVC

32,98

Material + white ink

Surface energy
(mN/m)

PELD W _1

23,21

PELD W _2

18,90

PELDb W _1

28,31

PELDb W _2

25,76

PET W _1

23,83

PET W _2

21,36

PP W _1

22,12

PP W _2

19,96

PPb W _1

26,97

PPb W _2

21,52

PVC W _1

18,44

PVC W _2

15,46

Samples were printed with K Hand Coater device. Wired K Hand Coaters are produced by winding precision drawn stainless steel wire
onto a stainless steel rod, resulting in a pattern of identically shaped grooves. These grooves precisely control the wet film thickness. The
use of K Hand Coater devices (marked 1 and 2) resulted in creating ink film thickness of 6 µm and 12 µm. After the printing process,
samples were dried for 24 hours under laboratory conditions.
The coverage of polymer material with ink and the adhesion of cyan ink were observed by using spectrophotometric measurements and
2
image analysis of non-uniform reproduction of the solid area. Both examinations defined a region of interest sized 30 x 15 mm in all
samples that were used.
Spectrophotometric measurements were performed using a device SpectroEye produced by manufacturer X-Rite, under measurement
conditions of status E, without a polarizing filter, on a substrate of 10 papers made of cellulose fibres. Spectrophotometric measurements
provided data on the optic properties of samples which were observed by way of using relative reflectance curve. Relative reflectance was
measured using the interval of the wavelengths from 380 nm to 750 nm. The measurement conditions were: standard illumination D65
and 10observer.
The values of non-uniform reproduction of the solid area defined as graininess, were analysed by device FlexoIAS produced by the
manufacturer QEA. Graininess refers to irregular fluctuations of density at a spatial frequency less than a specified tile size. Graininess is
2
calculated according to the ISO-13660, where the image area examined is divided into 100 uniform tiles (1.27•1.27mm ). Within each tile,
2
900 measurements of reflectance were made in small non-overlapping square areas (42.3•42.3μm ).
Total graininess of solid area is calculated in the following way [9]:
2
(1)
n 
graininess 



i

i 1

n

Where i represents a standard deviance of 900 measurements of reflectance constant within a tile i, and n represents the total number
of tiles.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Below is a list of measurement results for all polymer materials respectively marked with C, if the cyan ink was printed on a substrate
directly, and with WC, if the cyan ink was printed on a dried white ink. With regard to their viscosity, the samples were marked with %
depending whether the added solvent used for cyan ink was 10%, 15% or 20% technical ethanol which matches the viscosity of 57 s, 45
s and 34 s respectively, based on Ford. The viscosity of a non-solvent cyan under the same lab conditions was 90 s, and of white ink 57
s, based on Ford. Labels 1 and 2 describe the ink film.
Graininess value
Graininess values of the solid area were calculated as the arithmetical mean of 10 measurements.
Table 2. Graininess values of samples after adding 10%, 15% and 20% solvent to cyan ink
Graininess
Graininess
Viscosity
Viscosity
Material
Material
PELD C_1
PELD C_2
PELDb C_1
PELDb C_2
PET C_1
PET C_2
PP C_1
PP C_2
PPb C_1
PPb C_2
PVC C_1
PVC C_2

10%
0,2575
0,3425
0,3263
0,3188
0,2225
0,3438
0,2025
0,3425
0,2780
0,3213
0,2313
0,3338

15%
0,208
0,350
0,357
0,290
0,350
0,293
0,306
0,332
0,279
0,343
0,242
0,355

20%
0,141
0,326
0,283
0,316
0,199
0,323
0,167
0,322
0,217
0,313
0,148
0,327

PELD WC_1
PELD WC_2
PELDb WC_1
PELDb WC_2
PET WC_1
PET WC_2
PP WC_1
PP WC_2
PPb WC_1
PPb WC_2
PVC WC_1
PVC WC_2

10%
0,426
0,438
0,429
0,423
0,484
0,432
0,485
0,391
0,490
0,438
0,462
0,486

394

15%
0,436
0,313
0,448
0,574
0,566
0,540
0,438
0,398
0,438
0,398
0,476
0,604

20%
0,465
0,502
0,486
0,399
0,511
0,492
0,536
0,671
0,537
0,610
0,540
0,720

 Graininess
Viscosity
10%
-0,169
-0,095
-0,103
-0,104
-0,262
-0,088
-0,283
-0,049
-0,212
-0,117
-0,231
-0,152

15%
-0,228
0,037
-0,091
-0,284
-0,216
-0,247
-0,132
-0,066
-0,159
-0,055
-0,234
-0,249

20%
-0,324
-0,176
-0,203
-0,083
-0,312
-0,169
-0,369
-0,349
-0,320
-0,297
-0,392
-0,393
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Table 2 presents a list of graininess values and differences between samples with the cyan ink directly applied to the substrate
(hereinafter: C samples) and samples with the cyan ink applied on top of dried white ink (WC samples). It is evident from Table 2 that a
similar trend follows prints made with cyan ink of different viscosity (different solvability). Namely, the graininess of solid area in all C
samples is lower than with WC samples. Furthermore, C samples have smaller discrepancy between polymer materials coated with a film
2, i.e. 12 µm (for example, for samples with 20% added solvent to cyan ink σ = 0,0286) compared to film 1, i.e. 6 µm (for example, for
samples with 20% added solvent to cyan ink σ = 0,0592); thicker film in C samples increases the graininess of reproduction. WC samples
have bigger discrepancies between the graininess of polymer materials coated with film 2, i.e. 12 µm (for example, for samples with 20%
added solvent to cyan ink σ = 0,1172) and those coated with film 1, i.e. 6 µm ( for example, for samples with 20% added solvent to cyan
ink σ = 0,0509); thinner ink film will result in a higher or equal value of graininess.
Relative reflectance curves
The results of the conducted spectrophotometric measurements are presented as arithmetical mean of 30 measurements. The value of
relative reflectance curves in relation to all 6 materials and respective samples printed with solvent-based cyan ink after adding 10%, 15%
and 20% of solvent are shown in graphs 1, 2, 3.

Fig. 1 Relative reflectance curves of prints after adding 10% of solvent to cyan ink on 6 different polymer materials

Fig. 2 Curves of relative reflectance of prints after adding 15% of solvent to cyan ink on 6 different polymer materials
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Fig. 3 Relative reflectance curves of prints after adding 20% of solvent to cyan ink on 6 different polymer materials

The same trend can be observed in relation to all polymer materials taking into account the values of the highest peaks of relative
reflectance curves. The highest values of relative reflectance were measured in all samples where cyan ink was printed directly on
polymer material with an ink film thickness of 6 µm regardless of the different viscosity of cyan ink (with an exception of PELDb and PET in
Figure 2) .The relative reflectance curves with lowest peaks were obtained in all samples which were printed using cyan ink with a film
thickness of 12 µm on top of dried white ink.

Conclusion
From the results obtained in this study, it can be concluded that thicker ink film results in higher graininess values. It can also be concluded
that the graininess of solid area increases if the cyan ink is applied on top of dried white ink, which is confirmed by higher values of polymer
materials’ surface energy compared against the surface energy of dried white ink. It is confirmed that in relation to all polymer materials,
the difference in graininess is reduced by increasing the film thickness when observing samples in which cyan ink was directly applied to
the substrate compared to samples where cyan ink was applied on top of dried white ink.
It is visible from the spectrophotometric results that thicker ink film (of 12 µm) does not increase the value of relative reflectance. It has also
been confirmed that printing cyan ink on top of dried white ink does not result in scaling up the peaks of relative reflectance curve
Since the aforementioned prints were examined under laboratory conditions, the results of the examination should be compared and
verified against the results obtained with prints producted in real production.
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Abstract: Traffic engineering covers a broad range of engineering applications with a common focus:
the nation's system of highways and streets. Often defined as the nation's 'lifeblood circulation
system', this important part of the national infrastructure supports the vast majority of inter and intracity movement of both people and goods. Thus, the system plays a role in every important aspect of
our society-including the economy, the environment, assurance of public safety and security, basic
mobility for all societal functions and basic access to the most remote regions of the country.
1.

Introduction
Traffic engineering involves a variety of engineering and management skills-including planning, management, design,
construction, operation, control, maintenance and system optimization. Because the focus of the traffic engineer's work is a
most visible part of the public infrastructure, it is a field that also involves politics at virtually every level of government. Thus, the
traffic engineer is called on to exercise a broad range of skills and must be sensitive to a wide range of issues to be effective.
2.

Traffic Engineering as a Profession
The Institute of Transportation Engineers defines traffic engineering as a subset of transportation engineering as follows

[1]:
a)

Transporation engineering is the application of technology and scientific principles to the planning, functional design,
operation and management of facilities for any mode of transportation in order to provide for the safe, rapid,
comfortable, convenient, economical, and environmentally compatible movement of people and goods.
b)
Traffic engineering is that phase of transportation engineering which deals with the planning, geometric design and
traffic operations of roads, streets and highways, their networks, terminals, abutting lands, and relationships with other
modes of transportation.
These definitions represent a broadening of the profession to include multimodal transportation systems and options,
and to include a variety of objectives in addition to the traditional goals of safety and efficiency.
2.1

Safety: The Primary Objective
The principal goal of the traffic engineer remains the provision of a safe system for highway traffic. There is no small
concern. While total highway fatalities per year have remained relatively constant over the past two decades, accident rates
based on vehicle-miles traveled have consistently declined. With a stable total number of fatalities, the increasing number of
annual vehicle-miles traveled produces a declining fatality rate. Improvements in fatality rates reflect a number of trends, many
of which traffic engineers have been instrumental in implementing. Stronger efforts to remove dangerous drivers from the road
have yielded significant dividends in safety. Driving under the influence and driving while intoxicated offenses are more strictly
enforced, and licences are suspended or revoked more easily as a result of convictions, poor accident record, and/or poor
violations record. Vehicle design has greatly improved. Today's vehicles feature padded dashboards, collapsible steering
columns, seat belts with shoulder harnesses, airbags and antilock breaking systems. Highway design has improved through the
development and use of advanced barrier systems for medians and roadside areas[2]. Traffic control systems communicate
better and faster, and surveillance systems can alert authorities to accidents and breakdowns in the system.
2.2
Other Objectives
The definitions of transportation and traffic engineering highlight additional objectives:
a)
speed
b)
comfort
c)
convenience
d)
economy
e)
environmental compatibility
Most of these are self-evident desires of the traveler. Most of us want our trips to be fast, comfortable, convenient,
cheap and in a harmony with environment. All of these objectives are also relative and must be balanced against each other
and against the primary objective of safety.While speed of travel is much to be desired, it is limited by transportation technology,
human characteristics and the need to provide safety. Comfort and convenience are generic terms and mean different things to
different people. Comfort involves the physical characteristics of vehicles and roadways, and is influenced by our perception of
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safety. Convenience relates more to the ease with which trips are made and the ability of transport systems to accomodate all of
our needs and appropriate times. Economy is also relative. There is little in modern transportation systems that can be termed
˝cheap˝. Highway and other transportation systems involve massive construction, maintenance and operating expenditures,
most of which are provided through general and user taxes and fees. Nevertheless, every engineer, regardless of discipline, is
called upon to provide the best possible systems for the money. Harmony with the environment is a complex issue that has
become more important over time. All transportation systems have some negative impacts on the environment. All produce air
and noise pollution in some forms and all utilize valuable land resources. In many modern cities, transportation systems utilize
as much as 25% of the total land area. ˝Harmony˝ is achieved when transportation systems are designed to minimize negative
environmental impacts, and where system architecture provides for aesthetically pleasing facilities that ˝fit in˝ with their
surroundings. The traffic engineer is tasked with all of these goals and objectives and with making the appropriate tradeoffs to
optimize both the transportation systems and the use of public funds to build, maintain and operate them.
2.3

Responsibility, Ethics and Liability in traffic Engineering
The traffic engineer has a very special relationship with the public at large. Perhaps more than any other type of
engineer, the traffic engineer deals with the daily safety of a large segment of the public. Although it can be argued that any
engineer who designs a product has this responsibility, few engineers have so many people using their product so routinely and
frequently and depending upon it so totally. Therefore, the traffic engineer also has a special obligation to employ the available
knowledge and state of the art within existing resources to enhance public safety. The traffic engineer also functions in a world
in which a number of key participants do not understand the traffic and transportation issues or how they truly affect a particular
project. These include elected and appointed officials with decision-making power, the general public and other professionals
with whom traffic engineers work on an overall project team effort. Because all of us interface regularly with the transportation
system. Many overestimate their understanding of transportation and traffic issues. The traffic engineer must deal productively
with problems associated with naive assumptions, plans and designs that are oblivious to transportation and traffic needs,
oversimplified analyses and understated impacts. Like all engineers, traffic engineers must understand and comply with
professional ethics codes. In general, good professional ethics requires that traffic engineers work only in their areas of
expertise; do all work completely and thoroughly; be completely honest with the general public, employers and clients; comply
with all applicable codes and standards; and work to the best of their ability. In traffic engineering, the pressure to understate
negative impacts of projects, sometimes brought to bear by clients who wish a project to proceed and employers who wish to
keep clients happy, is a particular concern. As in all engineering professions, the pressure to minimize costs must give way to
basic needs for safety and reliability. The traffic engineer also has a responsibility to protect the community from liability by good
practice. There are many areas in which agencies charged with traffic and transportation responsibilities can be held liable.
These include (but are not limited to)[6]:
a)
placing control devices that do not confirm to applicable standards for their physical design and placement
b)
failure to maintain devices in a manner that ensures their effectiveness; the worst case of this is a 'dark' traffic signal in
which no indication is given to bulb or other device failure
c)
failure to apply the most current standards and guidelines in making decisions on traffic control, developing a facility
plan or design, or conducting an investigation
d)
implementing traffic regulations and placing appropriate devices without the proper legal authority to do so
The fundamental ethical issue for traffic engineers is to provide for the public safety through positive programs, good
practice, knowledge and proper procedure. The negative side of this is the avoidance of liability problems.
2.4

The Nature of Transportation Demand

Fig. 1: The Nature of Transportation Demand
Transportation demand is directly related to land-use patterns and to available transportation systems and facilities.
Figure 1 illustrates the fundamental relationship, which is circular and ongoing. Transportation demand is generated by the
types, amounts and intensity of land use, as well as its location. The daily journey to work, for example, is dictated by the
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locations of the worker's residence and employer and the times that the worker is on duty. Transportation planners and traffic
engineers attempt to provide capacity for observed or predicted travel demand by building transportation systems. The
improvement of transportation systems, however, makes the adjacent and nearby lands more accessible and therefore, more
attractive for development[4]. Thus, building new transportation facilities leads to further increases in land-use development,
which (in turn) results in even higher transportation demands. This circular, self-reinforcing characteristics of traffic demand
creates a central dilemma: building additional transportation capacity invariably leads to incrementally increased travel
demands. In many major cities, this has led to the search for more efficient transportation systems, such as public transit and
car-pooling programs. In some of the largest cities, providing additional system capacity on highways is no longer an objective,
as such systems are already substantially choking in congestion. In these places, the emphasis shifts to improvements within
existing highway rights-of-way and to elimination of botleneck locations (without adding to overall capacity). Other approaches
include staggered work hours and work days to reduce peak hour demands, and even more radical approaches involve
development of satellite centers outside of the central business district to spatially disperse highly directional demands into and
out of city centers. On the other hand, demand is not constrained by capacity in all cities, and the normal process of attempting
to accomodate demand as it increases is feasible in these areas. At the same time, the circular nature of the travel/demand
relationship will lead to congestion if care is not taken to manage both capacity and demand to keep them within tolerable limits.
It is important that the traffic engineer understand this process. It is complex and cannot be stopped at any moment of time.
Demand-prediction techniques must start and stop at arbitrary points in time. The real process is ongoing, and as new or
improved facilities are provided, travel demand is constantly changing. Plans and proposals must recognize both this reality and
the professional's inability to precisely predict its impacts. The essential truth, however, is that traffic engineers cannot simply
build their way out of congestion. If anything, we still tend to underestimate the impact of transportation facilities on land-use
development. Often, the increase in demand is hastened by development occurring simply as a result of the planning of a new
facility.
3.

Intelligent Transportation Systems
In the work leading to the first Interstate Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) legislation in 1991, considerable
attention was paid to the advanced technologies that collectively define the elements of 'intelligent transportation systems' (ITS).
The legislation itself contained directives on ITS, up to and including automated highway demonstrations. Concurrently, work
has been progressing on such systems in many countries, and an international dialog was vital for the efficient incorporation of
new technologies and systems. ITS America became a focal point of this, consistent with the intent of the ISTEA legislation. The
ITS emphasis was based on advances over the past few decades in traffic system surveillance and control projects, variable
message signing, signal optimization and simulation. Perhaps even more important, the emphasis was put in place at atime of a
true revolution in computing and communications. This explosion in enabling technologies then focused attention on how
transportation systems could be enhanced, building on past work but taking advantage of new, relatively inexpensive and
pervasive technological tools. At the same time, there were major advances in the private sector that acted to preempt the
orderly introduction of such standards: cell phone features and technology are driven by an extremly competitive market;
commercial vehicle routing systems became a sales feature in a competitive market and are tailored to customer needs by the
private sector; locator and emergency assistance became selling points, as did routing systems; traffic advisories based on
Internet-based camera networks became features of regional radio, another competitive private sector market. Cell phone
networks expanded explosively.
3.1

The Range of ITS Application
A fundamental question is: What constitues an intelligent transportation system application and what does not? To
some, much of what has been done over the past few decades fits the definition and simply has a new name and expanded
emphasis-freeway surveillance and control, route advisories, traffic control centers and so forth. An important distinction,
however, is that the longer-term view is that of ITS providing the user with information for decisions, in an environment in which
enabling technologies are reaching unprecedented sophistication and availability and in which the public/private sector roles are
shifting rather dynamically. Still, the individual projects and reserach do seem to sound familiar, although there are new, timely
issues such as dynamic routing assignment models and algorithms and a new emphasis on applications in several modes-auto,
transit and freight.
3.2

In-Vehicle Routing and Personal Route Information
In Recent years, the phenomenal growth in computing speeds and memory, coupled with radical decreases in the
associated costs, has made such systems feasible. The implementation is not by roadside computers but rather by systems that
use GPS to establish the vehicle´s position, access a data base of network travel times ( static or dynamic ), and compute best
routes. Drivers can tailor the computation to their perception of best-travel time, distance etc. In-vehicle displays, accompanied
by audio instructions, provide the driver with the detailed routing. It is now commonplace for new vehicles ( particularly high-end)
to have such systems as standard or optional equipment. Packages for adding the feature to existing vehicles are also on the
market. Again, the underlying theme is the individual's autonomous decision making, in an information-rich environment. It is the
private sector competitive market forces that are driving the evolution of these systems-simply put, they are a selling point.
3.3
The Smart Car
Conceptually, the modern car is computer based for such essential features as fuel regulation and efficiency. Sensors add
valued features to the car, and some active control mechanisms address specific safety needs. It is easy to envision a car with:
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a)
b)
c)

GPS and on-board communications, including route guidance
airbags that inflate at different rates, depending upon the severity of the incident
anti-collision sensors that alert drivers to surrounding traffic risks and obstacles while i motion, and to obstacles while
backing up
d)
more efficient transmissions
e)
active anti-roll control, particularly for vehicles with a high center of gravity
f)
active systems to stabilize vehicles in turns
g)
sensors to detect under-inflated tires, and tires that maintain their shape in case of a blowout
h)
greater fuel efficiency, with a goal of zero emissions through active control and different fuels
While it might be extreme to state that the car is the driver's environment, generations of vehicles have been marketed
on that premise.
3.4

The Smart Card
Systems using 'smart cards' have generally implemented seamless travel using a common card on public
transportation, thus making the trips easier[5]. One should look forward and consider at least three interesting applications of
future generations of smart cards:
1.
The opportunity to encourage seamless and efficient use of all transportation modes
2.
The ability to introduce variable cost with time of day and with distance, thus moving to a wider use of the 'congestion
pricing' or 'road user cost' concepts
3.
The extensive data base is being created, and the potential to use that data to obtain both traffic statistics (volume,
speed, travel times) for use in:
a)
building historical patterns, by season, weather and other factors
b)
observing trends and changes in the historical patterns
c)
use in planning, in scheduling and even in revising transit routes
d)
real-time use of the data in traffic advisories and control, as well as in response to incidents
3.5

Dynamic Assignment and Bus Transit

The traditional transportation planning models focus on assigning traffic to networks in specified time periods, based on
historical or forecast traffic loads[3]. They generally assume that the system is fully operational (no incidents), while allowing that
some segments may hit their capacity limits. These models also allow for some of the traffic to be assigned outside the design
period, if it cannot enter the network. A far more challenging problem is that of dynamic assignment: traffic exists on the
network, and an incident or major event disrupts the capacity of one or more links. How shall travelers reroute themselves, given
that they have launched themselves on trips and routings based upon their historical knowledge? Travelers deal with this
problem every day and use radio, cell phones, information from variable message signs and other inputs to make their
decisions. Bus transit ITS applications include vehicle location systems, signal priority at intersections and on arterials and
electronic toll collection. The value of smart cards has already been noted as an effective tool in enabling use of public
transporation, the matching of schedules for bus to rail and for bus to bus is also an important item.
4.

Conclusion
This paper is done intentionally, because the field is moving rapidly , and any snapshot its present state is sure to be
dated rapidly, perhaps even by the publication date of the text and the real issue is for the reader to be prepared to expand his
or her view of providingtransportation service in a highly competitive market in which computing, communications and Web
services are being used in novel ways. Furthermore, the envolving roles of private and public sectors-in some ways, structure
vis-a-vis market responsiveness-should draw the reader's attention. Today's 'right answer' can be swept away by what the
enabling technologies make available. And there is another fundamental issue for the reader to consider: providing
transportation information may simply be a selling point for manufacturers of automobiles, other vehicles, computers, cell
phones, wireless communication devices and Web services. That is, while valued by the user, the underlying objective is
making products that are both more attractive and differentiated.
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Abstract. The HPON network presents a necessary phase of the future transition from TDM to WDM
multiplexing techniques utilized in passive optical networks. Requirements for two possible implementations of
the hybrid passive optical networks are introduced. A main part of the paper is dedicated to presentation of
parameters for the HPON network configurator that allows preparing the full-value design of basic HPON
networks from a viewpoint of various specific network parameters. Finally, a comparison of two options – the
SUCCESS and SARDANA HPON - based on simulation results is presented.
I.

Introduction

The HPON (Hybrid Passive Optical Network) is a hybrid passive optical network in a way that utilizes on a physical layer both TDM
and WDM multiplexing principles together. The HPON network utilizes similar or soft revised topologies as TDM-PON architectures. For
the downstream and upstream transmission, TDM and WDM approaches are properly combined, i.e. it is possible to utilize the
time-division or wavelength-division multiplexing of transmission channels in the common passive optical network [1-2].
Hybrid passive optical networks can be divided into two possible groups. In the first one, a change of OLT and ONU equipment is
executed and adding of both (WDM and TDM) ONU equipment into common network architecture is allowing by using specialized remote
nodes that utilize either passive optical power splitters or AWG elements. By this way, a smooth transition from TDM to WDM networks is
allowed. In the second one, a preservation of TDM access networks combined with the DWDM multiplexing technique is predicted. This
multiplexing technique used also in metropolitan networks designates each DWDM wavelength per one TDM subnetwork, where this
wavelength is shared by particular ONU equipment. For both approaches, various solutions were proposed.
II. Requirements for H-PON networks
A. Hybrid networks for a smooth transition
Hybrid networks for a smooth transition from TDM-PON to WDM-PON allow a possibility for simultaneous provisioning of both TDM
and WDM services. However, by exchanging TDM ONU equipment new WDM subscribers can be added. Configuration changes are
controlled from the OLT and no other interventions are necessary on the original TDM subscribers’ side. There are three various
architectures:
- Self-renewable HPON with a tree topology [3],
- HPON with a video overlay [4],
- SUCCESS HPON [5].
B. Hybrid networks with an inserting
An integration of the WDM technology with present TDM networks brings an increasing of the number of subscribers, transmission
rates and network reaches. This integration utilizes a common central office and combines the WDM distribution networks with a
bidirectional ring topology and OADM nodes that are connecting TDM access subnetworks. As an example, the SARDANA HPON can be
presented [6].
III. Parameters of the HPON configurator
A. A configuration of the HPON environment and its capabilities
Our simulation model for comparing possibilities of various passive optical access networks is created by using the Microsoft Visual
Studio 2008 software in the IDE development environment [7-10]. There exist possibilities for the graphical interface created by using the
MFC (Microsoft Foundation Class) library for the C++ programming language. The simulation model has one main dialogue window
(Fig. 1) for simulating a transition from TDM-PON to HPON networks. It allows comparing 3 principal approaches for configuring of hybrid
passive optical networks. Three additional dialogue windows with a basic network scheme and short descriptions serve for the specific
HPON configuration setup. For WDM/TDM-PON and SUCCESS HPON, a transition is expressed by GIF animations. For their
presentation, a free available CPictureEx class is used.
The HPON network configurator contains a possibility for selection of optical fiber’s parameters, the DWDM multiplexing density and
input parameters of the existing TDM-PON infrastructure.
The allocation of CWDM and DWDM carriers in particular transmission bands is presented in Table 1. By reducing of the DWDM
channel spacing, negative influences of nonlinear effects (e.g. FWM) can be increased in the real optical transmission media.
In the HPON network, power relationships are depending on specific network characteristics and applied optical component
parameters. We prefer real values of optical components utilized in real passive optical networks (Table 2).
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HPON NETWORK CONFIGURATOR
Parameters of the optical fiber:
Type of the optical fiber:

The CWDM band:

DWDM multiplexing density:

Other values:

Number of CWDM carriers:

Values D [dB/km]:

Number of DWDM carriers:

Insert the input parameters of the deployed TDM-PON network:
Number of TDM networks:

Type of the network:

Subscribers per one network:

Distance ONT – OLT [km]:

Total capacity of the TDM network:

Average capacity per one subscriber:

Total number of subscribers:

Maximum attenuation of the network:

CONFIGURE

RELATION

CONFIGURE

RELATION

The attenuation class:

CONFIGURE

RELATION

Total capacity of the hybrid network:

Total capacity of the hybrid network:

Total capacity of the hybrid network:

Total number of subscribers:

Total number of subscribers:

Total number of subscribers:

Average capacity per one subscriber:

Average capacity per one subscriber:

Average capacity per one subscriber:

Maximum attenuation of the network:

Maximum attenuation of TDM/WDM nodes:

Maximum attenuation of the network:

Type and number of deployed optical components:

Type and number of deployed optical components:

Type and number of deployed optical components:

Possibilities for expanding of the network:

Possibilities for expanding of the network:

Possibilities for expanding of the network:

Fig. 1 The main window of the HPON configurator
Table 1 A number of DWDM and CWDM wavelengths for particular transmission bands

DWDM (0,8 nm, 100 GHz)
DWDM (0,4 nm, 50 GHz)
DWDM (0,2 nm, 25 GHz)
CWDM (20 nm)

O
E
S
C
L
1260-1360 1360-1460 1460-1530 1530-1565 1565-1625
[nm]
[nm]
[nm]
[nm]
[nm]
50
25
75
100
50
150
200
100
300
5
5
4
1
3

6
150
300
600
18

Table 2 Specifications of HPON optical components
Symbol

DFIBER
LACCESS
LRING
aFILTER
aAWG
a50:50
a90:10
aSPLIT1:N
aISOLATOR
gEDFA

Description
the maximum fiber attenuation
in wavelength bands
the access fiber length
the ring length
the attenuation of the WDM filter
the attenuation of the AWG element
the 50:50 power splitter attenuation
the 90:10 power splitter attenuation
the 1:16 splitter attenuation
the 1:32 splitter attenuation
the 1:64 splitter attenuation
the attenuation of the isolator
the gain of the EDFA amplifier

Value
ITU-T
standards
optional
optional
0,4 dB
5 dB
4,4 dB
0,8:12 dB
14,1 dB
17,4 dB
21,0 dB
0,3 dB
10 dB

B. Parameters of the optical fiber
In the first step, a selection of the optical fiber’s type and the multiplexing density can be executed. A selected type of the optical fiber
is presented by values of the specific attenuation and by a number of transmission bands. For specifications, various ITU-T
recommendations – ITU-T G.652A, G.652B, G.652C, G.652D, G.656, G.657 – together with the “Other values” option can be inserted.
Then, specific attenuation coefficients and a total number of CWDM wavelengths for particular bands are concretely displayed.
C. Parameters of the TDM PON infrastructure
In the second step, a selection and a listing of parameters for existing passive optical network utilizing the TDM multiplexing
technique can be executed. A number and type of networks (EPON, GPON, 10G-EPON, XG-PON), a number of subscribers per network
and a network reach (max. 999 km) can be selected. Then, features of the selected TDM-PON network configuration – a total capacity, an
average capacity per one subscriber, a total number of subscribers, the maximum network attenuation and the attenuation class - are
presented.
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D. The configuration of the selected HPON network
In the third step, three hybrid networks are reserved. In the main dialogue window by using CONFIGURE push buttons, autonomous
dialogue windows for the specific hybrid network configuration are opened. Then, a configuration of specific network parameters can
proceed for WDM/TDM-PON, SUCCESS HPON or SARDANA HPON option. Finally, a short list of basic characteristics – a total capacity
of the hybrid network, a total number of subscribers, an average capacity per subscriber, the maximum network attenuation – calculated
for each option are displayed.
IV. Comparison of SUCCESS and SARDANA HPON networks
The SUCCESS HPON network allows the WDM and TDM coexistence within one access networks and introduces a sequential
transition of TDM subscribers to the pure WDM PON network [2], [5]. A number of WDM subscribers is limited by a number of available
wavelengths (max. 150 at the 0,8 nm channel spacing). A total number of DWDM carriers is reduced by a number of connected TDM
nodes. A maximum of joinable subscribers is possible to achieve in a case of the full DWDM band availability. At more than 11 TDM nodes
networked by the ITU-T G.652D optical fiber, the CWDM band is overlapping with the DWDM band and therefore a number of joinable
WDM subscribers is starting to decrease. The availability of DWDM and CWDM wavelengths can be graphically presented.
At this architecture, a number of subscribers is limited by high attenuation values of TDM nodes. A problem of the ring topology is a
high attenuation caused by a utilization of longer optical fibers and by higher inserted losses of particular nodes. A solution can be found in
positioning of optical amplifiers in remote nodes. However, an effective spectral band is then reduced and a number of joinable TDM nodes
is decreased. For example, characteristics of the SUCCESS HPON configuration with the 1:64 splitting ratio in TDM nodes and utilizing
available wavelengths at 25 GHz DWDM channel spacing are presented in Fig. 2. As we can see, a number of subscribers is the highest
for 11 TDM nodes, however, with their attenuation values approaching to 40 dB. For comparison, attenuation values of WDM nodes are
also presented.
The SARDANA network architecture is created by a two-fiber ring with connected remote nodes that insure a bidirectional signal
amplifying and dropping, respectively adding DWDM wavelengths for particular TDM trees [6]. By using EDFA amplifiers, a transmission
band is limited to the C-band. At HPON network constellation, selected values for parameters of TDM network are preferred and 1G
(EPON), 2,5G (GPON) and 10G (10G-EPON, XG-PON) transmissions are considered. Also, various splitting ratios of optical power
splitters in the TDM network can be selected.
At the configuration, it is possible to set network parameters manually or by using default preferences described in Table III. They
represent model scenarios of the network employment – from small-scale and populous areas (Urban) to large-scale and sparsely
populated (Rural) areas [4].
Table 3 Parameters of preferences in the HPON configurator
Scenario
Urban 1
Urban 2
Metro
Rural

Lk [km]
17
10
50
80

Ls [km]
3
10
10
20

N
16
16
8
8

K
1:64
1:32
1:32
1:16

For example, characteristics of the SARDANA HPON configuration with the 1:64 splitting ratio in TDM nodes at 0,2 nm DWDM
channel spacing are presented in Fig. 3. As we can see, a number of TDM nodes together with a number of subscribers are much higher
than in a previous case of the SUCCESS HPON with comparable attenuation values not exceeded of 25 dB.

Fig. 2 Characteristics of the SUCCESS HPON network
A.

Fig. 3 Characteristics of the SARDANA HPON network

The evaluation of SUCCESS and SARDANA HPON configurations

At the SUCCESS network, it is necessary to take into account a smaller number of TDM nodes due to their higher attenuation values.
In the SUCCESS network, it is possible to utilize all transmission bands supported by selected optical fibers. However, an adding of optical
amplifiers into TDM nodes brings a restriction of band utilizations.
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At the SARDANA network, this restriction presents no problem because the applied DWDM multiplexing technique provides a
sufficient number of transmission channels in the one band. At the TDM transmission, the SUCCESS network uses the CWDM
multiplexing with too high constraints. In the C-band, only 1 TDM node could be connected with the EDFA amplifier. By using of AWG
elements, WDM nodes can be considered with lower attenuation values. Transmission rates for TDM subscribers are equal in both
networks. Transmission rate for WDM subscribers can achieve values up to a few Gbit/s.
In both network architectures, a ring topology allows a selection of transmission directions in dependence on network power
relationships and insures a traffic protection in a case of fiber failures.
For comparison of both hybrid networks, basic characteristics of SUCCESS and SARDANA HPON network configurations (Fig. 4)
can be presented. In this case, following parameters were selected: the ITU-T G.652D optical fiber, the 0,2 nm DWDM channel spacing,
the ring length 15 km, the access fiber length 2 km, the 1:32 splitting ratio in TDM nodes. A number of remote nodes equals to 17 as a
maximum joinable quantity in the SUCCESS network.

Fig. 4 Characteristics of the SUCCESS and SARDANA HPON networks
Conclusions
In the HPON network configurator, new modifications and extensions were realized for purpose of the smooth/sequential transition
simulations from the TDM-PON to hybrid networks and their mutual comparisons. New options for applied optical fiber’s parameters, for
various wavelength spacing and available transmission channels at the DWDM and CWDM multiplexing are operational.
Characteristics of particular hybrid WDM/TDM-PON, SUCCESS and SARDANA HPON networks with schematic presentations of the
smooth transition from the TDM-PON are extended and adjusted.
Using this HPON configurator, it is possible to compare various configurations of PON networks from a viewpoint of a number of
subscribers, applied technologies and components, practical network reaches and transmission rates.
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Abstract. This investigation proposes modeling of new deep drawing tool geometry for thin sheet metal.
TS230 (W. nr. 1.0371, T50HF) D2,8/5,60 41 ST/Fin thin walled (0.155 mm) material properties are investigated
and results are put in numerical simulation. Tooling with influential parameters is modelled and analyzed with
ABAQUS software. Minimum drawing force necessary for selected tool geometry and overall tool behaviour is
investigated. Heat generation of selected tooling of deep draw process and its influence on thin sheet metal
deformation is also considered. Optimization of process is achieved by elimination of errors that appear in form
of wrinkling, excessive thinning or fracture.
Introduction
Deep drawing process is constantly subjected to new and thinner materials. in this paper for given example in order to achieve high
process efficiency and reduce the production costs deep drawing process of thinwalled tinplate is evaluated. The evaluation of deep
drawing process is based on reliable information regarding mechanical properties and consists of achieving minimal process force,
determination of optimal blank shape, optimization of forming steps, product stability, minimal thickness in product, wrinkling, springback
and prediction of defects. Changes in material properties reflect to the final product geometry, if we assume that the same tooling geometry
and work conditions are used. Defects that occur in deep drawing process can be traced and their cause analyzed. The process
adjustment requires deep understanding of thinwalled tinplate products production and deep drawing process. Combination of different
stresses that the product requires is determined by tool radii, material properties, temperature generated in process etc. and as such
cause wrinkling, tearing and reduced formability [1]. In this paper potential problems will be analyzed in FEM analysis applying ABAQUS
Explicit code, in order to study feasibility of proposed model.
Material
Thinwalled plate, electrolytic tinplate is a cold rolled low carbon mild steel sheet or coil coated on both surface with tin layer that is
applied in continuous electrolytic operation. Thin can be applied equally or differentially where one surface carries heavier tin coating than
other. Tinplate is produced in sheets or strips of a thickness from 0.100 to 0.49 mm, with a carbon content up to 0.13 % C, table 1. Tinplate
surface is therefore covered on both sides with a thin layer of primer tin, minimum purity 99.85 %, this gives it the white color and thus it is
called white or tin plate. In this paper simple reduction tinplate material TS230 (W. nr. 1.0371) [2] is investigated. TS230 has non-ageing
quality and is suitable for the fabrication of deep drawn products. Standard ultimate tensile strength for material TS230 is Rm =325 ± 50
MPa, while Rockwell hardness HR 30 Tm: 52.
Table 1. TS230 (1.0371) material composition % [3]
C

Si

Mn

Ni

P

S

Cr

Mo

N

Al

Cu

As

Sn

Others

-

0.04 0.08

max
0.03

0.18 0.35

max
0.08

max
0.02

max
0.02

max
0.08

max
0.02

max
0.008

0.02 0.08

max
0.08

max
0.02

max
0.02

total
0.02

Type
A

The flow curve of material can be described in the form of hardening law:
݇ ൌ  ܥή ߮  ,

(1)

where: ݇ is the true stress, ߮ is the true plastic strain, n is the strain-hardening exponent, C is the strength coefficient. Experimental
results of uniaxial tensile test in order to obtain C and n was conducted in angle of 0°, 45°and 90° in regards to rolling direction of sheet
metal strip. The resulting flow curve that will be used in simulation has a form of:
݇ ൌ ͵ͻͶǤͻ ή ߮Ǥ଼ଷ .

(2)
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Experimental setup
Metal can is produced in three steps, disc cut from sheet, drawing into shallow can and forming of flanges. At each tool station the
press cycle cuts a circular disc (blank) from the metal and whilst in the same station draws this in to a shallow can (cup). During the drawing
process the metal is reformed from flat metal into a three-dimensional can without changing the metal thickness at any point. After this
single draw, the can may be already at its finished dimension. However, by passing this cup through a similar process with different tooling,
it may be re-drawn into a can of smaller diameter and greater height to make a draw–redraw can (DRD) [4]. Figure 1 shows basic
schematic in creation of can.

Fig. 1 Drawing of can in three steps
One of occurring problems in can design is the calculation of die and tooling radius. In this paper such tooling is investigated for
material of thickness 0.155 mm. Thin sheet causes sudden wrinkling and usual formula rd =(5 -10)· s0 (where rd is die radius, s0 sheet
thickness) and rp = rd·(2-5) (where rp is punch radius) don't work properly, the necessary radius are much bigger [5]. The process consists
of two steps and they have to be planed accordingly. Second tool in process must be made to take the workpiece form first step and
execute finished product. The thinwalled sheet metal blank has an single grain structure, so the stresses can influence the final result of
specified product design. In factory conditions typical working temperature of thinwalled products was measured to be around 35 °C.
Therefore care of the grain orientation and anisotropy must be minimized. Initial blank size used in investigation is 120 mm, finish product
radius is ࢊ =70 mm by equation (3) the ideal height ࢎ ൌ 34 mm.
ࡰ ൌ ඥࢊ  ࢊ ࢎ

(3)

The maximum drawing force can be calculated by equation (4):
Fd,max = n·· D0·s0·UTS,

(4)

where Fd,max - drawing force, D0 - cup diameter, s0 - sheet thickness, UTS - ultimate tensile strength, n - drawing coefficient for metal (0.7 0.95). For material TS230 Fd,max =0.95· ·120·0.155·395 = 21916 N. Friction between material and die was tested [6] and for investigation
in simulation penalty friction  = 0.25 was used. in simulation for the low carbon steel of thickness 0.155 mm a Young’s modulus 210 GPa,
mass density 7.85 gm/cc and Poisson’s ratio 0.30 was used. In figure 2 the assembly of two step tooling setup is shown, each step has
specific radii used in order to reduce wrinkling and earring [5]. In simulation C3D8R elements are used, C3D8R represent an 8-node linear
brick, reduced integration, hourglass control. Number of nodes used in simulation: 3290, number of elements used in simulation: 1591.

Fig. 2 Assembly of two step tooling setup in ABAQUS
Results of first step is max Von Misses stress 334 MPa and depth of 25 mm, while second step approached max limit with 380 MPa
and obtained the target depth of 34 mm, figure 3 and 4. In first step the radii of punch and die were changed until the wrinkling was
eliminated final die radius was selected of rd = 38 mm was used in combination with punch radius of rp = 20 mm. In second step problems
occurred with connecting with first step, rd = 18 mm and rp =14 mm was used. The die should come into effect immediately after the first
step is finished, however simulation showed most errors in connecting with second step. For second step final product geometry was used,
results showed small error in the form of wrinkling and earring in comparison to expected behavior of material in work condition.
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Fig. 3 Von Misses stress for combined first and second step

Fig. 4 Results of first and second step
In figure 5 tool path displacement is shown, in simulation smooth path was selected for tool movement.

Fig. 5 Results of first and second step
Conclusion
By simulation the necessary data needed for creation of optimized tooling design was obtained and critical points have been
analyzed. In first step die radius of rd = 38 mm was used in combination with punch radius of rp = 20 mm in order to achieve depth of 25 mm,
wrinkling was eliminated. In second step rd = 18 mm and rp =14 mm was used in order to obtain final product geometry was used, results
showed small error in the form of wrinkling and earring in comparison to expected behavior of material in work condition. Tooling design
for first and second step was created with control of stress according to hardening law in order to eliminate fracture and wrinkling
occurrence. By radii variation final maximum stress in first step was 334 MPa while in second step it was 380 MPa which is lower than
allowed by hardening law of 395 MPa. Further research will be focused on implementation of temperature in simulation, construction of
prototype and real industry implementation.
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Abstract. Sustainable product development requires choosing the most appropriate materials taking into
consideration not only environmental and social impacts, but also costs. One major component of the life cycle
cost of many raw materials is crude oil, since it often is an input in their production and also an energy source.
In the present work the influence of crude oil price on raw materials future is analysed using the results of two
previous case studies, a lighting column and a storage tank. The raw materials studied were an unsaturated
polyester resin, steel, aluminium and stainless steel. Results indicate that crude oil price has a strong influence
on three of the raw material prices analysed; however in both case studies, the long-term total life cycle costs
predictions do not change the overall conclusions of those studies. This work proposes an innovative
methodology and demonstrates its applicability. The methodology proposed integrates, for the first time, three
separate techniques: LCC, valuation of environmental externalities and econometric forecasting models.
Understanding how crude oil price is expressed in the price of raw materials can lead to increased profits, and
help to identify potential hedging strategies. Consequently, product material selection and end of life planning
should incorporate this type of information, together with other raw material parameters (such as
environmental ones) to help choose the material that best suits the manufacturer strategy, as well as product
sustainability.
Introduction
Sustainable product development requires choosing the most appropriate materials taking into consideration not only their
environmental and social impacts, but also their costs [1]. Life Cycle Costing (LCC) [2,3] belongs to the group of sustainability tools that
take the full life cycle (LC) into account, from raw material extraction, production, to use and final disposal. The LCC methodology accounts
for all the costs associated to a product that are directly covered by one, or more, of the players involved in its LC (supplier, producer, user
or costumer, and/or final disposer). It also includes the externalities that are anticipated to be internalized in the decision-relevant future.
One major component of the life cycle cost of many products is crude oil, since it is an input in the production of several raw materials
and an energy source [4-7]. It is, therefore, important to relate crude oil price with the prices of raw materials and to analyse their sensitivity
to its fluctuations. The monthly averaged price of a Brent crude oil barrel has varied highly in recent years, ranging from a low of 26 € in
April 2003 to a high of 89 € in April 2012 [8]. The Energy Information Administration (EIA) predicts crude oil prices to fluctuate from 75 € to
125 € per barrel between 2013 and 2040 [9].
The relationship between crude oil and other commodity prices has already been analysed in the literature, using econometric
modelling. A few studies dealt with the relationship between crude oil and refined products prices [10-14]. The relationship between crude
oil and petrochemicals prices (Petrochemicals, like ethylene and propylene, are key feedstocks in the production of final products such as
plastics), but for a few studies, has been basically overlooked during the last years. A study relating crude oil and ethylene prices using
monthly data from January 2000 to April 2006, was performed recently [15]. The results suggest that crude oil price is co-integrated with
regional ethylene prices (North West Europe, Mediterranean and Far East). This data builds on a previously published one on the
relationship between prices for crude oil and organic chemicals and plastics products, using monthly data from January 1974 to December
2003 [16]. The authors used a structural Vector Autoregressive model to demonstrate that changes in the former prices are passed on to
prices and quantities of the latter.
World plastics production (including thermoplastics, polyurethanes, thermosets, elastomers, adhesives, coatings and polypropylene
fibres but excluding polyethylene terephthalate, polyamide and polyacrylate fibres) has increased from 192 to 279 million tonnes in the
decade 2001-2011. The overall demand from European converters was around 47 million tonnes in 2011, of which the packaging segment
represented more than 39% [17]. The thermoset resins market amounted to 7.9 million tonnes in 2010, of which the larger fraction
corresponded to unsaturated polyester (UP) [18]. Steel demand has been changing continuously, along with regional economic growth
and global manufacturing base trends, and the consequent creation and relocation of industries. The world average steel consumption per
capita has increased from 150 kg in 2001 to 220 kg in 2010 [19]. In the decade 2001–2011 the steel and primary aluminium world
production increased from 851 to 1,527 and from 25 to 44 million tonnes, respectively. The latter corresponds to a growth about 5%
annually, with the highest rate in Asia and the lowest in Eastern Europe, 12% and 1% per year, respectively [20]. In all cases, the trend is
clearly positive suggesting an upward pressure on future prices.
It can thus be concluded that understanding how crude oil price is expressed in the price of raw materials is useful in predicting the
behaviour of their prices in the long-term. In turn, this prediction can lead to better informed decisions on product development and in
identifying potential hedging strategies and thus to profit maximization. This is particularly the case with plastics, steel and aluminium,
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given their consumption and importance in many industrial sectors. Therefore the objective of the present work is to investigate the
relationship between crude oil price and the price of those materials, as well as the dependence of previous LCC studies’ results [4,6] on
future fluctuations of the former.
Methodology
Econometric models were selected in order to investigate long-term relationships between crude oil and raw materials prices. First,
the stationarity of crude oil and raw materials prices time series data was examined, and the optimal lag order was determined. After
establishing the dynamics of each series, and investigating the direction of causality, the model specification was chosen and estimation of
long-term relationships was performed using Vector Autoregressive models. After the estimation, some diagnosis testing on
autocorrelation and normality of residuals were performed. The models were then used to compute dynamic forecasts of raw materials
prices. This methodology also allows understanding the dependence of the results of the LCC of products made with those raw materials
on future fluctuations of crude oil price.
Data, econometric models and results
The analysis was based on monthly price series of the crude oil Brent blend in the period of October 1998 to April 2013 [8]. The raw
materials’ monthly price series used were: UP resin in the period January 2003 to December 2011 1; steel in the period October 1998 to
June 2012 [8]; aluminium in the period October 1998 to April 2013 [8]; and stainless steel in the period January 2007 to April 2013 [21]. The
prediction of crude oil Brent blend future prices data used was obtained from EIA, in an annual basis, for the period of 2013 to 2040 [9]. To
establish the relationships, the collected data was, when necessary, adjusted by price level to express all values in Euros 2010. The
long-term relationship between crude oil and raw materials prices was based on the crude oil Brent blend, since it is generally accepted as
the main trading reference throughout most of Western Europe.
Considering the non parametric Spearman correlation coefficient between the natural logarithms (ln) of Brent blend price and those
of each of the selected raw materials depicted in Table 1, it is evident that some series are highly and statistically significantly correlated
while others are not. Specifically, ln(UP resin price), and ln(steel price), are highly correlated with ln(Brent price), 0.6307 and 0.7573,
respectively. However ln(stainless steel price) does not seem to be correlated with ln(Brent price), as the correlation coefficient is 0.1448
and not statistically significant. In the case of ln(aluminium price), although the coefficient of correlation is small, 0.2229, it is statistically
significant at 1% significance level. The high value of the correlation coefficient between ln(UP Resin price) and ln(Brent price) should be
noted. This is explained by the fact that crude oil is a feedstock to UP resin, which is not the case for the other raw materials, where the
relation is possibly through the cost of energy. However, this does not necessarily imply causality.
Table 1. Spearman correlation coefficients between ln (Brent price) and those of selected raw materials prices
ln(UP resin price) ln(steel price) ln(aluminium price) ln(stainless steel price)
Spearman correlation coefficient
p-value
N

0.6307
0.000
108

0.7573
0.000
165

0.2229
0.0030
175

0.1448
0.2119
76

Testing for the stationarity of the series using the Augmented Dick-Fuller test, and determining the optimal number of lags, a vector
autoregressive model specification was chosen, to estimate the relationship between crude oil prices and the materials considered. The
results obtained are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Vector Autoregressive models
ln(UP resin price)

ln (yt-1)

1.0967*
(0.0628)

ln (yt-2)
ln (yt-3)
ln(P brentt)

-0.2094*
(0.0586)
0.0391*
(0.0132)

ln(steel price)

ln(aluminium price)

1.1547*
(0.0763)
-0.2577*
(0.0740)

0.9266*
(0.0344)

0.0499*
(0.0155)

0.2308*
(0.0372)

0.0405
(0.0320)

-0.2287*
(0.0367)

ln(P brentt-1)
Constant

ln(stainless steel price)

Coefficients
1.1509*
(0.0679)
-0.1847*
(0.0682)

-0.1148*
(0.0452)

-0.2610*
(0.0740)

0.0067
(0.0282)

-0.1054
(0.1311)

2003m4-2011m12
1998m12-2013m4
2007m2-2013m4
1998m12-2012m6
N=163
N= 105
N=173
N=75
Notes: *Indicates 1% significance level..
Number of lags of dependent variable was determined through the AIC criteria. Number of lags for independent
variable was selected by excluding all lags that were not statistically significant. Standard errors in parenthesis.
All regressions are globally statistically significant at 1%.
Sample

Each column in Table 2 reports the regression results for each raw material price. The first part of the table depicts the coefficients’
estimates for the independent variables included in each model and the constant term; ln (y t-1), ln (yt-2), and ln (yt-3), refer to the lagged
values of the dependent variable, ln(P Brentt) and ln(P Brentt-1) refer to the natural logarithm of the independent variable, Brent crude oil
price, in the current and previous month. The second part, reports the time period included in each regression and the number of
observations.

1

Information kindly provided by Dr. Pedro Nunes of the Institute for Polymers and Composites (IPC).
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Analysis of Table 2 reveals that in all cases except stainless steel, the current price of Brent blend is a statistically significant
predictor for all raw materials prices. The econometric evidence strongly supports the hypothesis that Brent price is an important
determinant of the prices of the raw materials considered, especially the UP resin, where it is feedstock. Stainless steel price fluctuations
appear not to be caused by movements in the crude oil price, but by its own past price level, as the coefficient estimate on ln(Brent price)
is not statistically significant; however, the coefficient on its own previous period price is significant and quite large in magnitude. In the
present study it can be concluded that raw materials prices are partly determined by crude oil prices, reflecting with the fact that crude oil
is an input in the production of the raw materials (as energy source or feedstock). All regressions were analysed for eigenvalue stability,
the direction of causality, and normality and autocorrelation of residuals, having passed the tests with statistical significance below 5%.
The coefficient estimates were used to compute dynamic forecasts of the raw materials prices (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Real and predicted prices of selected raw materials
Material selection case studies
Sustainable product development requires the economic aspect to be properly assessed and balanced with the environmental and
social ones. In order to address conflicting trade-offs, whether between these three aspects or between different LC stages, a systems
approach should be used. Along these lines, the authors have already performed the LCA and LCC integrated studies of two industrial
products [4,6,22]. These studies allowed the full understanding and assessment of the relevant LC environmental impacts, as well as total
costs. The LCA methodology was applied in accordance with the ISO 14040 series standards [23,24], and the LCC methodology was
based on the Ciroth et al. [2] and Swarr et al. [3] guidelines. The LCA results were incorporated in the LCC study, namely the life cycle
inventory (LCI) and the life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) stages, allowing the flow of materials, energy and emissions(e.g. CO2 eq.,
SO2, NOx, particles etc.) to be directly quantified [4]. The first of these studies analysed three lighting columns for roadway illumination
made with three different raw materials: a glass fibre reinforced polymer composite, steel and aluminium [4,22]. The second study
investigated two storage tanks made with a glass fibre reinforced UP composite and stainless steel [6]. Using the previously obtained
forecasts for raw materials prices, total costs are computed and compared for each material for the lightning column and the storage tank.
Fig. 2a shows the future (up to 2040) total LC costs of the three lightning column systems. These results do not change the
conclusions of the previous study, as the steel lighting column still presents in the long-run a higher total cost than those made in
composite or aluminium. Also in the long-run, the composite lighting column will be 45% less expensive than the steel one, which is very
similar with the present scenario (40%). Therefore, concerning the economic aspect, in the time frame of this future scenario the composite
material and aluminium will be the best choices for this application.
Fig. 2b shows the prediction for the total LC costs of the two storage tank systems. Again these results do not change the
conclusions of the previous study, as the stainless steel storage tank still presents higher total costs in the long-run. Also in the long-run,
the composite storage tank will be 24% less expensive than the stainless steel one. In this scenario the economic advantage of the
composite storage tank is very similar with the present scenario (26%). Therefore, regarding the economic aspect, in the time frame of this
future scenario the composite material will again be the best choice for this application.

Fig. 2. Prediction of the total LC costs of the: (a) three lighting column systems; (b) two storage tank systems
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Conclusion
The relationships between crude oil and raw materials prices were investigated in this work through econometric modelling. A Vector
Autoregressive model was chosen to predict the future evolution of selected raw materials price as a function of the price of the Brent
blend, controlling for each raw material specific past price dynamics. The results reveal that all regressions correctly account for the time
dynamics of the series. The econometric evidence strongly supports the hypothesis that crude oil and raw materials prices are strongly
related, in three of the four materials investigated. These predictions also show that UP resin and steel prices are more dependent on
Brent price than those of the other materials.
The predictions of the relationship between crude oil and raw materials prices were applied to the results of previous LCC studies of
two engineering products. The products involved were a lighting column and a storage tank made in alternative materials: glass fibre
reinforced UP composite, aluminium, steel and stainless steel. In all cases, the inclusion of the sensitivity of the materials price to future
crude oil prices did not change the conclusions previously obtained. That is, regarding the economic aspect, the composite material will be
the best choice for the two applications. It is conceivable that in other applications the influence of crude oil prices will also constitute an
important determinant of the relative advantages of the materials considered.
The global conclusion of the present work is that understanding how crude oil price is expressed in the price of raw materials can
prove useful in predicting their long-term price behaviour, facilitating product development. It can also lead to profit maximization, and help
to identify potential hedging strategies. Consequently, product material selection and end of life planning should incorporate this type of
information, together with other raw material parameters (such as environmental ones), to help choose the material that bests suits the
manufacturer strategy, as well as product sustainability.
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Abstract. Automated enumeration of the number of hand fingers is widely used in several motion gaming and
distance control applications, and is discussed in several published papers as a starting block for hand
recognition systems. The automated finger enumeration technique should not only be accurate, but also must
have a fast response for a moving-picture input. The high performance of video in motion games or distance
control will inhibit the program’s overall speed, for image processing software such as Matlab need to produce
results at high computation speeds. Since an automated finger enumeration with minimum error and
processing time is desired, a comparative study between two finger enumeration techniques is presented and
analyzed in this paper. In the pre-processing stage, various image processing functions were applied on a
real-time video input to obtain the final cleaned auto-cropped image of the hand to be used for the two
techniques. The first technique uses the known morphological tool of skeletonization to count the number of
skeleton’s endpoints for fingers. The second technique uses a radial distance method to enumerate the
number of fingers in order to obtain a one dimensional hand representation. For both discussed methods, the
different steps of the algorithms are explained. Then, a comparative study analyzes the accuracy and speed of
both techniques. Through experimental testing in different background conditions, it was observed that the
radial distance method was more accurate and responsive to a real-time video input compared to the
skeletonization method. All test results were generated in Matlab and were based on displaying a human hand
for three different orientations on top of a plain color background. Finally, the limitations surrounding the
enumeration techniques are presented.
Introduction
Hand recognition systems are complex image processing systems that classify and distinguish one hand from another using a range of hand features.
One specific feature commonly used to analyze the overall structure of a hand is finger enumeration. By recognizing the different fingers shown, different
outcomes can be mapped in the used application, such as motion gaming and distanced control. However, it is important that an optimized technique is
used for a real-time video to ensure a smooth and automated finger enumeration. The high performance of video will inhibit the program’s overall speed as
image processing software such as Matlab need to produce results at a high computation speed. One of the analyzed finger enumeration methods is
skeletonization, which is an important morphological technique used in structural recognition applications. Unfortunately, the skeletonization algorithm
used in Matlab takes long to execute, especially during video processing. Hence, the published work [1] discusses an algorithm to optimize the available
skeletonization function. According to [1], the initial steps toward optimizing skeletonization is to: pad the sides of the image with zeros one pixel wide,
traverse the image to find all white, store it in the array, and set the initial Boolean variable to false. Next the image is traversed for the eight structuring
element, hit and miss transformation is performed, and thinned pixel is removed until all eight structuring element is processed and there is no change in
the final image. By optimizing the skeletonization, the new improved algorithm was experimentally found to be above 3.5 times faster than the standard
skeletonization method in worse case scenarios and above 55 times faster in the best case scenario. The result would be faster computation speeds for
skeletonization during live video feed. Also, counting the number of hand fingers in a live video would be subsequently possible in Matlab.

a)

b)

Fig. 1. Radial Distance Function in a) using the Hand Contour in b) [2].
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Another finger enumeration method is obtainable through the radial distance method proposed in [2] as shown in Fig. 1. The hand boundary contour
is obtained before calculating the reference point on the wrist. For each point on the boundary contour, the radial distance with respect to the reference
point is calculated in order to isolate the finger peaks as a 1-D plot. In this way, the fingers analysis is easier and more accurate compared to the
skeletonization approach. It was found that the shown “five maxima and the four minima are not affected by the contour irregularities” [2]. Using [1] and
[2], the respective techniques were implemented in Matlab, and the final performance results were compared as shown next in this paper.

Image Acquisition
The first step in detecting the number of fingers is to acquire the video feed by using a built-in Matlab function. However, the video function requires
few hardware parameters that are provided by [3]. In the most general form, a video is a series of moving images. Each single image is processed
separately before displaying the final results of the video processing. The main factor determining the speed of image acquisition is the input image
dimensions which were taken in our case as 600-by-800 pixels.

PRE-Processing Stage
Before the finger enumeration techniques are used, the acquired image must be cleaned and modified in a series of steps shown in Fig. 2.a). These
steps will ensure that the resulting processed image is less prone to error results.
In order to detect the introduction of a new object into the image frame, the background image needs to be subtracted from the foreground image.
First, an initial background image is taken and saved. Next, a new image frame is taken which allows the background to be subtracted from image to isolate
the introduced object and few unwanted data as seen in Fig. 2.b)(1). To simplify and speed up preprocessing speed, the subtracted image is converted to
gray scale. Thresholding is then performed on the subtracted image to remove all the unwanted data and retain only two levels of binary information as in
Fig. 2.b)(2). This allows the image cleaning to be optimized to prepare for later steps. Next, the process of cleaning the binarized image uses
morphological operations with a 3-by-3 diamond structuring element. The morphological image processing begins with erosion followed by closing of the
image to remove all the unwanted noise surrounding the hand object and to smoothen the object boundaries. The closed image is then filled to eliminate
any possible holes contained within the hand. The filled image goes through a 2D median filter to ensure even smoother hand edges as shown in the
cleaned image in Fig. 2.b)(3). To limit unwanted data, a red rectangle with dimensions 350-by-500 pixels is placed in the middle of the video frame. The
hand object should be placed within the rectangular frame to be processed later. This will eliminate all other unwanted objects outside the rectangular
frame and will drastically reduce error due to introduction of unwanted objects. Hence, the hand object image within the red rectangular frame is cropped
in each processing cycle as shown in Fig. 2.b)(4). Once the image is cropped, the hand orientation needs to be detected, for the applied algorithms work for
a vertical position. Also, it will not be convenient if the finger enumeration detection is limited to only one direction. The hand orientation is detected by
looking for the left, center, or right boundaries where white pixels exist, and the image is auto-rotated accordingly as shown in Fig. 2.b)(5). Next, the
auto-rotated image is optimized to fit the dimensions of the binary hand object. The maximum and minimum pixels locations corresponding to the white
hand object are used to auto-crop the given image. Next, the entire image surroundings are zero-padded with 10 pixels to ensure that the white hand object
is isolated in the center of the final pre-processed image in Fig. 2.b)(6). The errors introduced into the borders can be eliminated later in the processing
stage resulting in less cumulative errors than in the pre-processing stage.

a) Flowchart [1].

b) Resulting Images in Every Step for a Sample Test Image.
Fig. 2. Pre-Processing Scheme.

Processing Stage
In order to compare the speed efficiency of the Skeletonization and Radial Distance Methods, both algorithms are coded using Matlab. The following
sub-sections explain the procedures followed and the results obtained.
Skeletonization Method
The first method to enumerate the shown fingers is through skeletonization which obtains the one-pixel wide structure of the logical object in an
image. Fig. 3.a) shows the sequence of steps followed to obtain the hand’s skeleton. Initially, the pre-processed image is shrunk by a factor of 5 to reduce
the computation time in obtaining the clean skeleton shown in Fig. 3.b)(1). The upper part of the shrunk image is then cropped to isolate the fingers and the
low-order skeleton of the image as shown in Fig. 3.b)(2). If a high-order skeleton was computed, the fast video processing of the hand is not possible due
to the heavy bwmorph function used in Matlab. Next, the spurs in the skeleton image were removed to obtain pruned branches as shown in Fig. 3.b)(3).
This will reduce the reliance of the finger enumeration on perfect fingers. Finally, the number of fingers shown is calculated by computing the number of
endpoints in the final skeletonized image. A relationship between the number of endpoints and the number of fingers shown will improve the calculation
scheme.
Radial Distance Method
The second method to enumerate the shown fingers is through the radial distance method, which obtains the Euclidean distance between each hand
boundary point and the reference point on the wrist. Fig. 4. a) shows the sequence of steps to obtain the hand’s radial distance function.
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(1) Shrunk Image

a) Flowchart [1].

(2) Skeleton of Hand

(3) Pruned Skeleton

b) Image Results.
Fig. 3. Skeletonization Technique.

a) Flowchart [2].

b) Visual Explanation [2].
Fig. 4. Radial Distance Technique.

A general explanation of the intended radial distance technique is shown in Fig. 4.b). From the green reference point on the wrist, the radial distance to
every single point along the red boundary contour is calculated. This approach will obtain an array of values of which the fingertips have maxima on the
1D graph and the other values are disregarded. Initially, the white hand’s boundaries were obtained as 2-by-m matrix of row and column coordinate values.
However, the starting point of the boundary matrix is unknown, and it is desired to start with a reference point on the hand’s wrist. Next, the reference point
of the wrist is calculated by using the array of column values for the maximum row value corresponding to the vertical level of the wrist. Then, the
minimum and maximum column values of the selected wrist array are used to obtain the middle reference point coordinate value as shown in Fig. 4.b).
Next, the reference point is intersected with the boundary matrix to obtain the position value on the boundary matrix. This position value is used to perform
a circular rotation of the boundary matrix to get the reference point on top the boundary matrix. Now that the boundary matrix is ready, the radial distance
between each boundary point and the reference point coordinates is calculated and plotted in Fig. 5.a) as a function of values ranging from 1 to size of the
boundary matrix. However, it is observed that the 1D radial distance function has error values on the edges which can change the expected results. Hence,
a high-order 1D median filter is applied on the radial distance array to obtain the clean 1D graph in Fig. 5.b). The smoothened peaks can be easily used to
calculate the number of fingers with less error. Finally, the number of fingers shown in Fig. 5.b) is calculated by finding the local maxima of the radial
distance array. The radial distance method produced accurate results with flexibility over the hand structure.
4 Finge rs

Point Index Counted from Wrist Reference
P i t

Point Index Counted from Wrist Reference
P i t

a) Plot of Radial Distance along Boundary

b) Median-Filtered Plot of Radial Distance

Fig. 5. Radial Distance Method Results.
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Results
In order to compare the performance of the Skeletonization and Radial Distance methods, two experimental tests were performed in Matlab to evaluate the
finger enumeration method’s accuracy and computation time over all the video frames. By using an Intel Core i7-3517U (Ivy Bridge) processor, an 8GB
RAM capacity and a webcam video resolution of 640x480, the tests were segmented for enumerating one, two, three, four, and five fingers.
The accuracy of each method was computed to be the ratio percentage of the number of correct fingers enumerated to the total number of video frames
acquired. According to the results of the accuracy test in Fig.6.b), the Radial Distance method was about 87% more accurate on average than the
Skeletonization method for the five different finger combinations. Since prompt response is critical in video applications, each method’s computation time
for each video frame was measured and averaged for the total number of frames. As in the results of the computation time test in Fig.6.a), the
Skeletonization method used more than 2.3 times the computation time required when compared to the Radial Distance method. Through the comparative
study performed, the Radial Distance method was found to be more accurate and faster than the Skeletonization method.

a) Computation Time Comparison Chart.

b) Accuracy Comparison Chart.

Fig.6. Comparison of Results between Skeletonization and Radial Distance Methods.

Conclusion
The discussed hand recognition technique has several limitations. As the program detects the presence of the hand by subtracting the background image
from the new introduced image, the values of the background intensities need to be higher than the foreground. If the value of foreground is brighter than
the background, then the subtraction of background from foreground will produce a negative value that will be set by Matlab to zero. This will result in a
dark image as both foreground and background are now represented by a zero gray level. Any foreground gray level value that is higher than the
background will cause unwanted noise and sometimes occasional holes that appear within the preprocessed hand. Another limitation is that it detects any
object introduced into the rectangular cropping area, and not only hands. Thus, all detected objects are processed as if they were hands. Lastly, any object
introduced into the image frame in addition to the hand will result into erroneous enumeration of the fingers.
In conclusion, the two distinct fingers enumeration techniques were implemented and compared. Results showed that the execution time of the radial
distance method was significantly lower than the skeletonization method. Moreover, the radial distance method gave on average more accurate results in
computing the number of fingers than the skeletonization method.
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Abstract. The paper discusses some possible ways how to optimize the implementation of most used load
flow calculation algorithms. The algorithms used for load flow analysis are in principle relative simple, but the
3
solution of load flow calculation is a computationally intensive problem with complexity approximately n .
Because of this high complexity, the time needed to solve a large system (with several hundreds or thousands
of nodes) is relatively long. Modern processors have enough computational power to reduce the solution time
to acceptable values for a single solution (a few seconds). But various algorithms used for an optimization of
grid operation (e.g. evolutionary algorithms) are based on the repeating of the load flow calculation many
thousand times. This is of course very time consuming and makes these algorithms unsuitable for optimization
of very large power systems or real-time support of dispatching control. Another objective of this paper is to
discuss the usability of C# programing language (and .NET framework in general) for technical and scientific
calculations.
Introduction
Load flow calculation and analysis are important parts of electricity grid’s operation planning and control. In case of a linear system,
the solution is very simple. We just need to solve a system of linear algebraic equations. This is possible using either direct methods
(e.g. Gaussian elimination, LU decomposition) or using iterative methods (e.g. Conjugate Gradient method) [1]. This modeling approach is
appropriate for load flow analysis in medium voltage networks without distributed generation but in sub-transmission and transmission
networks the loads are usually modeled as constant PQ loads, thus the resulting mathematical model is nonlinear and we must use some
methods for solving nonlinear systems. Very popular and widely used is the Newton–Raphson and Gauss–Seidel iterative method. Last
year, a novel method (HELM – the Holomorphic Embedding Load flow Method) for load flow analysis was introduced by Antonio Trias [2].
This new method is out of the scope of this paper.
Above mentioned methods are well described in literature and they are relative simple and easy to implement in most of widely used
programming languages. In the past, one significant drawback of these methods was their computational complexity. Because the number
of mathematical operations, needed to calculate the solution, rises approximately with third power of number of system nodes, time
needed for solving large systems with hundreds of nodes was relatively long. Nowadays, the computational power of modern CPU has
reduced the calculation time even for large systems to seconds or fractions of seconds.
Development in the field of artificial intelligence and evolutionary optimization techniques has enabled new possibilities for
optimization of various aspects of power system operation. Especially evolutionary computational techniques are able to provide very
good results even when the optimization problem is very complex and hard to describe in mathematical terms. These algorithms can be
used for the optimization of voltage and reactive power control aimed to reduce the reactive power flow and thus to a reduction of
transmission loses by keeping the voltage in nodes of power system within normative limits. Another possible use of this type of algorithms
is optimization of operation of virtual power plants (distribution of scheduled power generation to individual plants).
Basic principles and implementations of evolutionary algorithms are in general relative simple. In fact, this kind of algorithms is similar
to brute force solutions because the result is the best from a lot of semi random generated parameter sets (the result is not strictly the most
optimal possible solution, but is “near” the optimum). This means, when using evolutionary algorithms for optimization of power system
operation, that the load flow calculation is repeated for each of generated parameter sets (e.g. optimized parameters are requirements for
reactive power generation in each of controlled generators). Therefore the number of cycles, needed for finding appropriate solution, can
be very large. Some experiments with optimization of reactive power flows in Slovak transmission system have required about 100 000
generations. With population of 20 parameter sets per generation, about 2 million load flow calculations were performed to find the optimal
solution.
In this case, the time needed to calculate the load flow is one of most significant aspects determining the duration of optimization
process and even small improvement of load flow solver can led to significant time savings. Of course, from this point of view, very
important is the method used for solving the system. For relative small systems (up to 40 nodes), Gauss-Seidel method is appropriate. For
larger systems, Newton-Raphson method is much faster. But although these algorithms are very simple and well described, the
implementation is crucial and can significantly vary. In the literature, many example implementations can be found but only rarely the
performance of these example algorithms is discussed. The aim of this paper is to introduce some solver implementation improvements
from the programmer point of view and their effect on overall solver performance.
Algorithms where implemented in C# language in VisualStudio 2010 (.NET version 3.5). C# is not the typical choice for technical and
scientific calculations, but it’s very popular for application development because of its simple syntax and powerful development tools
enabling short development time. There are some libraries for numerical calculations in C# (.NET implementations of LAPAC, BLAS ...),
which provide (if they are used) a comfort comparable to other specialized tools. Therefore the second aim of this work was to test a
potential of C# programming language for a development of specialized user friendly technical applications (e.g. applications for load flow
analysis). However, we decided to perform the test without use of supporting libraries for numerical calculations. Because C# doesn’t
support complex numbers (or the support is very poor) we created own complex number class with operator overloading.
The performance of tested algorithms was verified on simple, generated, regular square grid with user given number of nodes. User
simply specifies the number of nodes on the edge of the grid. Then the overall number of nodes is the power of two of this value. First node
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(in the upper left corner) is swing bus. The only load is connected to the last bus (in the bottom right corner). This configuration was chosen
because it’s easy to automatically generate the network and verify obtained results. The grid is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig.1 The generated test grid
Results presented in this paper were obtained on a PC with Intel Core i7-2670QM, 6 GB RAM and 64 bit Windows 7 SP1. As it was
mentioned before, Visual Studio 2010 was used as a development tool.
Basic formula of load flow analysis
The basics of load flow analysis are well described in literature. Power flow between two nodes of an electricity network is described
by this simple equation
Pkl-jQkl = U*k∙(Uk + Ul)∙Ykl,

(1)

where the Pkl and Qkl are the active and reactive power flowing from node k to node l, Uk, Ul are the voltages in node k and l and Ykl is the
admittance of connection between nodes k and l. Admittance and voltages are complex numbers. The overall power in a given node is
then sum of power flows to all nodes connected to this node:
Pk-jQk = U*k∙Σ(Uk + Ui)∙Yki, i< א1,n>, i≠k,

(2)

where n is the number of nodes in the power system. This equation can be written for every node of the power system, so we get a system
of nonlinear equations describing power in the whole system based on voltages in nodes of the system and admittance of
interconnections. The problem is that we usually know the active and reactive power of each node but voltages are unknown. To solve this
system of nonlinear equations we can use one of nonlinear solvers like Gauss-Seidel or Newton-Raphson.
Gauss-Seidel iterative method
The Gauss-Seidel iterative method is very simple. A set of equations in form Fk(x1, x2 … xn)=0 is transformed to form xk=Fk(x1, x2 … xn)
F1(x1, x2 … xn) = 0
F2(x1, x2 … xn) = 0

x1 = F’1(x1, x2 … xn),
x2 = F’2(x1, x2 … xn),

…

Fn(x1, x2 … xn) = 0

(3)

…

xn = F’n(x1, x2 … xn).

The solution is really simple. First we need to guess first values of x1...xn. Then these values are used for calculation of new value of
x1 using the function F’1 and this process is repeated for each equation F’ 1 … F’n. After calculation of all values x1 … xn the process is
repeated until the difference between the values of x in two consequent iterations is lower than given tolerance ε. The equation (2) in form
of F’ is
Uk=1/Ykk∙((Pk-jQk)/U*k–ΣYki∙Ui), i < א1,n>, i≠k,

(4)

where k, i are indexes of system nodes where the voltages are calculated. More complex description also with flowchart of this method is
in literature [1], but from our point of view the most important is just equation (4).
Convergence of this method is relative slow and typically hundreds of iterations are needed to get the results within given tolerance
limit. Despite of a relative simplicity of a calculation of one iteration, if compared to Newton-Raphson, the number of mathematical
operations being performed during iteration’s calculation is crucial for the total calculation time. Because the voltages and admittances are
complex numbers, we developed a new data class called Complex supporting all basic operations with complex numbers.
At first sight, there aren’t many ways to improve the implementation of equation (4). But if we take a closer look, we can see that
admittances are constant during the calculation as well as are the active and reactive powers for each node. If we calculate arrays of
constants Ck=(Pk-jQk)/Ykk and C’ki=Yki/Ykk before we start the iteration process, we will save one operation and the formula will reduce to
Uk=Ckk/U*k–ΣC’ki∙Ui), i < א1,n>, i≠k.

(5)

More important than saving one or two operations is the elimination of cyclic division, because the division of floating point numbers takes
several times much more processing time than multiplication or addition. Taking into account the fact that solver will repeat the whole
calculation several hundred times, for larger system we can save a lot of time.
Another important question is the possible use of parallel computing using multicore CPUs or GPUs. Equation (5) is solved in a loop
for each node of the network. If these repeating calculations are independent and the CPU has a multicore architecture, we can split the
main loop in more independent loops performed in parallel on different processor cores. But in this case, the voltage calculated in an
iteration of the main loop is used for calculation of voltage in the following iteration so these calculations are not independent and it’s not
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possible to use multithreading. Another possible use of multithreading is by calculating the sum of C’ki∙Ui, but as it will be shown later, there
is other solution to calculate the sum more effective.
For real networks is typical relatively low density of interconnections between nodes (there are 4-5 connections to a single node at
average). Therefore, also the admittance matrix Y is very sparse and most of values are zeros. Most of the multiplications in the equation
ΣC’ki∙Ui will be also equal to zero and it make no sense to calculate it. One of possible solutions is to test, if the value of C’ki is different from
zero and perform the multiplication only when this condition is true. But unfortunately the testing of conditions in IF statement takes
approximately the same amount of time as the multiplication, so this solution is practically useless.
More sophisticated solution is to use special data structure optimized for storing spars matrices. This structure is an array of two
dimensional arrays representing the non-zero values in a matrix row. The second dimension is needed, because we need to store not only
the non-zero value, but also the column index of the non-zero value in the matrix. This structure has two big advantages to normal matrix
(square array of values). The first benefit is a significantly lower memory consumption (each zero value consumes the same amount of
memory like non zero values). The other benefit is a significantly reduced number of operations in cases similar to ΣC’ki∙Ui because the
loop computing the sum of multiplications must be repeated only for non-zero elements of C’ki, what means about 4 or 5 multiplications per
row (the length of the row is unimportant) in real applications. This is the crucial improvement of the algorithm, because if two dimensional
square arrays are used to store admittance matrix, the number of mathematical operations raises quadratic with the number of system
nodes. The application of spars matrix structure leads to approximately linear rise of needed mathematical operations.
As we mentioned before, we used own specialized Complex class for representation of complex numbers. This class makes the work
with complex numbers more comfortable (comparable with Matlab). However, the question is how the use of this class would affect the
performance of developed algorithms. To evaluate this influence on overall performance, we have implemented two versions of the
algorithm. First version used a Complex class and the other used the representation of complex numbers by vectors of type double, each
vector consisting of two elements. The first element represented a real part of the complex number and the second one represented its
imaginary part.
The results have confirmed that the application of the specialized class significantly decreased the performance of the algorithms.
The most probable explanation of this is that when using user defined classes, system has to first check how to handle this data (based on
class definition). It takes of course more time than by handling operations with standard data types. It is easy to verify this behavior also in
Matlab, where the use of complex numbers takes about 50 % more time than the use of separate variables, of type double, to store the
components of a complex number. The very important lesson learned from this comparison is that it is necessary to avoid the usage of
custom data types when developing time critical applications! Of course, the drawback of this performance optimization is worse code
readability and maintenance as well as a much higher probability of making mistakes in implementation of basic operations with complex
numbers.
The convergence of Gauss-Seidel method is possible to speed-up using acceleration factor (for more complex description of
acceleration factor see [1]). Its normally used value, to speed up the calculation, is between 1 and 2. More exactly, the values between
1.2 – 1.6 are used for real networks. The structure of test grid (Fig. 1) enabled to use acceleration factor of 1.9 for all types of investigated
versions of Gauss-Seidel solver (with no optimization, with division reduction and with spars matrix). Obtained calculation times for
different solver versions are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 2.
Table 1. Calculation times for different types of Gauss-Seidel solver

GS Solver
Not optimized
Div. reduction
Spars matrix

25
7
23
1

36
12
34
2

49
22
52
3

64
37
66
4

81
60
87
5

Number of nodes
100 121 144 169 196 225 289 400 576 676 784
900
1024 1225
88 128 178 253 323 434 733 1728 5471 9024 14094 21302 31318 54454
114 155 205 272 333 434 705 1633 5113 8324 13030 19603 29515 50405
7
8
10
12
13
15
21
35
79 108 152
193
260
356

60000

GS-no optim.

Solution time [ms]

50000
GS-div. reduct.
40000
GD-spars

30000
20000
10000
0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

Number of nodes [-]

Fig. 2. Calculation times for solver with no optimization (blue), solver with division reduction (red) and solver with spars matrix (green)
Presented results clearly show that the use of spars structure for admittance matrix has reduced the solution time in two orders of
magnitude! The effect of division reduction is visible, but can be neglected in the comparison with the use of spars matrix structure. All
experiments were performed using Complex data type, so another decreasing of calculation time can be achieved (expected rate of
reduction is approximately 30 %).
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Newton-Raphson iterative method
The Newton-Rhapson is based on the same basic equation (4), but the real and imaginary part are separated in two equations:
Pp= Σ(ep(eqGpq+fqBpq)+fp(fqGpq-eqBpq)) , q< א1,n>,
Qp= Σ(fp(eqGpq+fqBpq)-ep(fqGpq-eqBpq)), q< א1,n>,

(6)
(7)

where Pq and Qp are active and reactive power in node p; ep, eq is real part of voltage in node p, q; fp, fq is imaginary part of voltage in node
p, q; Gpq is the conductance of connection between nodes p, q and Bpq is the susceptance of connection between nodes p, q. The number
of nodes in the power system is n. Basic and mathematical background of the Newton-Raphson iterative method is well described e.g. in
[1] and [3]. The basic formula of Newton-Raphson algorithm in matrix form is:
ሾॵ ሿ ሾॵଶ ሿ ሾοঅሿ
ሾοԶሿ

൨ൌ ଵ
൨
൨,
ሾοԷሿ
ሾॵଷ ሿ ሾॵସ ሿ ሾοআሿ

(8)

where ΔP, ΔQ are the vectors of active and reactive power differences, J1-J4 are parts of Jacobian matrix and Δe, Δf are vectors of
differences of real and imaginary parts of nodal voltages.
The calculation starts with definition of voltages in nodes. For the first iteration, nominal voltage with no imaginary part is normally
used. These voltages and the admittance matrix of power system are used to calculate active and reactive power in each node of the
system (using equations (6) and (7)). For each node, the difference between given and calculated active and reactive power is calculated
and results are written in form of vectors ΔP and ΔQ of equation (8). The matrices J1-J4 are parts of Jacobian matrix. They are calculated
as partial derivations of equations (6) and (7), with respect to real and imaginary parts of voltage in nodes. From the vector of power
differences and the Jacobi matrix, a vector of voltage differences is calculated using some kind of linear solver (it’s a system of linear
equations). These differences are added to the first declared values and process is repeated until the power difference for each node is
lower than given relative tolerance.
In this case, all variables are real, so there is no problem with using user defined Complex data type. The voltage can be optionally
defined also using magnitude and angle, but this form requires the use of goniometric functions, witch are slow to calculate, so this formally
equal form is not suitable for the optimization. Let’s have a closer look on the calculation of Jacobian matrix. Equations used for calculation
of individual parts of Jacobian matrix are very similar, so we will present just one:
∂Pp/∂eq= eqGpq– fpBpq, p≠q

(9)

It is clear from equation (9) that the calculation of Jacobian matrix elements is very easy. Moreover, most values of admittance matrix
Y are zeros, therefore also Gpq and Bpq are in most cases zero and so the use of spars structure is appropriate. Another important fact is
that the elements of Jacobian matrix are independent, so there is possible to use parallel computing (it is very convenient to use a GPU
based numerical accelerator for big power systems with thousands of nodes).
Another important question is how to solve the system of linear equations to get the vectors of voltage differences. It is possible to use
Gaussian elimination, but this method is relative slow and is not able to use the benefits of using spars systems. Another possibility is the
use of LU decomposition, but potentially very good results can be achieved using Conjugate Gradient Solver [4]. This iterative method can
reduce the computational complexity from 1/3∙n3 to approximately n2, what significantly reduces the time needed to solve huge linear
systems. Also, this method is suitable for use of sparse matrices. The core of the method is matrix-vector and vector-vector multiplication,
where the use of sparse matrices is very effective. The matrix-matrix and matrix-vector multiplication are also very easy to implement in
parallel on multicore architectures, so this method is able to benefit from full power of modern CPU and GPUs. Using the libraries for
OpenCL enables to reduce the drawback of just-in-time compilation used in .NET framework with pushing the compute-intensive
calculations to multicore hardware.
Conclusion
All presented results demonstrate the importance of proper implementation of load flow algorithms. The combination of presented
approaches is able to reduce the overall calculation time in several orders of magnitude. Most important is the reduction of mathematical
operations during the calculation using spars matrix techniques and minimizing the use of division and goniometric functions. A positive
influence on overall performance of the solvers brings limited use of user defined data types and data classes. Drawback of not using
custom classes (like Complex) is the resulting readability and maintainability of the code.
The correct choice of linear equation solver is very important in the implementation of Newton-Raphson solver. The conjugate
gradient iterative method seems very suitable for this purpose, because it’s possible to modify its implementation for the application with
spars matrices and the algorithm can be implemented for the use of massive parallelism as well. Furthermore, it allows an application of
numerical accelerators based on GPU cores, which can significantly reduce the total calculation time. It’s also possible to use the
parallelism for calculation of Jacobi matrices, where the spars structure again significantly reduces the number of performed mathematical
operations. Even the elimination of using trigonometric functions, due to the magnitude-angle form of basic equations, will also significantly
speed up the calculation.
Performed experiments have demonstrated the potential of C# and .NET platform for scientific and technical calculations and with
proper set of supporting libraries (like C# versions of LAPAC and BLAS) the C# is a powerful tool for numerical calculations and simulation.
The comfort of programming is similar to Matlab, the performance of application is usually better (m-code used in Matlab is just interpreted,
not compiled), however the performance of programs in C# (and other .NET languages) is usually worse than the performance of
unmanaged C or C++.
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Abstract. The aim of article was to fabricate diffusion joints of combined metals (Al alloy - Mg alloy) by solid
state welding with and without application of Zn interlayer. The suggested parameters and conditions of
diffusion welding were verified by numerical simulation and also the quality of fabricated joints was then
assessed. Metallurgical joints of Al 7075 / AZ 31B and Al 7075 / Zn / AZ 31B were fabricated in shielding
atmosphere of Ar with the following welding parameters: welding temperature T = 430 °C, welding pressure
p = 0.25 MPa, and welding time t = 20 min. The quality of welded joints was assessed by light microscopy,
microhardness measurement and EDX microanalysis. The work contains original results regarding the
technological and metallurgical aspects.
Introduction
Welding of combined materials by classical technologies is usually faced with the problems related with their different mechanical and
physical properties. These problems are limiting the applicability of classical technologies, which cannot be used for this purpose in many
cases and therefore the technologies of solid state welding are employed. One of these technologies presents the diffusion welding, which
is defined as a way of achieving the monolithic joint by formation of bonds on atomic level. The joint is formed at presence of local plastic
strain at elevated temperature enabling the mutual diffusion in the surface layers of materials welded. Process of diffusion welding was
designed by N. F. Kazakov from the Moscow Technological Institute MMP in the year 1953. Diffusion welding allows to weld almost all
combinations of metallic materials and also several metals with non-metals [1, 2, 3, 4].These combinations of materials show very good
mechanical properties at different applications. Aviation and space industries are the fields where the technology of diffusion welding has
found significant application. Light alloys are widely applied nowadays, since they have become an inseparable part of applications in all
industrial fields all over the world. Al and Mg alloys are mostly used from among them. Aluminium alloys are typical with their low weight
and high strength which is related with their hardenability. Magnesium alloys exert a wide scope of applicability owing to their good electric
and thermal conductivity [5]. Improving of these properties is achieved by reducing the amount of brittle γ (Mg17Al12) phases due to lower
content of Al in the alloy. The authors from technical university in China [6] have observed the effect of Ag interlayer on microstructure and
mechanical properties of diffusion joints of combined Mg - Al metals. An Ag interlayer was deposited on Al by the technology of magnetron
sputtering which eliminated the formation of intermetallic compounds (IMC) on the joint boundary. The parameters of fabrication of joints
were as follows: T = 390 °C, p = 5 MPa and t = 30 min. Maximum microhardness value was 225 HV.
If metallic system cannot be bonded by the purely diffusion process, the transient liquid phase (TLP) or the transient liquid phase
diffusion (TLPD) bonding is a joining process that has to be applied [7, 8]. This bonding process that joins materials using an interlayer is
tolerant to surface oxides and geometrical defects on contact surfaces. On heating, the interlayer melts and the interlayer element diffuses
into the substrate materials, causing isothermal solidification. A thin layer of liquid spreads along the interface to form a joint at a lower
temperature than the melting point of either of the materials. The interlayer material can be in many different forms, we used thin foil.
Materials welded
The following materials were suggested for diffusion welding of combined materials:
x
Aluminium 7075-T651 alloy,
x
Magnesium alloy type AZ 31B.
Aluminium 7075-T651 alloy is characterised with a high strength. The main alloying element is Zn in amount from 1 to 8 %. At
presence of Mg such alloys attain the highest strength properties after heat treatment from among all Al alloys. At maximum strength
properties the alloys exert rather poor corrosion resistance. However, their corrosion resistance may be increased by an appropriate heat
treatment, namely ageing. The chemical composition of Al alloy type Aluminium 7075-T651 and its mechanical properties are given in
Tables 1, 2 and 3.
Magnesium alloy type AZ 31B exerts a good toughness. It is suitable for welding. It is typical with an increased ductility and fracture
toughness. It is not hardenable and is susceptible to corrosion in wet environment. Products made of this alloy are destined for low loading
and temperatures [9, 10]. Chemical composition of Mg alloy and its mechanical and physical properties are given in Tables 1, 2 and 3.
It is necessary to select a suitable interlayer for diffusion welding of combined light metals. The mostly used interlayer for welding
metals of light alloys are based on Al, Zn, Cu, Ag, most often in the form of thin foils or galvanic coatings. In the present study a model
sandwich joint of Mg alloy AZ 31B/Zn/Al 7075 was used to study the different stages of this process. The used Zn interlayer was in the form
of a thin foil with 50 μm thickness.
Tab. 1 Chemical composition of Al alloy type 7075-T651 and Mg alloy type AZ 31
Chemical elements
(wt. %)
Al alloy 7075-T651
Mg alloy AZ 31

Si

Fe

Cu

Mg

Cr

Zn

Mn

Al

0.40
0.1

0.50
0.005

1.2 - 2
0.04

2.1 - 2.9
Bal.

0.18 - 0.28
-

5.1 - 6.1
0.6 - 1.4

0.30
0.2 - 1

Bal.
2.5 - 3.5
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Tab. 2 Mechanical properties of Al alloy type 7075-T651 and Mg alloy type AZ 31B
Mechanical properties of materials
Ultimate tensile strength
Yield strength
Shear strength
Fatigue strength
Hardness
Young's modulus
Elongation

Al 7075-T651
572 MPa
503 MPa
331 MPa
159 MPa
191 HK
71,7 GPa
9%

AZ 31B
244 MPa
221 MPa
140 MPa
97 MPa
51,1 HK
45 GPa
15 %

Tab. 3 Physical properties of Al alloy type 7075-T651 and Mg alloy type AZ31B
Physical properties of materials
Density
Melting point
Thermal conductivity
Heat capacity

Al 7075-T651
2,8 g.cm-3
477 - 635 °C
130 W.m-1.K-1
960 J.kg-1.K-1

AZ 31B
1,77 g.cm-3
605 - 630 °C
96 W.m-1.K-1
960 J.kg-1.K-1

Equipment for diffusion welding
Experimental works were performed on welding equipment type SU 450 made by INDUTHERM company from Germany. Diffusion
welding was performed in shielding atmosphere of Ar. Heating of welded metals in welding chamber was ensured by an induction
generator, which heated a graphite crucible in which the welded specimens were laid. Measurement of temperature and control of
generator power for the required temperature was ensured by a thermostat and thermocouple type N. Model of working chamber of
diffusion welder and configuration of the welded parts is shown in Fig. 1.

Steel mandrel
Ceramic ring
Graphite ring
Sample 1 AZ 31
Sample 2 Al 7075
Graphite ring
Ceramic ring
Graphite ring

Fig. 1 Model of working chamber of a diffusion welder and its main parts
Experimental
The parameters and conditions for diffusion welding of combined alloys of light metals were designed by help of numerical simulation
(Fig. 2), which made possible to obtain a true picture about the course of temperatures during induction heating. Interpretation means for
processing the simulation processes consists of ANSYS software set. The parameters of diffusion welding are: welding temperature T,
welding pressure p, welding time t. A sound metallurgical welded joint was fabricated at the following parameters: T = 430 °C,
p = 0.25 MPa, t = 20 min. Surface roughness of welded metals was Ra = 0.1 μm. Welding was performed in a shielding atmosphere of Ar
with purity 99.996 %.

AZ 31B

AZ 31B

AZ 31B

Al7075

Al7075

Al7075

Fig. 2 Numeric simulation of induction heating of welded materials in time a) 1 s.; b) 2 s.; c) 5.5 s.
Formation of intermetallic phases was observed on the joint boundary with Zn interlayer. Microscopic analysis proved homogeneity of
the metallurgical bond. Magnesium alloy type AZ 31B looses its polyhedral character in the boundary zone of welded materials and with
increasing distance from the base metal it gradually attains its original structure. Boundary of metallurgical bond is free from oxide
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agglomerations. The interlayer has melted at welding temperature 430 °C and it diffused into welded materials at formation of intermetallic
phases. By the phase binary diagram, the intermetallic β-Mg17Al12 and Mg7Zn3 phases with α-Mg matrix are concerned. Regarding the
Al-Mg phase diagram, first the α-Mg phase was formed by isomorphic transformation and, after decreasing the temperature, the βMg17Al12
phase was precipitated by eutectic reaction. Intercrystalline cracks may be formed in the weld boundary on Al side, which are formed
owing to hardness difference of β-Mg17Al12 phase.
Welded joint was assessed by light microscopy (Fig. 3), microhardness measurement (Fig. 4) and by EDX microanalysis (Fig. 5).
Al 7075

Al 7075

AZ 31B

AZ 31B
Fig. 3 Microstructure of boundary of Al 7075 / Zn / AZ 31B weld

Plastic strain of grains occurred owing to loading during welding process. Microhardness measurement has shown that in
AZ 31B / Zn / Al 7075 joint the hardness on Al alloy side has increased owing to Zn diffusion to Al. The highest microhardness (153 HV)
was observed in intermetallic phase. Microhardness measurement has proved that MgZn phase is harder than α-Mg solid solution. The
bond with Zn interlayer exerted two times higher shear strength than the shear strength of joint without interlayer.
Al 7075

4
2
1
3
5

5
3
1
2
4

AZ 31B
Fig. 4 Microhardness course across the weld boundary of Al 7075 / Zn / AZ 31B joint
For identification of structural constituents and phases and for determination of diffusion depth of different elements the EDX
microanalysis was applied. Following from the distribution of chemical elements at line analysis and planar analysis of distribution of
individual elements, the intermetallic Mg7Zn3 phase is concerned, which was formed by the eutectoid reaction α-Mg+MgZn. Also
a compound is seen, which is discontinually distributed on the boundary of diffusion zone. The zinc interlayer diffused to Al alloy (40μm)
and also to Mg alloy (25 μm). Planar distribution of elements in the weld boundary zone, expressing the ratio of individual elements is
documented in Fig. 6.
AZ 31B
Al4Mg

Al12Mg17

Mg7Zn3

Al2Mg3

Al3Mg2

Fig. 5 EDX microanalysis of boundary of Al 7075 / Zn / AZ 31B welded joint
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Mg

Al

Zn

Fig. 6 Planar distribution of Mg, Al and Zn across the boundary of Al 7075 / Zn / AZ 31B welded joint
Conclusions
The article deals with transient liquid phase (TLP) welding of aluminium to magnesium alloy using zinc interlayer. The TLP bonding is
a metal joining process, which has critical advantages which the other joining processes could not provide. A thin interlayer of an alloy
containing the elements for depressing melting point is inserted as a bonding agent between the base metals. At the bonding temperature
the interlayer temporarily melts filling thus the gaps between the surfaces, and subsequently isothermal solidification occurs by
interdiffusion of the depressant element, thereby forming a bond while dwelling at that temperature [11, 12].
The aim of this work was to design the parameters and conditions for TLP welding, to fabricate sound welded joints and to assess their
quality. Zinc interlayer in the form of foil of 50 μm in thickness was used in experiments. Metallurgical bond was fabricated at the following
welding parameters: temperature T = 430 °C, pressure p = 0.25 MPa and time t = 20 min in a shielding atmosphere of Ar with 99.996%
purity. Quality assessment of welded joints was performed by light microscopy, which has shown that plastic strain of Mg alloy grains in the
weld boundary zone occurred. The measured hardness values varied in the range from 50 to 76 HV, which have proved the hardening of
weld boundary owing to plastic strain of welded metals. The joints with Zn interlayer achieved two times higher shear strength than the
joints fabricated without interlayer. EDX microanalysis has proved the presence of intermetallic phases (Mg7Zn3, Al12Mg17, Al2Mg3, and
Al3Mg2). Zinc interlayer diffused to Al alloy (40 μm) and also to Mg alloy (25 μm).
The results confirm that the TLP bonding is a process occurring in clearly distinctive stages. The two most important stages are the
widening and homogenization of the previously dissolved liquid interlayer, and the subsequent solidification and shrinking of the interlayer.
Whereas the former stage involves diffusional processes, both in the liquid phase and in the adjoining solids, the latter is controlled mainly
by the diffusion in the solid phase. A modelling approach has been explored which shows that in most eutectic systems there exists an
optimum bonding temperature corresponding to the shortest time needed for complete solidification. Using an alloy close to the eutectic
composition as an interlayer material shortens the TLP process substantially.
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Abstract
The paper deals with welding of thin stainless steels by laser beam. The material combination of duplex SAF
2205 and austenitic AISI 304 is used for welding. The analysis of weld metal phase composition was carried
out. Since the suitable corrosion resistance is mostly achievable with balanced phase composition of ferrite
and austenite the aim was to get approximately 50% of austenite in weld joint microstructure. To get the critical
conditions, the maximum output power of welding device was used. Materials of 1 mm thickness were welded
using TruFiber 400 laser device with 13 um laser spot size to minimize heat affected zone and acquire extreme
cooling ratio. Using these parameters, it is difficult to observe balanced phase composition of weld metal.
Introduction
In recent years, the industry has been incorporating a variety of materials in its products made on a large scale to improve
performance and reduce costs. This has resulted in increased demands for techniques to weld dissimilar materials and for use in large
scale industrial production. Among the available welding techniques, laser welding has received increasing attention. One of the reasons
for this is rapid development in recent years in high-energy density beam technology. Many of the advantages and limitations of laser
welding, compared to other welding processes, depend on focused beam properties. The high power density permits welding based on the
keyhole principle, and the reduced energy transfer to the material produces a very narrow heat affected zone (HAZ) with low residual
stress and small distortions. The high cooling rate favours the formation of a fine microstructure, and this normally imparts improved
mechanical properties. On the other hand, the high cooling rates could generate the martensitic phase in the microstructure, and this
phase could jeopardize some of the mechanical properties of the weld. Base material selection, component design and weld joint design
are also influenced by laser welding characteristics [1]. Fiber laser has some key characteristics that make it a fine tool for welding. It has
a good beam quality and a small beam focus diameter, due to small fiber diameter, and also fiber lasers emits laser light in short, 1070 nm,
wavelength. Due to good beam quality and small focus diameter it is possible to weld at high welding speeds and still reach sufficient weld
penetration. 1070 nm wavelength laser beam owns good absorption factor on almost all metals and alloys. By combining good beam
characteristics with high absorption it is possible to chance from keyhole welding to conduction laser welding just by adjusting welding
parameters. Also these key characteristics of fiber laser make possible to regulate weld heat input by just adjusting welding parameters [2].
Stainless steel is a very important material in critical industrial technologies because of its excellent mechanical properties. In
recent years, researchers have adopted many methods to further improve its surface or whole performances in order to fit for all kinds of
adverse circumstances as far as possible [3]. Additionally, the joining of the separate stainless steel plates in some cases is also
necessary to meet the actual needs. Welding is one of the most effective joining methods [3].
There exists a family of duplex stainless steels, situated mid-way between the austenitic and the ferritic grades, and combining
the best aspects of both. Due to their favourable mechanical and corrosion properties, duplex stainless steel grades are used in a wide
range of applications such as oil and chemical industries. The desirable properties of duplex stainless steels are a function of careful phase
balance within their structure. In the base metal, this balance is achieved by controlling both the chemical composition and
thermo-mechanical processing conditions. Duplex stainless steels have weldability on the same level as austenitic stainless steels.
However, in the fusion welding process, they exhibit quite different microstructures in the weld metal and heat affected zone (HAZ) rather
than base metal. The parent and filler metal chemical composition and thermal cycle determine the fusion zone and HAZ microstructures
in duplex stainless steel weldment. One problem is maintaining the austenite and ferrite ratio in the microstructure [4]. Due to the thermal
cycle experienced in the welded region, both the morphologies and proportions of ferrite and austenite are modified. It has been reported
that the phase balance in the weldment has been shown to favor higher ferrite contents as a function of a number of variables including
composition, peak temperature and cooling rate [4].
Experiment
As experimental materials to produce butt weld joints by laser welding the combination of two stainless steels with thickness of 1 mm
was used. Sheets of 1mm made of austenitic stainless steel AISI304 and duplex stainless steel SAF 2205 were used for the experiment.
Dimension of the experimental samples are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig.1 Dimension of the experimental samples
In Table 1 is shown the characteristic chemical composition of experimental sample.
Tab.1 Chemical composition of welded materials
C [%]
Si [%]
Mn [%]
SAF
max. 0.030
max. 1.0
max. 2.0
2205
AISI 304
max. 0.08
max. 1.0
max. 2.0

P [%]

S [%]

max. 0.030

max. 0,015

max. 0.045

max. 0.03

Cr [%]

Ni [%]

Mo [%]

N [%]

22.0

5.0

3.2

0.18

18.0

8.0

-

-

As a laser welding device for welding the experimental samples TruFiber 400 made by Trumpf was used (Fig. 2a) It is a solid state fiber
laser with maximal output power of 400W and with D35 welding head (Fig. 2b), which allow to focus the laser beam into minimal diameter
of 13ȝm.

Fig.2 Welding device for experiment
a) Fibre laser source TruFiber 400 b) welding head D35
Samples were welded with constant power of 400W in continual mode, welding speed was varying. Parameters of welding are shown
in table 2. Although the laser machine allows focusing the laser beam into minimal diameter of 13 ȝm, but for butt weld joint it is necessary
to adjust the focusing of the laser beam. In the experiment the laser beam was focused to 2 mm under the surface of the experimental
sample, which is necessary to cover whole gap since the materials have deformed edges after the cutting. Nitrogen was used as a
shielding gas.
Tab.2 Parameters of laser welding
Sample No.

Power [W]

No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No.R

400 W

Speed
[mm.s-1]
5 mm.s-1
10 mm.s-1
15 mm.s-1
20 mm.s-1
25 mm.s-1
30 mm.s-1
15 mm.s-1

Mode

Focussing

Shielding gas

Gas flow
[l.min-1]

Continual

-2

N

8 l.min-1

Heat input
[J.mm-1]
80 J.mm-1
40 J.mm-1
26.6 J.mm-1
20 J.mm-1
16 J.mm-1
13.3 J.mm-1
26.6 J.mm-1

Results
Together 6 weld joints were made during the experiment. Surface of the experimental samples was glossy and smooth without
sputter of welding metal. The root of the weld joints of experimental samples was coloured because of absence of shield gas. In regard to
weld joint quality one sample welded at 30 mm.s-1 did not meet required full penetration. The surface and root of weld joint made with
speed of 15 mm.s-1 is shown in fig. 3. Regarding the previous research in the field of welding duplex stainless steel, where excessive
amount of ferrite was observed in welded metal, the reference sample was made by welding only duplex stainless steel. Main reason was
to find out if welding the combination of ASS/DSS will bring the required benefit in the mean of increasing the austenite content in the weld
metal. The appearance of the reference sample is shown in Fig. 4.
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Weld surface
Weld root
Fig.3 Appearance of sample No.3

Weld surface
Weld root
Fig.4 Appearance of reference sample

Samples for microscopic analysis were prepared by standard metallographic preparation methods. The electrolytic etching was carried out
in 5% oxalic acid at a voltage of 6 V for 10 seconds. Figure 5 documents the microstructure of the reference sample. Weld metal consisted
of ferrite grains and austenitic grains formed on the edges of ferritic grains.This figure shows the presence of fine precipitates. Due to the
high cooling rate of the weld metal in the reference sample, precipitating chromium nitrides in the ferritic matrix enriched with chromium
and molybdenum were observed. Nitrides are precipitated as fine Cr2N. These nitrides have a negative impact on corrosion resistance, but
are less negative than sigma phase.

Fig.5 Microstructure of reference sample
In weld joints of duplex stainless steel SAF 2205 and austenitic corrosion-resistant steel AISI 304, similar exclusion of fine precipitates
was observed, mainly from the side of duplex stainless steel. In Fig. 6 the microstructure of the weld joint combination of SAF 2205 and
AISI 304 is shown.

Fig.6 Microstructure of sample No.1
All experimental samples were then evaluated by the phase composition of weld metal. The effect of heat input and welding speed on
phase composition was determined. Measurement of ferrite proportion was performed by manual point count method according to
ASTM E 562 standard. Figure 7 shows the dependence of heat input on the phase composition of the weld metal for all samples. The
graph shows that increasing the heat input will increase the content of austenite in the ferritic matrix. At 80 J.mm-1 austenite content is
35.5 %.
The graph in Figure 8 shows of welding speed on the phase composition of the weld metal. By reducing the welding speed, the amount
of austenite increases. Slower cooling time of material supported the formation of the austenite. The lowest proportion of ferrite-austenite
shows experimental sample No.5 with welding speed 25mm.s-1, wherein the amount of austenite in a ferritic matrix is 7.5%.

Fig.7 Dependence proportion of austenite and heat input

Fig.8 Dependence proportion of austenite and welding speed
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Vickers microhardness measurements was performed for all samples. Figure 9 shows the progress of microhardness of reference
sample. From the graph we can see that the microhardness is the lowest in the basic materials. Heat-affected zone (HAZ) shows a slight
increase in microhardness values compared to the basic material from 239.8 HV0.5 to 256.7 HV0.5. The weld metal (WM) of reference
sample showed the highest value of microhardness at value 278 HV0.5. Progress of microhardness of sample No. 1 is shown in Fig. 10.
The graph shows that the value of microhardness basic material (BM) SAF 2205 fell from an average of 239.8 HV0.5 to 195 HV0.5, it is a
decrease of 23%. HAZ microhardness value of the SAF 2205 in the sample No. 1 was 219.1HV0.5 which is 15% less than the reference
sample. The weld metal was had a drop in microhardness from 256.7 HV0.5 to 200.3 HV0.5, witch was decrease by 28%. Microhardness
of basic material AISI 304 was 173.7 HV0.5.

Fig.9 Course microhardness reference sample

Fig.10 Course microhardness sample No.1

Figure 11 shows the progress of microhardness of experimental samples, including the reference. The graph shows, that increasing
welding speed results into increased microhardness values. This is caused mainly by the rapid cooling of the weld metal. Figure 11 shows
the progress of microhardness in experimental samples, including the reference sample.

Fig.11 Course microhardness samples
Conclusion
The research was focused on the effect of welding speed on the final phase composition of weld metal combination of in connecting
joints. As experimental materials, the duplex stainless steel SAF 2205 and austenitic stainless steel AISI 304 were used. The results of
experiment showed that the weld metal contain fine precipitate as well as the heat affected zone. Effects of high cooling rate of the weld
metal in the reference sample are observable precipitating chromium nitrides in the ferritic matrix enriched with chromium and
molybdenum. Nitrides are excluded as fine precipitates Cr2N. These nitrides have a negative impact on corrosion resistance, but are less
negative than sigma phase. Precipitates were observed also in combination of welded joints of steel SAF 2205 and AISI 304. These
precipitates were excluded from the duplex steel. The effect of these precipitates on the mechanical and corrosion properties will be the
subject for further research. Measurement of proportion of austenite in the weld metal has confirmed that with increasing welding speed at
constant power, the amount of austenite significantly reduced.
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Abstract. Designing the perfect mould for a given product is a challenging task that requires analyses of
plastics processing, material composition, shrinkage, temperature and other process parameters. With moulds
that contain multiple parts it is difficult to assure no anomalies in final product quality. In this investigation
multiple designs and calculations of timed filling and cooling for every part is modelled, simulated and
analysed. Mould flow simulation is used for prediction and control of runner balancing. Proper design of mould
in terms of quality, performance and profitability of investigated for given plastic product. The material required
for each shot and moulding cycle is analyzed and improvements implemented into new design.
Introduction
Injection molding of polymers is a cyclic process where polymer materials are molded into final product. The process is executed from the
preparation unit that is followed with injection of tempered material into mold. Creation of successful final product is dependent on
transformation from solid - fluid - solid state and temperature balance during inject mould process [1, 2]. The solid-fluid-solid state is highly
dependent on material type and temperatures involved in the process. Model systems for injection molding of thermoplastic melts contain
several information inputs such as material, energy consumption, heating temperatures, and relationships among the elements in order to
achieve desired output. In a systematic analysis of injection molding as important factors to take into account the effects of ambient
temperature, humidity and pressure of the surrounding air. For successful operation of utmost importance is achieving thermal equilibrium
while filling the mould cavity and ejection from the mould. This results in a processing cycle that is dependent on pressure, temperature,
melt, shot size, screw travel that are involved in creating ideal die zone necessary for successful process. To this end, the barrel zones
must be heated to a specific temperatures, and mold temper, but full balance is achieved only during the molding process, where to
balancing of injection molding typically produces defective pallet or pallet reduced quality [3 -5]. In this paper, a survey of making molds for
the selected product, Fig.1.

Fig. 1 Spacer used for stacking metal tubes in paint and dry process [6]
The product being tested (Fig. 1) is a spacer used when stacking and paint tubes, in this paper spacer for paint job of metal chairs, so
as not to scratch while packaging and for proper drying process. For the production of selected products the polyethylene (PE) material is
used. Term polyethylene covered a large number of resin and it is by far the most widely used polymer. Polyethylene is particularly useful
when we are required to create a product with good moisture resistance and it has advantage of being a low cost material. Low density
3
polyethylene typically has a value ranging from 0.91 to 0.925 g/cm , linear low density in the range 0.918 to 0.94 g/cm3, a high density
3
ranging from 0.935 to 0.96 g/cm and more.
Die mould considerations
The mold consists of two primary tasks, the injection of melted material into die and ejection of the finished product. A screw directs
molten plastic through the heating section, creates a liquid state and channels it to the mould filing it's cavity. The screw has three
temperature zones where the temperature constantly increases until the entrance to the mould. The shot of material that is necessary for
filling the cavity of mould is carefully selected and injected into the mould [4, 5]. Beside temperature variations in process the pressures
zones trough the injection cycle are also important. Te mould consists form one or several cavities that represent the shape of final
product, in case of multiple products a special consideration must be given to runners that deploy molten plastic into shape cavities. The
runners represent paths by which material enters and fills the desired shape, however air can be trapped, or the material flow can be
turbulent and this can prevent filling or cause other defects. The trapped air can become so compressed that it might ignite. In order to
allow the removal of the casting from the mold, parts should not lean on each other in the direction in which the mold opens, unless parts
of the mold are not designed in a way to move apart in the ejection process by lifters. Insufficient design of die cavity and runners can
cause deformation or damage of the final product. Design required for mold opening is primarily dependent on the depth of the cavity: The
greater depth of the cavity complex is the injection molding process. One of common problems is shrinkage that is dependent on die
design and material properties. If the walls of final product are too thin, then the modeled product, during cooling, has a tendency to shrink
on the walls that shape it, and this adhesion to the wall may distort or cause bubbles, sink marks, cracks etc. when releasing the final
shape from the mold. Air bubble in injection molded part is generally the product of too much heat on the tool or by inadequate cooling or
venting. Air bubble may be result of flow pattern issue, it might not inject all the resin at once, allowing air bubbles to enter the molten
material. A runner tool might also have too high temperature that sucks air into the die slowing the passage of material. Sink marks are
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small holes or depressions in the surface of the piece. Beside mould design they can be caused by too short cooling time or too high melt
and mold temperatures.
Cycle of inject molding
For successful filling of the mold cavity and compressing of melts a high injection pressures are required. As a rule, a pressure injection
2
2
50-300 N/mm (500-3000 bar), rarely higher ones, which results with the pressure in the mold cavity around ~ 100 N/mm (~ 1000 bar).
Injection rate can go up to up to 2 m / s. With injection of melted material, determinated shot size, the cooling in the mold cavity begins.
After the mold cavity is filled melt material is compressed, overlapping of the subsequent cylinder pressure injection occurs. Subsequent
pressure is generally lower than the injection pressure, because now there is no high melt flow resistance. The task of the subsequent
pressure is to fill the mold cavity with additional filling in order to correct shrinkage that is caused by cooling. Subsequent pressure is
effective until the "sealing", i.e. the moment when the connection point between the mold cavity and the cooling system filler hardens so it
is no longer possible for melt to flow. It is now possible to move away from the filler nozzle ring and start the new cycle. During these
operations the required amount of thermoplastics for the next operation is measured and the cycle begins again. The time required for
cooling of molded part is often longer than the time of injection.
Simulation of cavity and runner system with software SolidWorks 2012
With regards to the actual working conditions and material properties, the chosen material is polyethylene, the melting temperature of
200 °C and temperature of solidification 70 °C. Total time required for the simulation of injection shot for one shape of 3 grams, resulted
with 2.68 seconds for given work conditions. Within the simulation tendencies on balanced filling of all parts were considered and model
has shown good results. Product dimensions were 14.30 x 25 x 5 mm. A system of runners was developed in order to fulfill several shapes
simultaneously. The runner system for 8 shapes of final product Fig. 2 has mass of 5.41 gram.

Fig. 2 Scheme of runner system, design of runner system and position of 8 final shapes [6]
For process parameters selected filling time was 2.7 seconds, melt temperature 210 °C, mould temperature 40°. Pressure holding time
selected was 5.1 second and pure cooling time 5.17 seconds, ejection temperature of plastic 110 °C. The data was taken in accordance
with industry recommendation. The runner selected for production was cone radius of 0.5 mm and 0.5 mm in length, and on Fig. 3 the
designated position on product shape can be seen. The investigation of runner system was focused on simultaneous production of 8 and
10 final shapes and the resulting data were analyzed.

Fig. 3 Position of runner on final product shape [6]
The wall temperature of the tested products within the die in simulation ranged from 50 to 169 ° C (Fig. 4). The resulting cycle time for
filling was 35.53 seconds.

Fig. 4 Temperature at the end of cooling [6]
The shrinkage of model was constant of 20 % for all parts but the number 1 that resulted with 21.83 % (Fig. 2 and 5). with the increase of
parts to 10 it can be seen that the melt flow is disturbed and that 4 parts have shrinkage of 21.81 %.
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Fig. 5 Shrinkage comparison [6]

Fig. 6 Pressure comparison [6]
The pressure for 8 parts resulted in maximum 16.75 MPa, while for filling 10 parts required less around 14.22 MPa as shown in figure 6.
Analysis for production of 8 pieces by shot:
Total shot mass
3 8
5.41 29.41 g.
.
Material necessary for production of 1000 products
1000 3676 g.
9.3 €.

Price assumption for production of 1000 products

Time necessary for production of 1000 products
2500 s.
The production with 8 pieces was selected as only one or two parts showed problems in filling, the increase of runner in 10 and more parts
shoved more defects. In Fig. 7 the final production die is shown together with resulting product.
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Fig. 7 Final die with 8 runner system and final product [6]
Conclusion
A simulation of injection molding was analyzed. Software Solidworks 2012 was used for analysis. The basic product without runner has
dimension of 14,30 x 25 x 5 mm and mass of 5,41 gram. The resulting filling time of single product with the use of selected parameters is
2.68 seconds. With the inclusion of runner for 8 products result was time of 35.53 seconds. The filling cavity of 8 pronged runner showed
problems in only one product. The filling cavity of 10 pronged runner showed problems in 4 products. he increase of runners doesn't
support quality recommendations. By simulation the necessary data needed for creation of optimised mold design was obtained and
critical points have been analysed.
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Abstract. During experimental investigation of properties of conductivity with the constant voltage of different
semiconductor samples variations of through currents were detected. Further research permitted to discover
that these variations have periodic character. These variations can be based on variations of charge carriers
concentration in volume of the semiconductor, with potentials variations in a Schottky barrier, or with change of
superficial properties of the semiconductor (change of concentration of the adsorbed H2O molecules).
The researches directed on identification of the inductive factor, causing variations of currents in
semiconductors, showed lack of influence of ionizing radiation in low-dose rates on it, so did the alternating
electric field created by the parallel-plate capacitor. However reliable influence of an alternating magnetic field
in the range of 5 - 75 MHz, which is a radio communication range, at the field power of 6 dB (from field level of
environment in normal conditions) causes resonant fluctuations atoms of Si, that, as experiment shows, result
in a self-induction of charges carriers in volume of the semiconductor. Besides experiments with
electromagnetic field, using the ionization gap method we registered the electron work function dynamic during
long period of time, and periodic variations were also discovered.
Obviously, it is impossible to describe all our theoretical calculations, such as mathematical models and
zonal schemes, but basic research methods of properties and results are described, and also the preliminary
estimate of influence of these external factors on properties of semiconductors is given.
Introduction. As it is known from the semiconductor theory, semiconductor materials are capable to change the properties under the
influence of external factors (temperature change, illumination, external electromagnetic fields, radiation, etc.) [1–3]. In vitro at, at first
sight, constant external factors variations of through current were revealed.
During research of conductivity of different semiconductors (Si, GaAs, InAs, Ge) it was discovered that the current flowing through
these samples of plates isn't constant and tests variations with a deviation to 18% from average value. Primary measurements were
carried out at a constant voltage on electrodes of a plate of 2400 mV. Through current, passing through the amplifier, was registered on
active resistance by means of Volta-recorder. On the received diagrams (Fig. 1) two modulations with the periods of 24 hours and 80 min
were noticed. Moreover, in some cases are clearly visible abnormal sudden changes of potential at silicon and gallium arsenide.

Fig. 1. Instance of potential dynamic in Si sample, arrows show abnormal fallings of potential.
Further measurements were carried out by means of IPC-Micro potentiostate at a constant potential difference between the cathode
and the anode of 2400 mV.
Attempt to reveal correlation between registered variations and data of measurements of ionospheric and electric parameters of
environment, and also dynamics of Wolf numbers, didn't bring positive results therefore all further researches in this direction were
conducted in vitro with modeling various external influences.
Modeling of external influences. As studied samples p- and n- type silicon wafers were used inasmuch as these materials are most
often used at production of active electronic components for integrated chips, so the slightest changes of their properties can lead to
failures in work of electronic systems.
Properties of tested samples are shown in the Table 1.
Table 1. Tested Si wafers.
Code
100 n-Si P – 20
111 p-Si B – 20

Crystal lattice orientation
100
111

Main charge carriers
electrons
electron holes
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Doping
P
B

ρ (Ω·sm) at 273 K
20
20

Length, mm
0,5
03
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For identification of the factors influencing through currents in semiconductors, the following components of external influencing
factors were allocated: electromagnetic field (in experiments it was divided on electric and magnetic), ionizing radiation and humidity
(adsorption of molecules of water). As effects of a constant electromagnetic field on semiconductors are well studied and are described by
such quantum mechanisms as Hall effect, Ettingshausen effect and other thermogalvanomagnetic effects [1, 8], were used alternating
electric and alternating magnetic fields. Also ionizing radiation in the small doses, corresponding to the maximum registered doses at a
space station was applied [2, 3, 6]. The role adsorbed on a surface of the semiconductor of H2O molecules is in detail described in section
Determining of electron work function [3, 4, 7].
All measurements were carried out in the thermostat with shielding from external light sources.
Influence of alternating electric field. For research of influence of a variation magnetic field a parallel-plate capacitor with a plates
size of 1,2x1,14 m and distance between plates of 0,65 m was used. By of alternating current giving on plates of the condenser, alternating
electric field were provided in the range of frequencies of 0,05÷10 kHz. Real-time influence of electric field with intensity of 20 V/m and 20
kV/m on semiconductor samples showed an absence of any effects in the specified range of frequencies.
Influence of alternating magnetic field. The alternating magnetic field creates eddy currents which are especially strong in
ferromagnetics and semiconductors in volume of solids and cause their heating [5]. Besides, the alternating magnetic field can cause
resonant effects in firm bodies [9, 10] which lead to increase of energy of electrons in atoms, reducing their work function. For research of
influence of a variation magnetic field on semiconductor samples the one-coil inductor on which alternating current of the set frequency
and tension moved was used. The induction of a magnetic field is measured further in dB (concerning an induction of an external magnetic
field).
Dependence of through current of Si wafer at influence 6 dB field shows in the maximum at 30 MHz that corresponds to the resonant
frequency of Si atoms at an equivalent field induction (Fig. 2). At field influence with an induction in 0 dB (Fig. 3) maxima are observed
some maxima at 55 and 65 MHz that also corresponds to the resonant frequency of Si atoms at an equivalent field induction.

Fig. 2 Dependence of through current upon the frequency
of 6 dB alternating electromagnetic field

Fig. 3 Dependence of through current upon the frequency
of 0 dB alternating electromagnetic field

Despite initial similarity of resonant graphs, resonant effects in two various
samples aren't identical. To it points dependence of through current on intensity
of a magnetic field which for silicon with various crystallographic orientation was
different (Fig. 4).
Unfortunately, the available equipment didn't allow further increasing of the
frequency, however, the received results allow to draw conclusions on influence
of a magnetic resonance on properties of conductivity of semiconductors. The
magnetic resonance increases energy of valent electrons, transferring them to a
conductivity zone that leads to increase in total number of charges in volume of
the semiconductor and, in particular, contact area metal semiconductor [1, 9].

Fig. 4 Dependence of electric current through silicon
upon the voltage of alternating electromagnetic field
with the constant frequency (30 MHz)
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Influence of ionizing radiation in low-dose rates. Influence of ionizing radiation on solid-state semiconductors is detailed
described in [2]. It has to lead to increase in number of free charge carriers in the semiconductor by transmission of additional energy from
absorbed quanta to them [6]. Potentiodynamic researches of semiconductor plates were conducted at Real-time ionizing radiation
influence at potential change from –2 V to +2 V. As sources of ionizing radiation the following radionuclides were chosen: α-particles –
239
147
226
Pt, β- particles – Pm and γ-particles – Ra.
As a result of repeated data samples reliable changes of through currents in Si wafers weren’t revealed.
Determining of electron work function. Properties of a surface also have considerable impact on electronic properties of the
semiconductor. In particular, H2O molecules, possessing the considerable electric dipole moment, in actual practice can have the major
impact on macroscopic solid semiconductors properties. To determination of sorption of H2O, in usual, gravimetric method applies [3],
however in this work the static capacitor method with the ionized interval was used.
The method is in detail described in article [7] and consists in the following: measuring the voltage U on the static condenser which
plates are the tested sample and a reference electrode – a nickel grid, it is possible to determine the electron work function of Si sample:
φ = φNi – υ2·e,
where υ2=–U is potential of a studied sample, е is an electron charge. The electrode of comparison settled down between a studied sample
and a radio nuclide source a radiation alpha so that alpha quanta, beating out electrons from a nickel grid, closed a chain. Volta-recorder
included in a chain wrote down values of work function of an electron from Si samples during several days (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Dynamic of samples work function.
The most probable factor influencing change of semiconductor work function, dynamics of quantity occluded on a surface of a sample
of water is. The problem of interaction of H2O molecules (and products of its dissociation) with a surface of solids is in detail considered in
the review [4]. As molecules of water possess the considerable dipolar moment, in actual practice from all components of atmospheric air
sorption of molecules of water has the greatest impact on macroscopic properties of solids.
Conclusion. The described experimental results, certainly, aren't final and demand more in-depth study of a number of properties of
semiconductors, however, they allow to draw preliminary conclusions on influence the described electromagnetic components of
environment. Electrostatic and mechanical protection of electronic semiconductor devices don't provide protection against
electromagnetic influences which can induce a resonance in these devices.
Resonant properties of semiconductors are able to afford to create on their basis new types of sensors of the electromagnetic fields,
working in the wide range of frequencies.
Acknowledgment. Author shows gratitude to colleagues from National Research University of Electronic Technology for the help in
creation of device for determination of electron work function of a surface, and also JSC Radiofizika, in particular to S.V. Evdokimov, for the
provided equipment.
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Abstract. Development and implementation of unmanned vehicles for study or collection of data in
hard-to-reach places that are dangerous to humans have been underway for quite some time now. Our
proposal is the experimental development of a quadrotor-type unmanned aerial vehicle prototype. A
linear-flight controller, capable of stabilizing the prototype by regulating its position and altitude, has been
designed by us. The quadrotor’s pre-designed structure (chassis) is the starting point from which we modeled
the dynamic system that rules the prototype’s physical behavior. The controller was compiled on an Arduino
Mega development card; an accelerometer, a gyroscope, and a magnetometer, all of them of 3DOF, make up
an inertia measurement unit (IMU) to control the position, while a barometer controls altitude.
Introduction
For several decades now, researchers and engineers from several areas have been working hard to develop flying machines capable
of carrying out missions with minimal or no human intervention. Such vehicles are commonly named

Electronic and Telecommunications Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Systems Engineering
Control Engineering
Mechatronics

Figure 1
This definition will help us understand the mechatronic design proposed to solve the problem under consideration.
The quadrotor in question, defined as an UAV, has an X-shaped chassis with a rotor mounted at each of its 4 tips [2]. Two basic
configurations exist for the flight mode of quadrotors: configuration in ‘’+’’ and configuration in ‘’x’, and we designed the flight controller for
the ‘’x’’ configuration. The quadrotor prototype basic components are; chassis, rotors, speed controllers (ECSs) [3] flight-control card,
sensors and battery. Our using an industrially produced pre-designed chassis spared us the mechanical and dynamic design of the
structure; the rest of components were selected according to our design needs and parameters, such as flight time, effective load, and
maneuverability, so we could focus our efforts on designing the linear flight controller, in which PIDs were implemented. The question may
arise for the reason to implement a linear controller on a non-linear system such as a quadrotor, especially given that we have identified,
modeled, and validated its mathematical model, and the simple answer is that hardware (Arduino Mega) limitations do not allow a more
robust control.
Methodology
As mentioned in the introduction, a quadrotor-type UAV (Figure 2), is defined as a rotary-wing aerial vehicle that has four coaxial rotors
independently mounted on each axis at the end of each arm. The central body or fuselage houses the electronic control components,
sensors and batteries.

Figure 2 [4]
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The fact that no mechatronic standards exist, as is the case of other engineering areas, can make the option of mechatronic
methodology somewhat ambiguous, therefore the successful development of a mechatronic project depends to a great extent on the
selection of the right methodology. Starting from a pre-designed structure and a validated mathematical model, we went to selecting
development cards, sensors and actuators. The reasons we decided for an Arduino card were its easy acquisition and its open-code
software that allows easy modifications, as well as the great number of bookstores that allow simple programming. The main functions
carried out by the MEGA Arduino Card (Figure 3) are: Read the 6 output signals delivered by the Sparkfun IMU (Figure 5), calculate pitch,
roll and yaw angles, calculate barometric pressure, and thus control flight altitude, read modulation canal by pulsation position (PPM)
emitted by the radio-control, and calculate control action by implementation of a PID
controller

Figure 3: Arduino Mega
In selecting the sensors, we considered both compatibility with our development card and the communication protocols used by the
sensors. The Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) integrates an accelerometer, a gyroscope and a compass, an array of components in
charge of measuring the vehicle’s pitch, roll and yaw. A barometer was added to enable direct calculation and control of the quadrotor’s
altitude. In selecting the actuators, the well-known advantages offered by Brushless electric motors over conventional DC motors were
determining.

Figure 4: 9DOF Sensor stick
Cinematics
As a rigid solid, the quadrotor, features a coordinates system linked to it and originating in its mass center (see Figure 5). This system is
defined considering
, ,
as the coordinates system fixed to the quadrotor, where axis
is the chopper’s normal attack
is ortogonal to
and it is positive toward the right on the horizontal plane, whereas
is oriented upwardly and octagonal to
direction,
plane
,
. The inertial coordinates system
, ,
is considered fixed with respect to ground [5].

Figure 5: Inertial and fixed reference frame
The Quadrotor’s motion has six degrees of freedom: three of them define the position of a reference point in the body (normally the mass
center), while the other three define the body’s orientation.
x = (x, y, z) is the Quadrotor’s position vector.
v = (u, v, w) is the Quadrotor’s velocity vector.
α= (Φ, θ, Ψ) Quadrotor’s Euler angles (Roll, Pitch, Yaw, respectively).
ω = (p, q, r) are the angles’ change rates.
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Translations:
Translations (dx, dy, dz)

Pitch Rotation Matrix
cos θ
0
Rotation in Y=
sin θ
0

0
1
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

sin θ
0
cos θ
0

Roll Rotation Matrix
1
0
0 cos Φ
Rotation in X=
0 sin Φ
0
0

1

Yaw Rotation Matrix
cos Ψ
sin Ψ
Rotation in Z=
0
0

0
0
0
1

0
sin Φ
cos Φ
0
sin Ψ
cos Ψ
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

Passing from the position vector to the velocity vector calls for the use of the ratio between tait bryan angles and angular velocity

Where;

1
0
0

0

Dynamics of propellers
A propeller’s typical behavior can be defined by three parameters:

Thrust coefficient

Potency coefficient

Propeller radius
These parameters enable calculation of sustentation force and potency of propeller-motor array.
4
4
Where is propeller velocity and is air density.
We must also consider the drag momentum, defined as
4

Dynamic model
In developing this model, we take for granted that: The quadrotor’s gravity center coincides with the fixed reference frame, regardless of:
interaction with the ground or other surfaces; the structure’s rigidity or symmetry; or friction between air and fuselage.
Next is the definition of the forces and momentums acting in the quadrotor [6]
Forces present in Axis
Z
Actuators

Momentums present in
axis Z (Yaw)

Forces present in Axes
X, Y
Hub Forces

Inertial Contra- torque
Ω
Weight

Weight

Contra-torque
misbalance

Momentums present in
Axis X, Y (Roll and
Pitch)
Gyroscopic
effect
of
propellers
Ω
Actuators

Hub Forces Misbalance

Hub Momentums

Hub Forces Misbalance

Aerodynamic
Momentums
1

Where

is the momentum of the motor’s inertia, is the quadrotor’s arm length, and

is the distance from CoG to rotor plane.

Following is the Newton-Euler mathematical formulation to define the whole dynamic model
0
0
With:

1
: Unit Matrix 0
0

0
1
0

0
0
1
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: Inertial Matrix
0
0
0

0
0

0

: Angular velocity
: Linear velocitry
: External force
: External momentums
Once defined, the model is to be simplified for the just because we do not know all the aerodynamic effects and parameters ruling the
quadrotor; for this simplification, we consider the system to stand in an almost static condition. The main forces and momentums are
caused by the propellers, in the static condition by the hub forces, and the aerodynamic momentums are considered small as compared to
thrust force and drag momentum, where:
Ω
Ω
and are the thrust and drag constants, respectively.
Taking into account the previous considerations, we defined the state equations as:

, ,
Ω
Ω
Ω

Where

is the rotation matrix of B with respect to I and

Ω

Ω

Ω
Ω
Ω

Ω
Ω

is the Jacobian matrix [5].

System’s plant
The chopper’s model is considered when it carries out static flight, that is, on the assumption that the Tait-Bryan’s angles variation is small.
Thus, by using the motion equations obtained through the Newton-Euler formulation, isolating accelerations and applying approximation of
the small Angle to the rotation system (cos φ ≈ cos θ ≈ cos ψ ≈ 1, without φ ≈ φ, without θ ≈ θ, without ψ ≈ ψ) we obtained the following
model [7] [8]:
Roll sub-system

Φ
1

Pitch sub-system

Θ
1

Yaw sub-system
Altitude sub-system

Z

1
1

Controller design
Besides controlling altitude, Euler angles (roll, pitch and yaw), must be controlled meaning we must exert 4 control actions due to rotors
velocity combination, defined as:
Ω
Ω
Ω
Ω
Ω
Ω
Ω
Ω
Ω
Ω
Ω
Ω
For the case in point, where transfer functions own a double integrator, use of a PD-type controller is suitable.
With the PD controller, transfer functions in closed loop are:
Φ
1
which is respectively the same for all sub-systems.
Results
Next is the set of results of the design of PID controllers through the method of location of poles.
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Figure 6: Control Structure applied
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Figure 7: Response in the time of the PD controller implemented
CONCLUSIONS

So as to understand quadrotor functioning, a study of its mathematical model was conducted. The initial step was the deduction
of rotation and translation motion considering a single point in space, which produced the cinematic equations of a rigid body
with three-dimensional movements. Euler angles were obtained by formulating three successive rotations of the rigid body
starting from the rotation matrix, and this yielded the dynamic model of the prototype based on the Newton-Euler formulation,
through the cinematic equations obtained. Forces and pairs actuating on the system were defined in the same way, taking into
account the perturbations generated by gyroscopic effects due to the actions of both the rotors and the wind.

Figure 7 shows the result of the design of the PD controllers for the altitude plant, Roll, Pitch & Yaw. It can be observed that in
the case of about 30-degree perturbation in the Roll angle, the system reaches stabilization in Little over 3 seconds with no
apparent surpass. It takes the altitude plant around 5 seconds to stabilize.
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Abstract. A Biological Database stores information on life sciences. It mainly consists of data pertaining to
nucleic acid & protein sequences as well as protein structures. In the present scenario, there are several
independent biological databases and they are being hosted over the internet by different organizations and
special interest groups across the world. The real challenge for the user community lies in getting accurate,
consistent and reliable information from the above databases.
The present work proposes a generic database model that can provide an unified view of several
independent databases. The issues relating to heterogeneity of data and services are dealt with in this paper.
The proposed model involves two phases: Pre-Processing and Data Maintenance. The pre-processing phase
prepares the biological data in the correct format. The Data Maintenance phase organizes biological data in
relational tables and offers a range of features such as Insert, Delete, Modify, Search and Provide Multiple
Views.
The present work can serve as an useful tool for professionals in the fields of medicine, healthcare and
biology, in their experimental work relating to the following areas: fight against diseases; development of
medications; study basic relationships among species.
Introduction
A Biological Database stores data pertaining to nucleic acid sequence, protein sequnce and protein structure [1]. A nucleic acid
sequence is a succession of letters that indicate the order of nucleotides within a DNA (using GACT) or RNA (GACU) molecule. Protein
Sequencing refers to the process of determining the sequence of amino acids in a protein. Protein Structure refers to the three
dimensional coordinates of the atoms within macromolecules made of protein. The current work proposes a generic model to access any
biological database. The database can be stored on the internet server of the source organization (host computer).
Objectives and Motivation
The present work is intended to specify the design for the following phases:




Establish connection with the biological database in the remote computer.
Pre-process the biological data and store them in relational tables in the local computer.
Perform Data Maintenance activities in the local computer.

The present work can serve as an useful tool for professionals in the fields of medicine, healthcare and biology, in their experimental work
relating to the following areas: fight against diseases; development of medications; study basic relationships among species.
Design For The Proposed System
Since databases are a crucial part of the proposed system, Database – Centric Architecture is the most applicable architectural
pattern. A java program will hold the Structured Query Language (SQL) commands to manage the databases.
The Design involves three phases, namely:




Establishing connection with the biological database in the remote computer.
File–Based Preprocessing.
Data Maintenance.

Establishing connection with the biological database in the remote computer
In this phase, the user gives the following inputs: The Database Name and its URL (Uniform Resource Locator).
The connection is established using a JAVA based program or a script written in a suitable language.
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File–based Preprocessing
Processing any kind of data is easier and faster when it is set to a format or a pattern. More often, the data we collect is not only
abundant but also haphazard and needs to be set to a particular format to be processed more accurately and efficiently [2]. The biological
data may be available in various formats such as Text, Relational, XML, HTML and so on. It is desirable to represent and store the above
data using the relational model in the local computer. The number, size and type of attributes (fields) in each database will be different.
This phase customizes the database according to the requirements of the user.
To successfully populate a relational database from a text file, the format of the file should be such that each row of the table is
a new line and each value in a row is separated by a delimiter. Preprocessing can be accomplished using a suitable combination of the
following UNIX tools [3]: sed, cut, paste, perl, grep and awk. The database can be populated from text files using SQL commands such
as COPY or LOAD DATA.
Data Maintenance
The relational database created at the end of preprocessing phase can be maintained using PHP (Hypertext Pre-Processor) and SQL
(Structured Query Language). The database can store information pertaining to nucleic acid, protein sequences and protein structures in
separate tables (relations).
Input: URL, Database name, user’s options
Output: Results returned after execution of SQL queries
Procedure
1.

Generate PHP scripts for all the navigation options over the database








Create a record.php.
Delete a record.php.
Update an existing record.php.
Search by Keyword.php.
Status.php. (gives summary information)
Index.php. (links all scripts)

2. Upload these scripts on the web server.
3. Link all the other scripts with index.php.
4. The PHP script can be run by the user from the home directory; say ( 172.16.9.200/datamaintain/index.php).
Database Schema
The database schema gives description of the table names, attributes and summary information such as total number of records in each
table and size of the database. The record length is calculated as sum of individual field lengths. The details of the sample database are
shown in Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1 shows a typical database named dnaseq.db which is stored as a single relation..
Database Name: dnaseq.db
Table Name: sequncedata
Table 1. Database Name: dnaseq.db
(Stored in a single table)
Table
sequencedata

Records
300000

Size
17700 KB

Table 2 shows the Database Schema information containing the different fields like <Sequence Size, Chromosome Number, Source,
Base Pair From, Base Pair To>.
Table 2. Database Schema Information

Field
Sequence Size

Type
CHAR(11)

(key field)
Chromosome Number
Source
Base Pair From
Base Pair To

CHAR(10)
CHAR(30)
INTEGER (4 bytes)
INTEGER (4 bytes)
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User Interface Design
The user interface has been created keeping the user convenience in mind. The application’s main page (as shown in Figure 1) contains
the following options for navigation [4]:


Create a Record– Creating a record that will be added to the SQL database system according to the schema
described in Table 2.

Delete an existing record – Deleting a record from database based on key field.

View Database – All the records in the database can be viewed.

Search by Sequence Identifier (Keyword) – By giving a particular inputkeyword, all the records matching the sequence identifier
in the database will be displayed.

Update an existing record – Modify an existing record in the database based on key field.

Exit – This option is used to exit from the application.
The link of the main page is: 172.16.9.200/datamaintain/index.php.

Application’s Main Page
Relational Data Maintenance
1.

Create a record

2.

Delete an existing record

3.

View Database

4.

Search by Sequence Identifier
(Keyword)

5.

Update an existing record

6.

Exit
Figure 1: Application’s Main Page

Conclusion
This paper dealt with in detail the design aspects for a generic database model for organizing biological information. The Design has
been realized using three phases: Establishing connection with the biological database in the remote computer, File–Based Preprocessing
and Data Maintenance. The user has flexibility in terms of database selection from any source of biological information available over the
internet, customize and access the database in the local computer by providing several views.
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Abstract. Linux systems offer a huge array of capabilities in terms of storage - Logical Volume Manager
(LVM), a kernel built-in iSCSI target, hardware and software RAID support and LVM clustering support. We
can use Linux distributions free of charge to build our storage solutions on top of them as most storage vendors
have been doing for years. Let's explore what we can do with storage and Linux as a basis for our own, custom
storage.
Introduction
Linux has been a viable solution for networking and storage operations for years. In fact, most of the storage vendors have products
that either have Linux or BSD system inside, offering all of the storage capabilities to their respective buyers and clients. Also, the
second-hand market for Linux storage is very active, be it in terms of used storage, or custom-based solutions that companies can build
in-house. We've been working with a number of local companies to see what fits their business needs, how to develop storage solutions
that meet those needs while being tight on budget and asked to deliver high levels of performance. We've been able to closely monitor
price/performance ratios and compare them to OEM devices that get bundled with various third-party services and software. And we think
that Linux offers a credible solution for small and medium size businesses in terms of storage.
Even if we were to be solution or service-specific, Linux has the answer to any of those questions. For example, Linux can be used as
a storage solution for highly available Microsoft SQL Failover Cluster, where there are a number of requirements for storage in terms of
technology. The same principle applies to even more specific applications, like handling Microsoft Hyper-V clusters, storage for VMware
virtual machines or plain shared type of storage for sharing files and folders. We're gonna discuss all of these situations in this paper.
LVM
Logical Volume Manager (LVM) has been present in the Linux kernel since 1997, when it was included in its initial phase (this was
LVM1). The next version, LVM2 was included as a part of the 2.6 kernel, which was released in 2003. It's completely backwards
compatible to LVM1, while adding a lot of new features. Those features include a completely redesigned and much more scalable and
reliable metadata system, failover clustering, volume mirroring, snapshotting and support for larger number of devices. It can be used with
RedHat's GFS (Global File System, an enterprise-class filesystem), as a shared storage solution. In terms of devices, it adds support for
up to 232 devices that can be added to LVM system, and up to 232 partitions that can be sliced from Volume Groups (more on the
architecture a bit later). In terms of device size, it can support device size of up to 8EB on a 64-bit Linux OS. These features present a very
respectable base upon which we can build our storage system. All of our facts in this article are based on years of experience in using
LVM2-based filesystems.
Architecture and deployment-wise, we can create an LVM-based device by going through a couple of steps. First, we need to prepare
a partition for LVM. By doing that, we're slicing a partition of fixed size that will be added to the LVM system. Secondly, we need to format
that partition so that it's ready and prepared for LVM (we can do this by using the pvcreate command on our Linux server). Next, we need
to create a Volume Group , an entity that can consist of one or more LVM-formatted partitions. This step is necessary in order to build a
bigger "cloud" of storage from multiple partitions, which we can slice into partitions in any way we want to later on. In the final step, after
creating our Volume Group, we can slice a Logical Volume from our Volume Group. It can be up to size of the Volume Group, irrespective
of how big any singular Physical Volume added to the Volume Group is. Afterwards, if we run out of space, we can just hot-add a hard drive
to our server, create additional LVM partitions, add them to existing Volume Groups and online resize existing filesystems.
There might be situations when our server is maxed-out in terms of number of hard drive used. When situation like this happens, we
can use any type of local or remote storage as a temporary device (USB, Fiber Channel, iSCSI), add it to our existing LVM, move data from
a physical hard drive in the server that's too small, replace it with a bigger one, move the data back to it and remove the data from our
temporary device. All of this can be done online, without turning off the server, while users are using their folders on LVM partitions as if
nothing happens. They won't actually have any idea what's going on, in a sense that everything will work as it should (albeit a bit slower, if
we're moving data from partition to partition when they're accessing it).
Next level of features that you can use include the ability to use Logical Volumes sliced from Volume Groups as RAW devices so that
you can present them directly to your virtual machines running on top of your server. Also, if need be, you can use these RAW devices so
that you can export them as iSCSI devices via any iSCSI target on Linux (tgtd, LIO, etc.), so that you can use these devices over network,
as well. The only rule when you do that is that you don't format the Logical Volume with any filesystem. This will be handled by the target
device, be it a virtual machine, a client computer that needs additional storage (via iSCSI initiator) or i.e. VMware ESXi hypervisor that will
store virtual machines on it. All of these solutions are vendor-blind and completely independent, so you can have a whole virtualization
infrastructure of any vendor (VMware, Microsoft, RedHat, Citrix) running on top of your Linux storage.
A very important feature in Logical Volume Manager stack is the ability to do storage-level snapshots, which is very useful when
you're dealing with virtual machines. Actually, when you take a look at some of the vendor-specific API's and functionalities that they have
(VMware's VAAI or similar technologies), they tend to rely on software API's specified by virtualization vendor so that there's a way of
offloading parts of the storage process to the storage itself. LVM has most of those capabilities built-in, and you can i.e. create or manage
a snapshot of a Logical Volume with a single command. There is no special API for this, it's just Linux kernel and LVM devices working via
simple text commands that make it all happen.
LVM snapshotting is very usful as it's done on the storage level, thus eliminating the need for snapshots to be done on a virtual
machine level. This makes the overall process of creating a snapshot faster and easier, as the hypervisor can, but actually doesn't have to
manage that process. LVM can also make use of any type of RAID device - hardware or a software RAID (built-in in Linux kernel), so that
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you can build your LVM devices on top of them. This makes it very resilient and system administrators can then manage everything in a
very familiar setting of using RAID for security/resiliency, and LVM on top of that for storage customizations and management of volumes.
Next very important feature in the LVM stack is the ability to make LVM clustered. By using Clustered Logical Volume Manager
(CLVM) extensions, you can create a cluster of servers using LVM as a shared storage. By doing that we are actually configuring a
highly-available LVM solution that can be completely transparent to the server, client or virtual machines using it. By using a couple of
simple commands, we can configure this in a matter of minutes, which is much more preferred then using Microsoft's Failover Clustering
Wizard that tends to be a bit complicated and cryptic. We can do this even on free versions of Linux distributions, like CentOS and/or
Scientific Linux. We can also configure the way LVM uses available physical partitions when creating Volume Groups (in a linear/JBOD
sort of way, or in a more RAID0 way), on the LVM level. When using LVM, resiliency should always be ensured by using RAID subsystem
below. We can also create Mirrored Logical Volumes, which will mean that we have a completely separate mirror of data copied from the
primary LVM. If one part of the mirror fails, logical volume will become linear thus ensuring continous operation.
In the latest version of RedHat Enterprise Linux (RHEL 6.4), we can use Thin Provisioning, and we can do snapshotting on
thin-provisioned LVM's, as well. This feature will be present in the new RHEL 7 due to be out later this year, and will enable us to
manipulate storage by over-commiting it. It's an essential feature that storage administrators will love, but we should always keep one eye
on the over-commiting so that we don't run into a situation where we've over-commited too much, which would be a serious problem.
We can do a metadata backup, merge Volume Groups, move Volume Groups to a complete system, and if our primary sistem fails
completely, we can take the hard drives with LVM on them, carry them over to another server with Linux operating system, add hard drives
to the server, boot it and re-assemble our LVM device. The same goes with the software RAID, that's been present in the Linux kernel for
a number of years. This is actually the direction in which the industry is heading, as evidenced by Microsoft's Storage Spaces technology
in Windows Server 2012 (moving away from hardware RAID controllers which can fail and pose problems, to software-based solutions that
can be easily migrated from one server to another).
NFS (Network File System)
Although considered to be a solution of the past, NFS was - in a way - brought back to life by VMware, when VMware introduced
support for NFS storage for storing VMware ESXi-based virtual machines. This was greeted by a lot of smaller storage vendors as an
opportunity to offer NFS-based solutions that are much cheaper in development, configuration and investment then any iSCSI-based or
Fiber Channel-based solutions. Although the last supported version by VMware is NFS3, it's still a viable solution for UNIX-based
environments, as well as Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2 and Windows Server 2012-based environments, as all of these
server operating systems offer advanced support for NFS services.
NFS v4.0 was drafted back in 2000., amended in 2003. and it became widely supported after the release of RedHat Enterprise Linux
v4.0, back in 2005. Now offering a completely stateful protocol stack (NFS v3.0 and earlier were stateless), it offers many additional
features that NFS 3.0 doesn't have. In relation to the statefulness, the previous, stateless versions suffered from various issues with
performance and lock management. Also, the latest revisions include pNFS (parallel NFS), which can make NFS a highly parallel solution
with a lot of bandwidth offered to clients. As a load balancing solution, pNFS is easy to manage. Also, NFS 3.0 had various problems with
passing through firewalls because of the fact that it was stateless. As such, it was very difficult or impossible to use it in WAN-type of
environments. This was rectified by moving the NFS 4.0 design towards stateful protocol, which now uses TCP and port 2049. It also
removes need for the portmapper service running on port 111, which many firewalls blocked by default.
NFS 4.x uses a single-name hierarchy, which in turn means that it's much easier to browse NFS-exported directories from clients.
When we browse NFS 4.x server for shared folders, we're presented with a list that's much better organized and easier to understand.
Previously, with NFS 3.0, if you exported /var/ftp and /var/www folders separately, you had to issue two mount commands on a client and
mount these directories in a separate folder. Now, if you're using NFS 4.0 in the same situation, you can actually see /var directory, and
then, below it, ftp and www directory. This in turn means much easier integration with automounter service that can automatically mount
NFS filesystems and unmount them when it's not being used. This is a highly souhgt-for feature in Windows world, still unresolved.
Windows clients can still ran into various problems when a server sharing a directory to a client that mapped it as a network drive shuts
down or malfunctions (clients are forced to wait for the timeout period). Automounter and NFS handle these situations with ease, as you
can select a custom timeout period for the automounter after which it automatically unmounts the NFS shared folder. It's very easy to set
up and very easy to use.
NFS's comeback was largely influenced by VMware's inclusion on the "supported" list for ESXi-based virtual machines. In terms of
VMware-related functionality, we can use NFS-based storage for vMotion (live migration of virtual machines), Storage vMotion (live
migration of storage for virtual machines), VMware HA (VMware's High Availability solution), VMware FT (VMware's Fault Tolerance
solution), and we can - of course - boot from NFS storage as virtual machine files (virtual disks) can be stored on NFS storage.
iSCSI targets
Linux offers a variety of iSCSI targets which are all free - SCST, IET, LIO, STGT, TGTD, etc. iSCSI target that's most prominently
used in Linux distribution tends to be TGTD, and although not the best solution, it offers a framework that might be the path for the future.
In terms of capabilities and stability, we found LIO target to be the best choice, as it offers everything an iSCSI target should offer with
added value of supporting both Microsoft and VMware-based failover solutions, such as a Hyper-V cluster, SQL cluster etc. This is a highly
practical solution that we can configure in a manner of minutes and gain LUN's for iSCSI initiator connectivity in a manner of minutes.
The real value of iSCSI targets in Linux operating systems starts to show once we consider the link between LVM and iSCSI. We can
deploy a solution that will have RAID subsystem on the hardware level (or a software level, as it's supported), build LVM's on top of that
RAID, and then offer LVM's Logical Volumes as RAW devices for iSCSI targets. This approach is much better then having an addition layer
as Microsoft-based iSCSI targets tends to have - a virtual hard disk file stored on a formatted partition where data gets stored. This way,
we're eliminating one layer and gaining foundation to have better iSCSI performance in any usage model.
By using LVM's snapshotting capability below our iSCSI targets, we can deploy a storage-level snapshotting solution that's easy to
manage and deploy. In this way, we can snapshot our RAW devices instead of snapshotting virtual machines via image files, which tends
to be a more complicated and slower solution. We can also use LVM clustering below our virtual machines and gain additional resiliency
against and hardware malfunctions or failures.
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Samba 3.X and 4.X
Samba is an open-source implementation of Microsoft's SMB (Server Message Block) protocol that's being heavily used all around
the world for its filesharing capabilities. Both companies and indivituals, by using Linux servers or storage tend to use Samba as a storage
solution for documents and any other type of data. Reasons behind that are simple - it's free of charge, it offers excellent performance and
is easy to manage, and can be used with LVM and RAID to create a complete solution with easy management and excellent resiliency. It
can offer Active Directory integration, openLDAP integration or use local usernames and passwords, or a username/password scheme
that's separate from the Linux system it's being run on.
After almost ten years of beta-phase, Samba 4.0 brings something completely different to the world of Linux in terms of functionalities
and capabilities, and that is a complete, licensed copy of Microsoft's Active Directory scheme, which in turn means that you can deploy
Active Directory Domain Controllers on Samba 4.x servers now. This can significantly impact Active Directory-based IT solutions which
can now be hosted on a Linux server, for free, by using Samba 4. As a part of the package, there's a preliminary support for SMB 3.0.
Samba project members are developing complete SMB 3.0 compatibility, which will also feature clustered SMB 3.0 file-server
implementation. Active Directory scheme in Samba 4.0 works perfectly, so we can see no reason why SMB 3.0 wouldn't be supported, as
well.
Conclusion
Current state of Linux as a storage solution offers a viable solution to many small and medium-size business users. They're bit
complicated to deploy, very easy to manage (mostly no management at all), have a wide array of capabilities, while at the same time
retaining high levels of compatibility with predominantly Microsoft solutions that are leading the market. If Linux world can give us a
standardized deduplication-capable filesystem with high resiliency natively supported by big players (like RedHat), then out-of-the-box
Linux solutions can be an excellent solution for the market.
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Abstract. Introduction of Windows Server 2012 took many IT companies by surprise. From virtualization and
cloud part of the market all the way to the storage market, with new Server 2012-integrated technologies,
there's a lot to choose from. We'll try to cover these new technologies in this article.
Introduction
One of the most important part of IT system today is storage, where people store all of their data and where more and more data gets
stored in terms of virtual machines. Different approaches exist, as well as different technologies that companies can use. If companies can
handle the investment and want enterprise-level features, they tend to look for Fiber Channel-based solutions as FC is considered to be
robust solution and the best one. If we take a look at the midrange solutions, there's an awful lot of iSCSI-based solutions on the market,
mostly based on Linux or BSD operating systems. Microsoft's Server platforms haven't been used much for this kind of usage model.
A couple of years ago, storage companies started introducing Windows-based storage solutions. Companies like Thecus and QNAP
brought solution-blind products based on Windows Storage Server to the market, but these products didn't capture the market. Big
companies like Bosch and other companies with physical security divisions started exploiting the possibility of bundling Windows
Server-based storage solutions with their other security-related products, like video surveillance etc. These systems were pre-configured
to be installed for a specific purpose only, rather then being ready to accept other duties in any company's IT backbone.
Windows Server 2012 has a chance to change all that. With some new technologies developed by Microsoft, now Windows Server
2012-based storage solutions have a chance to capture a bigger part of the market.
Storage Spaces
Storage Spaces is one of the new technologies in Windows Server 2012. The basic idea behind Storage Spaces is that we need to be
able to manipulate storage space in a more sustainable way then before when using Microsoft Server platform. Microsoft did have a
technology that was a bit similar in the past (Dynamic Disks), but it was mostly side-stepped as unrelieable and it was difficult to repair
once something broke down. Storage Spaces feature goes a long way to maintain resiliency of data, while at the same time using hard disk
space on multiple volumes in a variety of ways. This alone will enable us to be much more independent in terms of how we think about
directories, expanding and shrinking disk sizes etc.
Storage Spaces also offer a nice way of getting rid of some RAID teething problems. With RAID subsystems, when a power outage
happens, it can lead to a variety of situations that will result in a loss of data. If a controller failure happens after a couple of years of
non-stop operation, then there's a chance we'll have to buy one second-hand, if we're lucky to find it - only to try to salvage our data. With
Storage Spaces, if a controller fails, you can still take your hard drives and install them in a separate server and get all of the data from
them, in a similar way in which you could do the same thing in a same situation if you were using Linux as your operating system and LVM
as your storage technology of choice.
When adding hard drives to a Storage Spaces pool, there are some things that we need to watch out for. For example, you cannot
boot from a Storage Space volume. When you add a hard drive to the Storage Spaces pool, all data will be lost so you should either add a
completely new hard drive (without partitions) or suffer the consequences. To add a hard drive to the pool, it has to be without any
partitions. Also, you can not add Fiber Channel and/or iSCSI volumes to Storage Spaces pool.
If we take a look at Storage Spaces's three-layered architecture, we will discover that Storage Spaces and Linux LVM (Logical
Volume Manager) are very much alike. Both aim to use multiple partitions to create larger "little storage clouds" which can then be sliced
into multiple volumes, formatted and used in a variety of ways. But there are also some fundamental differences between these two
technologies. Let's cover these similarities and differences in the following table:
Table 1. Feature comparison, Logical Volume Manager and Windows Server 2012 Storage Spaces
Feature
Span across multiple volumes
Ability to use software RAID
Ability to use hardware RAID
Snapshotting
Ability to be used as RAW device
Ability to be used as iSCSI RAW device
Thin Provisioning
Data parity distribution

Logical Volume Manager
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
With RHEL7, end of Y2013
No (only combined with RAID)
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Windows Server 2012 Storage Spaces
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes, evenly
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SMB3.0 (Server Message Block 3.0)
One of the most interesting new technologies that are really going help smaller and medium-sized companies to scale-in and
scale-out on a storage level is the new SMB 3.0 in combination with Hyper-V 3.0-based virtual machines and cloud technologies. If we take
into account the fact that we can now have failover clusters of virtual machines based on Hyper-V 3.0, all stored on a File Server using
Windows Server 2012 and SMB 3.0 as a built-in protocol, this changes the picture a lot. Previously, if you wanted to do that, you had to buy
separate storage hardware to do that (or build your own). You can also easily create a failover cluster of file servers, and share that failover
storage by using SMB 3.0 file-sharing protocol. Then, on top of that, you can implement Hyper-V failover cluster, and have a complete
failover solution for your company. This feature alone can be a reason for a huge market-wide shift towards using Microsoft Server 2012 as
a basis for virtualization and cloud-type environments, which is slowly happening on the market. If used like that, SMB 3.0 failover clusters
can be a much cheaper solution to classic storage, while maintaining the familiar user interface for maintenance.
There are other very important features in SMB 3.0, as well. One of the biggest problems with older SMB protocols (2.0, 2.1) was low
performance when working with small files and folders, both in read and write operations. This, in turn, was a big problem for many
services that can use SMB-based storage, like Microsoft SQL Server OLTP (Online Transaction Processing). Changes that were
implemented on the network stack of SMB 3.0 protocol now include much better performance for larger files, by using bigger MTUs
(Maximum Transmission Unit) which is very helpful when we're working with i.e. large files, like VHDs (Virtual Hard Disk).
Also, if you want to share a folder by using SMB 3.0, you can now select a "profile" which will be best suited to the share's actual usage.
For example, there are different profiles for using a SMB 3.0 storage with databases, Hyper-V virtualization, and other applications.
Other SMB 3.0 features include SMB encryption, SMB Direct, SMB Multichannel, SMB Signing and SMB Transparent Failover. Let's
briefly describe all of them.
SMB encryption
With SMB encryption, you can securely transfer your files over any kind of network, without the need to implement end-to-end IPsec
or any other encrypted protocol. This is a very good hardening measure as it increases the overall security level for sharing of files and
folders.
SMB Direct
SMB Direct is a framework that can make use of RDMA-enabled network adapters (Remote Direct Memory Access). If we have such
an adapter we can have offloaded, faster data transfers with very low latency without CPU hogging. By using SMB Direct, we're actually
doing memory-to-memory transfers, without CPU utilization. RDMA-based protocols include iWARP (RDMA with TCP/IP), ROCE (RDMA
over Converged Ethernet) and Infiniband
SMB Multichannel
By using network teaming, we can significantly increase throughput of SMB file server in our infrastructure. We can also use
combination of NIC teaming and fault tolerance to get the best of both worlds - security and speed.
SMB signing
SMB signing uses AES protocols for signing. Older versions of SMB (2.0, 2.1) used SHA-type of algorithm, which is much slower then the
new AES-enabled protocol.
SMB Transparent Failover
If we create a SMB 3.0 file server with failover, we can easily take nodes offline and do maintenance on them while the service they offer
isn't stopped - it's running as if we weren't doing maintenance. In case there's a failover, clients receive a message and transparently
contact another cluster node (another server). This functionality mimics multicontroller-type of storage without specifically paying for it.
SMB 3.0 also includes a lot of new PowerShell cmdlets and WMI objects, which will make configuration and maintenance much easiler in
larger environments with bigger scale-out file server clusters. These are available in Windows Server 2012 only, and require PowerShell
3.0.
ReFS
ReFS (Resilient File System) is an all-new Microsoft filesystem. It is based on older NTFS and directly integrated with Storage
Spaces, and as we'll discuss later, this integration offers a vast array of additional functionalities. Basic advancements in ReFS offer better
data integrity, better availabiltiy, better scalability better error detection. As one of the most important features, it solves one of the biggest
NTFS problems - it doesn't maintain metadata in place - rather, it uses allocate-on-write, and writes metadata to a separate location which
means better recovery options. It offers larger maximum volume and file sizes, which is always important for databases and other usage
64
64
64
78
models (2 -1 bytes for maximum file size, 2 files in any given directory, 2 folders on a volume, and up to 2 bytes of volume size when
using 16KB cluster size). Also, it ensures data integrity by using metadata with checksumming, disk scrubbing for protection against disk
errors, and striping for performance.
If we use ReFS with Storage Spaces, there's a lot of additional features which we can use. We could develop a scale-out solution with
Storage Spaces as the low-level technology, and then built ReFS partitions on top of Storage Spaces. Then we can use all of the benefits
of Storage Spaces (easy to use, easy to reallocate space, thin provisioning etc.) with a very robust and secure filesystem that's highly
compatible with NTFS. The only feature that's missing right now is that you can't add Storage Spaces volume formatted with ReFS to a
CSV (Cluster Shared Volume). This has been changed for Windows Server 2012 R2 Preview, and is expected to be a supported feature in
the next release announced for later this year.
Deduplication
Windows Server 2012 offers data deduplication capabilities, which will surely be a welcome feature for any type of business using
Microsoft Server platforms. First thing that you can notice about the deduplication capability in Windows Server 2012 is that it scales very
nicely with the number of cores and memory provided. After a two-month testing period, we'll try to illustrate this in a following table:
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Table 2. Scalability of Windows Server 2012 deduplication

Relative performance

2-core, 4GB,
2x256GB SSD
100%

4-core, 4GB,
2x256GB SSD
119,5%

4-core, 8GB,
2x256GB SSD
125,9%

6-core, 12GB,
2x256GB SSD
157,4%

There is no real value in saying that deduplication in Windows Server 2012 offers a fix amount of deduplication as it will depend from
situtation to situation. In general, there are a couple of scenarios. If you were to deduplicate a file share with a lot of documents,
deduplication in Windows Server 2012 will be worth your time and effort. We've had a case in our test lab where we copied roughly
300,000 files in approximately 30,000 directories from a local company, with deduplication varying from 50-70%, depending on the number
of items we added. Of course, deduplication will be much less useful on bigger VHD files. Our tests indicate that - on average - we got up
to 10% deduplication levels, which is low but expected. This is one of the features in Windows Server 2012 that storage administrators will
like as it's easy to do maintenance with, while managers and company owners will like it as it will mean less investment in hard drive space
and storage. Which can in turn mean that we could invest these savings elsewhere - to buy new servers, new network devices, or just save
it for future purposes.
Deduplication will introduce fragmentation as parts of files can be spread out across blocks that are a lot apart, and this is something
that we've taken into account when testing this feature. Having in mind that we got the best results on folders with users' documents (very
high levels of deduplication), and that the vast majority of the content on these folders are smaller files (Word, Excel, PDF etc.), in
situations where all of these files and folders are on a Windows Server 2012 deduplication-based share, and where users' folders are
redirected to it by using Group Policy Objects, copying these files on local hard drives for synchronization will more then make up for the
time lost because of fragmentation. In fact, it might even improve the overall situation. Users didn't report any noticeable difference in
performance, which is what we expected.
For storage administrators, there's a whole new PowerShell management interface that we can use to do any type of administrative
tasks related to deduplication. That will make administration much easier in bigger environments with larger deployments that might
include Storage Spaces, as deduplication is a supported feature on Storage Spaces.
Dynamic Access Control
While not only a storage feature, one of the most significant parts of Dynamic Access Control feature is the ability to manage local and
shared folders in a much simpler way then using sharing and NTFS permissions by using claims-based architecture. File server
administrators will find this feature to be the most significant change in the way they think about data permissions since the introduction of
NTFS. By using Dynamic Access Control, we can create central access policies that will mimic access levels on the data-level (files,
folders, shares). Then we can easily use these policies to deploy them on our shared folders, without the need to go into sharing and/or
NTFS permissions for each and every file or a folder, thus saving us a lot of time as we can select saved policies from a pull-down menu.
We can also implement file classification and tag files with appropriate security tags so that only certain people or groups of people can
access and open them. If we add Active Directory Rights Management Services (AD RMS), we could also implement company-wide
automatic encryption solution for sensitive documentation. Dynamic Access Control can be used to manage primary access to folders
containing such documents, while AD RMS can be used to provide encryption and security policies against unauthorized printing or
opening of sensitive documents. This combination is a highly credible solution for one of the most significant problems in today's
information age - theft of sensitive corporate data.
We can also use Active Directory objects and data from these objects to create policies. For example, we can create a central access
policy that will enable domain users from the Finance department that have Geographic location attribute set to USA to be able to read a
certain shared folder, while they can't read some other folders. All of this will enable us to mostly forget about NTFS and share-level
permissions and do file server administration in a way that's gonna be much faster and enable us to push compliance procedures within
the company on any horizontal or vertical level. Of course, we can use this feature on any mix of the previously mentioned features, for
example, on deduplicated Storage Space volume shared on a clustered SMB 3.0 file server, which is a huge advancement when
compared to previous versions of Microsoft Windows Server operating systems.
Conclusion
New and built-in storage technologies in Windows Server 2012 offer a lot of new and highly useable features. These features can
enable administrators to manage their storage in a variety of ways by using a familiar user interface. Interoperability of these features is
also excellent and you can manipulate storage in a much more consistent way while at the same time offering compliance to any regulatory
frameworks, be it legal or company-specific ones.
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Abstract. Social media has created an archetype shift from a “sole” transmission model to a “great” colloquial
model of customer interaction, and this shift necessitates a change in how organizations interact and
communicate across their value chain – employees, customers, partners and suppliers. The rapid espousal of
social media and social networking, and the increasing demand for more customer interaction is enthralling
organizations to develop a well-thought-out social media strategy and presence consistent with the
organization's strategic objectives, culture, and values. Organizations still need to plan and develop corporate
social media security strategies for their online reputation. This paper, proposes an architecture that can
benefit organizations identifying their social media security strategy for Online Reputation Management.
Introduction
With the vast growth of the Internet, online reputation management has become one of the most burning issues. It is true that Internet
is a boom for opportunities and showcasing of services; however at the same time it gives rise to greater uncertainties and risks targeting
online reputation of a company / brand / individual. In Today's world, in terms of entities, be it a large organization or a small and medium
enterprise or an individual, they all have presence in the online world. Their online reputation is everything. Rise in social networks, blogs,
online forums etc. has mandate every organization to look after their online presence and manage its reputation. In this research we
propose an open source Social Media Security Strategy Architecture for ORM (SMSSA - ORM) benefiting the industry leaders in applying
the architecture within their organization pertaining to security. This will benefit them in evaluating solutions showcasing ORM services.
Literature Survey
Online Reputation Management can be defined as a method to monitor the online reputation of a company/brand or an individual
within the World Wide Web [1]. Online world has become universal and important for social networking, text/picture sharing, expressing
opinions, creating blog pages, registering an individual or a company profile etc. [1, 2, 3]. With the development of Internet, hackers have
devised new ways to disrupt an organizations / individuals online presence. Hackers or attackers are able to flush out unreliable / vicious
content to a large audience harming individuals or organizations [3]. Electronic Footsteps are widely spread in the WWW. The Internet
being a live implementation of Big Data holds large and complex data sets which makes it difficult to mine each and every information [4].
Each and every company or an individual needs to protect their online image. In today's world, opinions are shared via social networking
sites, blogs, chat zones etc. These days’ companies / individuals use such methods to increase their brand or attract new clients. However,
at the same time, these can be used in a negative tone too by an attacker [3, 5].
The vast capacity of social media within WWW is consider spreading positive tone however at the same time it can also lead to serious
reputation damage, loss of confidence and leakage of confidential material. It requires a clear understanding in protecting the
organizations from being a vital target on various social networking sites, blogs, forums etc. by the hand of hackers [5]. High amount of
security awareness is needed to prevent highly potential social hazard of damaging the reputation online [5]. The significance on an
organization’s reputation should never be undervalued. Diverse search engines and various social media sites in WWW play a very
imperative role in influencing one’s reputation online. Slanderous and offensive web content often sterns its obnoxious head, sullying an
organization’s good name. Each and every business or an individual has the prospective to become the subject of a positive or negative
tone [3].Internet has become a content creator [6]. An organization or even an individual can be overtly humiliated over the Internet.
Case Study
Stop the Great HSBC Graduate Rip-Off
In June 2007, HSBC, London had decided to charge a 9.9% interest fee on graduates’ bank accounts. Inferring from this, National Union
of Students reacted by setting up a group on Facebook called “Stop The Great HSBC Graduate Rip-off” [6, 7, 8]. The group called on to
their peers to boycott the HSBC or change banks [6].
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Fig.1 Stop the Great HSBC Graduate Rip-Off [6]
Apple Shares
In May 2007, a US blog site Engadget, announced the delay of the iPhone and the version of Mac OS by several months. As soon as this
post became live, Apple’s shares tumbled from $107.89 to $104.63. Few minutes later, Engadget rectified its message affirming: the report
was fake and both the MAC OS and iPhone would be launched on time. The share value once again oscillated back up but did not reach
its starting value of $107.55 [6].
Dell
Dell’s logo was deformed created by a graphic artist and published by Jeff Jarvis: “Hell with computers” in his negative blog post about his
experience with Dell [6].
Google Phone
In 2006-2007, there were rumors on the Internet about a new cellphone to be produced and launched by Google. More than 5,200,000
results for blogs and news sites mentioned about this newly coming cellphone in the market. Five million search results were returned for
the query ‘Gphone [6]’.

Fig.2 One of the Imagined versions of Google Phone [6]
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Significance of Online Reputation Management
The users of Internet are general public. When the consumers search for your company / brand or your identity as an individual over
the Internet, it is always desirable that the search results are up high in the query results with positive tonality [6]. Consumers will always go
through the results not only via the company's business site but also review blogs, comment / discussion forums, social networking sites
etc.[6].Following types of information gets scanned during their analysis : What are the positive and negative reviews written about the
organization? Is the information all good and legitimate? What are the different comments about you as an individual or an organization on
various business / industry discussion forums and blogging sites? [11].
People from different aspects of work make use of search engines for their analysis pertaining to the above questions in order for them
to make corrective decisions. However, if they come across to some vague information about your organization online, it can actually affect
their decision ability. Negative analytical information present online can possibly lead to a very different outcome comprising different
verticals such as relations, image, brand, financial etc. [11].Online Reputation Management is like a shield to negative and inappropriate
content posted about your company or a higher level individual within your organization. It is one of the pillars towards the success of a
company, brand, small and medium enterprises, or even an individual. It helps to tracks online conversations; comments being made
which in turn affect the company’s business [9]. According to [10], even few of the Fortune 100 companies were the subject of negative
content.
Social Media Security Strategy Architecture for Online Reputation Management
Our research is to bring out plug-able architecture components which can be implemented by organizations in identifying the
security needed in social media to protect their reputation online. This very same can be used by the vendors in offering Online Reputation
Management as a Service. The proposed architecture will benefit the organizations in identifying various factors such as negative
postings, inappropriate blogs, customers bad testimonials in review forums, scam profiles/web sites etc.
Social Media Security Strategy Architecture for Online Reputation Management ( SMSSA-ORM )
Monitoring / Analyzing / Performing web content mining ( Identifying & Differentiating between positive and negative sentiments).
Tracking / Alerting content,views,text about the organization in the social media sites.
Monitoring / Reporting creation of impersonated profiles in the social media sites.
Detecting multiple company's profiles claiming to be the official account.
Real – Time visibily report for the management with exact information of the social media exchanges relating to the company.
Monitoring company employee's social media accounts and trace for any public content posted which harms the reputation.
Analyze and sense content in various languages.
Alerts on real time tweets in a particular area.
Eradication plan for removal of impersonated profile / fake websites / filtering out negative post & comments.
Image Mining.
Monitoring / Alerting of hackers talking about the organization in undergroung sites / Public chat rooms etc.

Conclusion
Organization, opinions, employees are linked from different parts of the Internet with one another. They are discussed openly in the
world of social media. Social media is an upcoming influence. Organization should be well protected of the threats to their online
reputation. In this paper we have identified plug-able architecture components to be integrated while defining social media security for an
organization to protect their online reputation. This will also assist the vendors in aligning their online reputation service based on the
proposed architecture model.
Future Work
Future work will include a detailed open source implementation of the above discussed architecture components.
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Abstract. In this study, microstructural features of the cell walls of Al-based Si and Mg alloy closed-cell
foams produced by powder metallurgy (P/M) were investigated. Powders, which were consisted of 8% Si,
0.8% Mg, 1.2% TiH2 and 90% Al by weight, were mixed in a three-axis Turbola device for 45 minutes. The
mixed powders were cylindrically pressed under 300 MPa pressure at room temperature, sintered at 500 oC
for 1 hour and then were subject to hot extrusion process by the ratio of 8:1 at 450oC. The extruded materials
were applied hot/warm rolling at 400 oC up to 50% deformation and preform samples that were ready to
foam were produced. Preform materials were foamed at 760 oC furnace temperature in moulds. Optical
microscope, Scaning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Energy Dispersive Spectrometry (EDS) and X-Ray
Difraction (XRD) analyses were carried out for microstructural characterisation. It was observed that TiH2
particles were homogeneously dispersed both in Al matrix and around Mg and Si particles. Microstructure of
the foam cell wall was generally composed of α-Al dendrite phase, Al-Si eutectic phase, primary Si phase, Ti
dissolved in the structure and the meta-stable hexagonal β′-Mg2Si precipitate. α-Al dendrites were solidified
as columnar within the microstructure.
Introduction
The powder metallurgy (P/M) method was one of the most commonly used methods for production of metallic foams. It is a
method developed for obtaining a homogenous microstructure [1-3]. The foaming process is performed after a certain temperature
higher than the preform melting temperature is obtained [4, 5]. Homogenous foams in similar cell sizes whose foam cells and cell forms
are similar to an equiaxed structure could be produced with Si addition and by using P/M method [6]. For production of automobile parts
in a shorter period of time, it has become more attractive to produce metallic foam by using powders. Preforms produced with hot
extrusion could be foamed by being shaped as desired or being joined [7]. It allows parts in complicated forms to be foamed by
preparing preforms in appropriate shapes.
In general a metallic foam can be characterized on three scales: the microscopic scale, which mainly deals with microstructures in
cell walls; the mesoscopic scale, which mainly deals with the morphology, deformation and fracture in the cell and cell-wall level; and
the macroscopic scale, which mainly deals with the collapse behavior (e.g., deformation bands) and mechanical properties in the bulkfoam level [8].
In this study, post-foaming microstructure of the cell walls of AlSiMg alloy closed-cell metallic foams produced using P/M method
was characterised.
Experimental Studies
Preform Material Production Method
Al, Si, Mg powders and also TiH2 powders as foaming agents were used for production of preform material. Fig. 1 illustrates SEM
(Scanning Electron Microscope) images of the powders. Al powders produced with gas atomization method were provided from ECKA
Company. Al and Mg powders in grain sizes below 160 µm and 150 µm had irregular shapes (Fig. 1.a-c). While Si powders were below
20 µm, TiH2 powders were below 44 µm ; and the powders used were in cornered and angled particles (Fig. 1.b-d).

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 1 SEM images of the powders used in the production of metallic foam; a) Al, b) Si, c) Mg d) TiH2.
Powders of 0.8% Mg, 8% Si, 1.2% TiH2 and 90% Al by weight were mixed for 45 minutes and thus the powder mixture was
obtained. The mixed powders were pressed under 300 MPa pressure at room temperature and cylindrical block samples with 62 mm
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o

diameter and 85mm height and in green strength were produced. The block samples were sintered at 500 C for 1 hour and afterwards
o
were subject to hot extrusion process by the ratio of 8:1 at 450 C. Following the extrusion, rectangular section extruded materials in
sizes of 25X15mm were produced from cylindrical samples.
o

Extruded samples were applied hot/warm rolling at 400 C and preform samples in ready-to-foam plate form were produced.
o
Extruded samples, which had been annealed at 400 C in the furnace before the rolling, were applied hot rolling at the beginning; and
o
the temperatures of samples decreased to temperature of warm process (~180-200 C) towards the end of the process. The process
was conducted in such temperature ranges in which there would be no foaming in the material during rolling process and no
deformation cracks during rolling deformation.
Foaming processes
o
After being kept at the foaming temperature of 760 C for about 15 minutes, the metallic foam which filled the mould cavity was
taken with the mould out of the furnace and left for cooling in the circulating air. At the end of the process, metallic foam block materials
with dimensions of 150X30X25 mm were produced (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Metallic foam samples
Microstructural characterisation of preform and foam material
Microstructure of preform and foam material was characterised by means of devices and methods of optical microscope, SEM,
EDS, and XRD. Point and linear elemental analyses were performed using EDS. The XRD analysis was performed in the scan range of
5o<2ϴ<90o at a scan speed of 0.02o/min by using CuKα radiation with a X-Ray diffractometer.
Experimental Results and Discussion
Characterisation of Preform Material
3
3
Theoretical density of the block samples produced was calculated as 2.68 g/cm . The density increased up to 2.65 g/cm after the
deformation caused by the hot extrusion applied to the sintered material and the density reaching up to 99% was achieved. The
maximum density achieved with the rolling process after the extrusion was 99.3%.
Fig. 3 illustrates SEM image of the extruded sample. It was seen that light grey particles in EDS analysis were TiH2; and black
particles were Si. It was observed that the deformation processes did not have any significant effect on homogeneous dispersion of TiH2
and Si particles but the mechanical fibering became more explicit with especially the rolling process (Fig. 4).

TiH2

Rolling direction

Mg -rich Zones

Si

Fig. 3 Microstructure of the extruded sample

Fig.4 Microstucture of rolled sample

Certain circled zones were rich in Mg. It is thought that black particles in these zones shown in Al matrix involved the Mg particles
decomposed and Mg2S precipitates during the extrusion process. It was specified that β-Mg2Si phase occurred in the extruded sample
due to the increase in temperature of the product shaped through deformation in the extrusion process. It is observed that this
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intermetallic indicated with the peaks 1, 5, and 7 in the XRD analysis (shown in Fig. 5) is existent in the extruded sample even if in trace
amount as a cubic Mg2Si precipitate.
Peak Phase
no

4

1
2
3
4
5
6

6

7

2
3

1

Al

7

5

Si

8

8
9
10

12

9

13
10 11

β-Mg2Si

14

Ti

11
12
13
14

Mg2Si
Si
Ti
Al
Mg2Si
Ti
Al
Si
Mg2Si
Si
Al
Si
Si
Ti
Al
Al
Si

Analysis result

ICDD

2ϴ

Int.

2ϴ

Int.

24.22
28.458
34.952
38.484
40.14
40.14
44.73
47.32
47.32
56.12
65.1
69.11
76.39
76.39
78.23
82.43
88.04

18.333
256.667
36.25
3373.75
50
50
1457.92
136.25
136.25
71.6667
778.333
22.08
30.83
30.83
758.333
213.75
39.16

24.24
28.443
35.09
38.47
40.12
40.17
44.73
47.30
47.43
56.122
65.13
69.13
76.38
76.218
78.227
82.435
88.029

41
100
25
100
100
100
47
55
15
30
22
6
11
9
24
7
12

Structure
Cubic
Cubic
Hexagonal
Cubic
Cubic
Hexagonal
Cubic
Cubic
Cubic
Cubic
Cubic
Cubic
Cubic
Hexagonal
Cubic
Cubic
Cubic

Two phases-overlapping peak

Fig. 5 XRD analysis result of the extruded sample

Characterisation of Foam Material
Thermal conduction during foaming depends on the morphology of the dynamic foam cells. It may be estimated that when the cell
wall is thin, the cooling rate is very high. In many cases; size of the dendrite or the eutectic forming in the cell wall is equal to the
thickness of the cell wall [11, 12]. Fig. 6 illustrates microstructure images of the solidified cell walls at room temperature. Columnar α-Al
dendrites and Al-Si eutectic phase were observed in the structure in Fig. 6. As the cell wall’s thickness decreases, a certain amount of
Si did not make eutectic and solidified as primary Si due to faster heat loss and solidification. This microstructure showed similarity to
the unmodified microstructure containing Al-Si eutectic determined in the studies of Kaufman, Nafisi, and Apelian et al [13-15].

Primary Si
Al-Si Eutectic

Mg2Si
α- Al

Fig. 6 AlSi8Mg0.8 foam cell wall’s microstructure (5 % HF etched)
Fig. 7 illustrates peaks in the XRD spectrum of the foam sample and their related compounds. It was determined that this spectrum
contained metastable hexagonal β′-Mg2Si precipitate in addition to Al, Si and Ti. Along with one (3rd peak) of the significant peaks of the
precipitate which overlapped the strongest peak of Al, the peak 5 which overlapped another peak of Al showed diffraction, as well.
Furthermore, peaks 4 and 7 were the diffraction peaks of the metastable β′-Mg2Si intermetallic apart from the peak 6 which overlapped
Si. In this case, it could be asserted that the cooling rate of the foam material in the mould when placed in circulating air following the
foaming process was adequate for formation of the metastable Mg2Si compound.
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no
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Fig 7. XRD analysis result of the foam material

Fig. 8 Foam cell wall's microstructure; a) Optic microscope image (5% HF etched), b) SEM image of the zone shown in frame A.
There was Mg2Si intermetallic in Mg-rich zones in the SEM image in Fig. 8b. In the equilibrium diagrams of ternary Al-Si-Mg
alloys; Mg2Si phase occurs at foaming temperatures [16]. Mg2Si phase is observed in black in the image of microstructure and Mg2Si
particles have tendency to precipitate at the dendrite boundaries [17]. EDS analyses of the phases seen in black within the Frame A in
Fig. 8 were performed. Fig. 9 illustrates results of EDS analysis of points 1 and 2.
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Abstract. Production logistics is part of each sector. At present the automotive industry resonates in Slovakia
at the first place. It is therefore necessary to deal with the quality, type, or shape deformation of each
distributed piece of bodywork at the end of the production line. We compare the pair of car bodies where one
is the etalon and the other is tested and compared with a reference standard model in order to detect errors or
body classified to the appropriate category.
Introduction
Car production starts at a mill where the steel plates are cutted out to body parts. This is followed by a fully automated welding shop,
where robots weld the different body parts. All models are welded on the same line. At the end of the line is automatic control of dimensions.
In line samples are welded chassis all models, robots are still "see" how the car looks like. Then every car body is still checked in detail and
continues to paint shop. After painting the body continues to assembly hall where about 35% of the work carried out by robots and other
activities make installers: Replacing the interior and exterior parts, engine mounting, axle, exhaust system and other mechanical
components. Finally, add wheels, seats and steering wheel [12].
During the production phase, it is necessary to monitor and control the production process and detect possible errors incurred, if
necessary sort by different body models and distribute them according to the type where it is needed. For these purposes, it is appropriate to
use automated system that can compare the model with just the right product manufactured products and detect any inaccuracies (eg. by
welding the various parts of the body, where it is compared with sample pieces produced). Another possible application is an automated
system for distribution into body assembly hall - breakdown by type of bodywork.
Experiments with a fully automated system of recognizing objects met with varying levels of success. But none of them reached such a
high level of accuracy that can be run completely unattended.
Automatic recognition of objects dedicated work of many authors. The authors of [10] present the results of the integration of the
proposed system for automatic object recognition, based on the decomposition of objects. Describe the possibility of recognizing objects
independently of their position, orientation and size. The authors [13] discuss the issues and technologies for automated compilation of
object models and sensors to optically recognizing strategies for detecting and determining the position of the object. The authors [14]
proposed the use of advanced computational intelligence and distributed processing to mimic the human brain's thinking in recognizing
objects. If it is combined with a cognitive process of detection technologies, the system can combine traditional techniques with image
processing computer intelligence to determine the identity of different objects. The authors [15] proposed a stereo vision system, which
should provide information on the design project efficiently, quickly and inexpensively. Describe a framework for rapid 3D object recognition
technology.
The contribution describes the design of the verification methods for the correct classification of the car bodies using Fourier-Mellin
transformation. Consequently, the images are compared using Fourier transformation and phase correlation.
For comparison, or to determine the degree of similarity or images we used the variety of metrics, for example phase correlation and the
percentage comparison.
Mathematical principle
Fourier-Mellin transformation allows comparison of images which are offset, rotated and have changed scale. This method takes
advantage of the fact that the shift differences are annulated because amplitude spectrum of the image and its displaced copy are identical,
only their phase spectrum is different. Subsequent log-polar transformation causes that the rotation and scale will appear outwardly as a
shift, so that phase correlation can be used to determine the angle of rotation and scaling between a pair of images during their registration.
Phase correlation is based on the fact that two similar images in cross-spectrum create continuous sharp extreme in the place of registration
and the noise is distributed randomly in discontinuous extremes [1, 7].

A.

Registration of images
It is the reference image a(x) and the input image b(x), which has to be the identical with the reference image. The registration function
of geometric transformation is to be estimated from the similarity of the characteristics of these images.
Consider that the image of b(x) is the displaced copy of image a(x):

bx   a x  x 0  ,

(1)

their Fourier's transformation A(u) and B(u) have a relationship:

Bu   e  j 2 u x0  Au  .
t

(2)

We can construct a correlation function [6]:
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Q p u  

A * u  Bu 

 e j b u   a u 
Au  Bu 

,

(3)

where θa(u) and θb(u) are phases of A(u) and B(u).
In the absence of noise, this function can be expressed in the form:

Q p u   e

 j 2  u t x 0 



.

(4)

Its inverse Fourier transform is Dirac -function centered in the [6]:

u  m 0  x0 , y0  t .

(5)

Registration is accomplished by detecting the occurrence of Dirac -function in the inverse transformation of function Qp(u). The
coordinates of the maximum culmination of δ determine the image translation.
In practice the noise in the image Qp(u) can be complicated by the search for global maximum [3]. Therefore, it is advantageous to use
the low pass filter, the weight function which "mutes" high frequencies (noise). The result is a matrix that has a clear peak, whose position
(deviation from the center) corresponds to the mutual displacement of the images.
The disadvantage of this method is that, without further adjustment it is not possible to register other transformation than the shifts.
When registering holographic images it is necessary to synchronize the images not only to each other but also images rotated, or with
modified scale.
Modification of the above method – use of the Fourier-Mellin transformation – allows registration of shifted or rotated images and with
different scaling.
Fourier-Mellin transformation combines aspects of the Fourier and Mellin transformation with the transformation into a log-polar
coordinates of the image.
Registration of images using Fourier-Mellin transformation uses phase and amplitude. This method uses the fact that the differences of
shifts are ignored, because the amplitude spectrum of the image and its displaced copy is identical, only their phase spectrum varies.
The rotation can be converted to the shift transformation of images into a polar coordinate system. However, we need to know the center
of rotation, which, in practice, of course, is unknown. This problem can be eliminated by working with the amplitude spectrums of images.
If the picture b is rotated on an angle with respect to the image a, the amplitude spectrum |F(b)| against the spectrum |F(a)| is rotated
about the same angle. However, in this case the center of rotation is known – is it the point representing the zero frequency.
If the amplitude spectrums |F(a)|, |F(b)| are transformed to the log-polar coordinate system (the spectrum is converted to polar
coordinates and the distance from the origin of the coordinate system to the logarithmic scale), by the above described method of the phase
correlation we identify not only the rotation, but also change of the scale.
Fourier-Mellin transformation converts the rotation and zooming to easy shifts in the parametric space and allows the use of the
techniques of the phase correlation. Phase correlation then can be used to determine the angle of rotation and scale between the pair of
images.
r

Picture function f(x,y) may be sampled as a function f(θ, e ) = f(θ, ρ), where r is the distance from the center of the image see “Fig. 1”.

Fig. 1. Fig. 1 Log-polar transformation [4].
Suppose that the centre of the image is the starting point for the transformation. Each pixel in the image can be represented as the
distance r from the center of the image and the angle θ. If we rotate the image, only θ is changed, r remains the same.
If instead of a representation of the second pixel coordinate as the amount of r we use the exponential scale log r, we can convert the
change of scale to translation.
If the image has been resized to scale according k, the Cartesian point P(x, y) in the image will be in log-polar coordinates represented
as P(θ, log (k . r)). Then the point P with the changed scale will be expressed as translation: P(θ, log k + log r) [8].
Used conversion from Cartesian to the log-polar coordinates:
a) Log-polar transformation of the amplitudes |A(u,v)|, |B(u,v)| from Cartesian to the log-polar coordinate system
Fourier transformation is displayed in log-polar plane by the transformation of coordinates see: “Fig. 2“.
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Fig. 2. Transformation of rectangular coordinates to polar by [2]
Origin (m0, n0) should be in the middle of the image matrix, to ensure the maximum number of pixels. If the image is formed by a square
grid of N × N points, the coordinates of the center will be:

m0  N / 2; n0  N / 2

if N is odd ,

m0  ( N  1) / 2; n0  ( N  1) / 2

if N is even.

(6)

Maximum sampling radius for conversion will be:

 max  min(m0 , n0 )  inscribed circle,
 max  sqrt(m02 , n02 )  described circle.

(7)

If the inscribed circle is selected as the limit for conversion, some pixels, which lie outside of the circle will be ignored. If it described circle
is selected, all the pixels will be included, but also defective pixels will be included (pixels inside the circle, but outside of the picture matrix).
Whereas the pixels in Cartesian coordinates cannot be mapped one to one to the log-polar coordinates, the average of surrounding pixels
(nearest neighbor, bilinear or bicubic downsampling) must be calculated.
r

Relationship between polar coordinates (, ), which is sampling the input image to the log-polar image (e , ) is given by:

(  ,  )  (e r ,  ) .

(8)

For pixel mapping from the input image (xi, yi) to pixels of the output image (ρm, n) applies [2]:

xi  round  m * cos( n )  m0 ,
y j  round  m * sin( n )  n0 ,

where

(  m , n )  (e rm , n )

(9)

by (8). The input image is of dimension i × j and the output image is of m × n dimension.

b) Fourier transformation of log-polar amplitudes

Α lp ( , )  F  Alp (e r , )

B lp


( , )  F  B (e , ) 
r

lp

(10)

Log-polar transformation of amplitude spectrum causes the rotation and scaling to arise as the shift. It is therefore possible to use the
phase correlation to detect the angle of rotation and scale between the pair of images.
Using phase correlation of the results of the Fourier-Mellin transformation Alp, Blp, we find the rotation size and scale of the test image b
against a reference image a. By backward rotation and scaling the test image b we create image b'. Then we calculate the Fourier
transformation of the image b' and the reference image a. Using phase correlation we calculate displacement of images. Backward shift of
the image b' creates image b''.
The designed algorithm of registration of images using Fourier-Mellin transformation
(1) Load of the Img1 (reference) and Img2 (input)
[(1a) Preprocessing of input images from (1)
Locate areas of interest in the image, and move to the center of the image]
[(1b) Hamming window for input images from (1 or 1a)]
(2) The calculation of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) for Img1 and Img2 from (1), (1a), (1b)
(2a) Extraction of amplitudes from (2)
(3) The transformation of the amplitudes from (2a) to the log-polar coordinates (using bicubic interpolation)
(4) Calculation of the FFT for amplitude from (3)
(4a) Amplitude extraction from (4)
(4b) Phase extraction from (4),
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(5) Phase correlation for SCALING and ROTATION from the phases (4b) [Gaussian low pass filter]
(6) The detection of maxima dX, dY of the phase correlation from (5)
----- REGISTRATION ----(7) The calculation of the scale ρ from the value of dY from (6)
(8) Calculate the angle of rotation θ from the value of dX from (6)
(9) Backward rotation and change the scale of the test image (using bicubic interpolation)
(9a) The change of rotation of Img2 from (1) of angle: – rotation from (8)
(9b) The change of the scale of the backward rotated Img2 from (9a) of 1/scale from (7)
(9c) Complement or trimming the size of modified Img2 from (9b) to the size of Img1 from (1)
[(10) Hamming window for registered Img1 from (1) and Img2 from (9c)]
(11) Calculation of the FFT for registered images from (10)
(11a) The Extraction of phases from (11)
(12) Phase correlation for the SHIFT of phases (11a) [Gaussian low pass filter]
(13) Calculation of displacement ∆x, ∆y as the deviation of the maxima of the phase correlation of (12) from the center of the correlation
matrix
(14) Backward shift of Img2 from (9c) according to (13)
(15) Output of parameters of image transformations (∆x, ∆y, ρ, θ)
----- The end of REGISTRATION ----Note: In square brackets [] there are optional parametric parts of the algorithm [11].
In „Fig. 3“ there is the amplitude and the phase spectrum of the Fourier transformation of the image of the car body and its Fourier's
spectrum in log-polar coordinates.
amplitude FFT

a)

phase FFT

b)

c)

LogPolar

d)

Fig. 3. a) Original image, b)Fourier spectrum amplitude in the Cartesian coordinates, c) Fourier spectrum phase in the Cartesian
coordinates,
d) Fourier spectrum in log-polar coordinates

B.
not.

Image comparison
After registration of the images it was necessary to compare two images of bodies and determine whether they are the same model or
We compared the reference designs with test images in order to determine the degree of similarity or correlation between them.

To evaluate the results of the comparison of the images we used several usual or custom metrics for the calculation of comparative
score that quantifies the similarities between the test and the reference image. Calculation of metrics has been verified in different
combinations of the application/without application of the hamming window, application/without application of the low-pass filter.
Some of the metrics used to determine similarity between reference and test image:
POC, Phase Only Correlation
Comparative score was calculated as the maximum phase correlation by [3]:

CF

 Fa Fb*
 Fa Fb


1 


,



where F – Fourier transformation of images a, b,
–1

F – inverse Fourier transformation,
F* – complex conjugate image.
When the two images are similar, their phase correlation gives a distinct maximum. When the two images are not similar, it will create
more insignificant maximum. The size of the maxima is used as a measure of similarity between two images.
MPOC, Modified Phase Only Correlation
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Since the energy of the signal is lower in the high-frequency domain, phase components are not reliable in high-frequency domain. The
effect of unreliable phase components in high frequencies can be limited by using filters or modifying of the POC function using spectral
weighting function.
To improve the detection by removal of minor ingredients with high frequency, which have a low reliability, the function of spectral
weighting W(u, v) has been used [5].

 u2  v2  
e
W (u, v)  





u 2 v 2
2 2
,

where u, v are 2D coordinates, β is parameter, which checks width of function and α is used only to normalize.
Such modified image phase correlation function of a and b is given by [5]:


Fa (u, v) Fb * (u, v) 
1 
~
q a, b ( x, y )  F W (u, v)

Fa (u , v) Fb (u, v) 

.
The extreme value of a function

q~a , b ( x, y ) is invariable at the change of shift and brightness.

This value was used to measure the similarity of images: if two images are similar, their function MPOC gives a crisp extreme, if they are
different, then the extreme decreases considerably. Graphs were displayed in the range 1–N for coordinates x, y and functional values of
MPOC normalized to the range 0–1 see “Fig. 4”.
A1

A1 – M1R6

A3

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 4. Using of Modified Phase Only Correlation (MPOC): a) reference image, b–c) tested images, d) MPOC between identical images
(a–a), e) MPOC between similar images (a–b), f) MPOC between various images (a–c)
PD, Percent Discrimination
Relative amount of similarity between reference and test image according to [6]:

PD 

2C ab max

C aa max  Cbb max

 100 %

where

Caa max ¸ Cbb max a Cab max

are maximal phase correlations if it is compared to a reference image a(x, y) with itself, tested image

b(x, y) with itself and the reference image a(x, y) with the image b(x, y).

C.

Decision
The calculated score is compared to the verification threshold, which will determine the degree of correlation necessary for comparison,
which is to be taken as match.
On the basis of tests carried out, the threshold values of t have been set, according to which the system decision is regulated:

 images generating the result greater than or equal to t are evaluated as identical (this is the same car body),
 images generating results lower than t are evaluated as non-compliant (these are not the same car bodies).
The decisions of system can be: match, mismatch and without result, even though there are possible changing degrees of strong
matches and mismatches.
The number of properly rejected and properly accepted images depends on the preset threshold value. The value is adjustable
depending on the requirements, so that the system could be more or less accurate.
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Functionality verification of the algorithm
The designs of car bodies from Shutterstock [9] have been used for functional testing of the algorithm. The images were adjusted to 256
shades of gray and to the dimensions of 256 × 256 pixels due to the use of the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The test images with the
parameters of the transformation were created of these images. The images have been translated in the horizontal and/or vertical direction,
rotated about the different angles in both directions and the scales have been changed. The images were compared with other car bodies.
The results of the assessment are given in “Fig. 5”. In the solved task it showed that the detection method used is applicable for the
inclusion of the car bodies into the relevant categories.
The high success rate is achieved due to the used comparative set with rather small angle of rotation and scaling. Maximum correct
recognition limit of this method has not been tested.
The images have not been properly recognized in the case of the scale too changed (0,7 and 1,3) in combination with translation and
rotation.

Fig. 5. Evaluation of the identification of images
The disadvantage of the proposed method can be time computational complexity. To register the image is to be calculated: 6 × Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT), 2 × log-polar resampling, 2 × phase correlation.
Conclusion
Monitoring process provides information about the current state of construction, which can then be compared with the original model.
Comparison is used to decide on change management in implementing the project. Current methods for retrieving and updating information
on the progress of the project use digital cameras and laser-based systems.
The post describes the design of the verification method for the correct classification of the car body using a Fourier-Mellin
transformation and subsequent comparison of the images using the Fourier transformation and phase correlation. Fourier-Mellin
transformation offers image transformation resistant to the translation, rotation and scale. Method uses the fact that the integral
transformations have their transformants in the case of translation, scaling and rotation, in the frequency area. In automatic processing it is
possible to compare the images of the car bodies and find out if it is the same car body or not. It is possible to use different criteria for match,
for example phase correlation, the difference correlation, the correlation coefficient, percentage comparison and comparison of calculated
values with the chosen threshold for the relevant criterion. In our experiments we have set thresholds so that all the wrong couples of body
works are revealed.
After adjustment algorithm can be used to compare the model with just the right product manufactured products in order to identify
possible errors or omissions.
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Abstract. Corrosion characteristics of dental alloys depend on composition, electrode potential, surface
roughness, degree of oxidation, pH, environment temperature, alloying ability, and the presence of inhibitors.
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of pH on the corrosion of dental Co-Cr base metal alloys
welded joints using electrochemical methods. Studies were conducted on four Co-Cr alloys, two used for fixed
prostheses frameworks and two for removable partial dentures frameworks. Using conventional laboratory
methods, 140 plates of the four alloys were cast. 12 plates were kept as control samples, other, bilaterally and
with filling material. Tafel method was used to determine the corrosion parameters. Testing was performed in
artificial saliva, in the following conditions: pH 2, 5.5 and 10. Tafel curves were microplasma (32 samples) and
laser (32 samples) welded plates, in butt joint configuration, without filling material provided the corrosion
current values, which were used for corrosion rates calculation. From corrosion point of view, Co-Cr alloys for
removable partial dentures perform better than those for fixed prostheses. The lowest corrosion rates were
recorded for a pH of the electrolyte 10 and the highest for a pH of 2 for all types of alloys. Co-Cr alloys welded
joints, both laser and microplasma welded, provide better corrosion resistance without using of filling material.
Introduction
The most important properties of the dental alloys are biocompatibility, corrosion resistance, mechanical properties and ease of
handling, all caused by metals contained in the alloy [1, 2]. Corrosion characteristics of dental alloys depend on composition, electrode
potential, surface roughness, degree of oxidation, pH, environment temperature, alloying ability, and the presence of inhibitors [3-6]. The
microstructure and chemical composition of the alloys have strong influence on the corrosion behavior, which can be measured by
chemical and electrochemical testing [1, 7]. In vitro electrochemical measurement techniques have been shown to be sufficiently accurate
to measure even a small corrosion rate [8]. Determination of corrosion by electrochemical methods (polarization curves) is based on the
direct correlation that exists between the current measured between the electrodes and the amount of metal transferred to the corrosive
environment. The most common units are μm/year.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of pH on the corrosion of dental Co-Cr base metal alloys welded joints using
electrochemical methods.
Materials and methods
Studies were conducted on four Co-Cr alloys, two used for fixed prostheses frameworks and two for removable partial dentures
frameworks. Using conventional laboratory methods, 140 plates of the four alloys were cast. 12 plates were kept as control samples, other,
bilaterally and with filling material. Tafel method was used to determine the corrosion parameters.
Testing was performed in artificial saliva, in the following conditions: pH 2, 5.5 and 10. In order to ensure similar to those of the oral
cavity corrosion studies were carried out at a temperature of 36.5°C, kept constant by a thermostat. Tafel curves for microplasma (32
samples) and laser (32 samples) welded plates, in butt joint configuration, without filling material provided the corrosion current values,
which were used for corrosion rates calculation.
The corrosion rate is higher as the conductivity of the electrolyte is higher, as the external ohmic resistance is small. It is also known
that the polarization resistance is inversely proportional to the corrosion rate.
For the evaluation of the corrosion behavior, records of the variation in open circuit potential (as determined from the reference
electrode), polarization curves of the welded alloys were carried out at a temperature of 36.5°C and at different pH values site.
Results
In order to obtain information about the corrosion potential of the investigated alloys, the progress of the open circuit potential
(corrosion potential) while immersed in artificial saliva at a temperature of 36.5°C were registered. Tafel curves provided the corrosion
current values that have been calculated corrosion rates. For example Tafel curve (Fig. 1) obtained for microplasma welding of SG
Wirobond alloy without filler material in the three different pH environments is presented.
Comparative assessment of electrochemical parameters of experimental samples shows that regardless of the type of weld and the
pH value of corrosive environment, recorded currents of corrosion are small, so obtained corrosion speeds are small, situated in a
relatively narrow range of values.
The tables (1-4) contain electrochemical parameters recorded for Co-Cr based alloys.
For Co-Cr alloys it is noted that the samples records small currents of corrosion. Welded laser samples show, in most cases, a
smaller corrosion speed than the microplasma welded ones.
Both welding, laser and microplasma confer a high resistance to corrosion in most cases, especially at pH 10, when no filler material
is used to achieve the weld.
The lower corrosion rates were recorded, in this case at the electrolyte pH of 10 and the highest at pH = 2.
Regardless of the pH of the medium and the type of welding most resistant alloy proved to beHeraenium CE (0.4 μm / year). Low
values of corrosion rate, irrespective of the weld and pH (2, 5.5 or 10) are obtained for Wirobond SG alloy.
According to the results, Heraenium CE alloy presents the best corrosion resistance in alkaline medium (0.4 μm / year), followed by
Wirolloy NB alloy (0.49 μm / year).
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Fig.1. Tafel curves obtained for Wirobond SG alloy microplasma welded without filler material at the three pH: 2 (curve 1); 5.5 (curve 2);
and 10 (curve 3).
Table 1. Electrochemical parameters registered for Wirobond SG alloy.
Sample
Control sample
Microplasma
welded without
filling material
Microplasma
welded with
filling material
Laser welded
without filling
material
Laser welded
with filling
material

pH
2
5.5
10
2
5.5
10
2
5.5
10
2
5.5
10
2
5.5
10

Ecor [mV]
-271.0
-269.3
-375.7
-207.3
-267.4
-290.4
-190.2
-240.2
-214.5
-250.5
-341.8
-346.1
-223.7
-219.8
-277.1

Icor [µA/cm²]
0.5846
0.4946
0.0225
0.4683
0.4801
0.1332
0.5658
0.4881
0.2123
0.2684
0.0652
0.0440
0.2334
0.1628
0.1279

Rp [kΩcm²]
2.69
4.04
-39.53
0.56
1.44
-6.65
-1.25
12.03
3.32
-5.24
-2.12
-17.27
-20.51
-39.64
31.58

v [µm/year]
6.837
5.784
0.263
5.477
5.615
1.557
6.617
5.709
2.483
3.139
0.762
0.515
2.729
1.904
1.495

Rp [kΩcm²]
5.05
2.62
9.20
1.73
7.02
-6.49
-2.06
-12.53
1.18
1.52
93.03
-9.46
-18.21
-0.28
2.49

v [µm/year]
2.212
8.418
30.34
6.857
3.503
1.572
5.994
6.693
2.793
10.23
6.974
0.808
2.214
2.322
0.961

Table 2. Electrochemical parameters registered for Wirobond 280 alloy.
Sample
Control sample
Microplasma
welded without
filling material
Microplasma
welded with
filling material
Laser welded
without filling
material
Laser welded
with filling
material

pH
2
5.5
10
2
5.5
10
2
5.5
10
2
5.5
10
2
5.5
10

Ecor [mV]
-197.6
-453.8
-445.1
-191.7
-259.1
-268.9
-172.5
-207.2
-235.4
-277.4
-373.6
-386.1
-255.1
-298.9
-304.6

Icor [µA/cm²]
0.1892
0.7198
2.5942
0.5863
0.2995
0.1344
0.5125
0.5722
0.2388
0.8748
0.5963
0.0691
0.1893
0.1986
0.0822
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Table 3. Electrochemical parameters registered for Wironit extrahard alloy.
Sample
Control sample
Microplasma
welded without
filling material
Microplasma
welded with
filling material
Laser welded
without filling
material
Laser welded
with filling
material

pH
2
5.5
10
2
5.5
10
2
5.5
10
2
5.5
10
2
5.5
10

Ecor [mV]
-274.6
-558.2
-436.1
-151.4
-131.6
-160.1
-147.8
-179.9
-207.7
-196.4
-398.5
-375.8
-189.5
-316.5
-323.4

Icor [µA/cm²]
0.1302
0.4389
0.1654
0.8647
0.2812
0.2975
0.1794
0.2562
0.3135
0.1620
0.1755
0.1050
0.2160
0.2351
0.1110

Rp [kΩcm²]
-7.04
12.16
-9.57
2.51
2.47
-0.46
7.97
-17.72
-25.04
5.52
6.76
33.09
-2.02
56.10
13.69

v [µm/year]
2.788
9.400
3.542
10.11
3.288
3.479
3.842
2.996
3.666
1.894
3.759
1.227
4.626
5.034
2.377

Rp [kΩcm²]
54.81 ohm.cm²
-4.46
3.67
-68.36
6.33
6.51
18.05
5.21
0.2838
-0.38
3.94
2.91
-0.39
26.21
-2.04

v [µm/year]
4.03
12.59
5.738
6.325
4.804
0.870
0.486
4.99
3.319
13.91
1.427
0.40
42.89
3.098
1.030

Table 4. Electrochemical parameters registered for Heraenium CE alloy.
Sample
Control sample
Microplasma
welded without
filling material
Microplasma
welded with
filling material
Laser welded
without filling
material
Laser welded
with filling
material

pH
2
5.5
10
2
5.5
10
2
5.5
10
2
5.5
10
2
5.5
10

Ecor [mV]
-575.6
-482.4
-381.1
-139.3
-184.6
-233.4
-741.8
-173.6
-204.4
-451.0
-284.4
-341.6
-442.9
-251.1
-333.1

Icor [µA/cm²]
0.3449 mA/cm²
1.0769
0.4906
0.2953
0.4107
0.0744
0.0227
0.5317
0.2838
3.5616
0.1220
0.0350
3.6676
0.2649
0.0881

Conclusions
Following experimental research on electrochemical behavior of welded joints from dental base alloys, and within the limitation of this
study, following conclusions can be drawn:
1.
For Co-Cr alloys, both welds, both laser as well as microplasma, provides a high corrosion resistance in most cases when not
using filler material to achieve welding.
2.
Poor corrosion behavior of Co-Cr alloys for fixed prostheses frameworks compared to that of the frameworks used for removable
partial dentures is probably due to all the high Fe content in the samples welded with filler material, both microplasma, and laser.
3.
The lower corrosion rates were recorded in a pH of 10 of the electrolyte and the highest at a pH of 2 for all types of alloys.
4.
All samples showed lower corrosion current and also low corrosion rate for all alloys, irrespective of the pH of the saliva and the
weld type (0.49 to 40.09 μm/year).
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Abstract. Integrated computer applications play an increasingly important role in the planning and control of
production systems and processes. The model-based decision support functions of business and
manufacturing processes can be classified into different hierarchical levels according to their functions, objects
and time horizons. Manufacturing Execution System (MES) applications represent the most challenging part of
planning and control activities in Manufacturing Operations Management (MOM) in supporting its Production
Operations Management (POM) activities. The ISA-95 standard delivers useful methodology and several
models with the most important functions to be embedded in the shop floor level control loops. Some
considerations on improving planning and control activities of MOM are presented, in connection to evaluation
of some Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) determined from analysis of shop-floor production data.
Introduction
The need for global competitiveness and sustainability pushes enterprises towards integrating their profit expectations with flexible
adaptation to market requirements when they are planning and carrying out their comprehensive business strategy. This is especially true
for companies operating in discrete manufacturing, where the standard activities of Business Management (BM) can be modeled as a
multi-level matrix-like functional structure [1]. However, effective BM decisions can only be achieved by using integrated Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) solutions. Computer integrated application systems are expanding dramatically. However, total
integration is far from being achieved, and the “unmanned factory” still seems to remain a goal for the future.
Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP), Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), Supply Chain Management (SCM), Customer
Relationship Management (CRM), Manufacturing Resources Planning (MRP II), Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) and Shop-floor
Control Systems (SCS) are known software components of an integrated computer application system that may serve BM goals. These
software components use multi-layered data models, thousands of data objects and an even greater number of attributes. On the other
hand, computer applications used in planning and control activities of BM must be integrated with engineering, marketing, finance, logistics
and even other activities. That is, they are very complex. Moreover, components of software packages are developed independently by
different vendors and integration faces serious problems in this respect, too [2]. In the early days of Computer Integrated Manufacturing
(CIM), developers thought that integration of functional software components means only common database and communication network
protocol issues. It turned out later that successful integration demands much more. However, research and development activities are
encouraging in this respect [3].These are the main reasons why it is such hard work to build up a coherent, integrated computer application
system to support all the activities of a hierarchical BM from the strategic level down to the processing level of production control [4].
It is well known that the effective control of complex and complicated processes requires hierarchical architecture and feedback
control loops. Feedback control calls for the measuring of specific physical quantities at the production execution level and needs
aggregated, cumulated or more general derived indicators to measure the abstract “performance” of production processes at different
managerial levels. Industrial experience shows that these indicators, also called Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), play an increasingly
significant role in assuring stable and successful production and in improving the efficiency of production [5, 6, 7].
In the last two decades, different applications on the business level (i.e. ERP, SCM, CRM), as well as applications on the engineering
design level (i.e. CAD, PLM, CAPP) and last but not least PAC (Production Activity Control) applications (i.e. CNC, PLC, DCS, SCADA) on
the process execution level have been implemented for improving production effectiveness and competitiveness. Practical experience has
confirmed the existence of a gap between the business-engineering levels and the PAC level. To eliminate this gap, experts expressed the
need for designing a new software application system to support manufacturing operations management functions. The general collective
name of this software package was first called the MES - Manufacturing Execution System.
Models for Planning and Control
The Functional Model of Production Systems
There are several approaches concerning the matrix-like functional modeling of production systems. The hierarchical and horizontal
structure of the company determines the matrix dimensions. The in-company information system supported by these (computer
integrated) applications, as well as the control activities, more or less follow this structure.
The integrated software systems used in management of discrete manufacturing processes can be classified into four hierarchical
groups according to the fields and time horizons of the different supported activities, as follows [8]:
1) Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP) - at the enterprise or business level,
2) Computer Aided Production Engineering (CAPE) - at the engineering level,
3) Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) - at the production operation level,
4) Production Activity Control (PAC) - at the process execution level.
Figure 1 presents some of the software components of each group, though it is far from presenting all of the possible options
available on the market. Each software object uses specific models for planning and control decisions at each level of the hierarchy. Each
model presents state variables, model parameters, goal functions, and constraints. Solving and optimizing planning problems on the
higher levels of hierarchy results in specific goal parameters that extend the set of constraints of the model problems at the lower level [9].
It is worth noting here that the allocated time for decision making decreases as the level of hierarchy becomes lower.
The MES applications are connected with other applications of the same level, but also with applications of the upper (engineering
and business) levels, as well as those of the lower (execution) level (Fig. 1). Modeling and functionality aspects of the MES applications, as
well as their connection to the upper levels, are supported by the ISA-95 standard [8, 10, 11].
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Fig. 1 Typical software components of a functional model.
The MES Components and the ISA-95 Standard
The need for computer support at the operative production management level came up many years ago. The international non-profit
organization MESA International (Manufacturing Enterprise Solutions Association) was founded in 1991 in order to exchange knowledge,
experience, and best practices on MES applications among manufacturing experts, analysts, system integrators and software developers.
The term MES arose at the same time and stood for manufacturing execution systems. In 2004 MESA changed the term to manufacturing
enterprise solutions, because they considered that MES must be more than just a system for production control [12]. Today one may
conclude that these goals were very ambitious; in practice there is still a lot of work to do in completing the integration of all these functions.
The ISA-95 standard is dedicated to Enterprise-Control System Integration. The standard describes in several documents the
methodology, the way of working, thinking and communicating when analyzing a manufacturing company aiming at ERP-MES integration.
The documents contain models focusing on specific aspects of this integration, serving the main goal of the standard: full integration of
production and business processes. The integration is presented as a hierarchical, multi-level model (Fig. 2). The upper level (Level 4) of
this model represents Business Planning and Logistics (BPL), while at the lowest level (Levels 2, 1 and 0) the supervisory and direct
control activities of manufacturing processes are performed.
ISA-95 focuses on Manufacturing Operation Management (MOM) situated at Level 3 of the model, and its integration with the upper
BPL level. It is worth noting here that integration between the two levels is necessary because several functions like production scheduling,
inventory control, quality assurance or maintenance straddle the border between the two levels. On the other hand, one may distinguish
clearly the enterprise (business) management activities (Level 4) from those of production management domain (Level 3 and lower).
The Role of MES
Today the dynamic and structural complexity of manufacturing systems makes traditional production planning and control (PPC)
activities increasingly difficult, and the methods and models used are insufficient to face the dynamic changes of the global market. The
cumulative nature of production processes in time, the increasing intensity of production processes as well as the importance of customer
demands and deadlines emphasize the role of PPC, and, in this respect also, the role of integrated computerized solutions [13].
At the BPL level, production planning and scheduling (PPS) covers longer time periods (weeks, months), and it results in aggregated
production plans (master plans) that are delivered to the production departments. Aggregation means that individual production (distinct
but similar) objects are combined into aggregate groups that can be planned together. On the other hand, production resources (i.e.
particular machines or workforce pools) can also be aggregated into assumed resource groups. Usually an ERP application system’s
module acting at this level solves the PPS tasks with acceptable effectiveness. This is why this level (Level 4) is also called the ERP level.
The master plans are not suitable for direct execution. This means that the aggregation technique must assure disaggregation into
feasible and detailed production (i.e. manufacturing) schedules whenever necessary. Details of the way of execution as well as the
execution time schedule have to be given in detailed plans indicating the actual execution time interval (days, shifts, hours, and minutes).
Control decisions taken in elaborating these plans directly influence the efficiency of workshops (departments), the quantity and quality of
products, the lot sizes, the inventory levels, and the efficient handling of materials and utilization of resources. MOM acts at Level 3 and
has to solve all these tasks. As MES application systems act at this level (and also have to solve the PPC tasks effectively), this level
(Level 3) is also called the MES level.
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process control

Continuous
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Discrete
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Fig. 2 The ISA-95 functional hierarchical control model [10, 12].
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Fig. 3 ISA-95 generic activity model of MOM [10, 12].
Levels 2, 1 and 0 of control belong to the execution level, where the production (manufacturing) processes take place. Time intervals
of minutes, seconds or often below are characteristic. Here, control functions are performed by SCADA and/or DCS application systems,
process controllers, PLCs, intelligent sensors and actuators, or other computerized systems (e.g. CNC, robot controllers, navigation
systems, identification systems, cell controllers, measuring devices, etc.) serving automation.
PPS typically runs according to the rolling time horizon principle. In this respect, PPC application systems cover two main stages or
hierarchical levels: master planning and master scheduling are realized in the first stage (on the ERP level), while fine or detailed
scheduling and execution control is in the second stage (on the MES level).
Corrections of the production plans must be performed as effectively as possible (as close as possible in terms of both time and
location). The control role of MES applications is outstanding in this respect: here, by processing the abstract information with the modeled
real objects and processes, PPC can be directly and efficiently optimized, as production performance can be improved as well.
Relationship between MES and MOM
ISA-95 presents a generic activity model of MOM (Fig 3), which contains four main classes of information exchange between MOM
and BPL, respectively between MES and ERP applications. They are as follows:
1. Operations definitions
2. Operations (resources) capabilities
3. Operations (and their intensities) requests
4. Operations response (operations results and their performance).
The ISA-95 generic model summarizes clearly all operative activities to be carried out at MOM level [14]. The model is general, so it
could be applied for analyzing and controlling not only the manufacturing departments (plants, workshops) but other departments as well
where operative production activities may take place, such as maintenance, quality testing or material handling and storing.
Therefore, tasks and activities of the operative MOM refer to four main functional areas of operation. They are as follows:
1. Production operations management,
2. Maintenance operations management,
3. Quality test operations management,
4. Inventory operations management.
The Proposed Control Model of Operative MOM
Our research work was focused on finding out the most important relationships that connect the different MES application
components to the MOM functional structure. From Fig. 3 one may conclude that there are three main functionalities to be performed at the
MOM level. They are as follows:
1. Operations definitions and management of resources,
2. Detailed scheduling, dispatching and execution management,
3. Data collection, analysis and tracking.
Based on these considerations, the above functions can be included easily in a multi-feedback control loop (Fig. 4).
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KPI Analysis
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Fig. 4 Feedback control system of operative MOM.
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From the ICT point of view, operative MOM activities have to be incorporated in the MES application modules. These software
components are “horizontally” connected with each other, but they must be “open” to “vertical” information exchange with the applications
of the upper hierarchical level (CAD/CAM, ERP, SCM, etc.) as well as with those from the lower level (SCADA, DCS, etc.)..
Most commercially available MES applications offer their functionality in modules. Unfortunately, these modules usually do not
coincide with those of the ISA-95 generic activities. The most important modules implementing parts of MES functionality are concerned
with detailed production scheduling, product definition management and production execution management, history reporting (usually
including an interface with Level 2 systems), and tracking, dashboards, workflow management, interface modules for ERP integration,
plant modeling tools, etc. Extensive information of MES software products and their vendors is already available on internet. This can help
companies in accelerating their evaluation work on selecting between existing MES solutions. For example, [14] is a good survey of MES
products, which contains not only useful and detailed information about many MES products of various vendors, but includes also
methodologies and tools for their efficient implementation and deployment. However, due to the less general fields of activities as well as
due to the burden of problems coming from local specificities, the full integration of MES applications is still has a long and bumpy way to
go. Cost-efficient interfaces, managing management of master data and software quality are still issues to be considered along with the
variety of “traditionally” existing and still functioning hardware and software solutions.
Production Performance Management Issues
Once a company has customer orders (demands) and schedules of available resources, measuring the performance of production is
a very important issue, from the points of view of both production planning and production control. However, developing appropriate
production models with different complexity makes it possible to analyze, classify and manage production performance issues.
Both ERP and MES systems use various mathematical approaches to model production processes. Most of these models consist of
different production equations representing the dynamic state equilibrium of production processes. Discussions on these production
equations demonstrate that three KPIs of great importance can be defined, the determination of which in the decision domain of PPC is a
necessity and, at the same time, a satisfactory condition to quasi-optimal realization of a production goal defined in a well-established way
and meeting all the significant constraints. The relevant mathematical model was named the “production triangle” model [13, 15] and the
three essential KPIs are as follows:
1) Delivery capability (on ERP level) or throughput time of internal orders (on MES level),
2) Inventory (on ERP level) or work-in-process (WIP) (on MES level),
3) Return of assets (on ERP level) or utilization of resources (on MES level).
Based on theoretical considerations as well as on experience in PPC, the three indices must be managed only together. It also
means that for optimization of production planning and control tasks, examination of the three KPIs is not only a necessary but at the same
time a satisfactory condition. It can be also conceived that the method can be extended logically to any manufacturing enterprise and
engineering industry operating on the basis of discrete manufacturing. Taking into consideration the profit-oriented behavior of enterprises,
production planning tasks have to be solved to meet the following requirements:
1) delivery capability/throughput time should be according to the customer’s order in every case (in general, as short a term of
delivery or throughput time as possible);
2) stock/WIP level should be as low as possible (valid for all raw materials, semi-finished and finished products, spare parts, etc.);
3) utilization of resources/return of assets (machines, tools, workforce, etc.) should be within the managerial goals’ limits.
At the ERP level, when adapting these tasks to a given enterprise one usually gets a large-sized optimization problem. From a
mathematical modeling point of view it can be recognized that the three KPIs – namely delivery capability, stock level and utilization of
resources – are functions of the BM decision parameters of “internal orders”. The KPIs partially depend on how and to what extent the
external order book changes. In addition, they are partially dependent on the method of scheduling and on all the constraints of production,
as well as on the factors related to the specific technological processes employed. That is, at the ERP level, the basic task of the PPC
system is to determine the manufacturing and the purchasing orders (internal orders) taking into consideration the constraints of the
current production environment in such a way that the given enterprise should operate near to the “optimal working point” from the aspects
of the three KPIs (Fig. 5). In general, the optimization problem is difficult to solve; heuristics or suitable procedures based on some kind of
Operations Research method are needed.
Evaluation and fine-tuning of a PPC system at the ERP level is usually made during its installation and first runs, assuring its usability
and applicability for years. However, small corrections or compensations may later occur every now and again.
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DETAILED PLAN
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O
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J
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KPI Analysis at MES level

PRODUCTION FEEDBACK
Fig. 5 Evaluation of production objectives based on KPI analysis.
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At the MES level, the three KPIs – namely throughput time, WIP level and utilization of machines/workplaces – are functions of the
MOM decision parameters of released jobs and operations. The KPIs partially depend on how and to what extent the internal order list
changes, but are most strongly influenced by the availability of resources, as well as by any unpredicted event that may occur. So at the
MES level, the basic task of the PPC system is to sequence the jobs and operations in a detailed manner by taking into consideration the
actual constraints of the current production environment. Here, evaluation and fine-tuning of the PPC system requires usually continuous
and interactive human supervisory control and intervention.
The long-term business goal of a manufacturing company is to maximize its profit. However, this goal can only be achieved by a
series of some other production goals to be realized in shorter time periods. These short-term goals are connected with the output
characteristics of production. The up-to-date MES, by means of production monitoring and data acquisition, observes the formation of the
“production triangle” KPIs through the comparison of the planned and realized values. Hence, the KPIs have an important role not only in
the optimization tasks of proactive production planning period, but also by acting as feedback signals of the production control loop in the
execution phase. Therefore, it is very important for production planners and dispatchers to be fully aware of the capabilities and limits of
their plant (workshop), and to recognize potential sources of conflict that appear in the course of measuring their production performance.
Conclusion
Companies operating in discrete manufacturing appear and are modeled as complex, multi-functional production systems.
Production planning and control becomes a difficult task for production systems even of low and medium size. The great number of
production entities (products, jobs) and of human and technological resources, the logistical and technological constraints, the variations
of operation routing and intensities, the variety of production goals to face today’s economic and social challenges as well as the
uncertainties of production processes and market demands make the control decisions very difficult.
Basically, control means decision-based acting and intervention to achieve the given goals. Control decisions are based on available
information, which usually has to be acquired (directly and/or indirectly) and has also to be processed.
One indispensable requirement for control is its real-time character. That is, the control functions (information acquisition and
processing, decision making and intervention) must be performed within given time intervals defined by the dynamic behavior of the
controlled processes. In real-time control the sizes of the different time constraints may constitute a kind of hierarchical organizing principle
for the company control activities; the lower the control hierarchy is, the shorter the time interval for performing the control functions.
At the execution level of technological processes real-time control is characterized by time limits of seconds or even fractions of a
second. However, dedicated and embedded hardware and software systems can perform well due to the reduced number of state
variables (physical quantities) they control.
The upper control level of MOM faces very strict time limits, too. The increased number of manufacturing orders and entities, of
production goals, of logistical constraints, of operations routings and production goals, as well as the uncertainties due to failures of
capacities makes the everyday work of MOM experts as well of software developers very challenging.
At higher (ERP, MRP) hierarchical levels computer aided applications present more scalable models for helping functions of planning
and control. At the MES level control decisions are more model-dependent, to such an extent that use of predefined or standard models is
limited. This is probably the main reason why the up-to-date commercially available MES applications still need important customisation,
and why the ISA-95 standard performs still below expected results. Practical experience shows that production control at the MES level
performs proactively, by short-term detailed scheduling, and reactively, by on-line tracking, eventually re-planning tasks day by day. These
activities can be carried out either by decisions of experts, or by using of integrated model-based decision support applications.
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Abstract. This paper presents the fluid structure interaction (FSI) tools applied to high-lift devices configuration
use of chimera method. The global algorithm contains an existing aeroelastic system. The tools are based on
closely coupled systems. By all these means all parts of simulation are calculated separately. The coupling
modules are responsible for exchanging information between them. The work will be presented the results of
calculations with the use aeroelastic system for wing and Fowler's flap from real aircraft configuration.
Calculation were performed with the use of a chimera grid and use the parallel environment. Finally, will
present the aeroelastic response for case of maximum hanging flaps.
Proper discrete models for CSM and CFD domains are successfully established. The most challenging
part of the calculation in this case is the process of deformation of the flow mesh at each time step. The
application of chimera technique makes the deformation even more difficult. This approach was necessary due
to the gap between the flap and the wing. In a typical approach, the deformation of the elements in this region
is critical from the point of view of aeroelastic simulation for high-lift devices. Presented tools can be used in
fluid structure analysis of the full configuration of the aircraft including the high-lift devices.
Introduction
Nowadays, to design an aircraft structure the coupled fluid structure interactions (FSI) simulations are crucial. For the calculation
case of high-lift devices CFD analysis are impossible without a definition of individual fluid domain. The calculation of aeroelastic
associated with moving flow grid. In case high-lift devices this process is even more complicated due to the change of the gap distance
between the wing and flap. In the case of the classical approach will change the size of the gap cause degeneration of elements inside the
gap. Aeroelastic calculations for the high-lift devices are not possible. It is therefore necessary is to use the chimera method in these
cases. This paper presents a solution to this problem on the example of the wings and Fowler's flap based on real aircraft configuration.
Aeroelasticity
According to Bisplinghoff, R.L. 2006 [1] the aeroelasticity is the study of the interaction of inertial, structural and aerodynamic forces
on aircraft, buildings, surface vehicles etc. When the object deformation impacts on aerodynamic forces, they can provide further
deformations, which could in uence on the forces. Such interaction occurs until the stable state of the simulation leads to divergence,
causing object destruction. According to Farhat C., 1995 [2]; Fung Y.C., 2002 [3] aerolasticity is described as fluid-structure multiphysics
phenomenon, it can be divided to static and dynamic aeroelasticity depending on types of interacting forces. Static aeroelasticity concerns
with interaction between steady state aerodynamic forces and elastic forces of the model. Due to no presence of the accelerations, the
inertial forces do not occur. In dynamic aeroelasticity it is important to calculate a response of the system, depending on time conditions of
the flow, based on inertial forces. Numerical approach to solve the aerolesticity problems is difcult, because it involves many physical and
numerical disciplines. The former is fuid mechanics and dynamics, the latter solid body mechanics and dynamics. The other are the
coupling interfaces and the deformations tools. The relations between mentioned areas are defined by Farhat C. and Geuzaine P. [4], [5],
in 2002, and in nomenclature and symbols. The author should take much care to make her or his short, two-page paper most
communica-tive, clearly demonstrating the novelty of their idea, by making effective use of the space available.
Aeroelastic System
The existing aeroelastic system [5], [6] is based on closely coupled systems [7]. By all these means all parts of simulation are
calculated separately. The coupling modules are responsible for exchanging information between them. The system is described in fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Aeroelastic system with chimera method
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Firstly, the procedure responsible for finding the nearest neighborhood, based on two existing grids finite volume for CFD and structural
mesh (reduced stick model) is initialized. The coupling surface is also associated with the mentioned operation. The result, which is done
only once in the beginning of the aeroelastic simulation, is the coupled regions consisting of the pairs of cooperative points between the
system modules. Next step is the CFD calculations with chimera method, which produce the pressure distribution on the airplane surfaces.
Then, using the interpolation module with the coupling regions, the aerodynamic forces are produced, which are taken then to the CSM
calculation. After the displacements on the structural model are generated again, the interpolation module is engaged. This time, the input
data is interpolated onto CFD mesh, which initializes the deformation module of the CFD grid. After that the AE steady loop is started from
the beginning through CFD calculations. More details about aeroelastic system used in this case might be found in paper [8].
Technical aspect of FSI system
The first stage is the CFD calculations, that are performed in a 3D, parallel, hybrid flow TAU-code developed by DLR [9]. The algorithm
based on finite volume elements solves Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) or Euler equation depending on appearance
of the turbulence and viscosity, if they are taken into account. The solver is divided into three main parts. The first is flow grid verification
and division to substructures (TAU-preprocessing), which is necessary for parallel computations. Then, boundary conditions are set and
the exact flow simulation is performed (TAU-solver). It ends, when the number of iterations or the assumed residuum is reached. The last
part of TAU-code is TAU-gather subprogram, which initiates and aggregates the substructures with the obtained results (pressure
distribution). Next, the coupling modules are initiated, where the exchanging data is
described. To implement this transfer correctly, it is needed to know exactly, how the contact surfaces fit together. Using the
AE-coupling modules (AE MODULES) [5] it is possible to determine the necessary communication between pairs of different codes
processes and to establish interpolating coupling quantities. It is significant to make sure that both codes are specified in the global
coordinate system. Then, AE INIT [5] procedure responding to the nearest neighborhood process is initialized. The AE F2S programs
provides data exchange by recalculation the pressure to force distribution. Then, the results are interpolated through the coupling surface
onto structural FEM grid. Depending on the type of interpolated quantity, different techniques are applied. Standard conservative method
is used if the physical conservation laws are required or when the one value is divided to several fewer quantities. The sum of them should
be equivalent to the initial one. Another possibility of interpolation is estimation of significant area quantity.
For this type, the non-conservative method is used [10]. The second possibility to obtain displacements in structural simulation is
modal approach. This solution needs different model than standard structural simulation. As input data, the list of eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of the structure is required. This approach has an advantage over standard one, because there is no need to know the
structure of the object. The only data, which is necessary can be obtain from ground vibration test. The next step of the aeroleastic
simulation initiates structural analysis. The results are the displacements of the structure model. They are interpolated again through the
AE S2F subprogram to the AE DEFVOL [5] module responsible for fluid mesh deformation. The deformation is based on elastic spring
analogy, so the volume elements are properly transformed and displaced. Moreover, the deformed mesh quality tools are included too.
The new mesh for CFD calculations is made, so that the new aeroelastic simulation may start and the whole process described above
starts again. At the beginning of each loop the deformed grid is introduced, so that it inuences the flow condition from previous time step.
Therefore, motion of modify mesh and flow velocity should be coupled. It is done by Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian description.
Test Case
To perform the presented simulation, real geometry based on Iryda aircraft (fig. 2) has been used. Numerical structural model is
based on existing dynamic similar model for flutter wind tunnel experiment. The model of flap geometry is based on full documentation
delivered by Institute of Aviation in Warsaw (IoA).

Fig. 2 Test case of Iryda aircraft and CAD model of wing with Fowler's flap.
For this configuration, it was necessary to build a structural and flow model. In the case of high-lift devices it was necessary to create a flow
grid based on Chimera technique. This technique allows to get the correct CFD solution in the case of dynamic deformation of the mesh.
Figure 3 shows a discrete models for the flow and structural domain.

Fig. 3 Discrete models: model CSM on left, CFD chimera mesh on right.
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Results of Calculation
Calculations were performed for the defined configuration of the wing and Fowler's flap (deflection angle of flap - 30 deg.). Assumed
flow parameters according to the data from the technical documentation from Institute of Aviation in Warsaw: inflow velocity Vx = 200 [m /
s], angle of attack = 0, atmospheric pressure=101300 Pa, time step = 0.0025 s. Structural model of Fowler's flap was built basing on
Iryda's real aircraft data. Full simulation of flutter analysis for used aircraft model might be found in [8]. Chimera grid deformation flow for n
= 100 time step is depicted in figure 4. Used tools allow the deformation of chimera mesh in the further time steps.

Fig. 4 Deformation of chimera grid for n=100 time step

Summary
The paper presents a complete aeroelastic analysis for the wing and fowler's flap configuration based on the real aircraft geometry.
Proper discrete models for CSM and CFD domains are successfully established. The most challenging part of the calculation in this case
is the process of deformation of the flow mesh at each time step. The application of chimera technique makes the deformation even more
difficult.
This approach was necessary due to the gap between the flap and the wing. In a typical approach, the deformation of the elements in
this region is critical from the point of view of aeroelastic simulation for high-lift devices. Presented tools can be used in fluid structure
analysis of the full configuration of the aircraft including the high-lift devices.
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Abstract. Asphalt is one of the most commonly used building material. The first attempt of asphalt modification
was taken at the beginning of the twentieth century. Nowadays the most popular asphalt modifier is the
styrene-butadiene-styrene (SBS). This thermoplastic elastomer increases the thermal resistance of bitumen,
widens the range of plasticity and amends rheological properties. IR spectroscopy is by far the most widely
used instrumental method used in analytical chemistry. The popularity of this method results from its simple
measurement technique, universality and high precision. That is why IR spectroscopy applies to qualitative
and quantitative analysis of polymer modified binder (PMB). Two test methods of quantification of PMB using
IR spectroscopy are characterized. One is developed by Roads & Traffic Authority NSW and the second by
Department of Transport and Main Roads Queensland, Australia.
Introduction
In the market of building materials bitumen products are in the forefront of the most commonly used materials, next to steel,
concrete, wood or ceramic. Approximately 85% of the asphalt goes to the pavement industry [1], but much of it is also employed for
roofing. Over the years, the requirements on asphalt have changed. To enable it to fully serve its purpose, it was necessary to modify it.
The first attempt was taken at the beginning of the twentieth century when the method of producing sulfuric asphalt, called Dubbs asphalt
was developed. Another attempts made in the 50's of the twentieth century have resulted in a number of methods to improve the properties
of asphalt. The oil crisis in 1973 and the rapid development of polymer chemistry contributed to the rapid development of technology of
modified bitumen [2]. The most common types of modifiers used are SBS (Styrene-Butadiene-Styrene) and APP (Atactic Polypropylene).
APP is mostly applied in Southern Europe, whereas the SBS is the leading one in Northern Europe. Due to the rapid development of
market of PMB, it was necessary to develop a test method that would allow qualitative and quantitative analysis of PMB. Spectroscopy in
mid-infrared range (IR) has proved to be useful in this matter.
SBS modifieds
Styrene-butadiene-styrene (SBS) is a thermoplastic elastomer made up of three segments. Between two chains of polystyrene there
is a chain of butadiene (Fig. 1). Polystyrene makes SBS durable and polybutadiene gives its rubber-like properties.

Fig. 1 Structural formula of SBS [3]
In the process of crosslinking blocks of styrene connect with blocks of butadiene and build durable, flexible and solid network, which gives
its properties to modified binders. As a result of modification of SBS copolymer a distinct change is made in asphalt properties. The result
is a product characterized by:
 greater elastic and ductility (butadiene) [4];
 increasing thermal resistance – better viscosity, increasing the softening temperature (styrene) [4];
 higher resistance to rutting [4];
 lower risk of fractures [4];
 ability to stress relaxation [5];
 ability to elongation at tensile force [5];
 high tensile strength [5];
 widening the range of plasticity [5];
 better rheological properties [2, 5].
IR spectroscopy
Spectroscopic methods are, after chromatography, among the most widely used instrumental methods in analytical chemistry. The
popularity of these methods is based on a simple measurement technique, universality and high precision [6]. Infrared is a region of
electromagnetic spectrum between the visible and microwave spectrum: 125000 – 200 cm-1. The range between 4000 and 400 cm-1, the
mid-infrared, is of the practical use. The presence of the functional group is associated with the characteristic absorption bands in the
spectrum. The qualitative and quantitative analysis of the substances can be made on the basis of the wavelength, frequencies and the
shape of band. The quantitative analysis is based on the Lambert-Beer law:
A=ε*l*c.
(1)
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-1

-1

Where: A is absorbance, ε is the molar absorptivity in L*mol *cm , l is thickness of the sample in cm, c is the concentration of the
-1
compound in solution in mol*L .
We must remember that the molar intensity of the bands is very sensitive to the intermolecular interaction, which causes instability
of ε factor, the deviation from the Lambert-Beer law. Measuring the integral intensity, the surface under the contour band, is time
consuming and therefore the quantitative analysis often use the maximum intensity. This causes additional errors, because the maximum
intensity is strongly dependent on the accuracy of the spectrophotometer [6]. It should be noted, that from the chart we can read the
relative values of the transmittance or absorbance, according to the apparatus used, the measurement conditions, the sample
composition, thickness of the sample and its concentration. In addition, carbon dioxide and water vapor, always present in a normal
atmosphere, absorb IR radiation and can cause significant errors [7]. That is why using IR spectroscopy to quantitative analysis is very
complicated and requires high precision.
Quantification of PMB using IR spectroscopy
Already in 1990 F. S. Choquet and E. J. Ista at the ASTM symposium presented the results of research that showed that it is possible
to determine the SBS content in modified asphalt using IR spectroscopy [8]. Based on different value of the ratio of absorbance in
-1
characteristic for SBS absorption bands (966 and 698 cm ) content of SBS can be determined. Another study by C. Puls, O. Harders, M.
Kreise, W. Tuegels [9] confirms that there is a close relationship between the content of modifier and the value of the ratio of absorbance
at the wavelength characteristic of the polymer. The figure below (Fig. 2) shows a comparison of spectra of 160/220 bitumen with 160/220
-1
+ 12% SBS bitumen. The spectra of 160/220 + 12% SBS bitumen shows characteristic absorption bands at 966, 911 and 699 cm . It
confirm that IR spectroscopy can be used to quantification of PMB.

Fig. 2. Absorption spectra of 160/220 and 160/220 + 12% SBS bitumen
In May 1993 Roads& Traffic Authority NSW, Australia published an internal instruction that allows determinate the modifier content
of PMB [10]. In 2010 a similar document [11] were issued by the Department of Transport and Main Roads Queensland, Australia. The
main idea of these methods is the same, but there are few differences, such as the type of reagents or the wavelength of characteristic
bands.
RTA Test Method T521 – Quantification of PMB using infrared spectrum – Roads& Traffic Authority, NSW Government [10]
The test is applicable to a PMB used in road construction. The method assumes that bands at 700 and 970 cm-1 are indicative of
-1
styrene and butadiene respectively. The presence of bands 700 and 900 cm together with styrene and butadiene concentration in a 30:70
ratio may be taken as very strong evidence of the presence of a SBS. The method permits the use of dual-beam or Fourier Transformation
Infrared Spectrophotometer. To prepare the sample it is required to heat the sample to 175 ± 5 °C and maintain for at least 1 minute while
thoroughly stirring. Then about 1 g sample must be taken to clean baker and allow to cool. After this about 5 mL of toluene should be added
to dissolve the sample. A drop or two of the solution should be placed on the salt disc. Then the solvent must be allowed to evaporate and
the sample must be heated in the oven at 100 ± 5 °C for about 10 minutes. The spectrum analysis should be taken according to the
-1
manufacturer’s instructions. Spectrum to be considered as correct should have the intensity of the band at 1 460 cm in the range from 5
to 30 % transmission. If the transmission is higher than 30 % it is necessary to use more toluene to dissolve the PMB. If the transmission
is lower than 5 % it means that the sample on the disc is too thin. The next step is to rule the tangential base line to each of the three
characteristic peaks:
-1
-1
 Band 1 – 690 to 790 cm (for 700 cm );
-1
-1
 Band 2 – 930 to 1 130 cm (for 970 cm );
-1
-1
 Band 3 – 1 230 to 1400 cm (for 1380 cm ).
Then from the plot the % transmission for each band at the point of minimum transmission (T) and the corresponding value for the baseline
(B) at the same wave number should be read. The value A1, A2, A3 should be calculated using the following formula:
An=log(Bn) – log(Tn).

(2)
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Where: An is result for band “n“, Bn is baseline transmission value for band “n”, Tn is peak transmission value for band “n”.
To calculate the content of SBS in PMB following formulas are recommended:
If (A1/A3)<0,57 then the % content of Styrene=5,25*(A1/A3).

(3)

If (A1/A3)≥0,57 then the % content of Styrene=0,3*(12,8*A1/A3 + 2,7).

(4)

The % content of Butadiene= 10,5*(A2/A3).

(5)

The % content of SBS=%Styrene + %Butadiene.

(6)

This test method is also recommended for determination of SBR, EVA or EMA polymers in modified bitumen.
Test Method Q350 – SBS content of PMB – Queensland Government [11]
The test method is applicable for determining the SBS content of PMB using ATR-FTIR analysis. The method assume that peaks at
-1
697, 808, 911 and 966 cm are indicative of styrene and butadiene respectively. To prepare the sample it is required to obtain a
representative sample of approximately 2 g of the binder. Then 10 mL of carbon disulphide should be added to dissolve the binder.
Dissolving should be performed in a mechanical shaker by shaking for at least one hour at room temperature. After the shaking two drops
of the extract should be transfer to the center of a glass plate. Then the solution must be allowed to dry and the sample must be heated in
the oven at 40 °C for 1 hour. The spectrum analysis should be taken accordingly to the requirements detailed in Table 1.
Table 1. Set-up of ATR-FTIR Spectrophotometer
Component/Condition
Detector
Source
Window
Aperture
Scan range

Requirements
DTGS KBr
IR-Turbo
Diamond
100
-1
1100-625 cm

Component/Condition
Beam splitter
Accessory
Gain setting
Velocity
Number of scans

Requirements
KBr
Smart Orbit
8,0
0,6329
32

To calculate the SBS content we should use a relevant peak area integration software package to determine the areas of bands at
-1
-1
-1
-1
966 cm , 911 cm ,808 cm and 697 cm . The SBS content should be calculated according to the formula:
S= (28,42*P697)/(P966+P911+P808+P697).

(7)
-1

-1

-1

Where: S is SBS content in %, P697 is peak area at 697 cm , P966 is peak area at 966 cm , P911 is peak area at 911 cm , P808 is peak
-1
area at 808 cm .
The test should be taken for two sample and the result should be the average of the SBS contents determined for the two spectra.
Conclusions
Due to increasing demands on the properties of bitumen it has become necessary to use a PMB. Currently, the best and the most
effective modifier is SBS. Even the small amount of SBS causes significant changes in the properties of modified asphalt. Unfortunately,
the high price of the polymer is a temptation for producers to understate its content in the final product. Therefore, it is necessary to have
a fast and simple method which allows to determine the SBS content in bitumen. Research conducted by [8] or [9] confirm that IR
spectroscopy was found suitable for the study. Roads & Traffic Authority NSW and Department of Transport and Main Roads Queensland
in Australia developed a procedure to quantify PMB using IR spectroscopy. There are few differences between the methods, such as a
solvent (toluene or carbon disulphide), preparation of the sample or characteristic bands. Both methods seem to be correct and worthy
applying in the European market.
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Abstract. Technically speaking, a coating of ultra-thin silica or substantially damn narrow layer of glass. The
raw material is in this case an ordinary quartz sand treated in the form of nanoparticles to which the mixture
was added to spray only water or ethanol - according to the surface to which it is not in the liquid glass is
applied. Nothing more is no longer needed, liquid glass in place by holding a tick by physical forces operating
in the nanoscale. Liquid glass spray revolutionary nanomaterial.
Introduction
Spray with liquid glass creates a waterproof layer thickness of about 100 nanometers. In these dimensions, the glass is very
flexible and easily allows air. At the same time it can be easily cleaned with water or wipe with a damp cloth. The liquid glass is to have very
long-lasting antibacterial effect.
According to some experts, it is not the most liquid glass nanotechnology, which saw the light of day. Nanotechnology
technically speaking, a coating of ultra-thin silicon dioxide, or substantially very narrow layer of glass. The raw material in this case is silica
sand processed to form nanoparticles, to which the mixture for spray adds just water or ethanol - according to the surface to which it is not
in the liquid glass is applied. The liquid glass is held in place by means of physical forces operating in the nanoscale.
Spray with liquid glass creates a waterproof layer thickness of about 100 nanometers. In these dimensions, the glass is very
flexible and easily allows air. At the same time it can be easily cleaned with water or wipe with a damp cloth. The liquid glass is durable
antibacterial effects.

Fig.1 nanotechnology
Nano is a transparent, non-toxic coating that protects the surface. It can even be sprayed on live plants. Nanotechnology is
preparing for a frontal attack on our everyday reality.
•
•
•
•
•
•

There are several names for this new type of protection materials such as nano spray, liquid glass, nano impregnation but the
properties remain the same - to create a waterproof layer thickness of about 100 nanometers.
Nano nano-molecules formed by self-organizing elements to stick to the "invisible" barriers like glass. On the treated surface then
remain only these molecules, while the medium - water (on absorbent surfaces) or ethanol (on non-absorbent surfaces) completely
evaporate.
In this dimension the nanolayer breathable, durable and has antibacterial effects. Microbes do not like it, because it is difficult to
reproduce. In addition nanosurfaces repel dirt and moisture and efficiently resist heat, ultraviolet light or strong acids exceeding
PH14.
Nanotechnology used primarily by manufacturers of clothing and footwear, as it provides good protection against dirt and damage.
Additionally, this technology finds application in a wide sphere of construction, wood products, incl. floors, windows and many more.
Eg. nanospreje Nanoville help you make a stone of your house quite as breathable but absolutely non-absorbent building where
many times you increase the cooling and especially the life of plaster or paint. Likewise preferred is the impregnation of the bricks and
the joints.
The same is true of nanoimpregnaci wooden houses, log cabins or cottages. Tensions between the outer side of wet and dry interior
is almost always to see new fissures.
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Production of liquid water glass
Water glass is currently produced mostly by two basic methods:
a)

Production of PKS / D (solid silicate, sodium / potassium)
NCA / D is produced from the glass sand (silica, 70-75%) in the glass melting bath furnace at 1400-1600°C using alkali fluxes - soda
(sodium oxide) or potash (potassium oxide), is substances by melting sand easier. The molten glass is rapidly cooled in order to
minimize cracking of the (visually similar pieces of ice) and therefore as simple subsequent dissolution. Thus input material prepared
using sodium / potassium, water, temperature and pressure, dissolved in an autoclave (heating, closed pressure vessel) for liquid
water glass. Hereby way can produce all types of water glass.

b)

The hydrothermal reaction. The autoclave (heating, closed pressure vessel) is for using hydroxide, water, temperature and pressure
within dissolves silica sand. This method can produce only certain types of water glass sodium. The addition of organic or inorganic
additives in the dissolution process in the autoclave can improve the characteristics and properties of water glass.

Properties of water glass
Composition of water glass is usually characterized by silica module M, which is the molar ratio of SiO2/Na2O of sodium glass or
SiO2/K2O for lime glass. Value silicon module commonly manufactured types of water glass is usually in the range of 1.6 to 4.1. Besides
the module to characterize the water glass used most of its density, which provides information on the concentration of the solution as well
as the composition of the starting glass, as well as viscosity and pH value.
Viscosity of water glass depends on its concentration and on the value of the starting silica glass module. When comparing the
data on the viscosity must be taken into account that the water glass acts as a Newtonian fluid and the viscosity value depends on the
method of measurement. The pH value is also a function of the chemical composition and concentration of water glass. Glass of water, salt
solutions as strong bases and weak acids are highly alkaline.

Fig.2 The strength-elasticity various materials
Curing waterglass
Curing of the water glass is caused by formation of gel of silicic acid, usually as a result of reaction of an alkali silicate with
carbon dioxide, respectively, carbonic acid, according to the following scheme:
Me2SiO3 + H2CO3 → Me2CO3 + H2SiO3 (gel SiO2 • n H2O)
By product of the curing reaction is the type of water glass either soda or potash.
The use of water glass
Sodium water glass is used as an ingredient in degreasers, detergents, as a binder in the production of welding wires or sand
molds in foundries. Waste water as a remover of heavy metals. Furthermore, as an adhesive in the paper industry, or the activator in the
manufacture of geopolymer materials.
For the manufacture of paints, sealants, dry mortars etc. in the construction industry uses potassium water glass.
For demanding applications such as industrial floors, special fire-resistant materials, colors, etc. are used less known water glass, lithium,
sodium - lithium and potassium - lithium. Liquid glass spray revolutionary nanomaterial.
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Types of water glass

Conclusion
Some metallic glasses as based on Pt-Cu-Ni-P can be used as catalysts (eg oxidation of ethanol), which states that after 1000
cycles of the efficiencies of up to 2.4 better than traditional Pt catalyst [M. Carmo et al. ACS Nano 5 (2011) 2979]. Higher efficiency is
achieved, inter alia, for preparing metallic glass into tvrau nano wires CMZ occurs rise speccifického surface. Other areas as applications
in MEMS, ie, Micro-electro-mechanical systems. Finally, the melt can prepare a variety of nano-and micro-components.
Finally, I would like to add that we have not touched a number of other unique properties of bulk glass between probably the most
interesting may be the atomic structure and as the change in the deformation.
If someone is interested in this area suggest reading YQ Cheng, Prog. Mater. Sci. 56 (2011) 379
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Abstract. Evaluation of the tool wear is most commonly indicator when cutting process is monitored. Several methods are
useable for this. Usually evaluation according to norm IS0 3685:1993 is applied. In this paper will be showed that it not need be
sufficient in this time. Development and research are still going up and the needs are higher and higher. This article shows new
possibilities of the tool wear evaluation those could be suitable and more complex.

Introduction
Currently, due to continuous research and development more and more new devices, which are able to measure almost anything,
are appeared on the market . It is an effort that these instruments could measure so many parameters as is possible with high accuracy
and reliability of measurement results. This development is the response on the needs of users of these devices who need to be one step
ahead of your competitors and therefore more and more new requirements for measuring the parameters are arising. This also applies to
the development of cutting tools. Producers are responding on the needs machining of exotic materials by respecting quality parameters of
surface and maintaining tool life. The question is whether the evaluation of the tool wear according to norm IS0 3685:1993 is still sufficient
or it should be done refresh this standard and, depending on possibilities of devices, which are nowadays on the market, to replenish it with
new parameters that would have to complement and results from measurement of the tool wear would then have to higher predictive
value. This paper will deal with another possibilities to measure of the tool wear on the tool for machining of Inconel 718.
Main goal of this paper is showed new possibilities of tool wear evaluation. Development of tools is very much alive process, so
norms and evaluation methods of tool wear must evolve along with him so that the description will be the complex and informative. Some
of researchers are using methods of evaluation, which will be acceptable for their need. In this article is showed how tool wear can be
evaluated with help modern technology, concretely with device IFM G4 that exploits the small depth of focus of an optical system with
vertical scanning to provide topographical and colour information from the variation of focus.
Evaluation of tool wear
Double-edged milling cutter with diameter 8mm from sinter carbide were chosen for the evaluation of the above mentioned
parameters. Tools were made in a lot of variations radius of the cutting edge, for example drag finishing, stream finishing, polishing, two
different types of layers, polishing after deposition and competitive tools for machining Ni alloys. Results from machining can be found in
paper Influence of the edge microgeometry when machining Inconel 718 – Reference [1].
Area of the monitoring

Fig. 1 Area of the monitoring on the cutting edge
Firstly, tool wear was measured standardly according to norm IS0 3685:1993 on the optical microscope Multicheck PC 500.
Evaluation of all parameters was always done on the base of cutting conditions (cutting speed 35m/min, feed per tooth 0,04mm, axial
depth of cut 3mm, radial depth of cut 0,5mm) 2mm from the tool tip so that monitored values were predictive in evaluation the effects of
parameter changes on the cutting process.
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Fig. 2 Evaluation of the tool wear according to the norm
These exotic materials like Inconel 718 influences process of the tool wear due to its specific properties significantly. Sometimes is
difficult to measure of the tool wear by using of standard methods like a common optical microscop. In this experiment the operator of the
microscope after a few measuring was not sure what is measured. It was not clear if is a right value VBB between blue lines in the picture
13 or if is between red lines, how the picture 3 shows.
.

Fig. 3 Conventional method of measuring tool wear
This was the reason for finding other possibilities of evaluation of the tool wear. It was used device IFM G4 for it. First, scan of the
new tool was done. Then machining tests continue to the next measuring and after it scan of the worn tool was done. In the scan was done
cut. Following picture shows that value of the wear was clear. On the base this knowledge was obvious which value on the optical
microscope is the right.

Fig 4 Measuring of tool wear on IFM G4
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Cuts which were made on the scan of the worn tool are very useful for measuring of the depth dimensions like parameter KT.
Common methods for measuring of the tool wear are not to much useable for this or their reliability and repeatability is not high.
The device IFM G4 allows the next possibilities how tool wear can be evaluate. The first of them is measuring through the difference
analysis. New and worn tool are scanned a then these scans are put together. Result is spectrum of colors, how is to see in picture 5.
Difference analysis

Fig. 5 Evaluation of tool wear though differences analysis
Difference analysis shows a deviation between new and worn tool. Specific values of the missing material and a lot of next can be
found in the table of results. Volume parameters could be added to the currently norm for measuring of the tool wear because they could
have an important interpretive value. For example the same value of VBB for two same worn tool can have different relief of the tool wear
or different volume of the missing material.
Table 1. Results from difference analysis

IFM G4 has minimally one more solution for evaluation of the tool wear. Scans of new and worn edges must be done like in the past
method. They must be put together and then should to do the cut through the final scan. The picture 6 shows contours of the new and worn
tool. Here is possible to measure required parameters. This method is used for evaluation of the tool wear in [3]

Fig. 6 Evaluation of tool wear though contours of the new and worn tools [3]
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Conclusion
This article should show how important is correct measuring of the cutting edge because it has great influence on the cutting process
mainly tool life, forces and temperature load. These influences describe article Influence of the edge microgeometry when machining
Inconel 718.
Development of tools is very much alive process, so norms and evaluation methods of tool wear must evolve along with him so that the
description will be the complex and informative. Some of researchers, for example [3], are using methods of evaluation, which will be
acceptable for their need.
In this paper three methods were suggested like a support or extending for the current norm for measuring tool wear: IS0 3685:1993.
According this norm the 2D parameters are watched. Most common way is measuring on optical microscope. Problem is that not always is
clear if right value is measure. Here can be the measuring recruit by 3D scan. Next way - it will be useable that the norm will be recruited
by 3D parameters like is for example volume of the missing material. Last extending of currently norm could be doing by difference
analysis new and worn material. From this is clear where and how much material is missing. These are just ideas, which will be necessary
more investigate and find out if they should be usable for practical measuring.
On the base of these experiments we would like to find more complex and more informative method for evaluation of the cutting edge and
tool wear which will be usable for wider spectrum of users.
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